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FOREWORD 
As basic policy NASA believes that colleges and universities should be encouraged to participate in 
the nation's space and aeronautics program to the maximum extent practicable. Indeed, universities 
are considered as partners with government and industry in the nation's aerospace program. NASA's 
objective is to have them bring their scientific, engineering, and social research competence to bear 
on aerospace problems and on the broader social, economic, and international implications of 
NASA's technical and scientific programs. It is expected that, in so doing, universities will strengthen 
both their research and their educational capabilities to contribute more effectively to the national 
well-being. 
NASA Field Centers and certain Headquarters Program Offices provide funds for those R&D 
activities in universities which contribute to the mission needs of that particular NASA element. 
Although ,NASA has no predetermined amount of money to devote to university activities, the 
effort funded each year is substantial. (See the bar chart on the next page). This annual report is 
one means of documenting the NASA-university relationship, frequently denoted, collectively, as 
NASA's University Program. 
The University Affairs Office (UAO) serves as a focal point for NASA's relationships with colleges 
and universities. One of its roles is to provide information on the NASA University Program. The 
present document is designed to serve several purposes and a wide range of audiences from private 
individuals to NASA employees. The emphasis is on the technical content of the program, rather 
than on fiscal data, which is available separately from UAO. As some terminology will not be 
familiar to all readers, a "User's Guide" is included to facilitate the fullest use of the material 
related to the interests of any particular reader. 
I 
Information on obtaining reports resulting from these projects may be obtained from: NASA, 
Scientific and Technical Information Branch, Code NST, Washington, DC 20546. 
iii 
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The University Program Report provides current information and related statistics for each grant or 
research contract active during the report period. The following guidance is provided as an aid to the 
reader in readily locating material of interest and in optimizing the use of this document. 
I. Typical Citation 
2 
N A S  8322.30 
+ 
Arizona State University 
i 
1078 
$ -Marshall mated element system translator 
Penad f l  Otfigarions 6 
5 - 12/15/7611/13/78 FY78: 118,217 TOTAL: $118,217 - 7 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Caregor). 
8 - Woodfin, M. A. MSFC/Lee, G .  21-Mathematics - 10 
MSFC/Smith, J.  G. 
t 
9 
1. Grant or Contract Number. 
2. Institution Name. 
3. Accession Number. 
4. Brief work description. 
5. Approximate period of performance. 
6. Amount (if any) actually provided during the indicated fiscal year. 
7. Total amount actually provided during the indicated period of performance. 
8. Principal Investigator(s) at the educational institution. 
9. NASA Technical Officer(s) and organizational location. 
10. CASE Field of Science and Engineering code and name. 
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11. NASA Installations 
NASA installations are included in the citation as abbreviations (item 9). The following listing of 















Ames Research Center 
NASA 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
Telephone Number 
for Information 
Dryden Flight Research Center 805/258-33 1 1 
NASA 
P.O. Box 273 
Edwards, CA 93523 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
NASA 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 9 1 103 
Johnson Space Center 
NASA 
Houston, TX 77058 
Kennedy Space Center 
NASA 
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899 
Langley Research Center 
NASA 
Langley Station 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Lewis Research Center 
NASA 
2 1000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
NASA . 
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 
35812 
National Space Technology Laboratories 601/688-2211 
NASA 
NSTL Station, MS 39529 
WFC Wallops Flight Center 
NASA 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546 
The abbreviation for NASA Headquarters, HQ, usually carries a suffix, for example HQLU, which 
denotes a particular office and general area of responsibility. (LU is the University Affairs Office.) 
A full listing of the suffix letters and information on NASA's organizational structure may be found 
in the NASA Headquarters Telephone Directory. (The Directory is for sale by the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.) 
111. CASE Fields of Science and Engineering 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) operates a government-wide system (CASE) for collecting 
and analyzing data on support to colleges and universities. Participating agencies report annually to 
NSF which in turn issues Support to Universities. Colleges and Selected Nonprofit Institutions. The 
CASE Fields, used in the extensive tabulations contained in that document, form the only consistent 
classification system for government sponsored research. The fields are listed in full in Appendix B. 
) IV. ,  Cross-Indexes 
The cross-indexed Appendices are related to the citations (descriptions) by the accession number 
(item 3). The accession number has meaning only in this report; it is in no way permanently associated 
with nor does it uniquely identify a specific grant or contract anywhere except in the present report. 
Accession numbers are assigned sequentially to the citations, beginning with 1000. Thus, when an 
entry of interest is identified in any one of the Appendices, the associated accession number allows 
ready location of the full description in the body of the report. 
~ppendix A - Given only the grant or contract number this index enables the reader 
to locate the citation. The first page tells how to distinguish grants 
from contracts. 
Appendix B - This index provides rapid access to all projects in a particular area of 
endeavor, as defined by the CASE Fields. This listing is also easily 
used to determine the institutions and principal investigators conducting 
NASA projects in a field. 
Appendix C - The types of effort sponsored by each NASA installation may be 
determined from this index. 

NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NAS 8-32945 Alabama A&M University loo0 
Solution growth of crystah in zero gravity experiment for materials 
processing in space 
Period Obligaliom 
03/05/7&03/05/83 FY78: $135,000 TOTAL: S135,000 
frill. IIIVCS~. NASA Tech. Q@er CASE Category 
Lal, R. B. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
Kroes, R. L. MSFC/Ruff, R. C. 
NAS kt4770 Alabama A&M University 1001 
Communication system performance evaluation based upon 
pseudonoise testing 
Period 061igalions 
10/20/75-06/M/79 FY78: $19,425 TOTAL: $59,425 
Prin. bvrst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Coregory 
Weathers, G. D. JSC/Teasdale, W. E. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 8001 Alabama A&M University 1002 
Application of transition radiations to detect charged particles 
in cosmic rays 
Period OMigations 
01 /02/74-04/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $16,818 
~ r i n .  Inwsr. NASA Ted. o//icer CASE Cataow 
George, M. C. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 11-Astronomy 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8033 Alabama A&M University 1003 
The study of crystals for space processing and the effects of 
O-grpvity 
Period Wigariom 
01/15/76-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S52.046 
Prin. fnwsr. NASA Tmk. Omer CASE ?Alegory 
Lal, R. B. MSFC/Schafer, C. F. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
NSG 8037 Alabama A&M University 1004 
Atmospheric effects on coherent laser systems 
Period Wigalion~ 
06/01/7606/01/7~ FY78: $28,606 TOTAL: $71,990 
Prin. Inrrsl. NASA Ted. .O/fmr CASE Category 
Murty, S. S. MSFC/Bilbro, J. W. 13-Physics 
MSFCfKent, M. I. 
NSG 8041 Alabama A I M  University 1 W  
Parametric study of rock pik thermal storage for solar heating 
Period w&Iions 
06/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $62,677 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. w n r  CASE Cuegory 
Saha, H. MSFC/Humphries, W. R. &Mech Engr 
MSFCfZurBurg, F. R. 
NSG 8042 Alabama A&M University 1006 
Preparation of guinea pig macrophages for electrophoretic 
experiments in space 
Period Obligations 
06/01/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $27,235 
Prin. Inws#. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Savage, J. MSFC/Allen, R. E. 5 1-Biology 
Grayson, G. MSFClKent, M. I. 
NSG 8051 Alabama A&M University 1007 
Space processing of biological materials 
Pcnbd W i g a I h  
06/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $25,693 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Colegory 
Gibson, W. L. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8057 Alabama A&M University 100s 
Evaluation of digital system design languages 
Perinl oarlgaliant 
10/01/77-10/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $21,990 
Prin. Inwat. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Ccllaory 
Shiva, S. G. hilSFC/Gould, J. M. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8062 Alabama A&M University 1009 
The application of remote sensing technology to soil mapping 
and land use ptoblems of Alabama and Southeastern United 
States 
Perial Obligalions 
05/ 15/7&05/ 14/79 FY78: $43,750 TOTAL: $43,750 
Prin. Invcst. NASA fuh. Oy* CASE 01- 
Montgomery, 0. L. MSFCfDownr, S. W., Jr. 
MSFCfKent, M. I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 8064 Alabama A&M University 1010 
Guinea pig macrophases for electrophoretic experiment 
Pcriod wigatiay 
09/29/7&04/28/79 FY78: S3,%0 TOTAL: $3.960 
Prin. hw. NASA Tech. Olflrrr CASE C-ory 
Savage, J. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 51-Biology 
NAS 8-28058 Atbells Sate College 1011 
Chemical analysis of outgassing contaminant on spacecraft 
surfaas 
Period 
10/27/7 1-12/05/76 FY78: TOTAL: $93,697 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Ted. e r  CASE Craaery 
McNutt, R. C. MSFC/Fountain, J. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Milkr, E. R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 8-30880 Athens W t e  College 1012 
Determination of exploratory loading techniques for holographic 
non-dest~cti~e t sting 
Period Obligotionr 
07/01 /7449/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $21,102 
. Pdn. Innsf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafepry 
Martin, A. M., 111 MSFC/Moore, W. W., Jr. 13- Physics 
MSFC/Owens, R. B. 
NAS 8-31731 Atbens State Cdkge 1013 
Vapor transport mechanisms 
Period Obligations 
10/08/75-01/07/78 FY78: TOTAL: $53,000 
Pnn. Innst. NASA Tech. Oflipcr CASE Category 
Workman, G. L. MSFC/Zwiener, J. M. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Adams, W. 
NAS 8-32221 Athens State C o k e  1014 
Evaluative study of several photopolymer holographic detector 
materials 
Period Obligolionr 
011 17/77-09/ 17/77 FY78: TOTAL: $14,000 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Workman, G. L. MSFC/Finnell, S. E. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Moore, W. W., Jr. 
NAS 832483 Atbens State Cdlege 1015 
Optical surface damage from reentrant gases on space transporta- 
tion system 
Perfad Obliptions 
051 16/77-07/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $16,000 
Prln. I n w .  NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Category 
McNutt, R. C. MSFC/Shriver, E. L. 43-Chem Engr 
MSFClLinton, R. C. 
NAS 832834 Atbens State Cdlege 1016 
Study of microprocessors in ultliwnic control functions 
Period Obllgaliom 
021 14/7&10/ 13/78 FY78: $9,900 TOTAL: $9,900 
Pdn. Inlrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Workman, G. L. MSFC/Woodis, K. W. 45-Ekc Engr 
MSFC/Knadkr, J. M. 
NAS 832920 Alhens State Cdkge 1017 
Vapor transport mechanisms 
Perlal Qbl- 
02/01/78-08/3 1/79 FY78: $77,975 TOTAL: $77,975 
Inrsr. NASA Tech. Q@cer CASE Curgory 
Workman, G. L. MSFC/Zwicncr, J. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS.8-26930 Auburn University 1018 
Advanad computer system studies and development 
rerbd wmf- 
03/29/71- 101 15/76 FY78: TOTAL: $71,225 
P& lnru. NASA Tech. o//krr CASE Cum 
Carroll, B. D. MSFC/Whitc, J. B. 45-Ekc Engr 
Illwin, J. D. 
NAS 8-30654 Auburn University 1019 k. 
Development of Alabama resources information management 
system 
Perid OM&ationr 
04/23/74-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $70,934 
PIfn Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Vachon, R. I. MSFC/Cummings, R. E. 
Hemng, B. E. MSFCIMesser, C. 22-Computer Science 
NAS 831223 Auburn University lo#) 
Optical data processing study 
Period Obligations 
02/04/75- 10/04/76 FY78: TOTAL: $13,984 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/fii-er CASE Category 
Pinson, L. J. MSFC/Keer, J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFClSmith, H. F. 
NAS 8-31572 Auburn University 1021 
Design, processing and test of large scale integrated circuit 
arrays 
Period ~ i p I i o i u  
12/01/75-07/ 14/79 FY78: $29,599 TOTAL: $70,790 
Prin. bnst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Carroll, B. D. MSFC/Matheney, J. L. 45-Ekc Engr 
MSFC/Cagle, F. A. 
NAS 8-32215 Auburn University 1022 
Development of Alabama resouras information management 
system 
Period Obl&ationr 
12/20/76-12/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech. OjFcr CASE Guegory 
Vachon, R. I. MSFC/Huffman, J. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Herring, B. E. MSFC/Paludan, C. T. 
NAS 8-32633 Auburn University 1023 
The large scale integrated circuits cost optilpizing 
P c M  w- 
09/06/77-11/05/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,400 
?~iu brral. NASA Tech. w a r  CASE ategory 
Cook, K. B. MSFC/Routh, D. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
Kerns, D. V. MSFC/Hollis, B. R., Jr. 
NAS a32634 A h  UaiveAity 1024 
The large scale integrated circuits process technology 
Period O M W ~  
o s ~ ~ n - o s ~ o ~ / 7 ~  ~ ~ 7 8 :  TOTAL: ~29,400 
Pdn. lnnxl. NASA Ted. Oj/irrr CAE mqwy 
Kerns, D. V. MSFC/Routh, D. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
Cook, K. B. MSFC/Feltner, W. R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
- NAS 8-33092 Auburn University 1025 
Developing and characterizing improved radiation hard technology 
for space applications (CMOS) 
Period W & d i m  
11/06/7& 1 1/05/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pda &vest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Kerns, D. V. MSFC/Routh, D. E. 45-Elec Engr 
Cook, K. B. MSFC/Gould, J. M. 
NCA 8125 Auburn University 1826 
Research and study of solid propellant rocket motor internal 
ballistic performance variation 
Period OM&afiona 
11/19/76-11/18/77 FY78: TOTAL: $36,000 
Prfn. Invest. NASA Ted.  officer CASE Category 
Sfonini, R. H. MSFC/Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
43-Chem Engr 
NCA 8128 Auburn University 1027 
Evaluation of induction motors with electronic controls 
Penal \ Wigorions 
08/03/77-01/02/77 FY78: TOTAL: $7,500 
. P h  Inwsr NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Russell, D. MSFC/Nola, F. J. 43Chem Engr 
Lowrey, W. 
NCA 8-130 Auburn University lOZS 
Solid propellant rocket motor internal ballistic performance 
variation analysis 
Pcrbd Obl*1ions 
12/14/77-01/13/79 FY78: S25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prfn. Inrrrr. NASA Ted. W i r  CASE Category 
Sfonini, R. H. MSFC/Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
Foster, W. A., Jr. MSFC/Miller. J. Q. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3109 Auburn University 1029 
Techniques for determining stresses in rotating turbine or 
compressor blades 
eriod Wtgaliou 
09/01/76-12/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S38,842 
P a .  Inwat. NASA Ted. of*r CASE Corawg 
Ranson, W .  F. LERC/Decker, A. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Swinson, W. F. 
NSG Allkrn University 1030 
Grain quality inspection system: Phase 1 feasibility evaluation 
icrbd o d & - h  
01/24/77-04/30/79 FY78: S48.000 TOTAL: S74.000 
Pricr. Inrsr. NASA Ted. m r  CASE Ccorpry 
Flood, C. A., Jr. MSFC/Danicl. C. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGR 81987889 T.llrkg. cdklp 1031 
Far i n f d  lattice properties of gallium arscnide 
Pnhd milaionr 
01/01/7+03/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: SS0.450 
P*. I n W .  NASA Tech. qUlcrr CASE Curpry 
Brcccher, J. MSFC/Dalins, I. 13-Physics 
! 
NSG 2217 Talladega Cdloge 1032 
Experimental Research on the thermodynamic properties of 
sulfuric acid 
Period Wigotions 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $59,973 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. OjFrr CASE Category 
Momson, R. A. ARC/Whitten, R. C. 13-Physics 
ARC/Toon, 0. B. 
NAS 9-13844 Tuskegee Institute 1033 
Analytical investigation of the heat-pipe radiator as a spacecraft 
heat rejection system 
Perbd oblgal io~ 
01/01/74-12/31/79 FY78: S10,000 TOTAL: $85,000 
Ptin. hwst. NASA TA. of/rcrr CASE Caregory 
Sellers, J. P., Jr. JSCIFrench, B. 0. 46-Mech' Engr 
NGT 01-005750 Tuskegee Institute 1034 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period Wigofions 
06/01/75-05/31/79 FY78:' $14,000 TOTAL: $56.000 
Phn. Inw~t.  NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory 
Dybnak, Z. W. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr. NEC 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
NGT 01-005780 Tuskegee Institute 1035 
Precooperative engineering education program 
Period WIsptions 
10/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: S6,200 TOTAL: S6,200 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Carpry 
Sams, U. H. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERClAllen, R. P. 
NSG 2330 Tuskegee Institute 1036 
Morphometrics of cellular damage in mice receiving whole body 
irradiation 
Prriod W g a l i w r  
08/01/78-07/31/79 ~ ~ 7 8 :  ~m.000 TOTAL: ~20,000 
Prin. Inveaf. NASA Tech. Ofllrrr CASE Caw 
Sapp, W. J. ARC/Philpott, D. E. 5 I-Biology 
NSG 3154 Tuskegee Iastihrte 1037 
Evaporation behavior of superalloys 
Period OEYiltoIiOm 
08/01/7707/03/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: S65.000 
Ma. Invest. NASA T d .  O/pnr CASE Wcpv 
Ramirez. R. P. LERC/Titran, R. H. 47-Materials Engr 
Jcelani, S. LERCjKlopp, W. D. 
NSG am T e s k m  b t h t e  1038 
Investigation of electrical breakdown characteristics and stability 
of insulating materials used on solar cells (photovoltaic conver- 
ters) 
Prkd -- 
08/01/7W/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $49,042 
Ma. Inveat. NASA T d .  CASE C&lqwy 
Dorcswamy, C. V. MSFqYoung, L. E. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA ( Continued) 
NSG 8054 Tuskegee Institute 1039 
An investigation of absorber and radiators for solar power 
systems 
Period OMigationr 
09/01/77- 1 1/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA T d .  wirer CASE Cafegory 
Sellers, J. P., Jr. MSFCIBrantky, L. W. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFCJKent, M. I. 
NAS 832923 University of Alabama - Birmitaghun 1040 
Conducting experiments to determine the operating limitations 
of the Hanning continuous flow electrophoretic stparator 
Period obliguimw 
06/07/78-12/06/78 FY78: S20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA T d .  afjinr CASE Category 
Sachs, G. MSFC/Rhodes, P. H. 5 1-Biology 
Jackson, R. D. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
Stewart, H. B. 
NAS 82&097 University of AIabama - Huntsville 1045 
Triggering mechanisms for solar flares 
Period Olil@lions 
12/06/71-12/31/78 FY78: $39,198 TOTAL: 5499,198 
Pnn. Rver. NASA Tech. q f i n r  CASE Category 
Wu, S. T. MSFCITandberghanssen, E. 13- Physics 
MSFC/Watkins, J. 'R. 
NAS 829316 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1046 
Working model of the London moment readout system 
Period ObJiga~ionr 
10/06/72-02/22/79 FY78: $85.323 TOTAL: $516,699 
. . , . 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcdi. .Ol/inr CASE Catego~y 
Hendricks, J. B. MSFC/Decher, R. 99-Multi-Discip 
MSFC/Urban, E. W. 
NAS 8-30563 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1047 
Study of magnetospheric and laboratory plasma physics experi- 
ments 
Period Obligations 
09/01 /74-03/31/79 FY78: $85,573 TOTAL: $234,669 
P~in. Invest. NASA Tech. of/iccr CASE Category 
NAS 23-33014 University of Alabama - Birmingham 1041 Comfort, R. H. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 13-Physics 
Materials processing in space experiment: Whole cell electropho- MSFC/Fields, S. A. 
nsis aboard Spacelab 
Period Oblka~ions 
051 17/7845/ 17/79 FY78: 540,000 TOTAL: S40,000 NAS 831170 
P&. Invwt. NASA Tech. .OlJiccr CASE Category University of Alabama - Huntsville 1048 
Chiovetti, R., Jr. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 5 1-Biology Study of efficient low power diffractomebr designs 
Period Oblptionr 
01/15/75-12/31/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $103,391 
. . , , 
Prin. Insest. NASA Tech. qfmr CASE Category 
Gregory. J. C. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Eby, P. B. 
NGR 0 1 - 0 1 ~ 1  University of Alabama - Binnigham 1042 
Model for origin add coevolution of genetic code and the process 
of protein synthesis NAS 8-31171 University of Alabama - Huatsville 1049 
P e U  ~b~igat inr  Study of internal wave motions on the neutral atmosphere 
05/09/73-05/3 1/79 FY78: S35,834 TOTAL: $210,780 PCM oblmionr 
Pdn. Lvea. NASA T d .  qfmr  CASE Category 021 14/75-1213 1/78 FY78: 548,000 TOTAL: $88,000 
h a y ,  J. C., Jr. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-chemistry Rh. l~r ru .  NASA Tech. @par CASE Cat~ory  
Hung, R. J. MSFC/West, G. S., Jr. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Hill, C. K. 
NAS 8-24908 University of Al.b.nu - Huntsville NAS 8-31293 Study of radiation environment in orbit of the Apollo applications University of Alabama - Huntsville lOsO 
satellites Solar heating and cooling technical data and systems analysis 
&rial Obligu*mr Perial ~ f f l i o n s  
06/24/6941/31/77 FY78: S49 TOTAL: S195,327 11/07/74-05/31/79 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: $531,521 
Pdn. Incrst. NASA T d .  Q'fker NASA T d .  w e e r  Fvin. Inmi.  CASE Category CASE Cucdwy 
Hiscr, H. W. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 1 1-Astronomy Christiensen, D. MSFC/Cridcr, B. 1ZPhysics MSFC/King, C. 
NAS 831321 University of Ah- - Huntsville lOSl 
NAS 8-24953 University of AIaLIma - Huntsville 1044 Cloud physics laboratory project science and applications working 
Study of specific liibt output of C B  crystals group 
&r*d Obl@timu Period Wigationr 
06/26/69-12/31/76 FY78: $218 TOTAL: $374,070 12/20/74- 1 1/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: SS9.000 
P h .  lnuat. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE C a w  P h .  Inw~t. NASA Tech. @/ircr CASECocegory 
Gregory, J. C. MSFC/PameU, T. A. 13-Physics Hung, R. J. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Fishman, G. J. MSFC/Vaughan, 0. H. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 8-31345 University of Alabama - Huntsvilk 1052 NAS 8-33096 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1059 
Water resources and stream contamination study Design automation of digital systems 
Period Obl&ations Perial Wigations 
04/01/75-10/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: S7,500 08/09/78-09/30/79 FY78: S26,287 TOTAL: $26,287 
Pria Inwst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Colegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE (3rtegory 
Doyle, L. MSFC/Bensko, J. 32-Geological Sci Shiva, S. G. MSFC/Jones, R. E. 22-Computer Science 
NAS 8-31729 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1053 NAS 8-33132 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1060 
Numerical simulation of warm fogs Orbiting space science platform 
Period Wigations Period Wigations 
1 1/05/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $49,000 06/01/7&04/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. of/iinr CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfker CASE C-ory 
Hung, R. J. MSFC/Vaughn, 0. H., Jr. 13-Physics Wu, S. T. MSFC/Morgan, S. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Anderson, B. J. MSFC/Snoddy, W. C. 
NAS 8-31895 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1054 
lnvestigations in cosmic ray and gamma ray astronomy and nuclear 
instruments 
Period Obligations 
031 19/76-03/31/79 FY78: S62,500 TOTAL: $132,500 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Ted. O f i r  CASE Category 
Gregory, J .  C. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 13-Physics 
NAS 8-32225 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1055 
Shuttle Comet research 
Period Obligations 
09/30/76-01/29/77 FY78: TOTAL: $7,582 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflice? CASE Category 
\ Stuhlinger, E. MSFC/Clifton, K. S. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 8-32398 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1056 
Measurements of materials properties for solar cells 
Period Wigations 
02/07/77-03/06/78 FY78: TOTAL: $26,014 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Castle, J. G. MSFC/Whitaker, A. F. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Peawk, C. 
NAS 8-32UB University of Alabama - Huntsville 1057 
Research Study: Data Management symposium 
Penad Obligations 
071 15/77-03/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: S23,885 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Carter, E. A. MSFC/Carey, W. T., Jr. 45-Ekc Engr 
MSFC/Hudson, K. 
NAS 8-32818 University of Ahbama - Huntsville 1058 
Infrared telescope cryogenic system design and development 
reriod wim- 
0313 1 /7802/ 14/79 FY78: S64,822 TOTAL: S64,822 
Pdn. Inmsr. NASA Tech. . O / / i r  CASE Catcga?y 
Karr, G. R. MSFClUrban, E. W. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Katz, L. 
NGT 014MI-021 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1061 
Summer faculty fellowship program 
Pm;al migatiom 
.01/01/7603/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $202,590 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE CP1egory 
Head, R. R. HQLUICarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 2058 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1062 
Development of an isolation research model and paradigm 
Period W&afiorrr 
12/15/7401/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $154,370 
P R ~ .  I~nwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rogers, J. G. ARClTanner, T. A., Jr. 69-Psych. NEC 
Sullins, W. R., Jr. 
NAS 8-29100 University of Alabama - University 1063 
Water resources planning for rivers draining into Mobile Bay 
Period 01YigalMN 
07/01/73-1213 1/76 FY78: TOTAL: S64,833 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Category 
April, G. C. MSFCjMorton, R. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
Hill, D. 0. MSFC/PaIudan, C. T. 
NAS 829937 University of Alabama - University 1064 
Use of remote sensing techniques for geological hazard surveys 
in vegetated urban regions 
Period Odliptronr 
06/08/73-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: W3,163 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegov 
Stow, S. H. MSFC/Bensko, J. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 8-32386 University of Alabama - University 1066 
Composite mobile holographic non-destructive test system 
analysis 
Period Obffgalrionr 
01/10/771)8/09/78 FY78: TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Inmat. NASA Ted. ofjkcr CASE CaIega~~ 
Lin, H. K. MSFC/Owen, R. B. 13$J1ysics 
MSFC/Moore, W. W., Jr. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 8-32481 University of Alabama - University 1066 NSG 6014 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1073 
Development of surfaces optically suitable for flat solar panels Active experiments using rocket-borne shaped charge barium 
~ e f i o d  wigations releases 
051 16/77-04/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $28,725 period Obligatiionr 
Plfn. lnwst. NASA Tech. o j p ~ r  CASE Gregory 01/01/76-12/31/79 FY78: $1 10,000 TOTAL: $399,361 
Desmedt, D. MSFCILinton, R. C. 12-Chemistry PW. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cufqoty 
MSFC/Miller, E. R. Davis, T. N. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys sci, NEC 
Wescott, E. M. WFC/Pless, R. H. 
NGT 01-00ZgsO University of Alabama - University 1067 
Summer faculty fellowship program 
Period Obligations 
01/14/71-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: S313.359 
Pdn. Inmr. NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE Category 
Barfield, B. F. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGT 01-002-095 University of Alabama - University 1068 
Summer faculty fellowship program in engineering systems 
design 
Penbd Obligations 
01/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $106,022 
Ph. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. OJler  CASE Category 
Lucg, R. E. HQLUICarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGT 01-002439 University of Alabama - University 1069 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
Perlad OMigationr 
01/01/7&03/31/79 FY78: $148,574 TOTAL: $148,574 
P?in. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. ofjiccr CASE Category 
Barfield, B. F. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
ALASKA 
NAS S2!327 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1070 
Photographic support of chemically active material ejected in 
orbit 
Pedd O b l b ~ i ~ n ~  
091 18/7&12/10/78 FY78: $18,968 TOTAL: $18,%8 
Pm. inmr. NASA Tech. ~ l o r r  CASE Catqory 
Brown, N .  B. GSFC/Heppner, J. P. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Miller, M. L. 
NGL 02401-092 Uoivedty of Alaska - Fairkaks 1071 
Application of remote sensing data to surveys of the Alaskan 
environment 
kriod aYbMar 
07/26/72-03/31/8 1 FY78: SlS0.000 TOTAL: S825.000 
M n .  In-. NASA Tech. qmr -WW 
M&r, 3. M. HQET/Vitak, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 7281 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1074 
A study of the relationship of the ring current and magnetospheric 
substorms 
Pcnbd Obligations 
10/01/76-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Ojfirrr CASE Cufqory 
Akasofu, S. I. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7447 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1075 
Relationship between the ring current and magnetospheric 
substorms 
Periad Wigations 
06/01/7&05/3 1/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30.000 
Pn'n. inusr. NASA Tech. OjFcr CASE Caregw 
Akasofu, S. 1. HQST/King, J. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARIZONA 
DEN 3 50 Arizona Sate  University 1076 
Social and economic impact study of photovoltaic power 
P e w  O b l i g a h  
071 10178-1 1/09/79 FY78: $16,190 TOTAL: $16,190 
Pffn. Inusl. NASA Tech. OfJkcr CASE Gregory 
Bahr, D. M. LERC/Bifano, W. J. 72-Economics 
Merbs, C. F. 
NAS 1-15168 Arizoar State Uoiversity 1077 
Viking guest investigator program 
Period CMIgatbnr 
121 13/77-09/30/79 FY78: $25,722 TOTAL: $25,722 
Pn'n. inrrst. NASA Tech. e r  CASE CWcgmy 
Gnxky, R. LARCISpena, D. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS a32230 Anmar, State University 1078 
Marshall mated ekment system translator 
NSG 5219 Uairedty of Alaska - F.irb.aks 1072 pe& (JwWw 
Auroral spectroscopy using atmosphere Explonr observations 12/15/76-11/13/78 FY78: $18,217 TOTAL: S118.217 
hfd mtrr&r #'tin. Inrrsr. NASA Ted .  41pccr CASE (Tircgwy 
10/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: $23,000 TOTAL: 523,000 Woodfin, M. A. MSFC/Lee, G. 21-Mathematics 
?h. I n m .  NASA T C ~ .  m r  CASE wary MSFC/Smith, J .  G. 
Ras,  M. H. GSFC/Spcnar, N. W. 13-Physics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 8-32357 Arizona State University 1079 
Building and obstacle wakes 
L 
Periad OMigations 
0211 1/77-01/14/79 FY78: $24,872 TOTAL: $54.872 
Prin. Inm. NASA Tech. Oj/iwr CASE ategory 
Logan, E.. Jr. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Alexander, M. 
NAS 8-32937 Arizona State University I 0  
The effect of a dispersed second phase on the ionic conductivity 
of solid state electrolytes 
Period Obligafiona 
121 13177- 121 13/82 FY78: $136,500 TOTAL: $136,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Q,f~icer CASE Gfegory 
Wagner, J. B. MSFC/Wiliams, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFClNaumann, R. J. 
NCA 235702 Arizona State University 1081 
Investigation of the synthesis of optically active polymers 
Perial OWiga~ions 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $8,000 
P*. Inrrst. NASA Tech. offlnr CASE Cafgory 
Yuen, G. U. ARC/Pollock, G. E. 12-Chemistry 
Munk, S. 
NCA 235801 Arizona State University 1082 
Erosion of basalt minerals and rocks under simulated Martian 
aeolian conditions 
Perial Obligations 
07/01/7806/30/79 FY78: $16,720 TOTAL: $16.720 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Cuegory 
Krinsky, D. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 32-Geological Sci 
Grceley, R. 
NCA 235802 Arizona State University 1083 
Joint development of a planetary geology cumculum guide 
Periad OMi~tonS 
08/01/7&07/31/79 FY78: $12,210 TOTAL: $12,210 
PIin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//iMr CASE Catqory 
Greeky, R. ARC/Black, D. C. 32GeologicaI Sci 
NGL 03-001-001 Arizonr State University 1084 
Development of improved procedures for sampling, characterizing 
& classifying mcteoritc specimens 
f i rdad O W ~ i w u  
041 16/6342/28/80 FY78: TOTAL: 3330,423 
PIin. I n m .  NASA Ted ,  O f j t r  CASE Cuegory 
Moore, C. B. HQSL/French. B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Quaidc, W. L. 
NSG US4 Arizoer State University 1085 
Aeolian geology studies 
&rid m- 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $33,250 TOTAL: $33,250 
?&. l n ~ s f .  NASA Ted .  of/tnr CASE - W r y  
Greeley, R. ARC/Black, D. C. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARC/Summers, A. L. 
NSG 3075 Anzoos State University 1086 
Study of multiple jet array impingement heat transfer char- 
acteristics 
Period Odligaficfu 
09/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: $75.000 TOTAL: $223.000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tmh. Ojfirrr CASE Calegory 
Metzger, D. E. LERC/Hippensteele, S. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Florschuetz, L. W. 
NSG 7019 Arizona State University 10%7 
Work function evaluation of iron-nickel alloys and other metals 
for low temperature themionic energy converters 
period cwigationa 
01/01/74-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S68.650 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Tmh. o//icer CASE Cbcegory 
Jacobson, D. L. LERC/Moms, J. F. 13-Physics 
NSG 7040 Arizona State University 1088 
The origin and early evolution of the solar system 
Period . Odligptions 
04/01 /7442/28/79 FY78: $41,798 TOTAL: S189,%7 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Guegory 
Larimer, J. W. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7255 Arizona State University 1089 
The nature and origin of organic compounds in carbonaceous 
meteorites 
Period OU@tions 
06/14/76-01/31/79 FY78: S45.000 TOTAL: $102.375 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W i r  CASE Cuegory 
Cronin, J. R. HQSB/Young. R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
Yuen, G. U. 
NSG 7415 Arizooa State University 1090 
Geological studies in planetology 
Prnbd m*trons 
12/01/77-11/31/78 FY78: $72,835 TOTAL: $72,835 
P h .  Invest. NASA T d .  e r  CASE Catgory 
Greeley, R. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geologiml Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7429 Arizona Sate  University 1091 
Analysis of lunar mare emplacement and impact cratering 
experiments 
Pcrbd MrnM 
02/01/7801/31/79 FY78: $33.332 TOTAL: $33,332 
Prin: Inve .  NASA Tech. e r  CASE -0ry 
Gmky,  R. HQSL/QUaide, W. L. 32-G~ologi~al Sci 
HQSL/Fmnch. B. E. 
NSG 9068 Arizona State UmireAifr 1092 
High resolution transmission electron rmcroscopy sf lunar 
pyroxenes 
Pcrlod -1- 
04/01/7&03/31/79 FY78: $25,719 TOTAL: $25.719 
hln lnml.  NASA Tmh. @/Lvr CASE Curlrvy 
Buseck, P. R. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 1-14332 University of Arizona 1093 
Stratospheric aerosol measurement experiment 
Period OliligatriMs 
031 19/76-09/30/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $62,000 
Prin. Invejt. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Category 
Herman, B. M. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/McMaster, L. R. 
NAS 1-149UT University of Arizona 1094 
Stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment 
Period Obligations 
07/21/771)9/30/79 FY78: 1620,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. q/icer CASE Ca~cpry 
Herman, B. M. LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
NAS 2-6265 University of Arizona 1095 
IPP software & display system 
Period Ohfigations 
1 1/01/70-01/31/79 FY78: $153.500 TOTAL: $1,595,069 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojlicer CASE Category 
Gehrels, A. M. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 2-9486 University of Arizona 1096 
Pionar/Venus data analysis of the solar flux radiometer 
experiment 
Pcricd Obligations 
05/27/77-09/30/78 FY78: $82,059 TOTAL: $142,059 
Pan. Inrrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Tomasko, M. G. ARC/Hall, C. F. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 2-9481 University of Arizona 1097 
Pioneer/Venus data analysis 
Period W i g a t i m  
01/06/7&09/30/79 FY78: $31,795 TOTAL: $31,795 
Prin. Imst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hunten, D. M. ARC/Hall, C. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 5-24308 University of Arizwr 1098 
Study of suitability of starlab for solar system studies 
P e a  O&ationr 
09/27/77-09/26/78 FY78: TOTAL: $16,177 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. Oyicer CASE Cotepry 
Smith, 8. A. GSFC/Wilson, L. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Stecher, T. P. 
NAS 8-29566 University of Arizoacr 1099 
Role of gravity in preparative electrophoresis 
Pedal -h 
02/01/73-06/30/78 FY78: , TOTAL: $374,884 
Pfin. I n w .  NASA Tech. m r  CASE C o u p y  
Bier, hi. MSFC/Alkn, R. E. 1ZPhysics 
MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NAS 8-31192 University of Arizona 1100 1 
Maintenance and operation of the 60' NASA telescope at Mt 
Lemmon 
Period OblgatiON 
10/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: S86,660 TOTAL: S278,552 
Prin. brrst. NASA Tech. q p m r  CASE Category 
Sonett, C. P. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 8311% University of Arizona 1101 
Replacement of optics for the NASA 1.5 meter telescope 
Period Wgationr 
10/18/74-01/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $72,963 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of/icer CASE Category 
Sonett, C. P. MSFC/Miller, E. R. 1 1-Astronomy 
MSFC/Lundquist, C. A. 
NAS 8-31948 University of Arizona 1102 
Automated analytical electrophoresis apparatus 
Period Obligations 
05/17/76-12/31/78 FY78: $69,620 TOTAL: $234.620 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjker CASE Category 
Bartels, P. H. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
Bier, N. MSFC/Nerren, B. H. 
NAS 8-32127 University of Arizona 1103 
Study of stray light suppression for the large space telescope 
Perial Obligations 
081 17/7648/ 16/78 FY78: TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. @ f i r  CASE Cotegory 
Slater, P. N. MSFC/Griner, D. B. 1 1-Astronomy 
MSFC/Johnson, D. D. 
NAS 8-32950 University of Arizona 1104 
Hormone purification by isoelectrk focusing in space 
Period OYil&aIions 
03/29/78-03/29/80 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  Ofjicer CASE Caregory 
Bier, M. MSFC/ Williams, J. R. 51-Biology 
Barstow, L. E. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
Jewett, W. R. 
NAS 9-14692 University of Arizona 1105 
Automated computeriml pattern recognition in cytology 
Period Obl@tOnr 
06/01/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $50,439 
Prim b l r ~ t .  NASA Tech. m r  CASE C w r ~  
Bartels, P. H. JSC/Kimsey, S. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NASW 2944 University of Arizona 1106 
Establish and operate a space imagery anter  
Period Wigsfioas 
061 15 /7W/  15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $26,326 
Prin. I n u .  NASA Tech. qfwer CASE Gwqpvy 
Strom, R. G. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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+ NASIW18 University of Arizona 1107 
Thunderstorm electrical field changes and associated meteorologi- 
cal conditions at KSC 
Period Obiifat ions 
021 12/7401/14/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $141,600 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcch. Ojficer CASE Category 
Krider, E. P. KSC/Jafferis, W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCA 5-93 University of Arizona 1 108 
Spectroscopic observations of comets 
Period Obh'gations 
09/06/78-07/01/79 FY78: $3,000 TOTAL: $3,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcch. O R c r  CASE Category 
Martineck, S. GSFC/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGL 03402-002 University of Arizona 1109 
Planetary, spectroscopic, sebnodetic & physical studies of lunar 
surface 
Period Obligations 
08/12/61-05/31/81 FY78: $77,505 TOTAL: $2,741,272 
Prin. Inlust. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Smith, B. A. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
NGL 03-002417 University of Arizona 1110 
Operation of MV van de Graaff accelerator for basic experiments 
in atomic optical spectroscopy 
Period Obligations 
05/21/64-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $1,005,061 
Pnn. Inrcst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
' Bashkin, S. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 11-Astronomy 
NGL 03-002019 University of Arizona 1111 
High resolution electron microscopic techniques to study biological 
material 
Period OMigaIiom 
06/07/63-08/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $47 1.055 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Catqory 
Hocnig, S. A. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGL 03-002-081 University of Arizona 1112 
Photometry and polarimetry of minor planets 
Period Obligations 
03/14/6649/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $429,236 
PM. Invest. NASA Tech. mi ter  CASE Catqary 
Gehrels, T. HQSLIBrunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGL 03402-122 University of Arizou 1113 
Astrometric and astrophysical investigation of comets, minor 
planets, and satellites 
rcriad -h 
02/22/6744/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S214.295 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA Tech. q p c r  CASE CU.lpry 
Cox, E. L. HQSL/Bnmk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 
NGL 03-002-191 University of Arizona 1114 
Lunar surface and planetology study 
Pcriod Obligations 
05/16/69-03/31/79 FY78: $38,487 TOTAL: $568,770 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tcch. officer CASE Category 
Strom, R. G. HQSL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIFlinn, E. A. 
NGL 03-002-313 University of Arizona 1115 
Remote sensing applications for state & local government 
Pcriod OMi@tions 
03/07/72-02/28/81 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $700,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjiccr CASE Cete(pry 
Johnson, J. D. HQ-ET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 03402-107 University of Arizona 1116 
Basic research. in astrophysics and space science 
Pcriod OMigations, 
09/01/67-08/31/79 FY78: $58,526 TOTAL: $638,063 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Trcli. officer CASE Gztegory 
Hsieh, K. C. HQSTlKaiser, M. L. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NCR 03-002-171 University of Arizona 1117 
Analysis of carbonaceous meteorites 
Period OHi#ations 
10/26/68-09/30/78 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $'527,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tcch. Officer CASE Category 
Nagy, B. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
Nagy, L. A. 
NGR 03-002-219 University of Arizona 1118 
Photopolarimetry of Mercury, Mars, and satellites 
Pcrial Wigations 
02/13/7@ 10/31/78 FY78: $35.055 TOTAL: $314,422 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Gehrels, A. M. HQSLIBrunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGR 03402-269 University of Arizona 1119 
Operation of a 30 cm flying infrared telescope 
Period OtU$ations 
05/04/71-05/31/78 FY78: $70,507 TOTAL: $497,676 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tccii. Ofjieer CASE Cafegory 
Low, F. J. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 03-002-332 University of Arizona 1120 
Infrared spectroscopy of the planets from 1-5.6 micron with the 
madium-rrsolution LPL Fourier interferometer 
M obligatioru 
03/05/73-10/31/78 FY78: $107,961 TOTAL: $414,439 
?dm. invrst. NASA T d .  ofpmr CASE Cum 
Harper, H. P. ARC/Gilkspiic, C. M., Jr. 11-Astrhomy 
ARC/Cameron, R. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NGR 0311(n-370 University of Arizona 1121 NSG 5022 University of Arizona 1128 
An investigation of electromagnetic processes in the early solar Investigation of the basic foundation of masers and lasers 
system with bearing on thermal evolution and fossil magnetism period ~bligations 
period Ob/igations 09/01/74-03/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $69,881 
10/01/7312/31/78 FY78: $37,733 TOTAL: 5193,130 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicrr CASE Category 
Prin. fnvrst. NASA Tcrh. OjBer CASE Category Lamb, W. E., Jr. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Physics 
Sonett, C. P. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci GSFC/McElroy, J. H. 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NGR 05002-371 University of Arizona 1122 NSG 5023 University of Arizona 1129 
Far infrared observations of galactic and extra-galactic sources Lightning detection study 
of radiation Period Obligations 
Perird Obligations 09/01/74-03/31/80 FY78: $11,500 TOTAL: $51,500 ' 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $270,000 prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. @"err CASE Category 
Prin. hwst. Krider, E. P. NASA Tech. qfierr CASE Category GSFC/LeVine, D. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hoffman, W. F. HQ-SC/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 5235 University of Arizona 1130 
Research of the ultraviolet spectra of t Tauri and related stars 
NCR 03902388 University of Arizona 1123 Period Obligations 
Lunar sample analysis 02/19/78-02/ 18/79 FY78: $2,232 TOTAL: $2,232 
Period Obligations Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Wfker CASE Cafegoy 
02/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: $76,000 TOTAL: $260,700 Imhoff, C. L. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Ca~egory GSFC/West, D. K. 
Drake, M. J. JSC/Hams, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 05002390 University of Arizona 1124 NSG 5249 University of Arizona 1131 
Mapping structure of galactic center Spectrophotometry of planets, satellites and asteroids 
Pcrird Obli#ations Period Obl&aI&ns 
10/01/73-1013 1/78 FY78: $12,000 TOTAL: $206,733 03/01 /78-02/28/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. mierr CASE Category Prin. Inw~r NASA Tech. O f f r  CASE Category 
Hoffman, W. F. ARCIHaughney, L. C. 1 I-Astronomy Tomasko, M. G. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Harvey, P. GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 2112 University of Arizona 
lnviscid transonic flow computations NSG 5279 University of Arizona 1132 
P d  Measurement and forecasting of soil moisture by remote means Obligariom 
11/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $59,%2 TOTAL: $160,785 Period w 4 N -  
P&. lmst. NASA Tech. OfFrr  CASE Cotegory 07/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $6,600 TOTAL: S6.600 
Seebass, A. R. ARC/Ballhaus, W. F. 41-Aero Engr P h .  I ~ R S I .  NASA Tech. .Oj/cer CASE *ory Evans, D. D. GSFC/Schmqge, T. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 2205 University of Arizona 1126 
Construction of a radial velocity meter for determining percentage NSG 5302 University of Arizw. 1133 
of binaries among solar-type stars Laser application of incoherent radiation 
P e d  Obl&atrrOnS Period 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 09/15/7&09/ 14/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 oww- 
P h .  Invtsf. NASA Tech. ofltnr CASE Cutegory M n .  lnwst. NASA Tech. qViar CASE Cafepty 
Serkowski, K. M. ARC/Billingham, J. 11-Astronomy Lamb, W. E., Jr. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Physics 
NSC U09 University of Arizona rln 
Studies of potential biological components of c l o d  life support NSG 7011 ' University of Ari~oarr 1134 
systems applicable to large spaa  habitats Radiation history of meteorites 
Perlad orwbuionr Perlod Mb.rh 
04/01/7&12/01/78 FY78: 545,168 TOTAL: 545,168 03/01/7402/28/79 FY78: $46,122 TOTAL: $173,816 
P&. Inmt. NASA Tech. -0uinr CASE Cuepry Prin. Inwat. NASA Tech. of/bxr CASE Gnqory 
Willips, J. M. ARC/Quattronc, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC Wilkening, L. L. HQSL/Frcnch, B. M. 32-Gcol@cal Sci 
ARC/Johnson, R. D. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
' NSG 7020 University of Arizona 1135 
Investigation of lunar induced and permanent magnetism in the 
lunar data analysis and synthesis program 
pen& m i g a t i ~ m  
03/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: $138,952 TOTAL: $503,316 
Pfin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Sonett, C. P. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SLlFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7024 University of Arizona 1136 
Study of the earth's magnetosphere and solar wind 
Pend migations 
02/01/7410/31/78 FY78: $45.000 TOTAL: S230,WO 
Pfin. Innst. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Category 
Sonett, C. P. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmeriing, E. R. 
NSG 7045 University of Arizona 1137 
Interiors of the giant planets 
Period OMignlions 
05/22/74-03/3'1/79 FY78: S42,894 TOTAL: S165,894 
Pfin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofpcer CASE Category 
Hubbard, W. B. HQSL/Bnmk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
NSG 7070 University of Arizona 1138 
Planetary spectroscopy 
Period OMiga 1 ions 
I 06/01/7445/31/81 FY78: S9'f,817 TOTAL: $495.949 
Pnn. fnwst. NASA Tceh. officer CASE ategory 
Fink, U. W. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
NSG 7101 University of Arizona 1139 
Study structure of astrophysical plasma and turbulent fluctua- 
tions 
Perial olirigotiiw 
11/18/74-08/31/78 FY7S: TOTAL: 5167,866 
Pfin. Inust. NASA Tech. offar CASE 01tegory 
Jokippi, J. HQSC/OPP, A. G.  1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7114 University of Arizoaa 1148 
Infrared observations of the planets 
Period ObligaIim 
02/20/75-05/3 1/79 FY78: S24,145 TOTAL: $70,742 
Pnn. I n m .  NASA Tech. Q@rr CASE Category 
Riike, G. H. HQ-SLIBrunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQSL/Murphy. R. E. 
NSG 7142 University of Arizolu 1141 
Evaluation of a large format image tube camera/film transport 
system 
Period m- 
06/01/7505/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S43,750 
Pfin. Inmr.  NASA Tech. w r  CASE Catqory 
Tifft, W. G. HQSC/Roman. N. G. 45-Ekc Engr 
NSG 7146 University of Arizona 1142 
Geologic investigation of Mercury from Mariner 10 television 
data 
Period OMiguIionr 
07/01/75-10/31/79 FY78: $54,684 TOTAL: $165,337 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. offmr CASE Cafegory 
Strom, R. G. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7168 University of Arizona 1143 
Studies in the production of astrophysical magnetic field 
P e w  O b l ~ I i o n s  
09/01/75-01/01/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Pfin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Levy, E. H. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NSG 7201 University of Arizona 1144 
Orbital resonances in the planet-building process 
Period Obligations 
04/01/76-12/31/77 FY78 TOTAL: 343,473 
Prin. Inrst. NASA Tech. of~icer CASE Cafegory 
Greenberg, R. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
Hartmann, W. K. 
Apman, C. H. 
NSG 7238 University of Arizona 1145 
1977 Uranus occultation 
Period Obl&ations 
05/01/7WJ30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $41,580 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofjicrr CASE Category 
Hubbard, W. B. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7246 University of Arizona 1146 
Carbonaceous fragments 
Period OMgations 
07/01 /76-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $36,720 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Gehrels, A. M. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Degewij, J. HQ-SLlQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7249 University of Arizona 1147 
High precision polarimetry of meteorites 
Pcrbd Obligations 
0710 1 /76-02/28/79 FY78: $33,993 TOTAL: $87,959 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA T d .  -7 CASE Category 
Zelln,er, B. H. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7265 University of Arizoar 1148 
Analysis of cloud motions in the Pioneer 10 and 11 photographs 
of Jupiter 
PcrM m ~ I o n s  
~/01/7647/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $16,385 
M n .  Inwst. NASA Tech. @liter CASE ~ W W  
Smith, B. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
M G  7333 University of Arizona 1149 
Study of isockctric focusing for proteins and peptide hormones ARKANSAS 
in a microgravity environment 
Period abligations 
04/01/79-03/31/81 FY78: S100,000 TOTAL: S525,000 NAS h r d i  CoUege 1 I55 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Catqory Comparison of sttength, building and aerobic training 
Bier, M. HQETlVitale, J. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC period wgations 05/01/7&10/31/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Gategov 
Olree, H. JSC/Sawin, C. F. 53-Other Medical 
NSG 7358 University of Arizom 
International meeting and book on 'Protostars and planets' 'lJO NAS 8-31550 University of Arkansas - Fayettevilh 1156 
Period Obligation5 Statistical analyses of multivariate atmospheric variables 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S8.000 ~eriod obiigotions 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech.  office^ CASE Category 1013 1/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $32.485 
Gehrels, A. M. HQSCfRoman, N. G. 1 l-Astronomy prim I~WSI. NASA Tech. officer CASE category 
HQSS/Rasool, I .  S. Tubbs, J. D. MSFC/Falls, L. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 
NSG 7368 University of Arizwa 1151 
A deep near infrared photographic sky survey as a support tool 
for the infrared astronomical satellite 
Period orJ#ations 
061 15/77-06/ 14/79 FY78: 517,970 TOTAL: $34,081 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O f m r  CASE Category 
Craine. E. R. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman. N. G. 
NSG 7374 University of Arizona 1152 
Evaluation of a field-ionization neutral mass spectrometer for 
possible comet fly-by missions in 1980's 
Prrlod Obli#alions 
08/01 177-0713 1/78 FY78: S22.006 TOTAL: $35,006 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o /mr  CASE Category 
Hsieh, K. C. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 1 l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Bmk, W. E. 
NSG 7419 University of Arizona 1153 
Generation and behavior of solar system magnetic fields 
Period 01V.b.r- 
03/01 /78-02/28/79 FY78: $31,465 TOTAL: S31.465 
Prh. Rust. NASA Tech. qlficer CASE Caegory 
Levy, E. H. HQ-SL/Quaidc, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7436 University of Ariuwn 1154 
Rare earths in inclusions from different classes of carbonaceous 
chondrites 
rcriod 
0310 1 /7802/28/79 FY78: S38.333 TOTAL: $38,333 
P h .  inus#. NASA Tech. Wfcer CASE Catr$ory 
Boynton, W. V. HQ-SL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NAS 9-14251 University of Ark.nsns - Fayettevilk 1157 
Remote sensing of soil moisture' content 
Period Odli#ationr 
06/01/74-08/31/79 FY78: S71.233 TOTAL: $204,233 
Prin. Inrvst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory 
Waite, W. P. JSC/Demel, K. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
JSC/Baldwin, R. R. 
NGL OeOOlMn University of Arkansas - Fayettevilk 1158 
Application of lasers to instrumentation & measurement 
techniques 
Period 061igarions 
061 15170-02/28/79 FY78: $30,543 TOTAL: S402,382 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Catqory 
Testerman, M. K. ARC/Ragent, B. 41-Acro Engr 
Ballard, G. S. ARClPrivette, C. A. 
NSG 7106 University of Arkansas - Fayettevilk 1159 
Scalable standard optical sources in VUV: Emissions from electron 
impact on metals 
Period obligations 
021 15/75-02/ 14/79 FY78: TOTAL: S67,oOO 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofper CASE-Catqory 
Hughes, R. H. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
CALIFORNIA 
NAS 1-9703 Wifomir lastitPte oi Tecbdogy 1160 
Participation in seismology planning for the 'Viking 1975 
missions 
Pen'od -ti,= 
04/08/70-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S1.139,oOO 
mu+ . +, :nxst. NASA TmC CASE Caregory 
Andewn, D. L. LARC/Wilfiams, T. S., Jr. - 
LARC/Gknny, W. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 1-12311 California Institute of Technology 1161 NAS 5.24339 California Institute of Technology 1168 
Participation in science planning for Viking 1975 mission in the Xe-filled proportional counter and study on use with hard X-ray 
area of biology imaging instrument 
Period OWigations Period OM%otions 
07/02/73-12/31/78 FY78: $27,929 TOTAL: $316,122 09/28/77-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 554,960 
P M .  Invest. NASA Ted. @ficer CASE CaIgory Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o(J&er CASE Cotegory 
Horowitz, N. H. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 51-Biology Garmire, G. P. GSFC/Stouffer, C. G. 13-Physics 
LARCIGknny, W. R. 
N A S  5.2!!@49 California Institute of Teehndoev 1169 
NAS 2-6556 CaliiorniP Institute of Techmlogy 1162 HGO A-2 cosmic X-ray experiment mission support and data 
Pioneer F/G data analysis analysis support 
Period OMigalions Period 061igationJ 
09/17/71-09/30/78 FY78: $3,000 TOTAL: $208,949 08/13/78-09/30/79 FY78: S60,446 TOTAL: $60,446 
P A .  Inwst. NASA Tech. OJPECI CASE Category P M .  Invest. NASA Te&. q f i r r r  CASE Cotegory 
Munch, G. ARCIHall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy Garmire, G. P. GSFClWende, C. D. 13-Physics 
N A S  8-27978 Cdiiornia Institute of Technology 1170 
1163 Design, development & operation of the ACR-7 heavy nuclei NAS 5.11066 California Institute of Technology 
.experiment under the HEAO program 
IMP-H&J electron isotope spectrometer experiment Period OM&alions 
period ~ ~ i g a r r o n r  06/23/72-09/30/80 FY78: $91,000 TOTAL: $359,060 
FY78: S 150,023 TOTAL: $1,982,344 01/12/68-10/31/79 Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. @fier CASE GI~OPY Stone, E. C. MSFC/TaUey, D. 1 1-Astronomy 
Stone, E. C. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics MSFC/Cochran, J. 
NAS 5-20721 Cdiiornia Institute of Technoh?gy California Institute of Technology 1171 NAS 829313 High energy cosmic rays experiment for Internat~onal Sun Earth Dynamics of unsteady cavitating cascades 
Explorer spacecraft Perial O M i g a t h  
t A Period OMigafions 
I 02/07/75-07/30/80 FY78: S88,400 TOTAL: $1,544,000 09/28/72-10/15/78 FY78: S74,913 TOTAL: 5428,870 Prin. lnwsr. NASA Tech. o(Jinr CASE Category 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Calqory 
GSFClGallagher, W. F. 13-Physics Acosta, A. J. MSFC/Gross, L. A. 46-Mech Engr Stone, E. C. 
GSFC/Davis, M. A. MSFC/Stinson, H. P., Jr. 
NAS 5.229s California Institute of Technology NGL 0500MO3 California Institute of Techlogy 1172 . Basic scientific research on lunar & planetary exploration 
Helioscope camera definition study Period 061@Iionr 
Period obligations 
031 10/76-06/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $39.627 12/01/59-11/30/80 FY78: $189.934 TOTAL: S3.038,767 Prin. bvrsr. NASA Trob. 0lf-r CASE Calgary 
Pfin. bvrst. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Cotepry 
GSFC/Neupert, W. M. 1 1-Astronomy Muhleman, D. 0. HQSL/Bntnk, W. E. 11-Astronomy Zirin, H. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
Prout, R. A. 
NAS 5-22%5 Cdifomia Institute of T e d d o g y  1166 NGL 0!%00M34 Csldornia InsWlte of Techadogy 1173 
Nimbus G earth radiation budget sensor suppoft Research in solar flares and the solar atmosphere 
Pcrbd obf&liOlU Period 061r- 
01/27/7691/26/79 FY78: $36.164 TOTAL: S66,164 05/18/65-09/30/78 FY78: S230.000 TOTAL: SZ,587,353 
P d .  lnwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category P M .  Inwst. NASA Tech. O / i  CASE Colgory 
Ingersoll, A. P. GSFC/Nelm, E. D. 31-Atmos Sci Zirin, H. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
N A S  523315 California Institute of Tecbwlogy 1167 NCL -2069 California Institute of Tecbdogy 1174 
Cosmic X-ray experiment for HEAO-2 Theoretical investigation of planetary interiors 
Penbd wiru* Penbd w 
111 15/73-12/31/78 FY78: S223,472 TOTAL: $873,218 061 12/67-02/28/80 FY78: TOTAL: 5553,729 
P&. jnust. NASA T d .  qf imr CASE Cotepry P& Invest. NASA Tech. o(mr CASE Co&gory 
Garmire, G. P. GSFC/Wende, C. D. 1 1-Astronomy Anderson, D. L. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05402-105 CaIifornia Institute 0% Techndogy 1175 NGR 05402-114 Wiomia Institute of Technology 1182 i l. 
Shock effects in minerals Radio interferometry of Mars and Venus I 
Period Obligalions Period Obligations 
081 16/68-03/31/81 FY78: TOTAL: 5887.404 lo/ 11/68-09/30/78 FY78: 548,325 TOTAL: 5372,396 
Prin. Inw61. NASA Ted. wjicer CASE Chtegory Prin. Inwst. NASA T d .  O/Fr+r CASE Caegory 
Ahrens, T. J. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci Muhkman, D. 0. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. ll-Astronomy 
HQSLIFrench, B. E. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NCR 05-002-117 California Institute of Technology 1183 
NCL 05-002-134 California Institute of Tecbmtogy 1176 Analysis and evaluation of alternative approaches to photography 
Modem astronomical instrument development from a Mercuw/Venus flyby 
-, - - Period Obligations Period Obligations 
10/27/69-09/30/8 1 FY78: $61,052 TOTAL: $661,552 10/01/68-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5573,022 
P h .  I n m .  NASA Tech. OJlicer CASE Category Prin. InwsI. NASA T d .  officer CASE Cakgory 
Oke, J. B. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 l-Astronomy Murray, B. C. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSC/Rosendhal. J. D. HQSL/Wahmann, R. 
NCL 05002-140 California Institute of Technology 1177 NGR 05-002-121 Cnliornia Institute of Technology 1184 
Research in planetary astronomy A study of water metabolism in neurospora crassa 
Period Obligatiw Period Obligalions 
04/11/69-03/31/81 FY78: $23,000 TOTAL: $480,950 01/01/69-12/31/78 FY78: 555,000 TOTAL: 5439,119 
Prin. Inmat. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category Pnn. Inwr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Goldreich, P. HQSL/Brunk. W. E. 1 l-Astronomy Horowitz, N. H. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
NGR 05-002-160 Cnlifomia Institute of Technology 1185 
Research in particles and fields 
NGL (KOO2-188 California Institute of Technology 3 178 period Obligations 
Lunar sample analysis 10/27/69-09/30/78 FY78: $362,000 TOTAL: 52,636,000 
Perfal Obligations Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Chkgory 
02/03/71-01/01/81 FY78: S637,253 TOTAL: 54,619,587 Vogt, R. E. HQ-SC/Fishman, G. J. 1 l-Astronomy 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category HQSC/OPP, A. G. 
Wasserburg, G. J. JSC/Hams, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NCR OS-OW-256 California Institute of Technology 1186 
Study and research on experimental tests of gravitation theory 
NGL 0540E190 Caliiornh Institute of Tecbnology 1179 period ot4iga1imu 
Lunar sample analysis 02123172-12/31 178 FY78: S23.000 TOTAL: 5163.000 
, < ,  
Pcrkd oM&atlonr Prin. Inwsl. NASA T d .  o/@r CASE Calqory 
01/19/71-01/31/80 FY78: 535.080 TOTAL: $834,105 Thome, K. S. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 l-Astronomy 
P?h. Incrrr. NASA Tech. O y - i r  CASE CaIegory HQSC/Henry, R. C. 
Epstein. S. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 05-00Z281 CJiiornia Institute of Terbrrdogy 1187 
NGL 85002-207 Cslifolair Institute of Teebwlogy 1180 High angular resolution of H 11 xegions and associated galactic 
Research in infrared and X-ray astronomy souras 
Period f f lWh Period Obl&aIims 
021 1817 1-09/30/80 FY78: Sl l0,W TOTAL: S795.000 03/01/73-10/31/78 FY78: S10,500 TOTAL: 5299,028 
Pdn. Inr31. NASA Tech. c?@er CASE Category Mn. Inwst. NASA T d .  c?@er CASE &qory 
Neugebauer, G. HQSC/Boggcss, N. W. 1 l-Astronomy Werner, M. W. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 1 lhstronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NCR 05-002-284 Caliiornia Iastitute of Tetbnology 1188 
High angular resolution cosmic X-ray astronomy observations 
NGL 0!54@%338 California Institute of Tccbndoby 1181 in the energy band 0.15-2Ke and XUV observations of early 
Petrologic and microprobe investigations on isotopically dated stars from an attitude controlled rocket 
lunar samples rerial W m  
Period o M C b  03/05/7359/30/79 FY78: S268.153 TOTAL: SJ.020.232 
02/01/74-01/30/81 FY78: 591.878 TOTAL: S479,359 pdn. fnwst. NASA Ted. e r  CASE Ca~eifoty 
rh. i n w .  NASA rech. 41/rccr CASE cat- Gamin ,  G. P. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 1 1Astronomy 
A l k ,  A. L. JSCIHarris, J. W. 13-Physics HQSC/Opp, A. G. 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ZALIFORNIA (Continued) 
'YGR OMW2-303 Cnldornia Institute of Technology 1189 
, Systematic search program for new Apollo Amor asteroids 
Period Obl&lionr 
08/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: S149,023 TOTAL: S341,286 
Prfn. inwst. NASA T d .  w e e r  CASE Cntegory 
Shoemaker, E. M. HQSL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
- C5%23333 California Institute of Tecbndogy 1190 
Lunar sample analysis 
PeliDd OMigaIim 
02/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: $84,000 TOTAL: $459,400 
P~fn. b w ~ t .  NASA Tech. @per CASE Cc~qory 
Tombrello, T. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
-= <5 C~32-345 California Institute of Technology 1191 
A 65-100 cm aperture photo-heliograph for the space shuttle 
Period Obliga1im 
10/01/7349/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S335.000 
Prin. I n r ~ t .  NASA Tech. .O//ieer CASE Category 
Zirin, H. HQST/Timothy, A. F. 13-Phy sics 
Sail3 Cnldonbl ImMrte d Tecbdogy 1192 
Utilization of stages to determine knockdown factors from 
measured initial imperfections 
Period ObligOhOhons 
07/01/7410/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S101,097 
Prln. InwsI. NASA Tsh.  q f r m  CASE Cetaory 
Babcock, C. D., Jr. LARClDavis, R. C. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 5197 Cnldornia Institute of Techwlogy 11% 
Search for periodic variations in the X-ray flux from the galactic 
center 
Period Oblige1ionr 
08/01/77-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 310,109 
Pnn. Inws~. NASA Tech. O f M r  CASE Cuegory 
Garmire, G. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 I-Astronomy 
NSG 5208 California Institute of Technology 1197 
Support of joint infrared and Copernicus X-ray observations 
Period OMigaim 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: S5,986 
Prin. lnrr~c. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ftegory 
Neugebauer, G. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5224 California Institute of Technology 1198 
Earthquake research: Premonitory models and the physics of 
crustal distortion 
Period o u ~ t r o n r  
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $125,001 TOTAL: S125,001 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA T d .  Ofl%er CASE Camory 
Whitcomb, J. H. GSFC/Alknby, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
Allen, C. R. GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
Anderson, D. L. 
NSG 5243 CaEdoraia Institute of Technology 1199 
Observations of faint, high latitude blue stars and ultraviolet 
spectroscopy of peculiar galaxies and quasars 
Period ObligaIionr 
1483 Califoraia Institute of Technology 1193 03/01 /78-02/28/79 FY78: S32.W TOTAL: S32.000 
Low speed impact damage on composite materials prim IIIWJI. NASA ~ d .  a /k r r CASE ~a~ 
period Mkwh Greenstein, J. L. GSFC/BO~~&, A. 1 1-~s t ronom~ 
011 15/7801/ 14/79 FY78: S34,966 TOTAL: S34.%6 Oke, J. B. GSFC/Wesi, D. K. 
Pdn. In-I. NASA T d .  Q&?er  CASE Category 
Knauss, W. G. LARC/Stams, J. H. 41-Aero Engr 
Babcock, C. D., Jr. 
NSG 5244 California IastitPte of Tecb.dogy 1200 
- - - - -  
Ultraviolet observations of quasi-stellar objects 
I,N Cddoda Instilute of Teebndog)r 1194 r r r i ~ d  V- 
~ethane and stratospheric water 03/01 /7&02/28/79 FY78: $18,000 TOTAL: S18.000 
lniad Obi- P n .  1nw.U. NASA T d .  e r  CASE Cbqrov 
09/01/77-09/01/79 FY78: S29,000 TOTAL $57,656 Schmidt, M. GSFC/Boggcss, A. 1 I-Astronomy 
Prln. inmr. NASA Tech. mi-er CASE awry GSFC/WeSt, D. K. 
Yung, Y. L. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
. - - - -  
A=+ mods Iaditute of TeeLdogy 11% 
Some aspects of the ph~tochemistry of the atmospheres of Mars 
and Earth 
&fod W @ I h  
12/01/77-12/31/78 ~ ~ 7 ' 8 :  S16,494 TOTAL: $16.494 
P*. Inwt .  NASA Tech. -I CASE CUrlory 
Yung, Y. L. ARC/PoIlack, J. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Whitten, R. C. 
NSG 5267 Cdifolah I d W e  ol T e s h b g y  1201 
Theoretical investigation of the mechanics of strike slip faulting 
in the unelastic program 
P d  w 
04/01/7&03/3 1/79 FY78: S13,440 TOTAL:'S13,440 
kin. lnml .  NASA ToA Q@7m CASE Carlory 
Mclosh, H. J. GSFC/Alknby, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NSG 5301 California Institute of Teebndogy 1202 
Research in atmospheric chemistry and transport 
Period Obligarions 
091 15/7849/ 14/79 FY78: $16.739 TOTAL: $16,739 
Prin. Inw8t. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Yung, Y. L. GSFCIHansen, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7094 California Inltute d Tecbdogy 1203 
Reduction of Mariner 71 infrared radiometer data 
Period Oartgmtions 
07/01 /7~/30 /77  FY78: TOTAL: $18,567 
Pdn. InwJr. NASA Ted. weer CASE Category 
Neugebauer, G. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7125 Cdiiomia institute of Technology 1204 
Scientific rationale and feasibility of developing a planetary 
scanning electron microscope 
PerfaJ Obligalionr 
04/01/75-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15.000 
Prln Invtal. NASA Tech. of/Icer CASE Galepry 
Albce, A. L. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 7129 California Institute of Technology 1205 
Relationship of impact cratering to the evolution of the lunar 
surface 
Pcnisl Obl~onns  
04/01/75-03/31/81 ' FY78: TOTAL: $239,162 
prin. ~ n w s .  NASA ~ e d .  ~ c e r  CASE Ca~egory 
Ahrens, T. J. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7202 Cdiiorni. Institute of Techedogy 1206 
Laboratory partitioning studies relevant to the interpretation of 
lunar and meteoritic tract ckmcnt data 
rcriod Oarib.ww 
02/01/7641/31/79 FY78: $79,125 TOTAL: $223.463 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. offkrr CASE Cotcgwy 
Burnett, D. S. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7275 California Institute of Terbndogy 12Of 
Heteronuclcar spin dynamics and new tools for characterization 
of bulk and surface properties of solids 
rCMd mm- 
10/01/7696/30/79 FY78: $25,889 TOTAL: $52,012 
P h .  Inrrr. NASA Tech. W I n r  CASE Cotepry 
Vaughan, R. HQRR/Schwcnk, F. C. 13-Physics 
NSG 7316 C.lifMni. Institute of ~ecbnobgy 1208 
Crater modification by gravity 
&rial m- 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: S39,%0 TOTAL: $72,400 
P&. BWN. NASA Trd. or/car CASE Cbtqory 
Mclosh, H. J. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 3ZGrological Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. M. 
NSG 7342 Cdiiomia Institute of Technology 1209 1 . 'i 
Theoretical studies of solar oscillation 
J + Period Oblglionr 
0410 1/77-09/30/78 FY78: 514,996 TOTAL: $24,996 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Ted. oyicer CASE C a w  
Goldreich, P. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NSG 7376 Cdiforoi. Institute of Techwlosy 1210 
Photochemistry of the Jovian planets and their satellites 
Periad Obl&aIionr 
11/01/77-10131178 FY78: TOTAL: $27,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tmh. .O//irrr CASE Gafe#ory 
Yung, Y .  L. HQSL/Mitz. M. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Strobel, D. F. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 7387 California Institute of Technology 1211 
Circadian neurons in organ and tissue culture: A feasibility 
study 
Period Obligations 
08/01/77-01/31/78 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: S60,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  o//icer CASE Category 
Stnunwassx, F. HQ-SB/Winter, D. L. 5 1 -Biology 
NSG 7442 California Institute of Technology 1212 
Spectral characterization of analogs to the Martian regolith 
PrrLd owgalions 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $24,153 TOTAL: $24,153 
Prfn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. oj/rcrr CASE Category 
Albee, A. L. HQSL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Grossman, G. R. HQ-SL/Boyce, J. 
NSC 7458 Cdidomu Institute of Technology 1213 
Space shuttle based compression studies of pknetary materials 
and recovery of very high pressure phases of possible technological 
usefulness 
period W W h  
03/01 178-02/28/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
P& b w l .  NASA Tech. W k e r  CASE Cmrgary 
Ahrens. T. J. HQ-RR/Henry, W. 13-Physics 
Gault, D. E. 
Ross, M. D. 
NSG 9019 California Institute of Tecbmlogy 1214 
Shock compression measurements on lunar samples 
PeriDd WW- 
10/01/7441/31/79 FY78: $91,100 TOTAL: S310,600 
Prin. Inrm. NASA Tech. @fficer CASE Category 
Ahrenq T. J. JSC/Hams, 1. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 4014 California Polytecbdc State Uaiv. 1215 
Wake vortex turbuknce study wing radio wntm1Icd models 
PNid WW0n.J 
09123177-11/21/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,981 
hir. Inwt.  NASA Tech. officer CASE-c~qory 
Sandlin, D. R. DFRCIBanmr, R. D. 41Aero Engr 
Niwlaides, J. D. DFRClFriend, E. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
-, NASW 2835 California State University - Cbico 1216 
' Spacemobile operation and maintenace: Space science education 
project 
Period OMigationr 
07/01 /75-06/30/79 ~ ~ 7 8 :  $1,133,997 TOTAL: $3,763,418 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Calegory 
Unavailable HQFE/Rich, W. B. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 1-14621 California State university - Fullerton 1217 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of meteorology 
Period oMi&uiont 
081 16/7&09/30/78 FY78: $34,000 TOTAL: S106,000 
Prin. hwsl. NASA Twh. wficer CASE Category 
Ryan, J. A. LARC/Ward, J. C., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 
NCA 2-253701 California State University - Fullerton 1218 
Fourier transform infrared spectra of several Freons 
Period oMigatim 
06/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: S4,800 TOTAL: $9,800 
Pdn. Inwsf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calcgory 
. Nanes. R. ARC/Boese, R. W. 13-Physics 
NCA 2-253801 California State University - Fullerton 1219 
Real-time simulation of computer-assisted sequencing and 
scheduling of terminal area operations 
Period OMi#atioru 
07/01/78-06/30/80 FY78: $8,000 TOTAL: S8,000 
P&. In**. NASA Teh. wficer CASE Calcgory 
Dear, R. G. ARC/Tobias, L. 22-Computer Science 
ARCIEnberger, H. 
NSG 7314 Cdiiornia State University - Fulkrton 1220 
Meteoritic bismuth and lead-208 micro distributions 
Period m i g o t i w  
02/01/77-01/3 1/79 FY78: $30,828 TOTAL: S59,168 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Woolum, D. S. HQSL/Frcnch, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Burnett, D. S. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NCA 2390704 Cdiomia State Univ.- h y w d  1221 
Investigations of racemization of amino acids in geologic 
materials 
Perid Obligations 
IO/O1/76-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL $3.990 
P h .  Inlrsr. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE Category 
Warnke. D. A. ARC/Pollock, G. E. 32-Gwlogical Sci 
NCA 22%01 Cdiornia State Univ.- hyward 1222 
Effects of heat acclimation and exercise on accckration tokr- 
a n a  
P o w  Obligaliom 
01/01/7&12/31/79 FY78: S17,000 TOTAL: S17,OOO 
Pd. b w l .  NASA T'. CASE C a w  
Brock, P. J. ARCIGreenkaf, J. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 2199 California State University - Los Angeks 1223 
Biochemical and structural studies on the thermal resistance of 
'hardy' bacterial spores 
Periai OMi#arionr 
01/01/77-07/31/80 FY78: S40,oOO .TOTAL: S65.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tcnk. .Officer CASE (5rtr#w 
Andreoli, A. J. ARC/Hochstein, L. I. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7229 Cddornia State University - Los Angeks 1224 
Development of a direct contact heat exchanger for application 
in power generation systems utilizing geothermal brines 
Perid W t s o r b  
061 15/7649/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Inusl. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Maniv, R. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 7261 California State University - Los Aogeles 1225 
Vacuum ultraviolet photoactivation of molecular nitrogen 
Period Wigations 
.07/01/7606/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S4,500 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE C o ~ o r y  
Bragin, J. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 7263 Caliornia State University - Los Angeles 1226 
Differential scanning calorimetry of coal 
Period Obli#alions 
11/15/76-01/14/79 FY78: S27,900 TOTAL: S52.900 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. CASE Caregory 
Gold, P. I. JPL/England, C. 46-Mech Engr 
HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 
NAS 524436 California State University - Northridge 1227 
Harmonic characteristics of aerodata from binary communication 
channels 
Period O b l W b  
02/22/78-06/01/78 FY78: S5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Td. m c e r  CASE Chtcgory 
Nathanson, W. I. GSFCIGnene, E. P. 
22-Computer Science 
GSFC/Poland, W. B., Jr. 
NSG 3065 California State University - Northridge 1228 
Study of rolling ekrnent dynamic interactions with separators 
and raceway paths 
Period Ouigulionr 
051 15175-10/14/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: S119.980 
PHn. lnust. NASA Tn* O & e r  CASE Cotepry 
Nypan, L. J. LERC/Coe, H. H. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 4011 Cdiiotai. &te Umiversity - Northridge 1229 
Computer graphics: Integration of twenty years experience 
Period Obligotionr 
04/01 177-0313 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,918 
Pdn. lnusl. NASA Tech. offrcrr CASE cuclp. 
Abbott, R. J. DFRC/Andcrson, K. F. 
22-Computer Science 
DFRClYount, S. K. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NSG 7456 California State University - Northridge 1230 
Magnetic and velocity field of faculae in collaboration with 
o m 1  
Period Obl~ations 
.06/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: S13,153 TOTAL: $13,153 
Prin. lnlrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Chtqtofy 
Chapman, G. T. HQST/Bohlin, J. 13-Physics 
NGR QS-0580Q3 Cdiiomia State University - Sacramento 1231 
Development of combustion stability specifications and verification 
procedures for liquid propellant rocket engines 
Periad  tio om 
02/23/72-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $31.269 
Prin. Inmt. NASA Tech. O@r CASE Catqtory 
Reardon, F.  H. LERCIPriem, R. J. 42-Astro Engr 
NCA 2-283801 Harvey Mudd College 1232 
Solutions to operational problems encountered in the application 
of laser diagnostic systems to bclicopter rotors 
Pe& Obligationr 
05/30/78-08/3 1/80 FY78: S44,oOO TOTAL: $44,000 
Pttn. b w t .  NASA Tech. officrr CASE Cjlregory 
' Williams, H. ARCjLuebs, A. B. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Orloff, K. L. 
-- 
NCA 2-280801 Hastiogs College of L a w  1233 
A joint venture to consolidate law library collections and produce 
for mutual use and benefit administrative law practice manuals 
Period wigation, 
09/25/78-09/25/79 FY78: SM.000 TOTAL: S20.W 
P h .  Invest. NASA Td. officer CASE Clrtqory 
Wolcott, T. ARCfGlazer, J. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 224d Hunbddt State University 1234 
Developing and demonstrating an institutional mechanism for 
transferring remote sensing technology 
Pcricd Weions 
06/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: S356.420 TOTAL: $668,452 
Prin. Inwl.  NASA T d .  W k e r  CASE Caaory 
Hankins, D. ARCfLamb, D. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 1-11854 Pomona College 1235 
Participation in inorganic chemistry planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
reriod ~ l i o l u  
08/09/72-09/30/78 FY78: S76.938 TOTAL: $190,759 
Pdn. lnrrst. NASA T d .  * I  CASE CIupry 
Baird, A. K. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 12-Chemistry 
LARCfGknny, W. R. 
NSG 1430 SM Diego State Umvenity 1236 
Use of the Chappuis band for determination of modem and 
historical stratospheric ozom kvcls 
rsrbd ~W~ 
071 15/77-08/31/79 FY78: S34,OOO TOTAL: $67,715 
Pdn. I n W .  NASA T d .  OflInr CASE C~rgory 
Angiom, R. J. LARC/Levine, J. S. 31-Amos Sci 
NSC 7026 Sln D i o  State University 1237 
Thermodynamic models of lunar meteorite impact incorporating 
a target porosity parameter 
Period OMipIions 
06/01/74-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 10,728 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oj/3rrr CASE Cotegory 
Rehfuss, D. E. HQSLJGoldstein, B. E. 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NCA -03 San Francisco State University 1238 
Three-dimensional numerical calculations related to star fonna- 
tion 
Perid Obligatiwts 
06/02/77-12/01/18 FY78: $7,000 TOTAL: $27,500 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Td. officer CASE Cat~ory 
Hagar. C. ARC/Black, D. C. 13-Physics 
Bodenheimer, P. 
NCA 2-660704 Sln Francisco State University 1239 
Preparation of a model Martian soil 
Perid OM@tions 
09/15/77-11/30/78 FY78: $21,300 TOTAL: $28,450 
Prin. Inwat. NASA Tech. officer CASE Chkgory 
Bums, J. A. ARC/Klein, H. P. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
ARC/DeVincenzi, D. L. 
NCA 2660801 Sln Francisco h t e  University 1240 
Joint use of resources for operation of the NASA-Ames university 
consortium office 
Period wi#alIons 
10/01/7&09/30/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $50.000 
P h .  Invest. NASA Td. Q & e r  CASE Guegory 
Eisenberg, L. ARC/Tomberiin, K. A. 99-Mdti-Discip 
Heidtmann, R. W. 
NCA 2660802 S.a Frsncko State University 1241 
Determination of the stability constants and self-organizing 
properties of ternary complexes involving nucleotides, amino acids 
and metal cations by potentiometric titration 
Period olJrso- 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $11,356 TOTAL: S11,356 
Mn. k s t .  NASA T d .  W c e r  CASE Wary 
Orenberg, J. B. ARC/Lawkss J. G. 1ZChemistry 
NCA 26608(U S.n Fmncisco W e  University 1242 
An evaluation of audio and video telaconfenncing techniques 
and usage 
Periad - 1 h  
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: S7,573 TOTAL: ST573 
Prim invest. NASA T d .  e r  CASE 
Compesi, R. ARCfGibbs, B. P. 99-Multi-Discip 
Erickson. H. E. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCA M60804 San F d s c o  State University 1243 NCA 2675804 Soa Jose State University 1250 
Magnetic resonana studies of the mechanistic role of metal ions Case study: Evaluation of effectiveness of information services 
in chemical evolution relating to the Pioncer/Venus space mission 
Period Oblig#tions Period Wfgationr 
061 15/7846/ 15/79 FY78: 54,500 TOTAL: 54,500 04/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: S2,400 TOTAL: S2,400 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. @per CASE C q o r y  
Buttlaire, D. H. ARC/Lawless, J. G. 12-Chemistry Brown, D. E. ARC/Miller, S. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
NCA 2-660805 San Fmncisco State University 1244 NCA 2-675806 Sln Jose State University 1251 inorganic crystal clathrates: Development and modelling of a Metal ions and the evolution of photosynthesis new concept in fire control 
Periai OLJigatbnt. 
07/01 /7=/30/79 FY78: S10,OOO TOTAL: $10,000 Periai OMigalionr 
Prin. Inrcsr. NASA Tech. Offinr CASE Category 
03/01 /7&09/30/78 FY78: S11.860 TOTAL: $11,860 
Pdn. Inwt.  Orenberg, J. B. ARC/Lawless, J. G. NASA Tech. @per 12-Chemistry CASE megOt3' Ling, A. C. ARClAltman, R. L. 12-Chemistry 
NCA 2660806 San Francisco State University 1245 NCA 2-675807 San Jose State University 1252 
Thearetical studies of solar wind dynamics Interstitial encapsulation of solid inorganic halons: An investiga- 
periai ob&alions tion of the synthesis and characterization of thermally activated 
0910 1/78-08/3,1/79 FY78: S6,000 TOTAL: S6.000 flame quenching and suppressing.agents 
P h .  In-I. NASA Ted. officer CASE Caegory Pedd OMfgatiw 
Kipatrick, T. ARClBarnes, A. 1IPhysics 03/01/78-09/30/78 FY78: S11.860 TOTAL: $11,860 
Ncmey, S. F. P*. Invrst. NASA ~ech. ofmr CASE Casexoty 
Mayer, L. A. ARC/Altman, R. L. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 2210 San Francisco State University 1246 NCA 2675808 San Jose State University Elements of search strategy for SETI 1253 Central synoptic actions of antimotion sickness agents 
Period OMigaIi0~ Period 
011 15/77-03/ 15/79 ~i,TaIiGfIs FY78: $115,691 TOTAL: S169.943 05/01 /7844/30/80 FY78: S19,927 TOTAL: $19,927 
P h .  Inrcsr. NASA Tech. off~er CASE megory Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. q m r  CASE Cakgoty 
i 
Seeger, C. S. ARC/Billingham. J. 99-Multi-Discip Fox. R. A. ARClDaunton, N. G. 61-Biol Aspects 
ARC/Stull, M. A. 
NCA 2-675809 San Jose State University 1250 
NSG 2281 Sari Francisco State University 1247 Stratospheric-mesospheric dynamics 
Chronic stress, ethanol and testicular function periai adl&aionr 
period ~ u i g a l i o ~  06/04/78-06/03/79 FY78: S19.996 TOTAL: S19.996 
11/01/77-11/01/79 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: S40,000 Prin. Inrcsr. NASA Tech. q*r CASE C a m  
Prin. IW. NASA Tech. officer CASE Carepry Riegcl, C. A. ARC/WhitFen, R. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kakihana. R. ARC/Oyama, J. 59-Life Sci, NEC ARC/Page, W. A. 
NC.4 2675&01 %I Jose State University 1248 NCA 2-675810 h a  Jose State University 1255 Radiation chemistry studies of carbon suboxide polymers: An Assessment of motion sickness in rats: An investigation of pica investigation of a proposed pre-biotic link to the origins of life ' 
as the rekvant behavioral manifestation Period 
Periai w- w- 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: S18,700 TOTAL: S18,700 06/01/7&01/31/79 FY78: S15000 TOTAL: S12,OOO Prin. brcst. NASA Ted. qrFrr  
Prin. IaDrs1. CASE CO(a0ry NASA T& 4f/iccr CASE Carepry Ling,' A. C. Fox, R. A. ARClDaunton, N. G. 61-Biol Aspects ARCfOyama. V. I. 12-Chemistry Maycr, L. A. 
NCA M75803 hn Jose State university 1- 
The e f f d  of H2 and imufiting wavelength on photochemical 
production of organic molecules under simulated Jovian condi- 
tions 
Period w w  
06/01/7809/30/78 FY78: S3.024 TOTAL: S3.024 
PHs. Inrst. NASA T d .  .qfFrr CASE C a m  
Kanig, I. ARC/Flores. J. J. 12-Chemistry 
NCR 05-046411 Fb J m  St.@ University 1256 
investigation of transport parameters relating to hyperfiltration 
for waste water purification 
Perbd osrrruionr 
04/01/7@12/31/78 FY78: 545,544 TOTAL: $339,868 
PrUr brcsr. NASA T d .  m r  CASE C&#oty 
Spitzc, L. A. ARC/Wydeven, T. J. 12-Chemistry 
Ballou. E. V. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NSG 2047 !h Jose SClte University I257 
Study of planetary meteorology 
Period O~&UI'MS 
091 15/74-03/31/79 FY78: $7.706 TOTAL: $39,806 
Prin. Invest. NASA T& qjicer CASE C c r l q o ~ ~  
Ricgel, C. A. ARC/PolIack, J. B. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 2066 S ln  Jose State University 1258 
Thc development of superoxides as improved oxygen sources for 
breathing apparatus 
Period Dbl&uions 
01/20/75-06/19/79 FY78: $41,758 TOTAL: $161,592 
Prfn. invest. NASA Ted. qfier CASE Cotegory 
Spitze, L. A. ARC/Wy&ven, T. J. 12-Chemistry 
Ballou, E. V. 
NSG 2090 Sm Jose !!%ate University 1259 
Oxygen effects and early biochemical evolution 
Period Obitptilm 
06/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: S29,MO TOTAL: $102.232 
Prfn. Invesr. NASA Tech. ol/lnr CASE Coregory 
Neptune, J. A. ARC/Kkin, H. P. 5 1-Biology 
Satyanarayana, T. 
NSG 2130 Saa Jose Sate  University 1260 
Two-dimensional stratospheric model modification 
Period mmw 
02/01/7M3/31/79 FY78: 539.493 TOTAL: $115,573 
Plk. kmr. NASA Tech. O/Frr CASE cute go^^ 
Riegel, C. A. ARClWhitten, R. C. 31-Atmos SEi 
ARC/Borucki, W. J. 
NSG 2186 !!bm Jose Strte University 1261 
Characterization and formulation of fluorocarbon ether elasto- 
mers 
PC* -- 
10/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: S15,00D TOTAL: S82,023 
P&. b m .  NASA Ted. Oy-r CASE C&pry 
Neptune, J. A. ARC/Rosser. R. W. 12-Chemistry 
Korus, R. A. ARC/Parkcr, J. A. 
NSG 2219 SPln Jose State University 1264 
Hot surface ignition temperature of aircraft hydraulic fluids 
Pcrbd 061~ionr 
05/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $42,000 TOTAL: S67,410 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. W c r r  CASE wary 
Myronuk, D. J. ARC/Fish, R. H. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 2224 San Jose !!%ate University 1266 
Analytical/experimental study of passive fin protection systems 
Period m*h 
04/15/77-04/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: S 16,055 
P-. brrsr. NASA Tech. oj/inr CAW3 -0ry 
Holmstrom, F. ARC/Mansfield, J. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
Durazzo, R. M. ARC/Riccitiello, S. R. 
NSG 2235 SPn Jose State University 1266 
Experimental study of passive fire protection systems 
Period Odligaliiau 
05/01 /77-06/30/78 FY78: S4,022 TOTAL: $28,928 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. WJinr CASE Cutqory 
Anderson, R. ARC/Mansfield, L A. 49-Engr, NEC 
Sohrab, S. H. 
NSG 2236 Sari Jose St.te University 1267 
Feasibility study of using surface penetrators for mineral 
exploration 
Perial Obligotiw 
05/01/77-1213 1/78 FY78: $14,261 TOTAL: $34,279 
Pnn. Innvcrr. NASA Ted. q p n r  CASE Category 
Anderson, D. W .  ARC/Blanchard, M. B.32-Geological Sci 
Davis, A. S. ARC/Bunch. T. E. 
NSG 2239 S.a Jose state University 1268 
Coastal zone wlor scanner surface truth measurements 
P e M  OUigulau 
06/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $39,975 
Plin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. oj/iccr CASE Coregory 
Broenkow, W. W. ARClWrigley, R. C. 33-Oceanography 
NSG 2247 Su hae state Umverdty 1269 
NSG 2.209 Su Jose %te University 1262 Stnrturd chfa&lht ion of pl.una polymcrhd pcfflwro- 
A study of proassing parameters for non-metallic composites buterr-2 
rdcd m- P e w  Obl@,iat 
03/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $26,117 TOTAL: S41.574 08/01/77-05/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $25,207 
?fin. IUM. NASA 7''. m r  CASE Wepry h*r Invest. NASA T d .  Q/iar CASE Cnaory 
Ling, A. C. ARC/Fohkn, G. M. 12-Chemistry Acrivos, J. ARC/Wydevcn, T. J. 12-Chemistry 
Holknvay, J. ARC/Htimbuck, A. H. Naar, C. 
NSG 2213 S.. Jose Shte U.ivCrsity 1263 NSG 2269 Su Jose State University 1278 
A unified system for thc biological expioration of Mars Perception and perfonn~na in flight simulation: The contribution 
rcrld aY(prronr of vestibular, visual and auditory information 
03/01/7?-02/28/79 FY78: $24,682 TOTAL: S39.136 pniad - 
PI*. I n r u .  NM.4 Td. @ker CASE -or). 10/01/77-10/01/79 FY78: $373,085 TOTAL: S3l3.085 
m r d ,  R. W. ARC/Datton. B. P. 5 1-]Biology m. ~nveu .  NASA Trd. q[Rar CASE CrSory 
ARC/Johnson, R. D. Clark, B. ARClSbewart, 3. D. 69-by&, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 2273 San Jose W e  University 1271 
Synthesis of fluorocarbon ether monomers and elastomers 
Period Obligatiw 
10/01/77-07/3 1/78 FY78: $13,592 TOTAL: $13.592 
Pnk. Inwr .  NASA Tech. Ojficcr CASE Category 
Ling, A. C. ARC/Rosser, R. W. 12-Chemistry 
Kwong, H. ARC/Parker, J. A. 
NSG 2274 Sun Jose State University 1272 
Characterization and degradation studies on aromatic polyimides 
and polyesters 
Ariod W b t l o n r  
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $57,948 TOTAL: $57,948 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Ling, A. C. ARClHeimbuch, A. H. 12-Chemistry 
ARC/Golub, M. A. 
NSG 2293 San Jose State University 1273 
A heart rate index for predicting energy allocations 
Period Obfigarionr 
11/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: S24,949 TOTAL: $24.949 
Pnn. lnwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Lund, G. F. ARC/Williams, B. A. 5 I-Biology 
NSG 2302 !ha Jose State Umversity 1274 
A theoretical model of the effect of temperature on the limiting 
oxygen index of polymeric materials 
Period Wigations 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $22,648 TOTAL: $22,648 
PHn. Inwst. NASA Tm). officer CASE C a ~ e g w  
Ling, A. C. ARC/Heimbuch, A. H. 12-Chemistry 
ARCtParker, J. A. 
NSG U05 San Jose .%ate University 1275 
Applications of X-ray fluorescence spectrometry to water quality 
assurance programs 
Period Obltgatlons 
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: $17,898 TOTAL: $17,898 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. offier CASE C8tegory 
Ling, A. C. ARC/Nishioka, K. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
NSG 2307 Sen Jose State University 1276 
A study of the physical properties of composites 
Period OIYCtbrrr 
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: S29.988 TOTAL: $29,988 
P&. /nust. NASA TcoL o f j r  CASE Caqorp 
Holmstrom, F. ARC/MansficM, J. A. 46-Mcch Engr 
Durazzo, R. M. ARC/Fish. R. H. 
Buckky. W. F. 
NSG 2314 Sen Jose State Udversity 1277 
The Ames planetary boundary layer model 
Anbd -bnt 
04/01/7843/31/79 FY78: S15,a)l) TOTAL: S15.000 
P&. Lust.  NASA Tn*. Q@imr CASE C u m  
Bornstein, R. D. ARC/Swan, P. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 2315 Sm Jose State University 1278 
Modification of polymeric substrata for the gas chromatographic 
analyses of CO, carbonyls and 0 2  in atmospheres 
Pnial  Obligarlionr 
04/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $7,993 TOTAL: $7,993 
P h .  Inrrsr. NASA Tech. ~~r CASE Category 
Mayer, L. A. ARCfWoeller, F. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
Christensen, W. W. ARC/Oyama, V. I. 
NSG 2332 S8n Jose State University 1279 
Fiber reinforced polymeric materials 
Period Obli~aIlonr 
08/01/78-12/30/78 FY78: S8,519 TOTAL: S8,519 
Pnk. Inwt .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Anderson, R. N. ARC/MansfieM, 1. A. 47-Materials Engr 
Arumughem, J. ARC/Fish, R. K. 
NSG 2339 Sm Jose !State University 1280 
Changes in cortisol and antidiuretic hormone during induced 
motion sickness in cats 
pcnnl ~ b l ~ ~ t i ~ m  
10/01/7&09/30/79 FY78: $9,826 TOTAL: $9,826 
Pdn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. ofwr CASE Chtegory 
Fox, R. A. ARC/Suri, K. P. 51-Biology 
ARC/Daunton, N. G. 
NCA 2720701 soaoM State College 1281 
Study of the calk-alkaline plutonic compkx of the southwestern 
Sierra Nevada foothills 
Period Obligaiiom 
08/15/76-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3.333 
Pnn. Inwsc. NASA Tech. offwr CASE megory 
Vennum, W .  ARCfBunch, T. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 1-%82 W o r d  University 1282 
Participation in imaging planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
Period -h 
03/24/70-09/30/78 FY78: 569,712 TOTAL: $712.863 
Pda. Inwsr. NASA Tuh. Q'jker CASE C m  
Lcvinthal, E. C. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC/Gknny, W. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 1-9692 ~~ U d v e d y  1283 
Participation in thc biology planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
Pcrbl - 
04/13/7009/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $57.126 
?h. tmrst. NASA T d .  @&rcr CASE cb#r#w 
Lederberg. J .  LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 5r-Bi- 
LARCfGknny, W. R. 
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NAS 8-32355 Stanford University 1298 
Gyro test of general relativity in a satellite 
I Prnbd Obligations 
0311 1177-1 1/25/78 FY78: $474,542 TOTAL: $689,667 
P*. In~rsr. NASA T d .  qJcer CASE Cafqor). 
Everitt. C. W. MSFC/Potter, R. 13-Physics 
DeBra, D. B. 
Fairbanks, W. M. 
NAS 8-32605 Stanford University 1299 
Superconducting bearings for application in cryogenic experiments 
in space 
Perid Obligotim 
08/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: $44,000 TOTAL: $86,901 
P*. Inwt .  NASA Tech. ofpccr CASE Cale#ory 
Everitt, C. W .  MSFC/Urban, E. W. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Decher, R. 
NAS 8-32852 , Stanford University 1300 
Definition study of plasma depletion experiments during Spacelab 
mission 2 
Period ObligP((iM3 
10/01/77-05/31/78 FY78: 512,141 TOTAL: $12,141 
Prin. Inust. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Darosa, A. V. MSFC/Guynes, B. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFCfIse, R. 
NAS 8-33012 Shalord University 1301 
An investigation of the thermal structure of sekcted diffuse features 
in the soft X-ray/EUV background HEAO-I 
NASW 3U)4 Stanford University 1304 
A program of research and research internships in telecommunica- 
tions and information technology 
Period Obligations 
07/01/7&06/30/79 FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: $250.000 
Prin. Inswat. NASA Tech. O j m r  CASE Category 
McAlister, J. F. HQET/Roberson, F. 1.39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQLU/Carter, C. H. 
NCA 2-745106 Stanford Universitv 1305 
Adrenal modulary function in acute and chronic stress 
Period Ohfigations 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: 530,000 
P M .  Invrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Barchas, J. D. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 5 1-Biology 
NCA 2-745709 Stanford University 1306 
Glucocorticoid effects on bone formation in vitro 
Period Ob)i#ations 
01/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $28,030 
~ r i n .  inust. NASA Tech. o/@r CASE Category 
Feldman, D. ARC/Holton, E. M. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2-745715 Stsnford University 1307 
Dusty H I1 regions: Radiative transfer calculations and 
comparison with observations, and molecular clouds. Line transfer 
calculations 
Period Ohfiptrionr 
051 15/77-05/ 14/79 FY78: $4,200 TOTAL: $14,200 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Of/ircr CASE Co(rlpry 
Petrosian, V .  ARCfCaroff, L. J. 13-Physics 
ARC/Erickson, E. F. 
- .  
Period ~ & U ~ O N  
05/23/7805/22/79 FY78: $16,904 TOTAL: S16,90Q NCA 2-745717 Stanford University 1308 
Pnn. Inust. NASA Tech. O f i r  CASE Category The catalytic activity of small platinum particles supported on 
Walker, A. B., Jr. MSFC/Dailcy, C. C. 11-Astronomy single crystal aluminum oxide in low pressure reactions 
Period Wiaoth 
06/01 /77-05/31/79 FY78: $7,387 TOTAL: $14,774 
P*. bswsf. NASA Tech. O / F r r  CASE Cale#ory 
Boudart, M. ARC/Whiting, E. E. 13- Physics 
NAS 9-15342 Studord Uaiversity 1302 
A feasibiitv studv of the reduction of the radiation belt mvulation 
through cintroil& precipitation induced by VLF wav& - NCA 2-745719 stmaford University 1309 
PC~W W C b  Bacterial denitrification as a model for mixed ecosystem studies 
05/23/77-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: S15,000 pcrbd 
P*. Inmt. NASA T d .  wpm CASE Cbtqory 06/01 177- 1013 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: 518,827 OIJ- 
Hellliwell, R. A. JSC/McCoy, J. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC m n .  IRUSI. NASA ~ech.  qJimr CASE Category 
Matin, A. ARC/Hochstcin, L. 5 1-Biology 
NASW 2916 St.aford University 1303 NCA 2-745721 Stanford University 1310 
Advancod studies in computer visual systems for exploratory Methods of calculating molecular interaction energies from data 
vehicles generated by the AIMS graphics system 
Period Obli@bnr Period 
03/01 /76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S90,000 09/01/7709/01/78 FY78: $14.000 TOTAL: $14,000 
Pdn. l n w f .  NASA Tech. qJiuer CASE C h p r y  P*. Inwsf. NASA Tech. q[lkrr CASE w r y  
McCarthy, J. HQRE/Pontious, C. E. 45-Elcc Engr Loew, G. B. ARCJMacElroy, R. D. 5 1-Biology 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCA 2-745801 Stanford University 1311 
Type 11 interferon and susceptibility to disease 
Period obligalions 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $19,340 TOTAL: $19,340 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/Pcer CASE Category 
Merigan, T. ARC/Mandel, A. D. SEOther Medical 
NCA 2745802 Stanford University 1312 
Renal receptors and simulated weightlessness 
Period OMig4tions 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: 518,535 TOTAL: $18,535 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  W c e r  CASE Category 
Feldman, D. ARCfHolton, E. M. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2-745803 Stanford University 13 l3 
The investigation of an Auger electron microprobe; its capabilities, 
limitations, and applications 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $15,070 TOTAL: $15,070 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflice? CASE Category 
Spjcer, W. E. ARCIWhiting, E. E. 47-Materials Engr 
NCA 2-745804 Stanford University 1314 
Regulation of calcium metabolism in hypodynamic monkeys 
Period 0 ~ 1 I O n s  
11/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $19,800 TOTAL: $19,800 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Nagel, D. C. ARCIYoung, D. R. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2-745807 Stanford University 1315 
Interaction studies 'of simple and reactive gases with transition 
metal films supported on insulating substrates 
Period Obitgations 
11/15/77-11/14/78 FY78: $7,537 TOTAL: $7,537 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. OIficer CASE Cptegory 
Pound, G. M. ARCIWhiting, E. E. 47-Materials Engr 
NCA 2-74581 1 Stamford University 1316 
Analysis of coronal flow and wave phenomena during the solar 
occultation of the Earth-Viking radio link 
Period OH&ations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Tyler, G. L. ARC/Barnes, A. I 1-Astronomy 
Vesecky, J. F. 
NGL 050204@7 Stanford University 1318 
Guidance and control of flight vehicles ', C 
PerEod Obligalionr 
08/17/72-08/14/81 FY78: S88,XK) TOTAL: $1,449,564 
Prin. bvcsr NASA Tech. .Offir CASE Co(qory 
Bryson, A. E., Jr. ARCIEnberger, H, 49-Engr, NEC 
Franklin, G. F. ARC/Creer, B. Y. 
NGL 05-020-008 Stanford University 1319 
Investigation of experimental techniques for measurement of low 
frequency electromagnetic phenomena in the atmosphere 
Period Obligations 
09/01/61-02/28/81 FY78: $158.000 TOTAL: S1.592,443 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. .Oj@er CASE Category 
Helliwell, R. A. HQST/Cauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGL 05-020-014 Stanford University 1320 
Theoretical & experimental radio & radar studies of lunar, 
planetary ionospheres, atmospheres, surfaces of sun and in- 
terplanetary medium 
Perid OMigarions 
04/30/63-09/30/79 FY78: $201,000 TOTAL: $3,109,574 
Pnn. inresf. NASA Tech. Cyfiecr CASE C o t ~ o ~  
Eshleman, V. R. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSTlBrunk, W. E. 
NGL 05-0U1-103 Stanford University 1321 
lnvestigation of laser dynamics, modulation and control by means 
of intra-cavity time varying perturbation 
Period Obligations 
05/16/6&03/31/80 FY78: $34,648 TOTAL: $1,122,000 
Prin. Inw~t .  NASA Tech. Oj/icer CASE Category 
Hams, S. E. HQREIFitzmauria, M. W. 
Siegman, A. E. GSFC/McElroy, J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
Young, J. F. 
NGL 05620-176 Stanford University 1322 
Investigation of space-related whistler propagation phenomena 
in laboratory plasmas 
Period obt&4tifNU 
03/02/67-06/30/80 FY78: S90,000 TOTAL: 3 1,089,800 
Prin, Inwst. NASA T d .  officrr CASE Ca~egory 
Crawford, F. W. HQST/King, J. H. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NCA 2-745815 Stanford University 1317 
Innovation performance within the NASA-stimulated segment of 
the U.S. computer industry: Towards a conceptual framework 
and some preliminary evidence NGL 05020-243 Stanford University 1323 
period 0bligati0n.3 Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and optimization 
04/01/7%-02/28/79 FY78: $19,972 TOTAL: $19,972 period ~ i g u t i o n s  
prin. ~nwst. NASA ~ e d .  @(firer CASE Caregory 08/14/67-08/31/81 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: S150,630 
Rosenberg, N. ARC/Hornby, H. !B-Multi-Discip Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Teubal, M. ARClJones, J. L. Ashley, H. LARC/Doggett, R. V., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05-020-272 Studord University 1324 NGR 05020452 Stanford University 1331 
Theoretical study of the solar atmosphere and the structure of Instrumentation study development for high energy physics 
active regions experiment in space 
Period Obligations Period Obligatiam 
06/07/6&09/31/78 FY78: $145,000 TOTAL: S870,000 06/09/70-12/31/78 FY78: $270,000 TOTAL: $ 1,802.94 1 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. q f i n r  CASE Category 
Sturrock, P. A. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics Hofstadter, R. HQSC/OPP, A. G .  1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Fishman, G. J. 
NGL 05-020-305 Stanford University 1325 
Evaluation of the cardiovascular system during various circulatory NGR 05-020.856 Stanford University 1332 
stresses Effects of altered gravitational stress on fluid balance and 
period Obligalians circulation of blood 
091 17168-11/30/80 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: $1,319,032 Period Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Category 051 13170-12/31/78 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: S347,090 
Harrison, D. C. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med prin. Invest. NASA T&. o//ier CASE Category 
Luetscher, J. A. ARC/DaneIlis J. .V. 52-Clinical Med 
NGL 05-020-582 Stanford University 1326 
Abiotic origins of optical activity NGR 05420.559 Stanford University 1333 
Period ~bligations ,Structure of solar magnetic and velocity fields 
041 18/72-04/03/79 FY78: $31,382 TOTAL: $251,178 period Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 03/22/72-09/3 1/78 FY78: $89,978 TOTAL: $547,000 
. Bonner, W. A. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j f e r  CASE Cmegory 
Wilcox, J. M. HQ-STIBohlin, J. D. I I-Astronomy 
NGR 05020-001 Stanford University 1327 
Ionospheric research utilizing satellite radio transmissions NGR 05420-615 Stanford University 1334 
period Obligations Ultrasonic Doppler measurement of renal artery blood flow 
07/20/59-08/ 15/78 FY78: $40.000 TOTAL: $1,335,622 hid Obligations 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 05126172- 1 1/30/79 FY78: $79,654 TOTAL: $615,154 
DaRosa, A. V. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics pn i .  invest NASA Tech qficer CASE Gtegory 
HQST/Schmerling. E. R. Meindl, J. D. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
NGR 05-02M04 Stanford University 1328 NGR 05-02&622 Stanford University 1335 
Cytochemical studies of planetary microorganisms Computation of turbulent flows 
Period Obligatiam Period Obligations 
04/01/60-11/30/78 FY78: $1 10.000 TOTAL: $4,673,087 07/20/72-07/01/79 FY7k $78,571 TOTAL: $404,644 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcrh. wficer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Lederberg, J. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1 -Biology Reynolds, W. C. ARCIRubesin, M. W. 47-Materials Engr 
Levinthal, E. C. Ferziger, J. H. ARC/Lomax, H. 
NGR 0502- Stanford University 1329 NGRO5420-634 St.nford University 1336 
Electronic properties of hydrogen cyanide and its polymers of Biomedical technology transfer 
pyrroles and ferric porphyrins period ~b l iga t ion~ 
Period O b l w i a m  12/07/72- 1213 1/78 FY78: 3287,985 TOTAL: $1,241,488 
0211 1170-12/31/78 FY78: S17.000 TOTAL: S110,656 Prin. lnvesr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Gtegory 
PA#. Invert. NASA tech. o//icer CASE category Ream, A. K. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
Loew, G. H. ARC/Chang, S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 0!5-020-649 Stanford University. 1337 
NGR 050t0-435 Stanford University 1330 Study of lunar and planetary surfaces 
Neuronal analysis of visual perception period ~lbligaions 
Period Obligations 03/06/73-12/31/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $107,170 
01/01/70-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $42,345 Pnh. bwst. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE category 
prin. Invest. NASA ~ech. officer CASE category Howard, H. T. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Chow, K. L. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 59-Life Sci, NEC HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05-020-668 Stanford University 1338 
Magnetosphere structure and radiation mechanisms on pulsars 
Period Obliga~ions 
11/01/73-10/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $128,000 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Calqory 
Sturrock. P. A. HQSC/Opp, A. G. I I-Astronomy 
NGR 05-OUM90 Stanford University 1339 
Miniature gas analysis systems 
Perid OMigotions 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $222,632 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotqory 
Angell. J. ARC/Carle, G. C. 53-Other Medical 
ARClSandler, H. 
NGR 05-020-710 Stanford University 1340 
Interaction of coatings wlheating environments 
Period OMigorions 
01/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: $49.87 1 TOTAL: $207,566 
PM. I n ~ s t .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Clllqory 
Bates, C. ARC/Goldstein, H. E. #Mech Engr 
ARC/Larson, H. K. 
NSG 1381 Stanford Uuiversity 1345 
The collision dynamics and energetics of hyperthermal reactive ?$ 
gases with chemical species absorbed on catalytic metal surfaces 
Period OWgorions 
01/17/77-01/16/79 FY78: $12,500 TOTAL: S30,WO 
Prin. I n v c ~ ~ .  NASA T d .  o fper  CASE Calqory 
Madix. R. I. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
LARClMelfi, L. T., Jr. 
NSG 1443 Stanfonl University 1346 
Generalized eigenvalue problem 
P e d  OdligaIions 
10/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $26,095 
Prin. Invzst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cargory 
Golub, G. H. LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 21-Mathematics 
Wilkinson, J. H. 
NSG 2007 Stanford Uuiveisity 1347 
Some experimental studies relating to airfoil noise 
Period Wigorions 
01/15/7411/30/78 FY78: $106,521 TOTAL: $1,102,927 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE CaIqory 
Karamcheti, K.  ARC/Snyder, C. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARCjHickey, D. H. 
NGT 0502CL409 NSG t020 Stanford University Stanford University 1341 1308 Remote monitoring of physiologic effects of simulated space 
Summer faculty fellowship program in engineering systems flight 
design - Period OMigaIions 
p r r i d  o t f igu t i~s  04/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $164,950 121 18/69-03/3 1/79 FY78: $ 129,420 TOTAL: $ 1,036,626 Prin. Inws~. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotqory 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//lcer CASE Cuqofy Popp, R. L. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
Barfield, B. F. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 20%5 Stmfonl University 1349 
NGT 05420-412 1342 Aerothermodynamic heat-shield environments Stadord University Period A summer program of NASA summer faculty fellowships 01LNSo.lionr 
Pcnbd 061~I ions  
091 15/75-09/ 14/79 FY78: S8.000 TOTAL: $142,098 
121 16/69-03/31/79 FY78: $162,040 TOTAL: S1,267J 10 P&. Inwsl. NASA T d .  offleer CASE Colqory Rana, D. S. ARCjHowe, J. T. 42-Astro Engr 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. W/~NI  CASE Catqory 
Bershader, D. HQLUICarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC Pralcash, G. ARC/Nachtsheim, P. R. 
NSG 2092 Stanford Universitv 1350 
NGT 05020.777 Stanford University 1343 In vivo determination of bone properGcs from mechanical 
Support of specialized post-MD training in aerospace medicine measurements 
Period 01V@lionr Period OMguioN 
07/01/7608/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S98,269 07/01/75-09/30/79 FY78: S20,900 TOTAL: S73.867 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA T d .  m r  CASE Coregory Plfn. lnwsl. NASA T d .  e r  CASE Corqory 
Beard, R. R. HQ-LU/Carter, C. H. 59-Life Sci, NEC Stcele, C. R. ARC/Young. D. R. 53-Other Medical 
NSG 2100 Stunford University 1351 
N* 1345 Stanford University 1344 Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL enginesut 
Reactive ablation of molybdenum by oxygen atoms transients 
Period - Period mryh 
10/01/7612/31/78 FY78: S25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 08/01/75-07/31/79 FY78: $21,000 TOTAL: $77,868 
Prin. lnwst. NASA T d .  Ol f r r  CASE Gwgory P&. Intest. NASA Tech. CASE t e r n  
Madix, R. J. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 47-Materials Engr DeBra, D. B. ARCjFranLli, J. A. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Mclfi, L. T., Jr. Bryson. A. E., Jr. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 2121 Stanford University 1352 
Preliminary design and computer simulation of a very large Fourier 
transform processor for the inter-stellar search system 
P e M  Obitafions 
01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $10.000 TOTAL: $39,037 
P h .  I n w .  NASA Tcch. qficer CASE Category 
Peterson, A. M. ARC/Billingham, J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Teague, C. C. ARC/Wolpe, J. H. 
NSG 2132 Stmford University 1353 
Study of lower body negative pressure 
Period Obii&ations 
02/01/76-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30.00 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Catgory 
Hamson, D. C. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
NSG 2166 Stanford University 1354 
Thermal protection material evaluation and diagnostic study of 
advanced high-power arc jets for planetary entry simulation 
P c M  #&@iom 
07/01 /76-06/30/79 FY78: $60,401 TOTAL: $168,704 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cate#ory 
Baganoff, D. ARC/Nachtsheim, P. R. 42-Astro Engr 
Liu. G. 
NSG 2190 Stanford University 1355 
Evaluation of the weight and aerodynamics methodology of the 
general aviation synthesis program for application to moderate 
size short haul transport aircraft 
P e r i d  OdligsIiionr 
11/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: $49,538 TOTAL: $69,266 
P h .  Inusr. NASA Tech. Ojflcer CASE Cafegory 
Shevell, R. S.  ARC/Galloway. T. L. 41-Aero Engr 
ARClSchairer. E. T. 
NSG 2203 Stanford University 1356 
Air cargo in an integrated 'transportation 
Periad O b l ~ i i o n r  
02/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: S44,233 TOTAL: $70,197 
P h .  Inrsr. NASA Tcnk. .Ojfi? CASE ChYqory 
Dajani, J. S. ARC/Belsley, S. E. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 2214 Stanford University 1357 
Develop ultkonic indias for space shuttk passenger selection 
Prrbd m- 
W/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: S60.000 TOTAL: $100.000 
P h .  lnrs f .  NASA T d .  m r  CASE & l c p ~  
Popp, R. L. ARC/Sandler. H. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 2215 Stdord University 1358 
Studies of the effects of forward flight on aircraft noise and its 
simulation 
red& W i g d i m s  
03/01/7702/28/80 FY78: $66,947 TOTAL: $375,950 
P h .  lnrs f .  NASA T d .  o//kcr CASE Gteg~~ 
Karamchcti, K. ARC/Soderman, P. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Koutsoyannis S. P, ARC/Ahtye, W. F. 
NSG 2233 Stanford University 1359 
Experimental studies relating to airfoil unsteady aerodynamics 
Period mi#atMns 
03/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $193,430 TOTAL: $238,430 
Prin. Invest NASA Tech. Officer CASE Carqory 
Karamcheti, K. ARCIChapman, G. T. 41-Aero Engr 
Bodapati, S. ARCJDavis, S. S. 
Koutsoyannis, S. P. 
NSG 2246 Stanford University 1360 
Spacelab infrared telescope pointing and control system 
Period Obliga~im 
07/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $43,106 
Prin. Inust. NASA Td. officer CASE Calqory 
Powell, J. D. ARC/Lorell, K. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC / Young, L. 
NSG 2249 Stanford University 1361 
High-resolution transmission electron microscope studies of small 
metal crystallites and surfaces 
Period OMigatiolN 
10/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: $14,536 TOTAL: $29,073 
Prin. Inusl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotgory 
Heinemann, K. ARCIWhiting, E. E. 13-Physics 
NSG 2251 Stadord University 1362 
Theoretical study of carbon monoxide molecule chemisorbed on 
iron and platinum surfaces 
Period Obligationr 
09/15/77-09/15/79 FY78: $45,619 TOTAL: $64,189 
Prin. Inve~f. NASA Tech. ofpcer CASE Category 
Pound, G. M. ARC/Amold, J. 0. 47-Materials Engr 
Spicer, W. E. ARC/Stallcop, J. R. 
Laskowski, 8. C. 
NSG 2254 Studord University 1363 
Stanford/Ames Joint Institute for Aeronautics and Acoustics, 
helicopter noise detection study 
Period OMWw 
07/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $37,000 TOTAL: S62,000 
Prin. Inust. NASA Ted,  o//inr CASE C3kgory 
Karamcheti, K .  ARC/Schmitz, F. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Hersh, S. ARCJMosher, M. 
NSG 2255 Stanford University 1364 
Analytical investigation of the flow field around a rotor black 
Perial -- 
071 15/77M/14/78 FY78: S16,000 TOTAL: S28.000 
P h .  Inusr. ' NASA TIED. i?flkr CASE CPr*rW 
Karamcheti, K .  ARC/Petewn, V. L. 41-Aero Engr 
Mehta, U. B. ARC/Lomax, H. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 2258 Stdord University 1365 
Fundamental studies of unsteady turbulent boundary layers 
Period OM&alions 
09/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: S69.835 TOTAL: S119.835 
P k .  fnwsl. NASA Tech. o/fimr CASE Cartgory 
Reynolds, W. C. ARC/McCroskey, W. J. . 41-Aero Engr 
Parikh, P. ARC/Carr, L. W. 
NSG 2285 Stanford University 1366 
An investigation of the performance, application potential, and 
inherent limitations of a new microanalytical instrument: The 
Auger microprobe 
Penlal Obligrrtio~ 
12/01/77-11/3/78 FY78: S61,786 TOTAL: $61,786 
Pnln. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//rnr CASE Cattgory 
Pound, G. M. ARC/Poppa, H. R. 13-Physics 
Spicer, W. E. 
Heinemann, K. 
t NSG 2289 Stanford University 1367 
Applications of CARS spectroscopy to turbulence measurements 
PNial obligalions 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: 536.833 TOTAL: S36.833 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/&er CASE Car- 
Byer, R. L. ARC/McKenzie, R. L. 1ZPhysics 
NSC 2308 Stanford University 1371 
Dispersion relationships in turbulence with application to 1 
noise/turbulence diagnosis 
PC& obligationr 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $62,842 TOTAL: S62,842 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. Ojfisrr CASE Ccuaory 
Karamcheti, K. ARCIChapman, G. T. 41-Aero Engr 
Tsuge, S. ARC/Jones, R. T. 
Ishikawa, N. 
NSG 2317 Stanford University 1372 
Studies in rotor aerodynamics and noise 
Prnbd Wigations 
W/O1/78-06/01/79 FY78: S100.024 TOTAL: S100,024 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. qfmr CASE CoIegory 
Karamcheti, K. ARC/Hickey, D. H. 41-Aem Engr 
ARC/Johnson, W. R. 
NSG 2322 Stanford University 1373 
An advanced computerized system for analysis of eye-camera 
recordings of eye-pointing in helicopter pilots during real and 
simulated landings 
Pr& 06ligatlonr 
05/01 /78-04/30/79 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: S75.000 
Pnln. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Coltgory 
Suppes, P. ARC/Wright, R. H. 41-Aem Engr 
ARC/Key, D. L. 
NSG 2326 Stanford University 1374 
NSG 2292 Stanford Uoivedty 1368 Investigation of the structural and electronic properties of small 
Work on laser-electron beam interactions metal particles 
Period O b l i g a I i ~ ~  Period OblilpriIms 
01/01/78-12/31/78, FY78: S50.000 TOTAL: S502W 07/01/7&07/01/79 FY78: $38,883 TOTAL: S38,883 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wirer CASE Caegory M n .  Inrrsr. NASA T d .  Wfi-r CASE Co&gory 
Pantell, R. H. ARC/Billman, K. W. I f  Physics Heinemann. K. ARC/Amold. J. 0. 47-Materials Engr 
Piestrup, M. A. Yang, C. Y. ARC/Whiiing, E. E. 
NSG 2294 Stanford University 1369 
Effect of space flight as simulated by bed rest on drug dis- 
position 
Pertod W&ariimrr 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: S60.000 
Pdn. Inwsf. NASA Tech. W h r  CASE Curpry 
Hamson, D. C. ARC/DaneIlis, J. V. 53-Other M d i  
Meffin, P. J. ARC/Sandler, H. 
NSG 3124 Stanford University 1375 
Heat transfer and hydrodynamic studies on a curved surfaa with 
full-coverage film cooling 
Pew OblIgaions 
10/01/7&10/3 1/79 FY78: S147.940 TOTAL: $212.770 
Ph .  Inwst. NASA T d .  (WFrr CASE C U q w  
Johnston, J. P. LERC/Gaugler. R. E. 46-Mech Engr 
Kays. W. M. 
Moffat, R. J. 
NSG -2 Sturord University 1376 
NSG 2297 M o r d  University 1370 Theoretical and experimental investigations in the control of 
Studies on perceptual problems in aeronautics aircraft 
- - 
Prrfad P e M  
01/01/78-12/31/78 - FY78: S116.0W TOTAL: S116,094 09/01/74-1013 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S260.000 
. . 
P*. Inrut. NASA T d .  O l F . r  CASS Cekpry hin I n w .  NASA Tech. qVinr CASE C%kpV 
Karamcheti. K. ARCINagel. D. C. 41-Aero Engr DcBra, D. B. DFRC/Edwards, J. W. 41-~cro %ngr 
Trcisman, M. Ashky. H. 
Ahumada, A. Bryson, A. E., Jr. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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' NSG.5131 Stanford University 1377 NSG 7204 Stanford University 1384 
Spectroscopy of cosmic X-ray sources of the solar corona Theoretical analyses of relativistic gravitational experiments 
P e w  Obligations Perid Obligations 
11/15/76-11/30/78 FY78: S 160,000 TOTAL: $345,000 10/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: S18.W TOTAL: $49,715 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category Pnn. lnvrsl. NASA Tech. Ojfimr CASE Calqory 
Walker. A. B., Jr. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics Will, C. M. HQSCJRoman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
Stern, R. A. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 5132 Stanford University 1378 NSG 7395 Stanford University 1385 
Research of elastically bent glass strips to produce high resolution Radar studies of the Martian surface 
X-ray and extreme ultraviolet optics period Obl&ations 
period Obl@tions 031 15/7&03/ 14/79 FY78: $32,300. TOTAL: $32,300 
10/15/76-01/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $57,000 prim bwst. NASA ~ e d .  o/finr CASE category 
PA. inwst. NASA ~ech. Ojfier CASE Category Tyler, G. L. HQSLIBrunk, W. E. I I-Astronomy 
Walker, A. B., Jr. GSFC/Mangus, J. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 
Underwood, J. H. GSFC/Osantowski, J. F. 
NAS SUW19 University of California - Berkeley 1386 
NSG 5254 Stanford University 1379 Energetic particles flux experiment for International Sun-Earth 
Stochastic modeling of time-averaged equations for climate Explorer mother B daughter spacecraft 
dynamics Period Obl&ations 
Period Wigations 05123174-12/31/81 FY78: $2M),000 TOTAL: $1,298,090 
, 03/ 15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: $90,900 TOTAL: $90,900 Prin. / n m .  NASA T d .  offlccr CASE Category 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Anderson, K. A. GSFCJDavis, M. A. 13-Physics 
Spreiter, J. R. GSFCJHalem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-24080 University of Wiornis - Berkeley 1387 
Quasi-electric fields experiment for ISEE motheridaughter 
NSG 7029 !%anford University 1380 spacecraft 
Radar data from the moon Prrial Wigations 
Period Otdigations 05/21/74-10/30/79 FY78: $165.000 TOTAL: $905,000 
04/01/7412/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $201.266 pdn. I ~ W S I .  NASA Tech. officer ? CASE Category Prin. Inwst NASA Tech. qlficer CASE Category Mozer, F. S. GSFCJDavis, M. A. 13-Physics 
Tvler. G. L. HGSL/Goldstein, B. E. 
. . - ,  
32-Geological Sci 
NAS 5-20995 University of California - Berkeley 1388 
Isotopic composition of primary cosmic rays H thru Fe for ISEE 
NSG 7092 Stanford University 1381 C spacecraft 
Energy release in solar flares based on OSO-5 data PC~W ~ i p t i o n 3  
P e ~ i d  Obligations 03/19/75-07/M/S0 FY78: S118.000 TOTAL: $1,395,000 
10/01/74-09/31/78 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: S170,000 Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Ca~eory 
~ r i n .  bust.  NASA E d .  m e r  CASE ategory Heckman, H. GSFCIGallagher, W. F. 13-Physics 
Petrosian, V. HQ-STJBohlin, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy GSFC/Davis, M. A. 
NSG 7110 Stanford University 1582 
lnvestigation of laser particle accelerators 
Period Obligation3 
02/06/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $150,000 
P h .  I n w :  NASA Ted.  micer CASE Cac+sory 
Pantell, R. H. HQRR/Thom, K. 13-Physics 
Picstrup, M. A. ARC/BiUman, K. W. 
NSG 7117 Stanford University 1383 
A study of seismic velocity electrical conductivity and the state 
of the lunar crust 
Period ouigrtions 
03/01 /75-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $76,520 
P&. Inrst. NASA Tech. O f je r  CASE Caegory 
Nur, A. M. HQ-SL/Williams. R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Flinn, E. A. 
NAS 5-22307 University of Caliiornia - Berkeley 1389 
Solar X-ray and interplanetary and solar electrons for the ISEE-C 
spacecraft 
Period Wigations 
0411 1175-12/31/83 FY78: $318,000 TOTAL: S1,401,000 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. O /Fr r  CASE Cafegory 
Anderson, K. A. GSFCJGallagher, W. F. 
32-Geological Sci 
NAS 5-24105 University of Califorair - Berkeley 1390 
Cosmic background Explorer satellite mission definition study 
Period w%.tionr 
11/01/76-02/28/78 FY78: $15,003 TOTAL: $33.003 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA T 4 .  of-r CASE Category 
Alvarez, L. W. GSFClMather, J. C. 1 I-Astronomy 
Smoot, G. GSFC/MuUer, R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 5-24165 University of California - Berkeley 1391 NAS 8-29603 University of Caliiornia - Berkeley 1397 * 1 
Experiment definition and integration study for accommodation Trans-uranic cosmic ray flight experiment > 
of magnetic spectrometer payload on Spaalab/shuttle missions period Oblixatim 
Period Odligatim 03/13/73-11/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $30,738 
q6/ 13/77-07/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $32,457 Prin. Inve~t. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Teh.  Officer CASE Category Price, P. B. MSFC/Ondrak, B. T. 13Physics 
Buffington, A. GSFC/Campbell, C. E. 13-Physics 
NAS 5-24166 University of California - Berkeley 1392 
Experiment definition and integration study for accommodation 
of giant passive detector of exotic particles in cosmic rays on 
shuttle/Spaalab missions 
Period Obligations 
06/06/77-06/30/78 FY78: $1,681 TOTAL: $30,965 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer C.4 SE Category 
Rice, P. B. GSFC/Campbell, C. E. 1EPhysics 
Shirk, E. K. 
Weitzmann, R. 
NAS 5-24189 University of California - Berkeley 1393 
Study the feasibility of developing three telescopes in the 100-1000A 
range 
Period Obligations 
071 19177-10/27/78 FY78: $19,020 TOTAL: S63.752 
Pdn. Inwl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Bowyer, C. S. GSFC/Willis, S. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-24445 University of California - Berkeley 1394 
Development of instrumentation for an extreme ultraviolet 
Explorer 
Period Odl ip t im 
02/28/78-02/0 1 /80 FY78: $294,679 TOTAL: $294,679 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Colmory 
Bowyer, C.  S. GSFC/Willis, S. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Townscnd, M. R. 
NAS 8-31346 University of California - Berkeley 1398 
Feasibility of coherent and incoherent backscatter experiments 
from the AMPS laboratory 
Pcrial O d l i g o ~ h  
03/01 175-1 2/21/76 FY78: TOTAL: $29,996 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. .O/&er CASE GWegory 
Mozer, F. S. MSFC/Roberts, W. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 
NAS 8-32577 University of California - Berkeley 1399 
Spacelab mission 1 exp. 95 far UV observations using the Faust 
instrument on the first Spacelab mission 
P e d  Oblisarionr 
05/10/77-09/01/81 FY78: $106,267 TOTAL: $161,085 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. .O//lrr CASE Cottpyv 
Bowyer, C. S. MSFC/Marmann, R. 1 1-Astronomy 
Lampton, M. 
NAS 8-33011 University of California - Berkeley 1400 
High energy X-ray observation of clusters of galaxies 
Period Obligarm 
06/01/78-06/07/79 FY78: $22,675 TOTAL: $22,675 
Pdu. inrrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Anderson, K. A. MSFC/Daiky, C. C. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 9-14565 University of C.Ufornia - Berkeley 1401 
Study development of improved photointerpretative techniques 
to wheat identification 
P e d  ObE'igatlonc 
05/15/75-11/14/78 ' FY78: $285,000 TOTAL: $906,203 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE G ~ t e p r y  
Colwell, R. N. JSCfGarcia, J. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-U007 University of California - Berkeley 13% 
Microwave and theoretical studies for Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE) satellite 
Period W&tiom NCA 2-50703 University of Ciliornia - Berkeley 1402 
03/01/78-01/01/80 FY78: $85.997 TOTAL: $85,997 Proteolytic conversions of pituitary growth hormones 
. . . . 
Pdn. /nest. NASA Tech. mlnr CASE Category Period W b o r i a u  
Smoot, G. G S F C I N i .  D. A. 1 1-Astronomv 02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: S18,450 TOTAL: $34,700 
~ ~ ~ C j ~ o n o h o e ,  M. J. prin. I IIW.  NASA red. Ol/lar CASE wepry 
Nicholl, C. ARCIEllis, S. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 5-25070 University of California - Berkeley 1396 NCA %St704 University of California Berkeley 1403 
Provide engineering and consulting services to the space telescope Microwave systems for in-situ measurement of wetness of snow 
instrument scicnce team and earth 
Period ~ b o r i a u  Period Odlfgatiw 
05/20/7801/31/84 FY78: $27,000 TOTAL: S27.000 011 10/77-01/09/79 FY78: S15,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Pdn. Inrrrr. NASA T d .  o//icer CASE C.&gory Prin. Inven. NASA Ted. OfpOrr CASE & e g q  
King, I. GSFC/Leckrone, D. 1 1-Astronomy Angelakos, D. J. ARCILinlor, W. I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
+ 
.. -=l.+'r_i UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
A i.iGGGNIA (Continued) 
' - a 7-unw University of California - Berkeley 1404 
% High resolution surface analysis for materials science studies 
Period ObligoIim 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S10,450 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcd. qficer CASE Corqory 
Bier, M. ARC/Poppa, H. R. 13-Physics 
Barstow, L. E. 
Jewett, W. R. 
a. LW~O University of California - Berkeley 1405 
On the modePng of extraterrestrial ecosystems 
Period Obligations 
09/15/77-09/ 14/79 FY78: S4.390 TOTAL: $23,000 
P M .  bmsr. NASA Tech. O U e r  CASE Coregory 
Spear, R. ARC/MacElroy, R. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Auslander, D. 
- ZSMll University of Califomin - Berkeley 1406 
Excitation of interstellar H 2 0  masers via the collision of 
protostellar fragments and observations of interstellar OH masers 
achiving extrcme frequency resolution 
P e M  ' Oblgarionr 
b9/09/77- 1013 1/78 FY78: $19,807 TOTAL: 519,807 
Prin. Inmar. NASA Tech. o//krr CASE Caregory 
Silk, J. I. ARC/Caroff, L. J. 1 l-Astronomy 
Welch, W. J. ARC/Black, D. C. 
-=-zurrrOl University of California - Berkeley 1407 
Utilization of light-energy by halobactcrium halobium 
h i a d  mte- 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $17,500 TOTAL: S17,500 
Prin. Inusr. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE C o r q w  
Packer. L. ARC/Lanyi, J. K. Sl-Biology 
- 250902 University of Califofnia - Berkeley 1408 
Studies of radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres 
Periad 
11/01/77-11/01/78 FY78: S13.608 TOTAL: S13,608 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. @&er CASE Curepry 
Cuzzi, J. N. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
Welch, W. J. 
- - x-3 University of California - Berkeley 1409 
Predictions of motion sickness susceptibility based on human 
autonomic mponac pattern data: A mathematical model 
Perlod omwiont 
05/01/7844/30/79 FY78: S14.300 TOTAL: $14,300 
P&. I m r  NASA Tuh. Wlnl CASE Otqory 
Strohman, R. C. ARC/Cowings, P. S. 61-Biol Aspects 
U~uveRity of c.lionri. - Berkeley 1410 
Study of extraterrestrial life using refkction spectra as a basis 
PerW aY- 
08/01/6@10/31/79 FY78: $125,000 TOTAL: 53,883,081 
Ptin. I n w .  NASA Tech. qmr CASE C W p t y  
Calvin, M. HQa/Young,  R. S. 32Geological Sci 
Weaver, H. 
Burling-, A. L. 
NGL OSOO3-017 University of Cdifomh - Berkeley 141 1 
Investigation of high energy solar flare radiation & trapped 
radiation, including balloon-borne & sounding rocket tests of 
prototype detectors 
Period migorioru 
04/08/63-01/31/81 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: S1912.942 
P M .  Invest. NASA Tech. CyJicrr CASE C o l q q  
Anderson, K. A. HQST/King, J. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling. E. R. 
NGL 05403-272 University of C.ldornia - Berkeley 1412 
Research on radiation physics 
Period mts01iLUu 
03/01 /6&02/28/8 1 FY78: $78,841 TOTAL: S1,111,380 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. @7krr CASE C- 
Townes, C. H. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 1 l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGL 05403-286 Universitv of Caliiornia - Berkelev 14U 
Orbiting spacecraft infrared spectrometer de&opment for 
terrestrial and laboratory study of planetary atmospheres 
P e M  m&Ot/ons 
08/08/6&08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: S 1,004,004 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  q r F r r  CASE Clrfegory 
Pimental, G. C. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Bnink, W. E. 
NGL 05003404 University of C.ldorni8 - Berkeley 1414 
Integraied study of earth resources in the State of California 
using remote sensing techniques 
Peliod m- 
071 13/7004/30/79 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: S4,093,000 
Prin. Inusr. NASA Tech. o / M r  CASE Cae@ny 
Colwell, R. N. HQETlVitak, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
ARC/Amo, R. D. 
NGL OSOO3-409 University of Wdomia - Berkeley 1415 
Lunar sampk analysis 
P e M  W(krbnr 
01/26/71-01/31/81 FY78: S138.480 TOTAL: $898.850 
P M .  I ~ R J I .  NASA Tuh. o/Jicr? CASE CrUaorp 
Reynolds, J. H. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 05003410 University of California - Berkeley 1416 
Lunar sampk analysis 
?enid m- 
02/22/71-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: S625,007 
P h .  I n u r .  NASA T d .  m r  CASE 
Price, P. B. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 12-Chelnistry 
NGL 05003-497 University of C.liior8i8 - Berkeley 1417 
Rcsearch in space sciences . 
Prrlod oarQYbnr 
04/05/72-03/31/81 . FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: Sl,550,g00 
?dn. Inmr. NASA Ted. e r  CASE Crurory 
Anderson, K. A. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05803.239 University of California - Berkeley 1418 
Auroral zone rocket studies of electric fields and precipitating 
particks 
Period obl&ttiau 
08/26/68-11/30/78 FY78: S120,000 TOTAL: S1,097,811 
Pdn. Inwt.  NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE -0ry 
Mozcr, F. S. HQST/Bisscll, E. E. 13-Physics 
Anderson, K. A. HQST/Schmerfing, E. R. 
NGR OM03376 University of Calif& - Berkeley 1419 
High resolution studies of cosmic rays and solar particles 
r e l w  O#m- 
04/16/71-11/01/77 FY78: Sll0.000 TOTAL: $628,000 
Mn. Inrsc. NASA Tech. weer CASE C.rcgory 
Price, P. B. HQSC/Sofia, S. 1 lhstronomy 
HQSCIOpp, A. G .  
NGR 05403-450 University of Calif& - Berkeley 1420 
Study of X~ray emission from galactic and extragalactic sources 
with emphasis on soft and ultra-soft wavekngths 
reriod mbw 
05/28/71-1013 1/78 FY78: S140.453 TOTAL: S1,013,656 
Pdn. Inrest. NASA Tech. Ol-r CASE Ccrtc~ory 
NGR OMKbX451 University of Calif& - Berkeley 1421 
Research in aeronautics & air transportation 
fefiod mrioru 
03/30/7 1-03/14/79 FY78: $82,000 TOTAL: S570,850 
Pdn. Inmr. NASA Ted. .O//krr CASE W r y  
Holt, M. ARC/Chapman, G. T. 41-Aero Engr 
Talbot, L. 
NGR 054!&452 University of Cdiford. - Berkeley 1422 
I n f d  spectra of planetary atmospheres 
rtrid W W h  
021 18172-06/30/79 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: $315,340 
rrh. Iuml. NASA T d .  .O//krr CASE c.Cqmwy 
Townes, C. H. HQSL/Brunk. W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Murjhy, R. E. 
NGR 85983-c#0 Unircn#r d C&f& - Berkdey 1423 
The chemistry of living systems 
rcIu - 
07/21/71-10/31/78 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $568,750 
Prk. lbm. NASA TrA. @@iew CASE CPrpy 
Jukes, J. H. HQSB/Youg, R. S. 12-Ch:mistry 
NGR -71 University .f C & f d  - Bcricky 1424 
S o c i ~ ~  -t of a d v d  tech* 
&Md w 
05/21 /71-06/39/79 FWD: 510,973 TOTAL: 5 3 1 9 m  
Mn. I r m ~ .  NAU Td. @Jkw CASE CPrpy 
LePortt, T. R. .A$C~KI!I~~~;FJA., r. 79-Soc Sci, NEC 
NGR 05403-511 University of Cdiiornir - Berkeley 1425 -> t 
Spectrographic observation of infrared lines ; 
Period ~ t i o n r  
03/01/73-10/31/78 FY78: S7,000 TOTAL: S252,022 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Td. w i r  CASE C ' e p y  
Townes, C. H. ARC/Haughney, L. C. I 1-Astronomy 
NGR 05803-513 University of Wiornia - Berkeley 14% 
Heavy ion fragment experiments at the bevatron 
Pertod LW@rims 
10/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: S140,000 TOTAL: $635.000 
Pnn. I n w ~ .  NASA Ta-h. m r  CASE Cblegcry 
Heckman, H. H. HQWSofia, S. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSCIOpp, A. G. 
NGR 05403-553 University of C.liiornia - Berkeley 1427 
High energy primary cosmic radiation measured by suwrcon- 
- 
du&ng m@&tic s&ctrometer 
p~riod wiganmu 
05/10/73-12/31/78 FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: S1,550,164 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofmr CASE Category 
Alvarez, L. W.  HQSC/Fishman, G. J. I 1-Astronomy 
HQK/Opp, A. G- 
NCR O!WO3-562 University of California - Berkeley 1428 
Research on iron base alloys with superior strength and fracture 
toughness for use at cryogenic temperatuns 
Period CWgatim 
08/15/73-10/15/77 FY78: TOTAL: S122.184 
Prin. Inmt. NASA Ted. Oj/icrr CASE Cakgory 
Morris, J. W .  LERCIStephens, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 05005578 University of Cdiiornir - Berkeley 1429 
Theoretical X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy 
Period LWbptkru 
08/01/7108/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S153,517 
hin. Inmr. NASA Ta-h. Q@rr CASE 
Silk, J. I. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roscndhal, J. D. 
NSG 2826 Umversity of WfOrai. - Berkeley 1430 
Fire testing of aircraft interiors 
Period -- 
05/01/7409/30/78 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: $248,400 
P h .  ln-I. NASA T d .  @par CASE 
Williamson, R. B. ARC/Kourtidcs, D. A. &Civil Engr 
Hascgawa, H. ARClParker, J. A. 
NSG 2127 University of Chiiforair - Berkeky 1431 
An investigation of souras of information on short haul air 
m n g e =  
rcrhd 
01/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: $49,290 TOTAL: S102,338 
P h .  l n r u .  NASA TrcL m r  CASE Caaory 
Kanafani, A. ARC/Bclsky, S. E. 41-Atro Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
hNSG 2151 University of Cdifomia - Berkeley 1432 NSG 3227 University of Cdiioreir - Berkeley 1438 
Infrared and optical tunneling junctions Study of the mechanism of flashback 
Period Obl@~ionr Periad m&etions 
05/01 /76-07/ 14/79 FY78: 545,000 TOTAL: S135.427 10/01/78-10/01/81 FY78: S122.445 TOTAL: $122,445 
P h .  Inust. NASA Tkh. e r  CASE Caregory Prin. Inwst NASA T d .  e r  CASE Ch#ov 
Gustafson, T. K. ARClItillman, K. W. 13Physics Oppcnheim, A. K. LERCJMarek, C. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 2207 University of California - Berkeley 1433 
Determining the usefulness of remote sensing for estimating 
agricultural water demand in California 
Prrbd W&ations 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: S160,000 
P h .  Invest. NASA Ted. of/lrrr CASE Category 
Colwell, R. N. ARC/Bauer, E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Estes, J. E. 
Wall. S. 
ME4G 2243 University of Califoda - Berkeley 1434 
User-driven remote sensing applications: Dynamics of the Pacific 
Northwest experience 
Pcriad Obligaions 
06/01 /77-09/30/78 FY78: S75,000 TOTAL: S98,260 
P h .  Inwsr. NASA Ted. o/@r CASE Category 
Colwell, R. N. ARC/Padrick. B. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Hoos, I. ARC/Lumb, B. R. 
1 
/ NSG 2271 University of Cdidoraia - Berkeley 1435 
Selected target search for extraterrestrial observations using very 
long base interferometry techniques and pattern recoginition 
studies 
Pedal Obligaiau 
10/01/77-03/01/79 FY78: S16,013 TOTAL: S16,013 
Ptfn. Inusr. NASA Tkh. m r  CASE Clrfegov 
Welch, W. J. ARC/Billingham, J. 99-Multi-Discip 
Bowyer, C. S. ARC/StUIl, M. A. 
NSG 2280 Umiversity of C8Iifomi. - Berkeley 1436 
Bolometers for space application+ twts of grid polarizcrs 
rcriad mwb- 
11/01]77-01/31/79 FY78: S15.000 TOTAL: S15,000 
P*. IIIRJ~. NASA Tech. OJFrr CASE Car(rorv 
Richards, P. L. ARC/Vorrciter, J. W. 1 lhstronomy 
ARC/Brookq W. 
NSG 3828 Umversity d W d h  - Berkeky 1437 
Techniques for stabilization of kan wmbustion systems 
m WCarons 
07/01/74-02/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: S337,182 
Ph. lnu.1. NASA Tech. m r  CASE 
m y ,  J. W. LERCIMank, C. J. &Me& Engr 
Oppenhcim, A. K. LERC/Dichl. L. A. 
Sawyer, R. F. 
NSG 5093 University of CMomi. - Berkeley 1439 
Microwave scattering properties of snow fields 
Period osrrrsthnr 
02/01/76-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S61,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o / H r  CASE Catepty 
Angelakos. D. J. GSFC/Chang, T. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 5161 University of Cdifomk - Berkeley 1448 
Simultaneous X-ray and optical observations of the 'SCOX-I 
like' X-ray sources 
Pcnbd 01Yi#atiau 
031 14/77-03/ 13/78 FY78: , TOTAL: $9,913 
. Ptfn. Inwsr. NASA Td. Q@Ter CASE Category 
Bowyer, C. S. GSFC/Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5201 University of California - Berkeley 1441 
Theoretical studies in space astronomy 
Period v- 
09/01/77-08/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S1.496 
Prin. bwa. NASA T d .  o / m r  CASE Category 
Shull, J. M. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5227 University of California - Berkeley 1442 
Rotation modulation collimator experiment studiis SAS3 
Period W b m  
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $6,264 TOTAL: S6,264 
P h .  Inwt.  NASA T&. e r  CASE warp 
Bowyer, C. S. GSFCIKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5256 University of C8iiionh - &rtdcy 1443 
Water quality mapping and location of entrapment zone in San 
Francisco Bay delta 
rrrlod OlYQubrrr 
031 15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: S20,000 TOTAL: S20,OOO 
Mn. lnu.1. NASA Trd.  t?@#? CASE C.crpry 
Colwclt, R. N. GSFC/Kim, H. H. 3-hy 
Knight, A. W. 
NSG 5292 Umersity of Clllifod8 - Berkeley 1444 
Simultvltous X-ray and optical observations 
rcrld ww- 
08/01/7847/31/79 FY78: S930  TOTAL: S9,UW) 
mu. lmrrt. NASA 7 ' ' .  m r  CASE Crrory 
Bowyer, C. S. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NSG 7127 University of California - Berkeley 1445 
Map lunar surface remanent magenetic fields and to develop the 
theory of solar winds cavity 
Period OMigatfons 
03/25/75-02/28/79 FY78: !§43,140 TOTAL: 5203,656 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. O/fer CASE Caegory 
Anderson, K. A. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7152 University of California - Berkeley 1444 
Studies of solar system objects with the new hat creek millimeter 
wave length radio interferometer 
Perlal obligations 
07/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $32,495 TOTAL: S107.961 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Category 
Welch, W. J. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 7205 University of California - Berkeley 1447 
' Far infrared all-sky survey 
Period Obli#ations 
02/01/76-03/3 1/79 FY78: S33.500 TOTAL: $83,500 
Pffn. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. ofliter CASE Cotegory 
Richards, P. L. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. I 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 7220 University of California - Berkeley 1448 
Remote sensing to selected problems within the State of 
Caliornia 
Period OM@tionr 
05/01/7644/30/8 1 FY78: S255,000 TOTAL: S590,000 
Prin. brcsr. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Cotqory 
Colwell, R. N. HQ-ETlVitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 7262 University of California - Berkeley 1449 
Primate hemodynamics and metabolism under conditions of 
weightlessness 
Period mw- 
07/01/7649/30/78 FY78: S60,OoO TOTAL: S151,#W) 
P h .  b w t .  NASA Ted. e r  CASE Ccurrory 
Paa,  N. HQSB/Halstcad, T. W. 5 1-Biology 
HQSB/Gcib, D. S. 
NSG 7277 University of ~~ - Berkeley 1450 
Adapt and evaluate a ranicon particle detection system for the 
experiment to meaaun lunar magnetic fields using the ekctron 
n5fkction method on the terrestrial bodis orbi i r  mission 
Percod osypmoru 
09/01/7643/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $41,430 
%. lnmt. NASA T d .  e r  CASE 
Lin, R. P. HQSLlSmith, M. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Quaide, W. A. 
NSG 7336 University of California - Berkeley 1451 
Gravity, body mass, and composition and metabolic rate 
Period ObligaIiont 
12/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: S100,CUlO 
PM. fnwst. NASA T&. ofjicer CASE Cbrqory 
Pace, N. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
HQSB/Geib, D. S. 
NSG 7401 University of California - Berkeley 1452 
Theoretical study of Equatorial F region irregularities 
Pelid 
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: S49,874 TOTAL: S49,874 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Q@cer CASE Coregory 
Mozer, F. S. HQSTlKaiser, M. L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7455 Umversity of Cakdornia - Berkeley 1453 
Cosmic microwave background isotropy research 
Period Obligations 
04/15/78-04/ 14/79 FY78: $29,992 TOTAL: S29,992 
Pdn. tnwsc. NASA Ted. W f i r  CASE Category 
Smoot, G. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NAS 5.22961 University of Caliiomia - Davis 1454 
Nimbus-G experiment team support for earth radiation budget 
Period OMigations 
021 18/76-02/18/79 FY78: S34,588 TOTAL: $62,187 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. of)lcer CASE Category 
Coulson, K. L. GSFC/Nelson, D. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 9-15203 University of California - Davis 1455 
Bone density by photon absorptiometry 
Percod obligati~~( 
01/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S40,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE ategory 
Vogel, J. M. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2-180703 University of C.ldornir - Davis 1456 
Human performana under selected environmental stresses: Effects 
of heat acclimation and physical training on the body fluids and 
temperature responses during hcat stress 
Perrpl Oblbor- 
04/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: S15220 TOTAL: S19.420 
?h. Inwst. NASA Tech. O f F r  CASE C#regory 
Bernauer, E. M. ARC/Gmnkaf, J. E. 530ther Medical 
NCA 2-1- University of Cddornh - Davis 1457 
A comprehensive analysis of human perfonnana requirements 
for future space flight 
Percod owww 
04/01/78-09/30/78 FY78: %,5% TOTAL: $4,596 
Prin. Inmr. NASA T d .  q J F r  CASE -0ry 
Harrison, A. A. ARC/Connors, M. M. 79-Soc Sci, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCA 2-180804 University of California - Davis 1458 NSG 7375 University of California - l n i w  1465 
Determination of aeolian surface material flux rates on Earth Coronal plasma structures 
' and Mars period 01y@tionr 
Period Obligations 06/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $36,000 TOTAL: S44,000 
06/15/78-06/ 15/79 FY78: S18,500 TOTAL: $18.500 prin. fnrcsr. NASA T&. officer CASE cruegory 
Prin. Inwrr. NASA Ted. q r i e r  CASE Gnqory VanHoven, G. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
White, B. R. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 46-Mech Engr HQ-ST/Timothy. A. F. 
NGL 05-006008 University of California - Davis 1459 
Physiological effects of chronic acceleration 
Period OM&plionr 
03/01/65-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $815,797 
Prin. Inwrr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Caregory 
Smith, A. H. ARC/Oyama, J. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 2234 University of California - Davis 1460 
Thcrmoregulation in rats: Effects of hypergravity and norepi- 
nephrine 
Period OblwiO~ 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
PHn. Inrcrr. ' NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Ca~egory 
Horowitz, B. A. ARC/Oyama, J. 5 1-Biology 
Horowitz, J. M. 
NSG U56 University of California - Davis 1461 
Turbulent transport modeling of separating and reattaching shear 
flow 
Pedal WfgoIionJ 
10/01/77-10/01/79 FY78: $9,242 TOTAL: $57,742 
Prin. bwsr. NASA Ted. qficer CASE G~tegory 
Launder, B. ARC/Marvin, J. G. 41-Aero Engr 
Sindir, M. ARClRubesin, M. W. 
NSG 5092 University of California - Davis 1462 
Use of remote data in hydrologic engineering models 
Period mgr* 
02/01 /76-06/30/79 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: $180,000 
Prin. Inwr. NASA Ted. o/ficrr CASE Caregory 
Algazi, V. R. GSFCIRango, A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
NGR 05041-012 University of C.liorni8 - Inine 1463 
D i n o s i s  of preclinical viral illness and prophylaxis against viral 
disease 
Periad w- 
07/13/71-11/30/78 FY78: S35,000 TOTAL: $244,342 
Ph. I n w .  NASA Tech. Q-r CASE c.lcgm 
Tilks, J. G. ARC/Mandcl, A. D. 52-Clinical Mcd 
NSG 7208 University of C.ldo& - lwhe 1464 
Gas phase reactions of chlorine and fluorine compound of interest 
for stratospheric chemistry 
red& w- 
01/01/7649/30/79 FY78: $78,849 TOTAL: S254,111 
Ph. I n w .  NASA Tech. q m r  CASE 
Molina, M. J. HQST/Newton, G. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQST/Tiord, S. G. 
NSG 7472 University of Cdiiorni. - Irvine 1466 
Research on some properties of nearly perfect crystals at very 
low temperatures 
Period WiguIim 
07/01/7846/30/79 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. Inwft. NASA Tech. officer CASE &@pry 
Wallis, R. F. HQ-RRlHenry, W. l r~hys ics  
NAS 29128 University of California - Los Angeles 1467 
Interdisciplinary scientist, Pioneer/Venus program 
Period 01Yigationr 
02/09/76-10/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,759 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o f j h r  CASE Gregory 
Kaula, W.  M. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 I-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter. D. L. 
NAS 2-9131 University of W i o r n h  - Los Angeles 1468 
Interdisciplinary scientist, Pioneer/Venus program 
Period Obligotionr 
02/09/76-10/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $2,883 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. qficrr CASE Ollegory 
Schubcrt, G. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 2-9491 University of Wiforni. - Los Angeles 1469 
Pioneer/Venus data analysis of magnetic fields experiment 
Period W % W h  
08/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: S10.000 TOTAL: $70,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Ted. w r  CASE Cotegory 
Russell, C. T. ARC/Hall, C. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-20064 University of Cdforni. - Los Angeles 1470 
Magnetic field investigation for ISEE mother/daugh(er space- 
craft 
Periad -- 
06/05/74-12/30/81 FY78: $193,%2 TOTAL: S829,968 
M. inwst. NASA Td. eq~par CASE w 
Kusscll, C. T. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
NAS 5.23782 University of Califorah - Los Aogeles 1471 
ATS-6 environmental measurements experiment data duc t ion  
and analysis 
Pelid auQth 
10/29/76-11/30/78 FY78: SSO,000 TOTAL: $102,500 
Pria bwrr. NASA Ted. e r  CASE ibfgwy 
Coleman, P. J.. Jr. GSFC/Wendc, C. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 5-25039 University of Cdifornh - Los Aogeles 1472 
Theory formulation and analysis support for the Dynamic Explorer 
(DE) project 
Pefial Obligations 
08/08/78-02/28/83 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $10.000 
P&. ~ n w t .  NASA Tech. 4(firrr CASE Cawgory 
Coroniti, F. V.  GSFC/Hoffman, R. A. 13-Physics 
NAS 6-2463 University of California - Los Angeles 1473 
GEOSC research into tectonics of ocean regions 
Perid Obl igahs  
041 18/74 10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $148,096 
Prin. Inwst. NASA T d .  .Of/inr CASE Cotegory 
Kaula, W. M. WFC/Stanley. H. R. 33-Oceanography 
Lingenfelter, R. E. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
NAS 8-32571 University of California - Los Angeles 1474 
Tethered sub-satellite study 
Period OMi1)ations 
05/02/77-lo/ 14/78 FY78: S20,000 TOTAL: S35,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cotwry 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. MSFC/Page, M. A. 32-Geological Sci 
MSFC/Siebel, M. P. 
NGL OMO7-004 University of California - Los Angeles 1479 
Theoretical & experimental investigations of particles & fields in 
spaa, including construction of prototype instrumentation 
Period mi#ationr 
0310 1/62-09/30/79 FY78: $165.000 TOTAL: $2,615,554 
Prim Inwst. NASA T d .  Qflinr CASE Category 
Coleman. P. J., Jr. HQST/Cauffman, D. P. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGL 05.(t07-190 University of California - Los Angeles 1480 
Theoretical space plasma physics 
Period ob&ations 
06/27/68-09/30/80 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: 5443,380 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  of@r CASE Caregory 
Kennel, C. F. HQST/King, J. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NCL 05-W-367 University of California - Los Angeles 1481 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcriad OM&afiionr 
06/30/72-03/31/79 FY78: $88,000 TOTAL: S498,570 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE ategory 
W w n ,  J. T. JSC/Hams. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NAS 8-33115 University of California - Los Angeles 1475 
Experiment for materials processing in space, entitled: Ultra-pure NGR 05807-221 University of Caliiornia - Los Aageks 1482 
metals preparation in space Nature and changes of organic matter in deep ocean cores 
Period Obligaiiont Periad Wdigationr 
08/07/7& 12/07/79 FY78: $67,118 TOTAL: S67,118 08/08/69- 1213 1/78 FY78: $61,845 TOTAL: $526,462 > 
PM. lnwsl. NASA Trch. oflifcr CASE CMegory Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Gkgory 
Bunshah, R. F. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 47-Materials Engr Kaplan, 1. R. HQSB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
MSFC/Oran, W. A. 
NGR 05007-276 University of Catiiornia - Los Angeles 1483 
NCA 2-390801 University of California - Los Angeles 1476 Data analysis on the OGO-3 and OG0-4 search coil magnetome- 
Studies on rat b-lipotropin ters 
Period Obligatw Perid Obligalionr 
10/01/77-10/01/79 FY78: $15,950 TOTAL: $31,350 W/O3/7W/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $180,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. oflibr CASE Cae#ory P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. qmr CASE Catqory 
Parlow, A. ARC/Ellis, S. 61-Biol Aspects Holzer, R. E. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
NCA 2-390803 University of Cddorair - Ins Asgeles 1477 
Low expansion copper aluminosilicate glasses and glass-ceramics NGR ~-~ University of Wiornia - Los Angeles 1484 
pefial o b l i g e ~ i ~  Lunar sample analysis 
05/01/7844/30/79 FY78: $14,888 TOTAL: $14,888 Periad Oblwions 
Pdn. Inrcst. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Campry 12/29/70-01/31/79 FY78: $78,000 TOTAL: $579,580 
MacKenzie, J. D. ARC/Goldstein, H. E. 47-Materials Engr Prin. Inw~f.  NASA Tech. o/ficrr CASE c01eg~ry Kaplan, I. R. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL OWD7002 University of Catidorair - Los Angeles 1478 
Theoretical evaluation of the internal structures and atmospheres NGR 05007-317 University of California - h Angeks 1485 
of planets and the moon Photogeologic interpretation of Mariner/Mars 1969 imagery 
P e d  Obli#aria~u Pefid Obligatriw 
01/01/6212/31/80 FY78: S71,024 TOTAL: $834,185 03/09/7 1-031 14/79 FY78: $23,500 TOTAL: $129,471 
P&. bws!. NASA Tcah. l y m r  CASE Cotaory Prin. I n w .  NASA T d .  W c r r  CASE campry 
Kaula, W. M. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci Schubert, G. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05.007-328 University of California - Los Angeles 1486 
Numerical modeling of the global atmosphere and the world 
oceans 
Period OMigationr 
08/15/71-11/30/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $390,649 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tkch. qficer CASE Category 
Mintz, Y. GSFC/Halem. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Arakawa, A. 
NGR 05407-329 University of California - Los Angeles 1487 
Elemental variations in genetically related meteorites 
Period Wigations 
04/27/71-02/28/79 FY78: $54,177 TOTAL: $354,995 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE CaIe80ry 
Wasson, J. T. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Rambaldi, E. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
Depaolo, D. J. 
NGR 09007-351 University of California - LQS Angeles 1488 
Correlative studies of Apollo 15 and 16 satellite magnetometer 
data with the Explorer 35 and lunar surface magnetometer data 
Period OMigotions 
05/25/72-01/31/79 FY78: $99,495 TOTAL: $622,274 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLjFrench, 3. E. 
NGR 05-0W-407 University of California - Los Angeles 1489 
Paleobiologic studies of the antiquity and precambrian evolution 
of life 
Penod Obli&ations 
041 10/7345/31/79 FY78: $38,012 TOTAL: $193,847 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Schopf, J. W. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NGR 05-007-434 University of California - Los Angeles 1490 
Aeroelastic stability of helicopter blades in hover and in forward 
flight using various unsteady aerodynamic theories 
Period OMigotions 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $25,938 TOTAL: $21 1,907 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. O@r CASE Caregory 
Friedmann, P. LARC/Hammond, C. E. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 05407-416 University of California - Los Angeles 1491 
Research on interaction of satellite-speed helium atoms with 
aluminum and quartz surfaces 
Period Obligaions 
10/09/73-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $130,370 
Prin. Invest. NASA T&. officer CASE Colqory 
Knuth, E. L. LARC/Keating, G. M. 13-Physics 
NGR 05407-418 University of Cdiornia - Los Angeles 1492 
Utricular influences on visual motor control research 
Period obligations 
09/01/73-07/01/79 FY78: $21,310 TOTAL: $115,023 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Markham, C. H. ARCjDaunton, N. G. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 1490 University of California - I[bs Angeks 1493 
Fundamental studies of methods for structural synthesis 
Period m- 
02/01/80-01/31/81 FY78: $122,416 TOTAL: $122,416 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. w r  CASE Calqory 
Schmit, L. A. LARC/!bbiinanski. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 2270 University of California - Los Angeles 1494 
Eighth U. S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics 
Period ObligatiOnS 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $2,500 TOTAL: $2,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE Cb&gory 
Cole, J. D. ARC/Inouye, M. 49-Engr, NEC 
Fourney, M. E. ARC/Chapman, G. T. 
NSG 2290 University of California - Los Angeles 1495 
Research program in jet/surface interactions 
Period OMigagOm 
11/01/77-1013 1/80 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: 350,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Coregory 
Meecham, W. C. ARC/Ahtye, W. F. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Hickey, D. H. 
NSG 2320 University of California - Los Angeles 14% 
Composite glass fibers with ultra high modulus 
period wigafions 
06/01/7845/31/79 FY78: $23,585 TOTAL: $23,585 
Prin. hwsf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cbtqory 
MacKenzie, J. D. ARC/Riccitiello, S. R. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Goldstein, G. E. 
NSG 2321 University of California - Los A g l e s  1497 
High modulus glass fibers by ionic and atomic stuffing 
Period OMi~~tiOlu 
06/01/78-05/3 1/79 FY78: $24,154 TOTAL: $24.154 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ol/icer CASE Category 
MacKenzie, J. D. ARC/Riccitiello, S. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARC/Goldstein, H. E. 
NSG 3082 University of California - Los Angeks 1498 
Investigation of aeroelastic effects in wind turbines 
Period Obligations 
09/01/75-08/31/78 FY78: $1 TOTAL: 568,274 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Ted. qjicer CASE Category 
Friedman, P. P. LERCISpera, D. A. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 3116 University of California - Los Angeles 1499 
Forecast of future aviation fuels 
Period mirprk- 
08/01/76 10/01/79 FY78: $149.026 TOTAL: $247,826 
P h .  Inw~t.  NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Category 
English, J. M. LERC/Friedman, R. 41-Aero Engr 
Liu, C. Y. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 3153 University of California - Los Angeles 1500 
Cryo-coolant helium super conductor interaction 
Period Odligotions 
06/01/77-01/14/79 FY78: $19,000 TOTAL: $43,000 
P h .  L w .  NASA Tech. O@r CASE Cotepry 
. Frederking, T. H. LERClBurkhart, J. A. 46Mech Engr 
LERC/Bercaw, R. W. 
NSG 4001 University of California - Los Angeles 1501 
Short-time climatology related to air turbulence 
Period Odligofim 
03/01 /74-03/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $1 18,809 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. ojfinr CASE Category 
Wurtele, M. G. DFRCfEhernberger, L. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 4015 University of California - Los Angeles 1502 
Modelling, identification and control with applications to flight 
vehicles 
Pefiod Owigotions 
02/01/7&01/31/81 FY78: $80,000 TOTAL: $80,000 
Prin. Inmi. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Balakrishnan, A. V .  DFRC/Edwards, J. W. 41-Aero Engr 
DFRCfIliff, K. W. 
NSG 5456 Univedty of California - Los Angeles 1503 
Investigation of the far UV spectra of the pole on BE stars Cen 
and C Y ~  
Period Owiga 1 ions 
02/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $8,623 
P1Sr. Inpcrt. NASA Tech. O l / e r  CASE Chfegory 
Peters, C. J. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5070 University of California - Los Angeles 1504 
Depletions and physical conditions within diffuse interstellar 
clouds 
Period ObligOfi~~ 
10/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $2,500 
PIin. lnw~t. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cinegory 
Jura, M. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5149 University of Caliiforni. - Los Angeles 1% 
Obscwations of hot white dwarfs from SAS3 
P d  au&atkvu 
01/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $8,359 
PIin. Inrst. NASA T d .  Q&cr CASE Chfegory 
Amzullah, M. GSFClWende, C. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
crist, S. C. 
' NSC 5165 University of Cdiferoia - Los ~nge'ks 1506 
A search for slow X-ray pulsars from Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory Copemicus 
Pew oH@lir 
03/14/77-11/13/78 FY78: TOTAL: 58,540 
Pltr l n m .  NASA Tech. wirer  CASE Cafegory 
Margon, B. H. GSFC/Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5169 University of California - Los Angeles 1507 
Physical conditions, abundances and chemistry in diffuse a x  
interstellar clouds j 
Period mgaions 
031 14/77-03/ 13/79 FY78: $2.503 TOTAL: $4,445 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Category 
Jura, M. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5190 University of Calidornia - Los Angeles 1508 
Energetic particle precipitation effects on stratospheric and 
mesospheric composition and dynamics 
Period Obligations 
07/18/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,413 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Qffinr CASE Cotegory 
Thorne, R. M. GSFC/Reed, E. I. 31-Atmos Sci 
Siscoe, G. L. 
Venkateswaran. S. V. 
NSG 5263 University of California - Los Angeles 1509 
Earth dynamics analyses 
P e a  OMigotIom 
031 15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: $73,000 TOTAL: $73,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ojfinr CASE Category 
Kaula, W. M. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Schubert, G. 
Jackson, D. D. 
NSG 5272 University of Wifornia - Los Angeles 1510 
Problems of mass loss and mass transfer in close binary systems 
Period OMigations 
05/01 /7&04/30/79 FY78: $15,999 TOTAL: $15,999 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Plavec, M. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 7002 University of California - Los Angeles 1511 
Anelastic models of fault zone tectonics and their measurement 
by space techniques 
Period UUigoIiorw 
11/01 /73-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $236,110 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cowgory 
Kaula, W. M. HQER/Murphy, J. P. 32-Geological Sci 
Schubert, G. 
Jackson, D. D. 
NSG 7052 University of C d i f d a  - Ias Aagrles 1512 
Shock processes in terrestrial analogs of porous lunar & meteoritic 
materials 
P e M  UUIgotIonr 
04/01/7401/31/80 FY78: $34,986 TOTAL: $137,486 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. e r  CASE Coifgory 
Oertel, G. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 7158 University of California - Los Angeks 1513 
Three dimensional study of solar oscillation 
Pen'od OM&aions 
07/01/75-11/30/77 FY78: $5 TOTAL: $42,005 
P h .  Invcst. NASA Tech. o//rnr CASE Category 
Ulrich, R. K.  HQ-ST/Timothy, A. F. 13-Physics 
NSG 7164 University of Cdiornia - Los Angeles 1514 
Dynamical studies of the Venus atmosphere 
Period OMigations 
09/01/75-08/31/78 FY78: $24,538 TOTAL: S69,628 
P h .  Imsr. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Carepry 
Schubert, G. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 
NSG 7180 University of California - Los Angeles 1515 
Investigation of the subsonic magnetosheath plasma and magnetic 
field data from Explorer 
Period OMigaionr 
10/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: $99,950 
Prin. Inust., NASA Tech. Qfjicer CASE Category 
Siscoe, G. L. HQST/King, J. H. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7U9 University of Cdifomh - Los Angeles 1516 
Possible correlations between the interplanetary magnetic field 
and zodiacal light polarization vectors 
Period OMigationr 
06/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,135 
I P&. Inrsr. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE 61rgory 
' Aller, L. H. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
N.Q.; iZ76 University of Cdiornia - Los Angeles 1517 
An investigation of Jupiter's magnetosphere and of the solar wind 
at large distanas from the sun using data from the Pioneers 10 
and 11 spacecraft 
Perid OMipYiOfu 
07/01/76-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $35,000 
P h .  Inest. NASA Tech. O/&r CASE Cafqory 
Coleman. P. J., Jr. HQ-ST/Taylor, W. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 7282 University of Wdo& - Los Asgoles 1518 
Experimental study of Martian carbonate formation 
Period m- 
10/01/76-W/30/78 FY78: $15.287 TOTAL: $30,124 
P h .  lnmt. NASA Tech. g/ irrr  CASE 
Kieffer, H. H. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boya, J. M. 
. 7% University of Calitornia - Los Angeks 1519 
Analysis of data from the helium vector magnetometers on the 
Pioneers 10 and 11 spaacraft 
red m- 
10/01/7&09/30/78 FY78: $75.000 TOTAL: S175.000 
Prk. l n n r .  NASA T d  qVlrrr CASE Cltraory 
Cokman, P. J., Jr. HQ-SL/Dwornl, S. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
.HQSL/Boya, J. M. 
NSG 7315 University d California - Los Angeks 1520 
Theoretical studies of moon plasma interactions 
Period ouigatianr 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $32,647 TOTAL: S67.347 
Ptin. Inrsr. NASA Tuh. Weer CASE Category 
Schubert, G. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7335 University of C.lioda - Los A g k s  1521 
Rare earths in inclusions from different classes of carbonaceous 
chondrites 
Period OMigaiionr 
03/01 /77-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,85 1 
Pdn. Lest.  NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE megory 
Boynton, W. V. HQ-SLIFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 7341 University of California - Los Angeles 1522 
Physics of astrophysical plasmas 
Pcrml Wigationr 
04/01 177-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
PIfn. Inwst. NASA T&. o / / r ~ r  CASE Category 
Kennel, C. F. HQSC/Opp. A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SClFishman, G. J. 
NSG 7407 University of Clliornia - Los Angeles 1523 
A thdimensional  observational study of the solar five-minute 
oscillation 
Period OUigationr 
10/01/7709/30/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: S35,000 
Pnn. b r s t .  NASA Tech. QiJicer CASE Cawgory 
Ulrich, R. K.  HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 1EPhysics 
NCL 05-008005 Umiversity of Cllliforai. - Riverside 1524 
Atomic scattering theory 
Period ObligaIMN 
11/29/6642/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: $130,953 
P&. Inmi.  NASA T d .  W e r  CASE Category 
Poe, R. T. GSFClTemkin, A. 13- Physics 
NCR OS-aBO22 Umiversity of Cddornia - Riverside 1525 
Measurement of neutrons from sun 
Prrbd 
05/16/6POS/ 15/78 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: S380,oOO 
Plin. kmt. NASA Tech. @firer CASE &cpq 
White, R. S. HQSC/Fishman, G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSCIOpp, A. G. 
NAS 26652 University of C.lifornis - Sm D i i  1526 
Data analysis of Jovian trapped radiation by Pioneer F/G 
Pniod oVlElFaorrr 
01 /25/72-09/30/78 FY78: $78,117 TOTAL: $81 1,961 
P h .  Inud. NASA Tech. qVlar CASE Category 
Fius ,  R. W. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Portcr, D. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 3-21386 University of California - San Diego 1527 NAS5-25054 University of California - San Dkgo 1534 
Measurement of optical properties for Great Lakes organic and Development of digiton image tubes . * 3 
inorganic species period 061 igat ionr 2 
period Obligalions 05/01/78-01/15/79 FY78: $285,000 TOTAL: $285,000 
07/31/78-10/30/78 FY78: $6,995 TOTAL: $6,995 Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech OJftcer CASE Category 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category Beaver, E. A. GSFC/Shannon, J. L., Jr. 1 1-Astronomy 
Austin, R. W. LERC/Salzman, J. A, lPPhys Sci, NEC 
NAS 62506 Universitv of California - San Dieeo 1535 
- 
GEOSC research 
NAS 3-21473 University of California - San Diigo 1528 period obligations 
Lake Erie spectral radiance and irradiance study 12117174-10131 177 FY78: TOTAL: $57.300 
. , , , 
Period Obligations Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 06/06/78-08/06/78 FY78: $13,109 TOTAL: $13,109 Hendershott, M. WFC/Stanley, R. l 1-Astronomy 
prin. ~nvrsr. NASA ~ech. O/jicer CASE category Munk, W. 
Austin, R. W. LERC/Salzman, J. A. 33-Oceanography Zetler, B. 
NAS 522375 University of California - San Diego 1529 NAS 8-27974 University of California - San Diego 1536 
Hard X-ray imaging system study Design & development of AGR-4 MeV range gamma ray telescope 
Period Obligations experiment under the HEAO program 
05/13/75-12/29/78 FY78: $134,375 TOTAL: $316,757 ~eriod otfigalions 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. 0J.ficer CASE ategory 06/22/72-09/30/79 FY78: !M6, 100 TOTAL: $6,957,119 
Peterson, L. E. GSFC/Stouffer, G. G. I 1-Astronomy Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
Hudson, H. S. Peterson, L. E. MSFC/Neuschaefer, R. 1 I-Astronomy 
NAS 8-31145 University of California - San Diego 1537 
NAS 523481 University of California - San Diego 1530 Joint analysis of satellite data study 
A spacecraft charging study period Obligations 
Period obligattons 121 17174-09/30/78 FY78: $9,945 TOTAL: $83,502 
05/03/76-09/30/79 FY78: $42,999 TOTAL: $184,014 prin. IRV~JY. NASA Tech. O j l e r  CASE Category 
Pnn Invesr. NASA Tech Ojficer CASE Category McIlwain, C. E. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 13-Physics 
Mcllwain, C. E. GSFClBartlett, R. 0. 1 1-Astronomy MSFC/Burch, J. L. 
NASW 29% University of California - San Diego 
N AS 5-23705 1538 University of California - San Diego 1531 Development of a 200 channel photometer for use in low light 
Data reduction and analysis of environmental measurements level astronomy 
experiments data onboard ATS6 period Obligations 
period obligations 07/01/76-08/15/78 
11/15/76-12/31/78 FY78: $63,998 TOTAL: $205,998 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: S113,335 prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojfinr CASE Category 
Prin. Inwst. , NASA Ted.  Ojficer CASE Ca~egory McIlwain, C. E. HQ-SC/Aucremanne, M. J. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
Mcllwain, C. E. GSFCIWende, C. D. 31-Atmos Sci Beaver, E. A. HO-SClRosendhal. J. D. 
- ,  
Arms, R. H. 
NAS 524463 University of California - San Diego 1532 
Faint object spectrograph for space telescope spectrograph for 
the space telescope program 
Period Obligations 
09/15/78-01/31/84 FY78: $1,908,000 TOTAL: $1,908,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OO//r CASE Category 
Harms, R. J. GSFC/Wrublik, D. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Sours, W. 
NGL 05-005-003 University of California - San Diego 1539 
Laboratory and balloon experiments in X-ray and gamma ray 
astronomy 
Period Obligarions 
09/15/62-11/30/78 FY78: $155,000 TOTAL: $2,250,752 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Peterson, L. E. HQ-SC/Fishman, G. J. 13-Physics 
HQSC/opp, A. G. 
NAS 5-24466 University of California - San Diego 1533 NGL 05-005-UO4 University of California - San Diego 1940 
Fabrication and analysis of digitons Theoretical studies in astrophysics 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
0210 1178-081 15/78 FY 78: $39,985 TOTAL: $39,985 02/04/63-0313 118 1 FY78: $29,000 TOTAL: 6776,361 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Caregory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of'cer CASE Calegory 
Beaver, E. A. GSFC/Shannon, J. L., Jr. 11-Astronomy Gould, R. J. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
MQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05-005-007 University of California - San Diego 1541 
Study of geomagnetically trapped particles by Explorer & lnjun 
satellite data, refining particle detectors, detector systems & 
telemetered-data processing equipment 
Period Obligat~ons 
02/20/64-09/30/80 FY78: $194,697 TOTAL: $2,309,591 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE category 
Mcllwain, C. E. HQ-ST/King, J. H. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Schmerling. E. R. 
NGL 05-009-002 University of California - San Diego 1542 
Studies of the composition and structure of meteorites 
Period Obligations 
10/02/63-02/28/79 FY78: $49,701 TOTAL: $673,879 
Prin. Invcsf. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Caregory 
Arrhenius, G. HQ-SLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. E. 
NGL 05-009-004 University of California - San Diego 1543 
Research on interaction of meteorites, cosmic rays, and considera- 
' tion of origin & history of meteorites 
Period Obligations 
12/19/62-03/14/80 FY78: $30,280 TOTAL: $1,002,694 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Caredory 
Arnold, J. R. HQ-SL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Fruchter, J. S. HQ-SLIQuaide, W. E. 
Kohl, C. P. 
NGL OSOO9-005 University of California - San Diego 1544 
Research on general geochemical problems, including meteorite 
materials, rare gas content of meteorites & separation in gas 
phase at time of formation of solar system 
Period QMigations 
1013 1162-0813 1/79 FY78: $8,957 TOTAL: S5 18,663 
Prin. Inves1. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Suess, H. E. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Herndon, J. M. HQSLlFrench, B. E. 
NGL 05-009-109 University of California - San Diego 1545 
In-flight evaluation of weightlessness and gravity on car- 
diopulmonary function oi man 
Period Obligations 
021 17169-10/31/80 FY78: %30,000 TOTAL: $873,139 
Pnn. I n W .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
West, J. B. ARClGreenleaf, J. E. 53-Other Medical 
NGE 05.009-148 University of California - San Diego 1546 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
0211 1171-01/31/80 FY78: $34,291 TOTAL: $810,920 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Arnold, J. R. JSClHarris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGL 05-009-150 University of California - San Diego 1547 
Lunar sample analysis 
Periad OMigations 
02/01/71-01/31/81 FY78: $220,611 TOTAL: $1,338,722 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Marti, K. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 05005-005 University of California - San Diego 1548 
Study of lunar gamma ray emission 
Period Obligations 
091 10163-0513 1/79 FY78: $51,278 TOTAL: $7 12,350 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calegory 
Arnold, J. R. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NGR 05-005-055 University of California - San Diego 1549 
Infrared astronomic observation from high altitude airplanel 
telescope program 
Period OMigations 
06/05/73-1013 1/78 FY78: $63,000 TOTAL: $289,217 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Soifer, B. T. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 1 I-Astronomy 
ARCIMcClenahan, J. 0. 
NGR OSOO9-075 University of California - San Diego 1550 
Velocity distributions and electron moment equations 
Period OMigations 
091 13167-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $432,784 
Pnn. Invcs~. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Banks, P. M. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
NGR OPOOPO83 University of California - San Diego 1551 
Electrophysiological studies of the nervous system 
Period OMigations 
01/01/68-09/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 13,059 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tecn. Ojficer CASE Category 
Galambos, R. ARC/Winter, D. L. 61-Biol Aspects 
NGR 05.009-110 University of California - San Diego 1552 
The structure and evolution of the asteroid belt 
Period Obligations 
01/23/70-09/30/78 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $473,690 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojfler CASE Category 
Alfven, H. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGR 05-009-188 University of California - San Diego 1553 
Construction of a 200 channel photometer for use in low light 
level astronomy 
Period Obligations 
051 17/72-0313 1/79 FY78: $14,863 TOTAL: $564,863 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ly/inr CASE Cajepry 
McIlwain, C. E. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05009-213 University of California - San Diigo 1554 
Hydrostatic pressure and macro-mobcular synthesis in marine 
bacteria 
Pedal Obligaioni 
041 12/73-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $169,954 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted.  ofper CASE CaIqory 
Yayanos, A. A. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 ldiology 
NGR 05809-218 University of Cdiiomia - SPn Diego 1555 
An automatic analyzer for amino acids purines and pyrimidines 
to examine lunar and Martian soil samples 
Period ObI igath  
09/12/72-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $214,595 
Pdn. Inrcst. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Categou 
Miller, S. L. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 05409-246 University of California - San Diigo 1556 
Geophysical perturbations on satellite geodesy 
Period Obligations 
11/01/7311/30/78 FY78: 5187,000 TOTAL: $813,236 
P h .  Inmst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Olegory 
Berger, J. GSFC/Lawson, D. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Brune, J. N. 
NGR 05809-257 University of California - San Diego 1557 
Single scan television radiography 
Period Ob&a~ions 
11/01/73-11/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $163,979 
Prin. Inrcsl. NASA Tech. Of/inr CASE Category 
Baily, N. A. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
NGR tH-009-264 University of California - Ssn D i i o  1558 
Optical parallel processing 
Period obligalionr 
03/15/74-10/31/78 FY78: $35,006 TOTAL: $177,979 
P e .  Inwt .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Lee, S. H. GSFCISchaefer, D. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1386 University of Caliiornia - Sln Diego 1559 
Measurements in turbulent boundary layers with slot injection 
of helium 
&rial oar&aIiafu 
02/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $40,653 
Prh. Inwsc. NASA T d .  Cy-r CASE Category 
Libby, P. A. LARC/Cary, A. M., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Larue, J. C. LARClHefner, J. N. 
' NSG 3034 University d C d i o d s  - Sln D i i  1560 
Preparation and identification of hybrides of intermetallic 
compounds 
rmiod wtgelions 
08/01/7412/31/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $151,031 
Prh. Inwst. NASA T d .  OfF*r CASE Calcgorp 
Oestemicher, H. LERC/Flood, D. J. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3047 University of Cnlifornia - San Diego 1561 
. 'r Investigation of droplet burning at zero g . 
Perial Obliga~lons 
06/01 175- 1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: 575,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory 
Wiams,  F. A. LERC/Haggard, J. B. 43- Chem Engr 
NSG 3055 University of California - Snn Diego 1562 
Chemical vapor deposition of high TC superconductors 
Period Obligaliom 
05/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: $71,045 TOTAL: $216,045 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Webb, G. W. LERC/Woollam, J. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Engelhardt, J. J. LERC/Brown, G. V. 
NSG 3103 University of California - San Diego 1563 
Superconductivity in ternary molybdenum sulfides 
Period Obligations 
04/01 /7603/3 1/79 FY78: $16.000 TOTAL: $101,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofper CASE Category 
Luo, H. L. LERC/Woollam, J. A. 13- Physics 
LERC/Brown, G. V. 
NSG 3150 University of California - San Diego 1564 
Analysis of interaction between spacecraft and artificially injected 
particles 
P#riod Obligations 
05/01 177-0413 1/79 FY78: $90,714 TOTAL: $180,671 \ 
Pnh. Inwsr. NASA Tech. .Of/iocr CASE Category ? 
Whipple, E. C., Jr. LERC/Purvis, C. K. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Deforest, S. E. LERClStevens, N. J. 
NSG 3219 University of Caliiornir - San Diego 1565 
Research on variable density turbulence 
Period Obligalionr 
10/01/78-09/21/79 FY78: $65,577 TOTAL: $65,577 
P h .  InrcM. NASA Ted. W m r  CASE Category 
Libby, P. A. LERCIMarek, C. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Larue, J. C. 
NSG 7027 University of C8liiomir - Sea D i i o  1566 
Orbital geochemical data analysis and synthesis 
Period o w ? a ~ ~  
03/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: S62,730 TOTAL: $343,568 
P&. Inwst. NASA T d .  @&er CASE Category 
Arnold, J. R. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Gtolsgical Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7180 University of California - S.a Diiego 1567 
Infrared continuum observations of solar atmospheric structure 
PcrW - 
11/14/74-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAG $83,001 
Prh. Inrrst. NASA Tub. Cy-I CASE Ckegary 
Hudson, H. S. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
* 
= '+ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
A i .iKjitNIA (Continued) 
- - 
.. IIUL University of California - &I D i o  1568 
Research on processes controlling the formation and evolution 
of the small bodies in the solar system 
Period 01Wigatiom 
09/01 /74-09/30/78 FY78: $39,000 TOTAL: $189,000 
Pnit. Inmt. NASA T d .  Ofpnr CASE Category 
Alfven. H. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
-. - 
IILI University of Cdifornia - San D i i o  1569 
Carbonaceous chondritcs early irradiation and 244/pu fission 
records 
Perid Obligations 
02/27/75-01/31/79 FY78: $43,389 TOTAL: $132,422 
Pdn. Inmt. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
MacDougall, J .  D. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
- 7161 University of California - Son Diego 1570 
Analysis and interpretation of solar X-ray data from OSO-7 
Period\ OMigntiw~s 
07/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $46,000 TOTAL: $163,000 
Prin. Inrcsi. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory 
Peterson, L. E. HQ-ST/Timothy, A. F. 1IPhysics 
NSG 9048 University of California - San Digo 1575 
Mechanism of compensation for vestibular lesions and integrative 
functions in control of equilibrium 
Period OblIg4lionJ 
01/01/77-05/01/79 FY78: $41,250 TOTAL: $111,250 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Ted. o/pcer CASE Cafegory 
Bullock, T. H. JSC/Homick, J. L. 53-Other Medical 
W-14108 University of California - SM Diego 1576 
Formation and evolution of the small bodies in the solar system 
perid OMigatians 
02/06/76-08/3 1/76 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 
Pdn. I n ~ s t .  NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Alfven, H. HQSL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NCA 2-665708 University of California - San Francisco 1577 
Quantitative determination of diastolic left ventricular properties 
Period OMigalionr 
03/01/77-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $6,000 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Glantz, S. A. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
Tyberg, J. ARC/McCutcheon, E. 
NCA 2-665801 Universitv of California - Sna Francisco 1578 
-. - University of California - San D i o  1571 Amelioration of muscle protein degradation I D 4  
Preparation of a set of sky maps in hard X-rays from OSO-1 P~riod O b l i g 4 I ~  
data 10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $16,500 TOTAL: $16,500 
Period Obl@lilonr Pdn. I ~ w J I .  NASA Trch. Officer CASE C~ICJJO~~ 
' 1010 1/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 Searle, G. L. ARC/Feller, D. D. 59-Lie Sci, NEC 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Peterson, L. E. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. I 1-Astronomy 
- -- 
_ I ~ I I  University of California - Sln D i i o  1572 
Ultraviolet spectra of quasars related extra galactic sources, and 
X-ray sources 
Pericd obliptions 
091 15/771)9/ 14/79 ~ ~ 7 8 :  $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. weer CASE Category 
Burbidge, M. HQSC/Burbidge. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
7406 University of California - SM Dkgo 1573 
Hydrodynamic models of flares 
Period 01Jigalbns 
03/01/7842/28/79 FY78: 547,000 TOTAL: $47.000 
P&. Inwsr. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Category 
Canfield, R. C. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. lIPhysics 
NCA 2-665802 University of California - Son Francisco 1579 
Light and electron microscopic investigations of the connections 
of brain stem emetic trigger zone regions 
Perial Obl~allons 
01/01/78-12/31/79 FY78: $19,965 TOTAL: $19,965 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Trch. oyicer CASE Category 
Snyder, R. L. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 5 1-Biology 
NCA 24fSW3 University of Cdiiornia - San Francisco 1580 
Evaluation of endocrinological control of y-carboxyglutamic 
acid-containing protein in bone 
Period Oblm* 
01/01/7&12/31/79 FY78: $15,400 TOTAL: $15,400 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. 9fJkrr CASE Catqary 
Asling. C. W. ARC/Callahan, P. X. 53-Other Medical 
ARCfEllis, S. 
. - 
1414 University of W i o r s h  - Slo Dkgo 1574 NCA 2665806 University of Wiomia  - Soll Francisco 1581 
Thermal history of enstatite chondrite meteorites Isolation of bioassayable growth hormone from incubated pituitary 
perlad 01JWW glands 
07/01/7&06/30/79 FY78: S17.000 TOTAL: S17,000 period 
P&. ~nwst. NASA T&. t?@cr CASE ~atcpcv 01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: S19;990 TOTAL: $19,990 
Rudee, M. L. HQSLIFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci prin. h*rrr. NASA ~ech. t?@cr CASE -ry 
Hcrndon, I. M. HQSL/Quaidc, W. L. Spencer, M. ARC/Grindeland, R. 53-Other Medical 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCA 2665806 University of California - San Francisco 1582 NASW 3118 University of Caliiomia - Santa Barbara I589 
Regulation of adrenal glucocorticoid response to hemorrhage in Conference of users of geo-based data systems to examine 
the conscious dog geo-based information system impacts 
Penod OMi~ations Period Obligations 
06/01/78-0513 1/80 FY78: $17,336 TOTAL: $17,336 02/23/78-04/05/78 FY78: $39.825 TOTAL: $39,825 
Prin. Invest NASA Tech. O/frcer CASE Cacegory Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE C ~ t q o r y  
Dallman, M. F. ARC/Keil, L. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC Unavailable HQ-EP/Prinkler, B. 32-Geological Sci 
NCA 2680802 University of California - Santa Barbara 1590 NCA 2-665807 University of California - San Francisco 1583 Studies on the effects of different concentrations of calcium and Control of blood volume other ions on tissue metabolism in temperature regulation 
Period Obiigations 
06/01/78-05/31/80 FY78: $9,746 TOTAL: $9,746 01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $10,362 TOTAL: $10,362 Period Obligations 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech Of/ier CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W e r  CASE Category Ramsay, D. J. ARC/Keil, L. C. 53-Other Medical Rochelle, R. H. ARCIGreenleaf, J. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Chaffee, R. R. 
NCA 2-665808 University of California - San Francisco 1584 
Mechanisms of hormone-tissue interactions in altered gravity NCA MSOS03 U n i v e ~ t y  - Santa Barbara lS9l 
~ t n t ~ ~  Joint developmental program in support of the establishment of "--.-" 
Period Obligations a universities regional app~ications program 
06/01/78-05/3 1/80 FY78: $11,660 TOTAL: S11,660 period OMigations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cate~ory 01/01/78-10/31/78 FY78: $19,984 TOTAL: $19,984 
Goldfine, I. ARCjHeinrich, M. R. 5 1-Biology Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//iror CASE Category 
Estes, J. E. ARCjBriggs, B. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
ARC/Welch, R. 
NCA 2-665809 University of California - San Francisco 1585 
Harmonic analysis of vestibular-visual sensory conflict 
Period Obligations 
07/01/78-09/30/78 FY78: $4,431 TOTAL: M,43 1 
Ptin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Ofier CASE Category 
Ochs, A. L. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 5 1-Biology 
NCA 2-665810 University of California - San Francisco 1586 
Autogenic-feedback training for' vestibular symptomatology: 
Massed vs. distributed training schedules 
Period Obiigations 
09/01/78-08/31/80 FY70: $2.000 TOTAL: $2,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer , CASE Category 
Kamiya, J. ARC/Cowings, P. S. 61-Biol Aspects 
Toscano, W. B. 
Johnston, J. 
NCA 2 - 6 8 M  University of California - Ssnta Barbara 1592 
Studies of rotational gas cloud collapse, fragmentation and disk 
formation 
Period Obli#ations 
09/01/78-08/3 1/79 FY78: $1,430 TOTAL: $1,430 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qf ier  CASE Cbtegory 
Peale, S. J. ARC/Cassen, P. 13-Physics 
Boss, A. ARC/Black, D. C. 
NGR 05010-062 University of California - S n t a  Barbara 1593 
Planetary geophysics 
Period Obligations 
03/01 /73-09/30/78 FY78: $23,153 TOTAL: $1 14,7 11 
Phn. Inw~t .  NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Calrgory 
Peale, S. J. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7151 University of California - F ~ n c i ~  1587 NGR (KOl0-081 University of California - Santa Barbara 1594 
Light energy conversion in halobacterium Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMIgatim 
07/01 /75-09/30/78 Period FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $169.620 Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cat*lory 
02/01/73-01/31/79 FY78: $62,485 TOTAL: $370,402. 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer HQSB/Young, R. S. CASE Category Stoeckenius, W. 5 I-Biology Tilton, G. R. JSClHarris; J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 9-15509 University of California - Santa Barbara 1588 NSG U 2 2  University of CPlifornia - Santa Barbara 1595 
Forest classification and inventory system using LANDSAT, An investigation of the kinetics for hydrogen chemisorption on 
digital terrain, and ground sample data iron metal surfaces 
Period Obligatrons .%id Obligations 
04/01/7&04/30/79 FY78: $52.136 TOTAL:E52,136 *I d l ,  :7-03/31/79 FY78: $38,204 TOTAL $74,678 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Oyficer CASE CaIcgory Pnn. Invrsr. NASA Tech. Offlrr CASE Category 
Strahler, A. H. JSC/Amsbury, D. L. 32-Geological Sci Shanabarge.~, M. R. ARC/Nelson, H. G. 47-Materials E n g  
' ? A ' S  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
I i . J W R N i A  (Continued) 
4 i r i  University of California - Santa Barbara 15% NAS 2-9845 University of San Francisco 1603 
Research of ocean color in the Santa Barbara Channel General development of haze particle dosimetry 
Period Oblifa lions Period Obligations 
03/01/76-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $18,305 02/01/78- 10/31/78 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: %45,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O@r CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. wficer CASE Category 
Estes, J. E. GSFC/Barnes, W. 33-Oceanography Benton, E. V. ARC/Philpott, D. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
N,& 5i55 University of California - Santa Barbara 1597 
Remote sensing applications to hydrologic modeling 
Period wigations 
01/17/77-03/16/78 FY78: TOTAL: $49,547 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Ozier, J. D. GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
Simonett, D. S. GSFC/Ormsby, J. 0. 32-Geological Sci 
Estes, 3. E. 
NSC, 51.7~ University of California - Santa Barbara 1598 
Field sampling and data analysis for radar soil moisture test 
Period OMigations 
03/04/77-03/03/79 FY78: $29,984 TOTAL: $54,838 
, Pnh. Inwxt. NASA Tech. O m ?  CASE Cotegory 
Estes, 3. E. GSFCIChang, A. T. 32-Geological Sci 
Simonett, D. S. 
-,-- 5262 University oi California - Snnta Barbara 1599 
Calibration of satellite data for input to distributed parameter 
hydrologic models 
i Period OMigations 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $89,974 TOTAL: 589,974 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. OJJicer CASE Category 
Dozier, 3. GSFCIRango, A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Simonett, D. S. GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
NAS 8-26758 University of San Francisco 1604 
Study for heavy particle, passive, personnel dosimetry using etched 
particles 
Period oblgations 
01/21/71-12/31/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $107,704 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Benton, E. V. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
NAS 9-15152 University of San Francisco 1605 
Automated analysis system for haze particle trace dosimeters 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: '$45,000 TOTAL: $218,607 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Benton, E. V .  JSC/Barnes, C. M. 53-Other Medical 
NAS PI5337 University of San Francisco 1606 
Definition of Spacelab I experiment on high energy particle 
dosimetry 
Period Obligations 
04/01/77-12/31/81 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Benton, E. V. JSC/Thirolf, R. G. 13-Physics 
JSC/Huffstetler, W. J. 
NSG 2039 University of San Fmncisco 1607 
Research on reactive toxicity of pyrolysis effluents 
NSG 9020 University of California - Santa Barbara 1600 ~er iod  Obliptions 
Remanent magnetization of lunar samoles 08/01 /74-01/3 1/79 FY78: $47,650 TOTAL: $340,856 
- 
Perial OMigations Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Qfjier CASE Category 
10/31/74-01/31/81 FY78: $50,599 TOTAL: 5401,356 Hilado, C. J. ARC/Kourtides, D. A. 12-Chemistry 
prin. Invest. NASA T&. o//Iecr CASE cptcgory Furst, A. ARC/Parker, 'J. A. 
Fuller, M. D. JSC/Hams, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG U)63 University of Son Francisco 1608 
NGR 05-061-015 University of CPliornia - Santa Cruz 1601 Effects of heavy particle radiation of the mammalian brain and 
Infrared instrumentation related tissues 
Period OM&@tions Period OM@ations 
07/06/72-04/30/79 FY78: $39,054 TOTAL: $193.385 01/01/75-09/30/79 FY78: $70.000 TOTAL: $367,986 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. weer CASE Catqory Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Calegory 
Rank, D. M. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy Benton, E. V. ARC/Miquel, J. 5 1-Biology 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NAS 2-9504 University of San Francisco 1602 NSG 2276 UniveAty of San Francisco 1609 
Radiation dosimetry experiment on U.S.S.R./U.S. Kosmos 77 Study of chemical evolution interactions of metal ions and 
flight nucleotides 
Period Obligations Period Otfigations 
021 16/77-08/15/79 FY78: $46,800 TOTAL: S138,MO 11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $23,364 TOTAL: $23,364 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Benton, E. V. ARC/Souza, K. A. IIPhysics Furst, A. ARC/Lawless, J. G. 12-Chemistry 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NSG 2304 University of Son Francisco 1610 
Histopathological changes in rodents caused by haze particle 
irradiation 
Period OMigations 
03/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $11,124 TOTAL: $11,124 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Benton, E. V .  ARC/Kraft, L. M. 5 1-Biology 
ARClKennard, J. 
NAS 29%7 University of Santa Clara 1611 
Study of evaporative heat loss comparisons between direct 
calorimetry and local hygrometer techniques 
Period ObligUtionr 
06/06/78-07/06/79 FY78: $14,300 TOTAL: $14,300 
Prin. Invest, NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Pefley, R. K. ARClGreenleaf, J. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NCA 2-684102 University of Santa Clara 1612 
Joint use of specialized resources (law) 
Period Obligations 
07/15/73-12/31/78 FY78: $48,300 TOTAL: $144,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Alexander, G. ARC/Glazer, J. H. 79-Soc Sci, NEC 
NCA 2485701 University of Santa Clara 1613 
Thermal history of the moon and terrestrial planets 
Period OMigUIions 
09/01/76 12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $7,056 
Prin. Inwt.  NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Barker, W. A. ARC/Reynolds, R. T. 32-Geological Sci 
ARC/Summers, A. L. 
NCA 2685801 Univedty of Smta Clara 1614 
The adsorption of bases, nucleosides, and nucleotides on 
homometallic clays 
Period OMigUtions 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $12,188 TOTAL: $12,188 
P&. Invcsr. NASA Tech. of/er CASE Category 
Sweeney, M. A. ARC/Lawless, 1. G. 5 1-Biology 
NCA 26115803 University of Santa Clara 1615 
Computer simulation of inviscid transonic flow 
Period WfWh 
06/01/78-09/30/78 FY78: $4,974 TOTAL: $4,974 
Prin. Inwst. NASA TM~. 4f/mr CASE Cakpry 
Drobot, V. ARC/Ballhaus, W. F. 
ARC/Holst, T. L. 22-Computer Science 
NCA MBSW University of Smta Clan 1616 
A preliminary investigation of the transportability of image 
proassing software among several computer systems 
Period WfgmIionr 
01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $5,102 TOTAL: $5,102 
Prin. Imst. NASA Tech. Qip-er CASE Caqpry 
Danielson, R. L. ARClHofman, L. 22-Computer Science 
NCA 2485805 University of Santa Clara 1617 ' 
A comprehensive analysis of human performance requirements :j 
for future space flight 
Period Obligations 
04/01/7&09/30/78 FY78: $10,980 TOTAL: $10,980 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Akins, F. ARC/Connors, M. M. 62-Social Aspects 
NCA M8JS06 University of SPata Clara 1618 
Peptide and polynucleotide catalysis of amino acid condensation 
on hypohydrous clay surfaces 
Period Obligations 
06/01/78-12/31/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTA: y-, 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer C A F E - . -  , 
White, D. H. ARC/Chang, S. 12-C' . a -  
NCA 2485808 University of SPntP Clara --- 
Bacterial denitrification and steady state growth: A ' " 
model for the study of mixed cultures 
Period Obl&ations 
05/01/78-12/31/79 FY78: $16,484 TOTAI T", 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CA?F - . _  
Tomlison, G, A. ARC/Hochstein, L. I. ., CI . -. . 
NCA 2685809 University of Santa Clara 
Modifications of the Ames one-dimensional and two-di . 
mathematical models of the upper ionosphere of Venus 
Period W&ations 
0610 1/78-05/3 1/79 FY78:$13,000 TOTAL : - ,  
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oflrcer CX Y " , 
..a . McCormick, P. T. ARClWhitten, R. C. 
NCA 2485810 University of &eta Clara 
Design and implementation of an interactive commanc' ' , - - 
for existing batch image processing software 
Period m i g a t s  
06/15/7&12/31/78 FY78: S4,800 TOTAL . . 
Prin. Invest. NASA T$. OfFcr CA r7 - .._ 
Danielson, R. L. ARClHofman, L. 22-Computr- "- '  
NCA 2685811 University of Santa Clara 
Models of the lunar remanent field which are consistent 
Apollo and Lunokhod data 
Period ObJf#ati~ 
07/01/78-08/31/78 FY78: $2,325 TOTAL: %I.  
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CLL" " ..- 
Barker, W. A. ARC/Dyal. P. !3" * 
NCA 2685812 Universitv of Santa Clam 
Effects of immunologically-indk growth hormone ' '. . 
on body composition, metabolism, and brain development 
Period obif#ats 
071 15/7&09/30/79 FY78: $2,655 TOTAI. T-. 
Prin. husl. NASA Ted. Q@h-er CX:: a ... 
Fast, T. ARC/Grindeland, R. & I  -. a 
ARC/Mehkr, W. R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCA 2685813 University of S n t a  Ciara 1624 
i The effects of simulated weightkssness (or hypokinesia) on the 
humoral immune response in rats 
Period Wigations 
07/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
P&. Inws~. N,ISA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Caren, L. D. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 5 1-Biology 
NGR 05-017-037 University of SPnt. Clan 1625 
Mapping geology of Mars quadrangle MC-6 Casius 
Period iMtations 
01/01/73-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $171,652 
Pdn. invral. NASA Tech. officer CASE G~tgory 
Greeley, R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Guest, J. E. 
NSG 2086 University of Santa Clan 1626 
Comparison .of finite element & finite difference methods for 
fluid flow problems 
Period OMigaIions 
07/23/75-10/U/78 FY78: $26,782 TOTAL: $96,846 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Cacegory 
Waish, D. ARC/Stcger, J. L. 13-Physics 
Hodara, H. ARC/Lomax, H. 
NSG 2275 University of Santa Clara 1627 
Studis in planetary impact cratering and geomorphology 
Pedod W@aiions 
12/01/77-05/30/79 FY78: $34,275 TOTAL: $34,275 
j ~r in .  Invrsr. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Catego'y 
Aggarwal, H. R. ARCIOberbeck, V. R. 32-Geologkd Sci 
NSG 2286 University of Santa Clara 1628 
Wind tunnel simulations of Martian sand storms 
Period Obl&othnU 
12/01 177-12/31/78 FY78: $44,728 TOTAL: S44,728 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Carqory 
Greeley, R. ARC/Koontz, 0. I.. 32Geological Sci 
Parkin, C. 
NSG 7141 University of SIllta Clara 1629 
Analysis of .lunar mare emplacement 
Period MWionJ 
05/01/75-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $41,572 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE CaWgory 
Gneky, R. HQSL/Goldstcin, B. E. 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7330 University of Wit. c1.n 1630 
Effect of layering on viscous flow of lunar mtcrs 
Period m b r r w  
03/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $14,999 TOTAL: W , U 3  
Pdn. I ~ ~ J I .  NASA T d .  OVfnr CASE Cmtqory 
Aggarwal, H. R. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-GcolOgioll Sci 
HQSL/Frcnch, B. E. 
NAS 26558 University of Soothem Wdomia 1631 
Pioneer FIG analysis of ultraviolet experiment 
Period Odligafions 
09/01/71-09/30/78 FY78: $120,556 TOTAL: $987.209 
Pdn. Inrcst. NASA T d .  .Of/cer CASE CaIgory 
Judge, D. L. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 I-Astronomy 
ARC/Portcr. D. L. 
NAS 2-7969 University of Southem CaNIforniP 1632 
Pioneer 10 and 11 data analysis of plasma analyzer experiment 
Periad Obf&athnu 
07/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: S69,926 TOTAL: $404,452 
Prin. Inwas. NASA Tech. Oj/lrrr CASE O&gory 
lntriligator, D. S. ARC/Hall, C. F. I 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 29478 University of Southem California 1633 
Pioneer/Venus data analysis of the plasma analyzer experiment 
Period WigafhnU 
121 16/77-09/30/79 FY78: $77,620 TOTAL: $77,620 
Prin. Inws~. NASA Tech. officer CASE CaIegov 
Intriligator, D. S. ARC/Hall, C. F. 11-Astronomy 
ARC/Portcr, D. L. 
NASW 2771 University of Soutk-111 California 1634 
Operation of the Western Research Applications Center 
Period mlgatim 
02/01/75-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $545,810 
Pdn; Invwt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Unavailable HQET/Holley, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
NASW 3009 University of Southern California 1635 
Development and implementation of a minority industrial 
assistance program 
Periad w- 
04/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $70,000 
Prin. Inmj. NASA Tech. c?lpcer CASE Caregory 
Unavailable HQ-ET/Gilbert, R. 9-Multi-Discip 
NASW 3031 Univemity of Southern California 1636 
Operation of NASA Industrial Applications Center 
Pcrlod -w 
01/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: $15,483 TOTAL: $356,733 
FMn. Inwt. NASA Tm). Wh? CASE C.KdW 
Munushan, J. HQET/Bivins, R. G. 99-MulttDiscip 
Niks, J. 
NGL 05-018118 University of Soutkern Cllliiorai. 1637 
Advanced wmmunications techniques 
Pnlod wmfas 
10/09/69-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: Sl30,oOO 
Pdn. Inuu. NASA Tech. @%-rr CASE CSoy 
Andrews. H. C. GSFC/Kutz, R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA ( Continued) 
NCR 05-018-178 University of Southern CPliornia 1638 
Dynamics of rotating-stratified flows with applications to the 
Jovian atmosphere 
Perial Obligations 
091 1 1/72-0813 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $239,644 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Maxworthy, T. HQSLIBrunk, W. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Mitz, M. A. 
NGR 05618-180 University of Southern California 1639 
Photon-molecule interaction studies of the atmospheric gases 
P c d  w&atiolu 
0813 1172-04/30/79 FY78: S54,492 TOTAL: $272,346 
Prih. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Judge, D. L. HQSL/Mitz, M. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGR 05-018-181 University of Southern Cdifomia 1640 
Analysis of ,Pioneer solar wind observations of the interplanetary 
medium 
Period W&ationr 
10/25/72-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S196,OOO 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O&er CASE Category 
Intriligator, D. S. HQ-STlCauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
NGR 05-018-185 University of Soutbern California 1641 
Study of the structure of magnetopause using simultaneous OGO-5 
magnetic field light ion mass 
Period Obligations 
06/27/73-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $25,795 
Prin. lnmst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ca~egory 
Intriligator, D. S. HQST/Cauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
NSG 1221 University of Southern Cahfamia 1642 
Investigation of jet shear layer mechanisms and their phase relation 
to radiated sound 
Pcficd wism'ons 
08/05/75-04/30/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: S95,004 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. O f / k r  CASE Category 
Laufer, J. LARC/Maestrello, L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCiSeiner, J. M. 
NSG 1401 University d Southern C.liomu 1643 
Investigation of an improved theory for the analysis of natural 
and manmade Jayend structures 
Periai - 
031 15177-04/30/79 FY78: 539.100 TOTAL: $ 71,297 
Prin. Jnwt. NASA Tech. o//rccr CASE Ca~egorq 
Seide, P. LARC/Stein, M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1528 University of Southern Cdforaia 1644 
Remote sensing of ocean pollutants 
P e w  Obl&tlons 
05/01 /7W/30/79 FY78: S50.000 TOTAL: S50,000 
Prln. /nust. NASA Tech. m l n r  CASE Ceffgory 
Walsh. D. LARC/Lewis, B. W. 13-Physics 
Hodara. H. 
NSG 1536 University of Southern CPlifomia 1645 
Electro-deposition of 111-V compounds and their alloys from 
molten salts with special reference large area solar cells 
Period 051&lionr 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY 78: $44,25 1 TOTAL: S44,25 1 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. OIflnr CASE begory 
Kroger, F. A. LARC/Conway, E.' J. 47-Materials Engr 
LARCfWalker, G. H. 
NSG 51@ University of Southern Calidornia 1616 
Rocket experiments to measure the solar intensity and profile 
Period obli@tiOw 
04/01/7604/30/79 FY78: $45,416 TOTAL: $211,377 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. m a r  CASE Guegory 
Judge, D. L. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
Carlson, R. W. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 
NSG 7367 University of Southern California 1647 
Complementary pairing of amino acids, Schiff bases and a reverse 
translation mechanism for the origin of the genetic code under 
pre-biotic conditions 
Period Wigations 
!0/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: S63,553 TOTAL: $63,553 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory 
Strehler, B. L. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
COLORADO 
NSG 3122 Colorado School of Mimes 16UI 
Determination of the mechanism of influence of organic 
compounds on the thermal instability of fuels 
Period Wigations 
11/01/76-10/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $74,634 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o//rlnr CASE Categov 
Daniel, S. R. LERC/Reynolds, T. W. 12-Chemistry 
Gary, J. H. 
NAS 1-14538 Colorulo !!%ate University 1649 
Medium field-of-view sensor definition study for an earth radiation 
budget satellite system 
Period ouigollanc 
07/26/7609/ 15/78 FY78: S22.000 TOTAL: $85,647 
Ph. In-I. NASA Tech. q/ilnr CASE CaIt#ov . 
VonDcrHaar, T. H. LARC/Coopcr, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 1-15129 Colorado State University 1650 
Halogen occultation experiments program development 
Period ObllgaIlonr 
10/12/77-10/11/78 FY78: S34,990 TOTAL:-S34,990 
P&. Inmsr. NASA Tech. Qper CASE Ghtegory 
Crutzen, P. J. LARC/Russell, J. M., III 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Bmckman, P. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO ( Continued) 
'* NAS 5-22959 Colorado State University 1651 
Earth radiation budget sensor support 
Pericd OHigotions 
01/23/76-01/23/79 FY78: $53,000 TOTAL: $98,000 
Pnn. lnwst. NASA Tcch. Oflicer CASE Cbtegory 
VonDerHaar, T. H. GSFCfNelson, D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 5 2 S 1  Colorado State University 1652 
Develop methods for monitoring drought impact from LAND- 
SAT 
Pcriod OMigations 
05/08/78-11/07/79 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Prin. lnwsr. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Maxwell, E. L. GSFCfTucker, C. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-31347 Colorado State University 1653 
Assessment of geophysical flows for zero-gravity simulation 
Pennod OMiga 3 ions 
05/01/75-09/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $52,529 
Prin. lnwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Winn, C. B. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
Thompson, E. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 
NAS 8-31673 Colorado State University 1654 
Zero-gravity aerosol behavior 
Pericd Obligations 
09/08/75-01/08/78 FY78: TOTAL: $49,878 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotepry 
Edwards, H. W. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFCIMorgan, S. H. 
NAS 8-31688 Cdorado State University 1655 
Study of zero-gravity two-phase turbulence 
Petiod 061ignrionr 
11/06/75-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S55.549 
Prin. bwst.  NASA Tech. Oflirer CASE CaIegory 
Sandhorn, V. A. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 44-Civil Engr 
MSFC/Camp, D. W. 
NCA 2-165801 Colorado State University 1656 
Stability of numerical schemes that contain a mesh refinement 
Period W W h  
02/01/7&01/31/79 FY78: S12.000 TOTAL: S12,000 
Pdn. brrst. NASA T d .  Wiccr CASE CaIegory 
Thomas, J. W. ARCISteger, J. L. 21-Mathematics 
NCA 2165901 Colorado Strte University 1657 
Applications of Gaussian collocation to the solution of the 
compressible Navier/Stokes equations 
Period m- 
10/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: S10.000 TOTAL: S10.000 
Prin. Inusc. NASA Tech. ofpcrr CASE C o w r y  
Renter, P. M. ARCIMurphy, J. D. 21-Mathematics 
NGR OdOO2-095 Colorado State University 1658 
Combustion instability with partial length acoustic lines 
Period OMigalionr 
12/02/69-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $334,760 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Mitchell, C. E. LERC/Priem, R. J. 42-Astro Engr 
NGR 0640U198 Cdorrdo State University 1669 
Atmospheric transport processes as evaluated from Nimbus 111 
satellite data 
Perid 061igarhnu 
04/13/7G11/30/78 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: S349,856 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. wirer  CASE C01egory 
Reiter, W. R. GSFClTheon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR @&@I2102 Colorado State University 1660 
Studies of radiation measurements from polar and geosynchronous 
satellites 
Period OMigations. 
.09/23/7&07/31/78 FY78: $27,429 TOTAL: S416,429 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ojfimr CASE Colepry 
VonDerHaar, T. H. GSFC/Curran, R. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR OaOOZ112 Colorado State University 1661 
An experimental investigation of hollow cathode discharge start-up 
and operation 
Period Obli~otions 
12/21/70-12/01/78 FY78: $80,509 TOTAL: M2,405 
Prin. bvesr. NASA Tech. OJJiccr CASE Cotegory 
Wilbur, P. J. LERC/Kerslake, W. R. 46-Mech Engr 
NGR 064NI2-147 Colorado State University 1662 
Theoretical investigations on plasma processes in the Kaufman 
thruster 
Period Obligations 
04/14/72-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $123,129 
Prin. Inusr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Co#cgory 
Wilhelm, H. E. LERC/Mantenieks, M. A. 42-Astm Eligr 
Hong, S. H. 
NGR 06402-159 Colorado a t e  University 1663 
Bulk properties of atomic triplet hydrogen & high pressure 
equation of state for solid hydrogen 
PNhd m&8tiolu 
12/04/72-02/ 15/79 FY78: S29,095 TOTAL: S149,404 
Ptin. inusr. NASA Tech. o//imr CASE Cafegory 
Etters, R. D. LERC/Brown, 6. V. 13-Physics 
NGR 0648'2-191 Celorrdo State University 1664 
Impact studies on computer needs for a whole earth dynamical 
model 
Pew M i s r h  
05/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: $36,512 TOTAL: S122,734 
PM. 1nws1. NASA Tech. o f m r  CASE Wegory 
Thompsqn, E. G. GSFC/Carpcnter, L. H. 
Young, C. 32-~eol&cal Sci 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NSG 2232 Cdorado State University 1665 
Effects of the hypokinetic state on bioenergetic balance using 
the rat as a model mammalian system 
Period Obl&ations 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Inlrsr. NASA Tech. oyicer CASE Category 
Jordan, J. P. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology 
Schatte. C. 
NSG 2253 Cobrado State University 1666 
Transfer of air from the troposphere to the stratosphere in the 
vicinity of North Polar front jet streams 
Perlod Obligations 
09/01 177- 1213 1/78 FY78: $7,741 TOTAL: $12,901 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. oyicer CASE Cale#ory 
Reiter, E. R. ARC/Shimazaki, T. 31-Atmos Sci 
- - > .  
NSG 2287 Cdorado State University 1667 
Velocity measurements by laser resonance fluorescence from a 
single atom 
Period OluigaIiolu 
12/01/77-01/01/79 FY78: $37,000 TOTAL: S37.000 
Prim lnmt.  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Shc, C. Y. ARC/Bilhan, K. W. 13-Physics 
Fairbanks. W. M., Jr. 
NSG 3011 Colorado State University 1668 
Experimental investigations of argon and xenon ion sources 
P e w  misoc- 
07/01/74-10/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: Sm,960 
P h .  lm*lr. NASA Tech. officer CASE megory 
Kaufman, H. R. LERC/Rawlin, V. K. 42-Astm Engr 
Wilbur, P. J. 
NSG 3038 Cobrdo State University 1669 
Plasma interaction between ion thruster .and solar array 
Perlad m- 
09/01/74-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S50.921 
Plih Inwal. NASA Tech. e r  CASE Core#ory 
Kaufman, H. R. LERC/Domitz, S. i9-Phys Sci, NEC 
Wilbur, P. J. 
NSG 3086 Colorado State University 1671 s 3 
Industrial ion source technology j 
PCM 06Npnm 
11/15/75-12/15/78 FY78: $45,354 TOTAL: $145,265 
Prin. I n W .  NASA Tech. O/ /er  CASE Cotqqv 
Kaufman, H. R. LERCIMirtich, M. J. 13-Physics 
Wilbur, P. J. LERC/Banks, B. A. 
Sites, J. R. 
NSG 3127 Colorado State University 1672 
Effects of turbulence on laminar separation of aerodynamic 
surfaces such as airfoils blading 
Period 0blfgl.ruionr 
10/01/76-11/29/78 FY78: S69.232 TOTAL: S119,232 
Prin. lnvrsr. NASA fed. qficer CASE Cotegory 
Sadeh, W. Z. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Sandercock, D. M. 
NSG 3145 Colorado State University 1673 
Laboratory simulation of irradiation-induced dielectric breakdown 
in spacecraft charging 
Period 0bligatOnr 
04/01 /77-04/01/79 FY78: $49,795 TOTAL: S95.490 
Prin. lnwsf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cwegory 
Yadlowsky, E. J. LERC/Stevens, N. J. 13-Physics 
Churchill, R. J. 
NSG 3167 Colorado State University 1674 
Amorphous silicon by neutralized ion beam sputtering 
Perlod Obllgatioiu 
11/01/77-05/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: S32,380 
Prin. bmf. NASA Tech. OfFrr CASE Category 
Sites, J. R. LERC/Satcr, B. L. 13-Physics 
Gnenberg, A. S. LERClBanks, B. A. 
NSG 31% Colorado &te University 1675 
Spa? environmental effects on high voltage solar arrays 
PeriQi w w 1 4 R 3  
05/15/78-05/ 14/79 FY78: S39,331 TOTAL: $39,331 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tcok. 43&rr CASE (%&goy 
Kaufman, H. R. LERClGrier, N. T. 13-Physics 
Yadlowsky, E. J. LERC/Stevens, N. J. 
NSG 5011 ~do&o State University 1676 
Satellite support to  weather modification 
Perlad WW- 
06/15/7401/17/78 FY78: - TOTAL: S142,299 
Ph. In-. NASA T& Q#iccr CASE 
Cotton, W. R. GSFCjAdkr, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Grant, L. 0. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
NSG 3060 Cdarrlo State U~liversity 1670 
' Experimental measurcment of thermal energy charge-transfer 
c rose-dons  of intmst in rarc-gas metal-vapor lascn 
rcriad wb.cbnr NSG 5073 Colondo State University 1677 
03/01 /75-09/30/78 FY78: S5,983 TOTAL: S87,805 Project NOWCAST (short term forecasting of weather) - 
MR. lms. NASA Ted. (I1opnr CASE a t e p r y  Pcrbd w@h 
Collins, G. J. LERC/Chubb, D. L. 13-Physics 12/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S157,648 
LERC/Michcls, C. J. frin. Inmt.  NASA T d .  q@r CASE 
Yarlatt, W. E. GSFC/Neil, E. A. 31-Atmos Sci >, 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NSG 5258 Colorado !%ate University 1678 NAS 522409 University of Colorado - Bolllder 1685 
Tropical cyclone intensities from satellite microwave data Reduction and analysis of data from the OSOl high resolution 
P c M  W k W h  ultraviolet spectrometer experiment 
04/01/7&03/31/79 FY78: $14,814 TOTAL: $14.814 Period m k W h  
~ n i r .  Inrcsr. NASA ~ech .  a/ficer CASE category 06/26/75-09/30/79 FY78: S284,121 TOTAL: $1,517,247 
VonDerHaar, T. H. GSFC/Rodgers, E. B. 31-Atmos Sci m. b w s .  NASA ~ m k .  OjFrr CASE alepry 
Kidder, S. Q. Barth, C. A. GSFC/Gemmell, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5259 Colorado S s t e  University 1679 NAS J.22833 University of Colorado - Boulder 1686 
Numerical simulation of Vertical Temperature Rofik Radiometer Theoretical calculations of spectral features in the expanding 
(VTPR) temperature retrievals in a severe storm environment envelopes of early-type stars 
Period wbm Perlod m- 
04/01/7&03/31/79 FY78: $31,914 TOTAL: $3 1,914 11/03/75-01/01/79 FY78: S25,000 TOTAL: $66,780 
CASE Cnregory Prin. bmst. NASA Tmk. QIpcer CASE Co~egory Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. officer 
VonDerHaar. T. H. GSFCIArking. A. 31-Atmos Sci Conti, P. S. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-23274 University of Cdorrdo - Bodder 1687 
Development of models for physical properties of stellar 
NSG 9045 Cdondo State University l a  chromospheres 
Effects of heavy ions on optic tissues Period 
tx4igatiar 
m- 
Period 08/01/73-10/01/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: 589,528 
10/01/76-12/3\1/78 FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: S125,000 Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cntcgory 
, prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE category Linsky, J .  L. GSFC/Boggtss, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Lett, J. T. JSClHoffman, R. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-23771 University of Cdondo - Boulder 1688 
NAS 9-15276 Fort Lewis Cdkge 1681 Design study of radio physics experiment preampliirs 
Development of a winter wheat adjustable calendar model Period 
rcriod chbl@tionr 101 18/76-12/30/76 FY78: 
FY78: $28,838 TOTAL: $51,653 
DYau TOTAL: S3.000 
02/15/77-08/31/79 Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Ckte#ory 
Pdn. Invrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory Warwick, J. w .  GSFC/Akxander, J. K. 1 1-Astronomy 
Baker, J. R. JSC/Browne, I. D. 13-Physics 
NAS 28816 University of Cdorulo - Bodder 1682 
Design and development of a Pioneer/Venus orbiting ultraviolet 
spectrometer 
Period 
04/01/75-08/31/78 FY78: S15,000 TOTAL: 3810,000 
Prin. Inmt. NASA Tech. OjFrr CASE CaIcgory 
Stewart, A. I .  ARC/Sinnott, D. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARC/Sperans, J. 
NAS 5-23808 University of Cdondo - Baulder 1689 
AE-E backscatter ultraviolet experiment short term data ~ d ~ c t i o n  . 
and analysis 
Period -w 
11/22/76-12/31/78 FY78: $37,993 TOTAL: $92,656 
Pdn. fnw#r. NASA Tech. m a r  CASE Category 
Stewart, A. I. GSFC/Gustafmn, C. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Kupperian, J. E.. Jr. 
NAS S31958 University of Cdorwk, - Bordler 1690 
NAS 2-9477 University of Cdordo - Bodder 1683 Study of geophysical fluid dynamics with elcctro-hydrodynamics 
Pionccr/Venus data analysis of the orbiter ultraviokt spectrometer polarization foras  
experiment pcrld - 
f ircod W- 03/26/7608/31/81 FY78: S75,000 TOTAL: S165.000 
08/30/77-09/30/78 FY78: SS3,154 TOTAL: S153,154 ?&I. Inmr. NASA Td. o j w r  CASE c.(rllory 
prin. I ~ u ) .  NASA T&. ~fficer CASE  ateg gory Ha, J. E. MSFC/Joncs, C. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Stewart, I. ARC/HalI, C. F. lPPhys Sci, NEC MSFC/Fichtl. G. H. 
NAS 5-11405 University of Cokrdo - Bodlor 1684 NAS8-32360 Uuversity of Cdorrlo - BaYrr 1691 
University of Colorado ultraviokt nitric oxide experiment for Study of the solar corona using radio observations and Skylab 
atmosphere Explorer obscwations 
rrrw Mbfjwu f e d  - 
031 17/71-09/30/79 FY78: $90.000 TOTAL: S1,050;185 02/01/77-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
?&. hru. NASA Teat C@m CASE P h  Inmu. NASA T d .  m r  C A m  C h b e # ~ ~  
Stewart, A. I. GWCIRia, C. F. 31-Atmos Scl Dulk, G. A. MSFC/Bass, B. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NAS 8-33084 University of Colorado - W e r  1692 NGR 06-003-176 University of Colorado - Boulder 1699 
A study of stellar coronae using the HEAO-A spacecraft Rocket research program in stellar ultraviolet astronomy 
Period OMigutions Period OMigut ions 
061 16178-06/ 15/79 FY78: $9,900 TOTAL: $9,900 12/29/71-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $353.246 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Linsky, J. L. MSFC/Dailey, C. C. 11-Astronomy Lillie, C. F. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
Ayres, T. R. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NASW 3103 University of Colorado - Boulder 1693 
Earth dynamics summer workshop on the application of space 
techniques to geodynamics 
Period OMigutions 
09/27/77-12/01/77 FY78: $24,570 TOTAL: $24,570 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j m r  CASE Culegory 
Wyss, M. MQER/Murphy, J. P. 32-Geological Sci 
Smith, M. L. 
NGL W 3 - 0 5 2  University of Colorado - Bwkler 1694 
Theoretical and experimental research program in physics of 
planetary atmospheres 
Perid Obli~utions 
06/28/66-06/30/80 FY78: $349,220 TOTAL: $4,248,467 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Cutegory 
' Barth, C. A. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGL 06.003-057 University of Colorado - Boulder 1695 
Basic research in solar physics 
Period Obiigutions 
09/05/67-09/3 1/78 FY78: $ 100,000 TOTAL: $993,000 
Prin. Invr3r. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE Cutegory 
Gebbie, K. B. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NGL 06403-200 University of Colorado - Boulder 16% 
Application of space technology to practical problems such as 
those currently facing the mountain sections of the state of 
Colarado 
Period OMigutions 
0711 1/72-04/30/8 1 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $725,000 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Ives, J. D. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 06-003-069 University of Colorado - W d e r  1697 
Solar physics research 
Period OMigazions 
11/29/67-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,142,838 
P h .  Invest. NASA Ted. Ojficer CASE Cutegory 
Barth, C. A. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. I 1-Astronomy 
NGR OdOO3-179 University of Colorado - Boulder 1700 
OAO-I1 data analysis program 
Period ObiigaIlions 
06/07/71-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $55,600 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Lillie, C. F. HQSC/Roman, N. G. I I-Astronomy 
NGR 06403-181 University of Colorado - Boulder 1701 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMigutions 
06/24/71-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $ 160,370 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Ojjleer CASE Category 
Larson, E. E .  JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Phy sics 
NSG 1476 University of Colorado - Boulder 1702 
Error detection in HAL/S program 
Period OMi~utions 
12/01 /77-02/28/79 FY78: $66,987 TOTAL: $66,987 
Prin. Invesf. NASA Tech. O R e r  CASE Coregory 
Fosdick, L. D. LARC/Senn, E. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
Riddle, W. E. LARClStraeter, T. A. 
NSG 1489 University of Colorado - Bo4der 1703 
Research in models covering m+.xoprocessor arrays for finite 
element structural analysis 
Period OMigutions 
01 /16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $54,485 TOTAL: $54.485 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Cutegory 
Jordan, H. F. LARC/Loendorf, D. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 2128 University of Colorado - Boulder 1704 
Self-synchronizing schlieren photography and interferometry for 
the visualization of unsteady transonic flows 
Period OMigutionr 
12/01/75-10/31/79 FY78: $21,179 TOTAL $58,937 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Kadlec, R. A. ARClDavis, S. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 06003-127 University of Colorado - Boulder 1698 NSG 2248 University of Colorado - Boolder 1705 
Data reduction-coordinated experiments Heterogeneous chemistry: Association reactions, cluster forma- 
Period 0~4potions tion, and surface phenomena 
081 18/68-09/30/78 FY78: $1 15,000 TOTAL: $996,906 Period Ob(i~utions 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Categoory 0710 1177-06/30/79 FY78: $54,882 TOTAL: s7&,595 
Barth, C. A. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE Cutegory 
HQET/Boyce, J. M. Castleman, A. W. ARC/Whitten, R. C. IbChemistry 
;;'5 UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ZG-G-RADO (Continued) 
NSG 3181 University of Colorado - Boulder 1706 
Effect of contraction on turbulence 
Period OMigations 
' 01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Category 
Uberoi, M. S. LERCJGroeneweg, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
- T  5098 University of Colorado - Boulder 1707 
Copernicus observations of OE and OEF stars 
Period Obligations 
03/01/7609/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $7,979 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Caregory 
Conti, P. S. GSFCJKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5103 University of Colorado - Boulder 1708 
Rocket research in the ultraviolet airglow and aurora of planetary 
atmospheres 
Pericd Obligations 
02/01 /76-03/3 1/79 FY78: $199,992 TOTAL: $549.986 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Barth, C. A. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-SLJMurphy, R. E. 
N% 51a University of Colorado - Boulder I709 
Investigation of photon-counting imaging detector for space 
telescope 
Period Obligatrons 
09/15/7&01/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $128,015 
Pnn. hvesr. NASA Tech. Oficer CASE Caregory 
' Lawrence, G. M. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 5147 University of Colorado - Boulder 1710 
Study of mass flow in the massive spectroscopic binary 
Period OMigations 
01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $1.300 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Barlow, M. J. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5153 University of Colorado - Boulder 1711 
Research of observed and theoretical variations of atmospheric 
ozone 
Period OMigntiom 
01/17/77-01/16/79 FY78: $71,077 TOTAL: $135,885 
P M .  Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Caregory 
London, J. GSFClReber, C. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5178 University of Colorado - Boulder 1712 
Rocket research in solar ultraviolet spectroscopy 
Period Obl&nrionr 
06/01 /77-02/28/79 FY78: $125,269 TOTAL: $240,477 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Rottman, G. T. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
Chipman, E. G. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 
Cushman. G. W. 
NSG 5211 University of Colorado - Boulder 1713 
A study of the flare star Proxima Centauri 
Period OMigaions 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,100 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Linsky, J. L. GSFCIKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5246 University of Colorado - Boulder 1714 
Analysis of ultraviolet spectrometric data from Copernicus 
Period OMigationr 
03/01 /7&02/28/79 FY78: $13,500 TOTAL: $13,500 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tcrh. officer CASE Category 
Snow, T. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5300 University of Cdorado - Boulder 1715 
Research of stellar wind velocity in alpha cam.using ultraviolet 
. data from the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) 
Perfod OMiga~ions 
09/15/78-06/14/79 FY78: $5,997 TOTAL: $5,997 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Snow, T. P. GSFCJBoggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5303 University of Colorado - Boulder 1716 
Ultraviolet measurements with high spectral resolution 
Pericd Obligations 
091 1.5178-09/14/79 FY78: $200,607 TOTAL: $200,607 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Snow, T. P. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
McClintock, W. E. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 7128 University of Colorado - Boulder 1717 
Studies of X-ray ultraviolet and optical emission from galactic 
X-ray sources 
Period Obligalions 
03/01/75-05/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $63,550 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
McCray, R. HQSC/Opp, A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SCJFishman, G. J. 
NSG 7130 University of Colorado - Boulder 1718 
OSOI guest investigator program 
Pcricd Obligations 
04/01 /75-09/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $156,286 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. offteer CASE Calegory 
Hansen, E. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NSG 7165 University of Colorado - Boulder 1 7 b  
Theoretical studies of the solar corona and chromosphere 
Period Obligations 
07/01/75-08/3 1/78 FY78: $44,987 TOTAL: $128,987 
Prin. hwst .  ' NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Cafcgory 
Chipman, E. G. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NSG 7166 University of Cobrado - Boulder 1720 NSG 7459 University of Colorado - Boulder 1727 
Physical mechanisms linking solar activity and/or geomagnetic . Development and test of multi-anode microchannel array detector 
disturbance with the large scale atmospheric circulation system 
Period Wigations Period Oblisatim 
.07/01/75-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 06/01/78-05/30/79 FY78: $206,144 TOTAL: $206,144 
Prh. Invesf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oj/iccr CASE Category 
Roberts, W. 0. HQ-ST/Timothy, A. F. 13-Ph ysics Timothy, J. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. 13-Physics 
NSG 7231 University of Colorado - Bookr  1721 NSG 7460 University of Colordo - Boulder 1728 
A rocket program to measure minor neutral species in the earth's Basic research in stellar & solar physics 
atmosphere from 30 km to 110 km period obligations 
Period Obligations 06/21 178-06/20/79 FY78: $14,760 TOTAL: $14.760 
04/01/76-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $200.007 Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. ~~~~r CASE Category 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Cotqory Thomas, R. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. 13-Physics 
Thomas, R. J. HQSTjSeals, R. K., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSG 7477 University of Colorado - Boulder 1729 
NSG 7287 University of Colorado - holder 1722 High resolution spectrophotometric observation of interstellar absorption lines Study of the solar corona using radio observation Perid OUigation~ 
Period OUCtions 
07/01/7609/30/78 FY78: $34,000 TOTAL: $44,000 07/01/781)6/3 1/79 FY78: $24,413 TOTAL: $24,413 P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. offier CASE Category 
Prh. Inwst. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Cotegory 
Ddk, G. A. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. Snow, T. P. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 bAstronomy 13-Phy sics HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 7291 University of Colorado - Boulder 
Research in solar physics with emphasis on empirical zz NSG University of Colorado - Boulder 1730 
equilibrium thermodynamics Correlation of strength with q and velocity in lunar rock under 
Period Obligations simu1ated conditions 
09/01/7609/31/78 FY78: $29,000 TOTAL: $50,000 period Oblig~~ions 
Prin. I n w ~ .  NASA Tech. ofpcer CASE Cafegory 11/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: $264,464 
Thomas, R. N. HQSTfBohlin, J. D. 13-Physics ph. Invest. NASA Tech. of/rnr CASE Cafegory 
Spetzler, H. A. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7319 University of Colondo - Bwlder 1724 
Nutation and polar motion of the earth NAS 1-14929 University of Denver 1731 
~ e r i d  ~bligatfons Stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment 
03/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $50.000 TOTAL: $84,610 Period Wigations 
Ptin. Innrr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cofory 071 18177-09/30/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: S45,000 
Smith, M. L. HQ-SL/Flinn, E. A. 32-Geological Sci P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. of/Inr CASE &&gory 
Murcray, D. G. LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
NSG 7344 University of Colondo - Bowlder 1725 
Construction of a thrcewavelength electromagnetic distance- 
measuring system 
Period W i g u t n r  NAS 242tMI University of Denver 1732 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S100,OOO Detectability of atmospheric species Perid 
NASA TTrr w i e r  oar6garicnr Pdn. Inrrst. CASE Cawpry 
Lcvine, J. HQSL/Strickland, A. T. 13-Physics 04/0k/7412/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $460.984 Prh. Inmu. NASA Tcd. QJjbr CASE C m  
Murcray, D. G. ARC/Munoz, R. M. 13-Physics 
NSG 7430 University of C d o d o  - Bovldcr 1726 
Theontical calculations of spectral features in the expanding 
envelopes of early-typc stars NAS 5-22981 University of Denver 1733 
pcricd WWnr Measurement of soft energetic X-rays 
03/01/7&02/28/79 FY78: $21,646 TOTAL: $21,646 perid H b f b n r  
P&. Inwst. NASA Td. m r  CASE Cat- 02/18/7W/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $40.550 
Conti, P. S. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy &in. IRWJ~. NASA Tech. m r  CASE CS,tcgory 
HQSC/Rorndhal. J. D. Barms, J. R. GSFC/Goldberg. R. lPPhys Sci, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NAS 525097 University of Denver 1734 
Stratospheric molecular spectral parameter study 
Period Obliptions 
0612 1 /7&06/20/80 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
PM.  Inwst. NASA Tech. OjJiccr CASE Category 
Goldman, A. GSFC/Kunde, V. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 9-15206 University of Denver 1735 
Hybridization of biomedical circuitry 
Period OMigatim 
01/01 /77-09/30/78 FY78: $12,285 TOTAL: $72,033 
PM. Iflvrsr. NASA Tech. wirer  CASE G~tegory 
Venditti, F. P. JSC/Booher, C. R. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 9-15469 University of Denver 1736 
Operational bioinstrumentation system 
Period Obli#ations 
01/01/7&01/01/80 FY 78: $201,477 TOTAL: $201,477 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Ofher CASE Category 
Venditti, F. P! JSC/Luczkowski, S. M. 46-Mech Engr 
NASW 2892 University of Denver 1737 
Collection and analysis of information relating to technology 
transfer and application 
Period Wigations 
02/01/76-01/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $350,000 
P h .  I n w .  NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Johnson, F. D. HQET/Ault, L. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
1 
NASW 2992 University of Denver 1738 
Operational test of data flagging and tagging in NASA's STI 
Facility 
Period .Obli#atim 
10/13/76-11/12/77 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. .O//cer CASE Category 
Unavailable HQ-ET/Hargrave, C. 
22-Computer Science 
NASW 3021 . University of Denver 1739 
Collection and analysis of information relating to technology 
transfer and application 
Period Obli#alhu 
02/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $8,321 TOTAL: $308,321 
Prin. lnwat. NASA T&. officer CASE 
Unavailable HQ-ET/Ault, L. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
NASW 3113 University of Denver 1740 
Collection and analysis of information relating to  technology 
transfer and application 
Period MWf- 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: m . 0 0 0  TOTAL: $325,000 
Fdn. Inwsl. NASA T d .  @&&er CASE Cocpry 
Johnson, F. D. HQET/Ault, L. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGR 06.004058 University of Denver 174 1 
Study of hydromagnetic disturbances in the geomagnetic field at 
satellite altitudes 
Period Obligations 
05/02/68-04/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $138,000 
Prin. I n ~ s t .  NASA Ted. Ofper CASE Cotegory 
Patel, V. L. HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 13-Physics 
NGR 06004060 University of Denver 1742 
Study of physical processes which govern the dynamics of 
geomagnetically trapped radiation 
Period OMigations 
05/08/68-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $250,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojpcer CASE Category 
Roederer, J. G. HQ-ST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 1405 University of Denver 1743 
Theoretical simulations of solar spectra in the middle ultraviolet 
and visible for atmospheric trace wnstituents measurements 
Period Wigatiionr 
031 15/77-04/ 14/79 FY78: $39,531 TOTAL: $78,023 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. OjJinr CASE Cotegory 
Goldman, A. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
Fernald, F. G. LARC/Goad, J. H., Jr. 
Murcray, D. G. 
NSG 1432 University of Denver 1744 
Ground monitoring of atmospheric constituents by high resolution 
infrared solar spectroscopy 
Perid oMi#ationr 
071 1 1/77-07/ 10179 FY78: $59,874 TOTAL: $159,874 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of/inr CASE Cawgory 
Murcray, D. G. LARC/Orr, H. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LARC/Russell, J. M., 111 
NSG 1439 University of Denver 1745 
An attempt to measure stratospheric constituents by means of 
solar occultation measurements in region 0.300um-0.310um 
Period Obligafions 
07/21 177-01 120179 FY78: TOTAL: $35,452 
P h .  Invcst. NASA Trch. Q @ r  CASE Cate#ory 
Murcray, D. G. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Goad, J. H., Jr. 
NSG 1557 University of Denver 1746 
Balloon-borne spectrometer measurements of UV-visible solar limb 
extinction 
Pnial Wrruh 
OB/15/7&08/ 14/79 FY78: $20,018 TOTAL: $20,018 
Ph. hwst. NASA Tech. e r  CASE Category 
Murcray, D. G. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atrjlos Sci 
Goldman, A. LARCiGoad, J. H., Jr. 
Williams, W. J. 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLORADO (Continued) 
NSG 7271 University of Denver 1747 NASW 3059 University of Connecticut 1753 
An investigation of the variability in the stratospheric dust layer Operation of an industrial applications center 
as related to the Fuego volcanic event Period OWigations 
Period Obligations 01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $33 1,900 
09/01 176-02/28\79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $94,094 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
prim I ~ W S ~ .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Wilde, D. HQ-ET/Bivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
Fernald, F. G. HQST/Newton, G. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-STlTilford, S. G. 
NSG 7354 University of Denver 1748 
Measurements of the stratospheric distribution of several 
constituents of interest in the photo chemistry of the ozone layer 
as part of STRATCOM VIII 
Period OWiga lions 
06/i)1/77-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $44,595 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Murcray, D. G. HQ-ST/Seals, R. K., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSC 806 University of Southern Colorado 1749 
Environmental stress cracking of polymers 
Period Obligations 
1010 1 /7&02/27/79 FY78: $18,567 TOTAL: $47,863 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Mahan, K. 1. KSC/Bryan, C. J. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 2048 University of Southern Colorado 1750 
Technology research for strapdown inertial experiments 
Period Obligorions 
091 15174-09/30/79 FY78: $82,203 TOTAL: $260,499 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Jenkins, R. ARC/Hruby, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Carestia, R. A. 
NSG 9051 University of Southern Colorado 1751 
Electron microprobe study of lunar and planetary zoned 
plagioclase feldspars 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $26,088 TOTAL: $5 1,088 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Smith, R. K. JSC/Lofgren, G. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
CONNECTICUT 
NASW 3191 University of Connecticut 1754 
Operation of an industrial applications center 
Period Obligat ions 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $340,000 TOTAL: $340.000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE category 
Unavailable HQ-ETJBivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 5075 University of Connecticut 1755 
Modelling the terrestrial hydrology of the global atmosphere 
Period Obligations 
08/17/75-01/31/79 FY78: $52,228 TOTAL: $151,808 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Bock, P. GSFCJHalem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5179 University of Connecticut 1756 
Research of the shuttle assisted hydrology program 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-10/15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $14,353 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor). 
Bock, P. GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
GSFClRango, A. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7450 University of Connecticut 1757 
Factors affecting assimilatory nitrate reduction by prokaryotes 
Period Obligations 
06/01/78-05/31/79 FY78: $34,389 TOTAL: $34,389 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Leadbetter, E. R. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NGL 07-004405 Yale University 1758 
Low-power, low-speed data storage and processing equipment 
Periad OMigatians 
01/01/71-11/30/80 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $836,499 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. offier CASE category 
Barker, R. C. GSFCJSchaefer, D. H. 45-EIec Engr 
NCR 0 7 4 1 0 2  Fairiield University 1752 
Investigation of energy deposition processes in the upper 
atmosphere, and the interaction between the mesosphere and the NGL 07-004043 Yare University 1759 
thermosphere Chemical teactions in the electron-volt region 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
04/24/68- 1 1/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $64,43 1 10/26/65-09/30/79 FY78: $2,067 TOTAL: $497,744 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//ieer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
McElaney, J. H. GSFC/Heath, D. F. 31-Atmos Sci Cross, R. J., Jr. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Khadgavi, A. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CONNECTICUT (Continued) 
NGR W-006009 Yale University 1760 
Determination & analysis of properties & characteristics of 
extremely small free-living self-replicating cells 
Period Obligations 
11/01/61-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3 16,708 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oficer CASE Category 
Morowitz, H. J.  HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NAS 6-2820 University of Delaware 1766 
Measurement of ocean surface microstructure in a wind generated 
wave field 
Period OMigations 
03/28/77-11/27/78 FY78: TOTAL: $13,999 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Wu, J. WFC/Huang, N. E. 33-Oceanography 
WFC/Parsons, C. L. 
NSG 2185 Yale Universitv 1761 
Early detection of acute respiratory infections NSG 1304 University of Delaware 
Period Obligations 
1767 
10/01/7&09/30/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $65,000 Damage repair technology in composite materials Period Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Evans, A. S. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 05/01/76-04/30/79 FY78: $64,531 TOTAL: $156,975 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Kraus, G. Pipes, R. B. LARC/Deaton, J. W. 46-Mech Engr 
Wilson, D. W. LARC/Hoffman, E. L. 
NSG 3107 Yale University 1762 
Deposition of condensible impurities on surfaces immersed in 
hot gases 
Period Obligations 
071 15176-07/14/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $89,985 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Rosner, D. E. LERC/Fryburg, G. C. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Kohl, F. J. 
NSG 3169 Yale University 1763 
t Experimentation studies of the formation/deposition of sodium 
sulfate in/from combustion gases 
Period Obhgat~onr 
11/15/77-11/15/79 FY78: $94,000 TOTAL: $94,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech Oj/rcer CASE Category 
Rosner, D. E. LERC/Fryburg, G. C. 12-Chemistry 
LERCIKohl, F. J. 
NSG 7290 Yale University 1764 
Membranes and circadian rhythms in plants 
Period Obligations 
10/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $89,420 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Galston, A. W. HQSB/Walstead, T. W. 5 1-Biology 
HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 
NSG 1398 University of Delaware 1768 
Definition of an operational system for monitoring ocean waste 
disposal in the New York bight 
Period Obligations 
03/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $3,630 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Cotegory 
Klemas, V .  LARC/Bowker, D. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LARC/Pearson, A. 0. 
NSG 1409 University of Delaware 1769 
Elevated temperature bolted joint test technology in composite 
materials 
Period Obligotions 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $40,101 TOTAL: $71,864 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Cotegory 
Pipes, R. B. LARC/Cooper, P. A. 42-Astro Engr 
Wilson, D. W. 
NSG 1433 University of Delaware 1770 
Satellite surveillance of coastal environment and monitoring of 
sludge dump sites 
Period Obligaliionr 
09/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $19,892 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Klernas, V .  LARClBowker, D. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Philpot, W. LARC/Pearson, A. 0. 
DELAWARE 
NSG 1488 University of Delaware 1771 
Structural optimization of hat-stiffened panels of composite 
NGR 0&002-001 Delaware State College 1765 materials subjected to thermal and in-plane mechanical loads 
Research on the specific heat of platinum Period obiigatiom I 
period Obl&otians 02/01/7846/30/79 FY78: $25,680 TOTAL: $25,680 
09/25/69-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,767 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJicer CASE Category Vinson, J. R. LARCIMcWithey, R. R. 42-Astro Engr 
Helmy, E. M. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics LARC/Cooper, P. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DELAWARE (Continued) 
NSG 1513 University of Delaware 1772 
Investigation of a vortex model of the turbulent boundary layer 
burst phenomena 
Period Wigations 
,W/O1/78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $15.000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of/icer CASE Category 
Danberg, J. E. LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCfCary, A. M., Jr. 
NSG 3184 University of Delaware 1773 
Heat storage in alloy transformation 
Period OMigations 
07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $91,072 TOTAL: $91,072 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. wfieer CASE Calegory 
Birchenall, C .  E. LERCfNamkoong, D. 47-Materials Engr 
Hamson, A. J. 
NSG 3189 University of Delaware 1774 
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery 
Period Otdigations 
04/01/78-11/31/78 FY78: $25,154 TOTAL: S25.154 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O f m r  CASE Category 
Seidel, B. S. LERCfAdamnyk, J. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 5144 University of Delaware 1775 
Ultraviolet studies of heavy-element abundances in stars 
Period 0tdi~aI)ionr 
12/01/7611/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O a e r  CASE Category 
Shipman, H. L. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 6015 University of Delaware 1776 
Voice response systems 
Period Obligations 
09/01/7608/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,700 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. q f i e r  CASE Category 
Robinson, D. M. WFClParker, L: C. 45-Elec Engr 
WFCISavage, T. J., Jr. 
1778 NCR OPOOM63 The Catholic University of America ", . '3
Interaction of the solar wind with the moon 
Period 061igatim 
041 15/69-05/3 1/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $234,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. wfIcer CASE Category 
Whang, Y. C. HQ-ST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NCR 09-005-099 The Catholic University of America 1779 
Experimental study of the structure of turbulence with intermediate 
range of Reynolds number 
Period OMigntim 
09/19/72-12/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $35,792 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. q/ lerr  CASE Category 
Ling, S. C.  LERC/Deissler, R. G. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 5066 The Catholic University of America 1780 
Research of solar hard X-rays and gamma-rays 
Period Obli~ations 
05/01/75-04/30/79 FY78: $16.992 TOTAL: $73,413 
Prin. Inmsf. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Werntz, C. GSFCfDennis, B. R. 13-Physics 
NSG 5111 The Catholic University of America 1781 
Research of properties of material in the submillimeter wave 
region 
Period Wigations 
09/01/76-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $70,647 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Lally. J. GSFC/McAvoy. N. 13-Physics 
Meister, R. GSFCfMcElroy, J. H. 
NSG 5173 Tbe Catholic University of America 1782 
Atom-molecule reactions of chemical importance in the strato- 
sphere 
Period W i p t i o n s  
0610 1 /77-05/3 1/79 FY78: $41,126 TOTAL: S67,976 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OjJicer CASE Category 
Hunt, J. B. GSFC/Payne, W. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Michael, J. V. 
Whytock, D. A. 
NSG 7422 Tbe Catholic University of America 1783 
Expansion of the solar wind from coronal holes 
Period Obligationr 
04/01 178-0313 1/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Inrest. NASA T d .  qJbr CASE Category 
Whang, Y. C. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
NSG 7274 The American University 1777 
Natural radio source occultation by planetary environments 
Period migationr 
08/01 1760713 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $4,887 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. m m r  CASE CIltegory 
Prakash. A. HQ-SLIBrunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
NAS 1-14605 George Washington University 1784 
Experimental and analytical engineering and applied science 
support of Langley Research Center programs 
feriod ~ g E I b U  
09/02/7609/01/81 FY78: SS4,139 TOTAL: SM9.328 
Ah. Inresl. NASA T d .  CASE Catgory 
Liebowitz, H .  LARC/Duberg, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Whitesides, J. L. LARCIErickson, W. D. 
NASA" UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NAS 5-23809 George Wasbimgton University 1785 
Microwave sensing of snow cover wetness 
Period Obllgatlonr 
11/26/76-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. OfJicer CASE Category 
Lang, R. H. GSFC/Levine, D. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 524431 George Washington University 1786 
Concatenated coding system 
Period Obligations 
02/22/7844/22/79 FY78: $21,658 TOTAL: S21,658 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflieer CASE category 
Helgert, H. J. GSFC/Rende, J. V. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Laios, S. C. 
NGR 09-010474 George Washington University 1792 
Programs of research in flight sciences 
Period Obligations 
04/01/71-05/31/79 FY78: $177,484 TOTAL: 31,187,084 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CaIegory 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Bobbitt, P. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Mulac, R. W. 
NGR W10-078 George Washington University 1793 
Research programs in structures and dynamics 
Period Obllgalions 
01/06/72-11/30/78 FY78: $204,623 TOTAL: $1,131,423 
Prin, lnucs). NASA Tech. Offler CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Anderson, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/McComb, H. G., Jr. 
NASW 2890 George Washington University 1787 NGR 09-010-085 George Washington University Operation of a scientific communication system for planetary 1794 Aircraft noise reduction research quarantine Period OMigations 
Period Obligations 
01/01/76-01/U/77 FY78: TOTAL: $58,633 02/21/73-12/31/78 FY78: S66,156 TOTAL: 5570,906 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Prin. I n w l .  NASA Tech. O f e r  CASE Category Liebowitz, H. LARC/Margolis, K. 41-Aero Engr Unavailable HQSB/Young, R. S. 75-Political Sci LARC/Morgan, H. G. 
NASW 3029 George Washington University 1788 
Operation of a scientific communication system for planetary 
quarantine 
Period Obligations 
01 / 16/77-01/25/78 FY78: TOTAL: $60,000 
Prin. fnvcsr. NASA Tech. QJjIcer CASE Categary 
Head, M. C. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 75-Political Sci 
NASW 3165 George Washington University 1789 
Sckntific communication in planetary biology and bioscience 
Period Obligatim 
04/17/78-05/15/79 FY78: $48,077 TOTAL: $48,077 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. o/pnr CASE Catqory 
Waters, E. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
NGL -10-053 George Washington University 1790 
Research in space-related areas in engineering and applied 
scicnoe 
Perid wiklw 
12/18/6&08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $1.150,000 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Categary 
Liebowitz, H. LARCIDuberg, J. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Erickson, W. D. 
NGR 09410064 George Wlsbiqton University 1791 
Research in acoustics at the NASA Langky Research Center 
Pertad w- 
01/29/7001/31/79 FY78: $77,778 TOTAL: S1,405,455 
P h .  lnnwst. NASA Tech. ~ c e r  CASE Cdqory 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Margolis, K. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 0941M)% Gwrge Washington University 1795 
Research program in microwave remote sensing 
Petid OMigations 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $30,483 TOTAL: $166.055 
Pfin. Invest. NASA Teh. Ofpcrr CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-EIec Engr 
NSG 1026 George Washington University 17% 
A graduate research program in environmental modeling 
Perial O b l i g a t h  
03/21/74-10/31/78 FY78: $98,990 TOTAL: $547,790 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Callis, L. B., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Tolson, R. H. 
NSG 1110 George Wasbiion University 1797 
Antenna and wave propagation applied to avionics systems 
Period -1- 
10/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: $38,23 1 TOTAL: $148,73 1 
P&. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cdegory 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Bailey, M. C. 45-Ekc Engr 
LARC/Croswell, W. F. 
NSG 1155 George Wasbilsgton University 119TI 
Studies related to materials flight sciences 
Perlal Odligationr 
03/03/7505/ 14/79 FY78: $150,388 TOTAL: $492,124 
Pdu. Invest. NASA Tech. o / m r  CASE Chugary 
Liebowitz, H. LARCISwann, R. T. 47-MatZrials Engr 
Esterling, D. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT O F  COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NSG 1161 George Washington University 1799 
Research in flight dynamics 
Period Obligations 
06/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $54.239 TOTAL: $124,985 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Suit, W. T. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClQueijo, M. J. 
NSG 1216 George Washington University Is00 
Research in atmospheric science 
Pericd OMigations 
09/01/75-06/15/79 FY78: $36,000 TOTAL: $151,585 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Callis, L. B., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1251 George Washington University 1801 
Severe storms research 
Period OMigations 
10/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $138,512 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Costen, R. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kaplan, M. L. LARC/Young, G. R. 
NSC 1289 George Washington University 1802 
Research program in improved fracture toughness determination 
for aircraft structural materials 
Period Obligatiom 
03/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: $60,988 TOTAL: $144,978 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/Jicer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Roderick, G. L. 
Jones. D. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Davidson, J. R. 
NSG 1438 George Washington University 1805 
Research in aeroelasticity in the Joint Institute for Advancement 
of Flight Sciences at the NASA-Langley Research Center 
Period Obligations 
08/01 177-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $21,958 
Prin. I n W .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARCIReed, W. H., 111 41-Aero Engr 
Runyan, H. L. 
NSG 1449 George Washington University 1806 
Analysis of three-dimensional stresses near fastener holes in 
laminated composites 
Period OMigations 
09/01/77-11/13/79 FY78: $38,828 TOTAL: $73,672 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o/fieer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H.  LARC/Crews, J. H., Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Everett, R. A., Jr. 
NSG 1472 George Washington University 1807 
Verifiers for commercial aircraft applications 
Period ObIigalions 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: S25.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Maurer, W. D. LARC/Straeter, T. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Foudriat, E. C. 
NSG 1474 George Washington University 1808 
Acoustic analysis of the propfan 
Period OMigations 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $29,447 TOTAL: $29,447 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Greene, G. -C. 13-Physics 
Fasassat, F. 
NSG 1338 George Washington University 1803 
Assessment of reliability and cost benefit models for fault tolerant 
airborne computing systems NSG 1% George Washington University 1809 
Period Obligatiom Core graphics system for raster graphics displays 
10/01/76-07/31/78 FY78: $32,623 TOTAL: $108,530 period Obligations 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Chtylory 03/15/78-12/31/78 FY78: $17,730 TOTAL $17,730 
Gross, D. LARCIMigneault, G .  E. 41-Aero Engr Prfn. InvesI. NASA Tech. OJier CASE Category 
Foley, J. D. LARCICraidon, J. B. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 1415 George Washington University 1804 
Statistical characterizations of the fatigue behavior of composite 
lamina 
Period Oarigalions 
05/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $20.1 17 TOTAL: $60,517 
Ptin. Inves). NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Category 
Yang, J. N. LARC/Roderick, G. L. 
Jones, D. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Whitcornb, J. D. 
NSG 1555 George Washington University 1810 
Studies of radiative transfer in the earth's atmosphere with 
emphasis on the inference of the radiation budget 
Period - Obligatim 
08/01/78-07/31/79 FY78: $23,063 TOTAL: $23,063 
Prin. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. o/fiwr CASE Calcgory 
Liebowitz, H. LARC/Smith, G. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
Barkstrom, B. R. LARC/Suttles, J. T. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NSG 1556 George Washington University 181 1 
Graphite fiber risk assessment 
1 PeriDd Obligations 
08/04/78-08/03/79 FY78: $99,059 TOTAL: $99,059 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Gross, D. LARC/Credeur, K. R. 21-Mathematics 
Singpurwalla, N. D. LARC/Huston, R. J. 
Soland, R. M. 
NSG 1418 Georgetown University 1818 
Research in environmental effects on advanced composites in 
the Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences at the 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Period 06ligations 
08/01/77-0713 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,080 
Prin. Inws~. NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Category 
Liebowitz, H. LARCITenney, D. R. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Tompkins, S. S. 
NSG 3130 George Washington University NAS 5-23799 Videoconferencing for Congress: An experimental application Howard University 1819 Quality assurance system in clinical practice settings 
of the communications technology satellite Period Owigations 
Period Obligations 
11/01/76-11/01/78 FY78: $84,903 TOTAL: $146,048 12/07/76-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $35,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregov 
LERC/Jackson, H. D. 99-Multi-Discip Chang, P. GSFC/Alterescu,. S. 52-Clinical Med Wood, F. B. GSFClFriedman, D. S. Coates, V. T. 
NAS 5-24242 Howard University 1820 
NSC 5109 George Washington University 1813 Study of aerodynamics for sounding rockets 
Decoding and performance of error correcting codes period Obligations 
Period Obligations 07/01 /77-09/01/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $77,877 
, 07/i6/76-08/31/79 FY78: $24,155 TOTAL: $72,454 Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category Fan, D. N. GSFC/Barrowman, J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
Helgert, H. J. GSFC/Morakis, J. C. 49-Engr, NEC GSFC/Mayo, E. E. 
NSG 5288 George Washington University 1814 NAS 5.24251 Howard University 1821 
Companson of passlve and active microwave remote sensing Study of flexible body interaction 
Penod Obligalions Period ObJigat~ons 
08/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $20.000 TOTAL: $20,000 08/08/77-04/08/79 FY78: TOTAL: $19,980 
Prin Invest NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Pnn lnves~ NASA Tech. O f i r  CASE Category 
Lang, R. H. GSFCfLeVine, D. M. 45-Elec Engr Choudhury, A. K. GSFC/Hui, P. S. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 7145 1815 NAS 5-24422 Howard University George Washington University 1822 Recorder tape guidance and drive mechanism analysis Analysis of the space shuttle decision Period Obligations 
Period Obligations 
061 1 1/75-0813 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $33,037 01/16/78-12/31/78 FY78: $24.662 TOTAL: $24,662 Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech Officer CASE Category 
HQ-AD/Wright, M. D. 75-Political Sci Bords, G. GSFC/Hayes, J. M. 46Mech Engr Logsdon, J. M. GSFC/Paroby, W. 
NASW 3152 Georgetown University 
Potential impacts of space utilization 
1816 NAS 5-25185 Howard University 1823 
Study of tektites and other space related glasses 
Period Obligations Period OMigations 
04/01/78-03/31/19 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15.000 08117178-10/17/79 FY78: $50.000 TOTAL: $50,000 
, # , , 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE category Prin. Invest. NASA T&. Officer CASE Category 
Cheston, P. S. HQ-MT/Puttkamer, J. 99-Multi-Discip Thorpe, A. M. GSFC/Alterescu, S. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Okeefe, J. A. 
NCA 2-258701 Georgetown University 1817 
Neurotransmitter involvement in the central control of the stress NCA 5-21 Howard University 1824 
response Prefreshman and cooperative education program 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,976 06/01 /77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $5.000 
Pnin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Care#ory Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Kellar, K. J. ARC/Keil, L. C. 53-Other Medical Cox, E. L. GSFC/Mundy, 3. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NGL 09.011-017 Howard University 1825 
Study of neurohumoral control systems operations in adjustment 
of ventricular performance 
Period 061igarions 
04/25/68-01/ 14/81 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $942,398 
. Prin. Invest. NASA Ted.  Oficer CASE Category 
Cothran, L. N. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
NGL 09-011-046 Howard University 1826 
Investigation of radiation detectors for environmental trace 
elements 
Period Obligations 
04/25/72-03/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $33,13 1 
Prin. Invcsc. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Ca#egory 
Ferguson, G. A. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 09-01 1-057 Howard University 1827 
Electron spectroscopy 
Per# Obli@tions 
0410 1/7404/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $32,240 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Tsang, T. GSFC/Yin, L. I. 13-Physics 
NGT 09-011-058 Howard University 1828 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period ONigations 
06/01/74-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $63,000 
Prin. Inwt.  NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Category 
Cox, E. L. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G. 
NGT 09-011660 Howard University 1829 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
Period Obligations 
01/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $139,450 TOTAL: $139,450 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Fan, D. N. HQ-LU/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1320 Howard University 1830 
Graduate Research program in advanced aerospace structures 
Period ONtgationr 
06/29/7612/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $63,200 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Ccrfegary 
Jones, I. W. LARC/Horner, G. C. 42-Astro Engr 
LARC/Card, M. F. 
NSG 1414 Howard University 1831 
The dynamics and control of large flexible space structures 
Period W f P k  
051 16/77-05/15/79 FY78: $50,458 TOTAL: $85,432 
P h .  Inusl. NASA Tech. Qficer CASE Categary 
Bainum, P. M .  LARCJPinson, L. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Montgomery, R. C. 
NSG 5071 Howard University 1832 
Laser induced photoluminiscence studies of primary photochemical 3 production processes of cometary radicals 
Peliod OM igaionr 
08/01/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $144.978 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. o//rrrr CASE Category 
Jackson, W .  M. GSFClStief, L. J. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 5081 Howard University 1833 
Infant weighing scheme 
Period Obligations 
10/13/75-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $26,544 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. Gfficer CASE Category 
Deloatch, E. M. GSFC/Alterescu, S. 53-Other Medical 
NSG 5104 Howard University 1834 
Determination of bacteria concentration by luminescence assay 
Period Obliga~iions 
03/15/76-11/15/76 FY78: TOTAL: 313.002 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Gffinr CASE Category 
Okrend, H. H. GSFC/Picciolo, G. L. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 5127 Howard University 1835 
Recognition and treatment of coronary heart attacks 
Period Obligations 
10/01/76-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $28,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ccrtcgory 
Fischmann, E. J. GSFClFriedman, D. S. 52-Clinical Med 
GSFC/Chen, W. 1 
NSG 5158 Howard University 1836 
Research of microwave semiconductor deviizs 
Period Obligations 
02/01/7741 131179 FY78: $149,550 TOTAL: $299,800 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. q f f n r  CASE Category 
Deloatch, E. M. GSFCILyons, J. C. 13-Physics 
Bhar, T. N. GSFClDargo, D. R. 
Chawdhary, R. 
NSG 5186 Howard University 1837 
Research in space sciences 
Pcriad Obligations 
07/01 /77-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $150,000 
P h .  InDrst. NASA Tech. o//rwr CASE Category 
Thorpe, A. N. GSFC/O'Keefe, J. A. 13-Physics 
Chung, D. 
Tsang, T. 
NSG 5268 Howard University 1838 
Characterization of low intensity X-ray imaging devices 
Prrkd ONigations 
041 15/78-04/14/79 FY78: $23,679 TOTAL:-$23,679 
P h .  Inwst. NASA T d .  Q@wr CASE Cargory 
Ferguson. G. A. GSFC/Yin, L. I. 53-Other Medical 
GSFC/Trombka, J. I. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
' NSG 5295 Howard University 1839 
Test for diurnal rainfall variation using Nimbus 5 data 
Period Obiigatiorw 
08/01/78-07/31/79 FY78: $45,826 TOTAL: $45,826 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Ted. qficer CASE Cotegory 
Gill, T. L. GSFC/Laughlin, C. R. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 7378 Howard University 1840 
Photodissociative excitation detection of parent molecules in 
comets 
&rid OM&alions 
101 15177-10/14/78 FY78: $47,018 TOTAL: $47,018 
P& Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Culegory 
Jackson, W. M. HQ-SL/Donn, B. D. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 9010 Howard Univecsity 1841 
Theoretical evaluation of linear Kalman filtering techniques for 
advanced mission state determination 
Period Obligations 
07/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 530,960 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
. Choudhury, A. K. JSC/Savely, R. T. 45-Elec Engr 
NGR 09-053003 Univ of District of Columbia-Haward GP 1842 
Investigation of problems associated with solid encapsulation of 
high voltage electronic assemblies 
Period OMi~aIions 
041 15/7404/ 14/79 FY78: $16,036 TOTAL: $1 1 1,474 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Carqory 
Walker, E. L. GSFC/Westrom, J. L, 39-Env Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Pasciutti, E. R. 
NGR OP05M)01 Univ of District of Columbii-Mt Vernon 1843 
Study of detectors for extremely relativistic particles 
Period Obligations 
10/07/69-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S212,149 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE CIlegory 
Whiteside, H. GSFC/Ormes, J. F. 13-Physics 
Rogers, E. H., Jr. 
NGR 09-050419 Uaiv of W i c t  of ColumbiiMt Vernon 1844 
Determination of heavy metals in sediments and benthic species 
in relation to nuclear power plant operation 
Perlod ~ W W  
021 18/7404/30/79 FY78: $52,524 TOTAL: S132,283 
P*. bvcst. NASA Trch. officer CASE Category 
Wyche, G. GSFCfNava, D. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 5122 Univ of Distrid of Col~mbia-Mt Vernon 1845 
Research in orbit determination by method of least squares and 
Kalman filter 
P e w  Obl&UlmJ 
08/01/764/31/79 FY78: S12,559 TOTAL: S25,529 
Prin. Ineat. NASA Tech. Oyicrr CASE C ~ # O W  
Bakshi, J. S. GSFCJLefferts, E. J. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 5192 Uaiv of Distriet of Columbia-Mt Vernon 1846 
Excitation cross section measurements of atmospheric interest 
Period OMlgations 
08/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: $67,851 TOTAL: $107,294 
Prin. Inrest. NASA Tech. ojpcer CASE Catepry 
Morgan, H. D. GSFC/Mentall, J. E. 13-Physics 
NCA 5.77 Univ of D i  of Col.mbia-Van N e s  1847 
Study the evolution of solar active regions 
Perkd Oldigcuicnr 
061 16/77-08/16/77 FY78: TOTAL: S4,oOO 
Ph. Jnwsl. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE category 
Kasten, R. GSFCfHobbs, R. W. 11-Astronomy 
NCA W Univ of District of CO~UQI~~M-Van Ness . 1848 
Study of the evolution of solar active regions 
Pen'ad Obligations 
07/01 178-08/30/78 FY78: $4,000 TOTAL: $4,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Ted. o/ficer CASE Clrtegory 
Kasten, R. GSFCfHobbs, R. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5290 Univ of D i r t  of Columbia-Van Ness 1849 
Measurement of bi-directional reflected spectra and correlation 
to agronomic parameters 
Period Oldigations 
08/01/78-07/31/79 FY78: $263144 TOTAL: $26,444 
Prin. bvcst. NASA Ted. qficer CASE Catego? 
Watlington, R. A. GSFC/Chappelle, E. W. 
lPPhys Sci, NEC 
FLORIDA 
NGR 10822001 Bethune - Cookman College 1850 
A study of lagoonal and estuarine processes through the beneficial 
disposal of solid waste 
Period OMIgatfonr 
07/26/72-04/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $128,138 
Pnh. k ~ s l .  NASA Tech. w/Pn~ CASE @@OD 
Poonai, P. KSCiWithrow, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-25165 Florida A&M University 1851 
Medical application for computer technology 
P e w  wfgations 
08/15/78-07/31/79 FY78: S48.317 TOTAL: S48.317 
Prin. Inwal. NASA Tech. m r  CASE &m~?~ry 
Fresh, F. A. GSFC/Altenscu, S. 5lOther Medical 
KSCfBuchanan, P. 
NCA 2230701 Floridr A&M University 1852 
Use of campus facilities and servias by NASA to support research 
in dronophannacology 
Perlod . -fo= 
08/01 /77-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAk S25,OOO 
Prim Inrst. NASA Tech. Oyiar CASE Wary 
Walker, .C. A. ARCJWinget, C. M. 61-Biol Aspects 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
NSG 901 Florida A&M University 1853 
Electron-impact excitation of molecular nitrogen 
Period Obligations 
091 12/7449/30/78 FY78: $39,288 TOTAL: $1 18,416 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Jones, H. J. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics 
JPLlTrajmar, S. 
NSG 2029 Florida A &M University 1854 
Study of influence of amines on diurnal toxicity of stimulants & 
depressants 
P e a  Obligations 
07/01/7409/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $168,058 
Piin. Invest. NASA Tech. 0-r CASE category 
Walker, C. A. ARC/Winget, C. M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 2183 Florida A&M University 1855 
Regulation of the adrenal cortex function during stress 
Pefiod Obligati~ns 
09/01/76-09/30/79 FY78: $9,500 TOTAL: $69,289 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Category 
Soliman, K. F. ARCIWinget, C. M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 2311 Florida A&M University 1856 
A model system for studies on liver metabolism in space 
Period Obligafions 
04/01 /78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $29,920 TOTAL: $29,920 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Tolbert, M. E. ARC/Klein, H. P. 5 I-Biology 
NAS 5-24437 Florida Atlantic University 1857 
Extension of instrument telemetry packet flow control sequencing 
and error control technique study 
Period O ~ t i o n s  
0 1/30/78-06/0 1/78 FY78: Si4,200 TOTAL: $4,200 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Hadlock, F. 0. GSFC/Greene, E. P. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Poland, W. B., Jr. 
NAS 9-15516 Florida Institute of Technology 1858 
Photosynthetic carbon reduction of marine grasses exposed to 
ultraviolet-b irradiation 
Period Obltgationr 
021 17/78-Q3/01/79 FY78: $18,000 TOTAL: $18,000 
Prin. bvrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Wells, G. N. JSCINachtwey, D. S. 33-Oceanography 
NASIO-9166 Florida Institute of Technology 1860 
Toxic chemical waste disposal T 3 
Period OMigrrt~om ? 
051 16177-09/01/78 FY78: $1,498 TOTAL: $56,048 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Bowman, T.  A. KSC/Howard, F. 12-Chemistry 
Thomas, J. J. 
NASIO-9461 Florida Institute of Technology 1861 
Acetylacetone, mmh reaction byproducts, and portable scrubbing 
aspirator study 
Period Obligations 
081 14/78-08/13/79 FY78: $19,858 TOTAL: $19,858 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j / e r  CASE category 
Thomas, J. J. KSC/Howard, F. S. 43-Chem Engr 
NAS 1-9693 Florida State University 1862 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of meteorology 
Period Obligations 
03/23/70-09/30/78 FY 78: $26,029 TOTAL: $462,139 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qjieeer CASE Calegory 
Hess, S. K. LARC/WiTiIliams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 1-14930 Florida State University 1863 
Science support for the stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment 
Period OMigat~onr 
06/22/77-09/30/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcclr o/ficcr CASE Cotegory 
Craig, R. A. LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31-Atrnos Sci 
LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
NGR 10-004041 Florida State University 1864 
Microbial activity in non-aqueous systems 
Perid Obligations 
071 17172-09/14/76 FY78: TOTAL: $188,465 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Larock, P. A. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NGR 10-004056 Florida State University 1865 
Infrared absorption from 0.8 to 1.5 microns of Nh3, Ch4 and 
C02 
Period Obltgt7tim 
03125169-0113 1/79 FY78: $ 18,25 1 TOTAL: $263,963 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Hunt, R. H. HQSLlBrunk, W. E. I I-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NAS10-8399 Florida Institute of Technology 1859 NSG 1329 Florida State University 1866 
Hypergolic propellants liquid and vapor disposal study The role of large scale disturbances in flow surface noise 
PCM obl&atio~ generation 
08/08/73-05/ 1 / 7 7  FY78: TOTAL: $339,882 period obfigations 
Prin. i n w .  NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Catqory 07/15/76-03/31/79 FY78: $27,294 TOTAL: S52f594 
Bowman, T. E. KSCIFranks, H. H. 43-Chem Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. ojficer CASE Category 
Newman, R. W. KSC/Dobson, J. L. Tam, C. K. LARC/Hardin, J. C. 13-Physics 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
NSG 7337 Florida State University 1867 
Rock-inhabiting microorganisms from hot and cold deserts: 
Adaptations to extreme environments 
Period Obligat~ons 
031 15177-03/14/79 FY78: $69,965 TOTAL: $124,965 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Friedmann, E. I .  HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
Friedmann, R. 0. 
NAS 8-32835 Florida Technological University 1868 
Boundary integral fracture mechanics code 
Period' Obligations 
02/27/78-12/31/78 FY78: $9,515 TOTAL: $9,515 
Prin. Znwsf. NASA Tcck. OO/ficer CASE Cafegory 
Carroll, W. E. MSFCIBianca, C. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFCfFrederick, P. W. 
NASW 3060 State University System of Florida 1874 
Operation of a state technology application center 
Perid Obligations 
01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: $131,000 TOTAL: $225,980 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Unavailable HQ-ET/Dolby, W. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 2-9976 University of Florida 1875 
Experiment implementation of a lightning and radio emission 
detector 
Period Obligations 
0513 1178-03/3 1/82 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. invcsr. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Category 
Lanzerotti, L. J. ARC/Wilhelmi, A. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Uman, M. A. ARCJTischler, E. T. 
Krider, E. P. 
NAS 8-33071 Florida Technological University 1869 NAS 5-22908 University of Florida 1876 
Study of cloud cover modeling Nimbus-G experiment team for solar back-scattered ultraviolet 
period Obligations and total ozone mapping system 
05/30/78-05/29/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 Period Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 121 19175-10/01/80 FY78: $129,984 TOTAL: $207,984 
Somerville, P. N. MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 31-Atmos Sci plin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE category 
MSFC/Brown, S. C. Green, A. E. GSFC/Heath, D. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
GSFCJNelsen, E. D. 
NAS10-8986 Florida Technological University 1870 
Base-line studies for environmentally monitoring for effects of 
space transportation systems 
Period OMigations 
05/28/76-08/14/79 FY78: $268,000 TOTAL: $787,578 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
I r 
Vickers, D. H. KSC/Buchanan, P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Stout, 1. J. KSC/Williams, P. H. 
Madsen, B. C. 
NAS 8-20247 University of Florida 1877 
Study of age deterioration of gasket materials installed in simulated 
launch vehicle hardware 
Period Oblgarionr 
06/28/65-05/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $43,055 
Prin. hvrsr. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Co~egory 
Patterson, E. P. MSFC/Schell, J. T. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Wood, T. E. 
NASl0-9455 Florida Technological University 1871 NAS 9-15114 University of Florida 1878 
Fiber optics pulse dispersion study Influence of clouds on UV-B penetration of the earth's surface 
Period OMigotiom Period Obliptions 
07/24/78-07/23/79 FY78: $19,977 TOTAL: $19,977 09/01/76-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Riad, S. M. KSC/Springer, D. A. 49-Engr, NEC Green, A. E. JSCJNachtwey, D. S. 5 1-Biology 
Riad, A. KSCJPadgett, M. E. 
Dimitriadis, B. 
NAS 9-15529 University of Florida 1879 
Quantitative determination of un-induced deoxyribonucleic acid 
NSG 4016 Florida Technological University 1872 damage and repair in higher plants 
Modified maximum likelihood estimation techniques applied to period Obligations 
pilot modeling 031 15/78-0313 1/79 FY78: W,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Period OMigalians Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. C?ffIcer CASE CaIegary 
031 10/7&07/ 10178 FY78: $7,066 TOTAL: $7,066 Howland, G. P. JWNachtwey, D. S. 5 1-Biology 
Prim. Inwst. NASA Tech. Offiecr CASE Catqory 
Rapson, R. C. DFRCJBerry, D. T. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS10-8920 University of Florida 1880 
Models to predict earth-air interface temperature regimes during 
NSG 5110 Florida Technolopieal University 1873 freeze conditions 
Analysis of radio observations of cometary nebulae Period Obligations 
Period ObIigations 12/02/75-02/ 14/79 FY78: $59993 TOTAL: $202,991 
05/01 /76-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S6,8 14 prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cefqory 
Prin. IIIVCSI. NASA TCC~. o f /h  CASE category Sutherland, R. KSCIPope, C. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Katzin, J. C. GSFCIHobbs, R. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
NAS10.9168 University of Florida 1881 
Satellite freeze forecast system 
Period Obl&al'ofions 
051 10177-1 1/ 16/79 FY78: $101,496 TOTAL: S199.230 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. O / / i ~ r  CASE Catqory 
. Bartholic, J. F. KSC/Pope, C. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS10.9348 University of FbridP 1882 
Florida water resources management system using remote sensing 
and automatic data proassing 
Perlod ObligalionJ 
03/03/78-03/02/79 FY78: S99,013 TOTAL: $99,013 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. of/&er CASE Cotegory 
Bartholic, J. F. KSC/Davis, T. C., Jr. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS10.9378 University of Florida 1883 
Study of processing analysis of lidar and data for accessing 
launchllanding hazard due to thunderstorms 
Perlod ~ i d u f o n s  
041 17/78-04/ 16/79 FY78: S24,000 TOTAL: $24,000 
Pdn. Innat. NASA Ted. o / / i ~ r  CASE Chtaory 
Childers, D. G. KSClJafferis, W. 45-Elec Engr 
Uman, M. A. 
NAS10-9471 University of Florida 1884 
Color infrared applications to citriculture 
Pcrlod Obl4p,ionJ 
09/07/7843/07/79 FY78: $5,500 TOTAL: $5,500 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. of/ker CASE Ciuegory 
Blasquez, C. H. KSC/Horne, F. W., Jr. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
KSCIBarnett, U. R. 
NGL 10-005.008 University of Florida 1885 
Theoretical atmospheric physics 
Pnbd Obli#alionr 
~/@v64-04/ 30/80 FY78: $54,000 TOTAL: $666,460 
Pdn. Inw~t. NASA T d .  W/lar CASE Clwgory 
Green, A. S. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLlBrunk, W. E. 
NGL lO.a050Q)9 University of Florida 1884 
Experimental investigation of a uranium plasma 
rcw mbrc- 
01/30/6812/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $778,795 
P M .  b w l .  NASA Td. W r  CASE Clegory 
Sehntider, R. T. HQRR/Thom. K. lPPhysics 
NGL 10-01K127 University of F M h  1887 
Experimental investigation of round turbuknt jet exhausting into 
a subsonic cross flow 
rcrbd - 
12/03/69-10/31/78 FY78: $4,151 TOTAL: S209.333 
P& I n w l .  NASA Td. mcrr CASE U@ry 
Fearn, R. L. LARC/Margawn, R. J. 41-Acro Engr 
NGR 10.005.057 University of Florida 1888 
Studies of electroencephalographic patterns 
Period Obligation8 
05/23/68-09/01/78 FY78: $10.150 TOTAL: $564,620 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Cafegory 
Webb, W. B. ARC/Patton, R. M. 69-Psych, NEC 
NGR 10-005-169 University of Florida 1889 
Lightning studies 
Period Obli#ationr 
01 / 15173-04/13/79 FY78: $14,000 TOTAL: $69,197 
Prin. Invest NASA T d .  qfrcer CASE Cotegory 
Uman, M. A. KSC/Jafferis, W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 10-005-182 University of Florida 1890 
Fundamental studies on electrolyte matrix proassing 
Period Obl&otions 
06/26/7396/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $102,667 
P*. Inves. NASA Tech. @ f i r  CASE Cotegory 
Walker, R. D., Jr. LERC/Sheibley, D. W. 43-Chem Engr 
NSG 1425 University of Florida 1891 
Study of the electronic properties in the electron and proton 
irradiated GaAlAs solar cell material 
Perimi WI~tr,lionr 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: S45,000 TOTAL: $80,400 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. oj/lccr CASE Catego~ 
Li, S. S. LARCIWalker, G. H. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Conway, E. J. 
NSG 1997 University of Florida 1892 
Perturbations in tropospheric OH due to anthropogenic emissions 
of Co and NoX 
Period Obligations 
01/23/78-0l/22/79 FY78: $35.000 TOTAL: S35.000 
Pdn. B m t .  NASA Tech. W n r  CASE Category 
Chameides, W. L. LARClReichk, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1542 University of Florid. 1893 
Spanwise drag distribution for swept wings 
- 
period m i g a n s  
07/01/78-08/31/78 FY78: $5,158 TOTAL: $5,158 
Prin. Inw~t. NASA T d .  o//krr CASE Categw 
Fcarn, R. L. LARC/Morgan, H. L., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Margason, R. J. 
NSG 2120 Univedty of Florida 1894 
Investigation on the flow about general fuselage shapes at high 
angles of attack 
refid mbu- 
09/15/75-10/30/79 FY78: $32,611 TOTAL: $133,417 
Pdn. InWJf. NASA T d .  Qffh-er C A ~  caI.10~ 
Clarkson, M. H. ARC/Malcolm, G. N. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Chapman, G. T. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
' NSG 2288 University of Florida 1895 
A jet in a crossflow 
Period OMptionr 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
PAn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Catqory 
Feam, R. L. ARC/Koenig, D. G. 41-Aero Engr 
ARClFalarski, M. D. 
NSG 3038 University of Florida 1896 
6licon PN junction solar cells 
Period Obliga#ws 
06/24/74 lo/ 14/79 FY78: S45,000 TOTAL: $266,983 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//&er CASE Category 
Lindholm, F. A. LERC/Godlewski, M. P. 45-Elec Engr 
Neugroschel, A. LERCIBrandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
NSG 3120 University of Florida 1897 
Synthesis of thermally stabk polymers from triazolinedione 
intermediates 
Period Obligations 
09/01/7611/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $43,199 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech., Officer CASE Category 
Butler, G. B. LERC/Alston, W. B. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 5116 University of Florida 1898 
Investigation of the doubling of the MgII 2759 resonance line 
Period Obligatim 
06/01/76-05/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3,565 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tlok. W N ~  CASE Category 
i Chen, K. W. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7143 University of Florida 1899 
Analysis of Jupiter data from radio astronomy experiment 
spacecraft 
Perial Obligatilw 
06/01 /75-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $46,079 
Plin. Invest. NASA Ted.  W i r  CASE Category 
Carr, T. D. HQSC/Roman, N. G. I I-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSC 7236 University of Florida 1900 
Use of remote sensing in solving Florida's geological and coastal 
engineering probkms 
Period ObligstiGtu 
07/01/76-06/30/81 FY78: TOTAL: SM0,oOO 
Plin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O y r ~ r  CASE Category 
Ruth, B. E. HQET/Vitak, 3. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 7299 University of Elorid. 1901 
Basic research rekvant to a CW-nuckar pumped laser 
Prrbd w- 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: S98.833 TOTAL: S187,833 
Prfn. fnwr.  NASA TmC. O / ~ I  CASE CZk@ny 
Schncider, R. T. HQRR/Thom. K. 13-Physics 
uRC/Hohl ,  F. 
NAS 5-22%3 University of Miami 1902 
Nimbus G coastal zone color scanner sensor experiment 
Period Obl~otionr 
02/02/76-02/02/79 FY78: $39,996 TOTAL: $81,996 
Plin. Inwar. NASA Tech. officer CASE G t q o r y  
Gordon, H. R. GSFC/Nelsen, E. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 8-32898 University of Mimi 1903 
Numerical study of baroclinic instability 
Period 061igetiionr 
06/02/78-01/01/79 FY78: $15,983 TOTAL: $15,983 
Prin Invat. NASA Tech. o f p e r  CASE C3r@pv 
Geiiler, J. E. MSFC/Fowlis, W. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 
NAS 9-15473 University of Mimi 1W 
Study of sodium homeostasis and rcnin-afdosterone during water 
immersion 
Period Obligations 
11/21/77-10/31/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Ted .  officer CASE Category 
Epstein, M .  JSC/l.each, C. S. 51-Biology 
NAS10-8926 University of Miami 1905 
Remote sensing for detection and prediction of thermal pol- 
lution 
Period Obligationr 
0 1 /06/7607/04/78 FY78: TOTAL: $184,993 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o / / i ~ r  CASE Category 
Lee, S. S. KSC/Bland, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Sengupta, S. 
NASlWXW University of Miami 1906 
Development and application of a laser system as a remote sensor 
to measure subsurface temperature and turbidity 
P e d  OblIgaLIm 
03/22/7609/22/77 FY78: TOTAL: $46,730 
Plin. bws t .  NASA Tech. of/icer CASE Ca~egory 
Hirschberg, J. G. KSC/Bland, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Wouters, A. W. 
NAS10-9005 University of M i i  1907 
Application of rigid lid three-dimensional math model to Lake 
Belews, North Carolina 
Period OUiguiaaJ 
07/02/7611 / 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $54,958 
Plin. Innst. NASA Tech. Qffiar CASE C&go~ 
Lee, S. S. KSC/Bland, R. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Sengupta, S. 
NAS10-9410 Umiversity of M i d  1908 
Thnx dimensional thermal pollution mathematical model 
Period o#lrubu 
06/06/7&06/05/79 FY78: $94,951 TOTAL: S94,951 
Ph. Inwst. NASA Ted .  m r  CASE c.raorY 
La, S. S. KSC/Bland, R. A. &M&h Engr 
Scngupta, S. KSC/Bamctt, U. R. 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCA 2-438801 University of Miami 1909 
Influence of weightlessness on biochemical aging of flight muscle 
in drosophila melanogaster 
Period Obligations 
03/01 178-02/28/79 FY78: $13,500 TOTAL: $13,500 
P h .  hwst. NASA Tech. Offier CASE Category 
Rockstein, M. ARCJMiquel, J. 5 1-Biology 
NGR 1o.oO7-00S University of Miami 1910 
Research in the Institute of Molecular Evolution in the School 
of Environmental and Planetary Sciences 
Period Obligations 
06/09/64-[)9/30/78 FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: $2,457,040 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Fox, S. W. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 10-007-118 University of Miami 191 1 
Comparison of stress corrosion cracking behavior of high strength 
alloys in natural sea water and synthetic sea salt solutions 
Period Obligorions 
11/26/73-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $103,550 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OIficer CASE Category 
Craig, H. L., Jr. LERC/Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
LERClBrown, W. F., Jr. 
NSG 1283 University of Miami 1912 
Effects of environmental variables on the crack initiation stages 
of the corrosion fatigue of high strength aluminum alloys 
Period O ~ a t i o n s  
0310 1 /7603/3 1/79 FY78: 531,779 TOTAL: $91,179 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Craig, H. L., Jr. LARC/Lisagor, W. B. 47-Materials Engr 
Poteat, L. E. LARCIRansone, P. 0. 
NSG 1436 University of Miami 1913 
Development of Boolean calculus and its application 
Period OMigatiom 
081 15/77-08/14/79 FY78:$21,000 TOTAL:$37,098 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Tapia, M. A. LARCITucker, J. H. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 7245 University of Miami 1914 
Excess helium in meteorites 
Period OMipIions 
06/01/76-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S22,080 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. O j m r  CASE Colegory 
Fisher, D. E. HQ-SLjFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7309 University of Miami 1915 
Cosmogenic production rates in chondritic meteorites 
Period OMiptiionr 
02/01/77-U7/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,190 
P h .  I n w .  NASA Tech. OIfiwr CASE Category 
Fisher, D. E. HQ-SLJFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
$'j 
NAS 8-31172 University of South Florida 1916 
Investigation of electrical properties of conductive adhesives and 
film resistors 
Pericd Obliganom 
02/07/75-07/26/77 FY78: TOTAL: $39,837 
Prin. lnrcsl. NASA Ted. officer CASE G~tegory 
Sergent, J. MSFC/Caruso, S. V. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFClDehaye, R. F. 
NSG 1159 University of South Florida 1917 
Non-Gaussian classification procedures of pattern recognition 
Period OMigationr 
06/01 /75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $28,631 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Tsokos, C. P. LARC/Park, S. K. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 1420 University of South Florida 1918 
A numerical study of resonance effects on tidal evolution of 
satellite orbits 
Period OMigaiom 
061 15/77-09/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 1,299 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Smith, H. C. LARC/Tolson, R. H. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 1487 University of South Florida 1919 
Multispectral sensors and the discrimination of sources 
Period Obligations 
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $22,000 TOTAL: %22,000 
Prin. Invcsc. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Tsokos, C. P. LARC/Park, S. K. 21-Mathematics 
Turner, J. C. 
NSG 3096 University of South Florida 1920 
Computerized power supply analysis: State equation generation 
and terminal models 
Period Obligations 
02/02/7604/02/78 FY78: TOTAL: $49,342 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. W w r  CASE Category 
Garrett, S. J. LERClTriner, J. E. $5-Elec Engr 
Bowers, J. C. LERC/Kolecki, J .  C. 
NSG 7242 University of South Florida 1921 
Analysis of satellite observations of beta Lyrae and other 
objects 
Period Obligations 
06/15/76.06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,640 
Pnn. Inmst. NASA Ted. oj/icer CASE Category 
Wilkins, R. D. LARC/Hall. J. B., Jr. 11-Astronomy 
Zimmer, R. P. LARC/Sullivan, E. M. 
NAS 9-15417 University of West Florida 1922 
Advanced dosimetry concepts 
Period Obligali0nS 
10/01/77-04/01/79 FY78: 520,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tub. ojpcer CASE Category 
Schaefer, H. J. JSClBarnes, C. M. 59-Life Sd, NEC k 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA 
GEORGIA 
NSG 8019 Atlanta University 1923 
A study of the redox photo-chemistry of a number of iron 
complexes 
Period Obligations 
09/01/74-0513 1/79 FY78: $24,696 TOTAL: $99,679 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Category 
Reed, J. L. MSFCfKent, M. 1. 12-Chemistry 
Johnson, J. 
NSG 2143 Clark College 1924 
Aerosol formation and the space shuttle program 
Period Obligations 
04/15/76-12/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $70,215 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Walker, G. H. ARCJWhitten, R. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
Veluri, V. R. ARCJReynolds, R. T. 
NAS 1-14351 Georgia Institute oi Technology 1930 
Benefit assessment of pollution monitoring satellites 
Period Obligations 
02/26/76-06/05/79 FY78: $59,933 TOTAL: $172,339 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Cotegory 
Zimmer, R. P. LARCfLawrence, G. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Sassone, P. LARC/Rarer, J. L. 
Haffer, S. C. 
NAS 1-14654 Georgia Institute of Technology 1931 
lnvestigation of the effects of long duration exposure on active 
optical system components 
Period Obligations 
lo/ 14/7648/ 13/78 FY78: TOTAL: $197,823 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Blue, M. D. LARCfO'Neal, R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
Gallagher, J. J. LARClBattista, J. D. 
Shackelford, R. G. 
NSG 7267 Clark College 1925 NAS 1-14947 Georgia Institute of Technology 1932 
Study of impurity states in quasi one-dimensional systems Data systems study for retrieving remote sensing stratospheric 
Period Obligations pollution monitoring data from satellite, airborne, and surface 
12/01/76-08/31/78 FY78: $1 1,392 TOTAL: $23,224 platforms 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations 
Sinha, 0. P. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics 06/01 /77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $74,157 
JPL/Somoano, R. Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Wilkins, R. D. LARCJHall, J. B., Jr. 99-Multi-Discip 
Zimmer, R. P. LARCJSullivan, E. M. 
i NGL 11-001-009 Emory University 1926 
Study of cardiovascular adaptation during long-term weightless- 
ness 
Period obligations NAS 1-15158 Georgia Institute of Technology 1933 
051 12165-06/30/8 1 FY78: $35,019 TOTAL: $592,198 A study to  interpret the surface pressure measurements at the 
~ r i n .  Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE cotegory tip of a model helicopter rotor in hover 
Popovic, V. P. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology period Obligotians 
11/01/77-04/15/79 FY78: $29,000 TOTAL: $29,000 
Prin. Inms). NASA Tech. OMcer CASE Category 
1927 Gray, R. B. L A R C / Y O U ~ ~ ,  W. H., Jr. 41-Aero ~ n g r  NGR 11-001-016 Emory University McMahon, H. M. LARClMantay, W. R. 
Histopathological & histochemical study of subhuman primates 
Period Obligations 
10/01/63-02/28/79 FY78: $89,100 TOTAL: $945,748 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cotegory 
Bourne, G. H. ARCfSandIer, H. 51-Bi010gy NAS 1-15370 Georgia Institute of Technology 1934 
Holographic data  storage crystals experiment for the Long 
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) phases I and I1 
NCR 11-001-045 Emory University 1928 Period CIMgotim 
Vestibular influence on sleep in non-human primates 04/21 /78-04/20/79 FY78: $11,000 TOTAL: $11,000 
Perial Obligations Piin. Inws:. NASA Td. QfOfFrr CASE Cafegary 
10/07/71-12/31/78 FY78: $70,205 TOTAL: $440,383 Gaylord, T. K. LARCfO'Neal, R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Catffory Calbn, W. R. LARClClark, L. G. 
Perachio, A. A. A R C / D ~ U ~ & ,  N. G. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
DEN 3 73 Georgia Institute of Technology 1929 NAS 3-20110 Georgia Institute of Technology 1936 
Flat plate photovoltaic system costs study Study of millimeter wave satellite concepts 
Period Obli~atiom Perid Obligotim 
09/21 /7&02/07/79 FY78: $34,122 TOTAL: $34.122 06/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: $26,445 TOTAL:S127,148 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. m ~ r  CASE Cawpry 
Zimmer, R. P. LERC/Poley, W. A. 45-Elec Engr Zimmer, R. P. LERCJStevens, G. H. 42-Astro Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NAS 5-23710 Georgia Institute of Techmhgy 1936 
Aircraft radiometer system for project Storm Fury 
P e W  Obligorions 
09/21/7649/30/79 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: $256,000 
P*. Inmr. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Caregory 
'Dees, J. W. GSFC/King, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 5-24148 Georgia Institute of Techndogy 1937 
Thunderstorm research international project 1977 
Period Oblilprions 
05/04/77-06/05/79 FY78: 54.996 TOTAL: $19,993 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tmk. o/Jicer CASE Cbtegory 
Wilson, C. S. GSFC/Levine, D. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Wilson, B. J. 
NAS 5-24480 Georgia Institute of Tecbodogy 1938 
Radiometer studies for ultraviolet applications 
Period Obligaliom 
04/06/78-02/05/79 FY78: $69,188 TOTAL: $69,188 
Plin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Cbtegory 
Schuchardt, J. M. GSFC/King, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 8-36653 Georgia Institute of Technology 1939 
USGS/NASA land-use classification system 
Period Obli~ations 
04/02/74-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $49,980 
Pdn. Inusr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Catejpq 
Dets, J. W. MSFC/Paludan, C. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Faust, N. L. 
Spann, G. W. 
NAS 8-30651 Georgia Institute of Tecbdogy 1940 
Neutral thennodynamic atmosphe- c madel research study 
Prrld Obl@ionr 
04/22/7401/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $81,637 
P d .  Inur .  NASA Tuh. Wficer CASE Caaory 
Justus, C. G. MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
NAS 831193 Georgia Idtute  of Tcebndogy 1941 
A laser scanner for 35 mm film 
miad Obii#atiw 
02/25/7544/24/77 FY78: TOTAL: $58,945 
Prin. Incrrt. NASA Tuh. Q@rr CASE Category 
Calkn, W. R. MSFC/Kerr, J. H. 13-Physics 
NAS 8-318S Gea+ lmtktc  of T- 1942 
Computer proassing of peach tree dcdine data 
rcrbl rn.brUh 
021 13/7608/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,987 
P&. brat. NASA Td. .Ol/lm CASE Cktegwy 
Daq J. W. MSFC/Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Faurt, N. L. MSFC/P.iudan, C. T. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
NAS 831990 Georgia Institute of Tecbno1ogy 1943 * + 
Digital analysis of LANDSAT data /' 
Period Obligations 
06/25/76-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $18,000 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE C01egory 
Faust, C. E. MSFC/Downs, S. W., Jr. 
MSFC/Bensko, J. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 8-32397 Georgia InstiMe of Technology 1944 
Digitizing of LANDSAT data 
Period OdJigoIions 
01/ 13/77-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24.827 
Pnn. bwsr. NASA T d .  l?@cer CASE Category 
Shackelford, R. G. MSFC/Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Faust. N. L. MSFCJHuffman, J. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-32897 Georgia Institute of Technology 1945 
Study low latitude winds for orbital reentry 
Perial W&atiom 
06/02/78-06/0 1/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Pdn. bn~f. NASA Tech. ofpcer CASE Cbfegory 
Justus, C. G. MSFC/Smith, 0. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Johnson, D. 
NAS 833093 Georgia Institute of Technology 1946 
Applications of acoustics in the measurement of coal slab 
thicknesses 
Period obl i~ ionr  
07/31/78-07/30/79 FY78: 587,636 TOTAL: S87,636 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Pierce. A. D. MSFC/Reed, B. 49-Engr, NEC 
Mills, J. M. MSFC/Randall, J. 
Madden, J., Jr. 
NAS10-9097 G4cvrgi. Institute of Technology 1947 
Manatee tracking project: Development of a concept of an 
automatic tracking system to determine the location and 
movements of manatees 
few rn@tfau 
031 11/7706/ 10178 FY78: $5,837 TOTAL: $31,807 
P d .  Invest. NASA T d .  .OfFrr CASE 
Miohelson, R. E. KSC/Keene, L. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
KSC/Murphy, J. L. 
NASl&9210 Institute of Teehdogy 1948 
Initial phase of study of hghtning transients on buried cable 
rrrlcd WCiac 
07/25/77-09/25/77 FY78: TOTAL: $6,806 
M a .  lnu#t. NASA Tmk. .OfFrr CASE Caulory 
Woody, J. A. KSC/Jafferis, W. 31-Atmos Sci 
\ 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS13-84 Geoqim I d M e  of Tecl~nology 1949 
Transfer of IMGRlD software from Cyber 74 system to the 
Univac 1108 and implement the linear feature selection software 
Persod OblIgaIimu 
04/06/7&04/05/79 FY78: S20,000 TOTAL: S20,oOO 
PdB. lnust. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Faust, N. L. NSTL/Pcarson, R. 22-Computer Science 
NGL ll-OoU104 Georgia Institute of Technology 1950 
Theoretical and experimental research program in geophysics with 
emphasis on upper atmosphere chemical release studies 
Period W W h  
09/27/62-05/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: S815.075 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory 
Edwards, H. D. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 1288 Georgia Institate of Technology 1951 
Analysis of the gas core actinite transmutation reactor 
Period Obl&atiorw 
03/01/7602/28/79 FY78: $25,716 TOTAL: S137,3% 
P h .  Inwt .  NASA Tech. O j f e r  CASE Ihtqory 
Clement, J. D. LARClHohl, F. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Rust, J. H. 
1 
NSG 1351 Georgia Institute of Techwlogy 1952 
Elastic-plastic finite element analyses of fatigue crack growth in 
mode 1 and mode 11 conditions 
Period Oblirprims 
01/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,500 
P h .  I n u .  NASA Tech. wirer CASE Category 
Atluri, S. N. LARC/Newrnan, J. C., Jr.49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Leybold, H. A. 
NSG 1352 Georgia Imtihte of Tecbadosy 1953 
Comparative evaluation of woven-graphitecpoxy composites 
Period 
02/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S19,994 
P h .  Inua.  NASA Tech. Qf/Icer CASE Cotclwy 
Hanagud, S. V. LARC/Poe, C. C., Jr. 47-Materials Engr 
Tayebi, A. 
NSG 2306 Georgia lastitate of Technology 19% 
Light-scattering cakulations for the nephclometer experiment on 
the 1981/1982 Jupiter orbiter-probe mission 
Period W i g a t h  
03/01 /7&02/28/79 FY78: S16.863 TOTAL: $16,863 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Ted. 9i/icer CASE CaIqory 
Grams, G. W .  ARC/Ragent, B. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Privette, C. A. 
NSG 2323 Georgia Institute of Technology 1956 
Technology integration analyses for closed life support systems 
applicable to space habitats 
Period Obligatim 
06/01 /7&03/31/79 FY78: S65,000 TOTAL: S65.000 
M n .  Invest. NASA Trch. qf ictr  CASE Category 
Carden, J. L. ARClQuattrone, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Mason, R. M. 
NSG 3015 Georgia Institute of Techndogy 1957 
Combustion and entropy noise in turbopropulsion systems 
Period mrsorh 
071 15/7407/ 14/77 FY78: TOTAL: S 122,465 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqwy 
Strahle, W. C. LERC/Huff, R. G. 13-Physics 
NSG 3036 Georgia Institute of Technology 1958 
Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets 
Period Obligations 
09/01/74-1013 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S68,354 
Prin. Inusf. NASA Tech. W a r  CASE &tc#ory 
Zinn, B. T. LERC/Baumeister, K. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Sigman, R. K. LERC/Rice, E. J. 
NSG 3052 Georgia IastiMe of Techwlogy 1959 
Experimental determination of rocket injector response factors 
under reactive conditions 
Period 
03/01/75-02/28/79 FY78: S54,67y?OTAL $212.558 
P r h  Inwst. NASA T d .  o f m r  CASE wary 
Korkan, K. D. LERC/Priem, R. J. 42-Astro E n g  
Petrie, S. L. 
NSG 3106 Georgia IDsbitvte of Techwlogy 1960 
Surfaa temperatures and glassy state investigations in tribology 
Period m- 
051 15/7606/30/79 FY78: S30,024 TOTAL: SSO.029 
PHn. Inu+f. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cakpry 
Wier, W. 0. LERC/Joncs. W. R., Jr. 46.Mech Engr 
Bair, S. 
NSG 1493 Georgia Institate of Teehedogy 1954 
Science support for solar occultation experiments with the NSG 3228 Georgi. Institute of T e d d o g y  1961 
Nimbu&/Sam 11 and AEM-B/Sage s#t sensors A study of poultry plant noise characteristics and potential noise 
w MWi- control techniques 
011 16178-10/15/78 FY78: S56,992 TOTAL: $56,992 r ~ r i o d  - 
Plk. I n w .  NASA Ted. e r  CASE aqory 10/01/7&09/30/79 FY78: S 9 , W  TOTAL S50,000 
Grams, G. W. LARC/McMastcr, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci m. lm. NASA T&. ~ f ~ k c r  CASE ca~g0r.v 
LARC/McCormick, M. P. Cassonova, R. A. LERC/Feikr, C. E. 1IWysics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 5012 Georgia Institute of Technology 1%2 
Research in millimeter wave techniques 
P e W  Obligations 
06/15/7401/31/79 FY78: $1 10,001 TOTAL: $551,434 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/jinr CASE Category 
McMillan, R. W.  GSFCjKing, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Shiue, J. C. 
NSG 5082 Georgia institute of Teclinology 1%3 
Permittivity of sea water a t  millimeter wavelengths 
Period Obligations 
10/01/75-05/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $61,97 1 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. OJfirer CASE Category 
Dees, J. W.  GSFC/King, J. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5220 Georgia Institute of Technology 1964 
Meteorological measurements by synthetic radar 
Peri'ai Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $50,328 TOTAL: $50,328 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Cotegory 
Metcalf, J. I. GSFC/Atlas, D. 31-Atmos Sci 
Trebits, R. N. 
. Piper, S. 0. 
NSG 7069 Georgia Institute of Technology 1%5 
Photocatalytic synthesis on planetary surfaces; molecular bases 
for the adaptation of halophilic microorganisms 
Period Obligations 
09/15/741)9/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $54,448 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tceh. @pnr CASE Category 
Hubbard, J. S. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NAS 5-23571 , Morehouse College 1%6 
Application of medical information management system for 
medical record keeping 
Pe&d OMigariom 
06/09/76-06/08/79 FY78: $39,865 TOTAL: $72,865 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Category 
Margolis, S. GSFC/Alterescu. S. 52-Clinical Med 
Norris, T. E. GSFC/Friedman, D. S. 
Sullivan, L. W. 
NGL 11-008001 Morebouse College 1961 
A research program in atmospheric and astro chemistry 
P~riod Obligations 
05/22/72-04/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: 3 119.444 
Prin. Inusf. NASA Tech. Wpnr  CASE Category 
Gales, J. N. MSFC/Stephens, J. B. 12-Chemistry 
Merideth, C. W. MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NGT ll-(n#M04 Morehouse College 1968 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period Obligahons 
06/01/74-05/3 1/79 FY78: $3,500 TOTAL: $31,500 
Prin. Inprst. NASA Ted. Ojfiecr CASE Ccnrgory 
Hall, J. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
NSG 7269 Morehouse College 1969 h.3' 
Atmospheric chemistry-mechanisms and kinetics of the reactions 
of ozone and stratospheric pollutants i' 
Period Oblyattons 
10/01/76-0313 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S40,oOO 
Prin Inwsr. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Hall, J. HQLU/PohIy, J. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 8020 Morehouse College 1970 
A study for a heavy atom tracer method for the measurement 
of turbulence in plasmas 
Perid Obligations 
08/01/74-08/3 1/76 FY78: TOTAL: $61,222 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Ted. officer CASE alegory 
Turner, J. M. MSFC/Stone, N. H. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8030 Morehouse College 1971 
Theoretical isotope effects to determine molecular structures: 
Thermodynamics comparisons inside and outside earth's at- 
mosphere 
Period Obligations 
10/15/75-10/14/76 FY78: TOTAL: $38.948 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjirrr CASE Category 
Frazier, D. 0. MSFC/Clemons, J. M. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8039 Morehouse College 1972 
Analysis of pulsed magnetogasdynamic direct energy converter 
configurations 
Pen'd Obligations 
06/01/76-06/02/78 FY78: TOTAL: $22,179 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojprrr CASE Category 
Spight, C. MSFCIVaughn, W. W. 13-Physics 
MSFClKent, M. I. 
NSG 8043 Morehouse College 1973 
A comprehensive examination of ion acoustic waves in multi-ion 
component plasmas 
Perid Obligations 
091 15/76-09/ 14/79 FY78: TOTAL: $22,786 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  W r r r  CASE Category 
Turner, J. M. MSFC/Burch, J. L. 13-Physics 
NSG 8049 Morebouse College 1974 
Matrix-isolation-infrared and Raman studies of short-range 
intermolecular interactions 
Perid O ~ t i o n s  
03/08/77-03/07/78 FY78: TOTAL: $47,684 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojpcer C A S E - C ~ I ~ O ~ ~  
Hall, J .  H., Jr. MSFC/Clemons, J. M. 12-Chemistry 
MSFClKent, M. I. 
NASA'S UNIVIERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG W27 Morris Brown College 1975 
Increasing adhesion of paracyclophane polymers to epoxy glass 
laminate surfaces 
Period Obliganons 
06/01/75-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $35,472 
Prin. Invcsl NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Maxwell, A. MSFC/Patterson, W. J. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NAS 8-30619 North Georgia College 1976 
Correlation studies of remote sensing and iine beetle infestation 
Period OBIigations 
04/09/74-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $19,788 
Prin. hvesl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Categorj 
Biesbrock, J. A. MSFC/Downs, S. W., Jr. 51-Biology 
MSFC/Paludan, C. T. 
NSG 803 Savannah State College 1977 
Toxic elements and organic degradation products in aquatic bodies 
and sediments around KSC 
Period OMigations 
09/23/74-03/22/79 FY78: $27,000 TOTAL: $1 10,289 
, Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofier CASE Category 
Ghuman, G. S. KSC/Perkins, E. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Menon, M. P. 
Emeh, C. 0. 
NSG 8048 Savannah State College 1978 
Research study of edge enhancement of multispectral imagery 
Period OMipIrons 
021 15/77-08/3 1/78 FY78: $8,418 TOTAL: $27.987 
P A .  BHCSI. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Wenner, D. 9. MSFC/layroe, R. R., Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. 1. 
NGT 11-013-001 Spelman College 1879 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Perrod OMigations 
06/01/74-05/31/78 FY78: $3,500 TOTAL: $3 1,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Falconer, E. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G. 
NASW 2948 University of Georgia 1980 
Operation of the computer software management information 
center 
Pen'd Obligations 
07/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: $68,386 TOTAL: $287,183 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Unavailable HQETIHarrison, J .  0. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGR 11-003-037 University of Georgia 1981 
Interpretation of stratigraphy and geologic mapping of Mars from 
Mariner/Mars 1971 television pictures 
Period obligations 
05/24/72-04/14/79 FY78: TOTAL: $79,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Howard, J. H. HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7433 University of Georgia 1982 
Irradiation effects on the surface of the Moon, Mercury, asteroids, 
and other airless solar system bodies due to solar high energy 
particles and cosmic rays 
Period Obligations 
03/01/78-05/30/79 FY78: $16,021 TOTAL: $16,021 
Prin. Invcsf. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Wenner, D. B. HQ-SL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
HAWAII 
NAS 5-25181 University of .Hawaii 1983 
Modifications to and operations and maintenance of the Lunar 
Laser Observatory at the University of Hawaii in support of 
various satellite missions 
Period OHigations. 
08/09/78-09/30/79 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $100,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Cushman, S. F. GSFClWhite, W. W. 1 I-Astronomy 
Jeffries, J. T. GSFC/Davis, J. 9. 
NASW 2801 University of Hawaii 1984 
Construction of the three meter infrared telescope facility at Mauna 
Kea, Hawaii 
Period Obligations 
06/01/75-07/01/79 FY78: $720,000 TOTAL: $7,678,200 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. o/Pcer CASE Category 
Jefferies, J. T. HQBX/Weir, J. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NASW 3159 University of Hawaii 1985 
Provision of support during the preparatory stage for operation 
of the NASA infrared telescope facility 
Pm&l Wigations 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $91,292 TOTAL: $91,292 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Jefferies, J. T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NCA 2285801 University of Hawaii 1986 
Design of an advanced packet broadcasting satellite sensor 
system 
Period Obligations 
06/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cale&or). 
Abramson, N. ARC/Nishioka, K. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGL 12-001-011 University of Hawaii 1987 
Research in coronal and chromospheric physics 
Period Wigations 
1 1/16/64-09/30/78 FY78: $220,000 TOTAL: $3,859,234 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. qficrr CASE btegory 
Jefferies, J. T. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 12-001-042 University of Hawaii 1988 
Performance and capabilities of terrestrial organisms in extreme 
and unusually gaseous and liquid environments 
Pedal Obllga~ions 
04/14/67-1213 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $451,378 
. Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ca~egorry 
Siegel, S. M. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NGL 12-001-057 University of Hawaii 1989 
Research in planetary studies 
Period ObligaIions 
05/21 /6&06/30/80 FY78: TOTAL: $3,561,472 
PHn. Inrnt. NASA Tech. Ofjier CASE Category 
Jefferies. J. T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
NGR 12001-075 University of Hawaii 1990 
Research in solar ultraviolet spectroscopy 
Pcnbd Obllgalim 
12/09/69-12/31/78 ~ ~ 7 8 :  S~OO,OOO TOTAL: $1,9~0,421 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/jiccr CASE Caqory 
Jefferies, J. T. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 
NGR 12-001-109 University of Hawaii 1991 
N-heterocyclic compounds role in chemical evolution distribution 
in meteorites ancient sediments and as products of spark discharge 
reactions 
penal Obli@lboonr 
06/26/72-05/ 14/79 FY78: $36,000 TOTAL: $226,775 
Prfn. Inrwr. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Cbwgwy 
Folsome, C. E. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 12-001-127 University of Hawaii 1992 
Operation of the Haleakala Lunar Ranging Obse~atory 
Pcrkd Oblb* 
06/01/73-06/31/79 FY78: $325,000 TOTAL: $1,587,200 
Prin. Imrsl. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Cafqwy 
Jefferies, J. T. HQ-SLIFinley, C. J. 32-Geological Sci 
Cushman, S. F. HQERlFlinn, E. A. 
NSG 3132 University of Hawaii 1993 
Digital simulation of dynamic stab'ity and random patalkling 
of ERDA-NASA wind turbine generators with small power 
systems 
P.rbd m- 
11/01/76-12/31/77 M78: TOTAL: $39,161 
P k  Inrsl. NASA T d .  Qffker CASE Category 
Hwang, H. H. LERC/Gilbcrt, L. J. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 5096 University of Hawaii 1994 
Abundance of boron in normal b and a type stars 
krbd W W h  
02/01/7612/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $22.080 
P* I n m  NASA Tech. W c c r  CASE Category 
Basgaard, A. M. GSFCIKuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5159 University of Hawaii 1995 *"$ 
Determination of highly reflective cloud frequencies over the ) 
tropical oceans 
Period Obli@lwns 
02/14/77-01/15/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $17,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory 
Ramage, C. S. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5203 University of Hawaii 1996 
Geochemical data synthesis and analyses 
Period (WIi@li~h( 
12/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $30,700 TOTAL: $30,700 
Prin. Invest. NASA T&. @peer CASE Cat@gory 
Philpotts, J. A. GSFC/Nava, D. F. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5231 Umversity of Hawaii 1997 
Determination of cosmic abundance of boron 
P e M  ~ l g a t i m u  
02/19/78-02/ 18/79 FY78: $5,457 TOTAL: $5,457 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Ted. CASE Category 
Boesgaard, A. M. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7179 University of Hawaii 1998 
Crustal deformation observations 
Period o b l i p ~ i m  
10/20/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $345,865 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cluffory 
Berg, E. HQ-SL/Shirey, W. H. lPPhys Sci, NEC 
Sutton, G. H. 
NSG 7310 University of Hawaii 1999 
Spectroscopy of asteroids 
Period (WIigatienr 
01/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $32,586 TOTAL: $62,786 
Ptfn. Inws. NASA Tech. of/lnr CASE Cdqory 
McCord, T. B. HQSL/Bnmk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7312 University of Hawaii 2000 
Remote compositiond mapping of the lunar surface 
Perbd o w v t h  
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $265,162 TOTAL: $561,112 
Pdn. Inrwl. NASA Td. Qffker CASE Colegmy 
McCord, T. B. HQSL/GoMstcin, B. E. 
HQSL/Qunide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7323 University of Hawaii 2001 
Research in planetary astronomy 
Period -- 
02/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: S69,638 TOTAL: $132,292 
P* Inrat. NASA T d .  OyFCr CASE Category 
McCord, T. B. HQSLJBrunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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, NSG 7403 University of Hawaii 2002 
Study of physical processes affecting water ice on outer solar 
system objects 
Period Oldigalis 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $19,700 TOTAL: $19,700 
PM. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Pilcher, C. B. HQ-SL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7423 University of Hawaii 2003 
Analysis of depth profiles of cosmic ray products in rocks 
Period Old&alim 
03/01/7&02/28/79 FY78: $9,960 TOTAL: $9.960 
PM.  Inwst. NASA Tech. ofmr CASE Caregory 
Russ, G. P. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7443 University of Hawaii U)04 
Mineralogy of,the surfaces of Mercury and Mars 
Period w@lionJ 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $40,048 TOTAL: $40,048 
P M .  I ~ w J ~ .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
McCord, T. B. HQSL/Dwomik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 3030 W i o  State University U)08 
The restoration of obliterated serial numbers by ultrasonically 
cavitated water 
Period Obl&arions 
07/01/74-08/3 1/79 FY78: 310,280 TOTAL: 19,725 
Ptfn. Inwr. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE GzIegory 
Treptow, R. S. LERC/Young, S. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1266 Illinois Institute of Technology 2009 
Automated sizing of aerospace structures under multiple 
constraints 
Pcrbd Obligations 
12/01/75-10/31/79 FY78: $72.710 TOTAL: $148,610 
Pfin. Invcsl. - NASA Tech. officer CASE Cnegory 
Haftka, R. T. LARC/Adelman, H. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1451 U l i i s  Institute of Technology 2010 
Evaluation of a new concept for reducing free stream turbulence 
in wind tunnels 
Period LWigarions 
09/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 510,773 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Q @ e r  CASE Carqory 
Nagib, H. M. LARCIHarvey, W. D. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3141 1lliw;is institute of Technology 2011 
Analysis of turbulent waxial flow with internal energy genera- 
NSG 7462 University of Hawaii 2005 tion 
An investigation of the mineralogy and petrology or meteorite period 01~iga1i~ts 
parent bodies utilizing refkctana spectroscopy 021 14/77-02/ 13/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30,665 
Pend abli#alionr Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotepry 
071 15/78-07/ 14/79 FY78: $15.000 TOTAL: $15,000 Weinstein, H. LERC/Braun. W. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
Prin. Inrrs). NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Gaffey. M. J. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NSG 3220 Uli.ois Institute of Techndoev 2012 
Management of turbulence and vorticity in cont;cting flows with 
applications to simulations of flight fan noise 
NSG 9W1 Umversity of Hawaii 2006 
Geochemistry of lunar and planetary processes 
P~riod abli#aliOnJ 
07/15/7&01/31/79 FY78: S28,750 TOTAL: S28,750 
Prln. Imrsr. NASA Tech. QfJicer CASE Cafrgory 
Philpotts, J. A. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
Period 01Yigalions 
091 15/78-09/ 14/79 FY78: $50.300 TOTAL: $50.300 
PM. Inwar. NASA Tech. ofmr CASE Cawory 
Nagib, H. M. LERC/Grocneweg, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
Wigeland, R. A. 
NAS 3-21261 Northwestern University 2013 
Measurement of film thickness in f a a  seals 
Period Obligalh 
07/14/78-10/ 13/78 FY78: S10.000 TOTAL: S10.000 
Mn. I n e .  NASA Tech. m r  CASE Ca~egory 
ILLINOIS Burton, R. A. LERCILudwig, L. P. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 2188 Chicago State University 2007 
Gold, rhenium and silver partitioning in part of the system NAS 833010 Norlbwtcnr University 2014 
basalt-Fe-FeS Research in galactic and extragalactic astronomy HEAO-1 
Perlad -h Perlad m- 
10/01/76-%/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S18,670 06/01/78-05/31/79 FY78: 532,583 TOTAL: $32.583 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Tech. Qpcer CASE Curgory Prin. Invcsl. NASA T d .  o//icw C A W W r y  
Methot, R. L. ARClBunch, T. E. 32Gtological Sci Ulmer, M. P. MSFC/Dailcy, C. C. 1 I-Astronomy 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 14407-041 Northwestern University 2015 NSG 3143 Northwestern University 2022 
A study of celestial objects of high angular momenta Dynamic load and lubrication of spiral bevel gears I 
Penod Obligations Period Obligations 
021 18/66-04/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $265,251 031 15177-06/ 14/79 FY78: $35,546 TOTAL: $48,795 
Prin Invcsl NASA Tech Officer CASE Category Pns lnwsr NASA Tech. officer CASE 01tegory 
Huang, S. S. HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. I I-Astronomy Cheng, H. S. LERCJCoy, J. J. 46-Mech Engr 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. LERC/Zaretsky, E. V. 
NGR 1 W - 1 3 1  Northwestern University t016 NSG 3149 Northwestern University 2023 
Study of electronic factors in fracture of metals Effects of debris dents and furrows on elastohydrodynamic 
Period Obli8atbms lubrication 
07/30/73-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $75,000 Pniod odligatiom 
Prin. Invest, NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 05/01/77-1013 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $16,775 
Waber, J. T. LERClBehrendt, D. R. 13-Physics Pnn. Invrrr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafegory Cheng, H. S. LERCIWedeven, L. D. 46-Mech Engr 
NGT 14-007-780 Northwestern University 2017 NSG 51% Northwestern University Pre-cooperative engineering education program 2024 Observations of the Perseus cluster with the SAS3 satellite 
Period Obligafions 
10/01/77-Q9/30/79 Period FY78: $14,765 TOTAL: $14,765 Obligations 08/01/77-07/31/78 FY78: 
Prin. Inwst. 
TOTAL: $5,000 
NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Offirrr CASE Category Ingersoll, D. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC Ulmer, M. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
LERCJAllen, R. P. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 2149 Northwestern University 2018 
Technological and economic factors affecting the retirement dates 
of commercial jet aircraft 
Period Obli~atioru 
04/01 /76-01/29/79 FY78: $7,700 TOTAL: $45,604 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Spencer, F. A. ARC/Belsley, S. E. 41-Aero Engr 
ARCJJones, J. L. 
NSG 2328 Northwestern University 2019 
Impact of international noise abatement regulations on the U.S. 
aircraft manufacturing and air carrier industries 
Period OMigations 
05/15/78-01/3 1/79 FY78: $22,300 TOTAL: $22,300 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. Ofper CASE Category 
Spencer, F. A. ARC/Belsley, S. E. 41-Aero Engr 
ARClJones, J. L. 
NSG 3039 Northwestern University 2020 
Investigation of interaction of turbine blade tips and labyrinth 
seals with housings of jet engines and gas turbines 
Period obligations 
09/16/9412/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $133,497 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA Tech. C!#icer CASE Category 
Burton, R. A. LERCILudwig, L. P. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3042 Northwestern University 2021 
Influence of high traction fluids on elastohydrodynamic traction 
Period Wigations 
011 15175-12/14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $9,982 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Cheng, H. S. LERC/Zaretsky, E. V. 46-Mech Engr 
NGR 144lWQ26 Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 2025 
Characterization of developmental physiology of previously 
unstudied life form, obligately, halophilic blue-green algae, 
aphanothece halothytica 
Period Obligations 
05/08/73- 10/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: S 143,144 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafegory 
Yopp, J. H. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 I-Biology 
NSG 2238 Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 2026 
Development of an advanced avionics system for general 
aviation 
Period obligations 
06/15/77-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $12,968 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE Category 
McCalla, T. M. ARC/Callas, G. P. 21-Mathematics 
ARCJDenery, D. G. 
NSG 7394 Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 2027 
Blue-green algae studies 
Period Obligations 
12/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $281,708 TOTAL: S281,708 
Prin. Insrsr. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE CaIegory 
Yopp, I. H. HQSB/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
NAS 26551 University of Chicago 2028 
Pioneer F/G charged particle expriment data analysis 
Period obligaIionr 
08/09/7 1-09/30/78 FY78: $244,101 TOTAL: S1,424,741 
Prin. m *:st. NASA Tech. OJjicer CASE Category 
Simpson, J. A. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 I-Astronomy 
ARCJPorter, D. L. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NAS 511067 University of Chicago 2029 
IMP-H&J solar flare and isotope experiment 
Period OMigations 
061 1 1168-11/30/78 FY78: $193,000 TOTAL: $2,031,304 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Simpson, J. A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
NAS 5-20674 University of Chicago 2030 
Quasi ray electrons experiment for ISEE-C heliocentric orbit 
Per id  OMi ra t im  
10/24/74- 1213 118 1 FY78: $1 19,000 TOTAL: $944,970 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Meyer, P. GSFCJGallagher, W. F. 13-Physics 
GSFCJDavis, M. A. 
NAS 5-24430 University of Chicago 203 1 
Design, develop, fabricate and test a scientific instrument for an 
experiment to measure cosmic ray isotopes 
Per id  OMi8ations 
12/01/77-09/30/83 FY78: $800,000 TOTAL: $800,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Simpson, J .  A. GSFCIDavis, M. A. 1ZPhysics 
NAS 832828 University of Chicago 2032 
Elemental composition and energy spectra of cosmic ray nuclei 
Period Obligations 
10/28/77-01/15/82 FY78: $935,785 TOTAL: $935,785 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Category 
Meyer, P. MSFCJGuynes, B. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
Muller, D. MSFC/Ise, R. 
NCA 2-108801 University of Chicago 2033 
Dynamics of galaxies by three-dimensional simulations 
Period Obligations 
101 15177-12/01/78 FY78: S6,250 TOTAL: $6,250 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Miller, R. H. ARC/Smith, B. F. 1 lhstronomy 
NGL 14001-001 University of Chicago 2034 
Investigation of effects of solar wind in interplanetary space 
Period OMlgationr 
08/01/60-12/31/80 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $1,149,372 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. 0,fjicer CASE Category 
Parker, E. N.  HQSC/Fishman, G. J. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 
NGL 14001-005 University of Chicago 2035 
High altitude balloon investigations of composition, energy 
spectrum & intensity of primary cosmic radiation at high & 
intermediate geomagnetic latitudes 
Period OM&ol im 
05/01/61-10/31/79 FY78: S428,000 TOTAL: $5,505.258 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Meyer, P. HQSC/Opp, A. G. I I-Astronomy 
NGL 14001-006 University of Chicago 2036 
Experimental and theoretical studies of energetic particles and 
electrodynamical processes in interplanetary space and in vicinity 
of planets 
Period 0MgarionS 
08/01/61-12/31/78 FY78: $425,000 TOTAL: $6,012,396 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Categor). 
Simpson, J. A. HQ-SCJFishman, G. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 
NGL 14001-010 University of Chicago 2037 
Research and investigation of origin, age and composition of 
meteorites 
Period OMi#ationr 
03/11/63-03/31/81 FY78: $125,710 TOTAL: $1,548,513 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Anders, E. HQ-SLJFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Lewis, R. S. HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 
NGL 14001-167 University of Chicago 2038 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
03/29/72-01/31/81 FY78: $157,370 TOTAL: $1,496,390 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Anders, E. JSCIHams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 14001-169 University of Chicago 2039 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period ObIisations 
01/19/71-01/31/81 FY78: $140,474 TOTAL: $793,292 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafe#ory 
Cox, E. L. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGL 14001-171 University of Chicago 2040 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
01/19/71-01/31/81 FY78: $103,977 TOTAL: $619,383 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/f/ioer CASE Category 
Smith, J. V. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 14-001-258 University of Chicago 2041 
Advanced technical developments in support of scientific 
experiments in space 
Period OHlgationr 
061 15/73-03/31/79 FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: $l,UX),WO 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Gregory 
Simpson, J. A. HQLUICarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGR 14001-OW University of Chicago 2042 
Meteorological interpretation of satellite radiation data 
Period obliptionr 
09/01/7&10/3 1/78 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: SlZ372,000 
prin. ~nvest. N A ~ A  ~ ~ c e  officer CASE Category 
Fujita, T. T. GSFC/Wexler, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NGR 14801-135 University of Chicago 2043 
Feasibility of the alpha scattering technique for Martian surface 
analysis 
Period Obfigatwns 
02/25/69-09/30/78 FY78: $70,816 TOTAL: $709,844 
Prfn. Invest. NASA Tech. Q@r CASE Cafepry 
Turkevich, A. L. HQSLJDwomik. S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NGR 14001-147 University of Chicago 20eQ 
Interferometric high-resolution spectroscopy of optical interstellar 
lines 
Period ouigatiions 
03/18/70-12/31/78 FY78: $30,448 TOTAL: S231.608 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catc(lory 
Hobbs, L. M. HQSC/Roscndhal, J. D. I 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 14001-194 University of Chiiago 2045 
Quantitative spectroscopy of planetary atmospheres 
Period Obligatiom 
07/20/71-04/ 14/79 FY78: TOTAL: S190,OOO 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. q/rcer CASE Category 
Kaplan, L. D. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLfBrunk, W. E. 
NGR 14001-211 University of C h i o  2046 
Far infrared photometry of H I1 regions and planets using the 
NASA 30 cm flying infrared telescope 
Period Obligatiom 
021 14/72-04/30/79 FY78: S42,000 TOTAL: S301.000 
Prin. In*cn. NASA Tech. q m r  CASE Cafegory 
Harper, D. A., Jr. ARC/Camemn, R. M. llhstronomy 
ARC/Mason, R. H. 
NGR 14001-22!5 University of Chicago 2047 
Physiology of the vestibular system of the squirrel monkey 
Perial O b l 4 w h  
051 12167- 1 1/30/78 FY78: S45,000 TOTAL: $377,893 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. Oj/inr CASE Cutqory 
Goldberg, J. M. ARClDaunton, N. G. 51-Biology 
Femandez, C. 
NGR 14-001-227 University d Chiago 2048 
Photometry of galactic and extragalactic far i n f r a d  souras using 
the 91.5 cm airborne infrared tekscope 
Pedal 
02/27/7343/31/79 FY78: $75,056 TOTAL: $438,263 
Aln. I m .  NASA Tech. o/mr CASE Cmqory 
Harper, D. A., Jr. ARCJGilkspie, C. M., Jr. 11-Astronomy 
ARCiMcCknahan, J. 0. 
NGR 16001-249 University of Chicago 2049 
Physical properties of solar nebula as deduced from ehondrites 
Period ob!iptiom 
05/14/73-03/31/81 FY78: $124,337 TOTAL: $572,456 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cutegory 
Grossman, L. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Davis. A. M. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 2057 University of C t b g o  ZOSO 
Study of sensitive detection system for far infrared astronomy 
Period Ob&atiom 
12/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: 5125,000 
Prfn. Inmt. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Cbtegory 
Hildebrand, R. H. ARC/Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 11-Astronomy 
ARCfCameron, R. M. 
NSG 2261 University of C b i g o  ZOJl 
Far infrared and submillimeter astronomy with the Lear Jet 
Observatory 
Period OUiptions 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $40.000 TOTAL: S40.000 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Hildebrand, R. H. ARC/Camcron, R. M. 11-Astronomy 
ARC/Mason, R. H. 
NSG 5202 University of Chiago 20J2 
Study of interstellar clouds containing atomic and molecular 
constituents 
Pcriml 01Vtgatims 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $12,500 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Categary 
Simpson, J. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5291 University of Cbiago 2053 
Molecular hydrogen experimentation with Copemicus 
Period 'Jwww 
071 15/7&07/ 14/79 FY78: S3,7% TOTAL: S3,7% 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Simpson, J. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7212 University of Chicago 2054 
Nuclear astrophysics effects in meteoritic and lunar material 
Period - I h  
03/01 /7&02/28/79 FY78: S39,803 TOTAL: Sl08.565 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. Q@ccr CASE C3,kgory 
Schramm, D. N. HQSLJQuaii, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7288 Umversity of -ergo 2856 
~agnetospheric' and interplanetary investigations based on data 
fmm instruments on the Mariner-10 mission to Mars 
Period W&tionr 
11/01/76-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Inmu. NASA Tech. OfFrr CASE Cuyory 
Simpson, J. A. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 7303 University of Chiugo 2056 
Applications of electron microscopy in molecular exobiology and 
extraterrestrial research 
Period 0bligat)ionr 
12/01/7611/30/78 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: S105,000 
Prin. Innsf. NASA Tcd. officer CASE Chregory 
Moran, H. F. HQSB/Larson, C. A. 5 1-Biology 
HQSBlWinter, D. L. 
NSG 7356 University of Chiago 2057 
Balloon-borne spectroscopy of stratospheric constituents 
Period mlbnr 
06/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: S93.000 TOTAL: S142,9% 
Prin. Inn3r. NASA Td. ofjircr CASE Chfcgory 
Kaplan, L. D. HQST/Stals, R. K., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSG 7464 University of Chicago 2&58 
Studies of the energy spectrum of cosmic ray electrons 
Period W W h  
07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $43,032 TOTAL: $43,032 
Prin. Inrrs(. NASA Ted. officer CASE Cafegory 
Muller, D. HQSC/OPP, A- G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 8-32993 University of IIliwis - Chiago Circle 2059 
Spacelab experiment definition relating to basic soil behavior and 
dynamic properties 
Period m k w -  
04/01/78-12/01/78 FY78: S10.000 TOTAL: $10,000 
) Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. W f c e r  CASE Uuegory 
Silver, M. L. MSFC/Costes, N. 44CiviI Engr 
NCA 2-330701 University of Illinois - Cbiago Circle 2@60 
Improved models for computing the effects of aerosols on 
atmospheric radiation 
Periad Oblig8timu 
10/15/76-11/03/78 FY78: S6,720 TOTAL: $22,345 
P h .  Inus(. NASA Td. olprrr CASE Car+ry 
Krinsley, D. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
Greeley, R. 
NSG 1150 University of IUiaois - (;biago Cirde 2061 
A kinetic-theory approach to turbulent mixing and combustion 
?eriod WCw 
03/01/75-10/31/79 FY78: S40,647 TOTAL: S123,915 
P h .  Inrrsr. NASA Td. O/pnr CASE ahpry 
Chung, P. M. LARC/Evans J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Bcach, H. L., Jr. 
NSG 7247 University of IUisois - Cbhgo Circle 2062 
Inverse probkms in physics and geophysics 
redid 
07/01/7612/31/78 FY7B S18,d?-TOTAL: W P ~  
P&. Inrrr. NASA Td. .qVkrr CASE 
Barcilon, V. HQRR/Randolph, L.P. 21-Mathematics 
JPL/Chahine, M. 
NAS 1-14731 University of I b i s  - Urbrtlr 2063 
Investigation of predictive display symbology for terminal 
configured vehicle 
Period Obl@tionJ 
12/20/76-12/14/78 FY78: S20,039 TOTAL: $103,352 
P h .  I n w .  NASA Td. officrr CASE Coraory 
Jensen, R. S. LARC/Salmirs, S. 41-Am E n g  
LARC/Schult, E. D. 
NAS 5-24275 University of W i i s  - Ulbuu 2064 
Application and design refinement of the massively parallel 
proassing computer 
P d  m i g a i a u  
09/12/77-08/19/80 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: S115.000 
P h .  b n s r . .  NASA Ted. officer CASE C#e#ory 
Slotnick, D. L. GSFC/Schaefer, D. H. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 5-25062 University of Illinois - U r b a ~  M65 
Study of antenna diffraction problems 
Period OblQaionr 
06/23/7&06/22/79 FY78: $44,143 TOTAL: $44.143 
P&. innst. NASA T&. ofji-r CASE coregory 
Mittra, R. GSFCIKeating, T., Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
Lee, S. 
NAS 9-15328 University of Illinois - Urbuu 2Ofi6 
Definition of Spacelab 1 experiment on effects of prolonged 
weightlessness on the humoral response in humans 
Period m@Ii011s 
07/15/7747/01/81 FY78: S36,423 TOTAL: $47,738 
P h .  Innst. NASA Ted. o f m r  CASE Cargory 
Voss, E. W. JSC/Melgarcs, E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NGL 14005-140 University of IUimis - U h m a  2067 
Research on fluid dynamic and heat transfer problems of modern 
air breathing propulsive systems 
Period m- 
05/23/69-05/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $257,661 
P& Inusr. NASA Ted. m r  CASE cM*pry 
Chow, W. L. LERC/Bobtr, L. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 14005-176 University of Illinois - U W  2068 
Investigation of the atmosphere of Jupiter by studying the 
ammonia feature at  a wavelength of 1.26 cm 
Period -io= 
05/22/7241 101 179 FY78: TOTAL:. S50,437 
Rir. L u u .  NASA Tech. officer CASE 
Dickel, J. R. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGR 14005-181 University of IUhoii - Udmm 2069 
Rocket studiis of the lower ionospbcre 
Period -ria= 
08/01/71-10/31/78 FY78: S450,000 TOTAL: S3.134.817 
PM. lnmt. NASA Td. m r  c.uloy 
Bowhiil, S. A. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys-S, NEC 
WFC/Pkss, R. H. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 14-005-200 University of Illinois - UMna 2070 
Studies of discharge mechanisms occumng in high pressure gases 
with applications to high efficiency high power lasers 
Pcnbd OMiga~ions 
04/06/73-10/01/78 FY78: W,000 TOTAL: $189,860 
Prin. lnmt.  NASA Tech. O@er CASE Category 
Verdeyen, J. T. LERC/Dunning, J. W., Jr. 13-Physics 
Chemngton, B. E. 
NGR 14005-2@2 University of lllinois - Urbana 2071 
Implementation of Illiac IV algorithms for multispectral image 
interpretation 
Period OMigarions 
02/27/73-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $391,996 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Ray, R. M. ARC/Slye, R. E. 22-Computer Science 
ARCjBriggs, B. R. 
NSC 1400 University of Illinois - Urbana 2072 
Development of scaling laws for granular materials discharged 
from an agricultural airplane 
Period Obligarions 
03/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,224 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. O f m r  CASE Category 
Ormsbee, A. I .  LARCjJordan, F. L., Jr. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 1434 University of Illinois - UrbPna 2073 
Development of methods for predicting and measuring distribution 
patterns of aerial sprays 
Period Obligarions 
06/21 177- 10/20/78' FY78: $68,988 TOTAL: S&1,276 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregory 
Onnsbee, A. I .  LARCIJordan, F. L., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Sivier, K. R. 
NSG 1471 University of Illinois - Urbana 2074 
Mechanisms and methodologies for the design and construction 
of communicating concurrent processes in real-time environ- 
ments 
Period OMigotions 
11/15/77-11/14/78 FY78: $65,170 TOTAL: S65,170 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cclregw 
Campbell, R. H. LARCfWill, R. W. 21-Mathematics 
LARCfFoudriat, E. C. 
NSG 1547 University of Illinois - U h a  2075 
An experimental investigation of 235Uf6 fission produced 
plasmas 
Period Obl~ I ions  
07/01/7&06/30/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cmego~y 
Miiey, G. H. LARCfHohl, F. 13-Physics 
NSG 2099 University of Illinois - Urbana 2076 
Neural control of locomotor performance in insects i 
Perid Obligarions 
09/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $57,209 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Heath, J. E. ARC/Williams, B. A. 5 1-Biology 
May, M. 
NSG 2119 University oi Iflinois - Urbana 2077 
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision making 
systems 
Period Obligations 
11/01/75-08/21/79 FY78: $61,604 TOTAL: $194,264 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rouse, W. B. ARCfPalmer, E. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
ARCjWempe, T. E. 
NSG 3043 University of Illinois - Urbana 2078 
The effect of a zero g environment on flammability limits as 
determined using a standard flammability tube apparatus 
Period Ob(i8ations 
05/21/75-09/31/78 FY78: $254 TOTAL: $75,254 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Strehlow, R. A. LERCICochran, T. H. 43-Chem Engr 
NSG 3098 University of Illinois - Urbana 2079 
Transient dynamic analysis of high-speed lightly loaded cylindrical 
roller bearings 
Period Obligarions 
06/06/76-10/05/78 FY78: TOTAL: %22,5 10 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Caregory 
Conry, T. F. LERC/Scribbe, H. W. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 5049 University of Illinois - Urbana UIsO 
Effects of atmospheric refraction and turbulence on the accuracy 
of laser systems 
Period OMi#arions 
02/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: 540,098 TOTAL: $140,270 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  officer CASE Caregory 
Gardner, C. S. GSFClBufton, J. L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Fitzmaurice, M. W. 
NSG 5213 University of Illinois - Urbana 2081 
Studies of the transport of nitric acid using AE satellite data 
Period obligations 
10/01/77-03/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $24,957 
Prin. Invest. NASA Trch. O f M r  CASE Category 
Sechrist, C. F., Jr. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 13-Physics 
NSG 5278 University of Illinois - Urbana 2082 
Search for spectra of interstellar molecules against hot stars 
Period Obl&,ltiom 
06/15/78-12/14/79 FY78: $13,513 TOTAL: $13,513 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Snyder, L. E. GSFC/Donn, B. D. 1 I-Astronomy 
GSFC/Stief, L. J. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NSG 5294 University of Illinois - Urbana 2083 
Copernicus satellite observations 
Period Obligations 
08/01 178-0713 1/79 FY78: $6,823 TOTAL: $6,823 
Prin. hwst NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
Crutcher, R. M. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7044 University of Illinois - Urbana 2084 
Evolution of the cell and the translation process 
Period Obligations 
06/01 174-05/31/79 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $222,300 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Cutgory 
Woese, C. R. HQ-SBfYoung, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
W-14133 University of Illinois - Urbana 2085 
Conference on the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) 
Period 0Niga1 ions 
06/24/76-0410 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $4,890 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O/@r CASE Categorj 
Unavailable HQ-ST/ King, J. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
INDIANA 
NCA 8-121 Ball State University 2086 
Investigation of cylindrical Fresnel lens as a solar collector 
a Penod Obligations 
121 10175-10/09/76 FY78: TOTAL: $22,000 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech Officer CASE Category 
Cosby, R. MSFCJHastings, L. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NCA 8-127 Ball State University 2087 
A joint project for study of cylindrical Fresnel lens as a solar 
concentrator 
Period Obligationr 
01/18/77-07/17/77 FY78: TOTAL: $12,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Catgory 
Cosby, R. MSFC/Hastings, L. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NCA 8-129 Ball State University 2088 
A joint project for study of cylindrical Fresnel lens as a solar 
concentrator 
Period Wigations 
081 10177-11/09/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3,500 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. O//irr CASE Category 
Cosby, R. MSFC/Hastings, L. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NAS 5-22987 Indiana University - Bloomington 2089 
Digital techniques applied to surface photometry of low contrast 
astronomical objects 
Period Obligaliom 
0211 1/76-09/29/79 FY78: $7,000 TOTAL: $45,685 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
Burkhead, M. S. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 8-33487 Indiana University - Bloornington 2OW 
Correlated ground base observations in support of the HEAO-1 
X-ray observatory 
Period Obligations 
06/01/78-06/07/79 FY78: $29,977 TOTAL: $29,977 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Category 
Mufson, S. L. MSFC/Dailey, C. C. 1 I-Astronomy 
Wisniewski, W. Z. 
Johnson, H. L. 
NCA 2-335702 Indiana University - Blwmington 2091 
Relationships between carbon, noble gases, and mineralogy in 
carbonaceous meteorites 
Period OMigatwns 
02/01 177-01 131179 FY78: $17;600 TOTAL: $35,200 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcrh. O/@r CASE Category 
Hayes, J. M. ARC/Chang, S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 15-003-118 Indiana University - Bloomington 2092 
Application of ultra-high sensitivity isotope ratio mass spectrom- 
etry to organic geochemistry and cosmochemistry 
Period Obligarionr 
06/20/72-05/3 1/79 FY78: $63,000 TOTAL: $476,966 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tedt. O//lnr CASE Category 
Hayes, J. M. WQ-SB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7389 Indiana University - Bloomington 2093 
Development of gas extraction systems needed to prepare geologic 
samples for sulfur and oxygen isotopic analysis 
Period Wigations 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $9,190 TOTAL: $9,190 
Prin. I n w ~ t .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregory 
Ripley, E. M. HQSBJYoung, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 9072 Indiana University - Bloomington 2094 
Investigation of regolith evolution through a petrographic and 
electronprobe analysis of soil samples 
P e i a l  OMigationr 
07/14/7847/ 13/79 FY78: $9,900 TOTAL: $9,900 
P d .  Invcsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calepry 
Basu, A. JSC/McKay, D. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 3183 I n d i i  Univ. - Indianapolis 2095 
Numerical solution of the compressible boundary layer equations 
with viscous-inviscid interaction 
Period OMigationr 
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $15,187 TOTAL: $15,28? 
?riff. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oypcer CASE Category 
Bodonyi, R. J. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Sandercock, D. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INDIANA (Continued) 
NAS 5-22816 Purdue University 2096 
Utility of correlation techniques on gravity and magnetic 
interpretation study 
Period Oblig'ltions 
.11/24/75-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S48,489 
Prin. Inwtt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hinze, W. J. GSFC/Langel, R. A. 32-Geological Sci 
Braile, L. W. 
NAS 524462 h l u e  University 2097 
Earth resources data processing remote terminal support 
Period 0 6 1 ~ 1 ~  
02/23/7&02/22/79 FY78: S18,340 TOTAL: $18,340 
P*. Inwtr. NASA Tech. ofpnr CASE Cafegory 
Phillips. T. L. GSFC/Alford, W. L. 
22-Computer Scienoe 
Schwingendorf, S. K. 
NAS 525030 hrdue  University 2098 
Lithospheric models of the North American continent utilizing 
suriacc and satellite geophysical data 
Period Oblig'ltrionr 
05/04/78-07/03/79 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
P h .  bwst. NASA Tech. ofpcer CASE C ~ q o r y  
Hinze, W. J. GSFC/Langel, R. A. 32Geological Sci 
Braib, L. W. 
NAS 6-2695 Punlue University 2099 
Strvias in support of a remote Laesys Terminal Flight Center 
Period Obligations 
11/15/75-01/31/79 FY78: $6,500 TOTAL: $35.186 
Pdn. Inlrsc. NASA Tech. Qfjkr CASE ChraWy 
Phillips T. L. WFC/Mauler, H. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Schwingcndorf, S. K. WFC/Hancock, D. W. 
NAS 6-2816 Purdue Udversity 2100 
Develop plan to assemble SARILANDSAT data sets 
Pcrbd w- 
03/01/77-04/30/78 FY78: $10,689 TOTAL: $40,757 
P h .  lnwsr. NASA Tech. o/mr  CASE Cafegory 
Anuta, P. E. WFC/Maurer, H. E. 99-Multi-Disdp 
WFC/McGoqgan, J. T. 
NAS 9-15325 Purdw University 2102 
Develop an operational forest resource information system 
- a  i
Perid obfigati.?'ft.. 
10/01/77-09/30/80 FY78: 5240.000 TOTAL: $315,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of/inr CASE Cafegory 
Mrocynski. R. JSC/Joosten, R. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-15466 Purdue University 2103 
Remote sensing of agriculture, earth resources and man's 
environment 
Perdad ~ ~ t i 0 n . l  
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: S1,151,964TOTAL: $1,151,964 
Prin. Invett. NASA Tech. Oflcer CASE Categoq 
Landgrebe, D. A. JSC/Erickson, J. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS PI5508 Purdue University 2104 
Digital processing of LANDSATIMSS and topographic data to 
improve capabilities for computerized mapping of forest cover 
trpes 
Period oliligalions 
121 16177-12/15/78 FY78: S92,163 TOTAL: $92,163 
Prin. lnwsi. NASA Tceli. officer CASE Category 
Hoffer, R. M. JSC/Ansbury, D. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGL 15-005-140 Purdue University 2105 
Origin of chondrites from relationships between fourteen key trace 
elements 
Period obligalrionr 
06/21/71M/28/79 FY78: S60,OOO TOTAL: 5428,437 
Prin. Inwsi. NASA Tech. offinr CASE Category 
Lipschutz, M. E. HQ-SL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGL 15-005-186 Purdue University 2106 
Application of remote sensing technology to solution of problems 
in management of resources 
Period WQtionr 
06/19/73-05/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: S1,195,000 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tmk. officer CASE thtegory 
Weismiller, R. A. HQETIVitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NCR 15005.157 Rudue University 2107 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period oblirol- 
03/01/72-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $128,224 
?tin. lnwst. NASA Td. offwr CASE Cafegory 
Meyer, H. 0. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NAS P150S1 -- Purdre University 2101 
Technical ooordination and impkmentation of remote sensing 
experiments for +dogous vegetative areas in the United States NCR 15-005-191 Pvrdw University 2108 
and the Soviet Union Calculation of the flow field and the viscous inviscid flow 
?&d W interaction in aimaft inkts 
08/01/7611/15/78 FY78: $75,700 TOTAL: S211.700 Peripd w i g a h  
~ h .  / m i .  NASA T&. 40(inr CASE ~ k a p t y  01/01/7405/01/78 FY78: S2,%2 TOTAL: SlA0,184 
Baucr, M. E. JSC/GrandficM, A. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC p h .  IIIW. NASA ~ d .  o//rcer CASE thtaory 
JSC/McEwen, M. C. Hoffman, J. D. LERC/Bishop, A. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INDIANA (Continued) 
NSG 1278 Pardue University 2109 
Frequency effect on fatigue behavior of laminated composites 
Pcriod W i g a t h  
01 /09/76-05/08/79 FY78: $33,751 TOTAL: $88,487 
Pnn. Invrst. NASA Tech. o//iccr CASE Cotegory 
Sun, C. T. LARC/Roderick, G. L. 
47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Whitcomb, J. D. 
NS(: 2192 Purdw University 2110 
Joint cooperative program in computer graphics 
Period W ~ i o l u  
11/01/76-08/31/79 FY78: $65,295 TOTAL: $140,000 
P*. Inust. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE Category 
Anderson, D. C. ARCIGregory, T. J. 
22-Computer Science 
NSG 3071 Purdw University 2111 
Gas film cooling of turbine vane surfaces 
P e M  W@tions 
~/01/75-06/9/@l FY78: TOTAL: $53,067 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. W i n r  CASE Colegory 
L'Ecuyer, M. R. LERC/Davidson, H. W. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3105 firdue University 2112 
Expanding capabilities of NASA computer programs for fluid 
flow computations in turbomachinery 
Period W@tionr 
06/01/76-05/31/79 FYI& TOTAL: S56,131 
PM. Inust. NASA Tub. Ojfinr CASE Category 
Thompson, H. D. LERCIKatsanis, T. 41-Aero Engr 
Ragsdell, K. M. 
NSG 3119 Purdw University 2113 
An adaptive controller for an aircraft gas turbine propulsion 
system 
P e M  ob&ationr 
09/01/76-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: S60.000 
P&. InlV~t. NASA Tmb. Qljirer CASE CrVa~ry 
Leonard, R. G. LERC/Lchtinen, B. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3135 Purdue University 2114 
Aerodynamics parameters affecting turbopropeller performance 
f e d  W&Uh 
01/15/77-01/14/79 FY78: S50,333 TOTAL: $101.467 
Prln. Inust. NASA Ted. o//kcr CASE LjlIaorg 
Sullivan, J .  P. LERCIScrafini, J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3185 h r d e e  University 2115 
Analytical and experimental study on impact damage of laminated 
composites 
krbd W- 
10/31/77-01/31/79 FY78: S44-5 TOTAL $44,205 
frln. InrU. NASA Ted. @pi%r CASE Cuawy 
Sun, C. T. LERCIChamis, C. C. 41-Acro Engr 
NSG 3213 Pudw Unliversity 21 16 
Fuel s p ~ y s  in high-speed air flows 
Period Oar@tions 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $99,997 TOTAL: $99,997 
Ptin. Inrcsr. NASA Tech. o /mr  CASE Ca~egory 
Skiistadt, J. G. LERClLyons, V. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Lefebvre, A. H. 
NSG 4003 Purdw University 2117 
Handling and ride qualities of large flexible controlconfigured 
aircraft 
Penal W@fions 
01 /01/75-06/30/79 FY78: S25,108 TOTAL: $164,817 
Pnn. inwsl. NASA Ted. O j m r  CASE 6 , q o r y  
Laver, J. A. DFRC/Berry, D. T. 41-Aero Engr 
DFRCICazier, F. W. 
NSG 7167 Purdue University 21 18 
High-time resolution photometry of flare stars simultaneous with 
X-ray satellite observations 
Period Wigatrians 
10/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $8,084 TOTAL: $22,615 
PM. Invrst. NASA Ted. Ojj?nr CASE Category 
Moffett, T. J. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
HQSCIRoman, N. G. 
NSG 7278 Purdw University 21 19 
Characterization and elucidation of the mechanism of mechanical 
stress inhibition of plant growth 
Pedal W&tiOnl 
10/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $58.476 
P d .  hwal. NASA Tech. OjFcr CASE Category 
Mitchell, C. A. HQ-SB/Halstcad, T. W. 5 1-Biology 
HQSB/Geib, D. S. 
NAS 3-UW#n Univsrsity of Nohp Dame 2120 
Study of burning of liquid pools in reduced gravity 
Period tmP- 
02/23/76&/07/77 FY78: TOTAL: $27,898 
Prin. bvest. NASA Tech. weer CASE t 3 ~ 0 r y  
Kanury, A. M. LERC/Cochran, T. H. 12-Chemistry 
NAS $21018 University of Notre Dame 2121 
Feasibility study of liquid pool burning in reduced gravity 
Pcrial -
07/28/7741 10/79 FY78: S16.177 TOTAL: $45,648 
f r in  Inwsr. NASA Ted. q/kcr CASE -0ry 
Kanury, A. M. LERC/Haggard. J. B. 11-Astronomy 
NSG 1419 University of Notre Dame 2122 
Structure of separated flow regions occurring near tlie leading 
edge of air foils including transition 
f e M  0sSb.riw 
06/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL; 55Ot000 
f& Inua. NASA Tech. e r  CASE C4(Hy 
Mucllcr, T. J. LARC/Somcrs, D. M. 41-Aem Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INDIANA (Continued) 
NSG 3037 University of Notre Dame 2123 NCA 2340704 Iowa State University 2129 2: 
Influence of blade loading on the acoustic response of a cascade Two-dimensional shock diffraction 
Period OMigotions Period Obligorions 
081 15/74-01 / 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $56,115 04/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $7,673 TOTAL: $26,636 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Oflieer CASE Category P&. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Ca~egory 
Atassi, H. LERC/Feiler, C. E. 41-Aero Engr Anderson, D. A. ARC/Kutler, P. 49-Engr, NEC 
Berg, D. LERC/Goldstein, M. E. 
NCA 2340705 Iowa State University 2130 
NSG 3048 University of Notre Dame 2124 Optimal nodal point distribution for finite difference error 
Alternatives for jet engine control control 
Period OMigotiom Period Wigatiom 
03/01 /75-03/01/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $123,000 04/01 177-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: $9,977 
P h .  Inuwl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. OfJicer CASE Cotegory 
Sain, M. K. LERC/Seldner, K. 45-Elec Engr Pierson, B. L. ARClKutler, P. 49-Engr, NEC 
Leake, R. J. 
NCA 2340706 Iowa State University 2131 
Acceleration of implicit finitedifference algorithms for convection 
NSG 3133 University of Notre Dame 2125 equations 
Correlation of single stage data to obtain improved models for period Obli~ations loss in axial compressors 0610 1/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $11,178 
Period Obli~ations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categw 
1 1 /01/7602/28/79 FY78: $4,951 TOTAL: $39,828 Tannehill, J. C. ARC/Steger, J. L. 21-Mathematics 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Roberts, W. B. LERC/Crouse, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Sloviski, J. A. LERC/Sandercock, D. M. 
NSG 3182 University of Notre Dame 2126 
Investigation of electromagnetic waves on superconducting 
magnets as mechansim of potential coil damage 
Period Wi.otions 
01 /03/78-06/04/79 FY78: $16,000 TOTAL: $16,000 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. O/.cer CASE Cotegory 
Gabriel, G. J. LERCIBurkhart, J. A. 45-Elec Engr 
LERC/Bercaw, R. W. 
NSG 31% University of Notre Dame 2127 
Study of aerodynamic mechanism for noise generated by 
rotor-stator interaction 
Period Obli~oIions 
05/01/78-04/30/81 FY78: $103,720 TOTAL: $103,720 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. 0-r CASE Category 
Atassi, H. LERC/Scott, J. N. 13-Physics 
LERC/Dittmar, J. H. 
IOWA 
NCA 2-340801 Iowa State University 2132 
Theoretical investigations of the structure of low temperature 
stellar atmospheres and the structure and evolution of the outer 
planets 
PPnod Obligations 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $13,693 TOTAL;. %13,693 
Pnn. Invest NASA Tech. O f M r  CASE Colego~)' 
Grossman, A. S. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 13-Physics 
Podolak, M. ARC/Reynolds, R. T. 
NCA 2340802 Iowa W e  University 2 133 
Simulation of Martian aeolian phenomena 
Period Obli~ations 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $17,039 TOTAL: $17,039 
Prin. Invert. NASA Tech. wficer CASE Cotegory 
lvemn, J. D. ARC/Pollack, J. B. 49-Engr, NEC 
NCA 234@01 Iowa State University 2134 
Techniques for generating unsteady airfoil nows 
Pcnbd ~ ~ t i o n s  
10/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: $12,645 TOTAL: $12,645 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/er  CA.W Category 
Cook, W .  J .  ARC/Presley, L. L. 46-Mech Engr 
NGR lW2-038 Iowa Strte University 2335 
NAS 8-33013 Iowa !State University 2128 Calculation of viscous cornpressibie flow 
Study of the X-ray emission from a strong V-ray source period 
period obliga~ ions 10/07/7 1-08/01/79 FY78: $24,978 TOTAL: S1$0,168 
05/02/78-05/01/79 FY78: $9,794 TOTAL: S9.794 Prin. invcst. NASA Tech. officer CASE coiegory 
Pdn. Inmt. NASA Tech. officer CASE  areg gory Tannehill, J. C. ARC/ Rakich, J. V. 41-Aero Engr 
Lamb, R. 43. MSFC/Dailey, C. C. 1 1-Astronomy ARC/Mawin, J. G. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA ( Continued) 
NSG 1372 Iowa State University 2136 NSG 3033 Iowa State University 2143 
I Periodic analysis of large space structures Blade surface boundary layer and wake computation model 
P e a  OMigations study 
01/01 /77-09/30/79 FY78: $29,945 TOTAL: $59,945 period Obligations 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 09/01/74-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $44,493 
McDaniel, T. J. LARCfFralich, R. W. 49-Engr, NEC P h .  bves(. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
LARC/Pinson, L. D. Serovy, G. K. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1530 Iowa State University 2137 NSG 5199 Iowa State University 2 144 
Exploration of the potential of feasible direction techniques Search for an X-ray identification of a strong Y-ray source 
coupled with structural sensitivity analysis in largescale optimiza- perial Obligations 
tion 08/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $8,662 TOTAL: $1 1,498 
Period Obligations Pnir. Inwsf. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
06/01/78-08/31/78 FY78: $7,405 TOTAL: $7,405 Lamb, R. C. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 1 1-Astronomy 
Pierson, B. L. LARCfSobieski, J. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 1-13129 University of Iowa 2145 
NSG 1535 Iowa State University 2138 Hawkeyelneutral point Explorer experiments 
Analysis of flows with shocks Period OblQtions 
Period ~bligationr 05/20/74-0313 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $1,128,617 
10/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: $29,961 TOTAL: $29,961 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Calrgory VanAllen, J. A. LARCfCoffee, C. W., Jr. 13-Physics 
' Anderson, D. A. LARC/Salas, M. D. 41-Aero Engr Frank, L. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
NSG 1538 Iowa State University 2139 
Symbolic solution of linear differential equations NAS 2-6553 University of Iowa 2146 
penod obligations Pioneer FIG data analysis-Jovian charged particles experiment 
06/01 178-0513 1/79 FY78: $7,186 TOTAL: $7,186 period Obligatiom 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 07/21/71-10/01/78 FY78: $87,781 TOTAL: $661,725 
Feinberg, R. B. LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 21-Mathematics PM. ~nvcst. NASA ~ m h .  officer CASE Category 
VanAllen, J. A. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARCfPorter, D. L. 
NSG 2040 Iowa State University 2140 
Role of turbulence in vortex wake decay 
period oblizations NAS 5-11064 University of Iowa 2147 
09/01/74-1213 1/78 FY78: $42,820 TOTAL: S161,738 Low energy electrons and protons experiment for IMP-H & J 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. OIficer CASE Category Per id Obligations 
Iversen, J. D. ARC/Rossow, V. J. 41-Aero Engr 05/31/68-12/31/78 FY78: S72,OoD TOTAL: S840,656 
ARC/Corsiglia, V. R. Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Frank, L. A. GSFCfDavis, M. A. 13-Physics 
NSC 2091 Iowa State University 2141 
Study of viscous cross-flow effects on cylinders at high Reynolds 
numbers NAS 111279 University of Iowa 2148 
Obligations 
Solar wind plasma wave experiment for the Helios missions 
Period 
07/01/75-06/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $101,844 Period w i g a h  
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
03/30/70-02/ 15/79 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: $1,514,145 
ARC/Malcolm, G. N. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tcah. OJficer CASE Carepry James, W. D. 
ARCfChapman, G. T. Gurnett. D. A. GSFCfWhite, C. 1 I-Astronomy Anderson, R. R. 
NSG 2257 Iowa State University 2142 
Low speed, high lift aerodynamics NAS 5-11431 University of Iowa 2149 
period obligations Ac electric and magnetic fields experiment 
09/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S35,OoD Period Otdgatians 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 05/21/71-06/30/79 FY78: $62,000 TOTAL.: $650,387 
James, W. D. ARC/Olson, L. E. 41-Aero Engr P h .  b w t .  NASA Tech. offar of fa category 
ARCfCorsiglia, V. R. Gurnett, D. A. GSFCfDavis, M. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA (Continued) 
NAS 5-20093 University of Iowa 2150 NGL 16001-002 University of Iowa 2156 
Plasma wave experiment for International Sun-Earth Explorer Theoretical & experimental studies related to particles & fiilds 1 
spacecraft A&B associated with major bodies of solar system & with interplanetary 
Perid Oblgorionr s p a  
05/20/74-07/30/80 FY78: $244,822 TOTAL: 51,465,245 Period mWh 
p h .  fnwst. NASA Tech. @ricer CASE C ~ o r y  05/23/6241 /31/80 FY78: $240,000 TOTAL: S5,054,1% 
Gurnett, D. A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13Physics Pnh. I ) ) *~at  NASA T&. gfjinr CASE Ciwgory 
VanAlkn, J. A. HQST/King, J. H. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NAS S2WM UdveRity of Iowa 2151 
Magnetospheric and interplanetary plasma for International 
Sun-Earth Explorer mother & daughter spacecraft NGL 16003643 University of Iowa 2157 
PA ~ b l ~ n u i o m  Waves in plasmas 
05/20/74-10/30/79 FY78: $356,000" TOTAL: S1 ,I 79,642 period obligaiom 
Prin. Awsr. NASA Ted. m r  CASE Catrpry 03128167-1 1/3O/w FY78: $1 17,000 TOTAL: 5889,986 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics Pdn. I n w .  NASA Tech ol/icer CASE Category 
Gurnett. D. A. HO-STIKina. J. H. 13-Phvsics 
NAS 5-24293 Uaiversity of Iowa 2152 
Global auroral imaging at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths for 
the dynamic Explorer NSG 1499 University of Iowa 2158 
~ e r b d  WW~ON Effects of misalignment on mechanical behavior of metals in 
07/26/77-04/28/8 1 FY78: $519,614 TOTAL: $519,614 Creep 
Prtr. Inwat. NASA Tech. W l n r  CASE Calqtoiy Period oausoh 
Frank, L. A. GSFC/Felkrman, K. D. 1EPhysics 03/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: 529.632 TOTAL: $29,632 
Ackerson, K. L. GSFC/Lidston, J. M. Prin. tnwaf. NASA Tech. gfjinr CASE Caf~oty  
Carovillano, R. L. Wu, H. C. LARC/Rummler, D. R. LARCfSwann, R. T. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 5-24294 University of Iowa 2153 
Plasma wave experiment for the dynamic Explorer 
Perid o s r ~ I o m  
07/26/77-04/28/8 1 FY78: $387,779 TOTAL: $387.779 
Pdu. Inual. NASA Td. m r  CASE Cutqory 
Shawhan. S. D. GSFCIFelkrman, K. D. 13-Physics 
Gurnett, D. A. GSFC/Lidston, J. M. 
NAS 524336 University of Iowa 2154 
International Sun-Earth Explorer-A experiment data reduction 
and analysis 
hrbd - 
101 1 1/77-10/ 10/80 FY78: $47,000 TOTAL: S47,000 
Prk. lnws~. NASA Tech. m r  CASE c.caOry 
Gurnett. D. A. GSFC/Heppner, J. P. 13-Physics 
NAS 8-32807 . University of Iowa 2155 
Definition of instruments for an ejcctabk plasma diagnostics 
package for SpaaInb 2 mission 
&r id  m- 
10/03/77#/30/78 FY78: S837.838 TOTAL: $837,838 
r r k .  IRW. NASA ~ech. ~ f k e ~  CASE 
Shawhan, S. D. MSFC/Guyncs, B. V. 31-Atmw Sci 
MSFC/lst, R. 
NSG 2pO University of Iowa 2159 
Experimental study of trailing edge and near-wake flows 
Perid O b l w h  
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: $51,450 TOTAL: 551,450 
Pdn. fnwat. NASA Tech. o f h r  CASE Ca@gory 
Ramaprian, B. R. ARCIMarvin. I. G. 41-Aero Engr 
Patel, V. C. ARCICleary, J. W. 
NSG 2327 University of Iowa 2160 
Laser manipulation of metallic vapors 
PC* - 
08/01/78-07/31/79 FY78: $57,876 TOTAL: $57,876 
Prtr. Intest. NASA T d .  Weer  CASE c a k p y  
Stwaky, W. C. ARC/Stallwp, J. R. 41-Am Engr 
NSG 3117 University of Iowa 2161 
Boundary layer flow transition and separation in inkts of V/STOL 
and other high performance propulsion system 
Perld MLkrk 
01/01/77-11/01/79 FY78: TOTAL- $32,748 
Ph. lnrrsf. NASA Td. e r  CASE Cuaory 
Chou, D. C. LERC/Stockman, N. 0. 41-Aem Engr 
LERC/Shaw, R. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA (Continued) 
NSG 7257 University of Iowa 2162 NSG 5101 Kansas State University 2169 
Fracture theory for plastics Research of solar insolation at the earth surface from cloud 
Period OMgarions cover 
07/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $20,160 TOTAL: $40,160 Period obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Coregory 03/01/76-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $24,920 
Valanis, K. C. HQRR/Schwenk, F. C. prin. Inwsl. NASA ~ech. Officer CASE Carcltory 
47-Materials Engr Kanemasu, E. T. GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Onnsby, J. P. 
NSG 7412 Universitv of Iowa 2163 
Analysis of cometary gas and dust- 
period ~ i g o r i o n s  NAS 5-20943 University of Kansas 2170 
01 101 178-12/31/78 FY78: $22,255 TOTAL: $22,255 Analysis of data for ERTS follow-on investigation 
PM. Invesl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cargory P e w  ob!igolims 
Neff, J. S. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 031 10175-04/09/78 FY78: TOTAL: $62,000 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. prin. IIIWJ~. NASA ~ech. o//icer CASE co~egory 
Haralick, R. GSFC/Broderick, J. C. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7471 University of Iowa 2164 
Experiments on spin aligned atoms- 
Period Obiigrrrions NAS 522325 University of Kansas 2171 
0710 1 /78-06/30/79 FY78: $49,460 TOTAL: $49,460 Earth observation radar concept study 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Coregory P~riod OlwbpIiO~ 
Stwalley, W. C. HQ-RR/Henry, W. 13-Physics 041 18175-10/15/78 FY78: $2,000 TOTAL: $66.447 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cataory 
Moore, R. K. GSFC/Eckerman, J. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 9060 University of Iowa 2165 
Neurocirculatory control mechanisms in humans: Role of 
cardiopulmonary baroreceptors 
Period Obligorions 
NAS 123777 University of Kansas 2172 
08/01 177-0713 1/79 FY78: $23,680 TOTAL: $45,899 Microwave remote sensing of snow Period Obligariohl 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Caregory 
Abboud, F. M. JSC/Hull, W. E. 53-Other Medical 11/23/76-02/22/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $150.085 P"n. Inw~r .  NASA Tech. CY/icer CASE Onexory 
Ulaby, F. T. GSFC/Rango, A. 45-Elec ~ n ~ r  
GSFClShive, J. 
KANSAS NAS 9-14052 University of Kansss 2173 
Joint soil moisture experiment 
NAS 9-14533 Kansas State University 2166 period ob!iptiohl 
Prediction of wheat yield 04/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: $ 169,216 TOTAL: $574,394 
Period 061igotions Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. QfJlcer CASE Cotqory 
02/15/75-01/31/79 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $319,000 Ulaby, F. T. JSCjDemel, K. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
~ r i n .  Inwst. NASA ~ech. oflcer CASE cprego~y JSCIBaldwin, R. R. 
Feyerherrn, A. M. J.SC/Barnett, T. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-14899 Kansas State University 2167 NAS 9-15421 University of Kansas 2174 
Estimated winter wheat yield from crop growth predicted by Radar measurements in agricultural applications 
LANDSAT ~ e r i a l  ~uigm~ions 
~ e r w  m @ ~ r & n ~  10/01/7709/30/78 FY78: $125.000 TOTAL: S125,000 
03/15/7612/31/78 FY78: $59,834 TOTAL: $152,734 Prfn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. .Ofher CASE Cofqory 
Prin. bwst. NASA ~ e & .  o/finr CASE Co~qtary Ulaby, F. T. JSC/Demel, K. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kanemasu, E. T. JSCjBamett, T. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCL 17-Ml-026 K.asrs State University 2168 NAS 9-15602 University of Kasslrs 2175 
Infrared laboratory studies of synthetic planetary atmospheres Microwave satellite sensor trade-off analysis 
Perid Wgar imd rerial Wlgwions 
011 10167-1 1/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $252,554 05/15/7&07/ 15/79 FY78: $99,500 TOTAL: $99.500 
Ptin. Inwsr. NASA TNS. officer CASE wary Wn.  Inwsr. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE -(3r,agory 
Williams. D. B. HQSLjMurphy, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci Holtzman, J. C. JSCjMatthews, R. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQSLfMitz, M. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continued) 
NCA 2-365702 University of Kansas 2176 NSG 1269 University of Kansas 2183 
Buffeting of space probes Methods for the prediction of primary creep behavior in metals 
Pcnod Obligatiom Period Wigations 
12/16/76-12/31/78 FY78: $20,368 TOTAL: $42,568 01/01 176-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $64,294 
Pna Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
Muirhead, V. U. ARC/Seiff, A. 41-Aero Engr Zenvekh, R. P. LARC/Rummler, D. R. 
LARC/Stein, B. A. 47-Materials Engr 
NCA 2-365801 University of Kansas 2177 
Joint use of specialized resources to support quantification and 
mathematical modeling of closed ecosystems 
Period Obligcrtiom 
051 1.5178-05/15/79 FY78: $9,185 TOTAL: $9, L85 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Himmelstein, K. ARC/Johnson, R. D. 43-Chem Engr 
NGL 17-004-024 University of Kansas 2178 
Research on the applications of satellite remote sensing 
Period Obligations 
04/06/72-0313 118 1 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: 5800,000 
Prin. I n W .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Barr, B. G. HQ-ET/Vitale, J.  A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 17-002472 University of Kansas 2179 
Advanced technology applications for general aviation aircraft 
Period OMigafions 
lo/ 14169-09/16/78 FY78: $3,650 TOTAL: $959,702 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Kohlman, D. L. LARCICrane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 17-004427 University of Kansas 2180 
An experimental investigation of lightning damage to selected 
composite materials and associated protective systems 
Period Obligations 
051 18172-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $96,607 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O m e r  . CASE Category 
Lenzen, K. H. LARClPride, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Lorenz, S. A. LARC/Davis, J. G., Jr. 
NSG 1281 University of Kansas 2184 
Statistical distribution of mechanical properties of graphite- 
epoxies 
Period Obiigations 
07/15/76-07/ 14/79 FY78: $22,464 TOTAL: $69,440 
P r i .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Reese, C. D. LARC/.Howell, W. E. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Pride, R. A. 
NSG 1301 University of Kansas 2185 
Reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes 
Period Obligations 
05/01/76-04/30/79 FY78: 569,200 TOTAL: $169,237 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Roskam, J. LARC/Stephens, D. G. 41-Aero Engr 
Strivastava, R. 
NSG 1397 University of Kansas 2186 
Remote sensing of oceans 
Period ObIigatrons 
02/15/77-01/14/79 FY78: TOTAL: $25,031 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Moore, R. K .  LARC/Schroeder, L. C. 
LARCIJones, W. L. 33-Oceanography 
NSG 1533 University of Kansas 2187 
NSG 1046 University of Kansas 2181 Pollution monitoring by turbidity and sediment examination 
Effects of aeroelasticity on control effectiveness Period Obligations 
period Obligations 05/29/78-08/ 18/78 FY78: $7,895 TOTAL: $7,895 
061 10/7609/30/79 FY78: $21,461 TOTAL: $161,350 Prin. I ~ W S ~ .  NASA Tecb. Officer CASE Category 
prim IIIWSI. NASA T ~ C J ~ .  ojficer CASE cate~ory Lenzen, K. H. LARClPritchard, E. 8.39-Env Sci, NEC 
Roskam,-J. LARC/Lamar, J. E. 41-Aero Engr McGhee, M. F. 
Lan, C. E. LARC/Polhamus, E. C. 
Mehrotra, S. 
NSG 1537 University of Kansas 2188 
NSG 1139 University of Kansas 2182 Investigation of optimum wing configurations with edge separa- 
Further applications of a wing-jet interaction theory tion 
Period Obligations Period OMigations 
01/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $10,057 TOTAL: $77,608 06/15/78-06/14/79 FY78: $24,996 TOTAL: $24,996 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflcer CASE (3rtegory Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Lan, C. E. LARC/Campbell, J. F. 41-Aero Engr Lan, C. E. LARC/Campbell, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continued) 
NSG 1543 University of Kansas 2189 
Research in advanced technology integration for General Aviation 
Synthesis Program (GASP) improvements 
Period Obligations 
061 15178-01/14/79 FY78: 529,596 TOTAL: $29,596 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Roskam, J. LARC/Holmes, B. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Kohlman, D. L. 
NSG 1554 University of Kansas 2 190 
Radar discrimination of oil spills on the sea 
Period Obligations 
07/24/78-07/23/79 FY78: $38,713 TOTAL: $38,713 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Moore, R. K. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
Yu, Y. S. LARC/Fedors, J. C. 
NSG 3087 University of Kansas 2191 
Portable solar energy collector test unit 
Period Obligations 
11/15/75-11/14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $42,707 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oj/ieer CASE Category 
Lenzen, K. H. LERC/Forestieri, A. F. 46-Mech Engr 
Hotchkiss, G. B. 
NSG 4006 University of Kansas 2192 
Structural analyses of ultra-high speed aircraft structural 
components 
Period OMigations 
05/01/75-01/ 15/78 FY78: TOT.4L: $40,861 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Calegory 
Lenzen, K. H. DFRC/Fields, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
DFRC/Jenkins, J. M. 
NSG 4007 University of Kansas 2193 
Modification and testing of a remotely augmented vehicle 
system 
period Obligatwns 
07/01 175-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $63,339 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Grose, D. L. DFRCIDeets, D. A. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 4008 Uniwrsity of Kansas 2194 
Analysis of structural components for ultra high speed aircraft 
Period Obligations 
05/01/76-04/30/81 FY78: TOTAL: $40,416 
PHn. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Category 
Lenzen, K. H. DFRC/Jenkins, J. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 4009 University of Kansas 2195 
An investigation of drag reduction for tractor trailer vehicles 
Period Obligalions 
07/01/76-11/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: 59,052 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Ofiicer CASE Cotqory 
Muirhead, V. U. DFRC/Saltzman, E. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 4012 University of Kansas 21% 
Interfacing between ground computer and fly-by wire control 
system 
Period OMigations 
07/15/77-07/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $18,608 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJ&er CASE Catgory 
Talley, H. E. DFRC/Deets, D. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Wolf, J. 
NSG 4017 University of Kansas 2197 
Analyze and test the flight control system for the DAST vehicle 
Period Obligations 
06/01/78-12/31/80 FY78: $53,076 TOTAL: $53,076 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Kotsabasis, A. DFRC1Edwards;J. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Roskam, J. DFRC/Deets, D. A. 
NSG 7351 University of Kansas 2198 
Structural study of the Kentland, Indiana impact structure 
Period Obligations 
051 17/77-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $13,169 
Prin. inwst. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Category 
VanSchmus, W. R. HQ-SL/Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 8046 University of Kansas 2199 
A database system to support image algorithm evaluation 
Period OMigations 
11/15/7612/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $36,174 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calegory 
Lien, Y. E. MSFC/Rayroe, R. G. 32-Geological Sci 
MSFCJRoman, H. A. 
NGR 17-003421 Wichita State University 2200 
Experimental studies of flow separation and stalling on two- 
dimensional airfoils at low speeds, phase I 
Period Obligations 
12/01/73-01/31/79 FY78: S41.903 TOTAL: $164,108 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Category 
Rodgers, E. J. LARC/Noonan, K. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Wentz, W. H., Jr. LARClMcGhee, R. J. 
NSG 1165 Wichita State University 2201 
Computer and wind tunnel development of flaps and control 
surfaces for advanced technology general aviation airfoils 
Period Obligatiionr 
06/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $44,532 TOTAL: $115,036 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oj/icer CASE Category 
Wentz, W .  H., Jr. LARC/McGhee, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClCrane, H. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continued) 
NSG 2134 Wichita State University 2202 
Wind tunnel investigations of computer designed airfoil section 
modifications 
Period OMigations 
02/01/76-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,391 
Pdn. Innm. NASA Tech. Oj/ifor CASE Category 
Wentz, W. H., Jr. ARC/Hicks, R. M. 41-Aero Engr 
kthavam, H. C. 
NSG 3186 Wichita State University 2203 
Numerical modeling of magnetohydrodynamic channel flow 
Period Obligations 
03/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $9,901 TOTAL: $9,901 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Category 
Greywall, M. S. LERC/Smith, J. M. 21-Mathematics 
LERC/Pian, C. C. 
KENTUCKY 
NSG 1424 University of Kentucky 2209 
A model for methane and carbon monoxide incorporating a 
i, 
5 
time-varying wind field and tropopause height 
Period Ob/igations 
07/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $10,020 TOTAL: $33,567 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Glcegory 
Peters, L. K. LARC/Reichle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Beck, S. M. 
NSG 1501 University of Kentucky 2210 
An algorithm to generate input data from meteorological and 
space shuttle observations to validate a ChQCo model 
Period Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: 530,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA T&. ojpcer CASE Category 
Peters, L. K. LARC/Reichle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
Yamanis, J. 
NSG 2318 University of Kentucky 2211 
Dynamically imposed oscillating forces for preventing car- 
NSG 801 Kentucky State University 2204 diovascular deconditioning Period Obligations Zoological effects of variations in atmospheric oxygen levels 
Peitod oM&ations 05/01 /78-05/04/79 FY78: $60,405 TOTAL: $60,405 
02/27/74-04/28/79 FY78: $40,018 TOTAL: $178,770 Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. ojjicer CASE Category 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OIficer CASE Gltegory Knapp, C. F. ARClSandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
Kloek, G. KSC/Momson, J. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
2212 NAS 2-8883 University of Kentucky 2205 NSG 3013 University of Kentucky 
Design, fabricate, test and install oscillating platform Fracture toughness testing of berylium 
Period Obliga~ions P#riod Obligations 
06/02/75-06/30/78 FY78: $2,800 TOTAL: $122,198 07/01/7412/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $20,340 
Prin. Inrrsf. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Category 
Knapp, C. E. ARC/McCutcheon, E. 46-Mech Engr Conrad, H. LERC/Brown, W. F., Jr. 
Sargent, G. A. LERC/Jones, M. H. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 3-20397 University of Kentucky 2206 
A conceptual design for Spacelab pool boiling experiments 
Period Obli#atio~ 
03/01/77-12/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $15,246 
Prin. I~wst .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Lienhard, J. H. LERClCochran, T. H. 1IPhysics 
NAS 9-15452 University of Kentucky 2207 
Development of limb volume measuring system 
Period ~ i&ut ions  
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $20,150 TOTAL: $20,150 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Ogicer CASE Cmqory 
Bhagat, P. K. JSC/Hull, W. E. 53-Other Medical 
NSG 3114 University of Kentucky 2213 
Study effects of buoyancy on flame spreading across beds of 
solid fuel 
Period OMigatim 
07/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,783 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Ted. o//rcer CASE Category 
Altenkirch, R. A. LERGlHaggard, J. B. 46Mech Engr 
Eichhom, R. 
NSG 3125 University of Kentucky 2214 
A study of the effect of minor reactive metal additions on the 
NASW 3039 University of Kentucky 2208 fracture of iron-12-percent nickel alloy 
Operation of a state technical application program period  ript ti(^^ 
pcrbd ~ i & u t i o ~ ~  11/01/76-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $24,990 
02/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: $175,000 TOTAL: $350,000 Prin. IRWSI. NASA Tech. @/rcer C~SE CaIegory 
pdn. Inwat. NASA T&. o//rcer CASE c m a ~ r y  Conrad, H. LERC/Stephens, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
Unavailable HQET/Dolby, W. 99-Multi-Discip Sargtnt, G. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KENTUCKY (Continued) 
, NAS 5-23664 University of Louisville 2215 
Provide an independent performance prediction of the Tiros-N 
data collection system 
Period Obligations 
08/02/76-58/02/77 FY78: TOTAL: $20,670 
P M ,  Invcsi. NASA Tech. oflicer CASE ategory 
Shelton, D. GSFCIBurdett, G. L. 42-Astro Engr 
NAS 8-31233 University of Lwisville 2216 
Turbopump technology improvements via transient rotordynamics 
analysis 
Period O M i g a l f ~ ~ (  
111 14/74-03/01/79 FY78: $42,23 1 TOTAL: $122,231 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Childs, D. W. MSFC/Pitzenberger, F.D. 42-Astro Engr 
MSFC/Goetz, 0. K. 
NAS 9-14632 University of Louisville 2217 
ASTP/Cosmos fundulus embryo development experiment 
Period ObligaNons 
041 14/75-02/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $133,000 
PM. Invest. NASA Tech. ofJicer CASE Category 
, Keefe, J. R. JSC/Hoffman, R. A. 5 1-Biology 
NAS 9-15213 University of Louisville 2218 
Baseline study on the embryonic development of the mouse cranial 
sensory systems 
Period OMigations 
12/01/7641/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 540,900 
PM. inwst. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
Keefe, J. R. JSCfHoffman, R. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Fuller, P. M. 
NSG 2325 University of Lwisville 2219 
Renal function, water and electrolyte balance and intestinal 
transport in hypokinetic animals 
Perial O w i g a t i ~  
06/01/78-10/31/78 FY78: $24,768 TOTAL: $24,768 
P M .  Invest. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Category 
Musacchia, X .  J. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 3200 University of Louisville 2220 
Dynamic seal testing and analysis for turbopump rotor dynamic 
stability and synchronous response technology improvements 
Period ~WianJ 
06/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $34,999 TOTAL: $34.999 
Prin. incrsr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Culq?ory 
Childs, D. W. LERC/Fleming, D, P. 46-Mech Engr 
Dressman, J. B. LERClLudwig, L. P. 
NSG 7441 University of Lopisville 2221 
Baseline studies on the embryonic development of the mouse 
cranial sensory systems 
P e M  W&atknu 
02/01/7W1/3 1/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
P&. lnwst. NASA Tech. o f /kr  CASE Catqory 
Fulkr, P. M. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
HQSB/Gcib, D. S. 
NSG 5238 Western Kentucky University 2222 
Observations of the ultraviolet spectrum of the peculiar radio 
source OJ-287 and related objects 
P~riod Obligations 
021 15/78-02/ 14/79 FY78: $6,813 TOTAL: $6,813 
P M .  Invert. NASA Tech. OJfirrr CASE Ca#egory 
Hackney, R. L. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Hackney, K. R. GSFC/West, D. K. 
LOUISIANA 
NAS13-38 Lonisiana State University - Baton Rouge 2223 
Study of feeding value in water hyacinths 
Period OMigations 
06/22/7607/25/77 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. OJJiccr CASE Category 
Wolverton, V. C. NSTL/Rusoff, L. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NGL 19-001-105 Lwisiana State University - Baton Rouge 2224 
Interpretation of remote sensing data in the Bayou la Fourche 
region of South Louisiqna 
Period Obligations 
04/06/721)5/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $425,000 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Whitehurst, C. A. HQET/Vitaie, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-9317 Louisiana State University - Shreveport 2225 
Study of modulato.ry effects of solar wind in galactic cosmic 
rays 
Period Obligations 
04/07/69-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $30,160 
PM. Invrst. NASA Tech. Wpcer CASE Category 
Moss, T. A. JSC/Giuli, R. T. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7357 Nortbotst Louisiana University 2226 
Mercury geologic mapping-Kuiper quadrangle 
Pcrhd m* 
06/01 /77-05/3 1/79 FY78: S8.588 TOTAL: $16,417 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. oj / Inr  CASE C1Itqory 
DeHon, R. A. HQSLJDwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLJBoyce, J. M. 
NSG 7420 Nortbemt Lwisiana University 2227 
Thickness of mare basalts: Western Mare Basin 
P e M  OMiga4ions 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $11,716 TOTAl: $11,716 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
DeHon, R. A. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 32-Geobgical Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
LOUISIANA (Continued) 
NAS 1-15335 Soathem University - Baton Rouge 2228 
Atomic oxygen stimulated outgassing experiment for the long 
duration exposure facility, phases I and I1 
Period OM&ationr 
04/07/78-03/06/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Scott, R. L., Jr. LARCIO'Neal, R. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARClCarter, D. J. 
NGR 19-005006 Swtb~rn University - Baton Rouge 2229 
Research in the many-particle theory of nuclear systems with 
application to neutron star matter 
Period OM&ationr 
10/17/72-01/31/79 FY78: $18,358 TOTAL: $107,314 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE C a t o r y  
Yang, C. H. JPL/Estabrook, F. B. 1 1-Astronomy 
JPL/Zmuidzinas, J. S. 
NSG 2041 Southern University - Baton Rouge 2230 
Analytical model for the dynamic stress and deformation studies 
in the left ventricle 
Period OM&ations 
, 081 19/7449/01/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $99,301 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Caylory 
Ray, G. C. ARClSandler, H. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 8025 Southern University - Baton Rouge 2231 
Inhibitor analysis for a solar heating and cooling system 
Period OM&atlons 
01/02/75-08/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $71,572 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Catqory 
Tabony, J. MSFC/Wiiamson, J. G. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 8029 Southern University - Baton Rouge 2232 
Determination of particle size using measurements of scatter 
Period ou&!atlonr 
10/15/75-10/14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $39,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cutegory 
Fernald, F. G. ' MSFC/Trenkle, J. J. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. 1. 
NSG 8053 Southern University - Baton Rouge 2233 
Development of a fault tolerant microprocessor based computer 
systems for space flight 
Period MisorW 
09/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $26,709 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. qficer CASE Guegory 
Montgomery, V.  T. MSFC/White, J. B. 4SEkc Engr 
MSFClKent, M. I. 
NSG 80% S O P ~ ~ I  University - Baton Rouge 2234 
Research study of determination of particle size in clouds 
Period MisorW 
10/15/77-10/14/78 FY78: $26,497 TOTAL: $26,497 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Guegory 
Scott, R. L., Jr. MSFCIQwen, R. B. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 9030 Swtbern University - Baton Rouge 2235 
State vector update filter for autoland portion of the shuttle 
landing 
Period Obli#ations 
09/01/75-12/15/78 FY78: $24,940 TOTAL: $69,140 
P d .  Invesl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Grewal, G. S. JSC/Echelkamp, R; E. 45-Elec Engr 
NCA 2800801 Tulane University 3236 
Genetic bases for thermophily: Origins of thermal stability and 
membrane function 
Period Obligations 
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: $7,301 TOTAL: $7,301 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Johnson, E. J. ARC/MacElroy, R. D. 51 -Biology 
ARC/Lanyi, J. K. 
NSG 2139 Tulane University 2237 
Localition and ultrastructural histochemical characterization of 
the central emetric apparatus related to motion sickness and 
emetric drugs in the squirrel monkey and dog 
Period Obl@ationr 
03/01/76-02/28/79 FY78: $40,591 TOTAL: $1 10,493 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA T d .  OJficer CASE Category 
Brizzee, K. R. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 53-Other Medical 
NSG 3M9 T~~laoe University 2U8 
Evaluation of ion textured A12Q3 surfaces for permanent prosthetic 
attachment 
Perid Obligations 
08/01/78-0713 1/79 FY78: $14,995 TOTAL: $14,995 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Weinstein, A. M. LERC/Weigand, A. J. 5 1-Biology 
Klawitter, J. J. LERC/Banks, B. A. 
NSG 1460 University of New Orleans 2239 
Enhancement of appearance potential spectroscopy data by noise 
removal and deconvolution 
Period Obli#oIianJ 
10/01/77-08/3 1/79 FY78: $10,250 TOTAL: $10.250 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oyiccr CASE Catqory 
Ioup, G. E. LARC/Wood, G. M. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 198074MM Xavier University - Louisiana 2240 
The correlation of the 24 hour pattern of rat plasma and adrenal 
corticosterone with the diurnal variations of certain tissue 
constituents involved in carbohydrate metabolism 
Period asr&alians 
05/07/73-06/30/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $165.247 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cpla0ry 
Ashman, P. U. ARC/Wingct, C. M. 51-Biology 
ARC/Danellis, J. V. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
LOUISIANA (Continued) 
NSG 1361 Xavier University - Louisiana 2241 
e Calculation of total cross sections for charge exchange in molecular 
collisions 
Perid Obligations 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $35,012 
Prin Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofltcer CASE Category 
Ioup, J .  W. LARC/Wood, G. M. 13-Physics 
LARClSmith, A. 
NSG 5009 Bowie State College 2247 
Characterization of the physico-chemical properties of polymeric 
materials for aerospace flights 
Period ObIigations 
0710 1/74 1 I/30/78 FY 78: TOTAL: $84,483 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Ca~egory 
Rock, M. GSFC/Gross, F. C. 12-Chemistry 
GSFC/Colony, J. A. 
NSG 8050 Xavier University - Louisiana 2242 NSG 5051 Coppin State College Solar radiation measurement project 2248 Research on the failure mechanism and other factors leading to 
Period Obli8ations 
FY78: $24,236 TOTAL: $45,796 reduce cycle life in aerospace nickel-cadmium cells 06/02/77-01/01/79 Period OMi8ations 
Prin. fnwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Colegory 
MSFC/Espy, P. N. 39-Env Sci, NEC 05/01 /75-04/30/79 FY78: $48,732 TOTAL: $134,315 loup, J. Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer. CASE Category MSFC/Kent, M. I. McDermott. P. P. GSFCIFord. F. 12-Chemistw 
'MARYLAND 
NGR 21-027-001 Bowie State College 2243 
Research in cosmic ray physics 
Penod Obligations 
09/01/69-07/31/79 FY78: $30,210 TOTAL: $140,428 
Prin. I n W  NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Catqory 
Walker, R. P. GSFCIKniffen, D. A. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 21-027-004 Bowie State College 2244 
Research in numerical integration 
Period O ~ i o n s  
0512517 1-0713 1/79 FY78: $17,066 TOTAL: $94,901 
Pn'n. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Srivastava, S. GSFC/lLefferts, E. J. 21-Mathematics 
NAS 2-9300 Johns Hopkins University 2249 
Study of predictive ecological models useful for the management 
and conservation of Bearing Sea mammals 
Period Obligations 
06/28/76 12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $89,833 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Cotegory 
Ray, G. C. ARClSebesta, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Wartzok, D. ARC/Billingham, J. 
Besta, S. E. 
NAS 5.11415 Johns Hopkins University 2250 
Atmosphere Explorer photoelectron and energetic particle 
experiment 
Period Obligotionr 
0811 5174-09/30/79 FY78: $214,550 TOTAL: $1,343,877 
Prin. Invesf. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cate8ory 
Doering, J .  P. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCR 21-027-010 Bowie State College 2245 N A S  523316 Johns Hopkins University 2251 
Holographic gratings for spectrographic applications study of Design study of ultraviolet properties for large space telescope 
aberrations Period 061igations 
period obligations 09/24/73-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $148,607 
05/14/73-07/31/79 FY78: $16,498 TOTAL: $79,377 Prin. Inwst. NASA  ah. o/jicer CASE category 
prin. fnwsl. NASA ~mh.  officer CASE C a t ~ o r y  Fastie, W. G. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 I-Astronomy 
Bhatia, M. S. GSFC/Caruso, A. J. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Osantowski, J. F. 
NGT 21-027-012 Bowk State College 2246 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Penal OMigalim 
06/01 /74-05/3 1/79 FY78: $31,749 TOTAL: $150,213 
Prin. bwcst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Kirksey, C. H. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
GSFC/Mundy, 1. R. 
N A S  523732 Johns Hopkins University 2252 
Development of a command system for a fully implantable human 
tissue stimulator 
Period O&Uions  
10/26/76-03/23/79 FY78: $175,000 TOTAL: $350,000 
P?in. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Category 
Long, D. GSFC/Friedman, D.S. 53-Other Medical 
Fishell, R. E. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARY LAND (Continued) 
NAS 5-24236 Jobns Hopkins University 2253 
Study of slit jaw camera guidance system for shuttle telescopes 
Period Obligations 
07/19/77-07/18/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. bvest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Cbtegory 
Hastie, W. G. GSFC/Wilson, L. 1 1-Astronomy 
Davidsen, A. F. 
NAS 6-2706 Johns Hopkins University 2254 
Services and materials necessary to perform theoretical studies 
in ocean dynamics 
Period Obligations 
01/16/76-02/14/78 ' FY78: TOTAL: $148,101 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflinr CASE Category 
Phillips, 0. M. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 33-Oceanography 
WFC/Huang, N. E. 
NAS 6-2888 Johns Hopkis University 2255 
Study of ocean fine structures 
Period Obligations 
03/22/78-03/21/79 FY78: $50,043 TOTAL: $50,043 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. O/pcer CASE Category 
Phillips, 0. M. WFC/Huang, N. E. 33-Oceanography 
WFC/Long, S. R. 
NAS 8-32903 Johns Hopkins University 2256 
Scientific investigations in support of the space telescope project 
Period Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/84 FY78: $151,300 TOTAL: $151,300 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Wrcer CASE Category 
Fastie, W. G. MSFC/O'Dell, C. R. 1 I-Astronomy 
NGR 21-001-001 Johns Hopkins University 2257 
Rocket and laboratory experiments and analysis on ultraviolet 
spectra of upper atmosphere 
Period Obligations 
08/01/61-09/30/79 FY78: $302,000 TOTAL: $4,565,863 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of l inr  CASE Gategory 
Fastie, W. G. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
Feldman, P. D. HQSC/Murphy, R. 
NGR 21-OQl-111 Jobns Hopkins University 2258 
Small group performance & effects of contingency management 
in a programmed environment 
Period Wlp t ions  
03/31/72-10/31/78 FY78: $70,539 TOTAL: $805,794 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE Calqory 
Brady, J. V. ARC/Patton, R. M. 62-Social Aspects 
NSG 1442 Johns Hopkins University 2259 
Aspects of some transient faults in computer based systems 
Period Wigotionr 
09/ 15177- 101 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $47,948 
Pdn. I n ~ s t .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cuegory 
Masson, G. M. LARC/Bavuso, S. J. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Lupton, A. 0. 
NSG 2303 Johns Hopkins University 2260 
Experiments on sheared or strained turbulence 
Period Obligations 
02/01/78-01/3.1/79 FY78: $57,882 TOTAL: $57,882 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Coypry  
Corrsin, S. ARC/Rubesin, M. W. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Marvin, J. G. 
NSG 2324 Johns Hopkins University 2261 
Hormonal control of blood volume 
Period Obligations 
04/01/78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory 
Gann, D. S. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 52-Clinical Med 
Pirkle, J. C., Jr. 
NSG 5090 Johns Hopkins University 2262 
Research in earth sciences 
Period Migations 
01 101 /76-03/31/79 FY78: $34,993 TOTAL: $142,445 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Ca lego~ 
Marsh, B. D. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5161 Johns Hopkins University 2263 
Laboratory modelling of oceanic phenomena 
Period Obligations 
02/14/77-02/ 13/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,862 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OjJinr CASE Co~egory 
Phillips, 0. M. GSFC/Mueller, J. L. 33-Oceanography 
NSG 5184 Johns Hopkins University 2264 
Research in stellar chromospheres with the Copernicus satellite 
Period ObliglIIi0nt 
07/01 /77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $11,000 
Prin, Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Moos, H. W. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5210 Johns Hopkins University 2265 
Laser ranging based on maximum likelihood detection 
Period Obllgatim 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $14.000 TOTAL: $2Q,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catrpry 
Davidson, F. GSFCIAbshire, J. B. 45-Ekc Engr 
NSG 5225 Johns Hopkins University 2266 
Systems research for remote sensing oaan  surface circulation 
using the SEASAT-A satellite 
Period Obliyions 
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: $26,652 TOTAL :^ $26,652 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Td. .O//lrcr CASE Cafegory 
Marsh, B. D. GSFCISrnith, D. E. 33-Oceanography 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NSG 5230 Johns Hopkins University 2267 
Observation of local interstellar hydrogen using Copernicus 
satellite 
Perlod Obligafions 
02/13/78-02/12/79 FY78: $5,920 TOTAL: $5,920 
P M .  Invrsr. NASA T d .  .O/ficer CASE Culegory 
Moos, H. W. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5255 Jobns Hopkims University 2268 
Ultraviolet studies of the outer planets 
Period Obi@tions 
031 15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: $12,000 TOTAL: $12,000 
Prin. inwcsl. NASA Tech. ofpccr CASE Cafqory 
Moos, H. W. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
N S 6  5269 Johns Hopkins University 2269 
Research of thermal regime of the upper mantle 
Period OMigations 
041 15/7&04/ l,4/79 FY78: $18,821 TOTAL: $18,821 
Prin. inw8t. NASA Tech. Omcer CASE Category 
Marsh, B. D. GSFC/Langel, R. A. 32-Geologicai Sci 
Didwall, E. M. GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
NSG 7055 Johns Hopkins University 2270 
Satellite data analysis 
Period Obiigafions 
01/01/7401/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $234,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cacqory 
Krimigis S. M. HQSTjKaiser, M. L. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7382 Jobns Hopkiis University 2271 
A study of the feasibility of ultraviolet spectrometry for cometary 
missions 
Period Obl*aIions 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35.000 
Pnii. inrcsr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Cafqory 
Feldman, P. D. HQSL/Donn, B. D. I 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Bnmk, W. E. 
NSG 7449 Johns Hopkins University 2272 
Analysis of X-ray astronomy data 
Perlod Obi@~tms 
05/15/78-05/ 14/79 FY78: $60,420 TOTAL: $60,420 
Pm. lm. NASA F d .  O j / i r  CASE CaIqory 
Davidsen, A. F. HQ-SClOpp, A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5.25120 Montgomery Cdkge 2273 
Ultraviokt spectra study of normal stars 
Perlod misum 
06/21 / 7 W /  13/78 FY78: 58,000 TOTAL: $8,000 
P M .  i n w .  NASA Tecb. o//inr U S E  C.1- 
Fahey, P. P. GSFC/Fischel. D. 1 I-Astronomy 
GSFC/Klingksmith, D. A. 
NAS 5-23558 Morgan State University 2274 
The investigation, identification, analysis and interpretation of 
new possibilities in transfer technology 
Period Obl@fionr 
06/01/7&02/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $38,590 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Ted. o f f e r  CASE Cafegory 
Taylor, J .  GSFCIFriedman, D. S. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGT 21-025.006 Morgan State University 2275 
Summer faculty fellowship program 
Period Obiigafions 
04/16/71-03/31/79 FY78: $42,200 TOTAL: $290,311 
Flin. inverr. NASA Tecb. .O/fr CASE C a W q  
Proctor, N. K. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Mundy, J. R. 
NSG 5074 Morgan State University 2276 
Research calibration of photographic and spectrographic films 
period Obligmions 
10/01/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $22,658 TOTAL: $49,253 
Prin. Inw$f. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cufegory 
Hammond, E. C., Jr. GSFCIBaker, G. R. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFClStober, A. K. 
NGR 21-O(D2-010 University of Maryland - Battimore 2277 
Theoretical & experimental research in gravitational radiation 
Period Obligaci~s 
06/12/63-05/14/78 FY78: $12,000 TOTAL: $977,887 
Pnn. invrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cufqory 
Misner, C. W. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 2098 University of Maryland - Baltimore 2278 
Alterations in the mammalian vestibular system associated with 
changes in gravitational field 
Periad Dbli$aions 
08/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: $26,375 TOTAL: $93,088 
P M .  I~WJJ. NASA T d .  C?#lcer CASE Cawgory 
Grenell, R. G. ARC/Sharp, J. C. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 1-15378 University of Maryland - College Park 2279 
Extension of water vapor lidar tests 
P e w  mw- 
05/01/7&12/15/.78 FY78: $37,444 TOTAL: $37,444 
P d .  Znnwst. NASA T&. q f r  CASE fiW0ry 
Wilkerson, T. D. LARC/BroweU, E. V. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-11063 University of M a l y M  - College Park U80 
Experiment to analyze ions and electrons for IMP-H & J 
PcrW oarYk*rionr 
06/11/68-10/31/79 FY78: $137,959 TOTAL: $2,015,351 
Prin. i n ~ s f .  NASA Tcol m c e r  CASE Cstcpry 
Glocckkr, G. GSFCIDavis, M. A. 13-Physics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NAS 5-20062 University of Maryland - College Park 2281 NAS 5-24407 University of Maryland - College Park 2288 
Low energy charged particles experiment for International Study of major architectural design issues associated with the t.*3 
Sun-Earth Explorer mother and heliocentric spacecraft development of a mission oriented distributed computing system P 
Period obli#alions Period 01Yigations 
05/02/7447/30/80 FY78: TOTAL: $963,861 12/19/77-12/18/78 FY78: S65,115 TOTAL: S65,115 
Prin. best. NASA Ted. Qf/irrr CASE Caegory PM. Invest. NASA Ted. o/jirrr CASE Category 
Gloeckler, G. GSFClDavis, M. A. 13-Physics Agrawala, A. K. GSFCIBarsky, J. 22-Computer Science 
Gligor, V. D. GSFClLarsen, R. L. 
NAS 5-22537 University of Maryland - College Park 2282 
Lidar design requirements study 
Perid Wigll~ions 
08/08/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $39,686 
P*. Invest. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
Wilkerson, T. W. GSFClAikin, A. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
McIlrath, T. J. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 
NAS 5-22835 University of Maryland - College Park 2283 
Workshop meetings for the electrodynamic Explorer preliminary 
science mission study 
Period 061i.gations 
101 16/75-04/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $35,289 
PM.  Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
Messenger, C. J. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-23237 University of Maryland - College Park 2284 
Feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & 
radiometer for Mariner/Jupiter 1977 launch 
Period Wigalions 
05/09/73-10/31/8 1 FY78: $14,000 TOTAL: S60,m 
Prin. Inncst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cawory 
Ponnamperuma, C. A. GSFC/Conrath, B. J. 13-Physics 
, GSFClHanel, R. A. 
NAS 5-WSI University of Maryland - College Park 2285 
Study of application of a field neutron generator 
Petid W W h  
04/06/76-11/30/78. FY78: S7,MO TOTAL: $23,452 
P d .  Inw~t,  NASA Tech. q / i n r  CASE Cakgory 
Sommer, S. E. GSFC/Tmmbka, J. I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 525132 University of Maryland - College Park 2289 
Investigations of diagnostic techniques applicable to pulsed visible 
dye lasers 
Period Wigations 
08/01 178-051 15/79 FY78: $19,644 TOTAL: $19,644 
Prin. Inesl. NASA Ted. o/firer CASE Cutegory 
Mcllrath, T. J .  GSFC/Caudill, L. 0. 49-Engr, NEC 
GSFC/Degnan, J. J. 
NAS 832148 University of Maryland - College Park 2290 
A study to determine the aquatic biological effects on the solid 
rocket booster 
Period Wigations 
081 10176-12/15/78 FY78: S60.000 TOTAL: $103,001 
PM. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Colwell, R. R. MSFC/Scott, F. E. 5 1-Biology 
Zachary, A. 
NCA 5-11 University of Maryland - College Park 2291 
Develop and test a very efficient two dimensional fast Fourier 
transform algorithm 
petid wigations ' 
081 15/75-09/ 15/76 FY78: ' TOTAL: 57,432 
P M .  Inest. NASA Tech. Qf/iwr CASE Cetegory 
Harger, R. 0. GSFC/Fischcl, D. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Klinglesmith, D. A. 
NCA 513 University of Maryland - College Park 2292 
Study of digital image processing of astronomical scenes 
NAS 5-24130 University of Maryland - College Park 2286 period wWh 
Laboratory study of resonance fluorescence in atmospheric gases 051 17/76-05/ 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
I I'etid w w  Prh. brm. NASA Ted. o/finr CASE Category 
04/@7/77- 11 / 17/78 FY78: S130,103 TOTAL: S225,103 Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Klinglesmith, D. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
P&. Inmr. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Cafepry 
Mcllrath, T. J. GSFCIAikin, A. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCA 5-20 University of Maryland - College Park 22!93 
NAS 5-24305 University of MaryIand - College Park 2287 Study of digital image processing of astronomical scenes 
Intensified charge coupled devia imager study perid w W h  
?edd w m  05/16/77-05/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: S15,OOO 
09/14/77-04/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $39.410 
 fin. Inwst. NASA T&. wirer  CASE ratepry 
P&. hest. NASA ~ech. q f k r  CASE Cmegwy Rosenfcld, A. GSFC/Fischel, D. 1 1-Astronomy 
Cume, D. G. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 45-Ek Engr GSFC/Klingksmith, D. A. 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARY LAND (Continued) 
NCA 5-22 University of Maryland - College Park 2294 
i Analysis of orbital and celestial environment display in- 
formation 
Perid Obliptiw~s 
07/01/77- 1213 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S10,oOO 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Slade, W. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Hennessy, J. 
NCA 524 University of Maryland - College Park 2295 
Physics study of planetary nebulae 
Period Obligelions 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $2,800 TOTAL: S2,800 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Ccuegory 
Cume, D. G. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. I 1-Astronomy 
NCA 5-26 University of Maryland - College Park 2296 
Study of digital image processing of astronomical scenes 
Period Obligotionr 
051 16/78-05/ 15/79 FY78: $5,700 TOTAL: S5,700 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Klinglesmith, D. A. 11-Astronomy 
NCA 5-27 University of Maryland - College Park 2297 
Development of software for spectral image proassing 
Period Obliptions 
03/01 /78-03/31/78 FY78: S1,752 TOTAL: $1,752 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Kiinglesmith, D. A. I I-Astronomy 
NCA 5-28 University of Maryland - College Park 2298 
Goddard introduction to engineering careers 
Period Obligationr 
06/01 178-06/30/79 FY78: S8,380 TOTAL: S8.380 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Caftgwy 
Wockenfuss, W. A. GSFC/Chapman. J. W. 49-Engr, NEC 
NCA 579 University of Maryland - College Park 2299 
Analysis of high energy X-ray spectrometer data 
Period Obl&#tb  
12/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $7,200 TOTAL: $7,200 
Prin. 1nw~1. NASA Tech. @#per CASE wary 
Rosenfeld, A. GSFC/Dennis, B. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGL 21-OOMOS University of M a r y W  - College Park 2300 
Theoretical research on dynamics of astrophysical plasmas 
including studies of structure of plasma shock waves in solar 
corona and their possibk radio emission 
Pe&i wb 
02/Ol/62-06/3O/SO FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: S980.493 
P h .  I n ~ s l .  NASA Tech. O@er CASE wary 
Wu, C. S. HQST/King. J. H. 1BPhys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGL 21-002-033 University of Maryland - College Park 2301 
Theoretical and experimental studies in space sciences, including 
consideration of rocket probe and satellites techniques 
PcriGd Obligations 
06/02/64-07/3 1/80 FY78: $67,636 TOTAL: S3,140,884 
P h .  I n ~ s l .  NASA Tech. ofjinr CASE CWegory 
Smith, E. P. GSFC/Bauer, S. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kerr. F. J. 
NGR 21-002002 University of Maryland - College Park 2302 
Theoretical studies in atmospheric and space physics 
PeriGd Wi#atiow 
02/01/60-11/30/77 FY78: $28,000 TOTAL: S715.000 
Prin. b v d .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Chfego~ 
Opik, E. J. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 21-002-066 University of Maryland - College Park 2303 
A study of primary cosmic ray electrons, utilizing balloon-borne 
experiments 
Period Obli#a~ions 
11/19/65-05/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $795,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tcch. o f f i r  CASE Cotegory 
Earl, J. A. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 21-002473 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 23fM 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of plasma radiation 
Period fM&alim 
04/26/66-02/28/79 FY78: S59,999 TOTAL: S816,173 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Cafepry 
Griem, H. R. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. I 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 21-002-O!Mi University of Marylud - Coflege Park 2305 
Research in atmospheric physics 
Period O b l & # t h  
06/21/66-03/31/79 FY78: $76,242 TOTAL: S823.884 
P h .  fries). NASA Tech. 9fpcer CASE Category 
Matthews, D. L. GSFC/Hartle, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFCfGagnon, B. D. 
NGR 21-002-199 University of M8ryirad - College park 2306 
Research in solar radio astronomy at short wavekngths 
Perlad O b l ~ I O n s  
041 1 1/69-09/30/78 FY78: S60.000 TOTAL: $343,656 
Prin B r a .  NASA Ted. * r  CASE Chtegorg 
Kundu, M. R. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 1IPhysics 
NGR 21402224 University of Maryland - College Park 2307 
Research on the measurement of the charge and isotopic 
composition on the primary cosmic rays 
Pcr*d Obl&l&nJ 
0713 1 /69-02/28/79 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: S318,000 
PI*I. I n w .  NASA T d .  OfFr r  CASE CW#p?y 
Gloeckkr, G. HQ-SC/OPP, A. G. 1 lhstranomy 
HQSC/Fishman, G. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) . 
NGR 21-002.270 University of Maryland - College Park 2308 NGR 21-002400 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 2315 
Research in mechanical theorem proving Preliminary experiments with a split sphere high pressure 
'1 Perlal Obligations apparatus 
051 18/70-03/3 1/79 FY78: $33,366 TOTAL: $176,66 1 period ~bl iga t~om 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Catqory 04/17/73-10/01/78 FY78: $67,150 TOTAL: $281,791 
Minker, J. HQ-RE/Gevarter, W. B. 21-Mathematics prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
JPL/Friedman, L. Spain, I. L. LERC/Coles, W. D. 13-Physics 
Skelton, E. F. LERCIBrown, G. V. 
NGR 2M@2-291 U h e r s i e  of MaV1.d - College Park 2309 NGT 21-002254 University of Maryland - College Park 2316 
Studies of charged particles in natural and laboratory environ- Summer faculty fellowship program in research for 24 faculty 
ments members 
Period  ions Period Obli~atiionr 
01 12817 1 - 1013 1/79 FY78: $55,460 TOTAL: $256,921 12/23/69-03/3 1/78 FY78: 
Prin. Invest. 
TOTAL: $643,368 
NASA Tech. offimr CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA T e d  ojficer CASE CaIqoly Copian, M .  A. GSFC/Ogilvie, K. W. 13-Physics Emad, F. P. HQ-LU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
Rosenbcrg, T. J. GSFCIHoffman, R. A. 
NSG 1336 Universitv of Marvland - College Park 2317 
NGR 21-002-316 University of Maryland - College Park 2310 Water vapor lidar demoristration - 
Research program in charged particle detector technology period m i g a t  
Period Obligations 09/20/76-11/19/77 FY78: TOTAL: 910.000 
07/01/71-01/31/79 FY78: $466,000 TOTAL: $2,085,7 17 Prin. Inmt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cdqory  
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Gaitgory Wilkerson, T. D. LARC/Browell, E. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
Gloeckler, G. GSFCITeegarden, B. .I. 13-Physics McIlrath, T. J. 
NSG 1468 University of Maryland - College Park 2318 
NGR 21-003.317 University of Maryland - College Park 2311 Study of surface acoustic wave charge transfer device 
Chemical studies of the origin of life periaf Obligations 
Period Wigations 11/15/77-11/14/78 FY78: $27,819 TOTAL: $27,819 
081 18/71-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $665,093 prim Invest. NASA T U ~ .  officer CASE category 
prin. IIIIW~. NASA TCA. ojficer CASE ~otegory Lin, H .  C. LARC/Benz, H. F. 45-Elec Engr 
Ponnamperuma, C. A. HQSB/Young, 8. S. 12-Chemistry LARC/Husson, C. 
NGR 21-002344 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 2312 
Studies on themophysical properties in critical region of fluids 
Periad wigaiiom 
021 16/7242/28/79 FY78: $15.231 TOTAL: S82230 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Sengers, J. V. LERC/Simoneau, R. J. 13-Physics 
NGR 21-002.368 University of M.ry1.d - Colkge Park 2313 
Geochemistry of lunar & meteoritic materials 
Pcrkd ~C~ 
06/01/72-08/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5330,355 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. wirer  CASE ChW~ry 
Khanna. R. H. GSFC/Stief, L. J. 3%Geological Sci 
NGR 21-003.399 University of Maryland - College Park 2314 
Urbanization and geologic processes in the Chesamake Bay 
- - -  
watershed 
P e a  auigmionr 
03/01/73-0513 1/79 FY78: $15,200 TOTAL: $108,5 11 
P h .  l m s t .  NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cafepry 
McCuen, R. H. GSFC/Rango, A. 32-Geological Sci 
GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
NSG 1558 University of Maryland - College Park 2319 
Design of flight control systems via robust servomechanism 
theory 
Period wigations 
Q8/15/78-08/ 14/79 FY78: $30,127 TOTAL: $30.127 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE Category 
Wang, S. H. LARC/Schy, A. A. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 5017 University of Marylrnd - College Park 2320 
Resource identification studies on urban watersheds using the 
Anacostia River Basin as an example 
Period Obligations 
07/15/7411/30/78 FY78: $27,687 TOTAL: $91,254 
Pnir Inwst. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cotegory 
Ragan, R. M. GSFC/Salomonson, V. V. 
McCuen, R. H. GSFC/Rango, A. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG J035 UheRity of Muylud  - Colkge Park 2321 
Astronomy and geophysics experiment using very long base 
interferometry 
Periai om&atlarn 
12/01/7403/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $63.650 
Ptfa I n w .  NASA Td. oj*r CASE Cafegoy 
Richard, J. P. GSFC/Clark, T. A. 1 1-Astronomy X 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NSG 5042 University of Maryland - College Park 2322 
Study of C02 waveguide laser life problem 
Period Obligaim 
01/12/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $120,685 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE (5rtegory 
Hochuli, U. E. GSFCIDegnan, J. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Davis, C. 
NSC 5048 University of Maryland - College Park 2323 
Efficient detection, analysis and classification of lightning radiation 
fields 
PeMd Obligattm 
02/01/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $28,432 
Prin. Infest. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE Category 
Harger, R. 0. GSFC/Levine, D. M. 45-Elec Engr 
Tretter, S. A. 
NSG 5083 University of Maryland - Cdkge Park 2324 
Multiphaa flows for lunar and terrestrial volcanoes 
Period . Obligations 
10/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S18,767 
P&. Inwt .  NASA Tech. OjfScer CASE ategory 
Pai, S. I .  GSFC/O'Keefe, J. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 5084 University of Maryland - College Park 2325 
Investigations with satellite data 
Period Obligations 
10/01/75-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S109,847 
Prin. Infest. NASA Tech. Omcer CASE Category 
Thompson, 0. E. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
Fritz, S. GSFCIArking, A. 
NSG 994  University of Maryland - Cdkge Park 2326 
Analysis of lunar data 
Period 061igatim.s 
02/01/7643/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: S 139,004 
Prin. Inurt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Balakrishnan, A. V. GSFC/Trombka, J. I. 32Geological Sci 
NSG 5112 University of M a r y l d  - College Park 2327 
Magnetogeochemistry of solid solar systems bodis 
Period Mimions 
05/01/7658/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S24,150 
Prin. Infest. NASA Tceh. Wfierr CASE Category 
Weidner, J. R. GSFC/Wasilewski. P. J. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 5121 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 2328 
Geochemistry of lunar materials 
Prrlod Wisrtions 
07/01 /76-09/30/77 FY78: $50 TOTAL: S79,111 
Pdn. Inest. NASA Tech. officer CASE C b ~ 0 r y  
Weidner, J. R. GSFC/Nava, D. F. 32-Geological Sci 
GSFC/Philpotts, J. A. 
NSG 5123 University of Maryland - College Park 2329 
Evaluation of software engineering disciplines 
Period OMigationr 
08/01 176- 1213 1/78 FY78: $61,023 TOTAL: $127,214 
Prin. Infest. NASA Tceh. 9fficer CASE Category 
Basili, V .  R. GSFC/McGarry, F. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
Zelkowitz, M. V. GSFC/Tasaki, K. K. 
NSG 5129 University of Maryland - College Park 2330 
Research regarding centimeter laser ranging accuracy to earth 
satellites 
PerW Wigaims 
09/17/76-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S169.070 
Prin. Infest. NASA Tceh. officer CASE Category 
Aky,  C. 0. GSFCIJohnson, T. S. 1 3-Physics 
Currie, D. G. 
NSG 5137 University of Muylad  - College Park 2331 
incorporation of remotely sensed soil moisture data into hydrologic 
models 
Period Wigations 
12/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: 535,950 TOTAL: $72,055 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cktegory 
Witczak, M. W. GSFC/Schmugge, T. J. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5172 University of Maryland - College Park 2332 
Raman spectroscopy of cosmic ices and planetary atmospheres 
Period OMigalim 
04/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: $9,176 TOTAL: $22.566 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. o//rmr CASE Category 
Khanna, R. J. GSFC/Donn, B. D. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 5174 University of Msryland - Cdlege Park 2333 
Atmospheric lidar research 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
P M .  Inwt.  NASA Ted. ofmr CASE Ccr,egory 
Wierson, T. D. GSFC/Barnes, W. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5177 University d Maryland - Cdkge Park 2334 
Measurement of interstellar helium impinging on the earth 
Period Wi@tlas 
06/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: SZ0,000 TOTAL; $35,000 
P M .  Inust. NASA Tech. e r  CASE Ccnaory 
Moore, J. H. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
Opal. C. B. HQST/Schmcrling, E. R. 
Meier, R. R. 
NSG 5209 University of Mary1.d - Cdkge Park 2335 
Multidisciplinary research program in atmospheric science 
Period -- 
09/12/77-11/30/78 FY78: $247.834 TOTAL: $293,834 
Rin. Inust. NASA Ted. QftTmr CASE CaIeWry 
Thompson, 0. E. GSFCIArking, A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NSG 5234 University of Maryland - College Park 2336 
Research of image motion and evaluation and optimization of 
the automatic guide system on the forty-eight inch telescope 
Period Owigatwns 
021 19178-02/18/79 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cotegory 
Currie, D. G. GSFC/Winston, G. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5287 University of Maryland - College Park 2337 
Evaluate the automatic guider system for possible space ranging 
applications 
Period Wigations 
071 15178-07/14/79 FY78: $37,404 TOTAL: $37,404 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Cume, D. G. GSFC/Winston, G. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5298 University of Maryland - College Park 2338 
Solar gamma-ray astronomy research 
Period Obligations 
08/15/78-05/ 14/79 FY78: $19,900 TOTAL: $19,900 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Wall, N. S. GSFC/Ramaty, R. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 6010 University of Maryland - College Park 2339 
An indepth investigation to assess and quantify the economic 
implications of management oriented remote sensing activities 
Period Obligations 
05/01/76-04/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $29,602 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Harmon, D. M. WFCJAlfonsi, P. J. 72-Economics 
Fuller, K. B. 
NSG 7046 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 2340 
Studies of the Apollo 15 and 16 orbital X-ray data 
Period WigatEons 
05/01/74-03/31/79 FY78: S31.552 TOTAL: $128,708 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Cotegory 
Adler, I. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. E. 
NSG 71% University of Maryland - College Park 2341 
Research and development of gravitational experiments for 
spacecraft 
Period Wigations 
03/01]76-06/3O/79 FY78: $73,267 TOTAL: $173.5 13 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//rcer CASE Cotegory 
Wetter, J. HQRR/Lundholm, J. G., Jr. 13-Physics 
Richard, J. P. JPL/Mason, P. V. 
NSG 7252 University of Maryland - Cdege Park 2342 
Analysis and interpretation of X-ray data 
Period OMigations 
06/01 /76-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tmh. Oj/ler CASE Category 
Rose, W. K. HQSC/Opp, A. G. I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7253 University of Marylaad - College Park 2343 
Improving communications between humans and computer- 
directed automatic systems 
Period OMigaliwu 
07/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: $45,547 TOTAL: $120,925 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Category 
Reiger, C. J. HQRR/Randolph; L. P. 
Minker, J. JPL/Friedman, L. 22-Computer Science 
NSG 7260 Uoivecsity of Maryland - College Park 2344 
Colloquium on comparative planetology 
Period OMigaIions 
061 15/76-06/ 14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,988 
P h .  Inwn. NASA Tech. Ojficcr CASE Category 
Ponnamperuma, C. A. HQ-SL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Flinn, E. A. 
NSG 7284 University of Maryland - College Park 2345 
Research on photon counting array photometer for space 
applications 
Pcnbd Ob/igations 
10/01/76-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $147,768 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Cume, D. G. HQSC/Rosendhal I. D. 1 I-Astronomy 
NSG 7285 University of Maryland - College Park 2346 
A study of solar X-ray bursts 
Period OMigations 
091 15/76-09/ 14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $9,000 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. Ojjiwr CASE Category 
Kundu, M. R. HQ-ST/Timothy, A. F. 13-Physics 
NSG 7322 University of Maryland - College Park 2347 
Research on comets 
Pcnbd Obligatim 
03/01 /77-02/28/79 FY78: $38,000 TOTAL: $76,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficcr CASE Catellory 
A'Hearn, M. F. HQSLlBrunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 7340 University of Marylrnd - College Park 2348 
Spectral studies related to dissociation of hydrogen-bromine, 
hydrogen-chloride and bromine-oxide 
Period Wigations 
06/16/77-06/15/79 FY78: $36,000 TOTAL: $65,783 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Ginter, M. L. HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Newton, G. P. 
NSG 7366 University of M a r y M  - College Park 2349 
Theoretical calculations of non-ballistic fluid dynamic flow for 
ejecta transport in models of multiring basins of impact origin 
Perid Owigatiam 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Inwst NASA Tech. Ol/icer CASE Cocqory 
Pai, S. I. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. r( 
/ 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NSG 7427 University of Maryland - College Park 2350 
i Numerical simulation experiments in support of NASA solar 
physics missions: Solar loop and flare studies 
Period Obligotim 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech officer CASE Category 
Spicer, D. S. HQ-STlBohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NAS 6-2855 University of Maryland - Eastern Sbore 2351 
Services for operation of Wallops' Technical Library 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $62,375 TOTAL: $62.375 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O/@r CASE Category 
Smith, J. C. WFC/Floyd, J. C. 99-Multi-Discip 
Ignasias, C. D. WFC/Foster, J. N. 
NGR 21-119403 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2352 
High power pulsed laser beams and their atmospheric propagation 
limitations 
Period Obligations 
08/18/72-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: %,254 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j j e r  CASE Category 
Singh, G. WFClTrafford, G. H. 13-Physics 
NSG 6006 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2353 
Studies of microwave radiation as a tool in soil sterilization against 
major diseases and pests of agricultural crops 
Period Obligations 
J 03/01/76-05/3 1/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $99,699 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofl~cer CASE Category 
Wutoh, J. G. WFC/Oberholtzer, J. D. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 6016 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2354 
A chronology and retrieval system for Wallops Flight Center 
atmospheric data 
Period Obligations 
091 17176-10/16/78 FY78: $30,222 TOTAL: $55,706 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Smith, J .  C. WFC/Parsons, C. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 6017 University of Maryland - Eastern Sbore 2355 
Summer study on space colonies 
Period Oblig0lionr 
06/20/77-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 
P k .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Lynk, W. L. WFCJTrafford, G. H. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
MASSACHUSETTS 
NSG 7325 Amberst College 2357 
Factors affecting assimilatory nitrate reduction by prokaryotes 
Period Obligationr 
06/01/77-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,8 10 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Leadbctter, E. R. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7190 Boston College 2358 
Coordinated analysis of auroral data and particles data from 
ATS-5 and ATS6 
Period ObJigalim 
12/01/75-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: 330,000 
P k .  Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Eather, R. H. HQSTICauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
NSG 7385 Boston College 2359 
Investigation of auroral process on the ATS field line 
Period Obligutim 
09/01/77-0813 1/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Eather, R. H. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7468 Boston College 2360 
Evaluate and assess the role of theorists in solar terrestrial 
research 
Period Obligatim 
06/01/78-05/31/79 FY78: 366,442 TOTAL: $66,442 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Carovillano, R. L. HQ-ST/Tomayko, D. W. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-32844 Boston University 2361 
Use of the space shuttle to create plasma holes for ionospherie 
and radio astronomical studies 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/03/81 FY78: $21,000 TOTAL: $21,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tcrl. Offfer CASE Category 
Mendillo, M. MSFC/Guyncs, B. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/lse, R. 
NSG 7470 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore 2356 NGR 22004618 Boston University 2362 
Optimization of agricultural productivity in closed ecological life Ultrasonic measurement of heart volume 
support systems Period Oliligatim 
period Obligations 03/01/70.12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $65,5 1 1 
07/01 178-12/3 1/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 prin. inlust. NASA T&. officer CASE Category 
prim ~nwst. NASA T&. ofjicer CASE Category Fulton, G. P. HQ-SB/Larson, C. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Joshi, J. M. HQ-SB/Young. R. S. 51-Biology Berman, H. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGR 22404-025 Boston University 2363 NAS 5-23199 Haward University 2370 
" )  Microbial contributions to the precambrian earth Atmosphere Explorer theoretical investigations 
Pelial Obligations Period OMigotions 
121 15170-09/30/78 FY78: $48,226 TOTAL: $210,663 031 19173-09/19/77 FY78: TOTAL: $164,564 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ojpcer CASE Category Prin. Inwt.  NASA Tech. QfJkr CASE Gsqory 
Margulis, L. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci McElroy, M. B. GSFC/Spenoer, C. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 224W-030 Boston University 2364 NAS 523494 Haward University 2371 
Compressible unsteady potential aerodynamic flow around lifting X-ray ultraviolet spectroheliometer experiment for synchronous 
bodies having arbitrary shapes & motions meteorological satellite study effort 
Period ObIi&!ations Period OMigotions 
12/08/71-12/31/78 FY78: 980,358 TOTAL: $424,472 05/19/7609/30/81 FY78: $1,297,000 TOTAL: $4,295,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oj/icer CASE Cotegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cale#ory 
Morino, L. LARC/Yates, E. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr Reeves, E. M.. GSFC/Donley, J. 1.. 31-Atmos Sci 
Tseng, K. 
NAS 524134 Haward University 2372 
NSG 7254 Boston University 2365 Investigation of the upper atmosphere using data from AE 
The creation of plasma holes in the ionosphere and their potential satellites 
U S  Period OMigations 
Period obligations 091 19177-09/3/79 FY78: $67,428 TOTAL: $123,864 
09/01/7608/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,000 Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Category 
prin. I~VCSI. NASA ~ech. OIficer CASE category McElroy, M. B. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Mendillo, M. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NAS 831374 Hanard University 2373 
Scientific data reduction and analysis activities ATM experiment 
NAS 9-15147 Brandeis University 2366 5054 
Vestibular selection criteria development ~eriod ObIigations 
Period obligations 01/01/75-10/31/79 FY78: $161,625 TOTAL: $973,588 
09/01 /7602/28/79 FY78: $38,500 TOTAL: $96,743 prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Qificer CASE Category Vaiana, G. S. MSFC/Snoddy, W. C. 13-Physics 
Lackner, J. R. JSC/Homick, J. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 1-10492 Hanard University 2367 
Participation in science. planning for Viking 1975 missions in 
area of entry science 
Penad OMigations 
0312517 1-061 14/78 FY78: $72,714 TOTAL: $327,921 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. OJ/ler CASE Category 
McElrov. M. B. LARC/Williams. T. S.. Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 831549 Hward University 2374 
Development of a microchannel plate detector 
Pefiod Obl&ations 
09/04/75-03/3 1/78 FY78: $34,972 TOTAL: $502,724 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Oj/ier CASE Category 
Noyes, R. W. MSFC/Bordelon, C. S. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Huggins, C. T. 
NAS 8-32691 Haward Universitv 2375 
NAS 2-9127 Harvard University 2368 Crystal nucleation in glass-forming alloy and pure metal melts 
Interdisciplinary scientist, Pioneer/Venus program under containedess and vibrationless conditions 
Pcdod ob&tions Pefiod Obli#ationr 
02123176-1213 1/79 FY78: $56,000 TOTAL: $1 17,196 06/23/78-06/22/8 1 FY78: S40,OOO TOTAL: $40,000 
P h .  Inwsr. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Colegory P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. C@trr CASE Cmegory 
Goody, R. M. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 I-Astronomy Turnbull, D. MSFC/Lacy, L. L. 13-Physics 
ARC/Porter, D. L. Spae~en, F. MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
NAS 5-3949 Haward University 2369 NAS 9-15326 Hanard University 2376 
Study and experiment for a high resolution ultraviolet telescope Preliminary characterization of persisting circadian rhythms during 
and spectrometer system space flight: Neurospora as a model system 
Period ObIi#atbns P~rlod ObI&dilnu 
01/28/65-06/30/79 FY78: S3%,MO TOTAL: $39,274,986 06/01 /77-04/30/8 1 FY78: SS2,606 TOTAL: ~99,316 
Pria. Inrrsi. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE Category P r h  Inwst. NASA Tech. Officrr CASE CO)ego?y 
Noyes, R. W. MSFC/Snoddy, W. C. I 1-Astronomy Newton, R. W. JSCINolte, R. W. 5 1-Biology 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NASW 2952 Hward University 2377 
An atmospheric and oceanic nitrous oxide measurement pro- 
gram 
Period OM&ations 
061 15/76-Ql/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $122,300 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. O//inr CASE Category 
McElroy, M. B. HQ-ST/King, J. 320ceanography 
NGL 22-007-006 Harvard University 2378 
Theoretical & experimental studies on ultraviolet solar physics 
Pcnbd Obligations 
07/ 10/63- 1213 1/78 FY78: $ 200,000 TOTAL: $4,721,398 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Category 
Parkinson, W. H. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NGL 2 2 0 0 7 w  Harvard University 2379 
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry of organic extractives from 
precambrian sediments 
Period Obligations 
05/29/66-05\/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $332,743 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
+ Barghoorn, E. S. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NGL 22007-117 Hanard University 2380 
Investigation of the behavior of ultrashort light pulses of 
picosecond duration in optical media 
Perlod Obligationr 
04/22/6&01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S300,oOO 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Calegory 
Bloembergen, N. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Ph ysics 
NGL 22-007-228 Hanard University 2381 
Theoretical investigation of multiphase in Jupiter interior and 
possible relationship to behavior of outer atmospheric layers 
Period wigations 
12/15/71-09/30/80 FY78: $188,000 TOTAL: $583,987 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. q j i i n r  CASE Calegory 
Goody, R. M. HQ-SL/Murphy, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLlBrunk, W. E. 
NGL 22067-247 Hanard University U82 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OblQtionr 
06/30/7201/31/81 FY78: $144,113 TOTAL: S641,268 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. q f i e r  CASE Category 
Hays, J. F. JSCIHamq J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 2UWI-202 Harvard University 2383 
Investigations in the far ultraviolet solar spectrum 
P d  Obligatinr 
11/05/70.09/30/79 FY78: $76,000 TOTAL: $1,044,000 
Prin. hrrst. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Caugcwy 
Parkinson, W. H. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
NGR 22-007-269 Hanard University 2384 
Theoretical research in planetary physics 
Period Obligations 
09/01/73-09/30/78 ~ ~ 7 8 :  $56,589 TOTAL: ~208,197 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Category 
Cameron, A. G. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NGR 22-007-270 Hanard University 2385 
The operation of a balloon-borne @inch telescope for far infrared 
astronomy 
Period Obllptionr 
11/05/73-12/30/78 FY78: $1 16,000 TOTAL: $435,868 
Prin. Inmt.  NASA T d .  OJficer CASE Category 
Fado, G. G. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
Noyes, R. W. HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 22007-272 Hward University 2386 
Theoretical studies in space astronomy 
Period Obligations 
09/01/73-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $175,696 
Prin. bvcst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Cameron, A. G. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 1 lhstronomy 
NSG 2031 Hanard University 2387 
Chemistry and dynamics of trace stratospheric gases 
Period OMigations 
07/01 /74-09/30/78 FY78: $91,976 TOTAL: $304,341 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
McElroy, M. B. HQST/Simon, N. K. 31-Atmos Sci 
Wolfsy, S. C. HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSG 2144 Hanard University 2388 
Regulation of protein balance in muscle 
Period Obligations 
04/01/76-05/01/79 FY78: $17,206 TOTAL: $74,664 
Prin. Invrrr. NASA Tech. qf imr CASE Calegory 
Goldberg, A. L. ARC/Ellis, S. E. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 2265 Hanard University 2389 
Geometrical methods for nonlinear dynamics 
Perid Wiga~ions 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: $31,500 TOTAL: S50.500 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. q f i e r  CASE Calegory 
Brockett, R. W. ARC/Doolin, B. F. 41-Aem Engr 
Bymes, C. I. 
NSG 5128 Hanard University 2390 
Lyman alpha coronograph research sounding rocket program 
Period ~ a t l o n s  
07/15/7610/ 14/79 FY78: $285,000 TOTAL: 5624,926 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. QWer CASE4htegory 
Reeves, E. M. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NSG 5143 Harvard University 2391 
Ultraviolet study of V Puggis 
Period Obli#ations 
12/01 176-0813 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $995 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Category 
Flannery, B. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5160 Haward University 2392 
Climate processes in the atmosphere and ocean 
Period 06/igatiom 
02/14/77-01/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $89,532 
Prin. Invm. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Lindzen, R. S. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Sarachik, E. S. 
NSG 5176 Hanard University 2393 
Research of high resolution vacuum ultraviolet absorption 
cross-sections of stratospheric molecules 
Period Obligations 
06/01 /77-05/31/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $97,600 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Parkinson, W. H. GSFC/Reed, E. I. 13-Physics 
Freeman, D. E. 
Yoshino, K. 
NSG 5191 Hanard University 2394 
Studies of chromospheres and corona of late-type stars/ 
reobservation of Alpha Aurigae 
Period Obligations 
08/01 177-0713 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,158 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Dupree, A. K. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5226 Haward University 2395 
Studies of selected soft X-ray sources 
Period Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $9,215 TOTAL: $9,215 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Dupree, A. K. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5228 Haward University 23% 
Dynamics and evaluation of Gulf Stream meanders 
' Period OMigatim 
02/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: $19,105 TOTAL: $19,105 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Robinson, A. R. GSFC/Halem, M. 33-Oceanography 
NSG 5229 Haward University 2397 
Ultraviolet investigations of stellar X-ray sources 
Period OM&ations 
02!01/78-0113 1/79 FY78: $39,885 TOTAL: $39,885 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Dupree, A. K. GSFC/Boggess, A. 11-Astronomy 
GSFCjWest, D. K. 
NSG 5239 Haward University 2398 
Observations of stellar chromospheres and coronae 
Period Obligalions 
03/01 /78-02/28/79 FY78: $21,H)O TOTAL: $21,500 
Prin. Invest NASA Tech. offircr CASE Categozy 
Dupree, A. K. GSFCfBoggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5293 Haward University 2399 
Studies of the local interstellar medium 
Period Obligalions 
08/01/78-0713 1/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oj/ier CASE Category 
Dupree, A. K. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
l 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7095 Hanard University too0 
Reflection spectra of sodium doped ammonia ioe 
Period Obligations 
10/25/74-08/31/78 FY78: $35,017 TOTAL: $155,730 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Dennison, B. K. HQ-SL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLlBrunk, W. E. 
NSG 7176 Haward University 2401 
Participation in NASA core funding 
Penod OHigatrons 
11/01/75-10/31/80 FY78: W.000  TOTAL: $800,000 
Pnn Invest NASA Tech Oficer CASE Category 
Field, G. B. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 11-Astronomy 
McElroy, M. B. 
NSG 7304 Haward University 2402 
Absolute transition probabilities in ultraviolet spectra of 
interstellar molecules 
Period Obligations 
1211 5176-1 2/ 14/78 FY78: $40,715 TOTAL: $73,525 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofliar CASE Category 
Parkinson, W. H.  HQSC/Rosendahl, J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7332 Hanard University 2403 
Planetary speckle imaging 
Period Obligati~~~( 
03/01/77-1213 1/78 FY78: $67,000 TOTAL: $121,366 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Categow 
Goody, R. M .  HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 7391 H a n d  University 2404 
Experimental solar radio spectrum analyzer 
Period Obligations 
1011 5177-10/14/78 FY78: $8,000 TOTAL: $8,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cawory 
Maxwell, A. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. i 3-Physics 
HQST/Timothy, A. F. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NSG 7398 Harvard University 2405 NAS 1-14932 Massachusetts institute of Technology 241 1 
Martian dust storms Science support for the stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment 
Period Obligat~ons Period Obligations 
07/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: $32,829 TOTAL: $32,829 07/06/77-09/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Offrcer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Goody, R. M. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci Cunnold, D. M. LARCJMcMaster, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
N A S  1-15154 Massacbusetts Institute of Technology 2412 
NSG 7461 Haward University 2406 A study of noise and performance of propellers for light aircraft 
Computer assisted performance tests of the Lyman-alpha Period obligations 
coronoerabh 01/20/78-05/05/80 FY78: $187,082 TOTAL: $187,082 
" r 
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O f j e r  CASE Category 
07/01 178-06/30/73 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 Ingard, K. V. LARC/Hubbard, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. Offieer CASE Category Kerrebrock, J. L. 
Parkinson, W. H. HQ-STJBohlin, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 1-15268 ~assachusetts Institute of Technology 2413 
Air transportation research and analysis 
NSG 9054 Haward University 2407 
Fluid and electrolyte homeostasis during spaceflight: Ground- 
based preparative studies in a primate 
Period Obligations 
02/01 177-01/31/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $90,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Category 
Moore-Ede, M. C. JSC/Leach, C. S. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 1-9684 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2408 
: Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
Period Obligations 
05/01/70-09/30/78 FY78: $121,582 TOTAL: $1,324,893 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/Jicer CASE Category 
Biemann, K. LARC/Wiliiams, T. S., Jr. 
LARCJGlenny, W. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Period Obligations 
031 15178-03/14/8 1 FY78: $91,977 TOTAL: $91,977 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/ficer CASE Category 
Taneja, N.  K. LARCJMaddalon, D. V. 41-Aero Engr 
Ausrotas, R. A. 
NAS 2-9473 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2414 
PioneerJVenus data analysis of the radar altimeter experiment 
Period Obligations 
01 120177-11/30/78 FY78: $90,560 TOTAL: $190,560 
Prim Inwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Pettengill, G. H. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 2-9476 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2415 
Pioneer/Venus data analysis 
Period Obligafions 
071 12177-09/30/78 FY78: $84,680 TOTAL: $184,680 
Pni. Invesf. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Pettengill, G. H. ARCJHall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 1-9691 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2409 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of biology NAS 2-9483 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2416 
period obligations Data analysis of the orbiter radar mapper 
061 15170-09/30/78 FY78: $4,048 TOTAL: $80,977 period Ohligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 021 17/78-09/30/78 FY78: $59,862 TOTAL: $59,862 
Rich, A. LARC/Williams T. S., Jr. 51-Biology Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. oj/icer CASE Category 
LARCIGlenny, W .  R. Shapiro, I. I. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 1-9702 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2410 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of radio science 
Period Obligations 
05/20/70-09/30/78 FY78: $8630  TOTAL: $455,400 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Shapiro, I .  I .  LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARCIGlenny, W. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 3-20473 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2417 
Testing a NASA 20-inch stage and an Air Force mass flow 
stage 
Period Obligations 
10/29/76-12/28/78 FY78: $1 15,001 TOTAL: $421,163 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Thompkins, W .  T., Jr. LERC/Crouse, J. E. 41-Aefo Engr 
Epstein, A. H. 
Kerrebrock, J. L. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NAS 5-11062 Massacbusetts Institute of Technology 2418 NAS 5-24139 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2425 , , 
IMP H&J plasma experiment Active and passive microwave remote sensory , 4 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
051 17/68- 1013 1/78 FY78: $130,000 TOTAL: $2,279,000 07/26/77-07/25/79 FY78: TOTAL: W,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Trch. O//icer CASE Category Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Bridge, H. S. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics Kong, J. A. GSFC/Shiue, J. C. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 5-11450 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2419 NAS 5-24441 Massachusetts Institute of Tedrnology 2426 
An experiment to perform X-ray astronomy on the SASC Data reduction and analysis on small astronomy satellite 
spacecraft Period Obiigalionr 
Period ObIi#aIions 091 12/78-09/30/79 FY78: $263,460 TOTAL: $263,460 
061 16171-09/30/78 FY78: $1,047,540 TOTAL: $1 1,330,941 Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. offimr CASE Category 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. Qffimr CASE Category Clark, G. W. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Clark, G. W. GSFC/Rice, C. F. 11-Astronomy I 1-Astronomy 
NAS 924493 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2427 
Design studies for far infrared absolute spectrophotometer for 
NAS 5-21980 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2420 the cosmic background Explorer satellite 
Nimbus F scanning microwave spectrometer data reduction and Period offigations 
analysis 03/01/78-02/01/80 FY78: $1 18,492 TOTAL: $1 18,492 
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
01/25/74-03/31/79 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $623.816 Weiss, R. GSFC/Nace, D. A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Prin. hvesr. NASA Tech. O/ficer CASE Category GSFC/Donohoe, M. J. 
Staelin, D. H. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-22915 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2421 
Nimbus-G experiment team support for solar backscattered 
ultraviolet and total ozone mapping system 
Period Obiigotions 
01/28/76-08/27/79 FY78: $71,827 TOTAL: 5120,610 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Category 
Cunnold, D. M. GSFClHeath, D. F. 41-Aero Engr 
GSFC/Nelsen, E. D. 
NAS 5-22929 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2422 
Nimbus-G scanning multichannel microwave radiometer sensor 
Period Obiigatians 
01/28/76-12/28/79 FY78: 577,843 TOTAL: $122,843 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Staelin, D. H. GSFC/Gloersen, P. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 5-25091 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2428 
Broadband communications satellite study group 
Period Wigations 
08/25/78-G9/30/79 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $70,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Staelin, D. H. GSFC/lppolitto, L. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 8-27972 Massachusetts Institute of Terhnology 2429 
Design, development, & operations of the AXR-2 integrated 
modulation collimator experiment under the HEAO program 
Period ObiigatIans 
06/23/72-09/30/79 FY78: $213,584 TOTAL: $1,104,493 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Bradt, H. V. MSFCIManning, H. S. I I-Astronomy 
MSFClGustin, R. A. 
NAS 827975 M n s s . k t t s  Institute of Technology 2430 
Design and development of the AGR-5 high energy X-ray 
NAS 5-23677 Massachusetts Institute of Techndogy 2423 experiment under the HEAO program 
Feasibility study for a microwave spectrometer for meteorological p~riod o ~ f g o t i ~ n r  
observations from synchronous satellites 06/23/72-09/30/79 FY78: 5373,000 TOTAL: $1,815,672 
Perial Obiigations . Prin. bwst. NASA T d .  Wfim CASE Cotepry 
09/28/76-04/30/79 FY78: 565.000 TOTAL: 5155,000 Lewin, W. H. MSFC/ Manning, H. S. 11-Astronomy 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cptegory MSFC/Jones, J. B. 
Staelin, D. H. GSFClShiue, J. C. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 830537 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2431 
NAS 5240% Massachusetts Institute of Tecbodogy 2424 Solidification (crystal growth) in the absence of gravitational 
Cosmic background Explorer satellite mission definition study forces 
Pcrial O M i g a t h  Perid OMigationt 
10/01/7642/28/78 ~ ~ 7 8 :  5 3 1 m  TOTAL: $50.508 12/03/73-08/31/78 ~ ~ 7 8 :  $10,000 TOTAL: $270,000 
Prh. Inwst. NASA Tech. O m r  CASE Category Plh. bvesl. NASA Tech. of/Ircr CASE Category 
Weiss, R. GSFClMather, J. C. I 1-Astronomy Gatos, H. C. MSFC/DBvidson, M. C. 
GSFC/Muller, R. Whitt, A. F. MSFCJSchafer. C. F. 47-Materials Engr 
a 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NAS 8-30752 M~ssnchusetts Institute of Technology 2432 
Design, development and operations of the HEAO mission B 
telescope experiment 
Period OMigarwns 
06/01/74-05/ 17/80 FY78: $530,000 TOTAL: $2,446,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Clark, G. W. MSFC/Meyers, C. H. 1 1-Astronomy 
Bradt, H. V. MSFC/Power, J. A. 
Cabizares, C. R. 
NAS 8-31350 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2433 
Uniform dispersions of crystallization processing 
Period Obligations 
07/01 175-1013 1/78 FY78: $89,299 TOTAL: $470,808 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE CoIegory 
Uhlmann, D. R. MSFC/Chassay, R. P. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 8-31552 . Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2434 
Contact and coalescence of viscous and viscoelastic bodies 
Period Obligations 
11/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $2,886 TOTAL: $128,161 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE category 
Uhlmann, D. R. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NAS 8-32925 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2435 
Study for extraterrestrial processing and manufacturing of large 
space systems 
Period OMigatim 
06/20/78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $79,226 TOTAL: $79,226 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Catqory 
Miller, R. H. MSFC/VonTiesenhausen, G. F. 
Smith, D. B. MSFC/Priest, C. C. 47-Materials Engr 
Akin, D. L. 
NAS 8-32994 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2436 
Research study growth of solid solution semiconductors 
Periad OMigations 
071 17/78-07/ 16/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA T& Oflicer CASE Category 
Hitt, A. F. MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Bass, B. G. 
NAS 9-12334 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2437 
Apollo passive seismic experiment 
Perid OMigatim 
01/07/72-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5539.738 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Toksoz, M. N. JSCJEichelman, W. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 9-12485 Masst~cbusetts Institute of Technology 2438 
Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients 
Pcriod W M t i m  
031 17172-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $3 11,664 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Cktegory 
Karcl, M. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 9-15343 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2439 
Definition of Spacelab 1 experiment on vestibular experiments 
Period Obligatim 
04/04/77-06/30/8 1 FY78: $201,000 TOTAL: $246,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE category 
Young, L. R. 1SC/Ludowski, S.M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
JSC/Huffstetler, W. J. 
NASW 3008 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2440 
Preliminary design and development of an infrared reflectance 
spectrometer 
Period Obligations 
04/01/77-05/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $89,800 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Caregory 
McCord, T. B. HQ-SL/Smith, M. J. 1 1-Astronomy 
NCA 2-425801 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2441 
Participation of transfer RNA in the origin of protein biosynthe- 
sis 
Period ObIigatim 
1 1/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: $17,500 TOTAL: $17,500 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjinr CASE Category 
Rich, A. ARC/MacElroy, R. D. 5 1-Biology 
NCA 2425802 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2442 
Dissection of sensory contributions to motion sickness pro- 
ductions 
Period Obligations 
07/01 178-06/30/79 FY78: $6,455 TOTAL: $6,455 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cowory 
Hein, A. ARCJDaunton, N. G. 5 1-Biology 
NGL 22009-013 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2443 
Research on problems of communication in space environment 
Period Obligarions 
12/27/62-11/30/78 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $1,246,700 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o/f&r CASE C1~egory 
Kennedy, R. S. GSFC/Fitzmaurice, M. W. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/McAvoy, N. 
NGL u-009-015 Massachusetts Institute of T e b l o g y  2444 
Theoretical and exwrimental investigations of interplanetary 
medium and in ray astronom; 
Period OMigations 
01/01/63-12/31/80 FY78: $280,000 TOTAL: $4,596,339 
Prin. Invcrr. NASA Tech. .Of/kr CASE Category 
Clark, G. W.  W-SC/OPP, A- G. 1IPhysics 
NGL 22009-124 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2445 
Control optimiitmn stabilization and computation of .algorithms 
for space applications 
Periad Obligat,riohc 
03/30/6612/31/80 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: S837,289 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W i r  CASE Category 
Athans, M. ARC/Doolin. B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
Willsky, A. S. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGL 22-009-187 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2446 NGR 22-009-277 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2453 
Lunar geophysics, as related to the Apollo applications program The prebiotic synthesis of polynucleotides and polynucleotide- 
Penod ObJigarions directed polypeptides 
09/02/66-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $638,782 period Obiigati~tl 
- > 
prin. hvrrt. NASA ~ech. Ojlicer CASE category 12/01/67-09/30/78 FY78: $39,213 TOTAL: $5 19,802 
Press, F. HQ-SL/Kosofsky, L. J. 32-Geological Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojfinr CASE Category 
Bums, R. G. HQSL/Roberson, F. I. Rich, A. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
Counselman, C. C., I11 
NGR 22-009-339 Massahsetts Institute of Technology 2454 
NGL 22-009-308 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2447 Investigation of containment/control of fragments from bursting 
Maturation and development of mechanisms of orientation and turbine rotors 
postural control Perial Obliga~ions 
Period Obligations 061 14168-12/01/78 FY78: $72,159 TOTAL: $743,452 
12/01/67-11/30/80 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $824,646 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Category 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Witmer, E. A. LERC/Holms, A. G. 41-Aero Engr 
Held, R. M. ARCJDaunton, N. G. 69-Psych, NEC LERC/Weiss, S. 
NGL 22-009-383 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2448 
Research in propulsion and power generation NCR 22509-378 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2455 
Period OMigutions Study of pollutants from jet aircraft 
01/16/69-08/31/81 FY78: $118,167 TOTAL: $1,038,167 Period Obligations 
~ r t n .  invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 021 14169-09/30/78 FY78: $94,778 TOTAL: $738,174 
, Kerrebrock, J. L. LERC/McNaIiy, W. D. 41-Aero Engr Prin. invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE G~tegory 
Epstein, A. H. Heywood, J. B. LERC/Mularz, E. J. 43-Chem Engr 
Thompkins, W. Chigier, N. A. LERClDiehl, L. A. 
NGL 22-009-521 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2449 NGR 2M-526 Ma-hu&ts Institute of Technology 2456 
Composition and structure of planetary atmospheres Astronomy in the region between 1 mm to 0.1 mm wavelengths 
Periad Obligations Period OMigutions 
081 10/7006/30/80 FY78: $34,825 TOTAL: $559,257 09/22/70-09/30/78 FY78: $60,400 TOTAL: $416,100 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. O/Jicer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Lswis, J. S. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 31-Atmos Sci Weiss, R. HQSCJBoggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGL 22509-638 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Research in space science 2450 NGR 22-009-540 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2457 
period Oblixations Lunar sample analysis 
03/03/72-0212818 1 FY78: $250,000- TOTAL: $1,550,000 period obl~ations 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. O/finr CASE Category 02/08/71-01/31/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $501,325 
McCarthy, J. F., Jr. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O J f i ~ r  CASE Category 
Simmons, M. G. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 22009640 Massachusetts Institute of Technoloev 2451 
Joint university research program on future air transportation NGR 2 ~ 5 5 1  institute of Technology 2458 
technological needs Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMiprions 
11/16/7i-01/31/81 Period FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: W3,332 Obligatim 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer 
0211 1/71-01/31/79 FY78: $76,000 TOTAL: 3433,300 
CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. .Of/imr CASE Category 
Simpson, R. W. LARC/Reid, H. J., Jr. 41-Aero Engr JSCIHams, J. W. 12-Chemistry Burns, R. G. 
LARCIMacE, W. D. 
NGR Ua09-005 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2452 NGR 22-009-583 M.ss.chusetts Institute of Technology 2459 
Detection & identification of organic matter by mass spectrom- Spectroscopy of the asteroids 
etrY Pertod Obligarions 
period OM&UI&RT IO/M/71-09/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: ~130,000 
12/01/61-09/30/78 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $1,033,262 Prin. Lw. NASA Tech. of j inr  CASE Cutegory 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJ/icer CASE Category McCord, T. B. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 11-Astronomy 
Biemann, K. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology HQSLIDonn, B. D. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS ( Continued) 
NGR 22009-627 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2460 
Control of serotonin-containing neurons in the brain, by plasma 
tryptophan 
Period Obligationr 
08/04/71-1013 1/78 FY78: $69,857 TOTAL: $431,360 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Wurtman, R. J. ARCIWinget, C. M. 53-Other Medical 
Fernstrom, J. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 
NGR 22-009-646 Massnchusetts Institute of Technology 2461 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMigations 
W/ 16/71-01/31/79 FY78: $84,200 TOTAL: $519,196 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Uhlmann, D. R. JSC/Hams, J. W. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 22-009-672 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2462 
Ground-based radar study of the moon and planets 
Period Obligations 
03/06/72- 10/31/78 FY78: $58,100 TOTAL: $287,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Pettengill, G. H. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 
NGR 22009-701 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2463 
Integration of visual and motion requirements for flight simulation 
and ride quality investigation 
Period Obligations 
05/18/72-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: 6328,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Young, L. R. LARC/Queijo, M. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NGR 22-009-723 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2464 
Bosch process and evaluation of Bosch carbon as a sorbent 
Period Obligations 
091 19172-12/31/78 FY78: $32,950 TOTAL: $163,139 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Category 
Reid, R. C. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 22-009-727 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2465 
Study in numerical modeling of atmospheric phenomena 
Perial Obfigations 
02/01/73-12/31/79 FY78: $106,000 TOTAL: $570,863 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Stone, P. H. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Charney, J. G. 
NGR 22409-730 M@usetts Institute of Technology 2466 
X-ray astronomy experiments from sounding rockets 
Period Obligationr 
03/22/7248/31/79 FY78: $170,000 TOTAL: $1,080,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Offer CASE Cotegory 
Rappaport. S. A. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. I 1-Astronomy 
Boughan, E. HQSC/OPP, A. G. 
Levine, A. 
NGR 22009-735 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2467 
EOTVOS experiment in Earth orbit and related studies 
Period Obligations 
06/07/73-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $100,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Chapman, P. K. HQ-MT/Roberts, J. L. 13-Physics 
NGR 22009-741 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2468 
Optical and infrared lasers 
Period OMigafions 
12/01/72-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $220.000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j j k r  CASE Caregory 
Javan, A. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Physics 
GSFC/McElroy, J. H. 
NGR 22-009-766 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2469 
Monitoring spacecraft atmosphere contaminants by laser 
absorption spectroscopy 
Period Obligations 
01/01/74-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $100.455 
Pn'n. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjiinr CASE Category 
Steinfeld, J. I. ARClQuattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
ARC/Wydeven, T. J. 
NGR 22009-781 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2470 
Exploitation of advanced composite materials to lightly loaded 
structures 
Period Obligations 
04/16/73-10/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: %99,752 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Caregory 
Mar, J. W. LARC/Rhodes, M. D. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Stein, M. 
NGR 22-009-790 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2471 
Remote compositional mapping of the lunar surface 
Period Oblpaiiom 
06/22/7341 /3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $1,084,165 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/fier CASE Category 
McCord, T. 9. HQ-SL/ Williams, R. J .  32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Flinn. E. A. 
NGR 22009-798 Masmchusetts Institute of Technology 2472 
Role of brain areas controlling eye-head coordination in 
monkeys 
Perid Obligations 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $138.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tcnh. @Beer CASE Category 
Bii,  E. ARClDaunton, N. G. 51-Biology 
NGR 22-00PS18 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2473 
Aerodynamics of bird flight 
Period Obligations 
09/01/73-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $78,133 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qj iccr CASE Cotegory 
Widnall, S. E. LARC/Hoad, D. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClMargason, R. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGR 22009-826 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2474 
Neural orientation growth and maintenance 
Period 0bli.qations 
09/01/73-11/30/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $138,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Categov 
.Nauta, W. J. ARClDaunton, N. G. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 1337 Massachusetts Institute d Technology 2481 * ,  
Early stages of oxidation of metal surfaces: Experiment proposed 
for the molecular beam apparatus of the shuttle program / 
Period Obligations 
10/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. lnwsr. NASA Tech. ofJicer CASE COIegory 
Gatos, H. C. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
Johnson, K. H. 
NGR 22009-839 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2475 
Wideband recording system for very long baseline in- 
terferometry 
Period Obli8ations NSG 1349 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2482 
04/01 174-04/30/79 FY78: $71,000 TOTAL: $366,290 Dynamic fracture and crack arrest in advanced fiber composites 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Catgory Period OMigaIiatu 
Shapiro, I. 1. GSFClClark, T. A. 99-Multi-Discip 01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $29,171 
Counselmen, C.C., I11 GSFC/Ryan, J. W. prim IIIWSI. NASA ~ech. O j / e r  CASE Category 
Williams, J .  H., Jr. LARC/Fichter, W. B. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 1048 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2476 
Wet photoelectric cells, conversion, transfer and storage of intense 
optical energy 
Period Obligations 
051 15174-02/14/79 FY78: $58,000 TOTAL: $266,935 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oj/ier CASE Category 
Wrighton, M. S. LARC/Byvik, C. E. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 1190 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2477 
Characterization of high energy gap semiconductor 
Perid OMigations 
10/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 
NSG 1356 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2483 
Study of feasibility of applying superconducting coil technology 
to general purpose magnetic balance and suspension system 
Period Obli~atiatu 
01/01/77-0313 1/79 FY78: $122,600 TOTAL: $ 173,268 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Covert, E. E. LARC/Boyden, R. P. 41-Aero Engr 
Haldeman, C. W. LARC/Kilgore, R. A. 
Finston. M. 
Prin. Invcs!. NASA Tech. Ojflcer CASE Category 
Gatos, H. C. LARC/Byvik, C. E. 4FMaterials Engr NSG 1413 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2484 
LARC/Conway, E. J. Distributed feedback and grating-coupled emission lead-tin 
telluride double heterojunction laser diodes 
Period Obligations 
05/01 177-04/30/79 FY78: $45.000 TOTAL: $89,970 
. . . . 
NSG 1219 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2478 Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Cotgorp 
Research on unsteady, nonlinear transonic flow Fonstad, C. G. LARC/Akey, N. D. lEPhysics 
Period OMi~ations LARClH~tchby, J. A. 
07/10/75-03/ 15/79 FY78: $29,947 TOTAL: $104,805 
P h .  Invcst. NASA Tcrlr. officer CASE Category 
Harris, W. L. LARClBland, S. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1312 Msssachusetts Instituth of Technology 2479 
Optimal design methods for multivariable sampled-data digital 
control systems 
P e w  OMigations 
07/01 /76-02/28/79 FY78: $50,(r00 TOTAL: $99,000 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cotegorp 
Stein, G. LARC/Armstrong, E. S. 45-Elec Engr 
Athans, M. LARC/Elliott, J. R. 
NSG 1447 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2485 
Performance criterion and model uncertainty issues for log designs 
in flight control 
Perlod Obfigations 
081 15177-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: E43.800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Athans, M. LARC/Armstrong, E. S. 45-Elec Engr 
Stein, G. LARC/Elliott, J. R. 
NSG 1453 Massnebusetts Institute of Tcebnobgy 2486 
NSG 1323 M.ssprhusetts Institute of Technology 2480 Magnetic confinement and precipitation of macroscopic particles 
Research in algebraic manipulation injected into an aerodynamic boundary layer 
Period OWiga#ion.r Perid Obl&ttmt 
07/01 /76-06/30/79 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: S134,984 10/01/77-1213 1/78 FY78: $39,988 TOTAL; $39,988 
Pria lnvrs~. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Catgary Prin. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. CASE Category 
Moses, J. LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. Melcher. J. R. LARCIHefner, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
22-Computer Science LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (continued) 
NSG 1502 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2487 
Closed-loop roll control for magnetic balance systems 
Periml Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $80,085 TOTAL: $80,085 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech Officer CASE category 
Covert, E. E. LARC/Boyden, R. P. 41-Aero Engr 
Haldeman, C. W. LARClKilgore, R. A. 
NSG 1504 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2488 
Toughening polyimide resins 
Period OMigaIim 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $44,575 TOTAL: $44,575 
PM. Invcct. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
McGany, F. J. LARC/Price, H. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Johnston, N. J. 
NSG 1551 . Massachusetts Institute of Techwlogy 2489 
Research on atomic hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures, with 
application to a hydrogen maser frequency standard 
Period oMigaIi0ns 
10/01/7&09/30/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Greytak, T. J. LARC/Singh, J. J. 13-Physics 
Kleppner, D. 
NSG 1553 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2490 
Relationships between quadratic weights and linear quadratic 
regulator properties 
Period ObliguIians 
09/01/7&08/31/79 FY78: $48.900 TOTAL: S48,900 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wfinr CASE Category 
Stein, G. LARC/Armstrong, E, S. 45-Elec Engr 
Athans, M. 
NSG 2010 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2491 
Study of impact of space shuttle on stratospheric ozone 
Period Obligations 
03/01/74 1213 1/78 FY78: $238,000 TOTAL: $868,260 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Category 
Prinn, R. G .  ARC/Poppoff, I. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Whitten, R. C. 
NSG 2032 Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnoiogy 2492 
Research on habituation to novel visual-vestibular environments 
with particular reference to space flight 
Period m- 
07/01/74-01/14/79 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $346.003 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Category 
Young, L. R. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 2118 Masacbe t t s  Institute of Technology 2493 
Experimentation in supervisory controls flight management 
Period mWw 
11 /01/75-02/15/79 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: $167.710 
Prin. bvesr. NASA Tmk. o j f i ~ e r  CASE Cutegory 
Sheridan, T. B. ARC/Wempe, T. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 2142 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2494 
Helicopter rotor noise 
Period OMigarimu 
07/01/76-09/ 15/80 FY78: $49,135 TOTAL: $135,652 
PM. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Widnall, S. E. ARC/Johnson, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
ARClRabbott, J. P., Jr. 
NSG 2172 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2495 
Far infrared observations of AFCRL sources to be made from 
the C-141 
Period OMgations 
07/01/76-1013 1/78 FY78: $4,923 TOTAL: $32,440 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted .  q j k e r  CASE Category 
Kleinman, S. G. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 11-Astronomy 
NSG 2180 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 24% 
Simulation evaluation of combined four-dimensional area 
navigation and airborne traffic situation displays and procedures 
applied to terminal area maneuvers 
Period Obligations 
09/01/76-08/31/79 FY78: $56,000 TOTAL: $167,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @ f i r  CASE Category 
Athans, M. ARC/Wempe, T. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
Connelly, M. E. ARC/Palmer, E. A. 
NSG 21% Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2497 
Stratospheric transport processes and the interpretation of data 
on minor constituents 
Period OMigallons 
12/01/76-07/31/79 FY78: $30,110 TOTAL: $%,7 10 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficcr CASE Cafegory 
Alyea, F. ARCIPoppoff, I. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
Cunnold, D. M. 
Prinn, R. G. 
NSG 2230 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2498 
Visual vestibular interaction and its application t o  flight 
simulation 
Perial OMigafim 
04/01/77-05/3 1/79 FY78: S60,000 TOTAL: $1 19,888 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @per CASE 
Young, L. R. ARC/Stewart. J. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
Oman, C. M. ARC/Nagel, D. C. 
NSG 2263 Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 2499 
Far infrared observations of optical regions 
Period Obl&01ioru 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $1 1.860 TOTAL: $1 1,860 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. ojf inr C A S  Category 
Wright, E. L. ARC/GiUespic, C. M., Jr. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameron, R. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NSG 2266 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2500 
An investigation of advanced helicopter rotors having individual 
blade control 
Period OMigationr 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $99,906 TOTAL: $99,906 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oyinr CASE Category 
Ham, N. D. ARC/Johnson, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
ARClBiggers, J. C. 
NSG 2334 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2501 
Maximizing storage stability of foods: Evaluation of research 
needs 
Perid OMigat ions 
09/01 /78-03/01/79 FY78: $20,287 TOTAL: $20,287 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Catqtory 
Karel, M. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 2335 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2502 
Regeneration of plant nutrients from waste processing effluents 
Period OMigations 
08/01/7&02/01/79 FY78:$19,715 TOTAL:S19,715 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o/Jiwr CASE Category 
Meissner, H. P. ARClQuattrone, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 3017 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2503 
Siliwn surface phenomena related to energy conversion 
Period Obligariionr 
05/01/7402/22/79, FY78: $38,000 TOTAL: S163,100 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OfJier CASE Category 
Gatos, H. C. LERC/Weinberg, I. 13-Physics 
LERC/Brandhorst, H. R., Jr. 
NSG 3044 Massachusetts l n s t h  of Technology 2504 
Special finite elements for the analysis of flaw growth and fracture 
in fibcr composites 
Period W C h  
02/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $249,195 
Prln. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. Of/er CASE Cargory 
McGarry, F. G. LERC/Chamis, C. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
Mandell, J. F. LERC/Smith, G. T. 
NSG 3046 MasslicBusetts Institate d Tecbdogy 2J05 
Directional solidification of gamma/gamma prime-delta in situ 
composites 
P d  
06/30/75-06/30/79 FY78: S39,952 TOTAL: $169,480 
Prln. Inrrst. NASA Tech. o/fIrrr CASE Category 
Flemings, M. C. LERC/Scheucrmann, C. M. 
47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3061 Massachusetts Institute of Tecbwlogy 2506 
A chromatographic analysis of the response of polymeric .t 
fire-detection devices to combustion I 
Period OMigationr 
05/01 /75-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $84,946 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Olfinr CASE C2ttegory 
Senturia, S. D. LERClGluyas, R. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Kastner, M. A. 
Fonstad, C. G. 
NSG 3064 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2507 
Monitoring of elastic stresses by acoustic emission 
Period Obligations 
07/01 /75-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $78,420 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Williams, J. H., Jr. LERC/Vary, A. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3076 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2508 
Effects of fuel composition on soot formation in cornbusters 
Period Obligations 
09/01/75-09/30/79 FY78: $60,006 TOTAL: $219,161 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Hoult, D. P. LERCIBrabbs, T. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Rife, J. M. 
NSG 3079 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2509 
Development of techniques for turbomachinery flutter clearance 
Period Obfigatim 
07/15/75-12/01/78 - FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $169,933 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojfinr CASE Category 
Kerrebrock, J. L. LERC/Adamczyk, J. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Dugundji, J. 
NSG 3088 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2510 
Submillimeter laser Thornson scattering system for measurement 
of ion temperatures in summa 
Period Wi#ations 
1211 1/75-03/01/77 FY78: $314 TOTAL: $60,000 
Prin. Inrrsr. NASA Tmh. oxfirer CASE Category 
Lax, B. LERC/Reinnlann, J. J. 13-Physics 
Cohn. D. R. 
NSG 3102 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2511 
Soot information and burnout in flames 
Period Obligath 
03/15/76-09/ 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $43.390 
Pfin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. oj/iar CASE .Category 
Howard, J. B. LERC/Norgren, C. T. 43-Chem Engr 
NSG 3129 Massachusetb Institute of Techwlogy 2512 
Studies of flow noise and acoustic power flow in lined ducts 
Period Wigafimc 
1 1/01/76-1013 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $51,000 
Prin. bwrr. NASA Tech. o//icer CXSE C a m  
Ungard, K. U. LERC/Baumeister, K. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LERClFeiler, C. E. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NSG 3175 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2513 
Development of electromagnetic mass drivers 
Period Obl@ations 
12/01/77- 1 1/30/78 FY78: $30.800 TOTAL: $30,800 
Pnn Invest. NASA Tech Officer CASE Category 
Kolm, 6. H. LERC/Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 42-Astro Engr 
NSG 3187 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2514 
Theoretical and experimental study of the shear layer betwcen 
two swirling streams 
Period Obli#at&ns 
04/01 /78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $41,329 TOTAL: $41,329 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Kerrebrock, J. L. LERC/Braun, W. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 3208 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2515 
Strut induced aerodynamic forging functions 
Period Obligations 
07/05/78-07/04/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
. Greitzer, E. M. LERCIAdamczyk, J. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3210 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2516 
Wave propagation in fiber composites relating to acoustic- 
ultrasonic NDE techniques 
Period Obligations 
08/01/78-07/3 1/79 FY78: $59,905 TOTAL: $59,905 
Prin Invest. NASA Tcelr. officer CASE Category 
Williams, J. H., Jr. LERCJVary, A. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 5076 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2517 
Numerical study of the atmospheric circulation of Venus 
Period Obligations 
08/ 17175-1 1/ 14/78 FY78: $33,711 TOTAL: $97,711 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rivas, E. K.  GSFC/Hansen, J. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
Stone, P. H. 
NSG 5113 Massachusetts Institute of Techndogy 2518 
Research in stratospheric dynamics 
Period OUiga~ionr 
07/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: $79,568 TOTAL: $122,503 
PM. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Stone, P. H. GSFCJHansen, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5150 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2519 
Shuttle based very long baseline interferometry 
Period ouigotionr 
01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
Burke, B. F. GSFClStone, R. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5157 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2520 
High speed correlation algorithms for massively parallel ma- 
chines 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $52,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
McClellan, J. H. GSFC/Schaefer, D. H. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 5166 M~ss~cbusetts Institute of Technology 2521 
Theoretical and numerical study of climate and climate change 
Periad Obligations 
03/21/77-03/2Q/8 1 FY78: $72,199 TOTAL: $175,486 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Charney, 1. G. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Stone, P. H. 
NSG 5204 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2522 
Evaluation of the quality of precipitation data from satellite-borne 
radar 
Period Obligations 
09/01 177-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $9,400 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE CaIegory 
Austin, P. M. GSFC/Wexler, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Geotis, S. G. 
NSG 5253 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2523 
Research of gravity field over the lndian Ocean 
Period Mil&ations 
031 15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. 1nvr.r. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Sclater, J. G. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Munsch, C. 
NSG 5260 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2524 
Geophysical study of the structure and processes of the continental 
convergence zones 
Period Miligations 
04/01/7&03/31/79 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Molnar, P. GSFC/Frey, H. V. 32-Geological Sci 
Toksoz, M. N. GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
NSG 7Q1Q Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2525 
Precision seknodesy and lunar libration through very long baseline 
interferometry observation of ALSEPS 
Period obligafionr 
01/01/74-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $310.500 
Prin. jnwst. NASA Tech. Q@er  CASE Gutgory 
Counselman. C.C., 111 HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. M. 
NSG 7048 N8ssachusetts Institute of Technology 2526 
Structure and composition of a lunar region: A synthesis 
Period W i o n r  
0310 1 /7402/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: Si49,100 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
McCord, T. B. HQSL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Flinn, E. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETI'S ( Continued) 
NSG 7077 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2527 
Chemical aspects of lunar origin and physical studies of lunar 
and meteoritic materials 
Period OMigatians 
07/01/74-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $58,900 
Pnk. lnwst. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Category 
Suomi, V. E. HQ-SL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
Brecher, A. 
Skibo, D. N. 
NSG 7081 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2528 
Models of the comwsition, structure and evolution of the lunar 
interior 
Period Obligations 
06/01 174-02/28/80 FY78: TOTAL: S600,481 
Prim. Inwst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cotqory 
Toksoz, M. N. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7118 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2529 
Very long baseline interferometry observations of ALSEP 
transmitters 
Period OMigotions 
01/01 /75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $58,176 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Counselman, C.C., 111 HQ-SLJGoldstein, B. E. 
32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7186 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2530 . . 
An observatory search for and study of new IR sources reported 
in the AFCRL catalogue 
Period OMIgations 
12/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $90,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Catqory 
Kleinmann, S. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 7227 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2531 
Computational aspects in the interpretation of geological 
formations 
Period Obligalons 
041 15/7604/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: S110.000 
Prin. brrst. NASA Tech. Ofliar CASE Category 
Weinstein, M. HQREIGevarter, W. B. & - ~ n ~ r ,  NEC - 
Purbrick, J. JPLlWhitney, W. 
Winston, P. H. 
NSG 7297 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2533 
Studies of stress history of terrestrial lithospheres 
Period OMigatims 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $27,000 TOTAL: $42,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Cotegory 
Solomon, S. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SLfBoyce, J. M. 
NSG 7328 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2534 
Research on integrated silicon balometers 
Period OHigationr 
03/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: $58,000 TOTAL: $1 13,500 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/peer CASE Category 
Weiss, R. HQ-SC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 7329 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2535 
Application of lunar laser ranging data to a study of plate tectonic 
driving forces 
Pericd OMigatim 
04/01/78-03/3 1/79 FY78: S60,000 TOTAL: $125,820 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Soloman, S. C. HQ-ER/Flinn, E. A. 32-Geological Sci 
Toksuz, M. N. HQ-SLlQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7331 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2536 
Crystal growth of device quality galium arsenite in space 
Period OMigotians 
04/01/79-03/31/81 FY78: $300,000 TOTAL: $800,000 
Prin. bwsl. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE CaIego~ 
Gatos, H. C. HQ-ET/Vitale, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7338 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2537 
Temperature dependencies of electronic transition energies of 
healed lunar materials 
Period OHi~ations 
03/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. q/icer CASE Cbtegory 
Bums, R. G. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7339 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2538 
X-ray balloon observations from the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres 
Period Obligatiam 
04/01/77-11/3/78 FY78: $85,000 TOTAL: $165.000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Twh. o/frnr CASE Category 
Lcwin. W. G. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7273 Massachusetts Institute of Teebndogy 2532 NSG 73% Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2539 
Mineralogy of the surfaces of Mercury and Mars Payloads for space 
Pcrimi omlgatlons Period ~ i g a l ~  
10/01/7609/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $38,950 09/12/77-10/31/78 FY78: S78,000 TOTAL: $78,000 
P h .  Inmt.  NASA Tech. Wirer  CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA T d .  o/finr CASE Cafegory 
McCord, T. B. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci Mar, J. W. HQRR/Schwenk, F. C. 42-Astro Engr 
HQSL/Wahmann, R. HQRRlHenry, W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS ( Coiltinued) 
NSG 7428 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2540 
Analysis of lunar ranging data for earth dynamics applications 
Period Obligations 
04/01 179-07/31/79 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Prin. I n W .  NASA Tech. C?&fice~ CASE Cotegory 
Counselman, C.C., I11 HQER/Flinn, E. A. 32-Geological Sci 
Shapiro, I. 1. 
King, R. W. 
N S ~  7432 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2541 
Experiments to probe the chemistry and surface activities of the 
Martian surface 
Period Obligutions 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $32,997 TOTAL: $32,997 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Offier CASE Coregory 
Biemann, K. HQ-SLJDwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7438 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2542 
Seismic sciences and experimental concepts for active seismic 
experiment on Mars 
Period oLiIig01ions 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $18,740 TOTAL: $18,740 
P h .  hwst. NASA Tech. Offier CASE Cotegory 
Solomon, S. C. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Toksoz, M. N. HQSL/Boyce, J. 
NSG 7467 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2543 
Field studies of possible impact craters in Ontario 
Period Obl*fionr 
061 15/78-06/14/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. oxfirer CASE Ccuegory 
Pinson, W. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 9057 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2544 
Magnetic parallels: Lunar, meteoritic, and terrestrial rocks 
Period Obfig0Ii0~ 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $34,950 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. C?&fi/ir CASE Category 
Brecher, A. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NCA 2785801 Tufts University 2545 
Psychometric modeling of the human information processing 
demands of interactions with avionic computers 
Period OMigo~ionr 
01/01 178-12/31/78 FY78: $1 1,072 TOTAL: $1 1,072 
P h .  Inrrst. N.ISA Tech. o/wr CASE Co!qory 
Chechik, R. A. ARC/Palmer, E. A. 69-Psych, NEC 
NSG 2156 Tufts University 2546 
Study of pilot controller interaction under various simulated 
advanad ATC and navigation concepts 
PeUod WkQb 
06/01/7608/31/79 FY78: $1 19,508 TOTAL: $262,062 
Pdn. lmrsl. NASA Tech. Wk*r CASE O W 9  
Knifeldt, J. G. ARC/Wempe, T. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1295 University of Lowell 2547 
Structural response and input identification 
Period O ~ & O I ~ M S  
04/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: $29,974 TOTAL: $88,827 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cotegory 
McElman, J. A. LARCIFralich, R. W. 41-Aero Engr 
O'Callahan, J. C. LARC/Pinson, L. D. 
Shepard, G. D. 
NAS 1-15162 University of Massachusetts - Amberst 2548 
Viking guest investigator program 
Period OMigcuions 
01/05/7&09/30/78 FY78: $4,640 TOTAL: $4,640 
Prin. Invest.. NASA Tech. Ojfrcrr CASE Colegory 
Wise, D. U .  LARC/Spence, D. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
McGill. G. E. 
NAS 2-9129 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2549 
Interdisciplinary scientist and radar team member 
Period Obl&oIi~h( 
01/22/76-12/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $46,456 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. C?&/icer CASE Cutegory 
M a i l l ,  G. E. ARCJHall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NGL 22410-023 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2550 
Theoretical studies of diffuse reflection and transmission of 
radiation in planetary atmospheres 
Period OM&olions 
05/24/67-08/3 1/80 FY78: $49,950 TOTAL: $458,949 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE Cutegory 
Irvine, W. M. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGL 22-010-025 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2551 
Study of solar chromosphere from balloon altitudes 
Period O M i p t h  
10/24/67-1213 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S588,082 
Prin, Inwst. NASA Tech. W f i r  CASE Calegory 
Strong, J. HQST/Timothy, A. F. 11-Astronomy 
NGL 2241tLOB University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2552 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period O M ~ t i m  
03/16/71-01/31/79 FY78: $49,700 TOTAL: S177,875 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. w c e r  CASE Cutwry 
Haggcrty, S. E. JSCJHams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 22-010-076 University of M.s~orhusetts - AmheRt W 3  
Reconnaissance study of large geologic ring structure$ on Mars 
Period 
051 19/7001/31/79 FY78: $40,937 TOTAL: $218,991 
Prin I n W .  NASA Tech. mar CASE Ol.?gtclory 
McGill, G. E. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NSG 7397 University of Massachusetts - Amherst 2554 
Surface chemistry and the search for life on Mars 
Period OMigations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $28,561 TOTAL: $28,561 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Category 
Huguenin, R. L. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 7405 University of Massacbusetts - Amherst 2555 
Mineralogy and weathering processes on Mars 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $34,868 TOTAL: $34,868 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Huguenin, R. L. HQ-SLIDwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 9069 University of Massachusetts - Amhent 2556 
Comparative geochemical and petrological study of lunar and 
terrestrial basaltic volcanism 
Period OMigaf ions 
05/15/78-01/3 1/79 FY78: $21,707 TOTAL: $2 1,707 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
+ Rhodes, J. M. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5218 Willinc~s College 2557 
Effects of hydrogen atom spin exchange collisions on atomic 
hydrogen maser oscillation frequency 
Period OMigaIions 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $1 1,700 TOTAL: $1 1,700 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Crampton, S. B. GSFC/Reinhardt, V. S. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Wardrip, S. C. 
NSG 3137 Worcester Polytechnic Institute 2558 
Investigation of the 1.15 micron photoconductive response of 
silicon devices 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-05/31/79 FY78: $43,967 TOTAL: $87,361 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//imr CASE Category 
Lanyon, H. P. LERC/Godlewski, M. P. 45-Elec Engr 
LERC/Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
NSG 7154 Worcester Polytechnic Institute 2559 
Mission-oriented studies of planetary biology 
Pcrlal OM&ations 
10/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $336.390 
Prh. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Danielli, J. F. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7392 Worcester Polytechnic Institute 2560 
Martian chemistry relevant to biological activity and the Viking 
labeled release experiments 
Period Obligations 
121 15177-12/14/78 FY78: $49,708 TOTAL: $49,708 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE category 
Plumb, R. C. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
MICHIGAN 
NGL UM14083 Michigan State University 2561 
Use of remote sensing for land use policy formulation 
Period Obligations 
06/08/72-0513 118 1 FY78: $1 10,000 TOTAL: $880,000 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. Ofjlrr CASE Category 
Boylan, M. G. HQ-ET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR WOOQ091 Michigan State University 2562 
A study of structure of a large angle oblique jet impingement 
flow 
Periad Obligarims 
11/01/73-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $83,248 
~ r i n .  lnvest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CaLegory 
Man, G .  LARC/Hardin, J. C. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 7293 Michigan State University 2563 
Radiative fluid dynamic studies of the sun and compact H I1 
regions 
Period OMigationr 
10/01/7&11/31/78 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/pcer CASE Category 
Stein, R. F. HQ-STIBohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NSG 3215 Michigan Technological University 2564 
Diffusion modeling of cyclic oxidation transport processes in 
Ni-base alloys 
Period OMigations 
08/01 178-0713 1/79 FY78: $26,775 TOTAL: $26,775 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Heckel, R. W. LERC/Barrett, C. A. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Lowell, C. E. 
NAS 1-14394 University of Mihigan - Ann Arbor 2565 
Science support for the limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere 
experiment 
Period Obligat ions 
04/09/76-10/31/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $56,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O f / e r  CASE Cafegory 
Drayson, S. R. LARC/Russell, J. M., 111 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/James, R. L., Jr. 
NAS 1-15333 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2566 
High-toughness graphite/epoxy composite material experiment for 
the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) phases I and I1 
Period OMigatims 
0313 1178-03/30/79 FY78: $18,000 TOTAL $18,000 
Prin, Invest. NASA Tech. O / /e r  CASE Category 
Felbeck, D. K. LARCIJones, J. L. 47-Materials Engr 
Durant, W. H. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS 2-9126 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2567 NAS 5-22875 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2574 
Interdisciplinary scientist, Pioneer/Venus program Particle measurement systems 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
02/10/76-09/30/78 FY78: $42,217 TOTAL: $105,628 12/04/75- 11 103177 FY78: TOTAL: $60,795 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Donahue, T. M. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy MacNee, A. B. GSFC/Trainor, J. H. 13-Physics 
ARC/Porter, D. L. 
NAS 5-23006 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2575 
NAS 23130 University oi Michigan - Ann Arbor 2568 Atmosphere Explorer visual airglow photometer 
Interdisciplinary scientist, Pioneer/Venus program period oblig011011~ 
Period ~biigotions 0812417 1-09/30/79 FY78: $260,000 TOTAL: $1,603,585 
02/09/76-09/30/78 FY78: $15,166 TOTAL: $64,691 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o j f in r  CASE Cotgory 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory Hays, P. B. GSFC/Gustafson, C. 31-Atmos Sci 
Nagy, A. F. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy Carignan, G. R. 
ARCJPorter, D. L. 
NAS 5.23230 University of Michiean - Ann Arbor 2576 
NAS 5-11376 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2569 Program of aeronautical &search u t ibng  thermosphere probe 
AE-C, D, & E Pelz experiment Period OMigotions 
Period Obligations 061 18173-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $336,927 
01/07/71-11/30/78 FY78: $38,743 TOTAL: $1,079,933 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Olficer CASE CO~OPOW Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Carignan, G. R. G S F C / H ~ ~ ~ ;  A. E. 31-~tmos-&i 
GSFCJSpencer, N. W. 
NAS 5-24135 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2577 
Design study for neutral atmosphere wind and temperature 
NAS 5-11380 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2570 experiment 
AE-C, D, and E neutral temperature experiment Period OMigotions 
Penod Obligorions 04/22/77-04/22/78 FY78: $13,110 TOTAL: $63,024 
02/03/71-11/30/78 FY78: $39,022 TOTAL: $1,050,320 Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
i Prin. Invest NASA Tech. Oificer CASE Cofevorv Carignan, G. R. GSFCJSpencer, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
Carignan, G. R. G S F C / S ~ ~ ~ & ~ ,  N. W. 31-~tmos-$i 
N AS 5-20622 University oi Michigan - Ann Arbor 2571 
Nitric oxide detector 
Period Obligations 
061 18/74-11/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $342,428 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Howath, J. J. GSFCJTheon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-24295 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2578 
Neutral atmosphere composition experiment for the dynamic 
Explorer 
Period Obligations 
07/26/77-04/30/8 1 FY78: $203,245 TOTAL: $203,245 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotgory 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Fellerman, K. D. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Lidston, J. M. 
NAS 5-20939 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2572 
Laboratory tests and development of mass spectrometer sub- NAS 5-24296 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2579 
systems Fabry-Perot inteferometer for the dynamic Explorer 
Period OMigotions Period OM&~fwm 
02/13/75-12/31/78 FY78: $31,889 TOTAL: S229.57 1 07/26/77-04/28/81 FY78: $435,576 TOTAL: $435,576 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Ojlirer CASE Cofqory Prin. Inrest. NASA Tcrlr. q f i n r  CASE Gtegory 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Cooley, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci Hays, P. B. GSFC/Fellerman, K. D. 13-Physics 
Kennedy, B. R. GSFC/Niemann, H. 3. GSFC/Lidston, J. M. 
NAS 5-22587 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2573 NAS 5-24331 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2580 
Pioneer/Venus electron temperature probe Theoretical investigation to identify and develop specific aeronomic 
period Obiigotionr studies and problems adaptable to the AE satellite 
09/29/75-07/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $413,558 period OUigotions 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Category 12/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $101,531 TOTAL: S101,531 
Donahue, T. M. GSFCJKrehbiel, J. F. 31-Atmos Sci p~in.  invest. NASA ~ech. O f j e r  CASE Cowory 
Nagy, A. F. GSFCJBrace, L. H. Walker, J. C. GSFCJWende, C. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS 5.24454 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2581 NAS 6-2794 University of M i a n  - Ann Arbor 2588 
Design of electronic system for Jupiter orbiter probe Design, fabricate and test five payloads * 5 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
021 14178-10/01/78 FY78: $98,000 TOTAL: $98,000 10/15/76-11/13/78 FY78: 5187,124 TOTAL: 5347,124 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Niemann, H. B. 1 1-Astronomy Horvath, J. J. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Cooley, J. E. WFC/Perry, T. W., Jr. 
NAS 5-25002 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2582 
Wind and temperature spectrometer for the dynamics Explorer 
spacecraft 
Pcnhl Obligaiions 
03/30/78-02/28/8 1 FY78: 5171,903 TOTAL: $171,903 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. @peer CASE Category 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 525031 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2583 
Develop, fabricate, test, and support hardware for the San 
Marco/wind and temperature experiment 
Period Obligations 
05/05/78-10/31/79 FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: $250,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Carignan, G. R. GSFCISpencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-25038 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2584 
Theory formulation and analysis support for the dynamics 
Explorer spacecraft 
Pcrial Obligations 
08/22/78-02/28/83 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcelr. officer CASE Catgory 
Nagy, A. F. GSFC/Hoffman, R. A. 1 >Physics 
GSFC/Smith, P. H. 
NAS 5-25145 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2585 
Electronic system parts for Galileo probe neutral mass spectrome- 
ter 
Period Obligations 
07/31/7841/31/80 FY78: $105,000 TOTAL: $105,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflinr CASE Category 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Niemann, H. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 831987 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2589 
Mass spectrometer for induced environment contamination 
monitor 
Period Obligations 
04/30/76- 1 1 /29/.79 FY78: $260,000 TOTAL: $685,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Carignan, G. R. MSFC/Ruff, R. C. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Maurer, J. C. MSFClNaumann, R. J. 
Eusch, T. A. 
NAS 832332 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2590 
Retarding ion mass spectrometer on the high altitude electrody- 
namic Explorer 
Period Oblibations 
01/17/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $14.976 
Prin. Invesf. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Catc,qory 
Carignan, G. R. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 
MSFCILewter, B. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-32569 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2591 
Spacelab mission I experiment 24, an imaging spectrometric 
observatory for Spacelab I 
Period Oblipf ions 
04/15/77-09/01/81 FY78: $1,338,401 TOTAL: $1,627,962 
Prin. Invest, NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Tom, M. R. MSFCjJones, C. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/lse, R. 
NAS 5.25153 University of Micbiian - Ann Arbor 2586 NAS 8-32661 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 
Fabrication of electronic system for the Galileo probe neutral 2592 Spacelab outgassing 
mass spectrometer Periad Obligations 
periad Obligaliom 09/20/7751/19/81 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
081 10/7&04/ 19/82 FY78: $102,000 TOTAL: $102,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Category 
Pdn. Imst ,  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cmqory Carignan, G. R. MSFC/Ruff, R. C. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Niemann, H. B. 3lhtmos Sci MSFC/Shriver, E. L. 
NAS 525158 University of Micbigan - Ann Arbor 2587 
Cmos Radiation Effects Measurement (CREM) experiment and 
associated Ground Support Equipment (GSE) .NAS 9-15244 University of M i a n  - Ann Arbor 2593 
P C ~  ~blig~trions Evaluations of postural mechanisms under dynamic conditions 
081 16/78-08/ 17/79 FY78: $64,000 TOTAL: 561.000 periad , a&alrionr 
P&. Incrsr. NASA Tech. O//lnr CASE ategory 02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $ 100,600 TOTAL: s 129,87 1 
Carignan, G. R. GSFCIHaykin, D. lEPhysics Prin. inwst. NASA T&. q @ r  CASE  aleg gory 
GSFC/Cliff, R. Anderson, D. J. JSC/Homick, J. L. 5EOther Medical 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS 9-15375 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2594 
Definition of Spacelab I experiment for adaption of vestibulo- 
. spinal reflex mechanisms during space flight 
Period Obligations 
0610 1177-06/01/79 FY78: $68,000 TOTAL: $81,000 
Prin. In~esl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Calegory 
Anderson, D. J. JSCIReschke, M. F. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-15663 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2595 
Design and development of linear accelerator 
Period Obli$alions 
0810 1178-08/01/79 FY78: $38,588 TOTAL: $38,588 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Anderson, D. J. JSC/Reschke, M. F. 53-Other Medical 
NASW 3065 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2596 
Stratospheric' specie measurements and techniques 
Period Obligations 
04/01/77-10/31/77 FY78: $8 1,758 TOTAL: $366,462 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Category 
Anderson, J. G. HQ-STlTilford, S. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGL 23-005-010 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2597 
Structural analysis of aircraft tires 
Period Obligations 
01/02/63-05/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $357,731 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojpcer CASE Category 
Clark, S. R. LARC/McCarty, J. L. 41-Aero Engr 
NGL -275 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2598 
Solar research program of McMath-Hulbert Observatory and 
improvement of photoheliographic telescope 
Period Obligations 
04/08/68-09/30/78 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: $690,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/finr CASE Category 
Mohler, 0. C. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 23405-015 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2599 
Theoretical investigation of space charge waves in ionosphere 
and space plasma sheaths 
Pcriod Oblip~ions 
10/28/63-06/30/79 FY78: $130,300 TOTAL: $1,523,105 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Nagy, A. F. HQ-ST/Cauffman, D. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGR U-005-094 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2600 
An investigation of plasma kinetics, with emphasis on the 
interaction between rarefied plasmas and moving bodies 
Period OMiga~ians 
06/26/64-04/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $382,601 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O & e r  CASE Cateory 
Liu, W. C. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGR -5-320 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2601 
Theoretical and experimental studies of spacecraft space plasma 
interactions 
Period (MJgations 
01 /29/69-09/30/78 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $447,557 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Categor). 
Samir, U. HQ-STICauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
NGR 234tOS-360 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2602 
A program in aeronomy 
Period Obligations 
12129169-1 1/3/78 FY78: $170,000 TOTAL: $1,451,101 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Sharp, W. E. GSFCIBissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
HQ-STlSchmerling. E. R. 
NGR 23405464 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2603 
Optical studies of galactic X-ray sources 
Period OMi8atians 
03/02/71-02/28/79 FY78: $18,375 TOTAL: $126,825 
Pn.n. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Catezory 
Hiltner, W. A. HQ-SCIRosendhal, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 23-005-528 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2604 
Fiber-reinforced solids possessing great fracture toughness & the 
role of interfacial strength 
Period Obligations 
07/26/72- 1013 1/78 FY78: 538,410 TOTAL: S 147,072 
Prin. Invosl. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Felbeck, D. K.  LARC/Fichter, W. B. 47-Materials Engr 
LARCIElber, W. 
NCR 23405540 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2605 
Experimental and theoretical study of sound from meteors 
Period OMigations 
0 1 /07/72-02/28/78 FY78: $8,936 TOTAL: $140,045 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Bartman, F. L. HQ-SL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 1243 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2606 
Rain scavenging of solid rocket motor exhaust clouds 
Period O b l ~ t i m  
10/01/75-03/31/79 FY78: S60,000 TOTAL: $21 1,261 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Dingle, A. N. LARC/Pellett, G. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1306 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2607 
Models and techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of aircraft 
computing systems 
Period OMigatim 
05/01 176-0513 1/79 FY78: $35.000 TOTAL: $173,865 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Meyer, J. F. LARC/Migneault, G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NSG 1326 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2608 
Study of shock boundary layer interaction in transonic flow 
Period Obligations 
08/01 176-0713 1/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Adamson, T. C., Jr. LARC/Czarnecki, K. R. 41-Aero Engr 
Sichel, M. 
Messiter, A. F. 
NSG 1373 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2609 
Halogen occultation experiment, phases I and I1 
Period Obligat ions 
12/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $44,264 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Drayson, S. R. LARC/Russell, J. M., 111 31-Atmos Sci 
Cicerone, R. J. LARClBrockman, P. 
NSG 1448 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2610 
Trajectories optimization in hypersonic flight 
Period Obligarions 
09/01/77-0813 1/79 FY78: $27,989 TOTAL: $57,016 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Vinh, N.  X. LARC/Dunning, R. S. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Elliott, J. R. 
NSG 1482 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2611 
Application of earth's albedo measurements to climate studies 
Period Obligalions 
01/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $29,300 TOTAL: $29,300 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Bartman, F. L. LARC/Smith, G. L. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
LARClSuttles, J. T. 
NSG 1494 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2612 
Analysis and prediction of dynamic aircraft tire data from static 
measurements 
Pen'od Obligations 
0310 1178-02/28/79 FY78: $25,080 TOTAL: 125,080 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJ/i-r CASE Category 
Clark, S. K. LARC/McCarty, J. L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCiTanner. J. A. 
NSG 2018 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2613 
Graduate research aeronautics program 
Period Obligatiam 
04/01/74-01/3 1/79 FY78: $55,909 TOTAL: $250,671 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Kroeger, R. A. ARC/Feistel, T. W. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 2113 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2614 
Improvement of light aircraft propulsion efficiency 
Pen'od Obligations 
10/01/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $72,800 TOTAL: $294,550 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Kroeger, R. A. ARC/Anderson, S. B. 41-Aero Engr 
Eagle, D. 
NSG 2245 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2615 
Math modeling and computer mechanization for real time 
simulation of rotary-wing aircraft 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-0313 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $75,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Categov 
Howe, R. M. ARClAlderette, T. 41-Aero Engr 
Greenwood, D. T. ARC/Raby, J. S. 
Fogarty, L. E. 
NSG 2333 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2616 
Crash-impact fire of fiber reinforced composites 
Period ObligaItons 
081 15178-08/15/79 FY78: $35,387 TOTAL: $35,387 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Springer, G. S. ARC/Fish, R. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC/Mansfield, J. A. 
NSG 3148 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2617 
Fundamental aspects of gas turbine combustion 
Perial Obligations 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: $67,247 TOTAL: $132,3 10 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Nicholls, J. A. LERC/Cooper, L. P. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3161 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2618 
Ignition and combustion low compression ratio, high output 
diesel 
Penod Obligar~ons 
10/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: %84,953 
Pnn Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Clrtegory 
Bolt, J. A. LERC/Beam, L. W. 46-Mech Engr 
Mirsky, W., Sr. LERC/Wintucky, W. T. 
NSG 3165 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2619 
A study of local parameters affecting emissions from gas turbine 
engines 
Period Obligations 
11/01/77-11/01/79 FY78: $70,605 TOTAL: $70,605 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Kauffman, C. W. LERC/Ercegovic, D. E. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3192 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2620 
Morphology of Kevlar fibers 
Period Obli#ations 
041 10/78-04/02/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pnn. Invosr. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Yeh, G. S. LERCILauver, R. W. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 5139 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2621 
Search for hot spots at the foot of lo-associated flux tube in 
Jupiter 
Period Obligations 
12/01/76- 1 1/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3,669 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. wficer CASE C~ztegory 
Atreya, S. K. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NSG 5171 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2622 
1 Studies of odd nitrogen in the mesosphere and lower thermo- 
sphere 
Penod Obligatrons 
04/01/77-07/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Pnn. lnvesl NASA Tech. O/ficel CASE Caregory 
Rusch, D. W .  GSFC/Stolarski, R. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5189 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2623 
Direct measurements of photolysis rates of stratospheric 
constituents 
Period Obligations 
08/01 177-0713 1/79 FY78: $48,000 TOTAL: $96,604 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Stedman, D. H. GSFC/Reed, E. 1. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5206 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2624 
Measurement of vertical distribution of stars 
Period Obligarions 
09/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $ 13,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofier CASE Category 
Donahue, T.  M. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5232 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2625 
Search of hot spots at the foot of lo associated flux tube in 
Jupiter 
Period Obligations 
021 19178-02/18/79 FY78: $3,200 TOTAL: $3,200 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @fleer CASE Category 
Atreya, S. K.  GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5281 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2626 
Interactions of precipitating electrons with the ionosphere using 
characteristic spectral parameters 
Period 0bNgarion.v 
07/01 178-06/30/79 FY78: $24,733 TOTAL: $24,733 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Caregory 
Fontheim, E. G. GSFClSpencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Ong, R. S. 
NSG 7209 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2629 
A program of stratospheric research 
Period OMications 
01/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $198,985 TOTAL: $396,976 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. wpcer CASE Category 
Donahue, T. M. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
'Cicerone, R. J. HQST/Simon, N. K. 
Boyd, J. P. 
NSG 7279 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2630 
Analysis of OGO-6 photometer data 
Period Obligations 
09/01/76-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Donahue, T. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 7308 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 263 1 
The physical and chemical properties of the prebiotic at- 
' mosphere 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $24,960 TOTAL: $49,106 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. 0,fiiceer CASE Cotegory 
Kuhn, W. R. HQSB/Young, R. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7404 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2632 
A program for research in planetary atmospheres 
Period OMigations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $58,936 TOTAL: $58,936 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
Atreya, S. K. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7452 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2633 
Bio-chirality search with variable helicity positrons 
Period OMiga~ians 
07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflcer CASE Caregory 
Rich, A. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 5282 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2627 NSG 9047 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2634 
Chemical and dynamics processing at high latitudes Investigation of otoconial seeding, growth, maintenance and turnover 
period OMigations 
07/01/78-06/3 1/79 FY78: $22,322 TOTAL: $22,322 Period OMi,qarions 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 11/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: S41,000 TOTAL: $82,000 
Nagy, A. F. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Banks, P. M. Ross, M. D. HQ-SB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
NSG 7187 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2628 NSG 1330 Wayne State University 2635 
Theoretical and numerical studies of stratospheric chemistry and Analytical modeling of noise source in a moving jet 
radiation Period OMigations 
Period Obligations 08/17/76-09/30/78 FY78: $11,928 TOTAL: $22,161 
10/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $107,570 ~ r i n .  Inwsr. NASA Tceh. Oflicer CASE Category 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Category Chow, P. L. LARC/Maestrello, L. 41-Aero Engr 
Cicerone, R. J. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 12-Chemistry LARC/Liu, C. H. 
Liu, S. C. HQ-ST/Reed, E. I. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NSC 2008 Wayne State University 2636 NAS 5-23684 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2642 4 ", 
Mathematical models of in vivo measurement of human ulnar Experiment definition and integration study of adapting a present k 
strength cosmic ray detector for Spacelab 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
02/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: $14,500 TOTAL: $75,500 08/05/76-12/17/76 FY78: TOTAL: $24,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ojfinr CASE Category Prin. Invest NASA T d .  @per CASE OItegory 
Orne, D. ARC/Young, D. R. 53-Other Medical Waddington, C. J. GSFC/Barrowman, J. S. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 5.23703 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2643 
ATS6 environmental measurements ex~eriment data reduction 
MINNESOTA 
NSG 5285 Augsburg College 2637 
Analysis of long-term density variations of atomic nitrogen 
Period Obligations 
07/01 178-06/30/79 FY78: S 18,520 TOTAL: $18,520 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Offer  CASE Category 
Engebretson, M. J. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmas Sci 
NAS 5-23557 Coneordii College in Moorhead 2638 




11/15/76-11/30/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $103,335 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calegory 
Winckler, J. R. GSFC/Wende, C. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 525151 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2644 
Interim study report for the plasma wave receivers for the solar 
polar mission 
Period OHi#arions 
08/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $35,624 TOTAL: $35,624 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. Ofjinr CASE Calegory 
Kellogg, P. J.  GSFC/Stone, R. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
Monson, S. 
Period OMigations 
061 14/76-06/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $35,012 NAS 8-27977 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2645 Design, development, & operation of Cerenkov portion of the 
prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category ACR-7 heavy nuclei experiment under the HEAO program 
Bailey, C. F. GSFC/Berg, 0. E. 1 1-Astronomy period O U i # a t i ~ ~  Frantsvog, D. J. I 061 16/72-09/30/80 FY78: $157,000 TOTAL: $1,267,000 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Waddington, C. J. MSFC/Talley, D. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 28812 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2639 
Design and development of the bus neutral mass spectrometer 
Period Obligations NAS 9-12560 Univ of Minnesota - hlinneapdis-St Paul 2646 
061 17175-1 1/30/78 FY78: $9,000 TOTAL: $32,000 Storage stability & improvement of intermediate moisture foods Period Obl&ations 
PRn. bwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calegory 
Nier, A. 0. ARClThorley, G. W. 31-Atmos Sci 03/23/72-02/28/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $280,000 
Mauersberger, K. ARC/Sperans, J. Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category Mitchell, J. R. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 5.11310 univ of ~ i ~ ~ t ~  - ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ t  paul 2640 NCL 24005-009 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2647 
Ac electric fields experiment Helios Development and application of mass spectrometers to studies 
period Obligations of earths upper atmosphere and planetary atmospheres 
06/29/70-03/15/79 FY78: 837,500 TOTAL: $1,469,055 Period ( h b l i g a t ~ ~ ~  
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Off ir  CASE Category 08/01/62-06/30/80 FY78: $1 15,000 TOTAL: $1,622,479 
Kellogg, P. J. GSFC/Gemmell, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy prh. ~nvest. NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE category 
Nier, A. 0. HQ-SLIDonn. B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-11438 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2641 
Open source neutral mass spectrometers for AE spacecraft, NGL 24-005225 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2648 
missions C, D, & E Lunar sample analysis 
Pcnbd Obligations Perid O U g l i m  
061 1517 1-09/30/79 FY78: 555,000 TOTAL: $1,234,731 01/26/71-01/31/79 FY78: $118,500 TOTAL: S7l5,580 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE Category Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. q f i n r  CASE Calegory 
Nier, A. 0. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci Pepin, R. 0. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. Alexander, E. C., Jr. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NGL 24005-263 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2649 
Study of Minnesota forests and lakes using data from earth 
resources technology satellites 
Period 0Migotions 
07/06/72-06/30/80 FY78: TOTAL: $430,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cotqory 
Shepherd, W. G. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 244MWSO Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2650 
Measurement of the gamma ray flux of various celestial point 
sources from high altitude balloons 
Period Obligations 
04/21/65-06/30/79 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $858,887 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Waddington, C. J. HQSC/Sofia, S. I 1-Astronomy 
Freier, P. S. HQSC/Opp, A. G- 
NGR 24405-223 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2651 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMigations 
05/22/71-01/31/79 FY78: $106,500 TOTAL: $643,675 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tecfi. OJficer CASE Cafqory 
Murthy, V. R. JSCJHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 24-005-248 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2652 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
08/03/71-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $372,045 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OjJi-r CASE category 
Banejee, S. K. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NGT 24005-078 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2653 
Training of pndoctoral graduate students jn space sciences and 
technology 
Period ~bl&orronr 
06/24/65-08/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $18,298 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Anderson, G. W. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1431 Univ of M i i t a  - MinneapoJi5St Pad 2654 
Neutral constituent measurements in the stratosphere 
Period OMigations 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: $97,2l7 TOTAL: S209,740 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Mauersberger, K. LARC/Beswick, A. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSC 2014 Univ of Minnesota - Mmw8poiis-St Pad 2655 
Exploratory astrophysics and infrared astronomy 
Period o b f t h  
0210 1 /7402/28/79 FY78: S70.000 TOTAL: S305,OOO 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o f m r  CASE alegory 
Ney, E. HQSC/Bogge.ss, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 2316 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2656 
A panel method based on 1ocaIized splines 
Pcrbd Obligations 
061 16178-06/15/79 FY78: $16,603 TOTAL: $16,603 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Moran, J. P. ARCIErickson, L. L. 41-Aero Engr 
Cob, K. 
NSG 3041 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapoIis-St Paul 2657 
Ion beam sputter etch and deposition study 
Period OMgmians 
01/01/75-03/01/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $169,385 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. 0jfi-r CASE Category 
Wehner, G. K. LERC/Sovey, J. S. 13-Physics 
LERC/Terdan, F. F. 
NSG 3094 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2658 
Investigations of negative and positive cesium ion species 
Period OH&afiom 
02/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $92,350 
P rin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Chanin, L. M. LERC/Morris, J. F. lPPhys Sci, NEC 
NSG 5088 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2659 
Magnetospheric physics phenomena using sounding rockets 
Period Wigations 
11/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: S99,%6 TOTAL: $299,593 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Winckler, J. R. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Cauffman, D. P. 
NSG 5237 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2660 
Investigation of interstellar carbon 
Period Obligations 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: 516,W TOTAL: $16,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Cotegory 
Black, J. H. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 I-Astronomy 
GSFCJWest, D. K. 
NSG 6005 Univ of Minaesota - Miiapotis-St Paul 2661 
Investigations of electrical currents in the auroral ionosphere 
Period dbl&atimu 
10/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S194,000 
Pnn. bwst. NASA Tech. W r  CASE Calepry 
Amoldy, R. J. WFC/Ballance. C. W., Jr. 
Cahii, L. J., Jr. WFCJGray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 6009 Univ of Minnesota - M i i S t  Paul 2662 
Study of neutral composition of upper atmosphere with rocket- 
borne mass spectrometers 
Perid Obl@tianr 
07/01 /75-06/30/79 FY78: $100,000 TOTAG S126.000 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. Oyi-r CASE Category 
Nier, A. 0. WFC/Gray. J. W. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NSG 6021 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2663 
Rocket study of auroral processes 
Period Obligations 
06/01 178-0513 1/79 FY78: $101,398 TOTAL: 5101,398 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Cahill, L. J., Jr. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Pless, R. H. 
NSG 7005 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2664 
Energetic particles in the magnetosphere and space 
Period ObIigations 
07/01/73-09/30/80 FY78: $175.000 TOTAL: $837,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Category 
Winckler, J. R. HQSTIKing, J. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7108 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolicSt Paul 2665 
Research of waves and fields in plasma 
Period Obligalions 
12/01 174-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 
Pan. Invest. NASA Tech. O w e r  CASE Category 
Kellogg, P. J. HQ-ST/Taylor, W. L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 7221 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2666 
Neutral constituent measurements in stratosphere 
Period Obligations 
03/16/7&11/30/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $88,243 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OIficer CASE Category 
Mauersberger, K. HQST/Seals, R. K., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
Nier, A. 0. HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSG 7237 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2667 
Interpretation of data obtained with the Explorer 45 spacecraft: 
Major objective is understanding of magnetic storms 
Period Obligations 
06/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $72,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Cahill, L. J., Jr. HQSTICauffman, D. P. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmeding, E. R. 
NSG 7259 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2668 
Ultraviolet observations of SO galaxies 
Period Obl&ations 
08/01/76-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,861 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Gallagher, J. S. HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 7296 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2669 
Triaxial drop shapes rotating and charged iiquid drops 
Perlod oarigations 
121 15176-12/15/78 FY78: $31,688 TOTAL: $60,588 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Oflicu CASE Category 
Scriven, L. E.  HQ-RR/Lundholm, J. G., Jr. 13-Physics 
JPL/Saffren, M. M. 
NSG 9050 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2670 
Petrologic study of returned lunar samples 
Period OHigatiom 
02/01 177-01 /3 1/79 FY78: $14,D00 TOTAL: $51,300 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Weiblen, P. W. JSCIHarris, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSR 24405-245 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2671 
Study of the proper motion of stars using the automated proper 
motion system 
Period OMigations 
01/13/72-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $238,329 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. OJjker CASE Category 
Luyten, W. J. HQ-SCIRoman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFCIMead, J. M. 
MISSISSIPPI 
NGR 25-012401 Alcorn State University 2672 
Radio tracking of geostationary satellites 
Period Obligations 
09/01/73-01/31/79 FY78: $28,621 TOTAL: $184,238 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Paul, M. P. GSFCISchmid, P. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSC 8036 Alcorn State University 2673 
Bio-gas production from alligator weeds 
Period Obligations 
06/01 /76-08/31/79 FY78: 522,132 TOTAL: $65,161 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. O f j e r  CASE Category 
Latif, A. NSTL/Wolverkon, B. C. 51-Biology 
NSG 3004 Jackson State University 2674 
Numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equations for steady laminar 
incompressible flow between two plates with abrupt change of 
spacings 
Period OMigations 
03/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $93,183 
Prin. b ~ ~ l .  NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Chu, C. S. LERC/Anderson, W. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQR/Zuk, J. 
NSG 8026 Jackson State University 2675 
Aquatic plants as filtration systems for chlorinated hydrocar- 
bons 
Period Oblig01rianr 
06/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: $27,29 1 TOTAL: $103,380 
Prin. lnvcsc. NASA Tech. Qffinr CASE C ~ t e p r y  
Shore, F. NSTL/Wolverton, B. C. 
NSTL/Estess, R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSISSIPPI (Continued) 
NSG 9016 Jackson State University 2676 
Research in marshland ecology 
Period Obligations 
08/15/7412/31/78 FY78: $3,529 TOTAL: $76,541 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Category 
Nelson, F. R. NSTL/Joyce, A. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-26749 Mississippi State University 2677 
A study of trends and techniques for space base electronics 
Period Obligations 
011 12171-03/10/79 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $200,000 
Prin. bvest. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Category 
Trotter, D. MSFC/Hollis, B. R., Jr. 13-Physics 
NAS 8-31373 Mississippi State University 2678 
Study of digital holographic filter generation 
Period Obligations 
03/20/75- 1213 1/78 FY78: $8,000 TOTAL: $28,024 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Caregory 
Ingels, F. M. MSFC/Wallace, G. R. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/McDonough, G. F. 
NAS 8-31770 Mississippi State University 2679 
Heat shield model fluctuating pressure test and full scale design 
requirements 
Period Obligations 
121 15/75-0313 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
Shepard, W. S. MSFC/Clever, W. W. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 8-32810 Mississippi State University 2680 
Development of a computerized algorithm for establishing 
harmonic balance 
Period Oblixations 
01/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $30,03 1 TOTAL: $30,031 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Mitchell, J. R. MSFC/Hendrix, N. D. 
Barror, 0. L. MSFCIMink, H. J. 22-Computer Science 
NAS 8-32912 Mississippi State University 2681 
Develop a computer program to compute the flow field, 
aerodynamic forces and heating rate of arbitrary shaped bodies 
Period Obligations 
05/25/78-05/24/79 FY78: $48,787 TOTAL: $48,787 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. o/Jicer CASE Category 
Thompson, J. F. MSFC/Sims, J. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Donehoo, L. K. 
NCA 8-131 Mississippi State University 2682 
Design of mechanism for referencing rear 'drum of long wall 
shearer 
Period Ublidations 
011 11/78-07/10/78 FY78: $4,800 TOTAL: $4,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Jones, E. W. MSFC/Broussard, P. H. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NCL 25-001-054 Mississippi State University 2683 
Application of remotely sensed data to state and regional 
problems 
Period OMigations 
11/01/73-10/31/80 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $600,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Miller, W .  F.  HQ-ET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NCR 25-001-055 Mississippi State University 2684 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for arbitrary 
two-dimensional multi-element airfoils 
P e d  Obligations 
01 /O 1 /74-02/28/79 FY78: $29.841 TOTAL: $145,462 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJBcer CASE Category 
Thompson, J. F. LARC/South, J. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1083 Mississippi State University 2685 
An exploratory investigation of the cooling drag associated with 
general aviation propulsive systems 
Perial OMigations 
09/01/74-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: $225,959 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Cross, E.  J., Jr. LARC/Hall, A. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Miley, S. J. LARC/Judd, J. H. 
NSC 1249 Mississippi State University 2686 
Flight test of a wing stall sensor and evaluation of its application 
to an aircraft stall deterrent system 
Period Obligations 
09/15/75-12/31/78 FY78: $77,234 TOTAL: $157,764 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Bennett, A. G., Jr. LARClStewart, E. C. 41-Aero Engr 
Owens, J. K. 
NSG 1375 Mississippi State University 2687 
Processing air quality data 
Period Obligations 
01/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $19,240 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Butler, C. M. LARCIHogge, J.E. 22-Computer Scienoe 
NSG 1402 Mississippi State University 2688 
Propellei propulsion integration 
Period Obligations 
04/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $66,788 TOTAL: $86,662 
Pn'n. Invcsr. NASA Tech. q p n r  CASE Gtcgory 
Cross, E. J., Jr. LARC/McLemore, H. C. 41-Aero Engr 
Miley, S. J. 
NSG 1454 Mississippi State University 2689 
Investigation of a flight test method for determining airplane 
drag utilizing a propeller wake survey rake 
Period Obfigatioiu 
09/01/77-11/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $13,622 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tmh. Officer CASE-Categov 
Cross, E. J., Jr. LARC/Judd, J. H. 41-Aero Engr 
Miley, S. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSISSIPPI ( Continued) 
NSG 1511 Mississippi State University 2690 
Full scale flow visualization for agricultural aircraft 
P e M  ObligaIionc 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
. Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Officer CASE CQtegory 
Cross, E. J., Jr. LARC/Holmes, 9. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1539 Mississippi University For Women 269 1 
Polyimide model compounds 
Period OMigatim 
061 15/7&06/ 14/79 FY78: $6,908 TOTAL: $6,908 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Pratt, J .  R. LARC/Young, P. R. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Johnston, N. J. 
NAS 8-32218 University of Mississippi - University 2692 
Planning for a center for information, education and technology 
development in remote sensing 
Period Obligations 
12/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $8,795 
Pn'n Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Walsh, D. E. MSFC/Paludan, C. T. 32-Geological Sci 
Minshew, V. H. MSFCIDowns, S. W., Jr. 
NAS13-54 University of Southern Mississippi 2693 
Effects of water hyacinth substances upon the growth of yeast 
of the genus candida 
Period Obligations 
01/14/77- lo/ 14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Ofliter CASE Categov 
Stocks, P. K.  NSTL/Wolverton, B. C. 51-Biology 
NAS13-81 University of Southern Mississippi 2694 
Evaluate the nutritional value of 'single cell protein' using water 
hyacinth extracts as subrate study 
Period W&ations 
03/20/7&09/ 19/79 FY78: $10.000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. Inest. NASA Tech. q M r  CASE Cawgary 
Stocks, P. K. NSTL/Wolverton, B. C. 
' 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NASl3-95 University of S y t k r n  Midsippi 2695 
Demonstration and evaluation of EMS telemetry capability in re- 
mote areas using synchronous satellite communications technology 
Perial OM&Uiarr 
071 17/7&09/ 16/78 FY78: S19,865 TOTAL: S19.865 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officrr CASE Cawgory 
Brundage, W. G. NSTL/Hopkins, W. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
Burge, C. D. 
NSG 1515 University of Somthern Mississippi 26% 
Dcconvolution of gas chrometographic data 
Period O b l ~ t i m u  
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: S4,689 TOTAL: S4.689 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE (5rlaory 
Rayborn, G. H. LARC/Wood, G. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Hughes, W. E. 
MISSOURI % 
,2 
NAS 8-32838 Saint Louis University 2697 
Study of local storm convection 
Period Oblga tions 
03/20/78-03/19/79 FY78: $19,997 TOTAL: $19,997 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Fuelberg, H. E. MSFC/HiU, C. K. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFCITumer, R. E. 
NAS 5-243818 University of M i r i  - Columbia 2698 
Applications of airborne lidar measurement study 
Period Otfiga~ions 
01/29/75-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 360,096 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @ f i r  CASE Category 
Schuster, B. G. GSFClCurran, R. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 8-31150 . University of Missouri - Columbia 2699 
Research study of microphysical processes in atmospheric clouds 
Pcnbd Obligations 
0211 1175-12/15/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: S116,488 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Catcgory 
Plummer, P. L. MSFClSmith, R. E. 31-Atnos Sci 
Hale, 8. N. 
NAS 831767 University of Missouri - Columbia 2700 
Application transfer activity in Missouri 
Penal Obligations 
01/05/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $44,200 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE CQtegory 
Hadlock, F. 0. MSFC/Paludan, C. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Johannsen, C. J. MSFC/Daniels, J. L., Jr. 
NAS 831849 University of Missouri - Columbia 2701 
Cloud physics laboratory science simulator 
Period Obligations 
04/29/76-10/31/79 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: $269,958 
P h .  Inest. NASA Tech. ofpmr CASE Cutcgory 
Kassner, J. L., Jr. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Anderson, B. J. 
NAS 9-15477 University of Missmri - Colpmbia 2702 
Development and verification of simulation models for analyzing 
orbiter digital communications and data links 
Period migalions 
01/01/78-12/31/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: 525.000 
P h .  b w s .  NASA Tech. OfFur CASE C a e g o ~  
Tranter, W. H. JSC/Eggleston, T. W. 45-Elec Engr 
NCA 2458604 University of M i u r i  - Colombia 2703 
Investigation of measurement errors in laser Doppler anemometer 
systems 
PC& migalions 
06/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S11.710 
Piin. Inwst. NASA re&. o//inr CASE &@my 
Miks, J. B. ARC/Johnson, D. A. 45-Elec Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NCA 2450802 University of Missouri - Columbia 2704 NSG 1050 University of Missouri - Rolla 2710 
, Investigation of nucleate boiling in normal and reduced gravity Structural-acoustic response and interior noise levels of fuselage 
environments structures 
Period Obligations Period Obl~rions 
07/01/78-07/01/79 FY78: $9,455 TOTAL: $9,455 09/01/74-08/31/78 FY78: $1,677 TOTAL: $91,102 
Prim Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. In.urs. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cekgory 
Miles, J. B. ARC/Webbon, B. W. 46-Mech Engr Koval, L. R. LARC/Mixson, J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1540 University of Missouri - Columbia 2705 
Study of stochastic processes occuring in the reliability analysis 
of fault-tolerant avionics computing systems 
Period Obligations 
081 15/7845/ 14/79 FY78: $17,928 TOTAL: 517,928 
P h .  Inwsr. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Miller, D. R. LARC/Migneault, G. E. 
22-Computer Science 
LARC/Lupton, A. 0. 
NSG 2193 University of Missouri - Columbia 2706 
. Electrochemical carbon oxide concentration using molten-salt 
electrolytes 
Period Obligatonr 
11/01/7610/30/79 FY78: $22.000 TOTAL: $33,200 
Pnn. 1nw8t. 'NASA Tech. Ofper CASE Category 
Winick, J. ARClQuattrone, P. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-32976 University of Missouri - ROMP 2707 
Monodisperse cloud experiment 
Period 0Mige1iof~( 
04/03/78 1213 1 /8 1 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
P*. i n ~ ~ t .  NASA Tech. .Ofiicer CASE Category 
Hagen, D. E. MSFC/Fallon, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Kassner, J. L., Jr. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
White, D. R. 
NAS 9-14848 University of Missouri - Rolla 270s 
Development and verification of simulation models for analyzing 
orbiter digital communication and data links and onboard 
monitoring parameter correlations 
Period 0IyigWm.s 
01/01/76-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $29,600 
Pnn. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. i . r  CASE Cawory 
Tranter, W. H. JSC/Dawson, C. T. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 1369 University of Missouri - Rolla 2711 
Transport properties in the atmosphere of Jupiter 
Perhd Obligaliolw 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $17,917 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Biolsi, L. , LARClGraves, R. A., Jr. 12-Chemistry 
LARClJones, J. J. 
NSG 1452 University of Missoliri - Rdla 2712 
Study of gas-solid airflow over a flat plate 
Period OMi#aim 
10/01/77-11/30/79 FY78: $70,230 TOTAL: $70,230 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tcrl. qfirrr CASE Cate#ory 
Patterson, G. K. LARClHefner, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
Oetting, R. B. LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 
NSG 3113 University of Missouri - Rolla 27 13 
Theoretical study of starved elastohydrodynamic lubrication of 
line contacts with a detailed treatment of inlet and exit flow 
regions 
Pedal Obligations 
07/01/76-12/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,234 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Medrow, R. A. LERC/Wedeven, L. D. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 3199 University of M i r i  - Rdla 2714 
Nucleate boiling from ion-beam textured surfaces coated with 
plasma deposited polymers 
Period W W h  
06/15/7846/ 15/79 FY78: $15,366 TOTAL: $15,366 
PAn. Invcs~. NASA Tech. Qljhr CASE (loregory 
Yasuda, H. K. LERC/Weigand, A. J. lPPhys Sci, NEC 
Park, E. L. LERC/Banks. B. A. 
NSG 8055 University of M i i r i  - Rdla 2715 
Coal interface detection 
Period 0 1 Y ~ i o n s  
09/01 /77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,801 
?&I. Inwst. NASA Tech. q M r  CASE Category 
Summers, D. A. MSFC/Geller, G. 47-Materials Engr 
Barker, C. R. 
NCA 2450801 University of Missouri - Rdl .  2709 NSG 5151 University of Misaovri - Soiet Lwis 2716 
Prediction of buffet response of 116 scale models of F-111 tact Observations of ultraviolet emission lines in gaseous nebulae 
wings PCM m l i o n r  
period 
-W 01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S 1 , m  
10/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $8,982 TOTAL: S8.982 Plin. Inrcst. NASA Ted. qfirer CASE Caudory 
Pnn. IIIWSI. NASA T ' .  O f l i ~  CASE Caregory Schwartz, R. D. GSFC/Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
Cronin, D. L. ARC/Coe, C. F. 41-Aero Engr 1 1-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NAS 1-13889 Washington University 2717 
VikinglLander imaging studies 
Period ObIigations 
05/05/75-09/30/78 FY78: $85,692 TOTAL: $198,393 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Arvidson, R. E. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARCIGlenny, W. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-27976 Wasbington University 2718 
Design, development and operation of a heavy nuclei experiment 
under the HEAO program 
Period Obligolions 
061 16/72-09/30/80 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $440,754 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Israel, M. H. MSFC/Talley, D. I 1-Astronomy 
NAS 8-32354 Washington University 2719 
Data base management applications 
Period OMigaiions 
011 19177-05/19/78 FY78: TOTAL: $100,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Coregory 
Eastwood, L. MSFCIDaniels, J. L., Jr. 
MSFC/Wallace, G. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGL 26-008-065 Washington University 2720 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
02/01/71-01/31/81 FY78: $357,765 TOTAL: $2,462,28 1 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Walker, R. M. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 26408(101 Wasbingtos University 272 1 
Determination of characteristics of high altitude primary cosmic 
radiation at low latitudes 
Period Obli@lions 
09/01/61-10/31/78 FY78: $126,824 TOTAL: $1,526,540 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Offinr CASE Category 
Israel, M. H. HQSC/Fishman, G. J. I 1-Astronomy 
Klarmann, J. HQSC/Opp, A. G. 
NSG 1392 Washington University 2722 
Development of ultrasonic techniques for non-destructive 
evaluation based on Fourier analysis of signals from irregular 
and inhomogeneous structures 
Period OMigations 
031 15/77-03/31/79 FY78: $44,950 TOTAL: $87,807 
Pdn. Inmst. NASA Tech. O&er CASE Category 
Miller, J. G. LARC/Heyman, J. S. 13-Physics 
NSG 2170 Washington University 2723 
Benefit-cost evaluation of an intra-regional air service in the bay 
area 
Period obI&a*ions 
07/01/76-03/3 1/78 FY78: 539,933 TOTAL: $1 19,933 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cate~ory 
Haefner, L. E. ARCIMaky, A. C. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 5187 Washington University 2724 3, 
Copernicus observations for determinations of abundance of 9 
ratios 
Period OMigatrons 
0710 1 /77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $6,400 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Cotcgory 
Smith, W. H. GSFCIKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
11-Astronomy 
NSG 7016 Washington University 2725 
Lunar data analysis and synthesis program on lunar surface 
dynamics 
Period OMi8ations 
12/01/73-01/31/80 FY78: $51,934 TOTAL: $410,871 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Cotgory 
Hohenberg, C. M. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7087 Washington University 2726 
Computerized analysis of Martian crater and aeolian feature 
data 
Period OMiga~ions 
08/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: $62,355 TOTAL: $138,880 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafegory 
Amidson, R. E.  HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7334 Washington University 2727 
Planetary observations using a new Fabry-Perot interferometnc 
method 
Period OUigorions 
04/01 177-0313 1/79 FY78: $73,300 TOTAL: $146,588 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Smith, W. H. HQ-SL/Biunk, W. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7372 Washington University 2728 
Interferometric spectral 0 b ~ e ~ a t i o n s  of the interstellar medium 
in the near ultraviolet 
Period OMi~olions 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: $26,947 TOTAL: $52,762 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Smith, W. H. HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SCIRosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 9055 Washington University 2729 
Chemical studies of materials and processes in the lunar regolith 
and of lunar and terrestrial igneous differentiation 
Period Obligotiom 
02/01/77-01/31/81 FY78: $240,495 TOTAL: $373,495 
Prh. Inwst. NASA Tech. .Ojfinr CASE Catqory 
Haskin, L. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
Blanchard, D. P. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NSG 9073 Washington University 2730 
Electrochemical separations for obtaining metals and oxygen from 
lunar samples 
Period Obligations 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $24,000 TOTAL: $24,000 
Prin. lnvesi NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Haskin, L. A. JSC/Williams, R. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Lindstrom, D. J. 
MONTANA 
NGR 27-001-040 Montana State University 2731 
Establishment cf a mission-oriented gravitation research center 
Period Obligations 
0612817 1-0813 1/78 FY78: $16,554 TOTAL: $163,312 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Nordtvedt, K., Jr. HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 8061 Montana State University 2732 
Beta decay clock experiment 
Period ObIigations 
061 15178-12/14/78 FY78: $3,442 TOTAL: $3,442 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Nortdvedt, K. MSFC/Eby, P. B. 13-Physics 
I 
NAS 5-23891 University of Montana 2733 
Data analysis and computer mapping 
Period Obligations 
02124177-11/30/78 FY78: $6,000 TOTAL: $22,500 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Craighead, J. J. GSFCJOseroff, H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NEBRASKA 
NAS 522903 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2734 
Calibration of magnetic electron multipliers 
Period Obligations 
011 14/76-07/ 15/77 FY78: $251 TOTAL: $9,161 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE category 
Samson, J. R. GSFC/Kalet, M. W. 13-Physics 
GSFCINeupert, W. M. 
NAS 8-31897 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2735 
Investigate problems and establish design specifications for 
teleoperator manipulator 
Period Obligatim 
0 1 /20/76-07/31/78 FY78: $3,500 TOTAL: $69,495 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/Jicer CASE Category 
Kersten, L. MSFCIJohnston, J. D. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Burch. J. L. 
NGL B-004-020 University of Nebraska - Lincoln , 2736 
Applications of remote sensing in resource management in  
Nebraska 
Period Obligations 
04/20/72-04/30/80 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $675,000 
PM. Invest. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Category 
Carlson, M. P. HQETJVitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 28004021 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2737 
Interaction of radiation with planetary gases 
Period Obligations 
02/23/73-01/3 1/80 FY78: TOTAL: $309,73 1 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Samson, J. A. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLIBrunk, W. E. 
NGR 28004025 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2738 
Study into effects of oxidized titanium on hydrogen transport in 
titanium at low temperatures 
Period Obligations 
09/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $94,618 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O w e r  CASE Category 
Johnson, D. L. ARCINelson, H. G. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 1506 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2739 
Load deflection characteristics of inflatable structures 
Period Obligations 
03/15/78-11/14/78 FY78: $14,935 TOTAL: S14,935 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Baumgarten, J. R. LARCJTanner, J. A. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 5245 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2740 
Chromospheres of classic Cepheids 
Period Obligations 
021 15178-02/14/79 FY78: $1,400 TOTAL: $1,400 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Schmidt, E. G. GSFCfKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
11-Astronomy 
NEVADA 
NAS 8-31470 Univ. of Nevada - Desert Res. Inst. 2741 
Study of zero-gravity atmospheric cloud physics lab chamber 
development 
Period Obligations 
051 13175-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $108,790 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j m r  CASE Calqory 
Squires, P. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFCISchrick, 13. J. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEVADA (Continued) 
NAS 8-31776 Univ. of Nevada - Desert Res. last. 2742 
Conduct preliminary design, development and analysis of a 
saturator for the atmospheric cloud physics laboratory experiment 
gas flow 
Period Obligations 
021 18/76-09/30/78 FY78: $10,832 TOTAL: $123.573 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Kocrnond, W .  C. MSFC/Schrick, B. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Keyser, G. E. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
NAS 8-32975 Univ. of Nevada - Desert Res. Inst. 2743 
Atmospheric cloud physics laboratory cloud forming experiment 
for the first (ACPL) mission 
Period OMigmions 
03/01/78-12/31/81 FY78: $148,900 TOTAL: $148.900 
Prin. InwsI. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
K m o n d ,  W .  C. MSFC/Fallon, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Squires, P. MSFC/Smith. R. E. 
NAS 832977 Univ. of Nevada - Desert Res. last. 2744 
Atmospheric cloud physics laboratory ice crystal growth 
experiment for mission I 
Period Obligations 
03/01/7&12/31/81 FY78: $25.000 TOTAL: $25.000 
Pdn. bws l .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cbregory 
Hallett, J. MSFC/Fallon, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
NSG 2140 University of Nevada - h s  Vegas 2745 
Prediction of unsteady airloads in two dimensional subsonic 
compressible flow 
Period Oblixotions 
06/01/7655/31/79 FY78: $27,712 TOTAL: $71,437 
P&. lnwst. NASA Tech. CASE Category 
Fromme, J. A. ARC/Davis, S. S. 41-Aero Engr 
Goldberg, M. A. 
NAS 831441 University of Nevda - Reno 2746 
Zero-8 cloud drop coalescence experiment 
Pe~fai Obl&aiions 
04/21/75-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $144,149 
Mn. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Ofifcr CASE Category 
Telford, J .  W .  MSFC/Smith, R. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Anderson, B. J. 
NSG 2291 University of Nevada - Reno 2748 * 3 
Computations and turbulent flow modeling in support of helicopter i 
rotor technology 
Period Obli@lioiu 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $36,326 TOTAL: $36,326 
Prin. Invesl NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rose, W .  C. ARCfPresley, L. L. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Murphy, J. D. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
NGR 30-001841 Dartmouth College 2749 
Processing and analysis of data from VLF-LF experiments on 
the O G W  and OGO-6 spacecraft and continuation of studies 
at ground stations 
Period Obligations 
10/02/72-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: S250,W 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Calegory 
Morgan, M. G .  HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, W. E. 
NSG 5014 Dartmouth College 2750 
Geological applications of ERTS data 
Period O b l i g a ~ w ~ ~ ~  
07/01/74-1113 1/78 FY78: $145,000 TOTAL: $884,605 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjfcer CASE Category 
Fox, L. GSFC/Jastrow, R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Stoiber, R. E. 
Malmstrom, V. 
NSG 5145 Dartmouth College 2751 
Investigation of volcanic gases and dust (aerosols) in the 
stratosphere 
Period OMiga~ionr 
12/01/7611/30/78 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $80.291 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Self, S. L. GSFC/Hansen, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Decker, R. W. 
NSG 7292 Dartmu& Cdlege 2752 
Magnetopause-structure from satellite obsemations 
Pcnhd ~ i x o t ~  
10/01/7609/30/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
P&. Inscst. NASA Tech, w e e r  CASE Ccltqiory 
Sonnerup, B. HQ-ST/King, J. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NAS 8323W University of Nevada - Row 2747 
Study to perform preliminary experiments to evaluate particle 
generation and characterization techniques for zero gravity cloud NAS 5-23761 University of New Hampshire 2753 
physics experiments Hardware phase of the solar gamma ray experiment for the solar 
&rbd wwion~ maximum mission 
121 13/76.06/30/79 FY78: $5 1,000 TOTAL: $150,447 Period ~blgationr 
Pdn. I n w .  NASA Ted.  w e e r  CASE Category 10/01/76.09/30/81 FY78: $1,490.21 1 TOTAL: b,761.601 
Kocmond, W. C. MSFC/Schnck, B. J. 31Atmos Sci prin. Invest. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Category 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. Chupp, E. L. GSFClDonky, J. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (Continued) 
' NAS 5-24328 University of New Hampshire 2754 NSG 7411 University of New Hampshire 2761 
Data reduction and analysis of the environmental measurement Theoretical studies in solar particle physics 
experiment Period Obligotim 
period Obligotiiow 10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
1210 1177- 1 1/30/78 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 prim invest NASA Tech. officer CASE cotegory 
prin. IRWSI. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE cotegory Fisk, L. A. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
Amoldy, R. L. GSFC/Wende, C. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-24354 University of New Hampshire 2755 
Analysis and interpretation of Pioneer 10 and I1 data 
Perid OMigof ions 
101 16177-10/15/78 FY78: $22,250 TOTAL: $22,250 
Prin. lnrsr. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Cofgory 
Webber, W. R. GSFClTrainor, J. H. 1 3-Physics 
NGL 30-002-01tj University of New Hampshire 2756 
Investigation of energy levels in foil excited atomic beams 
Period OMigotions 
031 15165-09/3/78 FY78: $14,999 TOTAL: $207,354 
Prin. Inwst. \ NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cotegory 
. Chupp, E.  L. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 13-Physics 
NGL 30-002021 University of New Hampshire 2757 
Investigation and development of techniques for solar neutron 
and gamma ray detection 
Period OMigations 
02/28/6601/31/79 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $1,202,365 
/ Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Chupp, E. L. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SCIFishman, G. J. 
NEW JERSEY 
NAS 1-9705 . Princeton University 2762 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of magnetic properties 
Period Obligolim 
04/03/70-09/30/78 FY78: $17,626 TOTAL: $270.320 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tmh. officer CASE Category 
Hargraves, R. B. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 
NAS 1-13502 Princeton University 2763 
In-flight evaluation of decoupler longitudinal controls for a STOL 
transport aircraft 
Period Obllgotions 
08/19/74-08/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $178,945 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Sockel, E. LARC/Miller, G. K. 41-Aero Engr 
Ellis, D. R. LARC/Queijo, M. J. 
NAS 5-1810 Princeton University 2764 
Design, development, fabrication, & testing of orbiting astronomi- 
NGR 30.002-052 University of New Hampshire 2758 cal observatory experiment 
Research program in area of cosmic ray and X-ray astronomy period Odligotims 
pet id o~igntions 06/08/72- 12/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $18,200,727 
021 12/70-09/30/78 FYP8: $110,000 TOTAL: $970,000 PW. ~nwsr. NASA T W ~ .  ofjicer CASE cotqory 
prin. ~~nwst .  NASA Tech. oflicer CASE Olregory Spitzer, L., Jr. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Webber, W. R. HQSC/Fishman, G. J. 11-Astronomy 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/OPP, A. G. 
NAS 5.20833 Princeton University 2766 
NSG 6013 University of New Hampshire 2759 Large high resolution integrating TV sensor for astronomical 
Investigation of electrical currents in the auroral ionosphere applications 
Period OMigotions Period 0 6 1 i p t i 0 ~  
07/01/76-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $147,100 10/23/7408/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $473,182 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Co~egory Prin. bws t .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cbtegory 
Amoldy, R. L. WFC/Ballance, C. W., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci Lowrance, J. GSFC/Sobieski. S. 1 1-Astronomy 
WFCJGray, J. W. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 
NSG 6022 University of New Hampshire 2760 NAS 5-22360 P h t o n  University 2766 
Rocket study of auroral processes Spectroscopy using the one meter ultraviolet optical telescope 
p~rial  ~ ~ & o t i o n r  for Spacelab astronomy missions 
05/01 /78-04/30/79 FY78: $78,022 TOTAL: $78,022 Period obiigans 
Prin. IRWS~. NASA Tech. officer CASE Oltegory 04/18/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $i9,277 
Amoldy, R. L. WFC/Gray, 1. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Cotegory 
Kaufmann, R. L. WFC/Pkss, R. H. Jenkins, E. B. GSFC/Wilson, L. 32-Geological Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
N A S  522989 Princeton University 2767 
70 mm sec TV camera 
Period OMigarions 
021 1 1176-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $279,894 
P r im. Inwst. NASA Tech. Gfjicer CASE Category 
Schwanschild, M. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 11-Astronomy 
N A S  5.23387 Princeton University 2768 
Secondary electron conduction tube optimization and standardiza- 
tion program 
Period Obligations 
06/07/76-03/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $776,735 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Lowrance, J. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-23576 Princeton University 2769 
Orbital operations, data reduction and analysis, and OAO guest 
investigator program 
Pcricd Obli~arions 
09/01/76-09/30/80 FY78: $587,549 TOTAL: $1,764,655 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Catqory 
Spitzer, L., Jr. GSFC/Gemmell, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 5-24100 Princeton University 2770 
Cosmic background Explorer satellite mission definition study 
Period Obliga f ions 
02/01 177-02/01/78 FY78: $3,849 TOTAL: $21,849 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O&er CASE Cacegory 
Wilkinson, D. T. GSFC/Mather, J. C. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFCIMuller, R. 
N A S  5-24486 Princeton University 277 I 
Microwave and theoretical studies for cosmic background Explorer 
satellite 
Period Obligatiam 
03/01/78-03/01/80 FY78: $58,151 TOTAL: $58,15 1 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. Ofliccr CASE Category 
Wilkinson, D. T. GSFC/Nace, D. A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Donohoe, M. J. 
NAS 5-25084 Princeton University 2772 
Data and operations team leader for the space telescope project 
Period Obligatians 
05123178-12/31/84 FY78: $53,000 TOTAL: $53.000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Q&er CASE Category 
Groth, E. J. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFClMartin, J. B. 
NAS 832614 Princeton University 2773 
Develop and test mathematical models of the three dimensional 
flow field and particle motions 
Period Obligations 
08/23/77-02/ 15/79 FY78: $57,460 TOTAL: $82,460 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Td. o//inr CASE Category 
Saville, D. A. MSFCfReeves, F. A. 5 I-Biology 
MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NAS 833102 Princeton University 2774 -' $ 
The evaluation of candidate metals in a simulated space shuttle ." 
main engine environment for application as turbine blade 
dampers 
P e M  Obligations 
0911 1178-12/10/78 FY78: $14,856 TOTAL: $14,856 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j j e r  CASE Cafqory 
Caveny, L. H. MSFC/McPhenon, W.B. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Schuerer, P. H. 
NGL 31-001-005 Princeton University 2775 
Formation & stability of magnetogasdynamic front in a pitch 
discharge 
Period Obligaf ions 
09124162-09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $2,422,9 12 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/ /e r  CASE Category 
Jahn, R. G. HQ-RP/Lazar, J. 42-Astro Engr 
Clark, K. E. 
NGL 31-001-007 Princeton University 2776 
Theoretical & experimental studies of ultraviolet phenomena of 
astronomical interest & galactic gas dynamics 
Pericd Obligations 
05/06/63-0313 1/80 FY78: TOTAL: $1,883,743 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Coregor)' 
Spitzer, L., Jr. HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NGL 31-001-252 Princeton University 2777 
Air traffic control technology i 
Period Obl~gations 
11/15/71-01/31/81 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $493,333 
Prin. Invrsf. NASA Twh. o//icer CASE Category 
Graham, D. LARC/Reid, H. J., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/MacE, W. D. 
NGL 31-001-283 Princeton University 2778 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
06/30/72-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $253,990 
Prin. lnvcst.. NASA Tech. Wficcr CASE Category 
Hollister, L. S. JSClHarris, J. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 31-001-202 Princeton University 2779 
Lunar retro-reflector ranging 
Period Obli~atians 
05/27/70-05/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
Prln. Invest. NASA Tech. Wfinr CASE Category 
Dicke, R. H. HQSC/Boggcss, N. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 31-001-277 Princeton University 2780 
VTOL mathematical model designs for optimal control systems 
designs 
Period Obligatians 
04/20/72-03/01/79 FY78: $29,500 TOTAL: $340,323 
Pdn. lnw3r. NASA Tech. @/icer CASE Category 
Dukes, T. A. ARC/Smith, G. A. 41-Aero Engr 'i 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NSG1070 Princeton University 2781 
Resonant Doppler velocimeter 
Period OMigntions 
07/01 174-10/31/78 FY78: $46,292 TOTAL: $173,581 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Cntegory 
Miles, R. B. LARClHonaker, W. C. 13-Physics 
LARClHunter, W. W., Jr. 
NSG 1253 Princeton University 2782 
Sound transmission analysis for determining interior sound 
levels 
Period OMigotions 
11/01/75-02/28/79 FY78: $61,506 TOTAL: $137,561 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cotegory 
Dowell, E. H .  LARC/Mixson, J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NSC 2062 Princeton University 2783 
Studies of space colonization 
Period Obligations 
01/01/75-12/01/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $273,805 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cotegory 
O'Neill, G. K. ARCJGilbreath, W. 99-Multi-Discip 
ARCJSadin, S. R. 
NSG 2114 Princeton University 2784 
Study of a small separated region generated by a 20 ramp at 
M-3 
Pericd Obligntions 
11/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $54,954 TOTAL: $141,314 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Bogdonoff, S. M. ARCJHorstman, C. C. 41-Aero Engr 
Settles, G. S. ARCfMarvin, J. G. 
NSG 2194 Princeton University 2785 
Transonic flow around wings, bodies and wing-body configura- 
tions 
Period OMigntions 
1 1/01/76-09/30/79 FY78: $61,506 TOTAL: $1 18.006 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cntegory 
Dowell, E. H. ARC/Davis, S. S. ,41-Aero Engr 
ARClChapman, G. T. 
NSG 2299 Princeton University 2786 
A comprehensive program of compressible turbulent boundary 
layer research 
Period Oblign~ions 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: 574,995 TOTAL: $74,995 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cnregory 
Settles, G. S. ARC/Horstman, C. C. 41-Aero Engr 
Bogdonoff, S. M. ARC/Kussoy, M. I. 
NSG 3176 Princeton University 2787 
Mass driver development 
Period Obiigntions 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $39,200 TOTAL: $39,200 
~ r i n .  hwst. NASA Tech. Oj/ier CASE Category 
O'Neill, G. K.  LERC/Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 42-Astro Engr 
NSG 3178 Princeton University 2788 
Internal combustion engine flame propagation and emissions: 
Small scale turbulence modeling and large scale eddy resolution 
Period Obligations 
121 15177-12/14/78 FY78: $99,343 TOTAL: $9,343 
Prin. Invcsi. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CnIegory 
Sirignan, W .  A. LERCjCassidy, J. F. 46-Mech Engr 
Humphrey, J. A. LERC/Kempke, E. E. 
Homan, H. S. 
NSG 5063 Princeton University 2789 
Measurements of sec tube energetic charged particle induced 
background 
P e h d  Oblignrions 
04/01/75-02/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $22,03 1 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer - CASE Cotegory 
Lowrance, J. L. GSFC/Kelsall, T. 49-Engr, NEC 
Spitzer, L., Jr. 
NSG 5248 Princeton University 2790 
Observational research on the IUE satellite 
Period Obligations 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $20,312 TOTAL: $20,312 
Prin. Invpst. NASA Tech. OJflcer CASE Cotegory 
Jenkins, E. B. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
Spitzer, L., Jr. GSFCJWest, D. K. 
NSG 5277 Princeton University 2791 
Oblique magnetic focusing 
Period Obligorions 
07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $36,513 TOTAL: $36,513 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJieer CASE Cntegory 
Lowrance, J. L. GSFC/Williams, J. T. 13-Physics 
York, D. G. 
NSG 7080 Princeton University 2792 
Study of elastic wave propagation in the moon 
Period OMigntions 
07/01 174-02/28/80 FY78: TOTAL: $176,784 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/fi#r CASE Cotegory 
Phinney, R. A. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7256 Princeton University 2793 
Research in extragalactic astrophysics 
Period Obligotwns 
07/01 /7&06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: 517,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted .  qficer CASE Caregory 
Bahcall, N. A. HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. 1 I-Astronomy 
NSG 7280 Princeton University 2794 
The effect of gravity and weightlessness on the development and 
regeneration of the giant Coenocyte Caulerpa 
Pcrial Obl&ations 
10/01/76-09/w78 FY78: Y10,000 TOTAL: $80,000 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. Ojfiter CASE G~Iegory 
Jacobs, W. P. HQ-SB/Haistead, T. W. 51-Biology 
HQ-SB/Geib, D. S. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NSG 7283 Princeton University 2795 NSG 3180 Trenton State College 2802 
Condensed matter in astrophysics Analytical modeling of flash-back phenomena 
Period Obfigations Period Obligations 
10/01/7611/30/78 FY78: $25,116 TOTAL: $44,466 01 101 /78-06/30/78 FY78: $10,429 TOTAL: $10,429 
Prin. inwsl. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category Prin. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Smoluchowski, R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci Feng, C. C. LERC/Marek, C. J. 46-Mech Engr 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7302 Princeton University 27% 
New radiometers for balloon 3 K isotropy experiment 
Period Obligations 
11/15/76-01/14/79 FY78: $25,221 TOTAL: $49,621 
Prin. Invest. NASA Trch. officer CASE Category 
Wilkinson, D. MQ-SC/Boggess, N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 7379 Princeton University 2797 
Large area charged coupled device image sensors for space 
astronomy 
Period Obligations 
11/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $98.775 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Schwanschild, M. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 5195 Rutgers University - New Brunswick 2798 
Investigation of the detailed light curves using SAS3 
Period Obfigations 
08/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $10,690 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Matilsky, T. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 l-Astronomy 
NEW MEXICO 
NGT 32-010001 New Mexico Highlands University 2803 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period Obligations 
0610 1/74-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $49,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. o//iccr CASE Category 
Zenick, H. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
NCA 564 New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2804 
Research of cometary and astrophysical sciences 
Period Obligations 
04/30/76-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,000 
Pnn. invest. NASA Tech. wficer CASE Category 
Moore, E. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. 1 l-Astronomy 
NCA 567  New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2805 
Research in cometary and astrophysical services 
Period Obli#ations 
08123176-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE C@Iegory 
Moore, E. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. ll-Astronomy 
NSG 7327 Rutgers University - New Brunswick 2799 
Research and studies of metal silicate relationships in howardite 
breccias 
Period 
NCA S68 New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2tW6 
Obligations 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $25.105 TOTAL: $53,060 Research of cometary and astrophysical sciences Period Obligations 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Hewins, R. H. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 08/23/76-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $4,000 Prin. Invat. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category Moore, E. GSFCIHobbs, R. W. 1 l-Astronomy 
NSG 9065 Rutgers University - New Bmnswick 
Flow behavior of extraterrestrial materials NCA 169 New Mexico Institute of Miming & Tech 2807 
periad ~ b l ~ h t i o n r .  Cometary observations and research activities 
02/01 /78-01/31/79 FY78: $20.415 TOTAL: $20,415 m/23,76-12/31180 P e d  Obligations 
Prin. Inlm. NASA T d .  qficer CASE Catcgary FY78: TOTAL: 55,000 
Klein, L. C. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci ~ r i n .  IIIWS~. NASA Tech. ofper CASE (5rtegoly 
Moore, E. GSFClHobbs, R. W. 1 l-Astronomy 
NSG 1314 Rutgers University - Newuk 2801 
Three-body recombination in turbulent supersonic flow NCA 5-71 New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2808 
~ r r k d  MIsu- Cometary and astrophysical research activities 
06/07/76.07/06/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $79,000 Period Obligations 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 11/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Johnson, J. A., 111 LARC/Beach, H. L., Jr. 13-Physics prin. invest. NASA T&. p~@w CASE (5r1egory 
LARC/Huber, P. W. Moore, E. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. 1 l-Astronomy 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW MEXICO (Continued) 
NCA 5-72 New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2809 NAS 9-15660 New Mexico State University - Las Cmces 2816 
Multichannel spectrometer observations and analysis of data Balloon-borne cosmic ray laboratory program 
Period Obligations Period OUiptions 
121 13176- 1213 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $6,400 08/07/78- 12/06/78 FY78: $35,365 TOTAL: $35,365 
Prin. Inwst NASA Tech. q f ie r  CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Category 
Ford, K.  W. GSFClHobbs, R. W. 1 1-Astronomy Golden, R. L. JSC/Davis, W. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCA 5-78 New Mexico Institute of Mining & Tech 2810 
Observing data analysis and instrumentation programs 
Period Obligations 
0513 1177-12/31/78 FY78: $4,800 TOTAL: $4,800 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Olficer CASE Category 
Moore, E. GSFClJones, H. P. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-24241 New Mexico State University - Las Cruces 2811 
Sounding rocket support 
Period ' Obligations 
08/01/77-07/31/80 FY78: $1,217,339 TOTAL: $1,373,939 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Olficer CASE Category 
Lawrence, H., GSFC/Pincus, B. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
Connell, H. GSFC/Windsor, M. 
NAS 6-2686 New Mexico State University - Las Cmces 2812 
Tone ranging/telemetering interferometer system 
Period Obli#ations 
11/21/75-09/21/77 FY78: TOTAL: $87,826 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Gammill, B. G. WFC/West, W. W. 46-Mech Engr 
WFC/Bell, H. T. 
NAS 62795 New Mexico State University - Las Cmces 2813 
Services and materials necessary for engineering studies related 
to airborne surface contour mapping 
Period Obligations 
11/16/76-01/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $64,465 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Guard, K. WFC/Walsh, E. J. 32-Geological Sci 
WFC/Krabill, W. B. 
NAS 62885 New Mexico State University - LPS Cmces 2814 
Refinement of grid adjustment software for contour mapping 
studies 
Period Obligationr 
03/01/7&02/28/79 FY78: $49970 TOTAL: S49,970 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Guard, K. WFClKrabill, W. B. 32-Geological Sci 
WFCJWalsh, W. J. 
NAS 9-15524 New Mex~co State University - Las C ~ S  2815 
Study of salt-affected saline soils 
Period Obligations 
01 /29/7&01/28/79 FY78: S75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
P~in. Inwst. NASA Tech. of/tecr CASE Category 
Carver, K. R. JSCIKrishen, K. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 9-95482 New Mexico State University - Las Cmces 2817 
Study to test and evaluate residual SEASAT hardware for possible 
implementation for the OFT-2 SAR antenna 
Period Obliplfons 
09123177-12/01/78 FY78: $38,963 TOTAL: $58,942 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcd. Ojfieer CASE Category 
Henry, D. G. JSClNitschke, H. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS10.9115 New Mexico State L1niversity - Las Cruces 2818 
Technical operations support for ti16 spacecraft laboratory 
Period OMigations 
03/02/77-09/30/78 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: 5379,815 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Noda, T. KSC/Schlimmer, G. E. 42-Astro Engr 
NGL 32403001 New Mexico State University - Las Cruces 2819 
Photographic patrol and study of physical conditions on the moon 
and planets 
Period Obligations 
04/15/61-06/30/79 FY78: $70,043 TOTAL: $1,888,951 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O/&r CASE Category 
Beebe, R. F. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 3069 New Mexico State University - Las Cruces 2820 
Interferogram analysis of periodic spectra 
Period Obligations 
051 15/75-05/ 14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $73.316 
P h .  Invrrt. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Cakgofy 
Armstrong, R. L. LERC/Salzman, J. A. 13-Physics 
NSG 7346 New Mexico State University - Las Croros 2821 
Two station meteor patrol for orbit determination and spectros- 
COPY 
Period Wigations 
0711 1/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $9,043 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE CaIcgory 
Beebe, H. A. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 3092 University of Albuquerque a22 
In situ analysis of trace metal ion pollutants in natural waters 
Pedal O b l ~ t i ~  
01/05/76-07/05/78 FY78: $20,066 TOTAL: 594,740 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. of/tecr CASE CaIqory 
Umndowski, R. M. LERClFordyce, J. S. 12-Chemistry 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW MEXICO (Continued) 
NAS 1-11855 University of New Mexico 2823 NGL321)04063 University of New Mexico 2830 
Participation in science planning for Viking 1975 missions in Lunar sample analysis 
area of inorganic chemistry Period OMi~ationr 
penmi OMigations 01/06/71-01/31/81 FY78: $97,955 TOTAL: $801,418 
081 18/72-09/30/78 FY78: $1 1,000 TOTAL: $108,845 prin. IIIWSI. NASA ~ech. officer CASE Cafegory 
prin. I ~ W .  NASA TCC~. osicer CASE category Keil, K.  JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
Keil, K. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 
NASW 2936 University of New Mexico 2824 
Operation of NASA's Industrial Applications Center 
Period OMigafwns 
0710 1 /7609/30/78 FY78: $250,000 TOTAL: $548,864 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Unavailable HQET/Bivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGL 32004064 University of New Mexico 2831 
Mineralogy and chemistry of polymiot-brecciated stone meteor- 
ites 
Period Widafions 
061 1417 1-02/29/80 FY78: TOTAL: $479,137 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qflcer CASE Caregory 
Keil, K. HQ-SL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Fodor, 8. V. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
Taylor, G. J. 
NCA 5-55 University of New Mexico 2825 NGR 32-Wi-062 University of New Mexico 
Molecular ion spectra research 
2832 
Search for evidence of dynamic process 
Period Obligations Period OMigarionr 
091 15/75-08/3 1/76 FY78: TOTAL: $6,920 06/22/70-12/31/78 FY78: $27,920 TOTAL: $179,170 
. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Calrgory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Beckel, C. L. GSFC/Temkin, A. I 1-Astronomy Elston, W. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NCA 5-57 University 01 New Mexico 
Cosmic X-ray sources investigations 2826 NGT 32404770 University of New Mexico 2833 
Period Ob/igarions A precooperative education program 
09/15/75-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $19,500 period obligations 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Ofjker CASE Category 07/25/77-07/24/79 FY78: $10,247 TOTAL: $20,208 / 
StJohn, R. GSFCIMaran, S. P. 1 1-Astronomy prim Invest. NASA TCC~.  0-r CASE Category 
Etter, D. M. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQUlJenkins, H. G. 
NCA 5-66 University of New Mexico 2827 
Reduction and analysis of OSO-8 data 
Period Obligat ions 
08/25/76-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $4,400 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Regener, V. H. GSFClJones, H. P. I 1-Astronomy NEW YoRK 
NAS 5-23688 Adelphi University 2834 
Determination of the effectiveness of emulsion technology in 
NCA 5-73 University of New Mexico 2828 increasing the efficiency of boiler furnaces and reducing the 
Investigations of cosmic X-ray sources pollutant emissions from heavy residual fuels 
Periaf OMigarions Period OMigations 
12/09/76 12/31/77 FY78: $12,998 TOTAL: $12,998 09/03/76-07/ 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $58,527 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Prin. Invosr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cale~0r.v 
StJohn, R. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. I 1-Astronomy Dooher, J. P. GSFC/Tarlton, M. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Genberg, R. W. 
NCL 32-004411 University of New Mexico 2829 
Comparative study of lunar craters and terrestrial volcano-tectonic NSG 2088 Adelphi University 2835 
depressions in rhyolite ash-flow plateaus Study of the thin turbulent shear layers on the optical transfer 
~ ~ l l o d  OMigationr function of an imaging system 
lo/ 12/64-08/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $395,800 period Obligarions 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Catqory 09/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $18,077 TOTAL: $77,946 
Elston, W. E. HQSL/Goldstein, 6. E. prim fnvrsr. NASA Tech. Of/ier CASE Category 
32-Geological Sci Steinmetz, W. J. ARC/Buell, D. A. 12-Chemistry 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NSG 1378 Brooklyn College 2836 
Research in medium and high energy atomic physics theory 
Period Obligofrons 
12/03/76-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $42,170 
Pnn. Invest NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Clltcgorj 
Franco, V .  LARCjMeador, W. E. 13-Physics 
Thomas, B. K. LARC/Wilson, J. W. 
NAS 5-22392 City College of New York 2837 
Numerical models of ocean circulation 
Period OMigations 
06/27/75-03/26/77 FY78: $574 TOTAL: $24,574 
Prh.  Inwst. NASA Tech. of/icer CASE Category 
Pierson, W. J .  GSFC/Mueller, J. L. 33-Oceanography 
NAS 6-2439 City College of New York 2838 
GEOSC research study 
Period OMigotions 
02/04/74-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $98,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cote#ory 
. Pierson, W. J. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 32-Geological Sci 
WFC/Stanley, H. R. 
NAS 9-13940 City College of New York 2839 
Communication systems analysis study 
Period Obligations 
04/04/74-06/02/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: 5209,892 
Prin. Inwst NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Schilling, D. L. JSC/Land, C. K. 45-Elec Engr 
Scheinberg, N. 
Davidovici, S. 
NGL 33-013440 City College of New York 2840 
Theoretical research in astrophysics and astronomy 
Period Obligations 
04/23/69-09/30/8 1 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $379,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Ca~egory 
Erlbach, E. GSFC/Canuto, V. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Stothers, R. 
NGR 33013-086 City College of New York 2841 
Models for large scale meteorological prediction experiments 
Period OMigations 
10/01/73- 1 1/30/78 FY78: $44,975 TOTAL: $226,942 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Coregory 
Spar, J. GSFClHansen, J. E. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1169 City College of New York 2a42 
An adaptive learning control system for aircraft 
Period O M i ~ a f i m  
05/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $84,352 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotegory 
Mekel, R. LARC/Montgomery, R. C. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1485 City College of New York 2843 
Theory of strong turbulence by renormalization into repeated- 
cascade 
Period OMigations 
01/15/78-01/14/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Catrgory 
Tchen, C. M. LARC/Hess, R. V. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Maestrello, L. 
NSG 3174 City College of New York 2844 
Analysis of turbulent coaxial flow with international energy 
generation 
Period OMigations 
10/03/77-06/15/79 FY78: $78,583 TOTAL: $78,583 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjier CASE Category 
Weinstein, H. LERC/Braun, W. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG SO13 City College of New York 2845 
Efficient processing of video signals 
Period OMigations 
06/15/74-09/30/79 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $195,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Cotegory 
Schilling, D. L. GSFCfKahle, D. R. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 7144 City College of New York 2846 
Applications of satellite technology for regional organizations 
Period OMigotions 
06/01/751)6/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $400.605 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Schilling, D. L. HQEE/Ernst, H. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
Wecker, S. C. HQ-EE/Fang, A. C. 
NAS 832944 Clarkson College of Technology 2847 
Experiment for materials processing in space, physical phenomena 
in containerless glass processing 
Period Obligations 
02/23/78-02/23/83 FY78: $148,502 TOTAL: $148,502 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Olficer CASE Categor~r~ 
Subramanian, R. S. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 13-Physics 
Cole, R. MSFC/Johnson, J. L. 
NSG 3191 Ciarkson College of Technology 2848 
Design of a microprocessor-based high speed space borne message 
switch 
Period Obligations 
04/15/7844/15/79 . FY78: $37,412 TOTAL: $3_7,412 
Prin. I n w t .  NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Arozullah. M. LERCIRotnem, J. 0. 45-Elec Engr 
Christ, S. C. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NSG 7170 Cirrkson 'College of 'Techndogy 2849 
Particle induced visual sensations 
Period Obligations 
09/01/75-07/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
.McNulty, P. J. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 
Pease, V. P. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Bond, V. P. 
NSG 9059 Clarkson College of Technology 2850 
Light flash phenomena induced by haze particles 
Period Obli#ations 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $34,331 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
McNulty, P. J. JSC/Barnes, C. M. 13-Physics 
Pease, V. P. 
NAS 5-224B Columbia University 2851 
Reduction and analysis of data from O m 1  graphite crystal X-ray 
spectrometer and polarimeter experiment 
Period Obligations 
06/26/75-09/30/78 FY78: $212,480 TOTAL: $860,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Category 
Novick, R. GSFC/Gemmell, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 6-2455 Celumbia University 2856 +. 
Mapping of ocean tides using GEOSC data 3 
Period CWigations 
03/15/74-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $101,017 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflcer CASE C a m r y  
Kuo, J. T. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 53-Oceanography 
Jachens, R. C. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
NAS 6-2519 Cdumbir University 
GEOSC research 
Period Obligafions 
10/ 16174-07/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $283.5 17 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Talwani, M. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 32-Geological Sci 
Watts, A. B. WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
NAS 830753 Columbia University 2858 
Design, development and operation of the HEAO mission B X-ray 
telescope experiment 
Period Obligations 
06/01/74-12/31/79 FY78: $106.851 TOTAL: $245,451 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tcch. officer CASE Catqory 
Novick, R. MSFC/Manning, H. S. 1 1-Astronomy 
Angel, J. R. MSFC/Hughes, J. C. 
Kestenbaum, H. L. 
NAS 5-24080 Columbia University 2852 NAS 832212 Columbia University 2859 
Technical service operations and materials for cataloging books Space vehicle control system 
and other material p d  Obligations 
Periad Obliga~ions 09/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $20,054 
@4/01/77-04/01/78 FY78: $38,491 TOTAL: $63,491 Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. q f i n r  CASE Category 
Prin I n w .  NASA Tech Officer CASE Category Likins, P. A. MSFC/%:'zcr, S. M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Lewis, J. P. GSFC/Jennings, N. 99-Multi-Discip Longman, R. MSFC/SheIton, H. L. 
NAS 5-24152 Columbia University 2853 NAS 8-33085 Columbia University 2- 
Data reduction and analysis of graphite crystal X-ray spectrometer A search for collapsed companions among selected OB stars 
OSOI Period ouiptions 
period ~bii#ations 06/23/78-02/22/79 FY78: $7,000 TOTAL: $7,000 
10/01/77-09/U)/79 FY78: $26,520 TOTAL: 3126,520 Phn. I n w t .  NASA Tech. qlficer CASE Category 
Prin. Inrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ca~egory Novick, R. MSFC/Dailey, C. C. 1 1-Astronomy 
Novick, R. GSFC/Gemmell, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci Helfand, D. J. 
GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
NAS 9-14931 Columbia University 2861 
N AS $24452 Columbia University 2854 Study developed disuse osteoporosis in animals 
Technical service operations and material for processing and period Obligations 
cataloging of material 01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: S30,OOO TOTAL: $145,000 
Period W i g a f i m  Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ca~rxory 
04/01 /78-03/31/79 FY78: $26,509 TOTAL: $26,509 Bassett, C. A. JSCIRambaut, P. C. 53-Other Medical 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE I31rgor.v 
Lewis, J. P. GSFCIJennings, N. 21-Mathematics 
NGR 33808102 Cokrmbii University 2862 
Research in X-ray astronomy 
NAS St1457 CdPrLi. University 2855 period ot4igationt 
Solar flare X-ray polarimeter experiment 01/30/6&01/ 14/79 FY78: S259,MO TOTAL: 31,958,342 
PrW Wig!a~Mns P M ,  h r s t .  NASA Tech. q/recr CASE Cawgory 
02/22/78-12/31/80 FY78: $662,000 TOTAL: 5662,000 Novick, R. GSFC/BisaeU, E. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
P&. invrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE C-ry Long, K. S. HQ-SC/Opp, A. G .  
Novick, R. GSFC/Stouffcr, C. G. 1 I-Astronomy Helfand, D. J. 
Chanan, G. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NGR 33-008-146 Colnmbii University 2863 
Study of strain buildup, release and earthquake prediction 
Period W i g e t i w  
02/09/71-0513 1/79 FY78: $92,068 TOTAL: $518,491 
Pnn. Invest NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregory 
Scholz, C. H. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Johnson, T. L. 
B i a m ,  R. G. 
NGR 33808177 Columbia University 2864 
Lunar sample analysis 
Penal OMigIIins 
11/01/72-01/31/79 FY78: $31,999 TOTAL: $137,040 
Prin. bsusr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafegory 
Horai, K. JSC/Harris, J. W. 1EPhysics 
NGR 33-0081W Columbia University 2865 
Study of X-ray polarization of solar flares 
Perial OMigarions 
09/01/73-11/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $25.287 
Prin. lnvrsf. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregory 
' Wolff, R. S. HQST/Timothy, A. F. 11-Astronomy 
NSG 1550 Columbia University 2870 
Time-of-day effects on the numerical representation of community 
response to noise 
Period OMigafions 
07/01 /78-06/30/79 FY78: S48,863 TOTAL: $48,863 
Prin. Invrsf. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Galanter, E. LARC/Cawthom, J. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARCfStephens, D. G. 
NSG 3050 Cdumbii University 2871 
Creep and stress rupture behavior of oxide dispersion strengthened 
super alloys 
Period Wigations 
06/01/75-11/M/78 FY78: TOTAL: S 1 16,549 
Prim Insusf. NASA Tech. O / / e r  CASE Category 
Tien, J. K. LERC/Glasgow, T.K. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 5072 Columbia University 2872 
Surface deformation and elasticity studies 
Period Ob(i#a~ions 
08/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $22,028 TOTAL: $97,766 
Prin. Invrsf. NASA T d .  Cyjier CASE Cafegory 
bilham, R. G. GSFC/Allenby, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
GSFC/Mead. G. D. NGR 33-008191 Columbia University 2866 
Multidisciplinary research in the space sciences 
Period OMigIrions 
0211 5/73-04/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $ 1,75 1,796 
< Prin. Invrsf. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cafegory 
Hartmann, S. R. GSFC/Thaddeus, P. 11-Astronomy NSG 5079 Coiumbu University 2873 
Broecker, W. S. High spatial resolution study of extended X-ray sources using 
Copernicus satellite and sounding rockets observations 
Prnbd mdigationr 
09/01/75-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $9,909 
Pnn. Insust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafqory 
Wolff, R. S. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 1164 Columbia University 2867 
Study of community annoyance with aircraft noise in the vicinity 
of JFK airport 
P e M  OMigaIiw 
04/01/7503/31/79 FY78: $135,000 TOTAL: $524,787 
Prin. I n w f .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Borsky, P. N. LARC/Powell, C. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Stcphens, D. G. 
NSG 1450 Columbia University 2860 
Aircraft cabin noise, prediction and optimization 
Perial Wi#afiam 
09/06/7701/05/79 FY78: $49,266 TOTAL: $49,266 
Pnn. insusr. NASA Tech. w r  CASE Category 
Vaicaitis, R. LARC/Minson, J. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1541 Cdumbiu University 2869 
Influence of auditory inputs on simulated flight operations 
Perlad Wigaflons 
061 15/7&04/ 14/79 FY78: S73;IW TOTAL: $73,794 
P&. lnusf. NASA T&. W i r  CASE Cafegory 
Galanter, E. LARCIHams, R. L.. Sr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/&rgcron, H. P. 
NSG 5080 Columbia University 2874 
Application of LANDSAT data to agricultural resource prob- 
lems 
Period ~ i g a f i o m  
08/15/75-11/30/78 FY78: $80,010 TOTAL: 3224,373 
Pda. tnvcsf. NASA Teh. o/@? CASE Category 
Webb, K. E. GSFC/Ungar. S. G. 32-Geological Sci 
High, C. J. 
Coiner, J. C. 
NSG 5118 Columbia University 2a75 
High resolution spectroscopy of variabk X-ray sources 
P e w  Obllgariwrr 
06/01/7&05/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S7,MO 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. q/im CASE Category 
Wolff, R. S. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
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NSG 5146 Columbia University 2876 NSC 5273 Columbia University 2 ~ ~ 2  
Research of instrumentation design parameters for solar X-ray Application of GEOS3 altimeter data to solution of problems 
polarization experiments in earth dynamics 
Period Obligations Period Oblignfions 
12/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cafegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Catcgory 
Novick, R. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics Talwani, M. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Watts, A. B. 
NSG 5163 Columbia University 2877 
Multidisciplinary research in the space studies 
Period obiigaons 
0310 1177-06/30/79 FY78: $400,009 TOTAL: $838,035 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Happner, W. GSFC/Thaddeus, P. 1 l-Astronomy 
Broecker, W. S. GSFC/Hansen, J. E. 
NSG 7075 Columbia University 2883 
Solar X-ray polanmentry 
Period Obfignrims 
07/01/74-09/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $123,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Novick, R. HQST/Timothy, A. F. I l-Astronomy 
NSG 5168 Columbia University 2878 
Simultaneous observations of the ultraviolet spectrum, the optical NSG 7105 Columbia University 2884 
spectrum and the optical polarization of orionis Calculation of collision cross sections of astrophysical interest 
Period Obligations Period Obliga t ions 
04/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $5,000 12/01/74-3 1/30/78 FY78: $37,000 TOTAL: $143,056 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Hayes, D. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. Green, S. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. I l-Astronomy 
I l-Astronomy HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NSG 5194 Columbia University 2879 
Simultaneous X-ray photometric and polarimetric observations NSG 7194 Columbia University 2885 
of the Cygnus field A critical study of constraints imposed by existing observational 
- - 
period - OMign~iom data 
0810 1177-0113 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $7,000 Period obli~ations 
prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cnreeorv 02/01/76-01/31/79 FY78: $25.000 TOTAL: S93,855 
" ,  
Novick, R. G S F C / K U ~ & ~ ~ ~ ,  J. E.  Jr. prin. I~WSY. NASA Tech. O j j h r  CASE Category 
1 l-Astronomy Keihrn, S. J. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NSG 5200 Columbia University 2880 
Sounding rocket-borne X-ray research of temporal and spectral NSG 7280 features Columbia University 2886 Rare-earth element abundance studies in chondrite meteorites 
Period Obli~ntions 
08/01/77-07/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $4,000 Period o*tions 




Novick, R. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wficcr GSFCfKupperian, J. E., Jr. CASE Category O'Nions, R. K. HQ-SLfFrench, B. M. 32-Geological Sci Wolff, R. S. I l-Astronomy Ridley, W. 1. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
Evenson, N. M. 
NSG 5222 Columbia University 2881 
Remote spectral analysis of mineral induced plant stress using 
airborne techniques 
PC& Oblgalions 
01/16/78-01/15/19 FY78: $24,038 TOTAL: $24,038 
Prin. Invcsf. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Kuo, J. T. GSFC/Schnetzler, C. C. 
Collins, W. E. GSFCIMeehan, K. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7248 Columbia University 2887 
Detailed studies of time variability of the galactic X-ray sources 
Cygnus X-1 and Scorpius X-1 
Period Obligafions 
0Q1!5/75-12/14/77 FY78: TOTAL; S20,oOO 
Pnn. Inees~ NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Weisskopf, M. C. HQSC/Sofia, S. I l-Astronomy 
HQSC/Opp, A. G. 
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NSG 7434 Columbia University 2888 
Phase stability and elastic wave velocity determinations for 
stoichiometric FeS 
Period Obligaeons 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $63,123 TOTAL: $63,123 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Takahashi, T. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7466 Columbia University 2889 
Petrogenesis of chondrules and chondrites 
Period Obligations 
05/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $38,296 TOTAL: $38,296 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
O'Nions, R. K. HQSL/French, B. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 1-%83 Cornell University 2890 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of imaging 
Period Obligations 
04/08/70-09/30/78 FY78: $103,320 TOTAL: $457,479 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Dflicer CASE Category 
Sagan, C. E. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARCIGlenny, W. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 5-20705 Cornell University 2891 
Theoretical investigation for atmospheric Explorer C, D & E 
missions 
Period Obl~gat~ons 
081 19174-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $132,000 
~ r i n .  Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Walker, J. C. GSFC/Gustafson, C. 13-Physics 
N A S  5-23236 Cornell University 2892 
Feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & 
radiometer for Mariner/Jupiter 1977 launch 
Period Obligations 
05/01/73-10/31/81 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $45,300 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. Officer CASE Category 
Gierasch, P. J. GSFC/Conrath, B. J. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Hanel, R. A. 
NAS 523785 Cornell University 2893 
Investigation of atmospheric planetary dynamics 
Period OM@tions 
10/27/76- 10/26/78 FY78: $12,000 TOTAL: $12,000 
Prin. l n m .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Gierasch, P. J. GSFC/Pirraglia, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 9-15378 Cornell University 2894 
Lymphocyte microelectrophoresis 
PeriGd Obligations 
07128177-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $75,000 
Prin. hvest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rubin, A. L. JSC/Momson, D. R. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NCA 2-175801 Cornell University 2895 
Interactions of planetary satellites: The capture and tidal 
acceleration of moons, and the dynamics of circumplanetary 
dust 
Period Oblig#tions 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $6,250 TOTAL: $6,250 
Prin. hvest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Bums, J. A. ARC/Pollack, J. B. I 1-Astronomy 
NGL 33010.082 Comell University 28% 
The study of lunar and planetary surfaces and atmospheres 
Period OMigations 
09/23/68-08/31/80 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $698,718 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA r ~ h .  O f j e r  CASE Category 
Sagan, C. E. HQ-SL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGL 33-010-171 Cornell University 2897 
A program in remote sensing 
Period Obligations 
02/14/72-05/31/8 1 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $800,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. O m e r  CASE Category 
Liang, T. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGL 33-010-186 Corwll University 2898 
Studies of thermal structure and motion of planetary at- 
mospheres 
Period Odli'tiionr 
04/18/73-06/14/80 FY78: $31,400 TOTAL: $194,860 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Colrgory 
Gierasch, P. J. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 
NGR 33-010-081 Cornell University 2899 
2 to 4 micron spectroscopy of Mars 
Period OMigations 
03/01/73-11/01/79 FY78: $63,000 TOTAL: $273,897 
Prin. Inmst. NASA Tech. o/f inr CASE Category 
Houck, J. R. ARC/Haughney, L. C. I 1-Astronomy 
ARClMcClenahan, J. 0. 
NGR 33-010-101 Corwtl University 2900 
An integrated program in exobiology and problems related to 
origin of life 
Period Obliso~ions 
10/09/69-09/30/78 FY78: $80,000 TOTAL: $699,945 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Sagan, C. E. HQSB/Young, R. S. Itchemistry 
Khare, B. N. 
NGR 33-010-108 Cornell University 2901 
Implications of convection within the moon 
Period Obligations 
05/18/7&01/31/78 FY78: $27,000 TOTAL: $171,220 
Prin. I n w l .  NASA Tech. o//iar CASE Category 
Turcotte, D. L. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlFrench, B. E. 
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NGR 33-010-146 Cornell University 2902 
Submillimeter astronomical spectrometry from aircraft 
Pedal Obligations 
02/16/72-10/31/78 FY78: $27,160 TOTAL: S232,714 
Prin. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Harwit, M. 0. ARC/Cameron, R. M. I 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Mason, R. H. 
NGR 3-10-161 Cornell University 2903 
Studies of the magnetospheres of Earth and Jupiter 
Petid CMigatiom 
01/18/72-06/30/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $227,790 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o f f i ~ r  CASE Category 
Farley, D. T. HQ-ST/Cauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NCR 33410-172 Cornell University 2904 
Research in a multiband far infrared surface with a balloon-borne 
telescope 
Period OMigalions 
1 1/20/72-02/19/78 FY78: TOTAL: $233,915 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hanvit, M. 0. HQ-SC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
NGR 33-010-182 Cornell University 2905 
16 to 40 micron spectroscopy of Jupiter 
PelW Obligations 
12/20]72-10/3 1/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $235,084 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//ier CASE category 
Houck, J. R. ARC/Cameron, R. M. 1 1-Astronomy 
Forrest, W. J. ARC/Mason, R. H. 
NGR 33010-188 Cornell University 2906 
Astrophysical material science theory 
Pcriad C M ~ f i o n s  
08/01/72-09/30/78 FY78: $44,000 TOTAL: $236,371 
Prin. bnst .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Ashcroft, N. W. LERC/Flood, D. J. 13-Physics 
Krumhansl, J. A. 
NGR 33-010-189 Cornell University 2907 
Ultra pressure materials science 
Period O b l m m  
08/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $136,000 TOTAL: S677,000 
Prim. I n w .  NASA Ted. Oyiccr CASE C a w  
Ruoff. A. L. LERC/Aron, P. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 33-010-220 Cwacll University 2908 
Interdisciplinary investigations of Mariner 9 data 
P e w  01Y~t ians 
12/05/73-09/30/78 FY78: $43,782 TOTAL: $253,191 
P h .  Inca .  NASA Tech. r n c e r  CASE Cuqory 
Sagan, C. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce. J. M. 
NSG 1365 Cornell University 2909 
The balance equation as a diagnostic tool for detecting the 
initiation of the multiscale energy cascade 
Period Obligalions 
12/01 /7649/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,268 
Prin. Insrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Paine, D. A. LARC/Costen, R. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Young, G. R. 
NSG 2Q78 Comll University 2910 
Structural characterization of hydrogen attack 
Period Obli~ations 
W/01/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $37,000 TOTAL: $136,509 
Prin. Inmt.  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Johnson, H. H. ARC/Nelson, H. G. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 2174 Cornell University 2911 
Opportunity occultation studies of planets, satellites and as- 
teroids 
Period OMi#ations 
09/01/7&10/31/78 FY78: $10,293 TOTAL: $1 12,378 
Prin. Inwsa. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Elliot, J. L. ARCIHaughney, L. C. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameron, R. M. 
NSG 2262 Cornell University 2912 
Airborne infrared and submillimeter astronomical polarization 
measurements at different wavelengths 
Penal Obligations 
10/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: 530,000 \ 
Prin. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. Qffier CASE Category 
Harwit, M. 0. ARC/Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 11-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameron, R. M. 
NSG 2331 Cornell University 2913 
Broadband rotor noise 
Period Oblgations 
081 15/78-03/01/79 FY78: S2.373 TOTAL: S2,373 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tmh. ofmr CASE Category 
George, A. R. ARC/Yu, Y. H. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Schmitz, F. H. 
NSG 3019 Cornell University 2914 
Flow processes in cornbusters 
Period Wi#orionr 
07/01 /7406/30/79 FY78: $90,405 TOTAL: $391,102 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfmr CASE Category 
Gouldin, F. C. LERC/Marek, C. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Lcibovich, S. LERCIDiehl, L. A. 
McLean, W. J. 
NSG 5860 Cornell University 2915 
Comparison between calculated gravity anomalies for dynamic 
processes in the mantle and observations 
Period cX&alionr 
04/01/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $1 10,000 
PHn. Inveaf. NASA Tech. Q@cr CASE Cotegory 
Turcotte, D. L. GSFCISmith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
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NSG 6020 Cornell University 2916 
Rocket investigation of neutral atmosphere ionosphere coupling 
and planetary electrodynamics 
Period Obliapfions 
03/01 /78-02/28/79 FY78: $50,975 TOTAL: $50,975 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. weer CASE Cofe#ory 
Kelley, M. C. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Pless, R. H. 
NSG 7126 Cornell University 2917 
High spatial resolution multicolor observation of Neptune during 
occultation by the moon 
Period OMigafions 
01/01/75-03/31/79 FY78: $32,700 TOTAL: $108.428 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Veverka, J. HQSLIBrunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 
NSG 7156 Cornell University 2918 
* Physical studies of planetary surfaces 
Period OMlgations 
07/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $38,000 TOTAL: $97,000 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Category 
Veverka, J. HQSL/Dwomik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7235 Cornell University 2919 
Light-induced amino acid transport by envelope vesicles of 
halobacterium halobium cells 
Pedal O M ~ f i o n ~  
03/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: $33,500 TOTAL: $100,500 
Pnn. lmsf .  NASA Tech. q p n r  CASE Cafqory 
MacDonald, R. E. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7268 Cornell University 2920 
Gravitational time delay in orthogonally polarized radiation 
passing by the sun 
Period Obligatiionr 
09/01/7608/31/78 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $29,980 
Prin. I n * ~ f .  NASA T d .  @per CASE Category 
Harwit, M. 0. HQSL/Kochendorfer, F. D. 
HQSC/Opp, A. G. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7324 Cornell University 2921 
Bolometer system 
Perial OMigaIiam 
04/01/77-07/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,900 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. q f i n r  CASE C o r q w  
Houck, J. R. HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. 
NSG 7348 Coroell University 2922 
Analysis of erosion and transportation features from lunar orbiter 
and Apollo photography 
Period Obligations 
06/15/77-07/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Cafegory 
Gold, T. HQSL/Goldstein, B. E. 
HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7445 Cornell University 2923 
Consequences of past lunar tides, heating surface processes and 
orbital evolution 
Period OMiga11ons 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $21,600 TOTAL: $21,600 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Cyficer CASE Calegory 
Bums, J. A. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 2259 Cornell University - Medical Center 2924 
Central neural and neurochemical mechanisms subserving postural 
cardiovascular changes 
Period OMigafions 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: S100,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Ted. O/Jicer CASE Cafegory 
Reis, D. J. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NGR 33-2091)02 Hofstn University 2925 
Radar studies and application of measurements of ocean wave 
height and directional spectrum 
P e d  Obli&!oiions 
03/28/72-01/3 1/79 FY78: $28,730 TOTAL: $1 15,875 
Prin. Inwsc. NASA T d .  q f i n r  CASE Cafegory 
Weissman, W. E. LARC/Johnson, J. W. 45-Elec Engr 
LARClJones, W. L. 
NAS 2-7!W New York University 2926 
Pioneer FIG data analysis of zodiacal light experiment 
Period OM@- 
01 /04/74-06/30/78 FY78: $1,365 TOTAL: $380,121 
Prin. brrst. NASA Tech. w r  CASE Catcpy 
Weinberg, J. L. ARC/Hall, C. F. 1 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Porter. D. L. 
NAS 8-33099 New York University 2927 
Electrophoresis separation (177-E) 
Period W @ k  
08/21/7&01/20/79 FY78: $5,354 TOTAL: $5,354 
Rin Inwaf. NASA Tech. @per CASE Cafe#ory 
Johnson, A. J. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 5 1-Biology 
MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NGL 33016-119 New York University 2928 
Engine effect on sonic boom; unsteady engine inlet interaction 
rcrlol m- 
06/05/67-1013 1/78 FY78: $36.105 TOTAL: &28,754 
Pdn. Inwsf. NASA Tech. @7iccr CASE Ca@#ory 
Ting, L. LARC/Darden, C. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Cadson, H. W. 
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NGR 33-016-131 New York University 2929 NSG 5032 New York University 2936 
Hypersonic engine airplane integration Optimization and machine independence of programming 
Periml Obligations languages 
02127168-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,196,500 period oblifationr 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 12/01/74-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $96,832 
Agnone, A. M. LARCJHuber, P. W. 41-Aero Engr Prin. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
LARClAnderson, G. Y. Schwartz, J. T. GSFCJSchneck, P. B. 13hhysics 
GSFC/DesJardins, R. 
NGR 33-016-167 New York University 2930 
Numerical design of transonic shockless airfoils NSG 5034 New York University 2937 
period Obligations Research program in climatology and meteorology 
10/01/70-02/28/79 FY78: $80,000 TOTAL: $695,000 period Obliptions 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 01/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $1 10,613 TOTAL: $301,113 
Garabedian, P. R. LARCJSouth, J. C., Jr. 21-Mathematics PA Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Isaacson, E. GSFCJHalem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Stokes, J. J., Jr. 
NGR 33-016-196 New York University 293 1 
Physical properties of molecular clouds 
Period Obligations NSG 5045 New York University 2938 
09/01/73-10/31/78 FY78: $32,796 TOTAL: $132,796 investigation of the planetary boundary layer in relation to large 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category scale atmospheric dynamics 
Glassgold, A. E. HQ-SCJRosendhal, J. D. 13-Physics Period Obligations 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 01 /01/75-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $99,154 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Hoffert, M. 1. GSFCIHalem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 33416-201 New York University 2932 
Study of transonic flow over yawed wings 
period Obligations NSG 5130 New York University 2939 
05/29/73-09/30/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $253,127 Short term numerical weather prediction and very long term 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category climate modelling 
Garabedian, P. R. ARCJHicks, R. M. 41-Aero Engr period Obligations 
Jameson, A. ARC/Malcolm, G. N. 10/01/76-09/30/80 FY78: $40,116 TOTAL: S120,312 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Qffinr CASE Coregory 
Isaacson, E. GSFCJHalem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Stoker, J. J., Jr. 
NSG 1444 New York University 2933 
An experimental and analytical investigation of the aerodynamics 
of a hypersonic vehicle 
Period Obligations NSG 5133 New York University 2940 
08/01/77-07/31/79 FY78: $85,000 TOTAL: $182,987 Air/sea interaction analysis applied to SEASAT data algorithm 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations 
Zakkay, V. LARCJEdwards, C. L. 41-Aero Engr 10/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: 540,000 TOTAL: $88,094 
Wang, C. R. LARC/Johnston, P. J. pnin I n w .  NASA Tech. Officrr CASE Category 
Hoffert, M. I. GSFCJHalem, M. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 1469 New York University 2934 
Scattering of acoustic waves by a body in motion 
Period Obl&ltions NSG 7169 New York University 2941 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: 535,000 TOTAL: $35,000 Study of the economic impact of space exploration 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wi rer  CASE Cmegory Period Obligations 
Ting, L. LARC/Liu, C. H. 4 1-Aero Engr 10/01/75-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: 525,630 
Plin. b w s .  NASA Tech. O/ /e r  CASE Category 
Morgenstern, 0. HQ-ET/Gray, E. Z. 72-Economics 
NSG 3059 New York University 2935 
Analysis of experiments on hydrodynamics instability in the 
absence of gravity NAS 5-24086 Polytechnic institute of New York 2942 
period Obl&ltions Wave propagation study 
06/01/75-.12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $56,614 Period Obligations 
Plm. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j / e r  CASE Category 03/07/77-04/07/78 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 
Keller, J. B. LERCJLabus, T. L. 49-Engr, NEC Pm. invest. NASA Tcrli. Qffinr CASE Categary 
Ting, L. Gross, S. H. GSFCJPirraglia, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NAS 525076 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2943 NSG 1559 Polytechnic Institute of New York 295% 
Wave propagation study Spine collocation for viscous flow over afterbody configurations 
Penod 0Migatton.s Penod Obligations 
06/01/78-01/01/79 FY78: $15,700 TOTAL: $15,700 11/01/7&10/31/79 FY78: %32,992 TOTAL: $32,992 
Prin Invest NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Calqory 
Gross, S. H. GSFC/Pirraglia, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci Rubin, S. G. LARC/Swanson, R. C. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Putnam, L. E. 
NGR 334K6047 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2944 
Investigation of diffraction by planetary atmospheres NSG 2147 Polytecbnic Institute of New York 2951 
Period Obligarions Exploratory synthesis of new fire safe polymeric materials 
03125168-0313 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $206,509 perial Obligations 
Prin. Invest NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Ca~egory 05/01 176-05/31/79 FY78: $51,443 TOTAL: $192,924 
Gross, S. H. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. Wrong, 1. M. ARCIFohlen, G. M. 12-Chemistry 
Zeldin, M. ARC/Heimbuch, A. H. 
Emert, J. 
NGR 35006-068 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2945 
Study of escape of from comets, planets, and satellites 
Period OMi8aIions 
12/26/72-12/31/78 FY78: $41,832 TOTAL: $198,118 
Pn'n. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Gross, S. H. HQ-SLJMurphy, R. E. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGR 33406-070 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2946 
Synthesis of polypeptides, sugar phosphates and polynucieotides 
from intermediates under simulated conditions 
Period OMgations 
04/26/73-06/14/79 FY78: $46,500 TOTAL: $269,948 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Eirich, F. R. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 2182 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2952 
The stability of new transparent polymeric materials 
Period OMigations 
09/01/76-0813 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,447 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Pearce, E. M. ARC/Riccitiello, S. R. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 3108 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2953 
Application of Raman diagnostics to combustion 
PeriDd Obligations 
06/01/76-05/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $47,987 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflfcer CASE Category 
Lederman, S. LERC/WilI, H. A. 13-Physics 
NSG 1198 Polytechnic Institute of New York 
Applicability of Brillouin scattering to flow field diagnostics 2947 NSG 5284 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2954 
Period OMigations A morphological study of waves in the thennosphere 
07/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $77,243 Period Obligarions 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $24,652 TOTAL: $24,652 
Lederman, S. LARC/Hoppe, J. C. 42-Astro Engr Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
LARClHunter, W. W., Jr. Gross, S. H. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci Reber, C. A. 
NSG 3244 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2948 
Spline collocation for viscous flow NASW 3142 Pratt Institute 2955 
period ~bligarions Aeronautics and Space symposium 
10/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $29,997 TOTAL: $57.288 Perid Obligations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 01 / 17/78-04/30/78 FY78: $29,100 TOTAL: $29,100 
Rubin, S. G. LARC/Rudy, D. H. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. oflicer CASE Caregory 
LARC/Swanson, C. R. Randall, 1. T., Jr. HQU/Monroe, R. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1248 Polytechnic Institute of New York 2949 NSG 7321 Queens College 2956 
Calculation of supersonic flow past aircraft with shocks Phase stability and elastic wave velocity determinations for 
period Obligafw~ stoichiornetric FeS 
10/01/75-10/31/78 FY78: $59,985 TOTAL: $157,975 Pcrial Obligations 
Prin. Imrst. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Caregory 02/01/77-I 1/30;/78 FY78: TOTAL $74,5 78 
Moretti, G. LARC/Salas, M. D. 41-Aero Engr prim Invest. NASA ~ m h .  Officer CASE Category 
LARC/Townsend, J .  C. Takahashi, T. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 210006 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2957 
Sequential decoder for Pioneer/Venus reverse playback telem- 
etry 
Period obtigorions 
08/09/78- 10/01/78 FY78: 5 18,500 TOTAL: $18,500 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Modestino, J .  W. ARCIRamos, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 8-26146 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2958 
Growth of single crystals by vapor transport in zero gravity 
environment 
Period Obligatim 
06/04/7@ 10/06/78 FY78: TOTAL: $262,000 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. Officr CASE Caregory 
Wiedmann, H. MSFCIDavidson, M. C. 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 8-32425 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2959 
Dentritic solidification at  small supercooling 
Period Obligorions 
03/01/77-03/3 1/79 FY78: S60.W TOTAL: $1 19,900 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Glicksman, M. E. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Chassay, R. P. 
NAS 8-32639 Rensselrer Polytechnic Iostitute 2960 
Space processing crystal growth from the vapor phase 
Period obtigorions 
09/20/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $37,689 
PA. Inml.  NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Wiedemeier. H. MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
N A S  8-33074 Rensselrer Polytechnic Institute 2963 e 3 
Study on nucleation and growth of immiscible phases 1 
Period Obligotim 
06/01/78-05/20/79 FY78: $32,000 TOTAL: $32,000 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Lacy, L. L. MSFC/Lacy, L. L. 13-Physics 
Ross, S. MSFC/Witherow, ?V. K. 
Nishioka, G. 
N A S  9-15109 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2964 
Determination of radiative exchange factors for three-dimensional 
configuration with non-diffuse, non-gray surfaces 
Period Obligoionr 
07/01 176-05/01/79 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $32,900 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Cotegory 
Modest, M. F. JSCJKuznetz, L. H. 47-Materials Engr 
N A S  9-15453 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2%5 
Solar power satellite rectenna design study 
Period OblQarions 
02/03/78- 12/01 178 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. I n w l .  NASA Tech. Offier CASE Coregory 
Gutmann, R. J.  JSC/Kelley, J. S. 45-Elec Engr 
Borrego, J. M. 
NGL 33.018003 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2946 
Interdisciplinary materials research including fundamental physics 
& chemistry of materials, environmental effects, and related 
problems 
Pcrial OMigotim 
09/01/7W/30/8 1 FY78: ~ , 0 0 0  TOTAL: $5,309,400 
Pnn. Insrsr. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Caregory 
Wiberly, S. E. HQ-RW/Gilgtad, D. A. 
Ansell, G. S. 47-Materials Engr 
HQRW/Salkind, M. J. 
NGL 33-018007 Rensselser Polytechnic Institute 2967 
NAS 832690 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2961 Investigation of composition & chemical behavior of atmosphere 
Solidification processes involving solutes of Venus 
Perid ow- Period 
07/24/7807/23/79 FY78: $61,000 TOTAL: $61,000 061 19162-08/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: $1,487,400 -s 
Prin. InvcJt. NASA T d .  W i e r  CASE C d ~ o r y  Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. Officer CASE Cafegory 
Glicksman. M. E. MSFC/Lacy, L. L. 12-Chemistry Harteck, P. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NAS 8-32936 Rensselaer Polyteebgi Institute 2%2 
Vapor growth of alloy-type semiconductor crystals experiment 
Perid mw- 
03/20/7&03/20/83 FY78: $152,000 TOTAL: S152,,000 
Prin. Inrsf. NASA Tech. qYrwr CASE C01aory 
Wiedemeier, H. MSFC/Wiliams, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
Davidson, M. C. MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 
Irene, E. A. 
NGL 33-018091 Rensselaer Pdytechaic Institute 2968 
Analysis and design of a capsule landing system and surface 
vehicle control system for Mars exploration 
Perid Obligofianr 
061 14167-1013 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S815,oOO 
P h .  Insrsr. NASA Tech. W e r r  CASE Comgoy 
Yerazunis, S. W. HQSL/Tarvcr, P. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQSLlHerman, D. H. 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 33418148 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2%9 
Photochemical investigations of the atmosphere of other planets 
Peried Obligations 
08/27/7@10/31/78 FY78: 547,310 TOTAL: $302,310 
PM. Inust. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Ferris, J. P. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 1360 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2970 
Generation of stable high secondary electron yield surfaces by 
ion implantation for electron multiplier and P-N junctions for 
mass spectrometric instruments 
Period Obligations 
12/01/761)4/30/78 FY78: $2,253 TOTAL: $22,253 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
White, F. A. LARC/Wood, G. M. 13-Physics 
NSG 1510 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 297 1 
lmproved high modulus carbon fibers 
Period Wigatim~s 
04/01/7&03/3 1/79 FY78: $206,300 TOTAL: $206,300 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Ansell, G. S. LARCISwann, R. T. 47-Materials Engr 
LARClBrewer, W. D. 
NSG 3170 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2972 
Determination of physical and chemical states of lubricants in 
concentrated contacts using infrared Fourier transform spectros- 
COPY 
Period OMigariom 
01/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $36,000 TOTAL: $36,000 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Ted. Of/icer CASE Category 
Laver, J. A. LERC/Jones, W. R., Jr. 13-Physics 
NSG 7065 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2973 
Structure-function studies on bacillus stearothermophilus 
Periml Obltgarions 
06/01/7408/30/79 FY78: $22,794 TOTAL: $1 19,306 
P M .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Wedler, F. C. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7184 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2974 
Data acquisition and path selection decision making for an 
autonomous roving vehicle 
Period Wigarlons 
11/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $100,000 
Ptin. Inusf. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Shen, C. N. HQ-REIGevarter, W. B. 
Yerazunis, S. W. JPLIPaine, G. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 7345 Remsselaer Polyteebnic Institute 2975 
Biological adaptation to low temperature: A study of the molecular 
mechanism governing the responses of the protein synthesizing 
apparatuses to low temperature 
mid oarigatau 
04/01 /77-03/3 1/79 FY78: S34.100 TOTAL: S69,100 
Plh. Imust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE C a t w y  
Pqn, D. H. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7369 Rensselser Polytechnic Institute 2976 
Autonomous control of roving vehicles for unmanned exploration 
of the planets 
Period OMigatians 
06/01 177-0513 1/79 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: $80,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Yerazunis, S. W. HQ-REIGevarter, W. B. 49-Engr, NEC 
Frederick, D. K. JPL/Paine, G. 
Gisser, D. G. 
NAS 8-32485 State Univ of New York - Albany 2977 
Skylab contamination results experiments 
Prn'od Obligations 
06/16/77-12/15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $13,900 
Prim. Innst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Schuerman, D. W. MSFC/Clifton, K. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Shriver, E. L. 
NAS 8-32893 State Univ of New York - Albany 2978 
Night-time and daytime orbital survey of lightning and convective 
phenomena experiment support 
Period Wigations 
05/03/78-05/02/80 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Vonnegut, B. MSFC/Vaughn, 0. H., Jr. 
. ~ S ~ C / ~ n d e r s o n ,  B. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 832947 %te Univ of New York - Albany 2979 
Static tube zero g electrophoresis of human pancreatic islets of 
langerhans cells 
Perial Wlgalions 
04/07/78-11/14/80 FY78: $88,000 TOTAL: $88,000 
Ptin. InnsI. NASA TmC. o//imr CASE Category 
VanOss, C. J. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 5 1-Biology 
MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NAS 9-15538 State Univ of New York - Albany 2980 
Measurements of ice nucleus concentrations in Titan rocket 
exhaust clouds (11) 
perial O M i p t i w  
06/29/78-1013 1/78 FY78: S20,300 TOTAL: $20,300 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/Jicer CASE Category 
Lala, G. G. JSCJRobbins, D. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 3095 State Umv of New York - Albany 2981 
Fundamentals of radiation tolerance in silicon solar cells 
Prrbd m&tior,s 
01 /26/7W/25/79 FY78: S65,000 TOTAL: S130,000 
Prin. Innat. NASA T r d .  WJicer CA& C*crory 
Corbett, J. W. LERC/Weinberg, I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LERC/Brandhorst, H. R., Jr. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NSG 3138 State Univ of New York - Albany 2982 
Analysis of global air sampling program data 
Period Obli~alions 
011 10/77-03/09/79 FY78: $76,063 TOTAL: $150,923 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Cyficer CASE Catqory 
Mohnen, V. A. LERC/Holdeman, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hogan, A. W. LERC/Lezberg, E. A. 
Falconer, P. D. 
NSG 5274 State Univ of New York - Albany 2983 
Global tectonic studies 
Pericd Oblifations 
051 15178-05/14/79 FY78: $34,964 TOTAL: $34,964 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Offier CASE Category 
Burke, K. GSFC/Frey, H. V. 32-Geological Sci 
Delong, S. E. GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
Dewey, 1. F. 
NSG 7093 State Univ of New York - Albany 2984 
Photoelectric studies of the night glow 
Period Obli#ations 
, 12/23/74-09/30/78 FY78: $34,895 TOTAL: $157,405 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Weinberg, J. L. HQ-SLJDonn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Murphy, R. E. 
NSG 9028 State Univ of New York - Albany 2989 
Non-invasive technique for measurement of cardiac output for 
space shuttle use 
Period OMiga 1 ions 
05/30/75-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $137,950 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Farhi, L. E. JSC/Rummel, J. A. 5 1-Biology 
NAS 8-31953 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2990 
Study of chromatographic separation processes under zero-gravity 
conditions 
Period Obligations 
07/30/76 1 1/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $37,253 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cat@ory 
Grusha, E. MSFC/Nerren, B. H. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Ives, R. E. 
NGR 33-015.10% State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2991 
Planetary cumcuium and related geologic research 
Period Obligorions 
06/02/70-0113 1/79 FY78: $44,349 TOTAL: $284,562 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @err CASE Carqory 
King, J. S. HQSL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7222 2985 NSG 7071 State Univ of New York - Buffalo State Univ of New York - Albany 2992 Experimental and theoretical investigation for the suppression of Two-dimensional transport and aerosol model plasma arc drops in thermionic converters 
Period Obligations 
02/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: 0710 1/7404/ 15/78 FY78: Penod TOTAL: $77,560 Obligotzons TOTAL: $250,928 ; 
P h .  Inrrst. NASA Tech. Oj/icer CASE Category Pnn. Invest NASA Tech. Ojficcr Kiang, C. S.\ HQST/Greenwood, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci CASE Category Shaw, D. T. LERC/Morris, J. F. HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 13-Physics Mohnen, V. A. 
NSG 7241 State Univ of New York - Albany 2986 NAS 1-10493 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2993 
Studies of background starlight Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
Period Obligations in the area of molecular analysis 
0710 1/76 1 1/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $41,000 Perial OHigations 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. Oflieer CASE Category 01/18/71-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $182,288 
Weinberg, J. L. HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Ca~egory 
HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. Owens, T. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. LARC/Glenny, W. R. 39-Env &j, NEC 
NSG 7353 State Univ of New York - Albany 2987 
Microwave analogue studies of light scattering by small particles 
Period Obl@tions NAS 8-32904 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2994 
04/01 f 77-05/31/78 PY78: $20,496 TOTAL: $30.475 Scientific investigations in support of the space telescope project 
P h  Inrrst. NASA TcoS. Oflerr CASE Catqory Period Obligations 
Schuerman, D. W. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 11-Astronomy 02/01/78-01/31/84 FY78: $126,000 TOTAL: $126,000 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. Prin. I ~ W I .  NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE category 
Caldwell, J .  J .  MSFC/O'Dell, C. R. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 8040 State Univ d New York - Albany 2988 
Research study of data analysis, Skylab zodiacal light experi- NCA 2-760801 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2995 
ment Laboratory spectroscopy at ultralong pathlengths 
Pedod Wigatiionr Period Obligations 
06/28/76-11/01/79 FY78: . TOTAL: $88,594 10/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $11.000 TOTAL: $1 1,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Cyfier CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Cyficer CASE Catqory 
Weinberg, 1. L. MSFC/Gary, G. A. 1 1-Astronomy Lutz, B. L. ARC/Boese, R. W. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 4% 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 33-015-130 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2996 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
02/11/71-01/31/81 FY78: $83,132 TOTAL: $907,297 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJjicer CASE Category 
Bence, A. E.  JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 33-015-174 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2997 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations 
02/01/73-01/31/79 FY78: $98,895 TOTAL: $526,051 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Schaeffer, 0. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 33415139 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2998 
Quantitative spectroscopic measurements on the principal 
constituents in planetary atmospheres 
Pericd Obligations 
041 1217 1-05/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: $264,090 
~ r i n .  ~nvest. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Category 
Varanasi, P. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 
NGR 33415-141 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2999 
Spectroscopic observations of the planets 
Period Obligations 
01/26/71-08/31/78 FY78: $29,936 TOTAL: S203.471 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Owen, T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGR 35015165 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3000 
Planetary atmospheres research 
Period Obligations 
11/01/72-12/31/78 FY78: $92,901 TOTAL: $352,466 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojlieer CASE Category 
Owen, T. GSFClHansen, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 33415.169 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3001 
Organic molecules in the atmosphere of Jupiter; investigation of 
colors in Jovian cloud deck 
Period Obligations 
10/16/72-11/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $80.637 
Prin. Inursl. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Catgory 
Owen, T. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NGR 33415-180 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3002 
Cosmic rays in interplanetary space 
Period OMigations 
01/07/74-09/30/79 FY78: $24,800 TOTAL: $99,253 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Offi-r CASE Cargory 
Forman, M. A. HQSC/Fishman, G. J. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/q?p, A. G. 
NSC 2264 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3003 
Far infrared abservations of dark clouds using lear jet ob- 
servatory 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $12,100 TOTAL: $12,100 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Simon, M. ARCjCameron, R. M. 1 l-Astronomy 
ARC/Mason, R. H. 
NSG 3051 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3004 
Combustion of porous solids at reduced gravitational conditions 
Period OMi#ations 
06/01 /75-09/30/78 FY78: $2,000 TOTAL: $76,703 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Category 
Berlad, A. L. LERC/Cochran, T. H. 43-Chem Engr 
NSG 5102 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3005 
Atmospheric pollution development and applications of regional 
scale dispersion models 
Period Obligations 
03/01 /7642/28/79 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: S189,458 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Hogan, J. GSFC/Stewart, R. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5125 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3006 
Research of thin-film Josephson-junction detector for millimeter 
and submillimeter wavelength applications 
Period OMisa~ions 
11/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL: $42,101 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Kao, Y. H. GSFC/Kerr, A. R. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Thaddeus, P. 
NSG 5250 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3007 
Ultraviolet observations of planets, satellites and comets with 
international ultraviolet Explorer 
Period Oblisatim 
03/01 178-02/28/79 FY78: S16,993 TOTAL: $16,993 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O f j e r  CASE Category 
Owen, T. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 l-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5271 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3008 
Forecasting research to assess the role of differential advection 
as a severe storm predictor 
Period Obligations 
04/15/7844/ 14/79 FY78: $21,000 TOTAL: $21,000 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. ojfieer CASE Category 
Atlas, R. M. GSFC/Adler, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSC 7003 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3009 
Research in grating technology and related areas 
Period Obligations 
11/01/73-12/31/7$ FY78: TOTAL: S83,999 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Stroke, G. W. HQ-ST/Bohlin, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NSG 7150 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3010 
A synthesis of lunar mineral data 
Period Obligations 
071 1 1175-09/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: $43,096 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
Papike, J .  J. HQ-SL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7225 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3011 
Argon dating of terrestrial shocked rocks 
Period Obligations 
05/01/76-04/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $25,916 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Schaeffer, 0. A. HQ-SL/Williams, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Flinn, E. A. 
NSG 7270 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3012 
Cells, embryos and development in space 
Period Obl&ations 
09/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: W,000 TOTAL: S130,000 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Krikorian, A. D. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
Steward, F. C. HQSB/Young, R. S. 
NSG 7286 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 3013 
Infrared spectroscopy of Jupiter and Saturn 
Period Obli@Iions 
09/01/7&05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $35,295 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O&er CASE Cotegory 
Knacke, R. F. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7320 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook. 3014 
Theoretical planetary physics 
Period OMigo~ioiu 
04/01/77-03/3 1/79 FY78 524,357 TOTAL: $49,937 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE CaIegory 
Caldwell, J. J. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NSG 9013 State Univ of New Ydrk - Stony Brook 3015 
Dating of lunar cratering events and rates of lunar surface 
proasses 
Period Obliga~ionr 
071 15/7601/31/79 FY78: $48,920 TOTAL: S302,669 
Pdn. Invesl. NASA Tech. w i r e r  CASE Cotegory 
Hartung, J. B. JSC/Hams, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 9044 State Univ of New York - Stony B m k  3016 
Petrologic and stratigraphic studies of lunar drill cores and drive 
tubes 
PeW Wigdiaons 
09/01/76-01/31/81 FY78: $98,678 TOTAL: $287,978 
P&. Inve$t. NASA Tech. w i e r  CASE wary 
Papike, J. J. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NCA 2-765801 State Univ of New York - Upstate Med Ctr 3017 & 
Space flight associated alterations inerythrocyte membranes 
Period Obligations 
a 
06/01/78-05/31/80 FY78: $19,980 TOTAL: $19,980 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. .O/finr CASE Category 
Landaw, S. A. ARC/Leon, H. A. 53-Other Medical 
NGR 33-219402 State Univ of New York Col - Geneseo 3018 
Comparison of Lyman 2 and HE 1 & 10830 line structures and 
variations in early type star atmosphere , 
Period Obligations 
051 14/73-06/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $6,800 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE Category 
Meisel, D. D. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5077 State Univ of New York College - Purchase 3019 
Spectral and monte carlo predictability studies 
Period OMigatwns 
Q9/01/75-02/28/79 FY78: $17,169 TOTAL: $44,857 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oj/icer CASE Category 
Tenenbaum, J. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1462 Syracuse University 3020 
Magnetization measurements on bismuth manganese subjected 
to static and dynamic stresses as a function of temperature 
Period OMigations 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $32,500 TOTAL: $32,500 
Prim Inves~. NASA Tech. W#ker CASE CaIegov 
Schroder, K. LARC/Stermer, R. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Hayes, P. J. 
NGR 33-032-004 Union College 3021 
Optically pumped submillimeter waveguide maser amplifiers and 
oscillators 
Perlod Obfigafions 
04/15/7404/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $85,978 
Prin. invest. NASA Ted.  Oflicer CASE Category 
Galantowicz, A. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 13-Physics 
GSFC/McElroy, J. H. 
NAS 52002.8 University of Rochester 3022 
Optical components associated with investigation of solar 
phenomena in ultraviolet region 
Period Obli#ations 
01/15/7409/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $49,350 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. OJjier CASE Cotegory 
Baumeister, P. W. GSFC/Osantowski, J. F. 13-Physics 
NSG 2198 University of Rochester 3023 
Energy transfer between molecular collision systems and laser 
radiation fields 
Perial Obligaticns 
12/31/76-12/31/78 FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: S130,408 
Pdn. Inmf .  NASA T d .  O/Fr CASE Cutepry 
George. T. F. ARC/Stallcop, J. R., 13:Physics 
Zimmerman, I. H. ARC/Billman, K. W. 
Lam, K. S. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NSG 5054 University of Rochester 3024 
Investigation of the radius and composition of Sirius B from far 
UV observations 
Period Obligations 
01/01/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $14,124 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Savedoff, M. P. GSFCJKupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7366 University of Rochester 3025 
Microbial adaptation in extreme environments; antarctic yeasts 
Period Obligations 
07125177-08/24/77 FY78: TOTAL: $2,660 
Prin. Inrrs~. NASA Tech. Ojfinr CASE Category 
Vishniac, H. S. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 7359 Vassar College 3026 
OAO data analysis 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $9,371 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Hutchinson, J. L. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. 
NGL 33423418 Yeshiva University 3027 
Research in space physics 
Period Obligations 
06/29/66-03/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $660,457 
Prin. l n w .  NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Finkelstein, D. GSFCJHansen, J. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
NSG 3123 Yeshiva University 3028 
Investigation of the topographical features of surface carrier 
concentrations and lifetime determinations in silicon solar cells 
Period Obligations 
10/01/76-10/30/78 FY78: $25,001 TOTAL: $49,524 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wfinr  CASE Category 
Pollak, F. LERCJGodlewski, M. P. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 7454 York College 3029 
Irradiation effects on surface of Moon, Mercury asteroids and 
solar system bodies 
Period Obligations 
06/01 /78-05/30/79 FY78: $30,580 TOTAL: $30,580 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Teh. W c e r  CASE Category 
Spergel, M. S. HQSLJQuaide, W. L. 13-Physics 
HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
NGT 34417-001 Bennett College 3030 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period OWigations 
06/01/74-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $28,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oj l in r  CASE Category 
Sayles, J. N. HQ-LUJPohly, J. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQUlJenkins, H. G. 
NAS 5-22475 Duke University 3031 
Direct energy transfer power subsystem modeling and analysis 
Period Obligations 
06/20/75-06/20/77 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O/ffrer CASE Category 
Wilson, T. G. GSFC/ Rodriguez, G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
Owen, H. A., Jr. 
NAS 5-25351 Duke University 3032 
Dynamics Explorer power subsystem study 
Period Obfigutions 
09/25/78-07/08/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA T'h. Qfjicer CASE Category 
Wilson, T. G. GSFC/Rodriguez, G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
Owen, H. A., Jr. 
NGL 3Q001-001 Duke University 3033 
Research on satellite electrical power conversion systems and 
circuit protection 
Period OMigations 
021 19/65-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: $966,031 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qffinr CASE Category 
Wilson, T. G. GSFC/Rodriguez, G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Pasciutti, E. R. 
NSG 3157 Duke University 3034 
Design feasibility of high-power lightweight dc-to-dc converters 
for space power applications 
Period OMigat ions 
07/01/77-05/31/79 FY78: $105,000 TOTAL: $1 18,000 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Wfinr  C4SE Category 
Wilson, T. G. LERCJHansen, I. G. 45-Elec Engr 
Owen H. A., Jr. 
NSG 3160 Duke University 3035 
Acceleration of convergence 
Period Obfigarions 
06/01/77-05/3 1/79 FY78:$11,141 TOTAI;:$21,483 
Prin. bvest. NASA Tech. Of /e r  CASE Category 
Smith, D. A. LERC/Ford, W. F. 21-Mathematics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NAS 524101 North Carolina A&T State University 3036 
Feasibility study for conducting experimental research in 
cumculum sharing 
Period Obligations 
041 14/77-08/ 13/78 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Williams, L. J. GSFC/Henry, V. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 12% North Carolina A&T State University 3037 
Effect of temperature on composite sandwich structures subjected 
to low velocity impact 
Period Oblip 1 ions 
0.51 17/7608/ 16/79 FY78: TOTAL: $76,617 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Sharma, A. V. LARCIRhodes, M. D. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Mikulas, M. M., Jr. 
NSG 1346 North Carolina A&T State University 3038 
Investigation of laser-induced parametric interactions in optical 
waveguides and fibers 
Period Obligorions 
10/15/7Ml/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,8 15 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
Yu, C. LARC/Allario, F. 13-Physics 
NSG 1390 North Carolina A&T State University 3039 
Material growth and characterization directed toward improving 
111-V heterojunction solar cells 
Period Obligations 
02/01/77-0113 1/79 FY78: $150,000 TOTAL: $300,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Offieer CASE Category 
Alexander, W. E. LARClHutchby, J. A. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Hendricks, H. D. 
NSG 1516 North Carolina A&T State University 3040 
Patterns of residual stresses within complex welded steel 
structures 
Period Obligations 
041 15178-04/14/79 FY78: $32,415 TOTAL: $32,415 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Botros, B. M. LARC/Buckley, J. D. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 8005 North Carolina A&T State University 3041 
Research study of composites as substrate materials in large space 
telescopes 
Period Obligations 
10/15/76-01/31/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $48,155 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Cawgory 
Sharma, A. V.  ' MSFC/Stuckey, J. M. rMMech Engr 
NSG 51120 North Carolina Central University 3042 
Optically pumped submillimeter waves and applications 
Period Wixalions 
06/07/76-07/3 1/79 FY78: $37,917 TOTAL: $1 11,928 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
' Dutta, J. M. GSFC/McAvoy, N. I 3-Physics 
Jones, C. R. 
NAS 6-2617 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3043 
Wind wave current interaction studies 
Pericd Obligations 
02/07/75-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $138,194 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cal-ory 
Long, S. R. WFCfStanley, H. R. 33-Oceanography 
WFC/Huang, N. E. 
NGL 34002095 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3044 
Acoustic energy effects on sleep and human performance: The 
effects of certain fundamental parameters of acoustic stimuli 
Period Obligations 
0411 1/69-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $395,582 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Offinr CASE Category 
Horvath, J. J. LARC/Mayes, W. H. 69-Psych, NEC 
LARC/Cawthorne, J. M. 
NCR 34002-198 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3045 
Deployable reflector antenna study 
Period Obligations 
10/18/72-12/31/78 FY78: $19,105 TOTAL: $87,190 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Kauffman, J. F. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Cockrell, C. R. 
NCR 34402-195 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3046 
Theoretical analysis of current voltage characteristics of solar 
cells 
Period Obligations 
06/01/73- 1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $137,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Chlegory 
Hauser, J. R. LERC/Godlewski, M. P. 45-Elec Engr 
LERClBrandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
NSG 1058 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3047 
Analyses of nuclear induced plasmas by means of kinetic theory 
Period OMigat ions 
07/01/74-06/30/79 FY78: $31,100 TOTAL: $151,100 
Prim Invest. NASA Tech. Oflcer CASE Category 
Hassan, H. A. LARC/Meador, W. E. 13-Physics 
NSG 1077 North C a d i  State Univ. - Raleigh 3048 
Estimate the performance and dynamic response characteristics 
of an advanced technology light twin aircraft and compare with 
flight test results 
Period W i g a t i m  
08/15/74-12/31/78 FY78: $49,000 TOTAL: $184,736 
Prin. Invert. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Smetana, F. 0. LARCICrane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1116 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3U89 
Theoretical study of heterojunction and graded band gap type 
solar cells 
Period OMigations 
lo/ 14174-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $60,900 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hauser, J. R. LARCIHutchby, J. A. 45-Elec Engr 
LARClHendricks, H. D. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NSG 1205 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3050 
Research program in aeroacoustics for noise control of general 
aviation aircraft 
Period Obligations 
07/01/75-06/30/79 FY78: $29,000 TOTAL: $116,000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tcrh. Offinr CASE Category 
Hart, F. D. LARC/Mayes, W. H. 13-Physics 
Bailey, J. R. LARCfCawthorn, J. W. 
NSG 1353 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3051 
Charge transfer devices for remote sensing applications 
Period Ob&afions 
11/22/76-01/31/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $64,777 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O m e r  CASE Category 
Snyder, W. E. LARCfHusson, C. 45-Elec Engr 
LARCfBenz, H. F. 
NSG 1355 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3052 
A study of real-time computer graphic display technology for 
aeronautical applications 
Pericd Obl&ations 
01/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: $23,705 TOTAL: $43,964 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Stroh, R. W .  LARC/ Hatfield, J. J. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Batson, V. M. 
NSG 1377 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3053 
investigation of flow noise from streamlined and blunt bodies 
trailing edge effects 
'i Period Obligations 
01/01/77-32/31/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $77,000 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Hodgson, T. H. LARC/Brooks, T. F. ill-Aero Engr 
LARC/Preisser, J. S. 
NSG 1437 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3054 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristic of subsonic wings 
Period Obligations 
07125177-05/15/79 FY78: TOTAL: $18,965 
Prin. I n W .  NASA Tech. O//ircr CASE Category 
Dejarnette, F. R. LARC/Campbell, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1463 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3055 
Nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared study of moisture in 
epoxy resins and resin-graphite fiber composites 
Period OMigotions 
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: $36,426 TOTAL: 536,426 
Prin. Inucst. NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Category 
Memory, J. D. LARCfLong, E. R., Jr. 
Fornes, R. E. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 1532 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 30% 
Numerical methods for problems involving the drazin inverse 
Period OM&otiinfs 
06/01/78-09/30/78 FY78: $6,682 TOTAL: $6,682 
P&. Invrsl. NASA Tech. Ojpcer CASE Category 
Meyer, C. D., Jr. LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 1549 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3057 
Constrained interpolation and approximation with application to 
computer aided geometric design 
Period OMigations 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $27,725 TOTAL: $27,725 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//ieer CASE Cafegory 
Roulier, J. A. LARC/Park, S. K. 22-Computer Science 
McAllister, D. F. LARCfSmith, R. E. 
NSG 1562 North Carolina State Univ. - Raleigh 3058 
Study of the effects of high energy radiation on the mechanical 
properties of graphite-fiber reinforced epoxy resins 
Period OMigat ions 
10/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: 510,128 TOTAL: $10,128 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Memory, J. D. LARCfSlernp, W. S. 13-Physics 
Fornes, R. E. LARC/Long, E. R., Jr. 
NAS P14697 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 3059 
Role of natriuretic peptides in the regulation of urinary sodium 
excretion 
Period Obligations 
06/23/75-06/23/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $130,000 
Prin. InwsI. NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Category 
Gitelman, H. J. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
OHIO 
NSG 7022 Bowling Green State University 3060 
A radially streaming particle model for Seyfert galaxy nuclei and 
quasistellar objects 
Period Obligations 
07/01/74-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $65,083 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Categor.? 
Ptak, R. L. HQSCfRornan, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
Stoner, R. E. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NAS 3-21M6 Case Western Reserve University 3061 
Spacelab experiment on surface tension driven convection 
Period OM&a~ions 
09/16/77-12/31/79 FY78: $44,995 TOTAL: $97,730 
~ r i n .  Invest. NASA Tech. o/firrr CASE Category 
Ostrach, S. LERC/Labus, T. M. 46-Mech Engr 
NAS 3-21365 Case Western Reserve University 3062 
Low sidelobe level low-cost earth station antennas for the twelve 
GHz broadcasting satellite service 
Period Obligations 
06/06/7846/06/79 FY78: $59,601 TOTAE $59,601 
Prin. inwsl. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Collin, R. E. LERCfSmetana, J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO ( Continued) 
NAS 5-24144 Case Western Reserve University 3063 
Axially grooved heat pipe study 
Periml OMigations 
04/25/77-09/25/78 FY78: TOTAL: $13,257 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Kamotani, Y. GSFC/Ollendorf, S. 46-Mech Engr 
GSFC/McIntosh, R. 
NAS 8-31802 Case Western Reserve University 3064 
Convective analysis on various crystal growth systems 
Period Obligations 
0311 5176-06/14/77 FY78: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. .Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Ostrach, S. MSFC/Schafer, C. F. 46-Mech Engr 
NAS 8-31907 Case Western Reserve University 3065 
Convection in crystal growing 
Period Obligations 
031 15/76-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $39,995 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. w i c e r  CASE Cat@ory 
, Ostrach, S. MSFCfSchafer, C. F. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 
NAS 8-33015 Case Western Resene University 3066 
Surface tension driven convection phenomena experiment 
Period Obligations 
05/23/78-05/23/79 FY78: $101,375 TOTAL: $101,375 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Omer  CASE Category 
Ostrach, S. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 13-Physics 
MSFClZwiener, J. M. 
NGL 36-003-094 Case Western Reserve University 3067 
The effects of deformation on dispersion 
Period Obligations 
10/18/6&08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $275,555 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Ebert, L. J. LERC/Glasgow, T.K. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 36-027450 Case Western Resene University 3068 
Catalysts for electrochemical generation of oxygen 
Penal OMigatians 
02122172-05/14/79 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $344,747 
Pdn. l n w ~ t .  NASA Tech. Wflcer CASE Category 
Yeager, E. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
Cahan, B. D. 
NGR 36-027-051 Case Western Resene University 3069 
Stress corrosion cracking & hydrogen embrittlement 
P c M  obligationr 
06/02/72-08/ 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: $50,389 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Hehernann. R. H. LERCfGray, H. R. 47-Materials Engr 
Truhan, J. J. 
3070 * Y NGR 3W27-064 Case Western Reserve University i 
Study of effects of layer control on shock wave turbulent boundary ,' 
layer interactions in supersonics inlets 
Period O1Wiptwns 
08/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: $39,283 TOTAL: $161,007 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cktegow 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Bishop, A. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NGT 36427-01 1 Case Western Resewe University 3071 
Summer program of NASA-ASEE summer faculty fellowshiis 
Period OMigations 
121 16/69-0313 1/79 FY78: $131,300 TOTAL: $1,102,933 
Piin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Bennett, W. R. HQ-LU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 3009 Case Western Reserve University 3072 
An X-ray photoelectric spectroscopy study of nickel and 
nickel-base alloy surface alteration in simulated hot corrosion 
conditions 
Period OMiga~ions 
06/01/74-02/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $58,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Mateescu, G. D. LERC/Kohl, F. J. 12-Chemistry 
LERC/Stearns, C. A. 
NSG 3040 Case Western Reserve University 3073 
Heat transfer characteristics of porous materials 
P d  Obligations 
10/01/74-10/31/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $110,000 4 
Prin. Invest NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category i 
Dybbs, A. LERCIFortini, A. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3 6 8  Case Western Reserve University 3074 
Nacelle boattail flows 
Period Obligations 
03/01/75-0513 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $60,406 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Category 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Bober, L. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3062 Case Western Reserve University 3075 
Interactive compressor flow-field calculations 
Period OMigations 
02/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $55.986 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wflcer CASE CaIegary 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSC 3074 Case Western Reserve University 3076 
Applications of high power lasers 
Period OM@ations 
05/29/75-08/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $149,655 
Prin. inwst. NASA Tech. Q@nr CASE category 
Angus, J. C. LERCfDunning, J. W.. Jr. 
Edwards, R. V. 43-Chem Engr 
Mann, J. A., Jr. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 3078 Case Western Reserve University 3077 
Sampling designs for the surveillance of air pollution resources 
and intensity 
Period Obligations 
08/01/75-01/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $19,545 
P h .  hwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory 
Zacks, S. LERClNeustadter, H.E. 21-Mathematics 
Kedem, B. 
Anbar, D. 
NSG 3085 Case Western Reserve University 3078 
Demonstration experiment on utilization of buffer memory system 
for transmission of color video using moderate bandwidth 
communications satellite channels 
Period Obligations 
10/23/75-10/20/78 FY78: $97,815 TOTAL: $410,294 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oj/icer CASE Catqory 
Pao, Y. H. LERC/Stevens, G. H. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 3115 Case Western Reserve University 3079 
Computer graphic techniques for visualizing and interpreting fluid 
flow models 
Period Ob&ations 
06/30/7606/29/79 FY78: TOTAL: $48,000 
Prin. Inw3t. NASA Tech. Officer CASE C a t q q  
Lynch, W. C. LERC/Anderson, B. H. 41-Aero Engr 
Parke, F. R. 
NSG 3126 Case Western Reserve University 3080 
Effect of surface texture by ion beam sputtering on implant 
biocompatibility and soft tissue attachment 
Period Obligations 
10/01/7602/ 14/79 FY78: 520,687 TOTAL: $40,577 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Gibbons, D. F. LERCIWeigand, A. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERClBanks, B. A. 
NSG 3131 Case Western Reserve University 3081 
Adaptation of ion beam technology to microfabrication of solid 
state devices and transducers 
Period Oblgtionr 
11/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: $25,146 TOTAL: 565,146 
Prin. inwst. NASA Tech. .O;l i r  CASE Catqory 
Topich, J. A. LERC/Mirtich, M. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
KO, W. H. LERClBanks, B. A. 
NSG 3148 Cme Wcstera Reserve U&versity 3(#12 
Spectroscopic investigation of the effects of moisture on epoxy 
resins 
Period (Huigalionr 
02/01/77-01/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: $58,680 
Prin. Inrst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Cptcsory 
Koenig, J. L. LERClSerafini, T. T. 12-Chemistry 
LERClLauver, R. W. 
NSG 3142 Case Western Reserve University 3083 
Characterization of structure of a polymer with a magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy 
Period Obligations 
03/01/77-10/01/78 FY78: $4,000 TOTAL: $38,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Catqory 
Ritchey, W. M. LERC/Lauver, R. W. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 3151 Case Western Reserve University 3084 
The evaluation of surface texturing, by ion beam sputtering, on 
the mechanical fixation and biological compatibility of orthopedic 
alloys in bone 
Period ouigations 
05/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $13,522 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caregory 
Gibbons, D. F. LERCIWeigand, A. J. 53-Other Meaical 
Heiple, K. G. LERC/Banks, B. A. 
Makley, J. T. 
NSG 3197 Western Reserve University 3085 
Secondary electron emission yield 
Perid Obligations 
07/01 /78-06/30/79 FY78: $48,334 TOTAL: $48,334 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catgory 
Gordan, W. L. LERC/Purvis, C. K. 13-Physics 
Hoffman, R. W. LERC/Stevens, N. J. 
NSG 3203 Case Western Reserve University 3086 
The development of sensors and techniques for in-situ water quality 
monitoring 
Pen'od 0bh''ations 
0710 1 /78-06/30/79 FY78: $29,996 TOTAL: $29,996 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. officer CASE G7tqory 
Liu, C. C. LERC/Fordyce, J. S. 43-Chem Engr 
NSG 3206 Case Western Reserve University 3087 
Experiments on jet mixing in compact reverse flow combustor 
configurations 
Period Obligations 
07/01/78-06/30/81 FY78: $67,850 TOTAL: $67,850 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Calaory 
Greber, I .  LERC/Riddkbaugh, S.M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3207 Case Western Reserve University 3088 
Shad& computer graphic techniques for visualiing and inter- 
preting analytic fluid flow models 
Pniod Wigattans 
07/01/78-07/01/81 FY78: $53,000 TOTAL: $53,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j h r  CASE Catqory 
Parke, F. I. LERC/Anderson, B. H. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3211 C.se Western Reserve University 3089 
Experimental investigation of shock-wave-boundary layer in- 
teraction 
Period Oh?&ations 
06/01/78-05/30/8 1 FY78: $58,690 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 8 , 6 9 0  
P h .  lnwst. NASA T d .  o/pcer CASE C a t e g ~  
Greber, 1. LERC/Hingst, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 3221 Case Western Resewe University 3090 NSG 1445 Clevelud State University 30% 
Convection in crystal growth and g-jitter Boundedness of solutions and controllability of systems and pursuit 
period Ob/igatians games described by nonlinear neutral functional differential 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: $55,000 equations 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category Perid Olyigmims 
Ostrach, S. LERC/Labus, T. L. 13-Physics 081 16177-12/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $17,768 
LERC/Cochran, T. H. Prin. Invest. NASA re&. of/ircr CASE ~ i ~ e g ~ l y  
Chukwu, E. N. LARCIDunning, R. S. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Elliott, J. R. 
NSG 5136 Case Western Reserve University 3091 
Comparative qualitative study of high-resolution ultraviolet 
spectral scans of early-type stars 
Period Obiignrions 
1 1/ 15/76-02/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $6,314 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Bidelman, W. P. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 3144 Cleveland &ate University 3097 
International Conference on High Pressure and Low Temperature 
Physics 
Perid Obligations 
03/01 177-0313 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $3,130 
Prim. Inwst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cktegory 
Chu, C. W. LERClBrown, G. V. 13-Physics 
LERC/Woollam, J. A. 
NSG 7035 Case Western Reserve University 3092 
Development of a generalized technology for life prediction in 
. the high-temperature creep and fatigue range NSG 3155 Cleveland State University 3098 
Period OdJigations Dense silicon-nitride bodies without additives 
0510 1/7404/30/79 FY78: $35,889 TOTAL: $178,276 period ~bligations 
Prin. J~WSI.  NASA TC&. o//icer CASE category 06/30/77-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $44,850 
Manson, S. S. LERCIHirschberg, M. H. prim Invest. NASA T&. officer CASE Category 
47-Materials Engr Yeh, H. C. LERC/Ashbrook, R. L. 
LERC/Halford, G. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 360334033 Central State University - Ohio 3093 
Effects of some selected atmospheric pollutants on animal 
population surrounging the Cleveland area 
Period Wigations 
04/25/73-04/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $136,807 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Craft, T. J., Sr. LERCIFordyce, J. S. 5 1-Biology 
Johnson, M. A., Jr. LERCIKing, R. B. 
NSG 3222 Cleveland State University 3099 
Investigation of power and energy measuring devices for 
monitoring non-sinusoidal ac and pulsed dc signals 
P e M  OUtptiom 
10/01/78-10/01/79 FY78: $32,986 TOTAL: $32,986 
Phn. Invest. NASA Tech: w r  CASE Category 
Maisel, J. F. LERClNibtrding, W. C. 45-Elec Engr 
LERCIWeikle, D. H. 
NAS 3-18547 Cleveld State University 3094 NSG 3223 CIeveland State University 3100 
Synthesis and optimization of spur gear tooth profie shapes for Control of a hybrid system with flywheel energy storage and 
high load capacity continuously variable transmission 
Pcricd w- P e M  WW- 
06/04/7412/24/79 FY78: S10,000 TOTAL: $69,980 10/01/78-03/31/80 FY78: S56,819 TOTAL: S56.819 
P h .  Inlrsl. NASA Tech. offiar CASE Cakgory Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. CASE 
Kasuba, R. LERCITownsend, D. P. 46-Mech Engr Burghart, J. H. LERC/Bcach, I. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
Donoghue, J. F. 
NGT 36-025-780 Cleveland State University 3095 
Precoopcrative engineering education program NSG 2013 Kent State University 3101 
pcrial m- Transport of t r a a  contaminants through porous media 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $4,257 TOTAL: $4,257 P C ~  mb.rh 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. qfkcr  CASE Cafegory 03/15/74-121 15/79 FY78: S25,000 TOTAL: $98,700 
Bennett, W. I. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G.  49-hgr, NEC Prin. Inmt.  NASA Trd. t?fkr CASE 
LERC/Akn, R. P. Madey, R. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 3159 Kent State University 3102 
Evaluation of surface alignment mechanisms for nematic liquid 
crystals 
Period OMisarions 
08/01/77-11/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $10,157 
Prh. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Caiegory 
Johnson, D. L. LERC/Wintucky, E. G. 
LERClBanks, 9. A. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 6-2484 Ohio State University 3 109 
investigation to improve existing gravity models, using GEOS 
altimeter data 
Period OMigations 
04/15/7410/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $104,592 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O f w r  CASE Calrgory 
Rapp, R. H. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 32-Geological Sci 
WFC/Rossi, L. C. 
NASW 3149 Ohio State University 3110 
NAS PI4538 Miimi  University 3103 Terrestrial Climatic Relationship symposium 
Research on a possible mechanism of 0-g sickness period Obligarionr 
period OMigations 05/15/78-11/14/79 FY78: $24,946 TOTAL: $24.946 
021 15/75-03/31/79 FY78: $23,384 TOTAL: $102,071 Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cornom 
Prin. lnwsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Seliga, T. A. HQST/S~~&, N. K. 31-~tmos-!& 
Parker, D. E. JX/Homick, J. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 1383 Miami University 3104 
High pressure laser plasma studies 
Period OMi#arions 
03/01 /77-02/28/79 FY78: $24,553 TOTAL: $65,757 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Teh. .af/er CASE Caregory 
Wells, W. E. LARC/Hohl, F. 13-Physics 
NSG 13% Miami University 3105 
Nuclear pumped lasers 
Prrml Obl&ariont 
03/01 177-0813 1/79 FY78: $41,908 TOTAL: $72,997 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Wells, W. E. LARC/Hohl, F. 13-Physics 
NAS 1-14406 Ohio State University 3106 
General aviation low-speed airfoil design and development 
service 
Period OMi#ations 
06/30/76-06/29/79 FY78: $98,108 TOTAL: $298,108 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Gregorek, G. M. LARC/Barnwell, R. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Burggraf, 0. R. LARClPierpont, P. K. 
NAS 2-9714 Ohio State University 3107 
Wind tunnel research on low drag airfoils for short haul aircraft 
Period Obli#ations 
08/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $68,975 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
Grcgorek, G. M. ARC/Galloway, T. L. 41-Aero Engr 
Lee, J. D. ARC/Williams, L. J. 
NAS 5.22575 Ohio State University 3108 
Communications link characterization experiment 
Period ~igat i t ionr 
09/02/75-02/01/79 FY78: $91,943 TOTAL: $288,943 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Trch. O//inr CASE Caregory 
Hodge, D. B. GSFC/Hirschmann, E. 45-Elec Engr 
NASW 3194 Obio State University 3111 
Support of ninth geodesy solid earth and ocean physics 
Period OMi#arwns 
01/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $16,000 TOTAL: $16,000 
Pnir. Inwsr. NASA Tcrli. officer CASE Category 
Mueller, 1.1. HQ-ER/Murphy, J. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
NCA 2-5658011 Ohio State University 31 12 
Application of coarse mesh rebalancing methods to aerodynamic 
equations 
Perid ONigarionc 
11/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,00D 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Nakamura, S. ARCISteger, J. L. 46-Mech Engr 
NGL 36-008051 Ohio State University 3113 
Stress corrosion cracking of titanium alloys 
Period OMi#arians 
06/23/6606/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $208,696 
P h .  Inwsr. NASA Trch. officer CASE Caregory 
Beck, F. H. LERC/Gray, H. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 3(i.008161 Ohio State University 3114 
The direct combination of satellite and gravity data 
Pennod ~ ~ ~ i ~ m s  
05/01/71-12/31/78 FY78: $19,215 TOTAL: S221.051 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA T&. Cyfinr CASE Category 
Rapp, R. H. GSFC/Marsh, J. G. 32-Geological Sci 
NGR 36-008-204 Ohio State University 3115 
Activity related to earth and ocean physics application program 
Period 01J~ ions  
10/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $244,112 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. C y f i ~ r  CASE Caregory 
Mueller, I. 1. HQER/Murphy, J. P. 32-Geoliigical Sci 
Uotila, U. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NGT 361)0&007 Ohio State University 3116 
Training of post graduate medical students in field - of aerospace 
medicine 
Period Obli8alions 
04/02/64-0813 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $687,463 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Keller, M. D. HQ-LU/Nicogossian, A. 52-Clinical Med 
NGT 36-008780 Ohio State University 3117 
Pre-cooperative engineering education program 
Period OMigaIions 
10/01/78-09/30/79 FY78: $2,030 TOTAL: $2,030 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE (la~qory 
Stranges, J. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERC/Allen, R. P. 
NSG 1498 Ohm State University 3118 
Analysis of airborne antenna patterns 
Periai Obligations 
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $34,601 TOTAL: $34,601 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofpeer CASE Caegory 
Burnside, W. D. LARCIGilreath, M. C. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Croswell, W. F. 
NSG 2162 Ohio State University 3119 
Electronic search technology applicable to the search for 
extraterrestrial intelligence problem 
Period OMigations 
06/01/76-07/31/79 FY78: $ 10,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. q p n r  CASE Cotegory 
Kraus, J. D. ARC/Billingham, J. 45-Elec Engr 
Dixon, R. S. ARC/Stull, M. A. 
NSG 2175 Ohio State University 31U) 
Laboratory infrared research relevant to atmospheric and planetary 
studies 
Period Wi#atmns 
10/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: $108,000 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. q p m r  CASE Category 
Rao, K. N. ARC/Boese, R. W. 13-Physics 
NSG 2179 Ohio State University 3121 
Study of tactual sensing and transmittal of information 
Period Oblig~lio11~ 
09/01/7612/31/78 FY78: $58,520 TOTAL: $1 10,497 
Prin. Invrrl. NASA Tech. o/ficrf CASE Category 
Gilson, R. D. ARC/Dunn, R. S. 69-Psych, NEC 
NSG 2220 Ohio State University 3122 
Environmental and genetic effects on gravity receptors: A 
morphological, physiological and behavioral study 
Period Wlgations 
05/01/77-04/30/79 FY78: $40,849 TOTAL: $78,849 
P&. Inrrst. NASA T d .  Officer CASE Cirlegory 
Lim, D. J. ARC/Mehler, W. R. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 22% Obio State University 3123 2% Subsonic wing aerodynamics study 2 
Period OMi#ations / 
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $32,576 TOTAL: $32,576 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE CaIqory 
Gregorek, G. M .  ARC/Hicks, T. M. 41-Aero Engr 
Weislogel, G. S. 
NSG 2298 Ohm State University 3124 
Experimental analyses of trailing edge flows 
Period Wi#alionr 
02/01/78-0113 1/79 FY78: $69,767 TOTAL: $69,767 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficrr CASE Catr#orf 
Korkan, K. D. ARC/McDevitt, J. B. 41-Aero Engr 
Petrie, S. L. ARC/Lockman, W. K. 
NSG 3164 Ohio State University 3125 
Deformation structures in metal crystals due to wear and 
machining at high speed 
Period OMiga~ions 
12/01/77-03/01/79 FY78: $23,865 TOTAL: $23,865 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Trrlr. officer CASE Category 
Black, J. T. LERC/Bi11, R. C. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Ludwig, L. P. 
NSG 5140 Ohio State University 3126 
Relative rotational broadening of far ultraviolet spectral lines 
Period Obli#ations 
12/01/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $2,839 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j f e r  CASE Category 
Collins, G. W., I1 GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5141 Ohio State University 3127 
A search for variations in the spectrum of gamma gas 
P e a  OMiptiom 
12/01/76-0513 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $374 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Slettebak, A. E. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
i 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5247 Obi0 State U~verSity 3128 
Exploratory observations of the ultraviolet spectra of late-type 
stars 
Period Obiigattionr 
03/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $9,187 TOTAL: $9,187 
Pnn. hvrsc. NASA T d .  OfFrr CASE Category 
Wing, R. F. GSFC/Boggess, A. I 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5265 Ohio &te University 3129 
Basic research for the earth dynamics program 
Period Oblgrrliionr 
04/01 /78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: $65,000 
Prin. Inve~t. NASA Tech. o f f i r  CASE Catqory 
Mueller, I .  I .  GSFC/Smith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 5275 Ohm State University 3130 
Research of altimeter data in order to improve existing gravity 
models 
Period OMigaionr 
051 15/7&02/ 14/79 FY78: $30.000 TOTAL: $30,000 
PrSn. I n w .  NASA T d .  @firer CASE Category 
Schmidt, E. G. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5299 Ohio State University 3131 
A search for variations in the spectrum 
Period OMigationr 
081 15/78-08/ 14/79 FY78: $1,735 TOTAL: $1,735 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Slettebak, A. E. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 36-009-017 Ohm University 3132 
Air transportation systems: Emphasis on low frequency 
navigation ' 
Period OM&~iom 
0212617 1- 1 1 /30/80 FY78: $75,000 TOTAL: $525,458 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
McFarland, R. H. LARC/Reid, H. J., Jr. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/MacE, W. D. 
1 NSG 7352 Ohim University 3133 
Study of mechanism of thigmomorphogencsis in plants with special 
reference to role of ethykne and its significance to research with 
plants in space 
Period Obiigatcions 
06/05/77-06/ 14/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: SQ0,000 
Prim Invest. NASA Tech. @ficrr CASE Category 
Jaffe, M. J. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
HQSB/Geib, D. S. 
NGT 36001-780 University of Akron 3134 
Pre-cooperative engineering education program 
Perid Wi@tLmr 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $2.616 TOTAL: $2,616 
PrLr Inwsl. NASA Tech. @Jicer CASE CpKIory 
Vekz, V. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERClAllen, R. P. 
NCA 2-130801 University of Cincin~mti 3135 
Design and analysis of closed loop guidance laws for VTOL 
and STOL vehicles 
Perinl OM&81im 
08/15/78-08/ 15/79 FY78: S14.412 TOTAL: $14.412 
Ptin. Inmat. NASA Tech. @Pier CASE Caregory 
Slater, G. L. ARC/Enbcrgcr, H. 41-Aero Engr 
ARCJXenakis, G. 
NGT 36004-780 University of Cincinnati 3136 
Pre-cooperative engineering education program 
Period OWi#ati~m 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $2,190 TOTAL: $2,190 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. oyicer CASE Category 
Brown, J. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERC/Allen, R. P. 
NSC 1185 University oi Cincinnati 3 137 
Thermal analysis of composite panels thne dimensional reinforced 
composites 
Pcrlod Obl&atiD))3 
05/01 /75-09/30/78 FY78: $14,236 TOTAL: $71,420 
Prin. bvest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Nayfeh, A ,  H. LARC/Card, M. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Mikulas, M. M., Jr. 
NSG 1486 University of Cminnati 3138 
lnvestigation of improved modal parameter estimation tech- 
niques 
Perlod 061igatironr 
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $33,512 TOTAL: $33.512 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  o/ficer CASE Category 
Brown, D. L. LARC/Monteith, J. H. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 3022 University of Cincinnati 3139 
Investigation of a new family of semiconductor diodes based 
upon bulk effects of deep impurities 
Periad 061igatiom 
07/01/74-10/01/80 FY78: $56,441 TOTAL: $141,107 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//irrr CASE CaIegory 
Henderson, H. T. LERC/Sundberg, G. R. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 3024 University of Cincinnati 3140 
Research into the use of silane pyrolytic deposition methods for 
Si02 growth in the construction of stable high energy density 
capacitors 
Perlod 061@Mns 
07/01/74-10/01/80 FY78: 540,085 TOTAL: $95.1 18 
P h .  Invest. NASA T d .  weer CASE Clt Iego~~ 
Nevin, J. H. LERC/Riy, T. J. 45-Elec Engr 
LERC/Myen, I. T. 
NSG 3045 University of C i n ~ t i  3141 
A study of parameters affecting emmissions from turbine 
engines 
Period wrn- 
04/02/75-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: ~ 3 , 5 4 6  
P .  Inveu. NASA Tech. o/pccr CASE Category 
Kauffman, C. W. LERC/Jones, R. E. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3066 University of C i n m t i  3142 
Study of the nuid mechani~s of a radii1 turbine scroll 
Pmlal w- 
07/01/75-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $4,213 
Plk. Invat. NASA Tech. .qr/frrr CASE C a m  
Tabakoff, W. LERC/Stepka, F. S. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 3091 University of Cincinnati 3143 
Study of suitable isomers for gamma ray lasers 
Period Obli~Ofbns 
121 15/75-01/ 15/79 FY78: TOTAL: $34,268 
Prh. Inresl. NASA Tm). q/Imr CASE G~tgory  
Jha, S. LERC/Blue, J. W. 11Physics 
LERC/Leonard, R. F. 
NSC 3147 University of Cincinnati 3144 
High-temperature low-cycle fatigue and crack propagation 
Period Olywtionr 
06/01/77-06/01/79 FY78: 326,500 TOTAL: S52,IM 
Prin. Inusl. NASA Tech. m - r  CASE Catgory 
Antolovich, S. D. LERC/Miner, R. V., Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3188 University of Cincinnati 3145 
Investigations into the geometry of straight and spiral bevel 
gears 
Period Obl&lbns 
04/01/78-03/3 1/80 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: S25,000 
Pdn. Inust. NASA Tech. qJiccr CASE c3uegwy 
Huston, R. L. LERC/Coy, J. J. 46-Mech Engr 
NAS 3-1- University of Dayton 3146 
ATS user experiments history 
Period Olyigarim 
05/15/75-05/ 14/77, FY78: TOTAL: S48.506 
Pdn. Inlru. NASA Tech. QfJicer CASE Caaory 
Engler, N. A. LERC/Hein, G. F. 73-History 
NAS 3-20365 University of Dayton 3147 
Spaa broadcast communications technology value assessment 
methodology study 
Period odligalionr 
05/24/76-03/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S95,000 
P h .  Inrrst. NASA Tech. Qffker CASE C ~ @ ! O V  
Martino, J. P. LERC/Stevenson, S. M. 
LEWC/Sivo, 5. N. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS S21355 University of Dayton 3149 
Cross impact assessment of fibre optic technology development 
Period O b l ~ i m r r  
03/21/78-11/03/78 FY78: 516,776 TOTAL: $16.776 
Pdn. bust.  NASA Ted. Qffimr CASE Calqory 
Martino, J .  P. LERC/Stevenson, S. M. 
Lenz, R. C., Jr. LERC/Merutka, J. P. 47-Materials Engr 
Chen, K. L. 
NAS 3-21370 University of Dayton 3150 
Compilation of ATS-1, 3, 5, 6 and CTS user experiments 
documentation 
Pedal O b l i 8 0 I ~  
06/08/78-05/08/79 FY78: $58,567 TOTAL: $58,567 
Ptin. Invest. NASA Ted.  OJJicrr CASE Chicgory 
Engler, N. A. LERCIGentile, L. C. 42-Astro Engr 
Nash, J. 
NAS 3-21698 University of Dayton 3151 
Meeting for AGARDINAT0 representatives 
Period Obl&aIims 
08/31/78-11/10/78 FY78: S6,W TOTAL: S6.000 
Pdn. bus l .  NASA Tech. o/pcrr CASE Colgory 
Militello, 1. LERC/Acurio, J. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 624% University of Dayton 3152 
Atmospheric phenornenae associated with failing spheres 
PC& WdIgaiar 
03/25/7402/28/79 FY78: S62.042 TOTAL: S198,Q85 
Pdn. InwsI. NASA Tech. o//Imr CASE Cat- 
Luers, 5. K.  WFC/Duke, J. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 
NAS 831294 University of Dayton 3153 
Examination of requirements and methods for reporting atmos- 
pheric information 
PC& r n b t h  
01/16/75-01/31/79 FY78: S45.241 TOTAL: $158,024 
P h .  Inrr81. NASA Td. QfJimr CASE Cryaory 
Luers, J. K.  MSFC/Camp, D. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Engler, N. A. MSFC/Alexander, M. 
NAS 3-20392 University of Dayton 3148 
Continuation of the study for development of ATS and com- NAS 832111 University of Dayton 3154 
munications technology satellite user experiments history Turbukna study 
PNlad w w b  Pcrial W@tb 
02/04/7741 104178 FY78: TOTAL: S49,W 07/21/7606/01/79 FY78: $40,073 TOTAL: S104.619 
P h .  I n W .  NASA Tech. -r CASE Ccrtepy Pdn. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. o/per CASE G I q o r y  
Englcr, N. A. LERC/Entik, L. G. 42-Astro Engr Lucrs, 5. K. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 41-Aero Engr 
Scheffkr, F. L. MSFC/Alexander. M. B. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO ( Continued) 
NSG 7444 University of Dayton 3155 
An investigation of the cratering-induced motions occuring during 
the formation of bowl-shaped craters 
Period Wigofions 
06/01/7&05/3 1/79 FY78: $48,704 TOTAL: 548,704 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Cafe$ory 
Piekutowski, A. J. HQ-SL/Quaide. W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. E. 
NSG 3084 University of Toledo 3156 
Multi-variable control and sensor evaluation for integrated air 
breathing propulsion systems 
Period Obligatim 
01/01/7&12/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: S52,790 
P*. t n w .  NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Leininger, G. G. LERC/Lehtinen, B. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 3099 University of Tdedo 3157 
Energy transfer mechanism in a laser-sustained flowing-gas 
plasma 
Period OU@tions 
. 03/15/76-08/14/79 FY78: TOTAL: S18.604 
Ptin. Inust. NASA Ted. qfieer CASE ategory 
Rush, W .  F.  LERC/Connolley, D. J. 13-Physics 
NSG 3121 University of Tokclo 3158 
Mass transport phenomena between bubbles and dissolved gases 
in liquids in a zero-g environment 
Period WigQfioru 
09/01/7609/01/79 FY78: $4,000 TOTAL: S6,OOl 
Ptin. Inust. NASA Tech. Wfinr CASE Category 
DeWitt, K. J. LERCILabus, T. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 3139 University of Toledo 3159 
Stability analysis of wind turbines with long, flexible blades 
Period OU@Iions 
02/22/77-02/21/79 FY78: $47,092 TOTAL: $89,996 
Prin. Inust. NASA Ted. q f i a r  CASE &&gory 
Koza, K. R. LERClSpera, I). A. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Thomas. R. L. 
N§G 3156 University of Toledo 316Q 
Analysis of the stirling engine oil pumping ring seal 
Perlad Wirrc* 
07/01/77-09/31/78 FY78: S14.490 TOTAL: $36.384 
Prin. Inust. NASA T d .  (yFcr CASE 
Keith, T. G. LERCICunningham, R. E.4-Mech Engr 
Smith, P. J. LERCILudwig, L. P. 
NSG 3171 University of Tdedo 3161 
Properties of the multivariablc Nyquist array method 
Period 
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: S30,oOO 
Prin. Inus.  NASA Ted. ofpar CASE Ca*yory 
Leininger, G. G. LERCILehtimn, B. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 5183 University of Toledo 3162 
Research of the temporal line-blanketing effects for photometric 
variations 
Period Obli@llfonc 
07/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $4,899 
~ d n .  ~nvest. NASA ~ d .  Of f i r  CASE c~tegary 
Molnar, M. R. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5207 University of Toledo 3163 
Coordinated wpernicus and ground based observations of the 
radio binaries 
Period Mtwh 
09/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: 32.818 
Rin, Invert. NASA Tech. Wfinr CASE Calqory 
Bopp, B. W. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 I-Astronomy 
NSG 7041 University of Toledo 3164 
Measurement of the ultraviolet surface brightness of reflection 
nebulae with the Dutch national satellite 
Period Wigaliions 
12/15/7403/ 15/78 FY78: S284 TOTAL: S29.396 
Prin. Invea. NASA Ted. QIJibr CASE &tqov 
Witt, A. N. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SCJRoman, N. G. 
NSG 7138 University of Toledo 3165 
Satellite ultraviokt data analysis program 
Pedal Ob&afim 
05/01/7504/U)/78 FY78: TOTAL: S31,030 
Prin Inust. NASA T d .  q / F r  CASE Carpry 
Molnar, M. R. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhaf, J. D. 
NSG 7301 University of Toledo 3166 
Physical study of wmets 
Period aSri@ions 
01/01/77-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $19928 
Prin. Innst. NASA T d .  O / F r  CASE Calrpry 
Delsemme, A. H. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 11-Astronomy 
HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 
NSG 7424 University of Tdcao 3167 
Conference April 1978 'Cclla Molecular Biology in Space' 
Period 
031 15/7&03/ 15/79 FY78: $19.51 1 TOTAL: S19.511 
Plin. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. @Yhr U S E  W o r ~  
Dihn, B. HQSB/Geib, D. S. 5 1-Biology 
Deamer, D. HQSB/Young, R. S. 
NSG 7431 Umiversity of Tdedo 3168 
Ultraviolet studies of reflection nebulae 
Period mbafonr 
03/01/7806/30/79 ' FY78: S24,OW - TOTAL: $24,000 
?I&. Inust. NASA Tuh. e r  CASE C k p t y  
Witt, A. N. HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NSG 7475 University of Toledo 3169 
Copemicus and buss observations of AP stars 
Period Obligations 
07/01 /7&06/30/79 FY78: $1 1,628 TOTAL: 511,628 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//iccr CASE Category 
Molnar, M. R. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 3067 Wilberforce University 3170 
Synthesis of specialid organic compounds 
Period 0bfigafi01~( 
05/01 175- 12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: W1.000 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cafegory 
Stickney, P. B. LERC/Hsu, L. C. 12-Chemistry 
LERC/Sheibley, D. W. 
NCA 2875801 W&bt State University 3171 
Motion sickness in the Cat: An evaluation of vestibular 
habituation rates and the incidence of sickness 
Period Obligations 
01/01/7&12/31/79 FY78: S18,148 TOTAL: S18.148 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Crampton, G. H. ARC/Daunton, N. G. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 1417 Wright State University 3172 
Computation of unsteady stability derivatives from a simplified 
aerodynamic force model 
P r M  OMigaIioAl 
09/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: S2,970 TOTAL: S32.874 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA T d .  O j f r r  CASE Category 
Wells, W. R. LARCIQueijo, M. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Suit, W. T. 
NSG #U4 Wrigbt State University 3173 
Medical applications of space-related research 
&dad M*Om 
07/01/7412/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: S49,8% 
Pnln. Inw~t. NASA T d .  ojficer CASE C-ry 
Bcljan, J. R. ARC/YOU~~, '  D. R. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2575701 Oklahoma State University 3 175 
Evaluation method for transonic cone boundary layer transition 
data by means of computer simulation 
Period Obliga~i~m 
11/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: 57,670 TOTAL: S16970 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA T d .  o/fier CASE Calrgory 
Tiederman, W. G. ARC/Steinle, F. W., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1467 0kl.boma State University 3176 
An experimental study of the noise generating mechanisms in 
supersonic jets 
Period Owigatiionr 
11/15/77-10/31/79 FY78: $34,120 TOTAL: 534,120 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. off~er CASE Cafegory 
McLaughlin, D. K.  LARClSeiner, J. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Maestrello, L. 
NSG 6018 Okllboma State University 3177 
Investigation for improved precision in aerial application 
equipment 
Period Obligationr 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: S60,390 TOTAL: $60,390 
PM. I~WSI. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cawgory 
Roth, L. 0. WFC/Carr, R. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
Bowens, W. 
NASW 2881 Southeastern Okllboma State College 3178 
Operation of the technology use studies center 
Period Obligations 
01/01/76-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: S72,997 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. qflcer CASE Calgory 
Gold. C. H. HQET/Bivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NASW 3007 Swtbeastem O k l ~ m a  State College 3179 
Operation of the technology use center 
Period Oangations 
01/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: S53,480 TOTAL: S128,480 
P k  Inwsr. NASA T d .  officer CASE Cafegory 
Gold, C. H. HQ-ETlBivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 802 Soatbeastern 0kI.hOmr State College 3188 
Analysis of thermophiiic microorganisms & sterilization 
Period m c h  
05/23/7403/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S50,805 
M n .  b*nt. NASA T d .  w e e r  CASE Caegory 
Robinson, J. L. KSC/Bostwick, L. G. 5 1-Biology 
OKLAHOMA 
NSG 2 2 ~ 2  University of 0kl.bma - Hedtb Center 3181 
NAS 2-9877 Oklabom8 State University 3174 Central and peripheral mechanisms underlying cardiovascular 
Development and execution of a visitor and tour program deconditioning in the unanesthc- primate 
fi&d 0Ub.liar Period - 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $142,636 TOTAL: $142,636 11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: S45,235 TOTAL-S45,23S 
Prin. hmr. NASA 7". m r  CASE CrraOry Pris. Inmt. NASA T d .  q/acr CASE Cbwgary 
Wiggins, K. E. ARC/Mikr. S. A. 99-Multi-Discip Stone, H. L. ARC/Sandler, H. 5lOther Medical 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OKLAHOMA (Continued) 
NSG 2312 University of Oklahoma - HePltb Center 3182 
Mechanisms of blood flow changes during gravitational stress 
Period Obligations 
04/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $26,904 TOTAL: 526,904 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Cateory 
Stone, H. L. ARCISandler, H. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-31333 University of Oklahoma - Norman 3183 
Study of the nature of atmospheric variability represented by 
data obtained on AVE experiment 
Period Oblisr,tiom 
02/27/75-01/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $41,995 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Cafegory 
Inman, R. L. MSFC/Turner, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Vaughn, W. W. 
NAS 8-31377 University of Oklahoma - Norman 3184 
Integrating upper and lower atmospheric wind profiles and 
statistics 
Period OHtgatiohc 
031 17/75-02/20/79 FY78: $17,965 TOTAL: $82.929 
~ r i n .  Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
McCarthy, J. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Blick, E. F. 
NGT 371303760 University of Oklahoma - Norman 3185 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period Oblitations 
06/01/7&05/31/79 FY78: $7.000 TOTAL: S31.MO 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Thomas, G. HQ-LU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
NSG 1404 University of Oklahoma - Norman 3186 
Temperature dependence of silicon pressure sensors 
Period ObIigations 
031 15/77-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $51,136 
Prin. Inirsl. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Kahng, S. K. LARCIBryant, F. R. 13-Physics 
LARC/Feller. C. F. 
NSG 1481 University of OW.homa - Norman 3187 
Miniature piezoresistive solid state integrated pressure sensor 
Period Obiigalians 
01/01/78-11/3/78 FY78: S36.65 1 TOTAL: $36,65 I 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Kahng, S. K. LARC/Gross. C. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Ocheltree, S. L. 
OREGON 
NSG 3054 Oregon Graduate Center 3189 
Fabrication and surface characterization of composite refractory 
compounds suitable for thermionic converters 
Period Obliptionr 
12/01/74-04/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5159.320 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ojpcer CASE Category 
Swanson, L. S. LERC/Moms, J. F. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 7457 Oregon Graduate Center 3190 
Spatial and temporal variations in atmospheric carbon concentra- 
tion 
Period OMi~ations 
05/01 /78-04/30/79 FY78: $74,100 TOTAL: $74,100 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Rasmussen, R. A. HQST/Newton, G. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 923738 Oregon State University 3191 
Ocean color ground truth support 
Period Obligations 
10/21/76-03/01/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $101,558 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Zaneveld, R. V.  GSFC/Mueller, J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Pak, H. 
NAS 8-32694 Oregon State University 3192 
Frontogenesis study 
Period Oblf#ations 
07/01/7&06/30/79 FY78: 512,500 TOTAL: $12,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o j f e r  CASE Category 
Barber, D. A. MSFC/Hiil, K. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
NAS 9-14860 Oregon State University 3193 
Assessment of the impact of increased solar ultraviolet radiation 
upon marine ecosystems 
Period Oblf#aflon~ 
10/08/75- 11/30/78 FY78: $65,000 TOTAL: SMO.000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o f p e r  CASE Category 
VanDyke, H. JSClNachtwey, D. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 5257 University of Oklaboma - Norman 3188 
Research of the ultraviolet spectrum of a massive triple system 
OAO NAS 9-15547 Oregon State University 3194 
Perial otditations Food and fibre information evaluation study 
03/15/78-03/ 14/79 FY78: $572 TOTAL: $572 Period Oblbtions 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caegory 05/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $24,350 TOTAL: i24.350 
Herczeg, T. J. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. Plin. I ~ W S I .  NASA T&. officer CASE category 
1 1-Astronomy Eisgruber, L. JSC/Peterson, J. 53-Other Medical 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OREGON (Continued) 
NGL 38-002420 Oregon State University 31% 
Study of elemental abundances in meteorite and terrestrial 
matter 
Penal Obliptions 
08/26/6&02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: S413,622 
Prin. Inwsc. NASA Ted.  W c e r  CASE Category 
Schmitt, R. A. HQSL/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Roberson, F. I. 
NGL 38002439 Oregon State University 31% 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OMigations 
01/19/71-01/31/80 FY78: $32,037 TOTAL: $481,657 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Trei. officer CASE Category 
Schmitt, R. A. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGL 38002053 Oregon State University 3197 
Development and operation of an environmental remote sensing 
applications laboratory 
Petid Obligations 
031 16/72-0313 118 1 FY78: $125,000 TOTAL: $850,00 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ofJicer CASE Category 
Schrumpf, B. J .  HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 4013 Oregon State University 3198 
Problems associated with flight control in turbulence 
Perid Wigations 
09/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,818 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tceh officer CASE Cotegory 
Ruzicka, J .  DFRC/Iliff, K. W. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 7178 Oregon Sate  University 3199 
Examination of the suggested modes of origin of channels found 
on the Moon and Mars 
Period 061ipiionr 
01/01/76-01/31/79 FY78: $24,990 TOTAL: W,650 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Te&. ofJicer CASE Gatqog 
Komar, P. D. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/Boyce, J. M. 
NCA 2581801 University of Oregon - Eugene 3U)O 
A computer-based measure of vocal stress 
Period Obligaiions 
07/01/7806/30/79 FY78: $14,985 TOTAL: $ 14,985 
Prin. Inwst. NASA T&. o f m r  CASE Category 
Brenner, M. ARC/Dunn, R. S. @-Psych, NEC 
Branscomb, H. 
NGL W 2 2  University of Oregon - E8gow 3201 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligarions 
02/09/71-01/31/81 FY78: $80,968 TOTAL: $581,772 
Prin. Inlrst. NASA Tech. W i n r  CASE Category 
WeilI, D. F. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
NGR 38803-020 University of Oregon - Eugene 3202 *?j 
Inspection of petrologically significant physical and chemical 
propertics of the silicate melts 
Period Obli@tiom 
06/01/70&2/28/8 1 FY78: $122,4% TOTAL: $778,167 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafqory 
Weill, D. F. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 33-~eological Sci 
HQSL/French, 3. E. 
NGR 38003436 University of Oregon - Eugene 3203 
Transition probability in multiply ionized atoms, 
Period Obligatiions 
07/03/72-09/01/79 FY78: S68,00D TOTAL: $205,500 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tcd. o f f i r  CASE Category 
Crasemann, B. ARCIWhiting, E. E. 1EPhysics 
NSG 7360 University of Oregon - Eugene 3204 
Far-infrared measurements of trace constituents 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $43,880 
Prin. Invat. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegoo' 
Nolt, I. G. HQ-STlTilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
Radostitz, J. V. HQST/Simon, N. K. 
NAS 8-32162 University of Oregon-Health Sci. Ctr. 3205 
Analytical study of electrophoretic characterization of kidney 
cells 
Period OMigations 
08/06/76-06/05/78 FY78: TOTAL: $53,741 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. Wirer  CASE Gategofl 
Knox, R. 3. MSFC/Scott, F. E. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
MSFCIMiller, T. Y. 
NAS 8-32353 University of Oregon-Health Sci. Ctr. 3206 
SPAR project: Counter current distribution of biologicals 
Period Obligations 
12/01/7612/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: 557,665 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ouycer CASE Category 
Brooks, D. E. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 5 1-Biology 
MSFC/Chassay, R. P. 
NAS 8-32609 Uoiversity of Oregon-Health Sei. Ctr. 3207 
Electrophoretic separator experiments 
Period Obligatio~w 
08/08/77-W/30/79 FY78: $49,899 TOTAL: $64,899 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. officer C A S  Gategory 
Seaman, G. V. MSFC/Reevcs, F. A. 5 1-Biology 
MSFC/Snydcr, R. S. 
NAS 8-32817 University of OregmHerJth Sci. Ctr. 3208 
Counter current distribution of biologic cells 
Periad 01YfpIions 
03/07/78-03/06/79 FY78: 549.996 TOTAL: $49,9% 
Phi. hwsl.  NASA Tmh. ofjicer CASE Category 
Brooks, D. E. MSFC/Nemn, B. N. 5 1-Biology 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
QENNSYEVANIA 
' PENNSYLVANIA 
NSG 3136 Burknell University 3209 
Development of a predictive model for thermal and thermo- 
oxidatives stability of PMR polymide graphite fiber composites 
Pericd Obli#atim 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $14,992 TOTAL: 529,024 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Snyder, W. J. LERCfGluyas, R. E. 43-Chem Engr 
LERCfSerafini, T. T. 
NAS 3-20370 Carnegie - Mellon University 3210 
Evaluation of the mechanical properties of electroslag refined 
Fe- 12 Ni alloys 
Perial OMigaIIons 
09/02/76-08/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $36,977 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OjJicer CASE Category 
Bhat, G. K. LERC/Witzke, W. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NGR 39-087-021 Carnegie - Mellon University 3211 
Studies of heterodyne solar cell performance 
Period Ofdigations 
03/26/70-04/30/79 FY78: $30,404 TOTAL: $3 16,423 
Ptin. Invesr. NASA Tcch. Oflicer CASE Cstqory 
Milnes, A. G. LARClWalker, G. H. 13-Physics 
LARCfConway, E. J. 
NGR 39-0874E3 Carnegie - Mellon University 3212 
Special finite elements for cracks in elasto-plastic media 
Pcrid Ofdigations 
09/01 173-10/07/77 FY78: TOTAL: $143.436 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Categoty 
Swedlow, J.  L. LERC/Srawley, J. E. 46-Mech Engr 
LERCfGross, B. 
NSG 3172 Camegie - Mellon University 3213 
Evaluation of failure mechanics in composites 
Period Obligations 
12/01/77-12/01/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofiicer CASE Category 
Swedlow, J. L. LERCfSrawley, J. E. 46-Mech Engr 
LERCfBrown, W. F., Jr. 
NSG 3202 Carwgie - Mellon University 3214 
A preliminary thermal analysis of redproeating seals for the stirling 
engine 
Period Obligations 
07/01/78- 11/30/78 FY78: $6,715 TOTAL: $6.715 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. miter CASE Catqory 
Hughes, W .  F. LERC/Cunningham, R.E. 46-Mech Engr 
LERCfLudwig, L. P. 
NAS 1-14393 Drexel University 3215 
Science support for the limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere 
experiment 
Period Obligalims 
04/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: $16,000 TOTAL: $53,000 
Prin. Invesi. NASA Tech. o//rcer CASE Catqory 
House, F. B. LARC/Russell, J. M., III 31-Atmos Sci 
LARCfJames, R. L., Jr. 
N A S  5-22946 Drexel University 3216 
Science support for the earth radiation budget experiment on 
Nimbus G 
Period O~igal ims 
01/12/76-10/01/80 FY78: $80,108 TOTAL: S 120,108 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojpcer CASE Cotegory 
House, F. B. GSFClNelsen, E. D. f 3-Physics 
NSG 14% Drexel University 3217 
Research on singular perturbation techniques for on-line optimal 
control 
Perid OMigations 
02/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $24,768 TOTAL: $24,768 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. W p n r  CASE Category 
Catise, A. J. kARC/Price, D. B. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Dunning, R. S. 
NSG 1545 Drexel University 3218 
Development of a climate model using a time-dependent energy 
balance formulation 
Period Obligations 
07/01 /78-06/30/79 FY78: $21,500 TOTAL: $21,500 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. Of/icer CASE Category 
House, F. B. LARCJSmith, G. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
Jafolla, J. C. LARC/Suttles, J. T. 
NSG 3090 Drexel University 3219 
Theory for nonlinear reactiondiffusion phenomena with applica- 
tion to free radical recombination 
Period Obligations 
10/01/75-09/31/78 FY78: 523,000 TOTAL: $78.500 
Prin. Inw~t.  NASA Td. o/pcer CASE Category 
Rosen, G. H. LERCfZeleznik, F. J. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 3128 Drexel University 32Xl 
Interface characterization of metal matrix composites 
Period 01Yigatim 
10/01/76-10/31/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $70,000 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o / f i r  CASE Catqory 
Lawley, A. LERCfGrimes, H. H. 47-Materials Engr 
Konak, M. J. LERC/ Lad, R. A. 
NSG 5162 Drexel University 3221 
Utilization of satellite data and regional scale numerical models 
in short range weather forecasting 
Pcnbd OHigations 
03/01/77-05/3 1/79 FY78: $69,900 TOTAL: $204,900 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cale#ory 
Kreitzberg, C. GSFCJUcellini, L. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSG 6007 Drexel University 3222 NCA 2-380801 Lehigh University 3229 < ,  
Ekctrochemical concentration a l l  ozonesonde performance tests The infrared spectrum of gaseous N205 / 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
05/01/7&11/30/78 FY78: $45,650 TOTAL: $103,250 1010 1177- 1213 1/78 FY78: $5,221 TOTAL: $5,221 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflifer CASE Category Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech qj icer CASE Category 
Hackney, R. L. WFC/Holland, A. C. 31-Atmos Sci Lovejoy, R. W. ARC/Boese, R. W. 12-Chemistry 
Hackney, K. R. ARClChackerian, C., Jr. 
NSG 6019 Drexel University 3223 NGL 39W7-007 Lehigh University 3230 
Theoretical investigations into the scattering of light by real Investigation of solidification structure &, eutectic alloys including 
aerosols consideration of properties control 
Perial Obligations Period Obligations 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $17,750 TOTAL: $17,750 021 17/65-07/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $415,361 
Plin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Prin. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Acquista, C. R. WFC/Holland, A. C. 13-Physics Kraft, R. W. LERC/Ashbrook, R. L. 
Hertzberg, R. W. 47-Materials Engr 
Notis, M. R. 
NAS 9-35620 Hahnemann Medical College & Hospital 3224 
Parotid fluid analysis of blood anti-motion sickness drug levels 
Period Obligations 
07/05/78-08/3 1/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJ&r CASE Category 
. Digregorio, G. J. JSC/Homick, J. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 8-32406 Lehigh University 3225 
1)evelopment of a stable lowelectroosmotic mobility coating for 
use in electrophoresis systems 
Period Obligations 
05/25/77-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $40,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE (lotgory 
VanDerHoff, J. W. MSFC/Kornfield, D. M. 51-Biology 
Micale, F. J. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
NAS 8-32657 Lehigh University 3226 
Evaluation of surface properties in space processing applications 
rocket electrophoresis 
Pedal Obligations 
081 18/77-08/17/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pdn. Inwt .  NASA Tech. Ojjicer CASE Category 
VanDerHoff, J. W. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Micale, F. J. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 
El-Asser, M. S. 
NGR 39-007-011 Lehigh University 3231 
Investigation of fatigue-crack propagation in thin plates and 
shells 
Period Obligations 
11/30/6410/31/78 FY78: $14,355 TOTAL: $412,200 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJRcer CASE Category 
Erdogan, F. LARC/Everett, R. A.. Jr. 
LARCjFichter. W. B. 21-Mathematics 
NGR 39-007-043 Lehigh University 3232 
Shock and thermal history of unusual iron meteorites 
Period OMidat~ons 
05/24/71-0313 1/79 FY78: $43,000 TOTAL: $215,240 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. qj icer CASE Category 
Goldstein, J. I. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geological Sci 
Williams, D. B. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGR 39-007-056 Lehigh University 3233 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligati~s 
01/12/71-01/31/81 FY78: $72,346 TOTAL: $474,096 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tah. qj icer CASE Category 
Goldstein, J. I. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
NAS 8-32951 Leaih ~dversi ty  3227 
Experiment for materials processing in space production of large 
partick size monodisperse latexes NGR 39-007-061 Lehigb University 3234 
perid obl@ti~nr Investigation of generation of X-rays in close binary stars 
02/22/78-02/22/83 FY78: $174,315 TOTAL: $174.315 Period Ob4igations 
~ m .  ~nws t .  NASA Ted.  Oflcer CASE Cotqwry 031 10/73-06/30/80 FY78: $19,000 TOTAL: $47,965 
VanDcrHoff, J. W. MSFC/Williams, J. R. 13-Physics Prin. I ~ W S I .  NASA T&. oj f i er  CASE c01egory 
MSFC/Kornfcld, D. M. McCluskey, G. E., Jr. JSC/Potter, A. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 9-15619 Lehigh University 3228 NGR 39-007-064 Lehigh University 3235 
Development of space bioproassing system Lunar sample analysis 
Period Obligations Period Obligations 
06/01 178-0513 1/79 FY78: S60,000 TOTAL: $60.000 06/07/7 1-0313 1/79 FY78:$11,810 TOTAL:$325,915 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJjicer CASE Cotegory Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wpcer CASE Category 
Nyiri, L. K. JSC/Momson, D. R. 5PLife Sci, NEC Sclar, C. B. JSC/Hams, J. W. 13-Physics 
Charles, M. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSG 3162 Lebigh University 3236 
Blade flutter in compressors and fans: Numerical simulation of 
aerodynamic loading 
Period Obligations 
01/01/78-12/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: $67,500 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Rockwell, D. 0. LERC/Batterton, P. G. 41-Aero Engr 
Johnson, S. H. LERC/Kurkov, A. P. 
NAS 5-24264 Pennsylvania State University 3242 
Application of satellite data to the study of urban heating 
patterns 
Period Oblisations 
09/23/77-07/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $32,500 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Carlson, T. N. GSFC/Oseroff, H. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFCIStuart, L. M. 
NAS 5-24329 Pennsylvania State University 3243 
Technology transfer study 
NSG 3179 Lehigh University 3237 period obligations 
Time-dependent response of unidirectional and laminate corn- 10/01/77-01/27/79 FY78: TOTAL: $36,648 
posites under static and impact loading Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Caterorv 
Period Obligations Feller, I .  R. 
021 13178-02/12/79 FY78: $52,315 TOTAL: $52,315 
. . , . 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Sih, G. C. LERC/Chamis, C. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
Chen, E. P. LERCISmith, G. T. 
NSG 3193 Lehigh University 3238 
' Application of fine mesh particles to metal and organic substrates 
for ion beam texturing applications 
Period OMigations 
04/10/78-04/09/79 FY78: $14,990 TOTAL: $14,990 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O//icer CASE Category 
Micale, F. J. LERC/Sovey, J. S. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 5.23800 Lincoln University 3239 
Medical information management system 
Perid Obligations 
1 1/22/76 12/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $78,336 
Prin. bwst. NASA Tech. Ojfier CASE Category 
Frankowsky, J. W. GSFC/Alterescu, S. 53-Other Medical 
KSC/Buchanan, P. 
NGT 39-108-750 Lincoln University 3240 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
fields 
Period OMigaIiom 
06/01/75-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $21,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Category 
Williams, W., Jr. HQLU/Poh$, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQU/Jenkins, H. G. 
NAS 62602 Pennsylvania State University 3244 
Develop a synoptic ionization measurement system 
PeriDd Obligations 
11/01/7410/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $72,724 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Hak, L. C. WFC/Duke, J. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 
NAS 62726 Pennsylvania State University 3245 
Stratosphere and mesosphere structure and circulation studies 
Period Obligations 
03/04/7606/03/79 FY78: $37,494 TOTAL: $87,415 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. O//ier CASE Category 
Olivero, J. WFC/Duke, J. R. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 
NAS 62818 Pennsylvania State University 3246 
Develop a two-dimensional numerical model to test the re- 
lationship of rapid mesospheric warming~ to intense tropospheric 
convection 
Period Obligations 
03/01/77-08/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $21,667 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Clark, J. H. WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 4-2826 Pennsylvania State University 3247 
Analysis of stratospheric and mesospheric data 
Period Obligations 
04/18/77-M/ 17/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 1,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted .  oj/rcer CASE Category 
Hale, L. C. WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 31-Atmos !ki 
WFC/Duke, J. R. 
NAS 5.23859 Pennsylvania State University 3241 NAS 832046 Peonsylvania State University 3248 
U-2 and LANDSAT data processing and intralab analysis Dynamic structure of stable atmospheric boundary layer 
support Period obf~alihc 
Period Obliga~ions 09/09/76-03/ 10178 FY78: TOTAL: $34,837 
01/21/77-11/15/78 FY78: $64,935 TOTAL: $134,243 Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
prim. hvrst. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category Blackadar, A. K. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
McMurtry, G. J. GSFC/Alford, W. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC MSFC/Camp, D. W. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA ( Continued) 
NAS 9-15427 Pennsylvania State University 3249 
. Interactive graphics software/techniques development 
Period Obl~ations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $61,000 TOTAL: $61,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Stocker, F. J. JSC/Raney, J. L. 22-Computer Science 
NGR 39409-034 Pennsylvania State University 3256 
A study of low-cycle fatigue under multiaxiai in-phase and 
out-of-phase strain cycling 
Period OMigatiMf 
06/26/681)7/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $198,654 
Prin. I n w .  NASA T d .  O j / e r  CASE 01tegory 
Zamrik, S. Y. LERCIHirschberg, M. H: 
LERC/Halford, G. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 9-15566 Pennsylvania State University 3250 
Purification and cultivation of human pituitary growth hormone 
secreting cells 
Period 0 ~ i g a r 1 0 ~  NGR 39409477 Pennsylvania State University 3257 
0510 1/78-05/01/79 FY78: $85,000 TOTAL: $85,000 Investigation of near critical and supercritical burning of fuel 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j N r  CASE Category droplets 
Hymer, W. C. JSC/Momson, D. R. 5 1-Biology perid Obligatiou 
08/17/66-12/31/78 FY78: $21,175 TOTAL: $331,360 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. OJfimr CASE Category 
Faeth, G. M. LERC/Priem, R. J. 42-Astro Engr 
NAS 9-15584 Pennsylvania State University 325 1 
Kidney cell electrophoresis 
Period Obligations 
05/01/78-05/01/79 FY78: $49,979 TOTAL: $49,979 NGR 39*009-180 Pennsylvania State University 3258 
Prin. Inwt. NASA Tech. q/icer CASE Category Detection of microorganisms in their natural habitat 
Todd, P. W. JSC/Morrison, D. R. 52-Clinical Med period ~blig~triwr~ 061 12/7009/30/78 FY78: $34,158 TOTAL: $285,141 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @Tier CASE LSItqory 
Casida, L. E., Jr. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NGL 39-009-003 Pennsylvania State University 3252 
Research on electron densities in upper ionosphere, including 
studies of rocket & separating capsule experimental techniques - 
Period Obligati~u 
03/01/61-10/31/80 FY78: $100,000 TOTAL: $2,078,661 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojfiecr CASE Category 
Nisbet, J. S. HQST/King, J. H. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGR 39-009-270 




Amdt, R. E. 
Pennsylvania State University 3259 
Obligations 
FY78: TOTAL: $45,000 
NASA Ted. O j M r  CASE CaIegory 
LERC/Stone, J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NGL 391109-007 ' Pennsylvania State University 3253 NSG 1308 Pennsylvania State University 3260 
Investigation & analysis of flow phenomena of secondary motions A proposed study of propellers for general aviation aircraft 
in axial flow inducers Period OHkationr 
Period Oblira lions 07/01/76-1013 1/78 FY78: $49,891 TOTAL: $99,763 
121 15/63-03/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $279,750 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Cafegory 
prim hvrst. NASA Ted. @j'i~r CASE Caregory McCormick, B. W .  LARCIFisher, B. D. 41-Aero Engr 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERC/Britsch, W. R. 41-Aero Engr LARCIHall, A. W. 
NGL 3P009-010 Pennsylvania State University 3254 
Research to establish criteria for recognition of ancient meteorite 
impact craters whose characteristic surface forms have been 
obliterated by erosion 
A r i d  Obligations 
08/08/63-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S 169,563 
Pnn. Inrrst. NASA Tech. @Jicer CASE Category 
Gold, D. P. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NGL 3P009-032 Pennsylvania State University 3255 
Study and evaluation of the constant-momentum mass spectrome- 
ter for ion analysis in the D and E regions of the ionosphere 
Period OMigaIions 
05128165-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $ 707,932 
P*. I n w .  NASA Tech. W/icer CASE Category 
Kendall, B. R. WFC/Ballance, C. W., Jr. 13-Physics 
WFC/Gray, J. W. 
NSG 1328 Pennsylvania State University 3261 
An investigation of optimization techniques for drawing computer 
graphics displays 
Perial OYigali01u 
09/07/7609/06/77 FY78: TOTAL: $17,338 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tcch. Qffinr CASE Carclpry 
Stocker, F. R. LARC/Smith, R. F. 
22-Computer Science 
NSG 1387 Pennsylvania State University 3262 
Growth, perfection, and characterization of triglycine sulfate: A 
model for zero gravity growth 
Period Odligatiorw 
03/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. lnwst. NASA T d .  Wfimr CASE Category 
White, W. B. LARC/Fripp, A. L. 47-Materials Engr 
Spear, K. E. LARC/Crouch, R. K. 
Vedam, K. 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSG 2122 Pennsylvania State University 3263 
Subfornical organ and saltlwater balance 
Period Obligations 
01/01/7612/31/78 FY78: $23,800 TOTAL: $67,838 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJicer CASE Category 
Severs, W. B. ARC/Keil, E. C. 53-Other Medical 
ARC/Danellis, J. V. 
NSG 2241 Pennsylvania State University 3264 
High polymers based on posphazene and other inorganic 
systems 
Period Obligations 
061 15177-06/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Allcock, H. R. ARC/Fewell, L. L. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 30112 Pennsylvania State University 3265 
Compressor or fan rotor wake characteristics 
Perid Obligations 
06/28/74-10/27/79 FY78: S100,656 TOTAL: $269,038 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
' Lakshminarayana, B. LERCJHeidmann, M. F. 41-Aero Engr 
LERClFeiler, C. E. 
NSG 3016 Pennsylvania State University 3266 
Microstructural parameters and the Impact resistance of ceramic 
turbine materials 
Period Obligatrons 
' 07/01/74-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $140,000 
Prin Inwst NASA Tech O/ficer CASE Category 
Bradt, R. C. LERC/Sanders, W.A. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 3031 Pennsylvania State University 3267 
The unsteady response of an axial flow fan to inlet distortions 
Perid Obligations 
09/01 174-0513 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $56,641 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJicer CASE Category 
Henderson, R. E. LERC/Gelder, T. F. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3032 Pennsylvania State University 3268 
Blade end wall flows in compressors 
Period Obligations 
09/01/7408/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $50,801 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3097 Pennsylvania State University 3269 
Surface charge kinetics near metal-dielectric interfaces exposed 
to kilovolt electron flux 
Period Obligations 
03/01 /76-08/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $29,838 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficcr CASE Category 
Robinson, J. W. LERC/Berkopec, F. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
LERC/Stevens, N. J. 
NSG 3166 Pennsylvania State University 3270 
Mapping of electrical potential distributions with charged particle 
beams 
Period Obligations 
11/01/77-06/01/79 FY78: $34,250 TOTAL: $34,250 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Robinson, J. W.  LERC/Stevens, N. J. 13-Physics 
NSG 3212 Pennsylvania State University 327 1 
End wall flows in rotors and stators of a single stage com- 
pressor 
Period Obligations 
08/01/78-0713 1/79 FY78: $61,114 TOTAL: $61,114 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech, OJieer CASE Category 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERC/Sockol, P. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Sandercock, D. M. 
NSG 5185 Pennsylvania State University 3272 
Research of the nature and subsurface character of lineaments 
in Pennsylvania 
Pennod Obligalions 
0710 1 /77-09/30/79 FY78: $33,205 TOTAL: $65,843 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Alexander, S. S. GSFC/Allenby, R. J. 32-Geological Sci 
Gold, D. P. GSFCJThomas, H. H. 
NSG 5205 Pennsylvania State University 3273 
Utilization of satellite data in mesoscale models 
Period Obligations 
09/01/77-i1/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $46,500 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Anthes, R. A. GSFClAdler, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5212 Pennsylvania State University 3274 
Study of high latitude thermospheric densities and flow patterns 
Period Obligatim 
10/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $29,012 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Nisbet, J. S. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 13-Physics 
NSC 5276 Pennsylvania State University 3275 
Sythesis of regional crust and upper-mantle structure from seismic 
and gravity data 
Period Wigations 
061 15/78-06/ 14/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,00 
Pnin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. O@r CASE Category 
Alexander, S. S. GSFC/Allenby, R. 5 .  32-Geological Sci 
Lavin, P. M. GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
NSG 6004 Pennsylvania State University 3276 
Studies of mesospheric ionization 
Period Wi#ations 
1010 1 /75-09/30/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $85,000 
Prin. Inwsf. ' NASA Ted. Wflecr CASE Cstegory 
Ferguson, G. A. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Pless, R. H. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSG 7120 Pennsylvania State University 3277 NAS 833088 University of Pennsylvania 3284 
Physicochemical basis for evaluating lunar petrogenesis X-ray variability of 'nigh galactic latitude sources 
Period OM~gations Period 01Jigarionr 
,? 
i' 
02/01 /75-04/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $67,894 06/01/78-05/3 1/79 FY78: $17,145 TOTAL: $17,145 
Prin Invcsr NASA Tech officer CASE Category Prin. lnvesl NASA Ted. Of jmr  CASE Caiegory 
Muan, A. HQ-SLIGoidstein, B. E. Shen, B. S. MSFCjDailey, C. C. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7193 Pennsylvania State University 3278 
Temporal and spatial stress distribution in the lunar interior and 
related phenomena 
Period Obligations 
03/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $75,182 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. OJficer CASE Category 
Alexander, S. S. HQ-SL/Goldstein, 8. E. 
Sammis, C. HQ-SLjQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7350 Pennsylvania State University 3279 
Wind tunnel test and laboratory evaluation of photo ionization 
probe 
Period Obligations 
05/01/77-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 225,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Hale, L. C. HQ-STjTilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
York, T. M. 
NAS PI5531 University of Pennglvania 3285 
Development phase for Spacelab experiment (INS 101) 
Period OMigatiw 
03/0 1/78-07/01/8 1 FY78: $148,774 TOTAL: $148,774 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Brown, A. H. JSCjLintott, J. E. 5 1-Biology 
NGR 39-010-149 University of Pennsylvania 3286 
Plant morphogenesis under conditions of hypo- and hypergravia 
Period OMigarions 
09/01/73-0313 1/79 FY78: $58,682 TOTAL: $370,789 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Brown, A. H. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
Dahi, A. 0. HQSBjGeib, D. S. 
NSG 5296 University of Pennsylvania 3287 
Ultraviolet spectroscopy of peculiar eclipsing binary stars 
Period Wieations 
08/01 178-0713 1/79 FY78: $12,871 TOTAL: $12,871 
NSG 7465 Pennsylvania State University 3280 prin. invest. NASA Tech. gjicer CASE coregory 
Solubilities of C-0-S volatiles in lunar magmas and vapors Koch, R. H. GSFC/Boggess, A. I 1-Astronomy 
Period W / g a I i m  
07/01/78-06/30/79 GSFC/Fischel, D. FY78: $26,218 TOTAL: $26,218 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Eggler, D. HQSL/Quaide, W. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 2-9871 University of Pittsburgh 3288 
Vestibular receptors in space 
NAS 9-14979 Temple University 3281 period OMiratiom 
Ultraviolet-radiation induced skin cancer in experimental 10/15/77-04/04/79 FY78: $283,809 TOTAL: $283,809 
animals ~ r i n .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Ca~norv 
period obligations Gualtierierotti, T. ARC/Mah, R. W. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
04/26/76-07/3 1/79 FY78: $71,500 TOTAL: $224.993 Beacchi, F. 
Prin. hqst .  NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Urbach, F. JSClNachtwey, D. S. 51-Biology 
NAS 5-22892 University of Pittsburgh 3289 
NAS 9-15207 Temple University 3282 Laser plasma laser system study 
Development of Robertson-3erger sunburning ultraviolet meter PCM OMigatwns 
computer-compatible readout modification 02/26/7&02/26/79 FY78: $10,040 TOTAL: $42,918 
Period OMi#afions Pdn. Invcsr. NASA Tech. O / / e r  CASE Category 
01/03/77-09/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $10,040 Falk, J. GSFC/Kostiuk, T. 43-Chem Engr 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. OfJicer CASE Category 
Urbach, F. JSC/Nachtwey, D. S. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 5-25013 University of Pittsburgh 3290 
NAS 5-25136 University of Pennsylvania 3283 Study of infrared detection by intracavity upconversion 
Synthetic aperture radiometry study period Obligations 
period obligations 05/09/78-06/08/79 FY78: $4,817 TOTAL: $44,817 
081 18/78-03/17/79 FY78: $9,900 TOTAL: $9,900 P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. q j n n r  CASE Carrqory 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Falk, J. GSFC/Kostiuk, T. 13-Physics 
Kritikos, H. N. GSFC/Shiue, J. 13-Physics GSFC/Ogilvie, K. W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NASW 3042 University of Pittsburgh 3291 
Operation of an industrial applications center 
Pcrfod Obligaliom 
06/29/77-03/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $324,750 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j j i r r  CASE Cotgory 
Unavailable HQ-ETfBivins, R. G. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGL 39-011-013 University of Pittsburgh 3292 
Investigation of airglow excitation mechanisms using atomic beam 
techniques 
Period Obligations 
04/26/6541 131 180 FY78: TOTAL: $671,734 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cotegory 
Fite, W. L. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 2116 University of Pittsburgh 3297 
Feasibility of an instrument for the detection of the perturbative 
effects of planetary systems 
Period Obligations 
01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $19,269 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotgory 
Gatewood, G. D. ARCfBillingham, J. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 2117 University of Pittsburgh 3298 
Survey nearby stars for the perturbative effects of extrasolar 
planetary systems 
Perid Obliptions 
01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $47,644 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tuh. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Gatewood, G. D. ARCIBlack, D. C. I 1-Astronomy 
NGL 39411-030 University of Pittsburgh 3293 NSG 3002 University of Pittsburgh 
Studies of excitation and collision deactivation of measurable 3299 Dissolved chloride and ammonium ions miniature electrodes for 
A3 state of nitrogen in the aurora and day airglow in situ water quality 
Period Obligotionr Pcricd OMigatims 05/07/65-04/30/80 FY78: $66,000 TOTAL: $924,352 021 15/7406/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $99,174 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Zipf, E. C., Jr. HQSLfDonn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci Liu, C. C. LERC/ Fordyce, J. S. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. LERClLeibecki, H. F. 
' NGL 39-011485 University of Pittsburgh 
Studies relating to surfaces of moon & planets 3294 NSG3163 University of Pittsburgh 3300 
Period Obligotiions Determination of efficiencies, loss mechanisms and performance 
031 17/69-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $339,299 degradation factors in chopper controlled dc vehicle motors 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cotegory Period OMigotions 
Cassidy, W. A. HQSLfQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 09/01 /77-06/30/79 FY78: S9.730 TOTAL: $90,307 
Hapke, B. W. Prin. ~ R S I .  NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE CaIrgory Hamilton, H. B. LERCIMcBrien, E. F. 45-Elec Engr 
NGR 39-011-137 University of Pittsburgh 3295 
Dissociative recombination coefficients for ~Ianetarv ionos~heric NSG 3168 University of Pittsburgh 3301 
ions 
P c " ~  
Studies of magnetostriction and spin polarized band structures 
of rare earth intermetallies 
-. -- 
0712817 1-0513 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5174,512 period ~ i g o t i o n s  
Prin. Jnwst. NASA Tech. O//er  CASE Cotwry 09/26/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $52,804 
Biondi, M. A. ~ Q - ~ ~ / ~ e l l o w s ,  R. F. 31-~tmos-&i prim ~nvesr. NASA  ah. officer CASE ~otegory 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Wallace, W. E. LERClBrown, G. V. 13-Physics 
Sankar, S. G. 
NGR 39-011-161 University of Pittsburgh 3296 
Laboratory studies of kinetics of tropospheric and stratospheric 
aircraft pollutant reactions using atomic and molecular resonance 
fluorescence detection 
Prriod 0 ~ 0 1 i o n r  
06/03/7343/01/79 FY78: S60,000 TOTAL: $268.000 
Pdn. Inrcsr. NASA Trch. ofjicer CASE Category 
Kaufman, F. HQ-ST/Simon, N. K. 12-Chemistry 
HQST/Tilford, S. G. 
NSG 3214 University of Pittsburgh 3302 
Investigation of initiation stage of hot corrosion in Nu-base 
alloys 
Pcrnd M,%araR3. 
09/01/7849/01/81 FY78: $59,996 TOTAL: $59,996 
PW.  Inwst. NASA Trch. o/fier CASE Cotegory 
Meier, G. H. LERC/Kohl, F. J. 47-Maten'als Engr 
LERC/Steams, C. A. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSG 5270 University of Pittsburgh 3303 NGR 40.002116 Brown University 3309 
Lithological characterization of crystalline basement rock Lunar basins processes and structure A ;: i 
provinces in the United States period Ohfigations 
period Obligations 02/20/73-01/31/80 FY78: $39,982 TOTAL: S442,539 
041 15/78-04/ 14/79 FY78: $22,355 TOTAL: $22,355 Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. Olfrccr CASE Category 
ptin. ~nvcsc. NASA ~ech. oflicer CASE category Head, J. W .  HQSL/Goldstein, B. E. 
Lidiak, E. G. GSFC/Thomas, H. H. 32-Geological Sci Mutch, T. A. HQ-SLfQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
GSFC/Mead, G. D. 
NSG 6011 University of Pittsburgh 3304 NGR 40QO2-123 Brown University 3310 
Studies of the physics and chemistry of the terrestrial at- Lunar sample analysis 
mosphere Period Ohffgationr 
Period Obligations 05/01/73-01/31/79 FY78: $44,300 TOTAL: $192,223 
10/01/75-09/30/79 FY78: $233,832 TOTAL: S529.967 Prin. hnst. NASA Tech. O/Fcr CASE Cktegory 
Prin. I~HCSL NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category Rutherford, M. J. JSCfHarris, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
Zipf, E. C., Jr. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Pless, R. H. 
NSG 7147 University of Pittsburgh 3305 
Photometric analyses of Mariner 10 images of Venus and 
Mercury 
Period 0bIiga1ions 
3 06/23/75-12/01/78 FY78: $28,768 TOTAL: $93,780 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Hapke, B. W. HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 11-Astronomy 
NSG 9056 University of Pittsburgh 3306 
Measurement of reflectivities of rocks, minerals, glasses in the 
vacuum ultraviolet 
Period Obligotiow 
0310 1/77-02/,28/79 FY78: $47.000 TOTAL: $102,497 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Hapke, B. W. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
RHODE ISLAND 
NAS 1-9680 Brown University 3307 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of imaging 
period OhfigafioM 
03/25/70-09/30/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $764,682 
prin. lnw8t. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Mutch, T. A. LARC/Williaaw, T. S., Jr. 
LARCIGknny, W. R. 99-Multi-Di~cip 
NGR 40-002488 Brown University 3308 
Analysis of Martian geologic features of earth analogs 
Period O b l ~ i o M  
10/20/69-11/29/78 FY78: $154,132 TOTAL: $481,369 
Prin. Inrcft. NASA Td. CASE Cuepry 
Mutch, T. A. HQ-SLIDwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIBoya, J. M. 
NSG 3118 Brown University 3311 
Effect of processing parameters on reaction bonding silicon 
nitride 
Period obligations 
08/01/76-10/01/79 FY78: S40,oOD TOTAL: $138,200 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//iccr CASE Guegory 
Richman, M. H. LERC/Herbcll, T. P. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 1008 University of Rhade Island 3312 
Development of three dimensional numerical pollutant transport 
modeling techniques for continental shelf applications 
Periad W i g a 1 i 0 ~  
03/01/74-10/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $72,874 
Pnn Innst. NASA Tech. offlcrr CASE Cafegory 
Spaulding, M. L. LARCfPritchard, E. B. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1461 University of R W e  M8nd 3313 
Perform a sensitivity analysis on algorithms used to quantify 
pollutant distributions in coastal waters using remotely sensed 
data 
Pelial Obl@tioM 
10/15/77-12/31/78 FY78: $10,976 TOTAL: $10.976 
Prin. Inmr. NASA Tub. Q@iccr CASE Cat~ory  
Cornillon, P. C. LARC/Campbell, J. W .3EOceanography 
LARCfPritchard, E. B. 
NSG 14% University of Rbode Idlud 3314 
Use of numerical continental shelf circulation and pollutant 
transport models for analysis of remotely sensed data 
Perlod m m  
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $29,098 TOTAL: S29.098 
Prin. lnwst. NASA TmS. o/&r CASE Cklepry 
Spaulding, M. L. LARC/Campbell, J. W. 33-Oceanography 
NSG 7414 University of Rhode I s b d  3315 
Pakoflow processes and formation of Martian channels 
Perlod w i g a i i ~ ) ~ ~  
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: S15.216 TOTAL: $15,216 
j'hn ..- ssr. NASA Ttch. of&? CASE m y  
Boothroyd, J. C. HQSL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boya, J. M. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
NAS 9-13669 Clemson University - CIemson 3316 
High temperature hyperfiltration water reclamation unit 
Period Obligations 
081 14/73-02/ 15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $122,050 
Prin. bvcsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Caddis, J. L. JSC/Reveley, W. F. 46-Mech Engr 
Brandon, C. A. 
NSG 1297 Clemson University - Clemson 3317 
Crack growth in bonded isotropic and orthotropic elastic 
half-planes 
Period Oblib~tions 
04/01/76- 101 15/79 FY78: $65,911 TOTAL: $98,058 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. OfJict-r CASE Category 
Goree, J. G. LARC/Poe, C. C., Jr. 46-Mech Engr 
LARCIKennedy, J. M. 
NSG 1411 Clemson University - Clewson 3318 
Optimization of fiber reinforced structures to satisfy aeroelastic 
requirements 
Period Obligations 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $29,355 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Rudisill, C. S. LARC/Doggett, R. V., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Bauld, N. R., Jr. 
NSG 3225 Clemson University - Clemson 3319 
Development of a percutaneous implant using ion-beam sputtering 
technique 
Period Obligations 
09/ 15/78-09/ 15/79 FY78: 516,545 TOTAL: S 16,545 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ON&r CASE Category 
Park, J. B. LERCIWeigand, A. J. 5lOther Medical 
VonRecum, A. F. LERClBanks, B. A. 
Kenner, G. H. 
NSG 8044 Swtb Cudina *te Cdlege 3320 
Direct curnnt transformers with magnetoresistive secondaries 
Perial (UW@lialu 
091 13/76-08/08/78 FY78: TOTAL: $24,924 
PrNr. Inlrsr. NASA T d .  officer CASE Ce~aory 
Payne, J. E. MSFC/Urban, E. W. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NAS 828660 University of Sou& C a m l i  3321 
Study of microwave down-converters operating in KU band 
Period oar@Iiar 
04/19/72-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $104,998 
Prln. l n w .  NASA Ted. @firer CASE CMqory 
Felkrs, R. G. MSFC/Lowrey, D. 0. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFC/Slephens, J. K. 
NGL 41-00U103 University of Soutb Carolina 3322 
l n f r a d  spectra of molecules & materials of astrophysical 
interest 
Period OMigations 
05/10/65-05/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $280,498 
Prin. Insrat. NASA Tech. o//ict-r CASE Colqorj' 
Dung, J. R. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 1334 University of South Carolina 3323 
Comparative spectral radiometry of primary producers in a salt 
marsh estuary 
Period Obl@uions 
08/09/76-01/08/78 FY78: TOTAL: $21,604 
Prin. Invcsl. NASA Tech. o//inr CASE Category 
Zingmark, R. G. LARC/Katzbe;rg, S. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LARC/Jobson, D. J. 
NSG 1523 Umversity of Sollth Carolim 3324 
Feasibility of remote sensing benthic microalgae 
period ~bligarions 
04/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $2,450 TOTAL: $2,450 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/Jicrr CASE Category 
Zingmark, R. G. LARC/Jobson, D. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LARCIKatzberg, S. J. 
NSG 7076 University of South Carolina 3325 
Paleohydrology of Mars 
Period OMigaIions 
07/01/7409/30/78 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $104,599 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. QfJinr CASE Cotegory 
Nummedal, D. HQSL/Dwornik, S.E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 70% University of South Camlina 3326 
A model for the formation of protocells from glycine-rich 
proteimoids 
Period Obligations 
10/08/7411/30/78 FY78: $28,000 TOTAL: $110,498 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wfirer .CASE Category 
Rohlfing, D. L. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
NAS 9-15322 South Dakota School of Mines & Ted~ 3327 
Development of microprocessor-controlled Lower Body Negative 
Pressure (LBNP) system 
Pedul a4igafiar 
051 15178-05/15/79 FY78: S23,000 TOTAL: $23,000 
Prim. inwst. NASA T d .  afJker CME aWoY 
Gowen, R. J. JSCjHull, W. E. 5 l-BiO1o%y 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
SOUTH DAKOTA (Continued) 
. NAS 5-24206 South Dakota State University 3328 
Applications of heat capacity mapping mission satellite data to 
the study of urban heating patterns 
Periad o b l i p t h  
06122177-06/2 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: 577,270 
Prin. I n w t .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Moore, D. GSFC/Gordon, F., Jr. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 5-24358 South Dakota State University 3329 
Soil moisture workshop 
Period O(il@tions 
1 1 /08/77-09/07/78 FY78: $44,793 TOTAL: W,793 
Pnn. I m .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegorj, 
Myers, V. I. GSFC/Schmugge, T. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Moore, D. G. 
NAS 9-15345 Swth Dakota State University 3330 
Preparation of agrophysical maps 
Period Ob/i#alions 
05/17/77-12/15/78 FY 78: 5 12,460 TOTAL: $29,460 
Pnn. Invcsc. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Westin, F. C. JSC/Downs, J. 32-Geological Sci 
NGL 42003407 South Dakota State University 333 1 
Remote sensing of soils, land forms, and land use in the northern 
great plains in preparation for ERTS applications 
Period obtigtuions 
07/27/7006/30/80 FY78: $ 150,000 TOTAL: S1,350,0DO 
Prin. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. OfJiecr CASE Category 
Myers, V. I. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
TENNESSEE 
NGR 43-021-002 Fislr University 3332 
Optical effect of contamination of infrared windows by materials 
in outer space 
Period Obligainr 
11/01/73-04/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $107,187 
Pdn. Inrrst. NASA T d .  w i r e r  CASE Cutegory 
Silberman, E. MSFC/Kroes, R. L. 13-Physics 
Springer, J. MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NSG 5297 Fisk University 3333 
Neutrino interactions at cosmic ray energies 
&r*d ObiCtianS 
09/01/78-08/31/79 FY78: S27.500 TOTAL: $27,500 
PHn. Inrrst. NASA Ted.  w e r  CASE -WV 
Mickens, R. E. GSFC/Stecker, F. W. 1ZPhysics 
NSG 8aM Fisk University 3334 
Asymptotic properties of scattering amplitudes 
Period W W h  
06/02/76 1210 1/78 FY18: $1,941 TOTAL: $55,641 
PHn. Inrcsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotepry 
Mickens, R. E. MSFC/Kent, M. I. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 8060 Fisk University 3335 
Optical characterization of zero-gravity grown crystals 
period Olil&atians / 
041 17/78-02/ 16/79 FY78: $49,175 TOTAL: $49,175 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE C u ~ o r y  
Silberman, E. MSFC/Kroes, R. L. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
NAS 5-23801 Mehany Medical .College 3336 
Investigation of medical information management system 
application in a complex health care facility 
Period Obligationr 
12/07/76-02/07/79 FY78: TOTAL: $55,564 
Prin. Inwt .  NASA Tech. @f i r  CASE Category 
Anderson, R. S. GSFC/Alterescu, S. 52-Clinical Med 
Braun, G. GSFC/Friedman, D. S. 
NAS 9-15441 Tennessee M t e  University 3337 
An analysis of methods and techniques used by government 
agencies in managing indirect costs at major aerospace firms 
Period Obligations 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $32,568 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Sampson, C. JSC/Easley, R. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGT 43414750 Tennessee State University 3338 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
Period Obligations 
06/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: 514,W TOTAL: $56,000 
Prh. Invcst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Malkani, M. J. HQ-LU/Pohly, I. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-U/Jenkins, H. G. 
NSG 8032 Tennessee Sbte University 3339 
An investigation of the motion of small particles as related to 
the formulation of zero gravity experiments 
Period oar&lIbnr 
01/01/76-12/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $45,894 
Prin. Invcst. NASA T d .  q / i n r  CASE &tegory 
Bums, R. G. MSFClKent, M. I. 46Mech Engr 
NAS 8-31W Ten- Terbnologial University 3340 
Study of utilization of solar energy for residentid heating and 
cooling application 
Period Obllgmmr 
07/01/75-09/01/77 FY78: TOTAL: $32,890 
Prin. Inwst. NASA T d .  officer CASE Cafegory 
Griggs, E. I. MSFC/Humphries, W. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Hall, C. F. 
NGR 43.003-015 Teonessee Technologid University 3341 
Investigation of open-loop amplification of Reynolds number 
dependent processes 
Perlod -- 
09/16/71-01/01/79' FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $157,750 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. w r  CASE C a r p ~  
Ventrice, M. B. LERC/Priem, R. J. . 46-Me& E n g  
Peddieson, J. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (continued) 
NAS 5.20672 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3342 NAS 8-32031 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3349 
Molecular absorption parameters study Field study of advcction fog 
Period OMlgatio~u Period Oblfgariw 
07/29/74-08/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $26.410 09/01/76-03/21/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $64,985 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE C b t m  Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. q l F r r  CASE Cbtaoty 
Fox, K.  GSFC/Kunde, V. G. 31-Atmos Sci Connell, J. R. MSFC/Vaughan, 0. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFClHanel, R. A. 
NAS 5-24250 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3343 
A study of modulation and data-transfer techniques applied to 
satellite data collection 
Period OMigatioru 
08/02/77-08/02/78 FY78: TOTAL: S57.335 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Rochelle, R. W. GSFC/Allen, W. 4EElec Engr 
Smith, S. 
NAS 8-32118 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3350 
Natural wind environment criteria for the design of wind 
machines 
Period OM&ations 
06/28/76 1211 3/77 FY78: TOTAL: S40,OOO 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @ p e r  CASE Cat- 
Frost, W. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Alexander, M. 
NAS 832484 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3351 
NAS 125101 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3344 Selected fluid analysis for &ace processing programs 
Energy conservation task Period ~ W i o n s  
Period Obliptions 061 10/77-06/09/78 FY78: TOTAL: $14,000 
06/23/78-02/23/79 FY78: S18.759 TOTAL: S18,759 Pdn. Invcsr. NASA Ted. Qffi-r CASE Category 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech.' officer CASE Calegory Collins, F. MSFC/Schafer, C. F. 47-Materials Engr 
Snyder, W. M. GSFC/Golden, T. S. 39-Env Sci, NEC Frost, W. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 
NAS 8-29271 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3345 
Application of image enhancement techniques to remote manipula- 
tor operations 
P e d  O M @ h  
01/08/73-11/14/78 FY78: 31,700 TOTAL: $203,716 
PHn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojfher CASE Colegwy 
Gonzalez, R. C. MSFC/Huggins, C. T. 45-Ekc Engr 
MSFC/Borelli, M. T. 
NAS 8-32611 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3352 
Ice chambers design and warm fog microphysics applicable to 
the understanding and interptctation of flight experiments under 
low gravity conditions 
Period 061&atim 
07/29/77-06/30/79 FY78: $21,912 TOTAL: S37.708 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. m r  CASE Cblqrory 
Carter, J. M. MSFC/Anderson. B. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Vaughan, 0. H. 
NAS 8-29584 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3346 NAS 8-32635 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3353 
Study of wind profiks over nonuniform surface relative to ground Feasibility study of slant-range visibility by lidar technique 
design of aircraft & space vehicles PCM Odllp- 
perid tWgmtim 09/09/77-10/14/78 FY 78: TOTAL: $13,269 
02/02/73-09/ 12/78 FY78: S5.000 TOTAL: S426,446 NASA ~ech. q7ker CASE megory Prin. Inrrst. 
Pdn. inrrst. NM.4 Ted. ofpmr CASE Cmqtwy Kohl, R. H. MSFC/Camp. D. W. 31-Atmos S C ~  
Frost, W. MSFC/Sloan, J. 46-Mech Engr MSFC/Moore, W. W., Jr. 
NAS 8-31718 University of Tennessee - KnoxviUe 3347 NAS 8-32692 Umversity of T~naessee - Knoxvilk 3334 
Thunderstorm modeling and satellite ground truth cloud studies Gust gradient analysis 
P e d  -- P e d  
1 I/ 14175-10/06/78 FY78: TOTAL: S68,807 07/07/7&05/06/79 FY78: $86,875 TOTAL: S86.875 
Prin. In=:. NASA Tech. -r CASE Cuegory Inrrai. NASA Td. Qpccr CASE C W w v  
Frost, W. MSFC/H%, K. 31-Atmos Sci Frost, W. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Connell, J. MSFC/Tumer, R. MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
NAS 8-31980 University of Ten.~ssee - Kwxv*& 3348 NAS 8-33065 University of Tcaacssce - Kwxvi1k 3356 
Tennessee Remote Sensing Applications Research Accuracy analysis of pointing control system of solar power 
~ e d  w- station 
04/ 13/7604/12/77 FY78: TOTAL: $15,000 ~elitai - 
Prin. hrrst. NASA Tech. offr-r CASE m r y  w/26/78-12/12/78 FY78: $ 1 0 , ~  TOTAL: 510,000 
Shahroki, F. MSFC/Paludan. C. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC Prin. i n w .  NASA ~ech. U S E  C.yorp 
MSFC/Daniels, J. L., Jr. Hung, J. C. MSFC/Guttman, C. H. 4QMech Engr 
P a b h ,  P. z. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NAS 8-33225 University of Tennemee - Knoxville 3356 NSG 1391 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3363 
Air breathing engine/trajectory optimization study A high order accurate finite ekment algorithm for high Reynolds 
p e d  m&aiaa number flow prediction 
09/29/7&09/29/79 FY78: $17,026 TOTAL: $17,026 pnw w@tlonr 
prin. ~nwat. NASA Tub. OjFcr CASE ~.~cgoty  02/ 15/77-02/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,148 
Smith, V. K., 111 MSFC/Mcrckr, D. R. 41-Aero Engr Prin. lnmt. NASA Tech. OfFur CASE 
MSFC/Stafford, W. H. Baker, A. J. LARC/Smith, R. E. ii-Mathematics 
LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 
NAS 9-15164 University of Tonnesee - Kmxville 3357 
Influence of space flight on erythropoietin activity and in- 
hibition 
Period aWbrrrionr 
10/21/7605/01/79 FY78: $58,600 TOTAL: $120,600 
P&:Inrcsl. NASA T d .  W M r  CASE Cuegory 
Chcn, J. P. JSC/Kimzey, S. L. 52-Clinical Med 
NGL 4U#)1-006 University of Teuoessee - KsoxviUe 3358 
Spearoscopic studiis of life shape of atmospheric gases & of 
absorption bands of inorganic solids 
Period Obl&olionr 
01/07/64-09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $1,318,628 
Pdn. bwst. NASA Ted. Wicrr CASE C-ry 
Gaikar, N. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLJBrunk, W. E. 
NGL 43-001-140 University of Teasewee - Knoxville 3359 
Experimental investigations of opaque miaerals and cooling history 
of lunar rocks 
Pcrbd ow&!aionr 
09/01/73-01/31/80 FY78: S32,679 TOTAL: S408,855 
Prin. Inusr. NASA Tech. O/Frr  CASE Orqory 
Taylor, L. A: JSC/Hams, J. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGR 43-001-134 Uaiversity of Teasesee - Kwxvilk 3360 
Research on fan noise caused by fluctuating lit, inlet turbuknce, 
and distortion 
P c d  W W h  
06/27/7U)8/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $47,060 
P&. Inau(. NASA Tub. m r  CASE C q o r y  
Lunsdaine, E. LERCIDittmar, J. H. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1529 University of Ten- - Wlloxville 3364 
A split finite ekment algorithm for the compfessibk Navkr-Stokes 
equations 
PC& -1iO'JJ 
05/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $20,669 TOTAL: $20,669 
Pnil. Inwsl. NASA T d .  QIj7ccr CASE Chkpy 
Baker, A. J. LARC/Smith, R. E. 
22-Computer Science 
LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 
NSG 3173 University of Teaaessee - Knoxville 3366 
Assessment and development of analytical models for forced 
convective turbulent heat transfer in the near critical region 
P e d  WtgmiLm 
11/01/77-11/01/78 FY78: $29.890 TOTAL: $29,890 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O/Fcr CASE Colcgw 
Reid, R. L. LERC/Graham, R. W. 46-Mech Engr 
LERC/Hendricks, R. C. 
NSG 3224 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3366 
Parametric study of potential early commercial power plants 
(MHDl 
Pcrbd w @ t h  
11/01/7&07/31/79 FY78: S150.000 TOTAL: $150,000 
P&. Inusr. NASA Tuh. OjFcr CASE Category 
Dicks, J. B. LERC/So&, R. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Chapman, J. N. LERC/Seikcl, G. R. 
Markant, H. P. 
NSG 7049 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3367 
Line identification and lifetime measurements in the XUV and 
NSG 1171 University of Te-wee - Kwxvilk 3361 soft X-ray ngions 
Study of tandem bladcs for hekopter rotors ?&d wbuh 
rcrbd W b n r  05/01 /74-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $37,251 
06/01/%-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $70.465 frh. /nmt, NASA T d .  Wfkrr w 
P&. lnru. NASA ~ d ,  Cy*r CASE ~rrcrlory §ellin, 1. A. HQST/Bohlin, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
Lumsdainc, E. LARC/Hammond, C. E. 41-Aem Engr 
NSG 1224 University of Teuessce - Kmxvllle 3362 NSG 7413 University of Tennessee - KmxviUe 3368 
A study of unsteady transonic flow analysis Petrologic studies of meteorite groups 
&id mw- &Ad -* 
08/07/7501/06/79 FY78: S25.650 TOTAL: $70,770 02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $21,975 TOTAL: $21,975 
Pnil. I n ~ u t .  NASA Tuh. qDOrrr CASE c.ulorl NASA T d .  CASE -0ry 
K i b k ,  K. R: LARC/Bland, S. R. 41-Atn, E w  Y. HQSL/French, B. M. 32-Geologiqd Sci 
Wu, J. M. LARC/Bennett, R. M. HQSL/Quaidc, W. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NSG 1455 University of Tennessee - N.sBvilk 3369 NSG 1235 Vderbiit  Umversity 3376 
Research in high temperature, advanced composite structures Production and diagnostics of dense nuclear plasmas 
Pcrial OUigaIim Period Obligalionr 
11/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $38,695 TOTAL: 538,695 09/01/75-08/31/79 FY78: S57,271 TOTAL: $235,272 
Prin. Invrrt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catego~y P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. W/inr CASE C.repy 
Blackburn, C. L. LARC/Robinson, J. C. 41-Aero Engr Lee, J. H. LARC/Hohl, F. lIPhysics 
NAS 8-30656 Vuderbilt University 3370 NSC 1408 V.ederb'it University 
Study of diffusion coefficients of glasses under zero-g 
3377 
Spectroscopic studiis of selected radiative transitions in alkali-rare 
P e w  O b l i y i O ~  gas excimers and alkali dimers 
06/01/7411/30/76 FY78: TOTAL: S64,434 PCM 0b&mlau 
prin. ~ n m .  NASA rcch. officer CASE C B I C ~ I ~  06/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S10,W 
Kinser, D. L. MSFC/Nichols, R. L. 13-Physics P h .  jnvrst. NASA Tech. M(Frr U S E  CaIexory 
MSFCf King, H. M. Tellinghuisen, J. B. LARC/Exton, R. .I. 13-Physics 
NAS 83(##U Vawkrbilt University 3371 
Discrete component bonding and thick-film materials study NSG 7343 V d r b i i t  University 3378 
perial O M ~ ~ ~ ( C D N  Ultraviolet studies of galaxies 
06/26/74-10/01/76 FY78: TOTAL: S34.896 period ~ i g a t i ~ s  
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Catego~y 05/01/77-08/3 1/79 FY78: $19.500 TOTAL: S40,oOO 
Kinser, D. L. MSFC/Caruso, S. V. 47-Materials Engr Prin. Invrsr. NASA ~ e c h .  Wficer CASE Category 
MSFC/Filip, G. L. Weedman, D. W. HQSC/Roman, sendhal, N. J. G. D. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 832437 Vaaderbiit University 3372 
Contamination control study 
Period Oblrsl,tions 
04/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 520,000 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tcd.  gficer CASE Cataoty 
Kinser, D. L. MSFC/Caruso, S. V. 49-Engr, NEC 
NAS 832695 Vaderbilt University 3373 
Solar radiation on glasses 
Period OUi.@iom 
06/27/78-06/25/80 FY78: 549,799 TOTAL: S49,799 
Phi. b u s t .  NASA Tech. @pmr CASE Calqpty 
Kinser, D. L. MSFC/Nichols. R. L. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFCJKing, H. M. 
NSG 7463 Vmderbiit University 3379 
Ground-based photometry of HR 1099 coordinated with the 
October 1977 Copernicus campaign 
PcrLd oh&gaIionr 
05/01 /78-05/30/79 FY78: $4.224 TOTAL: $4,224 
P&. Inusr. NASA Tech. W m r  CASE Calqory 
Hall, D. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
TEXAS 
NAS 8-32894 visperbit university 3374 NAS 9.13737 B.YIOI cdkgc of ~ e d i ~ e  33m 
Development and verification of stress b e 1  standards Analysis of body calcium 
Period aar&lirmr Period 
04) 19/7806/18/78 FYI& S7.495 TOTAL: $7,495 02/01/7412/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $306,304 - 
PI~JI. Inest. NASA Ted.  C#lTccr CASE C r ( r l o ~  hin. Inuu. NASA Ted. el CASE CaIexoq 
Wert, J. J. MSFC/Clotfeltcr, W. N. Costa, A. J. JSCIHoffman, R. A. 53Other Medical 
MSFC/Knadkr, J. M. 47-Materials Engr Bmnen, C. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. 
NAS PI5092 Vderbilt  University 3375 NAS 9-14322 BDlybc CoUtge d M d i  3381 
Plant enzyme investigation Cellular immune response study 
Period 0bfib.lirn Perlal mi.@- 
12 101 /76-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: S 1 5 W  08/01/74-12/31/71 FY78: TOTAL:_S299,GiU 
P h .  Inuat. NASA Tech officer CASE ~ 0 r y  hin. IUUSI. NASA T d .  W I k r  CASE C k W p y  
h t t ,  L. H. JSC/Hoffman, R. A. 5 1-Bidlogy Criswell, B. S. J S C I K i y ,  S. L. 52-CIinid Mcd 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-14407 Baylor College of Medicine 3382 
Evaluate primary imtancy and allergenicity of materials proposed 
for crew apparel 
P e w  Obligations 
091 19/7406/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S20,978 
Pdn. Ineat. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Category 
Duncan, W. C. JSC/Rippstein, W. J. 52-Clinical Med 
NAS 9-14546 Baylor College of .Medicine 3383 
Etiological study of motion sickness by using subhuman 
primates 
Petid Obligatiw 
05/Q1/7544/30/79 FY78: $34,999 TOTAL: $134,480 
PHn. Inest. NASA Tech. m e r  CASE C-ory 
Igarashi, M .  JSCIHomick, J. L. 5 1-Biology 
NAS 9-14662 Baylor CoUege of Medicine 3384 
Influence of the external parameters of space flight on the 
regulation of blood volume 
Prfiai Obligofions 
06/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: $40,WO TOTAL: $139,975 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Ted .  qj icer CASE Category 
Johnson, P.  C .  JSC/Kimzey, S. L. 52-Clinical Med 
NAS 9-14715 Baylor College of Mediiciw 3385 
Renal response to actual and simulated spaa  flight 
Persod obUyionr 
06/16/75-01/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: S100.000 
P h .  b e s t .  NASA Ted.  Ofker CASE Cafegory 
Suki, W. N. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Lie Sci. NEC 
NAS 9-15457 Baylor College d Medicine 3386 
Early detection of disease by evaluation of the cellular immune 
response 
Pedal W- 
1 1/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $90,800 TOTAL: S90,800 
P h .  lnrrsc. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Cafegory 
Criswell, B. S. JSC/Kimzcy, S. L. 52-Clinical Med 
Knight, V. 
NAS 9-15478 Baylor Cohge of Medicine 3387 
Study of bone and muscle protein degradation 
rcriDd - '  
12/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: 522,000 TOTAL: $22,000 
Ph. Inrnt. NASA Tech. W i r  CASE Wwy 
Dierrante, N .  JSC/Leach, C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
NAS 9-35652 by101 Cdklp d M a  3388 
Study to generate Man sampling rtquiremcnt 
Pew m- 
05/11/78-01/10/79 FY78: 510,722 TOTAL: SlO.722 
/. P h .  Inrnt. NASA TccL. OfAar CASE G ~ e p q  
Chalmers, J. H. JWWalner, J. L. 51-Biology 
NAS 9-15669 Baylor College of Medine 3389 
Null lymphocytes separation 
Pcrid olrrigations 
08/17/78-09/01/79 FY78: $37,382 TOTAL: $37,382 
Pen. Inest. NASA Tech. ofpeer CASE Cafegory 
Twomey, J. J. JSC/Momson, D. R. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
NGR 44995001 , Hardin - Simmons University. 3390 
Study of psychoplilic organisms isolated from manufacture and 
assembly areas of spacecraft to be used in the Viking missions 
Period (MIigatkmr 
08/21/72-12/31/78 FY78: 560,000 TOTAL: 5378,602 
Pnn. Inest. NASA Tech. @jlcer CASE megory 
Foster, T.  L. HQSB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NGR 44081-001 Houston Baptist University 3391 
Research in stellar ultraviolet spectroscopy 
Period W l g a t i w  
05/20/7@ 1213 1/78 FY78: S5,000 TOTAL: $194,335 
Pnn. Inseat. NASA Ted. o/jker CASE Category 
Modisctte, J. L. JSC/Kondo, Y. I I-Astronomy 
NGR 44081-005 Houston Baptist University 3392 
Analysis of Copernicus OAOll data on the MG 11 resonance 
doubkt at 2802 and 2795a in early type stars 
Period Wigations 
01/21/74-01/20/79 FY78: TOTAL: $7,000 
Pnn. Ineat. NASA Tech. of/inr CASE Category 
Modisette, J. L. JSCfKondo, Y. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5188 Houston Baptist University 3393 
A new spectroscopic orbit for Spico based on complete phase 
coverage within a single cycle 
P e M  W i g a  lions 
08/01/77-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1,232 
Pnn. Inseat. NASA Tech. a//Iccr CASE Category 
Morgan, T. H. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1lAstronomy 
NSG 9038 H&om Baptist University 3394 
Obtaining high spatial resolution planetary imagery with potential 
shuttk era instrumentation 
Pen'd Obligationr 
01/01/7612/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $39,250 
P h .  Inseat. NASA Td. 9fficer CASE C a q o r y  
Morgan, T. H .  JSC/Potter, A. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 9064 HoPstw B.ptist University 3395 
Investigation of the interstellar medium 
M ,   MI^^ 
01/03/78-01/02/79 FY78: $27,063 TOTAL: g27,063 
P h .  Inus.  NASA ~e&*4/pcer CASE Culegory 
Harvel, C. A. JSC/Hcnize, K. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 7298 Pan American University 33% 
Laboratory studies of the diffuse reflectance spectra of frosts 
and minerals occurring on astronomical objects 
Period Obliga lions 
01/01/77-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S38,350 
Pnn. hust.  NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Cawgory 
Glaser, F. M. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
JPL/Lebofsky, L. A. 
NSG 9033 Pan American University 3397 
Experimental tests and model calculations on wheat varieties grown 
in IndialPakistan and in Texas 
Period Obli#atiionr 
08/28/75-09/30/79 FY78: S38,000 TOTAL: S148.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. af/icer CASE Category 
Lemaster, E. W. JSC/Heydorn, R. P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 9070 Pan American University 3398 
Laboratory studies of the diffuse reflectance spectra of frosts 
and minerals occuring on astronomical objects 
Perid Obligations 
06/01 /78-05/3'1/79 FY78: $38,850 TOTAL: S38,850 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Cataory 
Gtaser, F. M. JSC/Pieters, C. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGT 44433.750 Prairie VKW A&M University 3399 
Training of undergraduate students in scienas and engineering 
Perid Obli#arions 
06/01 /75-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Categ"y 
Greaux, A. E. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQUlJenkins, H. G. 
NSG 9006 Prairie View APM Univerdty 3400 
Measurement of growth morphological and bi-directional 
scattering parameters of wheat 
Perid Obligations 
06/01/7406/30/79 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: S133,019 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Brams, E. A. JSC/Browne, I. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-9317 Rice University 3401 
Reduction and analysis of data from OGOCBiD ion chamber 
experiment 
Perial Wigatlonr 
03123166-12/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $201,552 
P&. Invest. NASA Tech. affrccr CASE Category 
Anderson, H. R., Jr. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 5-23338 Rice University 3402 
Theoretical predictions and data analysis 
Perid Obl&ations 
02/04/7412/3 1/79 FY78: S7,000 TOTAL: $11,200 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. OfJkcr CASE C a m  
Cloutier. P. A. GSFC/Taylor, H. A., Jr. IIPhysics 
Daniels, R. GSFC/Gagnon, B. D. 
NAS 5-25032 Rice University 3403 
Data analysis support for Low Energy Gamma-ray Spectrometer 
(LEGS) balloon program 
Period Obligations 
05/04/78-05/04/79 FY78: $12,615 TOTAL: $12.615 
Prim. I n w .  NASA T d .  C?fJlocr CASE Category 
Haymes, R. C. GSFC/Teegarden, B. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 6-1667 Rice unive&ty 3404 
Investigation into relationship between field aligned currents and 
auroral particle fluxes 
Perlod OMigations 
07/23/69-12/31/78 FY78: S165.000 TOTAL: S2,0%.059 
Pnn. Inwsr. . NASA Tech. m e r  CASE Caregoty 
Anderson, H. R., Jr. WFC/Ballana, C. W., Jr. 11-Astronomy 
Cloutier, P. A. WFC/Gray, J. W. 
NAS 8-33023 Rice University 3405 
Study for the electrostatic protection of the solar power satellite 
and rectenna 
Period Obligations 
06/15/78-12/ 15/78 FY78: S50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Few, A. A. MSFC/Guttman, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
Freeman, J. W., Jr. 
NAS 9-11827 Rice University 3406 
Adsorption bed models used in simulation of atmospheric control 
systems 
Period Obligations 
05/10/71-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $95,704 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O f k r  CASE Category 
Davis, S. H. JSCIKissinger, L. D. 43-Chem Engr 
NAS 9-15212 Rice University 3407 
Ionosphere-microwave beam interaction study 
Period Obligations 
12/01/76-07/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: S60,OOO 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfitcer CASE Cate#ory 
Gordon, W. E. JSC/Arndt, G. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 9-15274 Rim University 3408 
A fundamental study of liquid spray evaporation at a heated 
surface 
Period Obltgations 
04/01/77-03/3 1/79 FY78: $22,547 TOTAL: S42,466 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE CaIegory 
Wierurn, F. A. JSC/Tmvino, L. A. 46-Mech Engr 
NAS 9-15630 Rice University 3409 
Trace contaminant coadsorption by charcoal 
Pniod Obl&ations 
07/01/78-07/01/80 FY78: S15,000 TOTAL:- SI5.000 
Prh. Innrt. NASA T A .  qj3cer CASE Caleg"y 
Davis, S. H. JSCIKissinger, L. D. 43-Chem Engr 
NASA'§ UNIWRSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NASW 3164 Rice University 3410 
Effects of hypogravity on respiration and photosynthesis of higher 
planets 
Period osrisptiau 
051 12/78-05/ 1 1/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. q h e r  CASE Cargory 
Ward, C. H. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 5 1-Biology 
NGL 44&&O@l Rice Uaiversity 3411 
Research on physics of solid materials including study of basic 
laws governing behavior of solids at high temperatures 
Pcrkd OW@rim 
05/01/72-06/30/78 FY78: $21,142 TOTAL: $4,571,142- 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. .OfJker CASE Catwry  
Rorschach, H. E. LERC/Lad, R. A. 13-Physics 
NGL 44.006012 Rice University 3412 
Laborat~ry development of solar wind heavy-ion mass spectrome- 
ter 
Period OWigatiws 
06/27/64-06/30/80 FY78: TOTAL: $1,381,736 
Prin. JnW. NASA Tmh. Officer CASE Cazep~f' 
Michel, F. C. HQST/Cauffman, D. P. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGL 44-006-127 Rice University 3413 
Lunar fines, their origin, evolution, and interaction with solar 
wind and cosmic rays 
Peliod Oliligaliionr 
021 16/71-07/31/79 FY78: $70,000 TOTAL: $562,149 
P h .  I n ~ s t .  NASA Tech. 0,ff~er CASE Coregory 
Heymann, D. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NGR 44086.137 Rim University 3414 
Analysis of data on the magnetotail and solar wind 
Period OMigations 
12/29/70-12/31/78 FY78: $55.000 TOTAL: $307,697 
Pnh. I n w .  NASA T&. wficer CASE Cotegory 
Dessler, A. J. HQST/Taylor, W. W. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmcrling, E. R. 
NSG 5286 Rice University 3415 
Investigation of low altitude plasma phenomena 
Period OWigaticu 
W/O1/7806/30/79 FY78: $20.000 TOTAL: $20,000 
P h .  Inwt .  NASA Ted. ofjker CASE G w r y  
Reiff, P. H. GSFC/Spenar, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
N$G 7015 Rim University 3416 
Nuclear gamma-ray astronomy prospects for HEAO-B 
Period okiik(iws 
0410 1/74-07/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $54,621 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wfmr CASE Cuegory 
Clayton, D. D. HQ-%/Sofia, S. I l-Astronomy 
NSG 7032 Rice University 3417 & j  
Apollo data synthesis: Lunar atmosphere and ionosphere 
Period OMibp~wns 
04/01/74-02/28/79 FY78: 539,746 TOTAL: $90,307 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cbtegory 
Michel, F. C. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7043 Rice University 3418 
Research on planetary atmospheres 
Period 01Vigatim 
03/01/7442/29/80 FY78: TOTAL: $21 1,190 
Prin. Invral. NASA Tech. OJJce-r CASE Category 
Chamberlain, J .  W. HQSL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NSG 7157 Rice University 3419 
Analysis and synthesis of ApoUo lunar surface experiments package 
suprathermal ion 
Perid Obligations 
07/01 /75-04/30/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $199,715 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Core$ory 
Freeman, J. W., Jr. HQST/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7361 Rice University 347.Q 
Origin of the solar system: The relationship of isotopic and 
chemical anomalies in meteorites Earth, Moon and planets to 
astrophysical models of their origin 
Period Obl@7t10m 
08/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: f 13,097 TOTAL: $36,190 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Clayton, D. D. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7362 Rim University 3421 
Thermal history of the inner planets 
Penal Obligations 
07/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: $18,750 TOTAL: $40,034 
Pnh. Invcst. NASA Tech. WJicer CASE Category 
Debremaecker, J. C. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. M. 
NSG 7386 Rice University 3422 
Study of ion-molecule reactions of importance in planetary 
atmosphere 
Perid Obli&!arions 
09/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: $36,954 TOTAL: $36,954 
Plin. Invrst. NASA Tech. Ofnnr CASE Cotegory 
Stebbings, R. F. HQSL/Donn, B. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Mitz, M. A. 
NSG 7490 Rice University 3423 
Thermodynamic analysis of electron laser storage 
Period Cwlgatim 
09/01/7W/31/79 FY78: $29,598 TOTAL: $29,598 
P8in. Invest. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Cawgory 
Coleson. W. B. HQRR/Henry, W. 45-Elec Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 9039 Saint Mary's University 3424 
1 X-ray diffraction studies of shocked lunar analogs 
Period Obl@tions 
011 10/76-06/30/79 FY78: $19,800 TOTAL: $57,500 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Hanss, R. E. JSC/Hon, F. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 1548 Southern Methodist University 3425 
Measurements on an improved performance wall jet control for 
turbulent boundary layers 
Period ObI&ations 
07/01 /7&06/30/79 FY78: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tmh. officer CASE Category 
Simpson, R. L. LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Morrisette, E. L. 
NSG 2006 Soatbern Methodist University 3426 
Monitoring of the Dallas/Fort Worth regional airport 
Period Obligations 
0210 1 /74- 121 15/78 FY78: $9,040 TOTAL: $80,063 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
' Starling, J. ARClTanner, T. A., Jr.79-Soc Sci, NEC 
NGT 44473-750 Texas A&I University 3427 
Training of undergraduate students in sciences and engineering 
P&ad Obl&tions 
06/01/75-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $17,500 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Cutegory 
"ranke, E. A. HQLU/Pohly, J. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQU/Jenkins, H. C .  
NSG 3112 Texas A&I University 3428 
Comparison of experimental data with mathematical models for 
combustion chamber mixing 
Period Obligations 
09/01/76-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: $13,520 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
O'Hara, J. C. LERC/Priem, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 5-20796 Texas A&M University 3429 
ERTS follow-on investigation 
Period 
01/15/75-10/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: S151,375 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Ca@ory 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. 
59-Lie Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-22%6 Texas A&M University 3430 
Nimbudj  experiment team for coastal zone color scanner 
Period Obligatriarr 
021 10/76-02/ 10179 FY78: $90,266 TOTAL: $178,266 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caegory 
El-Sayed, S. 2. GSFC/Hovis, W. A. 41-Aero Engr 
GSFCINelsen, E. D. 
NAS 524383 Texas A&M University 3431 
Applications of heat capacity mapping mission satellite data to 
the study of urban heating patterns 
Period Obli#atim 
011 16/7&09/30/79 FY78: $52,045 TOTAL: $52,045 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. offiwr CASE Category 
Harlan, J. C. GSFC/Stoncsifer, G. R. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 5-25144 Texas A6M University 3432 
Soil moisture determination study 
Period 061igaIariow 
07/25/7&05/25/79 FY78: $30.000 TOTAL: $30.000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Blanchard, B. J. GSFCIChang, A. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 6-2884 Texas A I M  University 3433 
Study of the dynamics of ocean surface current and Kuroshio 
circulation 
Period OMigatims 
02/01/7&01/31/79 FY78: $19,975 TOTAL: $19,975 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Ichiye, T. WFC/Huang. N. E. 33-Oceanography 
WFC/Long, S. R. 
NAS 8-26379 Texas A &M University 3434 
Development of techniques to control dislocations created during 
the fabrication of large scale integrated circuit alloys 
Period obligatim 
08/27/7&02/28/77 FY78: S4,195 TOTAL: $272,505 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. office? CASE Catqoy 
Porter, W. A. MSFC/Nowakowski, M. F. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Holiday, A. M. 
NAS 8-31773 Texas A&M University 3435 
The relationship between severe storms and their environment , 
Period W r n h  
01/02/76-02/28/79 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: $184,983 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. o f f i e  CASE Gtexory 
Scoggins, J. R. MSFC/Hill, C. K. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Vaughn, W. W. 
NAS 832527 Texas A&M University 3436 
Bent crystal X-ray topography 
Period Olrl@t&nJ 
071 13/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $39,954 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Parker. D. L. MSFC/Nowakowski, M. F. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Holiday, A. M. 
NAS 9-12434 Texas A&M University 3437 
Compression of rehydratable vegetables & cereals 
Period O b l ~ o n s  
01/19/72-01/31/79 FY78:S20t000 TOTAL:S160,000 
Prh. Invest. NASA Tech. .Ojjlccr CASE Category 
Bums, E. E. JSC/Smith, M. C., Jr. 59-Life Sci, NEC 

NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 1407 Texas A&M University 3452 
Investigation of the aerodynamics for preventing aircraft stall 
and the development of technology for stall proof general aviation 
aircraft 
Period Obligatim 
04/01 177-12/31/78 FY78: $41,040 TOTAL: $71,033 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qpmr CASE Category 
Chevalier, H. L. LARC/Chambers, J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCJJohnson, J. L. 
NSG 2226 Texas A&M University 3453 
Applicability of reliability and survivability program-version I to 
model reliability and survivability characteristics of aircraft weapon 
systems 
Period Obli~alions 
05/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $ 1 1,000 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wicer CASE Category 
Foster, J. W. ARC/Wong, J. T. 41-Aero Engr 
Phillips, D. T. ARC/Andre, W. L. 
NSG 3201 Texas A&M University 3454 
Theoretical calculations relevant to hydrogen storage 
Period Obligations 
061 15/78-06/ 14/79 FY78: $4,000 TOTAL: $4,000 
Prin Inwst. NASA Tech. o/fifer CASE Category 
Ford, A. L. LERC/Brown, G. V. 13-Physics 
NSG 5134 Texas A&M University 3455 
Measurement of soil moisture trends with airborne scat- 
terometers 
Period Obligations 
1011 1176-12/10/78 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O//inr . CASE Category 
Blanchard, B. J. GSFC/Chang, A. T. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5156 Texas A&M University 3456 
Measurement of the hydrologic soil-cover complex with airborne 
scatterometers 
Period Obligalionr 
02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $30,100 TOTAL: $79,085 
Pnn. lnrrst. NASA Tech. w a r  CASE Category 
Blanchard, B. J. GSFCIChang, A. T. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 5193 Texas A&M University 3457 
Temporal correlations of anteandent precipitation with Nimbus-5 
electrically scanning microwave radiometer brightness tem- 
pcratuns 
PC& Obligations 
08/01/77-07/31/79 FY78: S40,438 TOTAL: $45,875 
P h .  Inrrst. NASA Tech. m n r  CASE Coregory 
McFarland, M. J. GSFC/Schmugge, T. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Blanchard, B. J. 
NSG 5266 Texas A&M University 3458 
Research on mathematical model of an orbiting microwave 
radiometer 
Period Obligations 
04/01/78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $60,302 TOTAL: $60,302 
Prin. lnvest. NASA Tcrh. Ojpcer CASE Category 
Newton, R. W. GSFC/Wang, J. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
NSG 7037 Texas A&M University 3459 
The origin of the genetic wde: A physical chemical model of 
Codon assignment 
Period Obligations . 
05/07/74-05/3 1/79 FY78: $44,000 TOTAL: $215,975 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/pmr CASE Category 
Fendler, J. H. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
Nagyvary, J. 
NSG 7189 Texas A&M University 3460 
A comparison of smooth, continuous velocity models and stepwise, 
layered velocity models for the lunar crust 
Period Obligatim 
02/01/76-03/15/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,704 
~ r i n .  Invest. NASA Tech. Qfpcer CASE Category 
Gangi, A. F. HQSL/Goldstein, B. E. 
Self, S. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7370 Texas A&M University 3461 
Spacecraft evidence for sulfur in the clouds of Venus 
Period Obllgationr 
06/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $22,854 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Young, A. T. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7417 Texas A&M University 3462 
Velocity model of the shallow lunar crust 
Period Obligationr 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $21.837 TOTAL: $21,837 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. o/lrmr CASE Category 
Gangi, A. F. HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NAS 9-11162 Texas T e d  University 3463 
Insulated ECG electrodes 
Period Obligatim 
06/29/70-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $134.892 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofper CASE Category 
Portnoy, W. M. JSC/Day, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 2137 Texas Tech University 3464 
Warmacological prevention of bone loss 
Period Obligations 
05/01/7&04/30/79 FY78: $10,000 TOTAL:S28,000 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. Oyrnr CASE Calegory 
Kenny, A. D. ARC/Holton. E. M. 5 1-Biology 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 7435 Texas Tech University 3465 
Application of laser ranging and very long base interferometry 
data to a study of plate tectonic driving forces 
Periad OMiptiom 
05/0 1/7&04/30/79 FY78 $21,178 TOTAL: $21,178 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Hartman, H. B. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
NAS 1-9685 University of Houston - Houston 3466 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of mokcular analysis 
Period obiigolwns 
0311 7170-09/30/78 FY78: 520,605 TOTAL: $480,842 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catgory 
Oro, J. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 2-9987 University of Houston - Houston 3467 
Study of the influence of weightlessness on lignification in 
developing plant seedlings 
Perid OMigoIions 
07/01/7&10/31/78 FY78: $22,695 TOTAL: $22,695 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Cowles, 3. R. ARC/Tremor, J. W. 59Aife Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-11676 University of Woustcn - Houston 3468 
Characterization of heat transfer in nutrient materials 
Penal OMigetim 
04/28/71-06/30/79 FY78: $9,997 TOTAL: $89,953 
Prin. Inncsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Cox, J. E. , JSC/Sauer, R. L. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
NAS 9-14209 University of Houston - Houston 3669 
Study of astrophysical problems 
Period OMigations 
06/01/74 11/30/78 FY78: $35,633 TOTAL: S191,OIB 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tceh. Ofliter CASE Category 
Sheldon, W.  R. JSC/Alexander, W. C. 1 l-Astronomy 
NAS 9-14857 University of Houston - Houston 3470 
Effects of gravity on contractile proteins 
Pefiod Obligations 
12/01/75-05/31/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $75,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. f?@ccr CASE Category 
Henney, H. R., Jr. JSCIGraves, R. C. 5 I-Biology 
N A S  9-15(1(#1 University of HoPston - Houston 347 1 
Development of mathematical techniques for the analysis of remote 
sensing data 
Period OM&tiahl 
051 18/76-02/28/78 FY78: TOTAL: S223,800 
Pun. h m l .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Camory 
Decell, H. P., Jr. JSC/Browne, I. D. 21-Mathematics 
N A S  k15193 University of Houston - Hwston ' 3472 
Analysis and problem-solving of space shuttle aerodynamics and 
structures 
Period Obl&aIiona 
1 1/01/76-02/01/79 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: $82,900 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Michalopoulos, C. 0. JSC/Eggkston, J. M. 41-Aero Engr 
Wheeler, L. T. 
NAS 9-15521 University of Houston - Houston 3473 
Man-machine analysis of translation and work tasks of Skylab 
films 
Period Obligatiom 
02/01/78-12/01/78 FY78: 510,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Trck. qficrr CASE Cat#gory 
Morrow, J. R. JSC/Jackson, J. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
N A S  9-15543 University of Hoeston - Houston 3474 
Development of mathematical techniques for the analysis of remote 
sensing data 
Periad Ob(&aion5 
03/14/78-11/30/78 FY78: 557,860 TOTAL: $57,860 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Ojjieer CASE Cotegory 
k l l ,  H. P., Jr. JSCIBrowne, I. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
N A S  9-15553 University of Houston - Houston 3475 
Study of the surface physical properties of Mars 
Period otJgutiorr~ 
051 18/78-10/10/78 FY78: $1 1,894 TOTAL: $1 1,894 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. O j f i r  CASE Csrrgory 
King, E. A. JSC/Momson, D. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
N A S  9-15480 University of Houston - H&n 3476 
Conceptual design of a flight operations planning scheduling 
syskm 
Period Obllptionr 
0911 1178-08/31/79 FY78: $35,400 TOTAL: $35,400 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. of/icrr CASE Cargory 
Lee, W. B. JSC/Kennedy, M. G. 49-Engr, NEC 
Steinberg, E. 
NCR 46805002 University of Houston - Houston 3477 
Studies in organic cosmochemistry, including consideration of 
compound formation under primitive earth conditions 8i of organic 
material in selected meteorites 
' P e w  OLJ&ffiionr 
06/18/62-10/31/78 FY78 S80.000 TOTAL: S864,905 
P ~ .  Inw~t.  NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Oro, J. HQSB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NGR 440(K091 Udversity of Houston - HoPston 3478 
Spectroscopic and photochemical study of photochromic com- 
pounds 
Period Obl&tionr 
03/07/69-01/31/79 ' FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $505,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Ted. officer CASE C a ~ o r y  
Becker, R. S. HQSB/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS ( Continued) 
, NGR 44005.133 University of Houston - Houston 3479 
Investigation of auroral disturbances 
Period Obligations 
03/15/71-08/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $3 19,036 
Ptin. lnwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Sheldon, W. R. HQ-ST/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 44005.137 University of Houston - Houston 3480 
Thennomagnetic torques in gases 
Period Oblibpttionr 
02/17/71-09/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $129,200 
Pria. I n W .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hildebrandt, A. F. JSC/Kondo, Y. 13-Physics 
NGT 441105-114 University of Houston - Houston 3481 
Program of Faculty Space Systems Engineering Institute 
Period Obligations 
04/06/70-03/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $825,080 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Huang, C. J. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGT 4400S115 University of Houston - Houston 3482 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
Pelied Obligations 
05/06/74-03/31/79 FY78: $162,832 TOTAL: $1,114,102 
Pna lnwst NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Huang, C. J. HQLU/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1475 University of Houston - Houston 3483 
The large-scale coherent structure in the circular jet 
Period Obli#a~ions 
12/01 177-1 1/30/78 FY78: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Ted. officer CASE Category 
Hussain, A. K. LARC/Maestrello, L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Sciner, J. M. 
NSG 2337 University of Houston - Houston 3484 
The high Reynolds number free shear layer (behind a backward 
facing step) 
Period Obli#ations 
09/01/78-07/01/79 FY78: $65,623 TOTAL: S65,623 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. 0-r CASE Category 
Faele Hussain, A. K. ARC/Viegas, J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG Wt8 University of Houston - Houston 3485 
Investigate ionospheric disturbances using a parachute deployed 
payload 
Period O b l i s u h  
12/01/75-08/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $70.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Catqory 
Sheldon, W. R. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Gray, J. W. 
NSG 7228 University of Houston - Houston 3486 
Geologic mapping of the planet Mercury 
Period Obligations 
04/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $27,358 
Prin. Invrsf. NASA Tecb. ofjicer CASE &tegory 
King, E. A. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLIWahmann, R. 
NSG 7300 University of Houston - Houston 3487 
The role cell membranes in the regulation of Lignification in pine 
cells 
Period Obli#ations 
10/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: $29,989 TOTAL: f 59,989 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Hendrix. D. H. HQ-SBIHalstead, T. W. 51-Biology 
HQSB/Geib, D. S. 
NSG 7410 University of Houston - Houston 348% 
Wind regime of various dune types in the Southeastern California 
desert 
Period Obligations 
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: $18.707 TOTAL: $18,707 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotrgory 
Smith, R. S. HQ-SLIDwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7440 University of Houston - Houston 5BS9 
Evolutionary relationships in the microbial world 
Period Obliptions 
06/01 /78-05/31/79 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tcoh. Ojficer CASE Category 
Fox, G. E. HQ-SB/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 9042 University of Houston - Houston 34W 
Aromatic biosynthesis in pine tissues 
Period Wigations 
04/01/76-05/3 1/79 FY78: $30.000 TOTAL: $89,800 
Prin Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Coules, J. R. HQSB/Halstead, T. W. 5 I-Biology 
Scheld, H. W. HQSB/Geib, D. S. 
DEN 8 f University of Houston - Clear Lake 3491 
Installation of a solar energy system 
Period Obligations 
06/14/78-10/01/78 FY78: $201,642 TOTAL: $201.642 
Ptin. Invesl. NASA Tech. Wjicer CASE Cafegory 
Samfield, E. MSFC/Clark, J. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 9-15642 University of Houston - Clear Lake 3492 
Development of quantitative exercise program for use in space 
flight 
Period Obligations 
071 17/78-07/ 17/79 FY78: $5,000 TOTAL: $5,000 
Prin. l n w r .  NASA Tech. W/inr CASE Category 
Coleman, A. E. JSC/Sawin, C. F. 53-Other Medical 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 9043 University of Houston - Clear LPke 3493 NAS 8-31459 University of Texls - Austin 3500 
Cosmic ray and solar flare irradiation history of regolith crystals Analysis of ultraviolet stellar spectra obtained with Skylab 
and agglutinates experiment S019 
Period OMigations Period i?h'i@cOns 
06/01/76-01/31/79 FY78: $32,000 TOTAL: $93,600 06/30/75-10/31/78 FY78: $50,821 TOTAL: $391,821 
Prin. Imst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Calegory 
Blanford, G. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physks Henizt, K. G. MSFC/Snoddy, W. C. I l-Astronomy 
Wray. J. D. 
NSG 2077 University of Texas - Arliogton 3494 
Large eddy stmcture of a turbulent boundary layer NAS 8-32905 University of Texas - Austin 3501 
period ~bligatii~nr Scientific investigation in support of the space telescope project 
031 15/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $34,098 period Migations 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. m c e r  CASE Cafegory 021 15/78-02/15/84 FY78: 5285,400 TOTAL: $285,400 
Payne, F. R. ARC/Rubesin, M. W. 41-Aero Engr prin. I ~ W S I .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory 
ARC/Mawin, J. G. Lambert, D. L. MSFC/O'Dcll, C. R. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 1-14160 University of Texas - Austin 3495 NAS 832906 University of Texas - Austin 3502 
Study of nonlinear propagation effects in jet noise Scientific investigations in support of the space telescope project, 
period Obligations to  assure that the space telescope will perform astrometnc 
091 15/75-01/ 10/78 FY78: TOTAL: $80,813 functions 
Prin. Invwr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqory Period Obligations 
Blackstock, D. T. LARC/Hilton, D. A. 41-Aero E n g  02/01 /78-02/23/$4 FY78: $300,000 TOTAL: $300,000 
LARCISeiner, J. M. Prin. Inwst. NASA Tmh. O/&I CASE Category 
Jefferys, W .  H. MSFC/O'l)cll, C. R. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 1-15164 University of Texas - Austin 34% 
Viking guest investigator program 
Period Obligations 
01/06/7809/30/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $15.000 
Pnn. Inwst. NASA Tech. ofjiMI CASE Category 
Baker, V. R. LARC/Spence, D. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 122576 University of Texas - Austin 3497 
Communications link characterization experiment 
Period Wigatlonr 
09/08/75-02/01/79 FY78: $70.000 TOTAL: $209,400 
P h .  bsrst. NASA Tech. ofjicer CASE Category 
Straiton, A. W. GSFC/Hirschmann, E. 45-Elcc Engr 
NAS 125018 University of Texas - Austin 349% 
Research in identifying dominant error sources inherent in the 
estimation process by solving for points on the earth's surface 
Perhi Obl~t lonr  
05/17/7&01/ 17/79 FY78: $19,125 TOTAL: $19,125 
P h .  lnrcrr. NASA T&. ofjirrr CASE Cafegory 
Tapky, B. D. GSFC/Kahn, W. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Schutz, B. E. 
Sutton, H. E. 
NAS 9-13680 University oi Texas - Austin 3503 
Assessment of real gas effects on the extrapolation of shuttle 
flow field phenomena to flight conditions 
Period Migations 
09/27/73-03/ 15/79 FY78: $49,509 TOTAL: $156,985 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. WJmr CASE Category 
Wagner, J. B. JSC/Goodrich, W. D. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 9-14491 University of Texas - Austin 3504 
Adsorption pumping cryogenic refrigeration study 
Period oblk?@@= 
021 10175- 1213 1/78 FY78: $99.000 TOTAL: S277,200 
Prin. Insrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caqory 
Hartwig, W. H. JSC/Richard, R. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
Steinfink, H. JSC/Nuss, R. W. 
NAS 9-14581 University of Texas - Austin 3505 
Apollo passive seismic experiment 
Period mk?@- 
02/01/75-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5682,808 
P k .  Inwst. NASA Tech. ofmr CASE Categary 
Latham, G. V. J!X/Eihelman, W. F. 13-Pbysics 
NAS 62454 University of Texss - Allstia 3499 
GEOSC research into solid earth dynamics NAS 9-14810 University oi Texas - Austin 396 
hnbd m&gmio~)s Apollo lunar surface experiment package data processing 
03/15/74-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: 590,552 perid Dsnbubnr 
P&. Inrst. NASA Tech. offmr CASE &tqory 10/01/75-05/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5547300 
Tapky, B. D. WFC/Stanley, H. R. 32-Geological Sci Pdn. Inwsi. NASA Tech. wfkcr CASE C-
Schutz, B. E. WFC/Rossi, L. C. Latham. G. V. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 13-Physics 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-15093 University of Texas - Austin 3507 
Data analysis and associated data storage unit for interferometer 
system 
Period Obli#ations 
08/01/76-01/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S15,000 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/Jinr CASE Category 
Barnes, T. JSC/Potter, A. E. 11-Astronomy 
NAS 9-15217 University of Texas - Austin 3508 
lmaging radar math model and airborne imaging radar data 
collecting system 
Period OM~tions 
121 15/76-12/31/78 FY 78: TOTAL: $230,969 
Pdn. fnwst. NASA Tech. Cyjicer CASE Category 
Tucker, A. J. JSC/Pels, G. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
NAS 9-15401 University of Texas - Austin 3J09 
Shuttle imaging radar flight systems/antenna tradeoff and 
evaluation study 
period ' Obligations 
08/01 /77-03/01/79 FY78: $17,000 TOTAL: $66,800 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. @ f i r  CASE Coregory 
Crow, G. L. JSCINitschke, H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
NAS 9-15482 University of Texas - Austin 3510 
Ballistic signature recordings with photographic films 
Period Oblgotionr 
01/01/78-07/01/79 FY78: S12,600 TOTAL: Sl2,MW) 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE (lotegory 
Friedrich, 0. M. JSC/Amdt, G. D. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS PI5567 University of Texas - Austin 3511 
Interaction of numerical and dynamical stability 
Period Oblrb.th 
04/26/7802/26/79 FY78: S7,000 TOTAL: $7.000 
Prin. fnmst. NASA Tech. O//inr CASE G t q o r y  
Szcbekely, V. G. JSC/Bond, V. 12-Chemistry 
NASW 2974 University of Texas - Austin 3512 
Design, development, construction and operational testing of a 
compktely opcrational transportable lunar laser tracking station 
capabk of attaining a three century range accuracy 
Period -- 
07/16/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S1,351,631 
P&. h ~ v ~ t .  NASA Tech. OfPnr CASE (lo- 
Silverberg. E. C. HQSM/Shircy, W.H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NGL 444124@6 University of Texas - Avstin 3513 
Research on millimeter wavekngth radiation from solar bodies 
Period mw- 
04/29/63-03/3 1/80 FY78: TOTAL: S1,466,333 
P&. I n r u .  NASA T d .  e r  CASE Cafegorp 
Wilson, W. J. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. I 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quai&, W. L. 
NGL 40.012-055 University of Texas - Aastin 3514 
Polarization and time structure of Jovian decametric radiation 
and the structure of interplanetary plasma 
Pcnbd Obligationr 
05/25/66.04/30/80 FY78: $93,486 TOTAL: S 1,022,072 
Pdn. invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE cote go^^ 
Douglas, J. N. HQ-SL/Bnmk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NGR 44412-152 University of Texas - Austin 3515 
A program of planetary studies 
Period w w h  
06/25/69-08/30/78 FY78: $433,713 TOTAL: S3,249,198 
Prin. Invc81. NASA Tech. Wji-r CASE Category 
Trafton, L. M. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SLIQuaide, W. L. 
NGR 44-012-165 University of Texas - Austin 3516 
Continuation of lunar laser ranging experiments at McDonald 
O b s ~ ~ a t o r y  
Period Obli~atiom 
10/11/69-08/31/78 FY78: $379,962 TOTAL: S2,929,424 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Silverberg, E. C. HQSLIFlinn, E. A. 32-Geological Sci 
NGR 44-012-209 University of Texas - Austin 3517 
Study of optical properties of X-ray source 
Period OBl~atims 
05/26/71-08/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $58,838 
Pdn. Invcrr. NASA T d .  m a r  CASE Category 
VanDenBout, P. A. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. I 1-Astronomy 
NGR 44-012-225 University of Texas - Auain 3518 
Stable carbon isotope ratio variations in blue-green algae as a 
function of growth conditions 
Pcnhl ~W~ 
06/20/72-01/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $55,916 
PHn. Inust. NASA Tech. ol/imr CASE Cekgory 
Parker, P. L. HQSL/Young. R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
VanBaalen, C. 
NGR 44-012-258 University of Texas - Austin 3519 
Stark broadening of heavy neutral atoms and ions 
Pmbd mmh 
OO/OO/OO- 1213 1/76 FY78: TOTAL: S27.000 
P h  I n w .  NASA Tech. e r  CASE Caeory 
Btngtson, P. D. HQST/Timothy, A. F. 1 I-Astronomy 
NGR 44412282 University of Texas - Austin 3520 
Outer planet satellite studies 
Period m- 
09/01/73-07/3 1/79 FY78: $42,261 TOTAL: S194,%8 
prin. inrm. NASA re&. OJ/lrrr C ~ S S   atep pry 
Mulholland, J. D. HQ-SLJBmnk, W. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Murphy, R. E. 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44.012283 University of Texas - Austin 3521 
Precision orbit determination for nearearth satellites 
Period Wigations 
01/14/74-04/30/79 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: $144,410 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE S q o r y  
Tapley, 3. D. GSFCISmith, D. E. 32-Geological Sci 
Schutz, B. E. 
NSG 1440 University of Texas - Austin 3522 
Accelerating convergence of collocation methods 
Period W&tions 
09/01/77-08/31/79 FY78: S13,809 TOTAL: 527,618 
, Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE C a ~ o r y  
Daniel, J. W. LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 21-Mathematics 
NSG 1446 University of Texas - Austin 3523 
Research into a data management system for scientific/engineering 
applications 
Period Obliplions 
09/01/77-08/3 1/79 FY78: S67,890 TOTAL: $77,890 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Corcgory 
Browne, J. C. LARCIShipman, F. S. 
22-Computer Science 
LARC/Shoosmith, J. N. 
NSG 1479 University of Texas - Austin 3524 
Veriiication/validation of space shuttle flight computer program- 
ing language (HALIS) 
Period Obligolions 
01/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: $51,747 TOTAL: S51,747 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA T d .  wicer CASE Cbrcgory 
Browne, J .  C.  LARC/Will, R. W. 22-Computer Science 
Good, D. I. LARCIFoudriat, E. C. 
NSG 1544 University of Texas - Austin 3525 
Numerical software development 
Pcrial OblI#a1iom 
06/01 178-0513 1/79 FY78: $16,046 TOTAL: $16,046 
P h .  Inmr. NASA Ttch. @p#r CASE Gregory 
Cline, A. K. LARC/Schiess, J. R. 
22-Computer Science 
NSG M65 University of Texas - Austin 3526 
Antecedents of achievement and creativity 
Pcrbd MipIiom 
02/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: 583,476 TOTAL: S216.186 
Prin. Int*sr. NASA Tech. Qtpcrr CASE C.tqrory 
Helmnich, R. L. ARCfPatton, R. M. 69-Psych, NEC 
NSG 2310 University of Texas - Allstin 3527 
Rmtrator ground coupling experiment 
P e w  
04/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: $13,388 TOTAL: S13,388 
P h .  Inwar. NASA T d .  CASE CNcgory 
Nakamura, Y. ARC/Bianchard. M. B. 
Latham, G. V. ARC/Muqhy, J. P. 19-Wys Sci, NEC 
NSG 2338 University of Texls - Amstin 3528 .'> 
Finite elements and Navier-Stokes' probkms B 
Period Obl/soriom 
10/01/78-10/01/79 FY78: $5,329 TOTAL: 55,329 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. @per CASE Ca(*~ory 
Carey, G. F. ARC/Ballhaus, W. F. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Holst, T. L. 
NSG 3889 University of Texas - Austin 3529 
Plasma fluctuation diagnostic tool for the Bumpy Torus 
experiment 
Pcnbd Obl&aIiona 
11/17/75-12/31/78 FY78: $20.000 TOTAL: $80,000 
Prin. Invrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE GWcgory 
Powers, E. 3. LERC/Moeckel, W. E. 45-Ekc Engr 
LERClRoth, J. R. 
NSG 3190 Universitv of Texas - Austin 35M 
Preparation, characterization, physical testing and performance 
of fluorocarbon membranes and separators 
Period (MIi@ttions 
06/01/78-05/31/79 FY78: S35,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Inwat. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cotegory 
Lagow, R. I. LERC/Sheibky, D. W. 52-Clinical Med 
Dumitru, E. T. 
NSG 3198 University of Texas - Austin 3531 
Acoustic properties of duct lining materials 
Period ~ ~ I i o n s  
07/01 /7846/30/8 1 FY78: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Prin. Inwa. NASA Tech. .O//lnr CASE Cotqory 
Blackstock. D. T. LERC/Rice, E. J. 13-Physics 
Panton, R. L. LERC/Baumeister, K. J. 
Perreira, N. D. 
NSG University of Texas - Austin 3532 
Observations of emission lines in M supergiants 
Period wT@- 
0!5/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $20,778 
Prin. Inwn. NASA Ted. e r  CASE COWOW 
Lambert, D. L. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
11-Astronomy 
NSG 5154 University of Texas - Austin 3533 
Research of autonomous satellite navigational methods using 
global positioning sateUite system 
pcnbd rn- 
03/01 177-0513 1/79 FY78: 530.000 TOTAL: 576,843 
PI&. inrcst. NASA Td. QfRcer CASE Calegory 
Tapky, B. D. GSFC/Fuchs, A. J. 21-Mathematics 
Schutz, B. E. GSFC/Wooden, W. H., I1 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 5167 University of Texas - Austin 3534 
Copernicus observations of stellar winds in early B-type stars 
Period osr~Ii0nS 
031 14/?7-09/ 13/78 FY78: TOTAL: $3,418 
Prin. Invest. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Category 
Smith, M. A. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
11-Astronomy 
NSG 5233 University of Texas - Austin 3535 
Ultraviolet spectroscopy of X-ray emitting binary systems and 
ultraviolet observations of interstellar molecules 
Periad Wigations 
021 19/7&02/ 18/79 FY78: $12,906 TOTAL: $12,906 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. Of/ier CASE Category 
VanDenBout, P. A. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5236 University oi Texas - Austin 3535 
Copernicus satellite observations of Raman scattered Lyman-alpha 
radiation 
Period Obligation$ 
021 19/78-02/ 18/79 FY78: $1,570 TOTAL: $1,570 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Omer CASE Catqory 
Trafton, L. M. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7159 University of Texas - Austin 3537 
Preliminary geophysical and geological site survey of the region 
of the McDonald Observatory 
Perid Obligationr 
> 09/08/75-12/31/78 FY78: $100.795 TOTAL: $289,057 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojjtccr CASE Category 
Dorman, J. H. HQER/Flinn, E. A. 19-Phys W, NEC 
NSG 7162 University of Texas - Austin 3538 
Lunar laser data identification and management 
Period Obligattons 
09/01 175-08/31/78 FY78: S84,088 TOTAL: $223,203 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. q m r  CASE Category 
Shelus, P. J .  HQER/Flinn, E. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NS4; 7232 Unriversity of Texas - Austin 3539 
Astrophysics of supermassive accretion disks 
Period Wigafiom 
05/01 /7604/30/79 FY78: S23.712 TOTAL: S54.088 
Ph. Inlnr. NASA Td. officer CASE Category 
Shield, G. A. HQSC/Roman, N. di. I 1-Astronomy 
Wheeler, J. C. HQSC/OIJp, A. G. 
M E  7259 University of Texas - Austin 3540 
Late cenozoic tectonic history in the region of the McDonald 
Observatory, Trans-Pews, Texas 
Period ~ & a l i o n s  
07/01/76-09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $18,%2 
Prin. lnrpst NASA Tech. Q@iccr CASE Category 
Muehlberger, W. R. HQSL/Smith, M. J. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlFlinn, E. A. 
NSG 7326 University of Texas - Austin 3541 
Origin of channels on Mars 
Period Wigations 
01/01/77-12/31/79 FY78: $1 11,314 TOTAL: $121,440 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJfwer CASE Ca~egory 
Baker, V .  R. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NSG 7347 University of Texas - Austin 3542 
Atomic line strengths and Stark broadening for selected com- 
pounds 
Period Obliga~ions 
86/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S6,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wfnr CASE Catqory 
Bengtson, R. D. HQ-SC/Rosendhal, J. D. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
N K  7363 University of Texas - Austin 3543 
Lunar tectonics through space and time 
Perid Obli8aiim 
07/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $50,509 
Prin. bvesr. NASA Tech. O/ jer  CASE Calrgory 
Muehlberger, W. R. HQ-SL/Goldstein, B. E. 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7371 University of Texas - Austin 3544 
Analysis of ultraviolet stellar spectra obtained with Skylab 
experiment SO19 
Period OMIgarions 
08/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $95,000 TOTAL: $95,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  ojficcr CASE Gtrgory 
Henize, K. G. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NSG 7381 University of Texas - Austin 3545 
Program of 1-5 micron photometry of infrared sources embedded 
in molecular clouds 
Period obligations 
09/01/77-08/31/78 FY78: $12,433 TOTAL: S12,433 
Pdn. Invest. NASA T ' .  olfrnr CASE Category 
Evans, N. J., I1 HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roman, N. G. 
NSh; 7408 University of Texas - Austin 3586 
Orbital theories of outer planet satellites 
Period Obllgationr 
12/01/77-11/30/79 FY78: $20,143 TOTAL: $20.143 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Q@cer CA& Caegory 
Jefferys, W. H. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 9021 University of Texas - Austin 3547 
Origin of magnetization in lunar breccias and its bearing on 
their formation 
Period Obligations 
.02/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $23,700 TOTAL: $108,225 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OJicer CASE Category 
Gose, W .  A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 2-9485 University of Texas - Dallas 3548 
Pioneer/Venus data analysis 
Period Obligations 
061 16/77-09/30/78 FY78: $66,221 TOTAL: $86,221 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OfJicer CASE Category 
Hoffman, J. H. ARC/Hall, C. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-11406 University of Texas - Dallas 3549 
Atmosphere Explorer magnetic iqn mass spectrometer 
Period Obligations 
04/06/7 1-09/30/79 FY78: $234,000 TOTAL: $1,492,523 
Prin. Inw#l. NASA Tech. OJieer CASE Category 
. Hoffman, J. H. GSFClSpencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 111407 University of Texas - Dallas 3550 
Planar ion trap experiment 
P e w  Oblrjp~ions 
04/06/7 1-09/30/79 FY78: $223,000 TOTAL: $1,665,079 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Category 
Hanson, W. B. GSFC/Spenar, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-24297 University of Texas - Dallas 3551 
Ion drift meter for the dynamic Explorer 
Period Obligatimu 
07/26/77-02/28/81 FY78: $151,277 TOTAL: $151,277 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//tcer CASE Category 
Heelis, R. A. GSFC/Fellerman, K. D. 13Physics 
Hanson, W. B. GSFClLidston, J. M. 
NAS 5-24298 University of Texas - Dallas 3552 
Retarding potential analyzer for the dynamic Explorer 
reriod miruio- 
07/26/77-02/28/8 1 FY78: $172,704 TOTAL: $172,704 
Prin. Imrrc. NASA Tech. o / r i r  CASE Category 
Hanson, W. B. GSFCIFellerman, K. D. 13-Physics 
Heelis, R. A. GSFC/Lidston, J. M. 
NAS 5-24299 University of Texas - Dallas 3553 
Low altitude plasma instrument for Dynamics Explorer (DE) 
Prrkd m ~ t r l l O N  
11/21/77-05/28/81 FY78: $273,384 TOTAL: $273,384 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. c?ffkcr CASE Catspry 
Winningham, J. D. GSFC/Felkrman, K. D. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Liston, J. M. 
NAS 5-25310 University of Texas - Dallas 3554 
Ion velocity instrument for San Marco spacecraft 
Period Oblfgations 
091 18178-05/3/82 FY78: 937,000 TOTAL: $37,000 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. o//tctr CASE Category 
Hanson, W. B. GSFC/Caporale, A. J. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 831775 University of Texas - Dallas 3555 
Study of ATS 6 and OGO 5 data analysis 
Period OblI#&iOns 
031 18/%02/28/79 FY78: $31,849 TOTAL: $55,769 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o j p w  CASE Category 
Hanson, W. B. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 
Hoffman, J. H. MSFC/Fields, S. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 832689 University of Texas - Dallas 3556 
Technology demonstration measurement for the molecular wake 
shield 
Period Obligations 
05/19/78-05/18/79 FY78: $29,969 TOTAL: $29,969 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. oj/iwr CASE Clltegory 
Hoffman, J .  H. MSFC/Oran, W. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hodges, R. R., Jr. MSFC/Thomas, P. E. 
Duerksen, K. 
NAS 8-32831 University of Texas - Dallas 3557 
Retarding ion mass spectrometer for dynamics Explorer 
Period Obligarimu 
01/17/78-05/31/81 FY78: $260,612 TOTAL: $260,612 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. @per CASE Cafepry 
Hanson, W. B. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 13-Physics 
Hoffman, J. H. MSFC/Fields, S. A. 
NGL 44404-026 University of Texas - Dallas 3558 
Investigations into the mechanism and rates of atmospheric mixing 
in the lower thermosphere 
Pcrhd Obliga.tions 
05/05/65-03/31/8 1 FY78: $164,334 TOTAL: $2,338,085 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Ted. @fficcr CASE Category 
Johnson, F. S. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk. W. E. 
NGL 44004130 University of Texas - D d s s  3559 
Selected studies in the space sciences 
PcrW Oblmio=l 
031 17/72-03/3 118 1 FY78: TOTAL: $1,300,000 
Pdn. lnwsr. NASA Tmh. @fficcr CASE Cafepry 
Johnson, F. S. HQ-LU/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Di&p 
NGR 44004030 University of Texas - Dallas 3560 
Study of ekctron collision frequency under ionospheric condi- 
tions 
Period aarigatlonr 
05/05/65- 12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $S80,765 
P h .  1 n w .  NASA Tech. o//rccr CASE ~ l e g o r y  
Heikkila, W. J. HQST/Cauffman, D. P. 1IPhysics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44004.120 University of Texas - Dallas 3561 
Rocket probes for the upper F-region 
Pelid Obligaions 
02/09/71-01/3 1/79 FY78: $90,000 TOTAL: $985,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hanson, W. B. HQST/King, J. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGR 44-004-124 University of Texas - Dallas 3562 
Rocket investigation of auroral zone disturbances 
Perid OMi#atiions 
08/10/71-08/31/79 FY78: $125,469 TOTAL: $1,055,021 
Pnir. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Cotqory 
Winningham, J. D. GSFC/Bissell, E. E. 13-Physics 
Heikkila, W. J. HQST/Schmerling. E. E. 
Eaker, N. 
NSG 5085 University of Texas - Dallas 3563 
Particle spectrometer on board ISIS2 
Period Obligations 
11/01/75-12/31/79 FY78: $30,000 TOTAL: $125.000 
Prin. In*cst. NAsA TC&. Ojpccr CASE Cutegory 
. Heikkik, W .  J. GSFC/B~~&, L. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
Winningham, J. D. 
NSG 5087 University of Texas - Dallas 3564 
Ion composition research on ISIS2 
Perid Obligations 
12/01/75-12/31/78 FY78: $30.000 TOTAL: $85,000 
Prin. Inw~f.  NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Hoffman, J. H. GSFC/Brace, L. H. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5280 University of Texas - Ddlas 3565 
Electrodynamic coupling in the ionosphere magnetosphere 
system 
PC* OMigatiom 
07/01/7846/31/79 FY78: $26,567 TOTAL: $26,567 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Ted. o//iccr CASE Cmegory 
Klumpar, D. M. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
Burrows, J. R. 
Wallis, D. D. 
NSG 6012 University of Texas - Dallas 3566 
Rocket/satellite program in aeronomy 
Perlrd OMigcmr 
06/27/76-03/22/78 FY78: TOTAL: S110,000 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Tech. @firer CASE Category 
Christensen, A. B. WFC/Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC/Gray, J. W- 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 611U University of Texas - Dallas 3567 
A rocket program in aeronomy 
Pcrlrd ww- 
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: S72,%7 TOTAL: S72,%7 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tml. m r  CASE Curlory 
Christensen, A. B. WFC/Gray, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Pkss, R. H. 
NSG 7034 University of Texas - Dallas 3568 
Investigation of the daytime lunar atmosphere for lunar synthesis 
program 
Period OMigatimu 
04/01 /7403/31/79 FY78: $48,709 TOTAL: $230,640 
P h .  Invut. NASA Tech. o/frccr CASE Category 
Hodges, R. R., Jr. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSLIFrench, B. E. 
NSG 1316 University of Texas - El Pas0 3569 
ESR studies of viscous liquid crystals: Electric field effects 
Pelfaf osr~utionr 
07/01/7610/31/78 FY78: S29.000 TOTAL: $78,740 
Prin. Inw~t.  NASA Tech. o/lrccr CASE Cotqory 
Eastman, M. P. LARC/Breckenridge, R. A. 13-Physics 
Bruno, G. V. LARC/Robertson, J. B. 
Lawson, J. 0. 
NSG 3146 University of Texas - El Paso 3570 
Size effect studies gf thin metal ,films 
Period OiYipIions 
05/02/77-08/31/79 FY78: $29,997 TOTAL: 954,993 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//rcrr CASE CaIepry 
Brient, S. J. LERClBrandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
Roser, W. R. ' 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 9062 University of Texas - El Paso 3571 
Occurrence and mineral chemistry of high pressure phases 
Period OblfSarians 
06/01/78-05/3 1/79 FY78: $25,374 TOTAL: 525,374 
Prin. Invrat. NASA Tech. o//rnr CASE Catqory 
Hoffer, J. M. JSC/Duke, M. 12-Chemistry 
NAS PI4641 Univ of Texas Medid  Branch - Gdvestoo 3572 
Analysis of spontaneous vestibular primary afferent discharge 
following application of drugs 
PcrM Obl&wiona 
05/01/75-03/31/79 FY78: S35.000 TOTAL: SlW,973 
Plin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. offlnr CASE Catqoy 
Comia, M. J. JSC/Reschke, M. F. 69-Psych, NEC 
NAS 9-15565 Uaiv of Texas M d i  B d  - Galveston 3573 
Micro assay for catecholamine concentration in body fluids 
Perlal ~ I S r r ~  
03/27/78-03/31/79 FY78: $7,500 TOTAL: $7,500 
mn. Inwst. NASA Tech. .OUOnr CASE Cat- 
Zieglcr, M. G. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NSG 7418 Univ of Texas M e d i i  B d  - Gdveston 3574 
Lunar seismic data analysis 
P c M  Wbah 
02/01/7841/31/79 FY78: $289,378 TOTAL: S289,378 
Prin. bvra. NASA T d .  m r  CASECatepy 
Makamura, Y. HQSL/Quai&, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NSG 9026 University of Texas Health Center - Dallas 3575 
Cardiovascular effect of variations in habitual levels of physical 
activity 
Period Obl@tiom 
03/01/75-03/31/79 FY78: $35,200 TOTAL: $207,400 
Pnn. Inrsr. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Category 
Blomquist, C. G. JSC/Hull, W. E. 52-Clinical Med 
Mitchell, J. H. 
NAS 1-12705 University of Utah 3581 
Science planning for the Viking 1975 missions in the area of " 1 
physical properties 
Pcrbd Wigatioru 
011 14/74-0313 1/77 FY78: $19,500 TOTAL: $231,189 
Pnn. I n w .  NASA Tech. O j l e r  CASE Category 
Shorthill, R. W. LARC/WiIliams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC/Glenny, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 9049 Univ of Texas Health §ci Ctr-San Antonio 3576 NAS 29950 University of Utah 3582 
Tracz elements in planetary material by activation analysis A study of flammability screening tests of resins 
Period Obl.6p.tiom Periad Obligations 
02/01/77-01/31/78 FY78: S62,100 TOTAL: S62,100 05/01/78-06/14/79 FY78: $59,337 TOTAL: $59,337 
Ptin. Inwst. NASA Ted. Ofleer CASE Chrclory Ptin. Invest. NASA Tech. Cyficer CASE Cutegory 
Morgan, J. W. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics Hughes. B. M. ARC/Kourtides, D. A. 43-Chem Engr 
Sosin, A. 
NAS 9-15388 Univ of Texas-Health Sciieoce Center 3577 NAS 210064 University of Utah 3583 
Biochemi~al adaptation of antigravity muscle fibers to disuse Manufacture of DPFC-DMS polymer in the SKG range and 
atrophy study 
Perial Oblgations Period Obli~ulionr 
t 08/01/77-07/3 1/79 FY78: $28,600 TOTAL: $56,600 09/27/7& 10/01/79 FY78: $74,200 TOTAL: $74,200 
P h .  bwst. NASA Tech. q p w r  CASE C~WOV Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. q l j i n r  CASE Category 
Booth, F. JSC/Rambaut, P. C: 5 1-Biology Hughes, M. ARC/Kourtides, D.A. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 62498 University of Utah 3584 
NAS 832584 University of Texas - Son Ant& 3578 Upper atmospheric physical and dynamic processes 
Atmosphere Explorer data analysis and electrodynamics Explorer Period Oblixa~ions 
instrument development 04/26/74 10/25/78 FY78: $31,851 TOTAL: $1 10.860 
Period O&ationr Prin. Inresf. NASA Tech. Cypmr CASE Ca~egory 
061 15/77-07/28/79 FY78: $8,508 TOTAL: $28,423 Kao, S. K. WFC/Duke, J. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Prfn. Invest. . NASA Ted. Officer CASE (btnory 
Burch, J. L. MSFC/C~~~&II,  C. R. 31-~tmos-!% 
, M§FC/Thomas, P. E. 
NAS 62827 University of Utah 3585 
Rocketsonde data processing and participation in the meteorologi- 
cal rocket/Nimbus satellite data comparison project 
NSG 5214 3519 Pcnbd MXfgaions University of Texas - Sra Antonio 
Research of solar wind and magnetospheric electric fields and 03/21/75-06/30/79 FY78: $48,967 TOTAL: $195,232 Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. oj f inr  CASE Ca#egory plasmas Staffanson, F. L. WFC/Duke, J. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Perial O M @ t h  
10/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,000 WFC/Schmidlin, F. J. 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. m l m r  CASE C o t e p ~  
Burch. 3. L. GSFC/Spenar, N. W. 13-Physics 
NAS 8-30253 University of Utah 3586 
Preparation and investigation of methacryhte hydrogels for zeta 
potential control 
Period W @ t h  
11/15/73-12/14/76 FY78: TOTAL: $99,8 19 
Prin. I m s l .  NASA Tech. of/recr CASE Category 
UTAH 
NAS 2-7358 Brigham Yoang UltivemMy 3580 
Analysis of Pioneer F & G solar terrestrial relationship data NASW m 7  University of Utah 3587 
r e r i d  Construction and testing of rotating Sagnac interferometer 
00/00/OM)9/30/77 FY78: 51,400 TOTAL: S47,W Period fBi@tim 
p h .  IRI~CSI. NASA rd. oj/ inr  CASE c a r p r y  09/28/7609/20/77 FY78: TOTAL: $39,996 
Jones, D. E. ARC/HaU, C. F. 13-Physics rh. ~ n w t .  NASA ~ d .  officer CASE Category 
ARC/Portcr, D. L. Vaii, V. HQRR/Randolph, L. P. 13-Physics 
JPL/Goss, W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
UTAH (Continued) 
NGR 45-003-108 University of Utah 3588 
Applications of computer speech recognition in flight manage- 
ment 
Period ObligaI~IU 
11/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: S162,718 TOTAL: $251,022 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Plummer, R. P. ARC/Wempe, T. E. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 1313 University of Utah 3589 
Innovative concepts in large area spaa structures 
Period Obl&ations 
07/01 /7603/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: 532,463 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Ted. officer CASE Cutegory 
Resch, R. D. LARC/Card, M. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Mikulas, M. M., Jr. 
NSG 1534 University of Utah 3590 
Fluid dynamics of crystallization from vapors 
Pcriai Obligations 
06/01/78-05/3 1/79 FY78: S85,9H) TOTAL: S85,950 
~ d n .  ~nwst. NASA Tech. lo/jicer CASE Cataory 
. Rosenberger, F. E. LARCIFripp, A. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Crouch, R. K. 
NSG 7226 University of Utah 3591 
Identifying environmental features for land management deci- 
sions 
Period 01Wigations 
a 08/01/76-07/31/80 FY78: TOTAL: S300,000 
Prin. Inwi .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Ridd, M. K. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 7425 University of Utah 3592 
Infrared map in the vicinity of the crater Plato 
Period OMigalims 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: 913,070 TOTAL: $13,070 
Prin. Inwa. NASA Tech. Wflcer CASE Cuegory 
Shorthill, R. W. ~ ~ ~ L / Q u a i d e ,  W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSLlFrench, B. E. 
NAS 2-9557 Utab State University 3593 
Liquid phase ozone in Freon gas 
P e M  mfw- 
04/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: S1.901 TOTAL: S7,288 
Pdn. Inwrst. NASA Tech. of/lrr CASE CbIrpry 
Jeppesen, H. ARC/Lowenstcin, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 524455 Utah *te University 3594 
Investigations of Vehicle Charging And Potential (VCAP) on 
orbital flight test four experiment 
Period 0 M b . t I ~ u  
03/01/78-12/31/80 FY78: S438.000 TOTAL: S438,000 
P h .  Inwst. NASA T d .  Qipcer CASE &.lory 
Banks, P. M. GSFC/Stouffer, C. G. 13-Physics 
Raitt, W. J. 
NAS 8-32636 Utah State University 3595 
Large spacecraft interaction with ambient environment at 
geosynchronous earth orbit charging 
period magations 
09/20/77-05/31/79 FY78: S44,864 TOTAL: $59,864 
Pdn. Invcsl. NASA Tech. Wficcr CASE Ca@ory 
Raitt, W. J. MSFC/Chappell, C. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Baugher, C. R. 
NAS %I4871 Utrh State University 3596 
Higher plant response to elevated ultraviolet irradiana 
Perid o M P h  
10/08/75-12/31/78 FY78: S100,000 TOTAL: S280,000 
Pnin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Wpcer CASE Category 
Caldwell, M. M. JSC/Nachtwey, D. S. 51-Biology 
NSG 5215 Utah State University 3597 
Studies of high latitude ion dynamics 
P d  Obl&atims 
10/01/77-03/3 1/79 FY78:' $22,000 TOTAL: $22,000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/firrr CASE Ca@ory 
StMaurice, J. P. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. IIPhysin 
Baker, K. D. 
Raitt, W. J. 
N S 6  5216 Utah &te University 3598 
investigation of electric fields in the vicinity of plasmapause 
mid-latitude trough and polar cleft 
Period oar&atianr 
10/01/77-03/31/79 ~ ~ 7 8 :  $21,030 TOTAL: ~21,030 
Pdn. Intest. NASA Tech. ojfinr CASE GUegory 
Foster. J. C. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 13-Physics 
Doupnik, J. R. 
W S 6  7038 Ut.b State University 3599 
The diagenesis of geologically important organic matter and amino 
acids under simulated naturai conditions 
period O h t ~ f o n s  
06/01/74-05/3 1/79 FY78: $48.000 TOTAL: S263.352 
Prin. Intest. NASA T d .  o/pw CASE Cuexory 
Smith, G. G. HQSB/Young, R. S. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7#IQ U W  State University 3680. 
Mass spectrometric study of chlorinated specks by negative surface 
ionization 
Per&%' Obltfatrlonr 
03/15/76-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $52,396 
P h .  Intest. NASA Tcnk. 41/r(r CASE CkIemry 
Moore, W. M. HQST/Tiiford, S. G. 12-Chemistry 
HQST/Simon, N. #. 
NSG nlo Utah &te University 3@1 
Stratospheric monitoring with longterm balloon flights 
PrrIod -- 
03/01 /76-02/28/79 FY78: $174.072 TOTAL: -1,189 
PHn. Inrcst. NASA Tech. (3lllrrr CASE Carlwy 
Baker, K. D. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
Williamson, P. R. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
UTAH (Continued) 
NSG 7289 Utah State University 3602 NSG 1514 Christopher Newport College 3608 >. 
Study of the dynamics of atmosphere-ionosphere magnetosphere An investigation of semiconductor electrodes 'i 
interactions P C ~  01~igarim~~ 
~eriod Obligations 09/01/7&08/31/79 FY78: $10,067 TOTAL: $10,067 
.07/01/76-06/30/79 FY78: S178.686 TOTAL: $258,686 Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. .O//lrrr CASE Cuttgory 
Prin. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Caregory Buoncristiani, A. M. LARC/Byvik, C. E. 13-Physics 
Banks, P. M. HQ-STfKaiser, M. L. 31-Atmos Sci LARC/Conway, E. J. 
HQ-ST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NSG 7388 Utah State University NAS1-14972 College of William 'And Mary 3609 
Method of inferring mesoscale mixing phenomenon Research in the area of physical sciences 
Perial ObligaNms Perial Obli#attiwts 
09/01 /77-02/28/78 FY78: $19.880 TOTAL: $19,880 05/3 1/77-05/30/80 FY78: $182,818 TOTAL: $196,758 
Pdn. Invest, NASA Tech. offlcer CASE Cartgory P h .  Inwsf. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Cartgory 
Megill, L. R. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci Aceto, H., Jr. LARC/Anderson, A. F. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-ST/Simon, N. K. 
VERMONT 
NSG 5198 Milebury College 3604 
investigations of X-ray emission from Supernova remnants 
Period Obligalions 
08/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $14,980 
P h .  bwsr. NASA Tech. .Of/cer CASE Ca~egory 
Winkler, P. F. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
I 1-Astronomy 
NSG 7453 University of Vermont 3605 
Development of a remote sensing applications program in 
Vermont 
PeIimi Obligalions 
06/01/78-05/31/81 FY78: $200,000 TOTAL: $200,000 
Prin. Inmt. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Gztegory 
John, H. H. HQ-ETIVitak, J. A. 32-Geological Sci 
NGL 47-006058 College of William. And Mary 3610 
Research in the applied science program 
Period Obligafirrions 
081 15/72-08/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $398,400 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE  olep pry 
Rubkin, G. T. LARCIAnderson, A. F. 99-Multi-Discip 
NSG 1095 College of William And Mary 3611 
Molecular weight-property relationships of high performance 
polymers used for adhesives and composites 
Period 01Vfgatim 
09/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: W1.294 
Ptin. Inmt. NASA Tech. Ojfimr CASE Ca f~o ry  
Kranbuehl, D. E. LARC/Young, P. R. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Johnston, N. J. 
NSG 1203 Cdlege of Williim And Mary 3612 
Analysis of remote sensors for pollution 
P e d  Obli#atiom 
08/01/7547/31/79 FY78: $36.875 TOTAL: $124,750 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. OJffmr CASE Calegory 
Park, J. H. LARC/Russell, J. M., 111 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Brockman, P. 
VIRGINIA 
NAS 1-14034 Christopher Newport CoUege 3606 NSG 1385 Conege of W i i m  ~ n d  Mary 36U 
Quality control checks for VGH records New infrared detectors and solar a l l s  
Pe?iLui OMWh Period Obl igafh  
07/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,748 02/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: S50,OOO TOTAL: $90,000 
Plin Invest. NASA Tech. O / F r  CASE cDtaor~ Pdn. In-. NASA Tech. .O/fimr CASE PEIegory 
Roby, A. B. LARC/Morris, G. J. 41-Aero Engr Sher, A. LARC/Crouch, R. K. 13-Physics 
LARCIJeweU, J. W., Jr. 
NSG 1429 Chistopher Newport College 3607 NSG 1435 College of Wdliim And Mary 3614 
An investigation of the edge-tom effect Development of a multi-target compiler writing system 
Pmbd m- Pcrbd ~ r r o l ~  
07/01/77-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: SP,920 0711 1177-1 1/25178 FY78: $42,085 TOTAL: $82,085 
P&. Inw~t.  NASA Tech. Wfcrr CASE Cafegwy P h .  Inwsr. NASA T d  C?fpcer CASE Category 
Buoncristiani. A. M. LARC/Lansing, D.. L. 21-Mathematics Donegan, M. K. LARC/Staaeter, T. A. 21-Mathematics 
Webb, G. R. Feyock, S. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1484 College of Willism And Mary 3615 
Atmos Spacelab I science investigation 
Period Obli.$#tions 
05/01 /7&04/30/79 FY78: $32,398 TOTAL: $32,398 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Park, J. H. LARC/Russell, J. M., 111 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7416 College of William And Mary 3616 
Research on turbulence in plasmas 
Period Obl&ofions 
12/01/77-11/30/80 FY78: $32,600 TOTAL: $32,600 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Montgomery, D. C. HQ-ST/King, J. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQST/Schmerling. E. R. 
NAS 6-2707 Eastern Shore Community College 3617 
Informing general public and schools of activities of Wallops 
Flight Center 
Period Oblig#fions 
01/01/76-12/31/78 FY78: $1 1,774 TOTAL: $35,319 
PHn. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. O/jicer CASE Calgory 
Unavailable WFC/Milliner, J. B. 99-Multi-Discip 
NCA 1-6 George M m n  University 3618 
Summer student training program 
Period Oblipfionr 
06/06/77-09/ 15/77 FY78: TOTAL: 519,143 
Pdn. b v r ~ I .  NASA Tech. o/jicer CASE Cafegory 
I Trehan, A. K. LARC/Cox, J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NCA 5-92 George Mason University 3619 
Study of forebiddea line emission from abundant heavy element 
ions in hot nebulae 
Period Obl@fbns 
08/01 178-10/31/78 FY78: $4.700 TOTAL: $4,700 
Prin. Invrsf. NASA Ted. officer CASE CoIepry 
Kafatos, M. GSFC/Hobbs, R. W. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 1-14507 Hampton Institute 3620 
Conversion of flight records 
Period ow&arioiU 
07/01 /76.09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: 534,688 
Prim Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Colegory 
Williams, G. K. LARC/Jewell, J. W., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Moms, G. J. 
NAS 1-14832 Hunpton Institute 3621 
Summer research fellowship program 
Period UUigtions 
02/04/77-1013 1/79 FY78: $50,013 TOTAL: $143.000 
PHn. Inrrst. NASA Tech. w e e r  CASE Cotegory 
Darden, G. C. LARC/Erickson, W. D. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NAS 1-15445 Hnrapton Institute 3622 
Minimization of differences between simulated and actual flight 
data for area navigation (R-NAV) on high speed aircraft 
Period oM1ga1ionr 
07/06/78-07/05/79 FY78: $14,592 TOTAL: $14,592 
Prin. hwsl. NASA Teh. o f m r  CASE Cafegory 
Hargrove, A. LARC/Knox, C. E. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Taylor, R. T. 
NCR 47-02006 Hampton IRstitute 3623 
Fast optical pulse recording system for laser ranging 
Period Ob&ofbns 
12/01/73-07/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $113,921 
Pdn. I n n ~ l .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cntqory 
Trehan, A. K. WFC/Hoge, F. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
WFC/Parsons, C. L. 
NSG 1294 Hampton lnstitute 3624 
The investigation of microprocessors for use as in-flight data 
collection systems 
Period Obli@fionr 
04/01/7603/31/79 FY78: $31.1 12 TOTAL: $109,297 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cotgory 
Trehan, A. K.  LARCIKatzberg, S. J. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 1456 Hampton Institute 3625 
Systems approach to theoretical fluid mechanics 
Period Oblbfionr 
10/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: $32,660 TOTAL: $32,660 
Prln. Invrsl. NASA Tkh. ojficer CASE Category 
Anyiwo, J. C. LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1478 Hamptw Institute 3626 
Improvements in digital optimal control of nonlinear multivariable 
constrained systems 
Period Oblip1w 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $39,383 TOTAL: $39,383 
Prin. brrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Hargrove, A. LARC/Straeter, T. A. 21-Mathematics 
LARClParks, C. L. 
NSG 1505 Hampton Institute 3627 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of free stream noise 
in supersonic nozzles 
Perial Ohfigolionr 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $35.970 TOTAL: $35.970 
P&. 1 n ~ s l .  NASA Tech. q f i r  CASE Cmqory 
Anyiwo, J. C. LARC/Beckwith, 1. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Schopper, M. R. LARC/Bushnell, D. M. 
NSG 1552 Hampton I d t u t e  3628 
Investigation of microprocessors for use as controllers for tunable 
diode lasers 
Period 
07/24/78-07/23/79 FY78: $35,453 TOTAL: 535,453 
P h .  I n ~ s l .  NASA Tuh. Q@er CASE Cblrpry 
Trehan; A. K. LARC/Katzbcrg, S. J. 45-Elec Engr 
Davenport, J. . LARC/Rowland, C. W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1209 Mary BaMwin CoDege 3629 
Faculty and smdent research participation in applied statistics at 
NASA/LRC 
Period Obligations 
07/01 /75-04/30/79 FY78: $9,730 TOTAL: $34,839 
Pin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojker CASE Category 
Swyer, J. 0. LARC/Campbell, J. W. 21-Mathematics 
LARCJBrooks, D. R. 
NAS 1-14193 Old Dominion University 3630 
Research in physical and life sciences 
Peiod Obligations 
10/01/75-09/30/78 FY78: $184,467 TOTAL: $588,505 
Pin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Maygarden, E. M. LARClAnderson, A. F. 99-Multi-Discip 
NGL 47-003-067 Old Dominion University 3631 
Interdisciplinary investigation of atmospheric processes and 
constituenis of the Mid-Atlantic coastal region 
Pen'al OMigarionr 
051 10/72-08/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $UW),OOO 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Kindle, E. C. HQET/Vitale, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 47-003-052 OM Dominion University 3632 
Graduate research program in aeronautics and air transporta- 
tion 
Period Obiifations 
051 12/71-08/31/80 FY78: $55,000 TOTAL: $579,918 
Pin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O/&r CASE Category 
Roberts, A. B., Jr. LARC/Erickson, W. D. 41-Aero Engr 
NGT 47-003-028 Old Domi~~ion University 3633 
Summer faculty fellowship program in engineering systems 
design 
Period OMigationr 
1 1/ 14169-03/31/79 FY78: $125,941 TOTAL: $897,796 
Pin. Inwst. NASA Tech. of/icer CASE Category 
McRee, G. J. HQLUJCarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NGT 47-003.029 Old Dominion University 3634 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
P C ~  obligmio~t~ 
11/14/@-03/31/79 FY78: $128,718 TOTAL: $1,007,544 
Prin. Inwt ,  NASA Tech. e r  CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. HQ-LUfCarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1028 OM Dominion University 3635 
Collection, reduction, and interpretation of neutral atmospheric 
measurements 
Period OMgaIiom 
04/01/74-03/15/79 FY78: $125,000 TOTAL: $360,767 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Calegory 
Goglia, G. L. LARCfKeating, G. M. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
Hinson, E. 
NSG 1099 Old Dominbn University 3636 , \ 
Optimal adaptive wind tunnel control i 
Period Obligatiom 
09/01/74-11/30/78 FY78 $24,693 TOTAL: $98,649 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. ojficer CASE Category 
Tcheng, P. L. LARC/Tripp, J. S. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 1087 Old Dominion University 3637 
Turbulence closure modeling for high Mach number turbulent 
shear flows 
Period OMIptiOnI 
08/01/74-10/31/78 FY78: $35.520 TOTAL: $141,075 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. oj/icer CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Hams, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Oh, Y. H. LARCfRudy, D. H. 
NSG 1098 Old Dominion University 3638 
Investigation of nozzle afterbody viscous interaction effects by 
finite element methods 
Period Obligations 
09/09/74-05/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $36,940 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Cooke, C. H. LARC/Harris, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1131 Old Dominion University 3639 
Remote measurements of atmospheric trace constituents 
Period Obifgations 
01/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $34,408 TOTAL: $120,963 
Plin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Kindle, E. C. LARCIDodgen, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Twitty, J. LARC/Lebel, P. J. 
Brost, R. 
NSG 1143 Old Dominion University 3640 
Sensor for measuring instantaneous angle of attack of helicopter 
blades 
Period Obligations 
01/13/75-04/12/79 FY78: $24,463 TOTAL: $127,676 
P k .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Barna, P. S. LARCIKershner, D. D. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClPitts, F. 
NSG 1152 Old Dominion University 3641 
The Earth/Moon system: Dynamics and parameter estimation 
P e d  Obligationr 
021 17/75-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $131,179 
Prin. bw. NASA Tech. O//ieer CASE Caiegory 
Breedlove, W. J., Jr. LARCIGapcynski, J. P. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 1167 Old Dominion University 3642 
The structural behavior of advanced composite materials 
Period Obligations 
06/01/75-05/31/81 FY78: $29,853 TOTAL, $135,490 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. 9fficer CASE Category 
Thornton, E. A. LARC/Davis, J. G., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClPride, R. A. 
* 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1177 Old Dominion University 3643 
Experimental and analytical studies in fluidics L 
Perial Obligorim 
05/0 1 /75-02/28/8 1 FY78: $15,758 TOTAL: $83,302 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Hellbaum, R. F. 45-Elec Engr 
NSG 1226 Old hn~iniam University 3644 
An analytical and/or numerical study of three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows 
Period OMigotions 
09/01/75-10/3 1/78 FY78: $32,384 TOTAL: $91,302 
Prin. Jnwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Harris, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Vatsa, V. N. LARC/Rudy, D. H. 
NSG 1252 Old Dominion University 3645 
The investigation of advanced remote sensing and inversion 
techniques for the measurement of atmospheric constituents 
Period CBligerions 
09/ 15/75-07/31/78 FY7S: $5,344 TOTAL: $1 17,505 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Caiqory 
Deepak, A. LARC/M&ormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARCIChu, W. P. 
NSG 1271 OM Dominion University 3646 
Space shuttle experiments studies 
Period Obligations 
03/01 /76-02/28/79 FY78: $101,933 TOTAL: %402,475 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Catgory 
Brock, F. J. LARC/Melfi, L. T., Jr. 13-Physics 
- Ciay, F. P., Jr. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 
Hueser, J. E. 
NSG 1279 Old Dominion University 3647 
Preliminary investigations into the active control of large space 
structures 
Period OMigatiorrs 
02/ 15/76-06/30/79 FY78: $39,424 TOTAL: 583,164 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Category 
Tweed, J. LARC/Card, M. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
Hyer, M. W. LARCIHousner, J. M. 
NSG 1315 Old Dominion University 3648 
Wind tunnel studies of advanced cargo concepts 
Period OMigalions 
06/22/7&06/2 1 /79 FY78: S44,2% TOTAL: $122,821 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cotqory 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Peterson, J. B., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Rao, D. M. 
NSG 1321 Old Dominion U~versity 3649 
Concepts for structurally compatible thermal finite elements 
Period Obliptions 
09/01/76-12/31/79 FY78: 518,543 TOTAL: $46,541 
Prin. lnw~r .  NASA Ted.  Wficer CASE Curq~ory 
Thornton, E. A. LARCIWieting, A. R. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1324 Old Domidon University 3650 
The contribution of molecular relaxation in nitrogen to the 
absorption of sound in the atmosphere 
Perid Obliptioonr 
09/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $44,022 TOTAL: $104,204 
Pan. Inwst. NASA Tech. q / m r  CASE Car*pry 
Zuckenvar, A. J. LARC/Holmes, H. K. 13-Physics 
Kernell, R. L. 
NSG 1331 Old Dominion University 3651 
Antenna design and development for microwave subsystem 
experiments for the terminal configured vehicle project 
Perial OblIgo~iorw 
08/01/76-09/30/78 FY78: $16,095 TOTAL: S47,095 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. o//kcr CASE Category 
Becher, J. LARC/Campbell, T. G. 45-Elec Engr 
Cohen, N. V. LARC/Young, W. R. 
NSG 1341 Old Dominhn University 3452 
Science and software support for spacecraft solar occultation 
experiments 
Period Wigations 
10/01/76-03/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $40,514 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O f j e r  CASE Caregory 
Chu, W. P. LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31-Atmos §ci 
Becher, J. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
NSG 1357 OM Dominion University 3653 
Vortex lattice wing design program 
Period Obli#oIims 
11/08/76-11/07/78 FY78: $19,168 TOTAL: $31,665 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Caeory 
Kuhlman, J. M. LARC/Lamar, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Polhamus, E. C. 
NSG 1362 Old Dominion University 3654 
Fission induced plasmas 
Perid (MIgarions 
12/ 16/76-12/ 15/78 FY78: $22,290 TOTAL: $51,784 
Prin. Inmst. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Category 
Harries, W. L. LARC/Hohl, F. 1 3-Physics 
NSG 1370 Old Dominion University 3665 
Dynamic characteristics of rotor blades with pendulum ab- 
sorbers 
Period Obliprbnr 
01/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $32,021 TOTAL: $42,069 
Prin. Insut. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Hammond, C. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Murthy, V. R. 
NSB3 1379 Old Dominii University 3656 
Feasibility study of a microprocessor based oculometcr system 
Period Wiptionr 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: $48,490 TOTAL: S103,262 
Prin. Invcst. NASA Tech. offkrr CASE Coregory 
Varanasi, M. R. LARC/Gaintr, P. A. 45-Elcc Engr 
LARC/Waller, M. C. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1393 Old Dominion University 3657 
Computational solution of atmospheric chemistry problems 
Period Om@ti0ns 
06/01/77-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $4 1,828 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
.~oglia, G. L. LARC/Phillips, D. H. 12-Chemistry 
Norbeck, J. M. LARC/Tolson, R. H. 
NSG 1394 Old Dominion University 3658 
Evaluation of atmospheric trace constituent sensors operating from 
remote space and airborne platforms 
Period ~ i g a t l o n s  
021 14/77-05/14/79 FY78: $33,312 TOTAL: $70,083 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJJicer CASE Category 
Kindle, E. C. LARClReichle, H. G., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1395 OM Dominion University 3659 
Data reduction analysis and application technique development 
for atmospheric trace gas constituents derived from remote sensors 
on satellite or airborne platforms 
Period Obligations 
02/14/77-11/13/78 FY78: $63,673 TOTAL: $136,837 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O / /e r  CASE Category 
Kindle, E. C. LARC/Beck, S. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 1441 Old Dominion University 3660 
Interpretation and evaluation of experimental data related to 
remote sensing of ocean-dumped sewage sludge 
Period Obligations 
071 18/77-02/ 17/79 FY78: TOTAL: $55,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cutegory 
Kuo, C. Y. LARC/Johnson, R. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Paeoria, P. S. 
NSG 1459 OM Dominion University 3661 
Analysis and identification of flight measurements by time- 
domain/randomdec technique 
Perid 0Migation.s 
10/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: 544,202 TOTAL: $44,202 
Prin. lnrst. NASA Tech. ojjiwr CASE Category 
Ibrahim, S. R. LARClHanks, B. R. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 1464 OM Dominion University 3662 
Effects of angle-of-attack on the coupled radiative and convective 
heat transfer about blunt planetary entry bodies 
Period ObligaIrion~ 
11/01/77-10/31/78 FY78: $34,434 TOTAL: $34,434 
Prin. Invest. NASA T d .  .Oflker CASE Category 
Tiwari, S. N. LARC/Graves, R. A., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Kumar, A. 
NSG 1465 OM Domiaii University 3663 
Long-term temperature efftcts on galium arsenite golar ceb 
Period OblfgeliW 
01/01/7&04/15/79 FY78: S40,MO TOTAL: $40,500 
P&. inrst. NASA Tech. ojficcr CASE a w r y  
Heinbockel, J. H. LARCJConway, E. J. 13-Physics 
LARC/Waker, G. H. 
NSG 1466 Old Dominion University 3664 '4 
Expanded development of heterodyne detector systems for 
,+ 
measurement of atmospheric trace constituents 
Period OMigatim 
10/15/77-10/14/79 FY78: $65,600 TOTAL: $65,600 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. O j / e r  CASE C a I g o r ~  
Copeland, G. E. LARC/Hoell. J. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Harward, C. N. LARC/Bair, C. H. 
NSG 1473 Old Dominion University 3665 
Development of controller design methodology for large flexible 
space structures 
Period Obfigations 
11/15/77-11/14/78 FY78: $39,641 TOTAL: $39,641 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. OfJIccr CASE Catcgory 
Roberts, A. S., Jr. LARC/Groom, N. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Joshi. S. M. 
NSG 1477 Old Dominion University 3666 
Investigation of potential of differential absorption lidar techniques 
for remote sensing of atmospheric pollutants 
Period W g a t i m  
11/15/77-12/14/78 FY78: $1 12,978 TOTAL: $1 12,978 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Category 
Kindle, E. C. LARC/Browell, E. V. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NSG 1480 Old Dominion University 3667 
Comparative study of flare control laws 
Period ObligaIions 
12/15/77-12/14/78 FY78: $32,923 TOTAL: $32,923 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tccir. m/twr CASE Calegory 
Breedlove, W. J., Jr. LARC/Creedon, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
Nadkarni, A. A. LARC/Hueschen, R. M. 
NSG 1491 Old Dominion University 3668 
Hot wire laser Doppler velocimeter and mean measurements on 
flow phenomena induced by suction through perforated surfaces 
Period Obligatim 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $28,467 TOTAL: $28,467 
P h .  I n w .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Harvey, W. D. 41-Aero Engr 
Wilkerson, S. 
NSG 1492 Old Dominion University 3669 
Influence of precursor heating on nonequilibrium viscous flow 
around a Jovian entry body 
Period Obllgationr 
02/01/7&01/31/79 FY78: $15.910 TOTAL- $15,910 
Prin. invest. NASA Tech. o//rccr CASE Cafegory 
Tiwari, S. N. LARC/Graves, R. A., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1500 Old Dominion University 3670 
) ' Investigation of the flow-phenomena around a Jovian entry body 
under chemical and radiative nonequilibrium conditions 
Period Obligations 
02/01/78-01/31/79 FY78: $14,906 TOTAL: $14,906 
Prin. Inlrsr. NASA Tech. Omcer CASE Category 
Tiwari, S. N. LARC/Sutton, K. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Walberg, G. D. 
NSG 1503 Old Dominion University 367 1 
Cryogenic transonic tunnel modeling and flow control 
Period Obligations 
031 15/78-03/14/79 FY78: $36,345 TOTAL: $36,345 
Pfin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. O j m r  CASE aegory 
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Kilgore, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Balakrishna, S. LARC/Adcock, J. B. 
NSG 1507 Old Dominion University 3672 
Photoelastic studies of advanced lap joint concept 
Perid Obligations 
031 15/78-0813 1/79 FY78: $17,153 TOTAL: $17,153 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qipcer CASE Category 
Thornton, E. A. LARCJDixon, S. C. 42-Astro Engr 
NSG 1517 Old Dominion University 3673 
A numerical investigation of viscous slot flow 
Period Obligations 
@4/ 15/78-09/30/79 FY78: $31,210 TOTAL: $31,210 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. .Of/ier CASE Glegory 
I Cooke, C. H. LARC/Barnwell, R. W. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1519 Old Dominion University 3674 
Output feedback synthesis for stochastic multivariable systems 
Period .Obligalionr 
04/01 /78-03/3 1/79 FY78: $40,168 TOTAL: $40,168 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Liberty, S. R. LARC/Moul, M. T. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCfElliott, I. R. 
NSG 1521 Old Dominion University 3675 
Development of high strength and toughness 7000 series aluminum 
alloys 
Period Obligafim 
05/01/78-04/30/79 FY78: $34,000 TOTAL: $34,000 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. ofJinr CASE Cafegory 
Cupschalk, S. G. LARCfLisagor, W. B. 47-Mattrials Engr 
NSG 1522 Old Dominion University 3676 
Radiative transfer models for the earth radiation budget and 
climatic studies 
P~riod Obl@ionr 
04/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $29,437 TOTAL: $29,437 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE C w o r y  
Tiwari, S. N. LARCfSuttles, J. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
Gupta, S. K. LARC/Young, G. R. 
NSG 1560 Old Dominion University 3677 
Development of a nonlinear vortex method 
Period Obli#alionr 
09/01 /7&08/3 1/79 FY78: $23,230 TOTAL: $23,230 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Ofper CASE Category 
Kandil, 0. A. LARCfYates, E. C.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCfYoung, W. H., Jr. 
NSG 1561 Old Dominion University 3678 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of wings having vortex 
flow using different numerical codes 
Period Obligations 
09/01/7&08/31/79 FY78: $8,000 TOTAL: $8,000 
Prin. Innsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory 
Goglia, G. L. LARCfLamar, J. E. 41-Aero Engr 
Reddy, C. S. LARC/Polhamus, E. C. 
NSG 5M3 Old Dominion University 3679 
Radiation investigations of optical and electronic components used 
in astronomical satellite studies 
Period Wigations 
0211 7175-1 1/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $177,747 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. OJpcer CASE Categoy 
Becher, J. GSFC/Fowler, W. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Kernell, R. L. 
NSG 5289 Old Dominion University 3680 
Radiation effects studies for the high resolution spectrograph 
Period WigafrOnr 
07/10/78-12/31/78 FY78: $40,000 TOTAL: $40.000 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tmh. officer CASE Category 
Becher, J. GSFC/Fowler, W. B. 13-Physics 
Kernell, R. L. 
NAS 1-12754 University of Virginia 3681 
Research in the physical and life sciences 
Period Obligations 
10/26/73-10/26/76 FY78: TOTAL: $86,896 
Prin. Invcsf. NASA Tmh. ofjker CASE Category 
Barnes, D. W.  LARC/Martin, D. J. 99-Multi-Discip 
NAS 1-14862 University of Virginia 3682 
Interactive software invocation system 
Periai W@Iions 
04/01/77-03/31/79 FY78: $9,000 TOTAL: $105.558 
Prin. Inwsf. NASA Tech. offleer CASE alegory 
Berman, W. 1. LARC/Will, R. W. 22-Computer Science 
LARC/Straetcr, T. A. 
NAS 1-14908 University of Virginia 3683 
Air transportation systems research 
Period Obligatm 
05/02/77-05/01/78 FY78: $55.250 TOTAL: $97.658 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qfirer CASE'CaIqory 
Kuhlthau, A. R. LARC/Conner, D. W. 4PEngr, NEC 
LARCfBrissenden, R. F. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM/ 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
/' 
NAS 1-15160 University of Virginia 3684 NSG 1010 University of ViEgitli. 3691 
Viking guest investigator program Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance experiment 
Period Obligations Period obligatlrtona 
12/08/77-09/30/78 FY78: $14,717 TOTAL: $14,717 03/01 /7446/30/78 FY78: $5,906 TOTAL: $274.491 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category P h .  Inlrd. NASA Tech. o/&r CASE Categary 
Johnson, R. E. LARC/Spence, D. C. 31-Atmos Sci Zapata. R. N. LARC/Kigore, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Humphris, R. R. 
NAS 5-20999 University of VIrginia 
Analysis of data for ERTS follow-on investigation NSG 1128 University of V i i  3692 Optimization of MLS receivers for multipath environments 
Period OMigafions 
04/03/75-0 1/03/78 FY78: P e w  TOTAL: $90,442 a f @ a t h  
P h .  inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
12/16/74-05/31/79 FY78: $91,670 TOTAL: S282,295 
Prin. InvrJt. GSFC/Oseroff, H. 39-Env Sci, NEC NASA Tech. Q&er Dolan, R. CASE Ca~egory McAlpine, G. A. LARC/Bundick, W. T. 45-Elec Engr 
Highfill, J. H. 
NAS 5-22346 University of Virginia 3686 
Design and application of a one meter UV-optical telescope for llgO University of Virginia 3693 
Spacelab astronomy missions Interior aircraft cabin noise: Field study 
Period OMigations Period Obligations 
04/29/75-09/30/78 FY78: $10,544 TOTAL: $33,468 05/19/75-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 5 140,325 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Inrcsl. NASA Teh. Officer CASE Category 
O'Connell, R. W. GSFC/ Wilson, L. 1 1-Astronomy Jacobson, I. D. LARC/Mayes, W. H. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Cawthorn, J. M. 
NAS 5-24218 University of Virginia 3687 NSG 1335 University of Virginia 
Research study on mixer diodes for submillimeter applications 3694 Investigation of numerical methods for use in real-time simula- 
Period OMigations tion 
06123177-11/15/78 FY78: $17,798 TOTAL: $29,548 period Obligations 
P&. Inwst. NASA Tech. Offiierr CASE Cotepry 10/01/76-0713 1/79 FY78: $28,767 TOTAL: $58,085 
Mattauch, R. J. GSFC/Lamb, G. M. 49-Engr, NEC Prin. Invest. NASA Tkh. Officer CASE Cafegory 
GSFC/Dargo, D. R. Brown, R. L., Jr. LARC/Bowles, R. L. 21-Mathematics 
NAS 8-31951 University of Virginia 3688 NSG 1388 University of Virginia 3695 
Space shuttle main engine whirl problem Computation of minimum noise aircraft landing trajectories 
P~n'od o b l @ t i 0 ~  P~n'od af@* 
041 19/7610/3 1/78 FY78: S60.000 TOTAL: S211,329 02/01/77-08/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $34,3 14 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Qffiierr CASE Category Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Gunter, E. J. MSFC/Goetz, 0. K. 46-Mech Engr Cook, G. E. LARC/Hueschen, R. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Jewell, R. E. LARC/Walsh, T. M. 
NGL 47-0054W6 3689 NSG 1399 University of Virginia University of Viiinia 34% A study of the instrument flight rules helicopter system Studies in astronomy and related scientific and engineering 





101 10/66-09/14/77 Prin. Invest. FY78: TOTAL: S199,256 NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cazegary Jacobson, I. D. LARC/Tapscott, R. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafepry LARC/Garren, J. F., Jr. Frederick, L. W. HQSC/Roman, N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HQSC/Boggess, N. W. 
NSG 1403 University of Virginii 3697 
The hardware and software aspects of real-time flight simulation 
NGR 474(K172 University of Virpinia 3690 perlal af&atitionr 
Interpretation of surface features and surface processes on Mars 03/01/77-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $57,938 
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. m i r r  CASE Category 
03/03/71-11/14/78 FY78: $19.1 10 TOTAL: S244,693 Pamsh, E. A., Jr. LARC/Barker, L. E. 
prim. I ~ W J ~ .  NASA Tech. officer CASE cot-ory cook, G. E. ~ - ~ o m ~ u t &  science 
Howard, A. HQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci McVey, E. S. LARC/Bowles, R. L, 
HQSL/Boyce, J. M. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1427 University of Virginia 3698 
Studies of the interplanetary particulate environment 
Period Obligaf ions 
07/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: $19,250 TOTAL: $37,400 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Category 
Singer, S. F. LARC/Humes, D. H. I I-Astronomy 
Stanley, J. E. 
NSG 14§8 University of Virginia 3699 
Definition of subsets for restricted computer architectures 
(halls) 
Period OMigations 
10/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: $50,408 TOTAL: $50,408 
Prin. I n w t .  NASA Tech. oj icer CASE Caregory 
Pratt, T. W. LARC/WiIl, R. W. 22-Computer Science 
LARCjFoudriat, E. C. 
NSG 1U19 University of Virginia 3700 
Evaluating and minimizing noise impact due to aircraft flyover 
Period Obligations 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: 559,220 TOTAL: $59,220 
Prin. Invesl. NASA Ted. Officer CASE Cutegory 
Jacobson, I. D. LARC/Deloach, R. 69-Psych, NEC 
Cook, G. E. 
NSG 2225 University of Virginia 3701 
Mammalian body size, composition and growth as influenced by 
hypokinesia 
Perial OMigarions 
04/01 /77-03/31/79 FY78: $25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Pitts, G. C. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology 
NSG 3177 University of Virginia 3702 
Investigation of rotor transient analysis by the model method 
Period OMigations 
12/15/77-12/14/78 FY78: $34,865 TOTAL: $34,865 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflinr CASE Category 
Gunter, E. J. LERCICunningham, R. E. 46-Mech Engr 
Allaire, P. E. LERCIFleming, D. F. 
Barrett, L. E. 
NSG 7266 University of Virginia 3783 
Demand modeling and its effect on the design and operation of 
transport aircraft 
Period Wigations 
10/01/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $60,000 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Tech. qpcer CASE Category 
Kuhlthau, A. R. HQRX/Rollins, R. H. 72-Economics 
Jacobson, 1. D. LARClConner, D. W. 
NSC 7364 University of Virginia 3704 
Observations of the satellites of the outer planets 
Period OMigarions 
07/01/78-06/30/79 . FY78: $20,415 TOTAL: $40,051 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Caregory 
ianna, P. A. HQ-SLIBrunk, W. E. 1 I-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Murphy, R. E. 
NGR 47-002-041 Virginia Commonwealth University 3705 
Isomer effects on polyimide properties 
Period Obligolim 
10/1 1/72-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: 978,355 
Prin. Invesr. NASA Tech. Ojpcer CASE Category 
Stump, B. L. LARC/Bell. V. L. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 9063 Virginia Commonwealth University 3706 
Carotid arterial baroreflex mechanisms 
Period OMigarions 
10/01/77-11/30/78 FY78: $30,378 TOTAL: $30,378 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE category 
Eckberg, D. L. JSC/Hull, W. E. 52-Clinical Med 
NSG 7355 Virginia Military Institute 3707 
Oxidation-reduction processes in synthetic silicate melts 
Period OMigarim 
06/01/77-01/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $34,907 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojflrrr CASE Category 
Schreiber, H. D. HQ-SL/Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
DEN 3 65 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 37W 
Electronically computed dc motor for electric passenger vehicles 
Period Obligations 
09,J 13/7846/27/79 FY78: $1 1 1,705 TOTAL: $i 1 1,705 
Pnh. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Cafegory 
Demerdash, N. A. LERC/Maslowski, E. A. 45-Elec Engr 
Lee, F. C. 
NAS 1-13175 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3709 
Research in the physical and life sciences 
Period Wigations 
05/10/74-05/10/77 FY78: TOTAL: $233,760 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Caregory 
Robertson, R. M. LARClMartin, D. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
NAS 1-13884 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3710 
Study of theory of acoustical propagation through a high subsonic 
Mach number duct constriction 
Period Obligations 
04/25/75-09/30/78 FY78: $30,710 TOTAL: 5124,370 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Nayfeh, A. H. LARC/Posey, J. 13-Physics 
NAS 1-15080 Virginia P o l y t d i  Institute 3711 
Research in the area of physical sciences 
Period OMigalions 
08/25/77-08/24/29 FY78: $68,507 TOTAL: $71,447 
Prin. Invcsr. NASA Tech. Qpnr CASE category 
Unavailable JARC/Anderson, A. F. 99-Multi-Discip 
LARC/Royall, J. F. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NAS 122577 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3712 
Communications link characterization study 
Peliod oar&ntions 
09/08/76 12/08/78 FY78: $159,999 TOTAL: $459,989 
Prim Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Bostian, C. W. GSFC/Hirschmann, E. 45-Elec Engr 
Stutzman, W. L. 
Wiley, P. H. 
NAS 6-2388 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3713 
Remote sensing in agriculture 
Period Obligations 
11/01/73-09/30/78 FY78: $49,152 TOTAL: $419,679 
Prin. Inlrsr. NASA Tech. Qfiier CASE Category 
Powell, N. L. WFC/Scott, J. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NAS 9-15091 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3714 
Dynamic math model of dc motor for aerospace applications 
Pedal OMigationr 
09/01/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,978 
Prin. Inmst. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Demerdash, N. A. JSC/Edge, J. T. 45-Elec Engr 
NAS 9-15287 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3715 
Development of a stereofluoroscopy system 
Period Obligations 
06/01/77-07/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $35,000 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech, Oflicer CASE Cafegory 
Rivers, D. B. JSC/Day, J. L. 52-Clinical Med 
NGE 47-004467 Virginii Polytechnic Institute 3716 
Measurement of the ground wind structure 
Period Obligawns 
061 15/70-09/30/78 FY78: $60,250 TOTAL: $533,260 
Pfin. lnrrsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Tieleman, H. W. WFC/Carr, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 47-004129 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3719 
Composite materials research and education 
Period Omtolioru 
01/01/74-08/31/79 FY78: $143,951 TOTAL: $530,515 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE Cafegory 
Herakovich, C. T. LARC/Davis, J. G., Jr. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Pride, R. A. 
NSG 1015 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3720 
Self reorganizing flight control systems geometric formulation 
Period Obligaltons 
03/06/74-01/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $41,265 
Pdn. hwst. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE category 
Cliff, E. M. LARC/Montgomery, R.C. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1020 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3721 
Determining ion kinetic energies by a method of mass spectrometer 
peak-shape variation 
Pedal OMigations 
07/01/74-09/30/78 FY78: $7,500 TOTAL: S27,500 
Pdn. I n w l .  NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cafegory 
Sanzone, G. LARC/Smith, A. 13-Ph ysics 
NSG 1064 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3722 
Synthesis and polymerication of aromatic secondary diamines 
Period Obligations 
06/01/74-10/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: $43,173 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Oflicer CASE Category 
Wolfe, J. F. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Bell, V. L. 
NSG 1005 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3723 
Kinetics of the reactions of acid anhydrides with aromatic amines 
in aprotic solvents 
Periad Obligations 
07/01 /7410/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $93.5 19 
P&. Invcsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Mason, J. G. LARC/Young, P. R. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 1124 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3724 
NGL 474W4llO Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3717 A fundamental approach to adhesion: Synthesis surface analysis, 
Synthesis, energetics, and chemical characterization of unusual thermodynamics and mechanics 
m o h k s  of interest in astronomy at temperatures below 100 K period OMhotionr 
Pe&d obligmim 12/01/74-11/30/78 FY78: S69,793 TOTAL: $272,893 
041 1917 1-06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $61,960 Pfin. ~nwsr. NASA Tech. M c e r  CASE C b ~ e r y  
pdn. ~nwst. NASA re&. ~ ~ ~ i c e r  CASE category W i t m a n ,  J. P. LARCIProgar, D. J. 12-Chemistry 
Mffiee, H. A. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy LARCIPria, H. L. 
NGR 471)04090 Virginia Polytechnic Instilute 3718 NSG 1239 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3725 
Research program in aeronautics & air transportation systems Aircraft adaptive learning control systems 
Period Obl@tions P e M  W W k  
0612517 1-06/30/79 FY78: $99,829 TOTAL: $688,829 091 15/75-04/ 14/79 FY78: TOTAL: ~551,100 
Pfin. Inrrst. NASA Tech. q@er CASE Gw&!ory Pfin. Inrcst. NASA Ted. o/flnr CASE Category 
Drew, D. R. LARC/Erickson, W. D. 41-Aero Engr VanLandingham, H. F. LARCjMontgomery, R. C. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1250 Virginia Polytechnic InstiMe 3726 
High temperature composite materials for aerospace structurres 
research 
Period OM&M'ON.S 
10/01/75-09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $65,562 
Prin. InwsI. NASA Tech. Q@mr CASE Catgory 
Herakovich, C. T. LARC/Hoffman, E. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
Hodges, W. T. LARC/Davis, J. G., Jr. 
NSG 1254 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3727 
Short beam shear tests of polymeric laminates and unidirectional 
composites 
Period Obfigarim 
10/01/7509/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $59,994 
Prin. Inn*. NASA Tech. off ier  CASE Catqory 
Stinchcomb, W. W. LARC/Hoffman, E. L. &Mech Engr 
Henneke, E. G. LARC/Deaton, J. W. 
NSG 1255 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3728 
Application of stability theory to laminar flow control 
Period Obligations 
10/01/75-IO/31/78 FY78: $sd,000 TOTAL: $180,000 
Pdn. f n w ~ t .  NASA Tech. O f j e r  CASE Catqory 
Nayfeh, A. H. LARC / Hefner, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
Saric, W. S. LARC/Hawey, W. D. 
NSG 1262 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3729 
Steady vortex lattice technique development 
Petfod Obli#atims 
12/01/75-04/M/79 FY78: $8,100 TOTAL: $55,141 
Prin. hws t .  NASA Ted.  W c e r  CASE Catqory 
Mook, D. T. LARCIYates, E. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARClYoung, W. H., Jr. 
NSG 1275 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3730 
An analytic study of a laminar diffusion flame 
Period Obligations 
01/15/76-08/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $23,043 
Pdn. Inw~t .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Frair, K. L. LARClMaahs, H. G. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
NSG 1276 Virginia Polytechnic institute 3731 
A study of multiple-shaker modal survey testing 
Period Obltgmim 
021 15/76-09/ 14/78 FY78: TOTAL: $5 1,958 
Prin. Inurt. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cinegory 
HaUauer, W. L., Jr. LARC/Misenntino, R. 49-Engr, NEC 
NSG 1286 Virginia Polyteclmii Institute 3732 
Research in acetylene containing monomers 
Period m- 
03/01 /7645/3 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: S23,600 
Pdn. Imwf. NASA Tech. q J k r r  CASE Catqory 
Ogliamso, M. A. LARC/StClair, T. L. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Johnston, N. J 
NSG 1354 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3733 
Study of an automatic trajectory Following control system 
Period Owigations 
10/15/76-11/14/78 FY78: $36,340 TOTAL: $63,722 
Prin. bvesl. NASA Tech. of/rmr CASE Category 
VanLandingham, H. F. LARC/Creedon, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
Moose, R. L. LARCIHueschen, R. M. 
NSG 1358 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3734 
Experiments on the stability and transition of two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional boundary layers with suction 
Period ~ & a t i ~  
12/01/76-13/30/78 FY78: $50,000 TOTAL: $127,000 
Prin. Inscst. NASA Tech. Offimr CASE Catqory 
Saric, W. S. LARCIHefner, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Hawey, W. D. 
NSG 1364 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3735 
Investigation and characterization of constraint effects on flaw 
growth during fatigue loading of composite materials 
Period OMi~at im 
12/01/76-03/3 1/79 FY78: $57.503 TOTAL: $112,701 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Reifsnider, K. L. LARC/Whitcomb, J. D. 
Stinchcomb, W. W. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Roderick, G. L. 
NSG 1376 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3736 
Regression in the presence of correlated errors 
' Pe?id W&at/om 
01/01/77-12/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $14,663 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofjicer CASE Catqory 
Myers, R. H. LARC/Campbell. J. W. 21-Mathematics 
Reynolds, M. R., Jr. 
NSG U82 Virginia Polyteehnii Institute 3737 
Fault tree analysis of tensile failure of fibcrous composites 
Period OMigatihnr 
02/01 /77-06/30/79 FY78: $10,636 TOTAL: $23,296 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE 13tegory 
Louthan, M. R., Jr. LARC/Tenney, D. R. 47-Materials Engr 
LARCIBrewer, W. D. 
NSG 1389 Virginia Polytechnic Instilute 3738 
Interaction of chlorine and hydrogen chloride with alumina. 
asbestos, and silica 
Period Owigatians 
02/14/77-01/31/79 FY78: $4,851 TOTAL: S24,615 
Pdn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. qficcr CASE Category 
Wihtman, J. P. LARC/Pelktt. G. L. 12-Chemistry 
NSG 1428 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3739 
The incorporation of metal ions polyimides 
Period ~ w ~ t i m  
07/01/77-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S47,367 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. o f m r  CASE ategory 
Taylor, L. T. LARC/Slemp, W. S. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/St Clair, T. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSG 1470 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3740 
Control of interface reactions in composites 
Period 0bli.rntions 
1 1/07/77-11/06/78 FY78: $26,985 TOTAL: S26,985 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. O j w r  CASE Cefqoty 
Houska, C. R. LARCITenney, D. R. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Brewer, W. D. 
NSG 1512 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3741 
Advanced matrix resins for graphite composites 
Period Obl&aions 
04/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: S40,908 TOTAL: 540,908 
P h .  IBUS~. NASA Tech. o / f i ~ r  CASE Colqoty 
McGrath, J. E. LARC/StClair, A. K. 12-Chemistry 
Ward, T. C. LARC/StClair, T. L. 
NSG 1520 Virginia Polytechnii Institute 3742 
Hypersonic viscous flows over three-d bodies at angle of attack 
Period Obl~tions 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: S25,004 TOTAL: $25,004 
Prin. Inust. NASA Tech. Wfier CASE Category 
, Lewis, C. H. LARC/Moss, J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 1524 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3743 
New aromatic polyamides containing n-propargyl groups as 
potential cross linking functions 
Period Obligorions 
06/01/7&05/3 1/79 FY78: $22,472 TOTAL: $22,472 
Pdn. Inust. NASA Tech. Ojficer CASE Caaory 
Wolfe, J. F. LARC/StClair, T. L. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Johnston, N. J. 
NSG 1525 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3744 
An augmented Lagrangian penalty function algorithm for 
nonlinear programming 
Period OMigntions 
041 15/78 121 14/78 FY78: $19,610 TOTAL: S19,610 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. Wfiinr CASE Category 
Frair, L. C. LARCIStraetcr, T. A. 
LARClPark, S. K. 22-Computer Science 
NSG 1526 Virginia Polytechnic Institate 3745 
Active damping of modal vibrations by force apportioning 
period wm- 
061 16/7&06/ 15/79 FY78: $28,211 TOTAL: S28,211 
Pdn. Inwat. NASA T#h. W w r  CASE Carpry 
Hallauer, W. L., Jr. LARCIMiserentino, R. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 1527 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3746 
Distributed surface control for large space systems 
Period Obl@tionr 
06/01/7&11/30/78 FY78: $27,966 TOTAL: $27,966 
P h .  lnwst. NASA Tech. v p m r  CASE Category 
VanLandingham, H. F. LARC/Montgomery, R. C. 4EElec Engr 
NSG 1531 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3747 
Environmental effects on advanced composites ' f  
PeM1 Odlgaiom 
08/01/78-07/31/79 FY78: $57,170 TOTAL: 557,170 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. W m r  CASE Category 
Unnam, J. LARCITenney, D. R. 47:Materials Engr 
Houska, C. R. LARC/Tompkins, S. S. 
NSG 1546 V i n h  Polytecbok Institute 3748 
Improved modeling and solution procedures for nonlinear 
analysis 
Pcrbd Oblirprtim 
07/01 /78-06/30/79 FY78: $34,000 TOTAL: $34,000 
P h .  Invest. NASA Tech. o/finr CASE Category 
Kamat, M. P. LARC/Hayduk, R. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Thomson, R. G. 
NSG UMS Virginia Polyteehnic Institute 3749 
Fundamental investigation of failure of fiber composites 
Period 0Ui.ratfiOllS 
10/01/74-10/01/79 FY78: $85,975 TOTAL: $402.880 
Pdn. Invrsl. NASA Tech. q i w r  CASE CaIegq 
Brinson, H. F. ARC/Nelson, H. G. 47-Materials Engr 
NSG 2301 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3750 
Near-wall similarity in three-dimensional turbulent flows 
Period Oblwionr 
04/01/78-03/31/79 FY78: $52,468 TOTAL: $52,468 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. q(Frr CASE Qtegory 
Pierce, F .  3. ARC/Marvin, 3. G. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Rubesin, M. W. 
NSG 3073 Virginia Polytdnic Institute 3751 
Studies of internal flowfiiids of high throat-Mach-number quiet 
engine inlets 
Period Obligations 
10/01/75-08/14/79 FY78: $33,117 TOTAL: $63,122 
Pdn. Invest. NASA Tech. c y f i r  CASE C&@ry 
Jakubowski, A. K. LERC/Shaw, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Scher, J. A. 
NSG 3204 Virginia Pdytechk Institute 3752 
Ion beam surface m o d i t i o n :  Surface analysis and adhesion 
Pedd WjWh 
06/07/7806/06/79 FY78: S9,875 TOTAL: $9,875 
Ptin. Invest, NASA Tech. e r  CASE 
Dwight, D. W. LERC/Sovey, J. S. 47-Materials Engr 
LERClBanks, B. A. 
NSG 5221 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3753 
High brightness quasars SAS3 
Pedal o&@- 
02/@ /7841/3 1/79 IFy78: $6,423 TOTAL: ?,423 
Prin Inwst. NASA Tech. Ojfh-tr CASE Cafegory 
Dennison, B. K. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
I 1-Astronomy 
\ 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NGL 47-014009 Virginia Strte CoUege 3754 NAS 83314% University of Washington 3760 
' Numerical treatment of sound propagation through a duct Atmospheric cloud physics laboratory gas scavenging experiment 
Period i%&atIonr Period OIYi#ations 
05/29/73-08/3 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $79,442 07/07/7841 / 15/79 FY78: $14.647 TOTAL: $14,647 
Prin. Inws). NASA Tech. officer CASE Category Prin. Inw~t.  NASA Tech. o/pcer CASE Category 
Agrawal, K. M. LARC/Lansing, D. L. 41-Aero Engr Hobbs, P. V. MSFC/FaUon, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
NSG 1342 Virginia State Cdiege 3755 NAS 9-13029 Material science and solid state physics studies with positive muon University of Wasbiagton 3761 
spin pzecession Total body calcium analysis 
Period obii#ltionr Period Obligutiom 
01/01/77-09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $33,521 06/29/72-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $302,485 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. .Of/ier CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o/&r CASE Cotegory 
Stronach, C. E. LARC/Singh, J. J. 1 %physics Nelp, W. B. JSCtRambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
WASHINGTON 
NAS 9-13743 University of WIsbington 3762 
Scanning electron microscope analysis 
Period Obli#otioni 
11/21/7304/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $21,000 
Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. OJficrr CASE Category 
Brownlee, D. E. JSCIHon, F. 32-Geological Sci 
NAS 1-%!M University of Wasbiugton 3756 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of meteorology NCA ZS5(#r01 University of Washington 
Period Obligations 
3763 
Analysis of shrinkage in reusable surface insulation 
04/27/7@09/30/78 FY78: $54,197 TOTAL: $569,256 period Obligutlonr 
prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. o/ficer CASE category 01/01/7&12/31/78 FY78: $3,520 TOTAL: 53,520 
Leovy, C. B. LARC/Williams, T. S., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. bvcsr.  NASA T&. .OUinr CASE cat- 
LARC/Glenny, W .  R. Mwller, J. 1. ARC/Goldskein, H.E. 47-Materials Engr 
NAS 1-14341 University of Washington 3757 NCA 2460802 University of Wdngton  3768 
Science support for the limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere Development of a prototype Mars meteorology station 
experiment PCM Obllgptionr 
period o~igatrions 05/01/7&10/31/78 FY78: $9,000 TOTAL: $9,000 
041 12/76 1013 1/78 FY78: S18,000 TOTAL: S45.000 prin. bw. NASA T&. m c r r  CASE Cotegory 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Cafegory Tillman, J. E. ARCjBorucki, W. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
Leovy, C. B. LARC/Russell, J. M., I11 31-Atmos Sci 
LARCjJarnes, R. L., Jr. 
NGL 4fMOtB04 University of W d i o n  3765 
Multidisciplinary research in materials sciences with emphasis on 
NAS 5-22379 University of Washington 3758 investigation of inorganic nonmetallic ceramic materials 
Study of the HR diagram to find the boundary line for effective pcrlcd WJWk 
hydrogen convection zones 06/28/73-05/31/80 FY78: $350,000 TOTAL: $4,369,171 
Period OMigations Pdn. Inwt .  NASA Tech. e r  CASE C m o r y  
04/09/75-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S29,566 Muellcr, J. 1. HQRW/Gangler, J. J. 47-Materials Engr 
PI*L hw. NASA Tech. W h r  CASE COyory HQRW/DCU~SC~, 6. C. 
Bohm-Vitensc, E. GSFClBrandt, J. 1 1-Astronomy 
NGL 48402435 University of Washington 3766 
NAS 5-25125 University of Wasihgt08 3759 An experimental investigation of wind tunnel test limits for 
Hydrology study of Arctic coastal plain of Alaska V/STOL type vehicles in wind tunnels with cuwed walls 
Period WJ- P e w  m 4 w o n s  
071 14/7&09/01/78 FY78: S5,660 TOTAL: $5,660 081 19/6&06/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $385,428 
Prin. I n u t .  NASA Tech. Qpccr CASE Uegory Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. o / M r  CASE Category 
Trowbridge, R. GSFC/Hd, D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC Rae, W. H. LARCJHcyson, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NGL 4- University of Washington 3767 
Generation of coherent radiation and the use of intense coherent 
radiation for generation of plasmas 
Perid OM&tims 
05/19/67-11/14/78 FY78: $269,000 TOTAL: $956,900 
Prin. Inucst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Hertzberg, A. HQ-RR/Schwenk, F. C. 13-Physics 
ARC/Bilman, K. W. 
NGL 48002047 University of Washington 3768 
Interaction shock wave and turbulent boundary layer 
Period ob4igaIiom 
091 16/67-06/30/80 FY78: TOTAL: $419,659 
Prin. Insrsr. NASA Tech. Weer CASE Category 
Childs. M. E. ARCIChapman, G. T. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Presley, L. L. 
NGR 48002433 University of Washington 3769 
Study of interplanetary dust 
Period OMiffations 
101 17/66-02/28/77 FY78: TOTAL: $338,128 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Oflinr CASE Category 
Hodge, P. W. HQ-SL/French, B. M. 11-Astronomy 
Brownlee, D. E. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 
NGR 48002-141 University of Washington 3770 
Research program in aeronautics Bi air transportation 
Perid OMigations 
051 10/72-09/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: $273,485 
Prin. Insrst. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Chiids, M. E. ARC/I..ee, G. 41-Aero Engr 
Gessner, F. B. ARC/Watson, E. C. 
NGR 4800Z142 University of Washington 3771 
Analysis of continuum channel light curves 
Pew OMigations 
10/03/72- 12/31 178 FY78: TOTAL: $107,031 
Ptin. Invc~l. NASA Tech. @per CASE (7crtaory 
Greene, T. F. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 2176 University of Washington 3772 
Wind shear detection by total energy method for use in landing 
of aircraft 
Pwiul OMisubnu. 
10/01/7649/30/79 FY78: $15,000 TOTAL: $90,000 
Prin. lnwat. NASA Ted. W m r  CASE Catefwy 
Joppa, R. G. ARC/Smith, D. W. 41-Amo Engr 
NSG 2228 University of WlsBiagtou 3773 
Stratospheric planetary waves 
? e M  Oblbtbnu 
08/01 /7707/3 1/79 FY78: $86,659 TOTAL: $185.472 
Prin Inwsr. NASA T d .  e r  CASE (Z1aory 
Holton, J. R. ARC/Young, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
Leovy, C. B. 
NSG 2260 University of W P s e i o n  3774 a ) 
Study of a minimum interference wind tunnel for high lift wings i 
in three dimensions 
Period Obligarions 
10/01/77-12/01/78 FY78: $73,953 TOTAL: $73,953 
Pnn. fnwst. NASA Tech. Weer CASE Ca~egory 
Joppa, R. G. ARC/Corsiglia, V. R. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3152 University of Washington 3775 
A design manual for stirling engines 
Period Oblfrntimu 
06/01/77-01/31/78 FY78: $9,000 TOTAL: $48,513 
P ~ .  Invrsr. NASA Tech. ofjfcer CASE Category 
Martini, W. R. LERC/Valentine, H. H. 46-Mech Engr 
NSG 3194 University of Washington 3776 
Stirling engine design manual 
Period obl&ationr 
05/01/78-10/30/78 FY78: $16,439 TOTAL: $16,439 
Prin. Invrsl. NASA Tech. o/ficcr CASE Category 
Martini, W. R. LERC/Valentine, H. H. 46-Mech Engr 
LERC/Tew, R. C. 
NSG 5039 University of Washington 3777 
Stratospheric long waves 
Period Obliff ations 
12/01 /7449/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $83,290 
Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Leovy, C. B. GSFC/Ebcrstein, I. 31-Atmos Sci ? 
Webster, P. J. 
NSG 5240 University of Wasltington 3778 
Line identification in A stars: Termination of hydrogen 
convection 
Period m&ationr 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $19.000 TOTAL: $19,000 
Prin. fmcn. NASA Tech. OflInr CASE Calaory 
Bohm-Vitense, E. GSFC/Boggcss, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5283 University of W I s b i o n  3779 
Field-aligned particle fluxes and parallel electric potential 
Period W W h  
07/01/78-06/30/79 FY78: S21,732 TOTAL: $21,732 
Mn. Insrst. NASA Tech. .Oflkcr CASE Wlw#ory 
Lin, C. S. GSFCISpenar, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7085 University of W.sblngton 3780 
Dynamics of planetary atmospheres 
Perbd WWW 
07/01/74-10/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $143.200 
Rh. Inws!. NASA Tech. Weer CASE C3egory 
Leovy, C. B. HQSL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NSG 7173 University of Wdington 3781 NAS 525063 Wdl. WIUa Cdlege 3788 
Application of spectral refkctan= of lunar samples to telescopic Study of high speed complex number algorithms 
spectra of unvisited parts of the moon period ~ t i o r u  
Perid 061&ations 061 12/7&08/12/79 FY78: S11,864 TOTAL: S11.864 
07/01/7551/31/81 FY78: S27,SU) TOTAL: S150,562 Prin. Invesr. NASA Ted. Of~cer CASE &gory 
Prin. Invest. NASA TA. Qfficer CASE category Heisler, R. GSFCfSchmidt, R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
Adams, J. B. HQSL/Goldstein, B. E. GSFCIKeating, T., Jr. 
HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 7174 Uoiversity of Wash i ion  3782 
Visible and near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy 
Perial mWm 
07/01 /75-01/3 1/79 FY78: S3,620 TOTAL: S132,274 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. qficer CASE Categov 
Adams, 1. B. HQSLlQuaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci 
HQ-SLlFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7313 University of Washington 3783 
Crystal-liquid distribution coefficients for selected elements 
P e d  Ubliga~ions 
. 03/01 /7752/28/79 FY78: $43,159 TOTAL: S71,814 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. W i r  CASE Category 
McCallum, I. S. HQSLIQuaide, W. L. 32Geological Sci 
HQSLfFrench, B. E. 
NSG 7318 university of W.shiagton 3784 
Analysis of data on very high energy galactic electrons 
1 Period o w i g a t h  
12/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: S24.900 TOTAL: S38.061 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. officer CASE Category 
Lord, 1. 3. HQSC/O~P, A- G. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSCfFishman, G. J. 
NSG 7448 Umversity of Washi.gtoa 3785 
Mars spectral photometry and surfaa composition 
Perlal m- 
02/01/7&09/30/78 FY78: S9.681 TOTAL: S9,68 1 
Prin. I n m .  NASA Tech. qfFrr  CASE megory 
Adams, J. B. IiQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci 
HQSL/Boya, J. M. 
NSG 9032 University of Washington 3786 
Reflectance spectroscopy of lunar sampks 
Pe* 
07/01/75-01/31/79 FY78: $49,881 TOTAL: S229.311 
P A  Invest. NASA Tech. QIJkvr CASE Caegory 
Adams, J. D. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 32-Geological Sci 
NSG 9052 University of W.SLi6gto. 3787 
A study of interplanetary dust 
PC* ~kww 
03/01/7742/28/79 FY78: $80,300 TOTAL: S155,300 
Prh. Inmt. NASA Tech. OjFcr CASE 
Brownke, D. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 31-Atmos !Sci 
NCA 2840801 Washington State University 3'189 
Chemical reactions on supported metal particks 
Period 061igaIkm 
06/01/7&05/31/80 FY78: $13,196 TOTAL: $13,196 
Ptfn. ?nvest. NASA Tech. q f r e r  CASE Category 
Dickinson, J. T. ARCfPoppa, H. R. lIPhysics 
NSG 7214 Washington State University 3790 
Atmospheric measurements of nitrous oxide and the halocar- 
bons 
Period (Mfgatimu 
02/01 /76.04/30/79 FY78: S28.000 TOTAL: S200.168 
P?in. Invest. NASA Tmh. o f e r  CASE Category 
Cronn, D. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
Harsch. D. E. HQSTfNewton, G. P. 
Robinson, E. 
NCA 2-862801 Western Washington University 3791 
To investigate data use and data processing practice of agencies 
or firms in the Pacific Northwest 
Period W i g a h  
06/20/78-1213 1/78 FY78: $950 TOTAL: $950 
P*. I n m .  NASA Tech. officer CASE Cutegory 
Peterson, G. ARCfBriggs, B. R. 3PEnv Sci, NEC 
WEST VIRGINIA 
NSG 1412 West V i  University 37!J2 
Generalization of analytical tools for helicopter rotor aidoils 
P e M  m- 
W/ 15/77.08/14/78 FY78: TOTAL: S20.466 
Prin. Inesf. NASA Tech. OjFrrr CASE 
Gibbs, E. H. LARC/Moms. C. E., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
NSG 3134 West V i  University 3793 
Development of a fluidized bed computer model 
P e d  mwh 
12/01/76-11/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: S53,300 
Prh. Inert. NASA Tech. Q@rr CASE C u m  
Wen, C. Y. LERC/Willips, B. R. 43-Chtm Engr 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN 
WISCONSIN 
NAS 8-32901 Beloit Cdkge 3794 
Scitntific investigations in support of the space tekscope project 
Perlod mc- 
02/22/7802/22/84 FY78: S69,100 TOTAL: S69.100 
P h .  I n m .  NASA Tnd. wirer  CASE Cluegory 
Schroeder, D. J. MSFC/O'Dcll, C. R. 1lAstronomy 
NAS kl!i7ll Manpctte University 3795 
Alterations in skeletal muscle with disuse atrophy 
' Period m- 
09/21/7&10/01/80 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: S40,000 
P& Inusl. NASA Td. q m r  CASE CPIepry 
Fitts, R. H. JSC/Rambaut. P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
NAS 1-14136 University of W i s d n  - M.iisoa 37% 
Laser radar for meteorological measurements 
P&od m- 
09/ 1 1/75-03/3 1/79 FY78: $45,255 TOTAL: S585.255 
Pdn. Inusr. NASA Tnd. o/&er CASE Cafegory 
Weinman, 1. A. LARC/Northam, G. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
Parent, R. J. LARC/Remsbtrg, E. 
Roesler, F. L. 
NAS 28813 University of W i  - Molisw 3797 
Dtsign and development of the Pioneer/Venus net flux radiome- 
ter 
RrW m&mknts 
051 10/75-08/,31/78 FY78: S120.464 TOTAL: S960,464 
Pnk Inrsr. NASA Td. e r  CASE C o ~ ~ d l y  
Suomi, V. E. ARCIHall, C. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Sromousky, L. A. ARC/Polaski, L. J. 
NAS %!Ma0 University of W i  - Molisw 3798 
Fioneer/Venus data analysis of net flux radiometer experiment 
- 
09/27/77-11/30/78 FY78: S44,665 TOTAL: $89,665 
?A. inmr. NASA Tn* Qpcer CASE Crrrclory 
Suomi, V. E. ARC/HaU, C. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 52DYl4 U&tr~& of W i &  - M&SOBI 3799 
Nav@@n model for ATS satellites 
kld WguW 
03/ 18/75-11/9/77 FY78: TOTAL: S89.790 
?du. inrat. NASA Td. @fi?wr CASE Cartwy 
suomi, V. E. GSFC/S~U~~~S.  R. K. l r ~ y s i c s  
Kuhlow, W. W. 
NAS 5-21966 UdrHsity d W ~ ~ C O M ~  - diPw 3860 
Development of an 1R temperature souader for SMS spoacreH 
h r b d  -h 
08/01/7110/ 15/8 1 FY78: S530.930 TOTAL: $1,024,533 
Prh. I n r u .  NASA T r h  Oah, CASE -wV 
Suomi, V. E. GS]FC/Montgomery, H. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5.22349 University of W i d n  - M d i a  3801 *,> 
High rcsolutjon spectroscopy for a one meter class UV-optical f 
telescope for Spaalab astronomy missions , 
Period m b w  
04/23/75-12/31/78 FY78: S3.000 TOTAL: $16,247 
Pdn. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. * r  CASE Cafegory 
Anderson, C. M. GSFC/Wilson, L. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-22410 University of W i d n  - Madison 3802 
Reduction and analysis of data from 0-1 soft X-ray background 
experiment 
P e w  -h 
06/26/75-09/30/79 FY78: S27.913 TOTAL: S540,788 
P&. Innv.  NASA Tech. O j F r  CASE Category 
Kraushaar, W. L. GSFC/Gemmcll, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 5-23285 University of Wisronsia - M d i n  3803 
Operation and data handling requirements for large space 
telescope 
Period m&tions 
09/07/73-12/31/76 FY78: TOTAL: $50,647 
Prln Inwsr. NASA Tnd. Of&r CASE Cluegory 
Bless, R. C. GSFC/Sobieski, S. I 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/Mttac, K. J. 
NAS 5.23462 Ufiverdty of Wisconsin - Madison 3804 
Global atmospheric research project 
Perbd O u ~ t l m u  
06/07/76-03/28/79 FY78: S80,OOO TOTAL: $203,000 
P h .  b u a ~ .  NASA Tn* o//krr CASE a w r y  
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Greavcs, J. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 523500 Udvtrsity of WiaewsM - M d m a  3805 
Continued operation of a biomedid applications team 
Period w 
06/21 /76-02/28/79 FY78: TOTAL: $263,000 
?&. Inmr. NASA Tnd. e r  CASE Cawgory 
Houston, N. GSFC/Frkdmm, D.S. 5 3 - 0 t h  Medical 
Rennet, 1. H. 
NAS 5-2JN)S U.i*t* of Wiseoasin - M N ~ I I  3806 
Study of the economic benefits of mctcorologid satellite data 
trw ouyh 
08/30/7608/29/80 F W ~ :  ~20,000 TOTAL: ~266,912 
hln. Inmr. NASA Td. e r  CASE C a w  
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Haskr, A. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Suchman, D. GSFC/Shenk, W. E. 
NAS 5-2423Q Univcnity of W d  - Madhorn 3807 
Remotely monitor pdpi tat ion by analyzing data from Nimbus 
scanning microwaw radiometers 
r r r l d  -W 
07/29/77-01/28/79 PY78: TOTAL: ~30,000 
Plk I n m .  NASA Id. CASE Caclory 
Weinman, J. A. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NAS 524385 University of W i o d n  - Madison 3808 
Operation of a biomedical applications team 
Period 01Ytptns 
121 19/77-02/ 19/80 FY78: $215,000 TOTAL: $215,000 
Pdn. hvrrr. NASA Tech. Ojjcer CASE Ceregov 
Fetzner, W .  N. GSFC/Friedmarl, D.S. 530ther Medical 
Huston, N. E. 
NAS 5-24487 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3809 
High speed photometer for the space tekscope printer 
Period m- 
03/08/78-12/31/78 FY78: $352,264 TOTAL: $352,264 
Prin. inusr. NASA Tech. o//icer CASE Celcgory 
Bless, R. C. GSFC/White, R. A. 1 1-Astronomy 
NAS 5-25148 University of Wisconsin - M d s o n  3810 
Technical support to  the first GARP global experiment special 
effort 
Period o a r ~ i o n s  
081 18/7806/ 18/79 FY78: S90,OOO TOTAL: $90,000 
Pdn. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. of/imr CASE Celegory 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Greaves, J. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Halem, M. 
NAS 9-15580 University of W i d n  - M d s o n  381 1 
Vitamin D metabolites and bone demincralization 
Period OMipIionr 
04/01/78-12/31/78 FY78: S40,oOO TOTAL: $40,000 
Pdn. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. OJficer CASE Cetegory 
' Schnocs, H. K. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 53-Other Medical 
NCA 2-865701 University of Wiscoosin - Madim 3812 
Influence of hypodynamia on the serum levels and production 
of the active metabolites of vitamin D in the rat 
Pe&d aui#wrions 
08/01/76-12/31/79 FY78: TOTAL: $32,000 
Pdn. lnusr. NASA T d .  officer CASE Celcpry 
Deluca, H. ARC/Holton, E. M. 5 1-Biology 
NGL %LOO2813 University of Wisconsin - Mdiwn 3813 
Investigations and studies of ultraviolet stellar spectra and 
associated instrumentation 
Period mfpcb 
05/20/64-04/30/8 1 FY78: $210,000 TOTAL: $2,755,420 
Prin. Inmr. NASA Tech. e r  CASE C~Iegqv 
Code, A. D. GSFC/Bissctl, E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQSC/Rosendhal, J. D. 
NGL 5 6 0 0 ~  University of Wiaaasin - Madison 3814 
Research in cosmic and solar physics 
Period mm- 
10/25/6508/30/8 1 FY78: $180,000 TOTAL: $2,172,626 
Pdn. l m t .  NASA T& 41pm CASE c.trlory 
Kraushaar, W. L. GSFC/BiiU. E. E. 1 1-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Opp, A. 6. 
NGL !9&02-127 University of Wisconsin - M d i s w  3815 
Multidiiplinary research in spaa  science engineering 
Pedal W W h  
12/19/69-07/31/81 FY78: $185,000 TOTAL: S1.737,000 
Prin. Insrsr. NASA Tech. @/iw CASE &&gory 
Clapp, J. L. HQ-ET/Vitak, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
NGR 56002051 University of Wisconsin - M d i i  3816 
Applications of the dinct photon absorption techniques for 
measuring bone-mineral content 
Perid ~ t b m  
09/01/66-10/01/78 FY78: $42,072 TOTAL: $611,236 
Prin. Inwsl. NASA Tech. qlflnr CASE alepry 
Cameron, J. R. ARC/Young, D. R. 52-Clinical Med 
Mazcss, R. B. 
NGR W 2 - 1 6 2  University of W i  - Madism 3617 
Solar wind physics 
Perlal oarig*6ns 
01/26/71-12/31/78 FY78: $25.000 TOTAL: S377,463 
Prfn. Invcsf. NASA Tech. qykrr CASE Cetqory 
Scherb, F. HQST/Cauffman. B. P. 13-Physics 
HQST/Schmerling, E. R. 
NGR 50-002389 University of Wiscomsim - M d i i n  3818 
Cloud image processing for planetary flybys 
Perlod -1bn.J 
011 19172-09/30/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 16,297 
Pdn. lnwst. NASA Tech. offrccr CASE C&gory 
Suomi, V. E. HQSL/Murphy, R. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Brunk, W. E. 
NGR 50602191 Umversity of W i n  - M d i  3819 
Elimination of microbial flora and its effect on immunity to 
infection 
Period OMHm 
02/04/72-1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $170,742 
PHn. b u n .  NASA Tech. g/kcr CASE CUegoty 
Balish, E. ARC/Mancfcl, A. D. 52-Clinical Mcd 
NGR 50602215 U.iVe&y of Wisroesirr - M d i  382e 
Investigation of cloud displacement data in a souhisticated model 
of the atmosphere 
Pcrld awb.rrc*u 
03/01/7%11/30/77 FY78: $9,309 TOTAL: $168,743 
ma. /ma. NASA TI&. m r  CASE C.sclap 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Hakm, M. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
NSG 11% University d W h m h  - M d i  3821 
Statistical modcling and inference for orientation data 
rcrld ow@- 
09/01/75-11/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $39.9. -5 
Prtr h r a t .  NASA Ted. m r  CASE t.rrloy 
Johnson, R. A. LARC/CampbeU, J. W. 21-Mathcmotics 
Bhattacharyya, G. K. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NSG 2104 University of Wisconsin - Msdison 3822 
Viral etiology. and epidemiology of respiratory infraction in an 
isolated Antarctic station 
Period Obligations 
09/01/75-11/30/78 FY78: S40,000 TOTAL: S120,000 
. Prin. lnwst. NASA Tech. W f k r  CASE Caregory 
Dick, E. C. ARClMandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med 
NSG 5100 University of Wiseonsin - Mulison 3823 
Ultraviolet studies with the Princeton telescope aboard the 
copemicus satellite 
Period -tiom 
06/01/76-05/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: $10,578 
Pdn. I n m .  NASA Tech. Olficer CASE Category 
Savage. B. D. GSFC/Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5126 University of Wiseonsin - Madison 3824 
Scientific investigations of tropical wind, energy conversion and 
reference level experiment 
Period Obligllffm 
09/07/76-09/06/77 FY78: TOTAL: $50.000 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. Wficer CASE Cafepry 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 5152 University of Wiseonsin - M d s o n  3825 
Reaearch of clouds and ice in the planetary scale circulation and 
in climate 
Period obfi~riont 
01/01/77-12/31/80 PY78: $48,790 TOTAL: $146,639 
Pdn. Inrrsr. NASA Tech. gJker CASE Cotegory 
Houghton, D. D. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Suomi, V. E. 
NSG 5180 University of W i n  - Madison 38M 
Analysis of the ultraviolet line profiks in the Wolf-Rayet Star 
HD 508% 
Period obf&iom 
06/20/77-12/3 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: S9,993 
P& Inmat. NASA Tech. QfJker CASE Category 
Cassinelli, J. P. GSFC/Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
1 1-Astronomy 
NSG 5181 Umyedty of W ~ C O E & I  - Madison 3827 
A souroc of interstellar abundanas/ultraviokt studies of the 
intecstcllar medium, hot stars and cosmic X-ray sources 
hrbd w4slr- 
07/01 177-06/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S17,500 
Pdn. lnwl .  NASA Tech. QfJker CASE Category 
Savage, B. D. GSFCf Kupperian. J. E., Jr. 
1lAstronomy 
NSG 5223 University of Wisconsin - M d i  3828 
Research of the effect of synoptic scale processes in global 
circulation models modelling 
Period OU~@~O)LI 
01/16/78-01/15/79 FY78: $24.000 TOTAL: S24,W 
Ph. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Offffcr CASE (Irtgory 
Herman, G. F. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
Johnson, D. R. 
NSG 5241 University of W i n s i n  - Msd' in 3829 
Interstellar Lyman alpha observations with the IUE sate111 
Period Obligakions 
021 15/78-02/ 14/79 FY78: $19,500 TOTAL: E ZOO 
Prin. Inmt. NASA Tkh. ofmr CASE q o r y  
Savage, B. D. GSFC/Boggess, A. 11-Ae- ,.$my 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5242 University of Wisconsio - M d m n  3830 
High resolution spectral observations with the IUE satellite 
Period OMtJ4Ilons 
021 15/78-02/ 14/79 FY78: $16,000 TOTAL: $16,000 
Prin. Inrat. NASA Tkh. o/finr CASE Category 
Doherty, L. R. GSFC/Boggess, A. 1 1-Astronomy 
GSFC/West, D. K. 
NSG 5251 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3831 
Investigation of computer processing method of multiple 
geostationary satellite transmissions for cloud height determin- 
ation 
Period obfrrplions i 
03/01/78-02/28/79 FY78: $34.864 TOTAL: $34,864 
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. @%mr CASE Category 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Minmer, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Stremler, F. G. GSFC/Shenk, W. E. 
NSG 5252 University of Winsin - Madison 3832 
Optimum employment of satellite 
klod (MIrnk 
03/15/78-03/14/79 FY78: $61.492 TOTAL: $61,492 
Prin. Insrsl. NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Coregory 
Horn, L. H. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7(HO University of Wmsin - Madiin 3833 
Data analysis of OAO-2 ultraviolet spectrophotomctry 
Period mbubnr 
07/01/74-12/31/78 FY78: S36,333 TOTAL: S398,533 
P .  Inwrt. NASA Tech. @@w U S E  C a m  
Code, A. D. HQSC/Roman. N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HQSC/Roacndhal, J. D. 
NSG 7333 Uaivenity of Wiseowin - M d i a  3834 
Ultraviolet studies with the Dutch national satellite 
Pew W W k  
06/01/75-(#1/31/77 FY78: TOTAL: S8,717 
Pltn. lnrrsl. NASA Tech. qV*rr CASE Cafrgwy 
Savage. B. D. HQSC/Roscndhal, J. D. 11-Astronomy 
d 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NSG 7215 University of Wiseonsin - Madison 3835 NAS 1-14931 University of Wyolaing 3841 
Vacuum ultraviolet photon excitation and electron ejection from Stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment 
S U ~ S  Period OM~CU&N 
period ~ i , ~ a t i o n s  071 19/77-09/30/79 FY78: $45,000 TOTAL: S60.000 
02/01/7-1/31/79 FY78: $31,908 TOTAL: $112,555 Prin. Innst. NASA T 4 .  q f F + r  CASE Cmepry 
prin. fnrcst. NASA Tech. qjicer CASE Cotegory Pepin, T. J. LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31Atmos Sci 
Taylor, J. W. HQSL/Quaide, W. L. 32-Geological Sci LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
HQSL/French, B. E. 
NSG 7390 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3836 
Constant level balloon-satellite montoring program for the 
stratosphere 
Period UUigatim 
11/15/77-11/14/78 FY78: S30,000 TOTAL: S30,000 
Prin, brcst. NASA Tech. Ofller CASE Caegory 
Suomi, V .  E. HQST/Tiford, S. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQST/Simon, N. K. 
NAS 1-15377 University of Wyoming 3842 
Balloon-borne aerosol measurements: Ground truth for SAM 
I1 
Pcrbd 01V~tions 
05/04/7&03/03/79 FY78: S40.000 TOTAL: yl0,000 
Prin. hwst. NASA Tech. of/rmr CASE C a m  
Hofmann, D. J .  LARC/McMaster, L. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Rosen, J. M. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 
NGR XUlO7-001 University of Wiseonsin - Milwaukee 3837 
Dynamic response and flow visualization analyses for helicopter NAS 8-32067 University of Wyoming 3843 
rotor blades Aerosol and nucieatibn research in support of NASA cloud physics 
period obf- experiment in space 
12/02/70-1213 1/78 FY78: ' TOTAL: $289,825 Period Obl&aiom 
Prin. Inwst. NASA Ted. W/icer CASE Category 05/10/7647/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: S121.236 
Bratanow, T. LARCIYoung, W. H., Jr. 41-Aero Engr prin. Inrrst. NASA T&. officer CASE ~otegory 
Vali, G. MSFC/Schrick, B. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
NGR 50-009-001 University of Wisconsin - Parkside 3838 
Identification, distribution and significance of forms on Mars 
Period Obl@tions 
00/00/00.09/30/78 FY78: S8.309 TOTAL: S29,581 NAS 832486 University of Wyoming 3844 
prin. Inrcrt. NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Category Space processing applications rocket: Charged waterdrop 
Smith. E. I. PiQSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geological Sci oscillations 
HQ-SL/BO~CE, J. M. Period 061&aIions 04/30/77-0313 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $25,307 
Prin. Inrcsf. NASA Tech. q / m r  CASE Category 
sunders, C. MSFC/Reeves, F. A. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Chassay, R. P. 
WYOMING 
NAS 833150 University of Wyoming 3865 
NAS 1-13797 University of Wyoming 3839 Atmospheric cloud physics laboratory ice forming experiment 
Stratospheric aerosol measurement instrument preliminary definition 
Period P e w  W r n h  
01 /29/75-04/28/79 FY78: $232,732 TOTAL: S3,160,000 08/07/7&01/15/79 FY78: $15,198 TOTAL: S15,198 
Prin. Inrcst. NASA Tech. @er CASE Calqory Prin. Inrc~t. NASA Tech. o//mr CASE C#tepq 
Pepin, T. J. EARC/Hcdgcpeth, K. D. 31-Atmos Sci Vali, G. MSFC/Fallon, R. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/Mauldin, L. E.. 111 Knight, C. A. MSFC/Smitb, R. E. 
NAS 1-14373 University of Wyomieg 3840 
Science support for the Nimbus G stratospheric aerosol measure- NSG 1518 University af Wyoeimg 3806 
ment experiment Preli~ninary Aerosol Measurement (PAM 11) data reduction 
Period ourplionr Pertod wII.1- 
04/02/7609/30/79 FY78: S68,131 TOTAL: $141,131 041 15/7&04/ 14/79 FY78: 527,838 TOTAL: 327,838 
P h .  Inwst. NASA Tech. e r  CASE Chtegory P&, Inml.  NASA Tech. W c e r  CASE Camw 
Pepin, T. J. LARC/McConnick. M. P. 31-Atmos Sci Pepin, T. J. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
LARC/McMaster, L. R. LARC/Chu, W. P. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WYOMING (Continued) 
NSG 3217 University of Wyomiag 3847 
Energy absorption mechanisms during crack propagation in metal 
matrix composites 
Period Obligaliom 
08/01/7&07/31/79 FY78: $30,114 TOTAL: $30,114 
P h .  brrsr. NASA Tech. Pfiicer CASE Cakgory 
Adams, D. F. LERC/DiCarlo, J. A. 47-Materials Engr 
LERClGrimes, H. N. 
NSG 7Un University of Wyomiog 3848 
Theoretical investigation of the equilibrium distribution of space 
shuttle alumina aerosol effluent 
Period migalions 
02/01/7646/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $65,091 
Prin. Inrrst. NASA T&. @'firer CASE Category 
Hofmann, D. J. HQST/King, J., Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
NSG 7349 University of Wyoming 3849 
Measurements of the natural background of condensation nuclei 
at high altitude for assessment of future spa= shuttle effluent 
effect 
P e M  Obligations 
0710 1/77-06/30/79 FY78: $50.000 TOTAL: $100,985 
Pdn. Inrrar. NASA T d .  .Ofjicer CASE Category 
Hofmann. D. J. HQST/Kakar, R. K. 31-Atmos Sci 
Rosen, J. M. HQ-ST/Tilford, S. G. 
AUSTRALIA 
NSG 7272 University of Sydney 3850 
Rarefied flow f i d  analysis 
Perfod Obl&aiions 
07/01/764)5/30/79 FY78: TOTAL: S10,W 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Tech. .Officer CASE CWcgory 
Bird, G. A. LARC/Melfi, L. T., Jr. 13-Physics 
LARC/Qutlaw, R. A. 
NSG 7469 University of Toronto 3852 *. 1 Application of the cubic strength criterion to the failure analysis i 
of composite structures 
P~~ o m ~ n o ) ~  
03/01/78-02/28/80 FY78: $22,880 TOTAL: $22,880 
Ph. Inwsr. NASA Tech. officer CASE Catqroq 
Tennyson, R. C. LARC/Baker, D. 3. 47eMaterials Engr 
LARC/Pride, R. A. 
NGR 52-134005 York University 3853 
Studies of production and reaction processes of 0 (2D2) of interest 
in the earth's atmosphere 
Perfod Obligatim 
04/26/73 1213 1/78 FY78: TOTAL: $1 19,761 
Bin. inwsl. NASA T i .  @'f i r  CASE Category 
Schiff, H. I. HQST/Newton, G. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
Dudley, W. W. HQST/Tilford, S. G. 
Ridley, B. A. 
NSG 7223 York University 3854 
Studies of the spectrum chlorine monoxide in the stratosphere 
Period Oblfg~Iionl 
05/01/76-04/30/79 FY78: $120,234 TOTAL: $160.236 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA Tech. Wiccr CASE Carqory 
Nicholls, R. W. ARC/Cooper, D. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Amold, J. 0. 
CHILE 
NAS 51925 University of 3855 
Maintenance & operation of minitrack facilities 
PcrSal Obl@Iclon~ 
09/21 /62-09/30/78 FY78: $4,791,610 
TOTAL: $30,899,337 
Pdn. Insrsl. NASA Tech. o/fker CASE CaIcgwy 




NSG 7 2 b  UiSverdQ of Torolsto 3851 
Experimental evaluation of the tensor polynomial failure criterion 
for designing composite materials 
Pe& m&at~w 
09/01 175- 1213 1/77 FY78: TOTAL: $16,356 
Pifa. IRWSI. NASA Tech. Qfficer CASE Calegary 
Tennywn, R. C. LARC/Foye, R. L. 47-Materids Engr 
LARC/Ride, U. A. 
NSG 7172 University of SwthA.mptw 3856 
Self-stramlining of the test section of a transonic wind tunnel 
Period obl$crtfom 
10/01/75-09/31/79 FY78: $124,700 TOTAL: S_154,786 
Prin. Intest. NASA Td. officer CASE Category 
Goodyer, M. J. LARC/Kilgore, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Ladson, C. L. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
lSRAEL 
ISRAEL NEW ZEALAND 
NSG 7072 Israel Institute of Tedndogy *7 NSG 7192 University of Cmtehry 3863 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls Study of the propagation of sound in nonuniform duct 
Period Obliplims Period OLJigaItOnr 
08/01/74.09/30/77 FY78: TOTAL: $26,512 07/01 /75-07/01/78 FY78: TOTAL: $29,600 
Prin. Innst. NASA Tech. Qpcer CASE Catwry  Prin. Invrst. NASA Tech. CASE Cmegory 
Nissim, E. LARC/Abel. I. 41-Aero Engr Eversman, W. LERCIRia, E. J. 46-Mcch Engr 
LARC/Bland, S. R. LERC/Feikr, C. E. 
NSG 7083 Israel Institute of Technology 3858 





08/01/74-03/31/78 FY78: TOTAL: S24,535 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tceh.Olj/in CASE Category NASW 7 university of perti 3864 
Weller, T. LARC/Bush, H. G. 41-Aero Engr Operation of tracking station 
Period UMiga~ im 
12/01/68-06/01/79 FY78: TOTAL: $3,308,5 12 
Prin. I n w .  NASA Tech. o/pccr CASE Category 
NSG 7317 Israel Institate of Techadogy 3859 Unavailable GSFC/Christie, C. J. 49-Engr, NEC 
Study of radial face seal mechanism of operation 
Period oar&atons 
04/01 177-0313 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: S20.200 
Prin. Inwsr. NASA Tcrh. Qjicer CASE Category 
Etsion, 1. LERCILudwig, L. P. 46-Mech Engr 
LERCIAnderson, W. J. 
NSG 7373 Israel Institute of Technology 3860 
Study of active control systems for application to supersonic cruise 
aircraft 
Period OMi~t io tu  
11/01/77-10/31/79 FY78: S25,032 TOTAL: $25,032 
Pnn Innsr. NASA Tech. Wjicer CASE Gztqory 
Nissim, E. LARC/Abel, 1. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
NSG 7311 Tel-Aviv University 3861 
Ftush mounted separation detector development, analysis and 
optimization of performances 
Period Obligmhs 
06/01 177-0513 1/79 FY78: TOTAL: $13,998 
Prin. Inws;. NASA Tech. O/ /e r  CASE Cuegory 
Brosh, A. ARC/Mateer, G. G. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Marvin, J. G. 
NETHERLANDS 
NSG 7264 University of Leiden 3862 
Maps of Jovian radio emission 
Period ObligaIimu 
09/01/76-01/ 14/79 FY78: $26,389 TOTAL: S76,389 
Plin. Inrcsr. NASA Tech. @!per CASE Cotepry 
VanDerLaan, H. ARC/Grant, T. L. I 1-Astronomy 
ARC/Vojvodich, N. S. 
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CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER 
Entries are arranged alphanumerically . Grants are identifiable by prefix letters NGF. NGL. NGR. 
NGT and NSG . All other prefixes denote contracts . 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
............... DEN 3 50 1076 
DEN 3 65 ............... 3708 
............... DEN 3 73 1929 
............... DEN8 1 3491 
NAS 1-9680 ................ 3307 
................ NAS 1-9682 1282 
NAS 1-9683 ................ 2890 
NAS 1-9684 ................ 2408 
NAS 1-9685 ................ 3466 
NAS 1-9691 ................ 2409 
NAS 1-9692 ................ 1283 
................ NAS 1-9693 1862 
................ NAS 1-9694 3756 
. NAS1-9701 ................ 1284 
NAS 1-9702 ................ 2410 
NAS 1-9703 ................ 1160 
NAS 1-9705 ................ 2762 
NAS 1-10492 .............. 2367 
NAS 1-10493 .............. 2993 
.............. NAS 1-11854 1235 
.............. NAS 1-1 1855 2823 
.............. i NAS 1-12311 1161 
. .  NAS 1-12705 .............. 3581 
.............. NAS 1-12754 3681 
NAS 1-13129 .............. 2145 
NAS 1-13175 .............. 3709 
NAS 1-13502 .............. 2763 
.............. NAS 1-13797 3839 
NAS 1-13884 .............. 3710 
.............. NAS 1-13889 2717 
.............. NAS 1-14034 3606 
.............. NAS 1-14136 37% 
NAS 1-14160 .............. 3495 
NAS 1-14193 .............. 3630 
NAS 1-14332 .............. 1093 
NAS 1-14341 .............. 3757 
NAS 1-14351 .............. 1930 
NAS 1-14373 .............. 3840 
NAS 1-14393 .............. 3215 
NAS 1-14394 .............. 2565 
NAS 1-14406 .............. 3106 
NAS 1-14507 .............. 3620 
NAS 1-14538 .............. 1649 
hAS 1-14605 ............... 1784 
NAS 1-14621 .............. 1217 
NAS 1-14654 .............. 1931 
NAS 1-14731 .............. 2063 
NAS 1-14832 .............. 3621 
NAS 1-14862 .............. 3682 
NAS 1-14908 .............. 3683 
NAS 1-14928 .............. 1094 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 1-14929 .............. 1731 
NAS 1-14930 .............. 1863 
NAS 1-1'4931 .............. 3841 
NAS 1-14932 .............. 2411 
NAS 1-14947 .............. 1932 
NAS 1-14972 .............. 3609 
NAS 1-1U)80 .............. 3711 
NAS 1-15129 .............. 1650 
NAS 1-15154 .............. 2412 
NAS 1-15158 .............. 1933 
NAS 1-15160 .............. 3684 
NAS 1-15162 .............. 2548 
NAS 1-15164 .............. 34% 
NAS 1-15168 .............. 1077 
NAS 1-15268 .............. 2413 
NAS 1-15333 .............. 2566 
NAS 1-15335 .............. 2228 
NAS 1-15370 .............. 1934 
NAS 1-15377 .............. 3842 
NAS 1-15378 .............. 2279 
NAS 1-15445 .............. 3622 
NAS 2-6265 ................ 1095 
NAS 2-6551 ................ 2028 
NAS 2-6552 ................ 1526 
NAS 2-6553 ................ 2146 
NAS 26556 ................ 1162 
NAS 2-6558 ................ 1631 
NAS 2-7358 ................ 3580 
NAS 2-7963 ................ 2926 
NAS 2-7969 ................ 1632 
NAS 2-8200 ................ 1732 
NAS 2-8812 ................ 2639 
NAS 2-8813 ................ 3797 
NAS 2-8816 ................ 1682 
NAS 2-8883 ................ 2205 
NAS 2-8898 ................ 1285 
NAS 2-9083 ................ 1286 
NAS 2-9126 ................ 2567 
NAS 2-9127 ................ 2368 
NAS2-9128 ................ 1467 
NAS 2-9129 ................ 2549 
NAS 2-9130 ................ 2568 
NAS 2-9131 ................ 1468 
NAS 2-9300 ................ 2249 
NAS 2-9473 ................ 2414 
NAS 2-9476 ................ 2415 
NAS 2-9477 ................ 1683 
NAS 2-9478 ................ 1633 
NAS 2-9480 ................ 3798 
NAS 2-9483 ................ 2416 













NAS 2-9950 ................ 3582 
NAS 2-9%7 ................ 1611 
NAS 2-9976 ............... ; 1875 
NAS 2-9987 ................ 3467 
NAS 2-10006 .............. 2957 
NAS 2-10064 .............. 3583 
NAS 3-14336 .............. 1287 
NAS 3-18547 .............. 3094 
NAS 3-19699 .............. 3146 
NAS 3-20087 .............. 2120 
NAS 3-201 10 .............. 1935 
NAS 3-20365 .............. 3147 
NAS 3-20370 .............. 3210 
NAS 3-20392 .............. 3148 
NAS 3-20397 .............. 2206 
NAS 3-20473 .............. 2417 
NAS 3-21018 .............. 2121 
NAS 3-21046 .............. 3061 
NAS 3-21261 .............. 2013 
NAS 3-21355 .............. 3149 
NAS 3-21365 .............. 3062 
NAS 3-21370 .............. 3150 
NAS 3-21386 .............. 1527 
NAS 3-21473 .............. 1528 
NAS 3-21698 .............. 3151 
NAS 5-1810 ................ 2764 
NAS 5-1925 ................ 3855 
NAS 5-3949 ................ 2369 
NAS 5-9317 ................ 3401 
NAS 5-11062 .............. 2418 
NAS 5-1'1063 .............. 2280 
NAS 5-1 1064 .............. 2147 
NAS 5-1 1066 .............. 1163 
NAS 5-1 1067 .............. 2029 
NAS 5-1 1279 .............. 2148 
NAS 5-1 1310 .............. 2640 
NAS 5- 11376 .............. 2569 
NAS 5-1 I380 .............. 2570 . 
NAS 5-1 1405 .............. 1684 
NAS 5-1 1406 .............. 3549 
NAS 5-11407 .............. 3550 
NAS 5-11415 .............. 2250 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 5-11431 2149 
.............. NAS 5-1 1438 2641 
.............. NAS 5-1 1450 2419 
.............. NAS 5-20028 3022 
.............. NAS 5-2OM2 2281 
.............. NAS 5-20064 1470 
.............. NAS 5-20079 1386 
.............. NAS 5-20080 1387 
.............. NAS 5-20093 2150 
.............. NAS 5-20094 2151 
.............. NAS 5-20622 2571 
NAS 5-20672 .............. 3342 
.............. NAS 5-20674 2030 
.............. NAS 5-20705 2891 
NAS 5-20721 .............. 1164 
NAS 5-20796 .............. 3429 
.............. NAS 5-20818 2698 
.............. NAS 5-20833 2765 
............... NAS 5-20871 1288 
.............. NAS 5-20939 2572 
.............. NAS 5-20943 2170 
NAS 5-20974 .............. 3799 
.............. NAS 5-20995 1388 
NAS 5-20999 .............. 3685 
.............. NAS 5-21960 1289 
.............. NAS 5-21965 3800 
.............. NAS 5-21980 2420 
.............. NAS 5-22307 1389 
.............. NAS 5-22325 2171 
.............. NAS 5-22346 3686 
.............. NAS 5-22349 3801 
.............. NAS 5-22360 2766 
.............. NAS 5-22375 1529 
.............. NAS 5-22379 3758 
.............. NAS 5-22392 2837 
.............. NAS 5-22408 2851 
.............. NAS 5-22409 1685 
NAS 5-22410 .............. 3802 
.............. NAS 5-22475 3031 
NAS 5-22537 .............. 2282 
NAS 5-22575 .............. 3108 
NAS 5-22576 .............. 3497 
NAS 5-22577 .............. 3712 
NAS 5-22587 .............. 2573 
NAS 5-22816 .............. 2096 
NAS 5-22833 .............. 1686 
NAS 5-22835 .............. 2283 
.............. NAS 5-22875 2574 
NAS 5-22892 .............. 3289 
.............. NAS 5-22903 2734 
.............. NAS 5-22908 1876 
NAS 5-22915 .............. 2421 
NAS 5-22929 .............. 2422 
.............. NAS 5-22939 1165 
NAS 5-22946 .............. 3216 
NAS 5-22959 .............. 1651 
NAS 5-22963 .............. 1902 
.............. NAS 5-22964 1454 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-22%5 .............. 1166 
NAS 5-22%6 .............. 3430 
NAS 5-22981 .............. 1733 
NAS 5-22987 .............. 2089 
NAS 5-22989 .............. 2767 
NAS 5-23006 .............. 2575 
NAS 5-23199 .............. 2370 
NAS 5-23230 .............. 2576 
NAS 5-23236 .............. 2892 
NAS 5-23237 .............. 2284 
NAS 5-23274 .............. 1687 
NAS 5-23285 .............. 3803 
NAS 5-23315 .............. 1167 
NAS 5-23316 .............. 2251 
NAS 5-23338 .............. 3402 
NAS 5-23387 .............. 2768 
NAS 5-23457 .............. 2285 
NAS 5-23462 .............. 3804 
NAS 5-23481 .............. 1530 
NAS 5-23494 .............. 2371 
NAS 5-23500 .............. 3805 
NAS 5-23522 .............. 1290 
NAS 5-23557 .............. 2638 
NAS 5-23558 .............. 2274 
NAS 5-23571 .............. 1966 
NAS 5-23576 .............. 2769 
NAS 5-23664 .............. 2215 
NAS 5-23677 .............. 2423 
NAS 5-23684 .............. 2642 
NAS 5-23688 .............. 2834 
NAS 5-23702 .............. 1471 
NAS 5-23703 .............. 2643 
NAS 5-23705 .............. 1531 
NAS 5-23706 .............. 3806 
NAS 5-23710 .............. 1936 
NAS 5-23732 .............. 2252 
NAS 5-23738 .............. 3191 
NAS 5-23761 .............. 2753 
NAS 5-23771 .............. 1688 
NAS 5-23777 .............. 2172 
NAS 5-23785 .............. 2893 
NAS 5-23799 .............. 1819 
NAS 5-23800 .............. 3239 
NAS 5-23801 .............. 3336 
NAS 5-23808 .............. 1689 
NAS 5-23809 .............. 1785 
NAS 5-23859 .............. 3241 
NAS 5-23891 .............. 2733 
NAS 5-24080 .............. 2852 
NAS 5-24086 .............. 2942 
NAS 5-24096 .............. 2424 
NAS 5-24100 .............. 2770 
NAS 5-24101 .............. 3036 
NAS 5-24105 .............. 1390 
NAS 5-24130 .............. 2286 
NAS 5-24134 .............. 2372 
NAS 5-24135 .............. 2577 
NAS 5-24139 .............. 2425 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-24144 .............. 3063 
NAS 5-24148 .............. 1937 
NAS 5-24152 .............. 2853 
NAS 5-24165 .............. 1391 
NAS 5-24166 .............. 1392 
NAS 5-24189 .............. 1393 
NAS 5-24206 .............. 3328 
NAS 5-24218 .............. 3687 
NAS 5-24230 .............. 3807 
NAS 5-24232 .............. 1291 
NAS 5-24236 .............. 2253 
NAS 5-2424 1 .............. 2811 
NAS 5-24242 .............. 1820 
NAS 5-24250 .............. 3343 
NAS 5-24251 .............. 1821 
NAS 5-24264 .............. 3242 
NAS 5-24275 .............. 2064 
NAS 5-24293 .............. 2152 
NAS 5-24294 .............. 2153 
NAS 5-24295 .............. 2578 
NAS 5-24296 .............. 2579 
NAS 5-24297 .............. 3551 
NAS 5-24298 .............. 3552 
NAS 5-24299 .............. 3553 
NAS 5-24305 .............. 2287 
NAS 5-24308 .............. 1098 
NAS 5-24328 .............. 2754 
NAS 5-24329 .............. 3243 
NAS 5-24331 .............. 2580 
NAS 5-24336 .............. 2154 
NAS 5-24339 .............. 1168 
NAS 5-24354 .............. 2755 
NAS 5-24358 .............. 3329 
NAS 5-24383 .............. 3431 
NAS 5-24385 .............. 3808 
NAS 5-24407 .............. 2288 
NAS 5-24409 .............. 1292 
NAS5-2A4M .............. 1293 
NAS 5-24422 .............. 1822 
NAS 5-24430 .............. 2031 
NAS 5-24431 .............. 1786 
NAS 5-24436 .............. 1227 
NAS 5-24437 .............. 1857 
NAS 5-24441 .............. 2426 
NAS 5-24445 ............... 1394 
NAS 5-24452 .............. 2854 
NAS 5-24454 .............. 2581 
NAS 5-24455 .............. 3594 
NAS 5-24457 .............. 2855 
NAS 5-24462 .............. 2097 
NAS 5-24463 .............. 1532 
NAS 5-24466 .............. 1533 
NAS 5-24479 .............. 1294 
NAS 5-24480 .............. 1938 
NAS 5-24486 .............. 2771 
NAS 5-24487 .............. 3809 
NAS 5-24493 .............. 2427 
NAS 5-25002 .............. 2582 
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GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-25007 .............. 1395 
NAS 5-25013 .............. 3290 
NAS 5-25018 .............. 3498 
NAS 5-25030 .............. 2098 
.............. NAS 5-25031 2583 
.............. NAS 5-25032 3403 
NAS 5-25038 .............. 2584 
NAS 5-25039 .............. 1472 
.............. NAS 5-25043 1295 
.............. NAS 5-25049 1169 
NAS 5-25054 .............. 1534 
.............. NAS 5-25062 2065 
NAS 5-25063 .............. 3788 
NAS 5-25070 .............. 1396 
NAS 5-25076 .............. 2943 
NAS 5-25081 .............. 1652 
NAS 5-25084 .............. 2772 
NAS 5-25091 .............. 2428 
NAS 5-25097 .............. 1734 
.............. NAS 5-25101 3344 
NAS 5-25120 .............. 2273 
.............. NAS 5-25125 3759 
NAS 5-25132 .............. 2289 
NAS 5-25 136 .............. 3283 
NAS 5-25144 .............. 3432 
NAS 5-25145 .............. 2585 
.............. NAS 5-25148 3810 
NAS 5-25151 .............. 2644 
NAS 5-25153 .............. 2586 
NAS 5-25158 .............. 2587 
.............. NAS 5-25165 1851 
NAS 5-25181 ..........,.. 1983 
NAS 5-25185 .............. 1823 
NAS 5-25310 .............. 3554 
NAS 5-25327 .............. 1070 
NAS 5-25351 .............. 3032 
NAS 6-1667 ................ 3404 
NAS 6-2388 ................ 3713 
................ NAS 6-2439 2838 
................ NAS 6-2454 3499 
NAS 6-2455 ................ 2856 
NAS 6-2456 ................ 3152 
NAS 6-2463 ................ 1473 
NAS 6-2484 ................ 3109 
NAS 6-2498 ................ 3584 
NAS 6-2586 ................ 1535 
NAS 6-2519 ................ 2857 
NAS 6-2602 ................ 3244 
................ NAS 6-2617 3043 
NAS 6-2627 ................ 3585 
NAS 6-2686 ................ 2812 
NAS 6-2695 ................ 2099 
NAS 6-2706 ................ 2254 
NAS 6-2707 ................. 3617 
NAS 6-2726 ................ 3245 
NAS 6-2794 ................ 2588 
NAS 6-2795 ................ 2813 
NAS 6-2816 ................ 2100 
NAS 6-2818 ................ 3246 
NAS 6-2820 ................ 1766 
NAS 6-2826 ................ 3247 
NAS 6-2855 ................ 2351 
................ NAS 6-2884 3433 
NAS 6-2885 ................ 2814 
NAS 6-2888 ................ 2255 
NAS 8-20247 .............. 1877 
NAS 8-24908 .............. 1043 
NAS 8-24953 .............. 1044 
NAS 8-26146 .............. 2958 
.............. NAS 8-26379 3434 
NAS 8-26749 .............. 2677 
NAS 8-26758 .............. 1604 
NAS 8-26930 .............. 1018 
NAS 8-27972 .............. 2429 
NAS 8-27974 .............. 1536 
NAS 8-27975 .............. 2430 
NAS 8-27976 .............. 2718 
NAS 8-27977 .............. 2645 
NAS 8-27978 .............. 1170 
NAS 8-28058 .............. 101 1 
NAS 8-28097 .............. 1045 
NAS 8-28660 .............. 3321 
NAS 8-29100 .............. 1063 
NAS 8-29271 .............. 3345 
NAS 8-29313 .............. 1171 
NAS 8-29316 .............. 1046 
NAS 8-29566 .............. 1099 
NAS 8-29584 .............. 3346 
NAS 8-29603 .............. 1397 
NAS 8-29937 .............. 1064 
NAS 8-30253 .............. 3586 
NAS 8-30537 .............. 2431 
NAS 8-30563 .............. 1047 
NAS 8-30619 .............. 1976 
NAS 8-30653 .............. 1939 
NAS 8-30654 .............. 1019 
NAS 8-30656 .............. 3370 
NAS 8-30657 .............. 1940 
NAS 8-30752 .............. 2432 
NAS 8-30753 .............. 2858 
NAS 8-30880 .............. 1012 
NAS 8-30883 .............. 3371 
NAS 8-31145 .............. 1537 
NAS 8-31 150 .............. 2699 
NAS 8-31 170 .............. 1048 
NAS 8-31 171 .............. 1049 
NAS 8-31 172 .............. 1916 
NAS 8-31 192 .............. 1100 
NAS 8-31 193 .............. 1941 
NAS 8-311% .............. 1101 
NAS 8-31223 .............. 1020 
NAS 8-31233 .............. 2216 
NAS 8-31293 .............. 1050 
NAS 8-31294 .............. 3153 
NAS 8-31321 .............. 1051 
NAS 8-31333 .............. 3183 
NAS 8-31345 .............. 1052 
NAS 8-31346 .............. 1398 
NAS 8-31347 .............. 1653 
NAS 8-31350 .............. 2433 
NAS 8-31373 .............. 2678 
NAS 8-31374 .............. 2373 
NAS 8-31377 .............. 3184 
NAS 8-31441 .............. 2746 
NAS 8-31459 .............. 3500 
NAS 8-31470 .............. 2741 
NAS 8-31549 .............. 2374 
NAS 8-31550 .............. 1156 
.............. NAS 8-31552 2434 
NAS 8-31564 .............. 3340 
NAS 8-31571 .............. 1296 
NAS 8-31572 .............. 1021 . 
NAS 8-31673 .............. 1654 
NAS 8-31688 .............. 1655 
.............. NAS 8-31718 3347 
NAS 8-31729 .............. 1053 
NAS 8-31731 .............. 1013 
NAS 8-31767 .............. 2700 
NAS 8-31770 .............. 2679 
NAS 8-31773 .............. 3435 
NAS 8-31775 .............. 3555 
NAS 8-31776 .............. 2742 
NAS 8-31802 .............. 3064 
NAS 8-31849 .............. 2701 
NAS 8-31850 .............. 1942 
NAS 8-31895 .............. 1054 
NAS 8-31897 .............. 2735 
NAS 8-31907 .............. 3065 
NAS 8-31948 .............. 1102 
NAS 8-31951 .............. 3688 
NAS 8-31953 .............. 2990 
NAS 8-31958 .............. 1690 
NAS 8-31980 .............. 3348 
NAS 8-31987 .............. 2589 
NAS 8-31990 .............. 1943 
NAS 8-32031 .............. 3349 
NAS 8-32046 .............. 3248 
NAS 8-32067 .............. 3843 
NAS 8-32111 .............. 3154 
NAS 8-321 18 .............. 3350 
NAS 8-32127 .............. 1103 
NAS 8-32148 .............. 2290 
NAS 8-32162 .............. 3205 
NAS 8-32212 .............. 2859 
NAS 8-32215 .............. 1022 
NAS 8-32218 .............. 2692 
NAS 8-32221 .............. 1014 
NAS 8-32225 .............. 1055 
NAS 8-32230 .............. 1078 
NAS 8-32263 .............. 1297 
NAS 8-32313 .............. 2747 
NAS 8-32332 .............. 2590 
NAS 8-32353 .............. 3206 
NAS 8-32354 .............. 2719 
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NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
NAS 8-32355 .............. 1298 
NAS 8-32357 .............. 1079 
NAS 8-32364 .............. 1691 
NAS 8-32386 .............. 1065 
NAS 8-32397 .............. 1944 
NAS 8-32398 .............. 1056 
NAS 8-32406 .............. 3225 
NAS 8-32425 .............. 2959 
NAS 8-32437 .............. 3372 
NAS 8-32481 .............. 1066 
NAS 8-32483 .............. 1015 
NAS 8-32484 .............. 3351 
NAS 8-32485 .............. 2977 
NAS 8-32486 .............. 3844 
. NAS 8-32527 .............. 3436 
'NAS 8-32569 .............. 2591 
'NAS 8-32571 .............. 1474 
NAS 8-32577 .............. 1399 
NAS 8-32584 .............. 3578 
NAS 8-32605 .............. 1299 
NAS 8-32608 .............. 1057 
NAS 8-32609 .............. 3207 
NAS 8-32611 .............. 3352 
NAS 8-32614 .............. 2773 
NAS 8-32633 .............. 1023 
NAS 8-32634 .............. 1024 
NAS 832635 .............. 3353 
NAS 8-32636 .............. 3595 
NAS 8-32639 .............. 2960 
NAS 8-32657 .............. 3226 
NAS 8-32661 .............. 2592 
NAS 8-32689 .............. 3556 
NAS 8-32690 .............. 2961 
NAS 8-32691 .............. 2375 
NAS 8-32692 .............. 3354 
NAS 8-32694 .............. 3192 
NAS 8-32695 .............. 3373 
NAS 8-32807 ............. ; 2155 
NAS 8-32810 .............. 2680 
NAS 8-3'2817 .............. 3208 
NAS 8-32818 .............. 1058 
NAS 8-32828 .............. 2032 
NAS 8-32831 .............. 3557 
NAS 8-32834 .............. 1016 
NAS 8-32835 .............. 1868 
NAS 8-32838 .............. 2697 
NAS 8-32844 .............. 2361 
NAS 8-32852 .............. 1300 
NAS 8-32893 .............. 2978 
NAS 8-32894 .............. 3374 
NAS 8-32897 .............. 1945 
NAS 8-32898 .............. 1903 
NAS 8-32901 .............. 3794 
NAS 8-32903 .............. 2256 
NAS 8-32904 .............. 2994 
NAS 8-32905 .............. 3501 
NAS 8-32906 .............. 3502 
NAS 8-32912 .............. 2681 
NAS 8-32920 .............. 1017 
NAS 8-32923 .............. 1040 
NAS 8-32925 .............. 2435 
NAS 8-32936 .............. 2962 
NAS 8-32937 .............. 1080 
NAS 8-32944 .............. 2847 
NAS 8-32945 .............. 1000 
NAS 8-32947 .............. 2979 
NAS 8-32950 .............. 1104 
NAS 8-32951 .............. 3227 
NAS 8-32975 .............. 2743 
NAS 8-32976 .............. 2707 
.............. NAS 8-32977 2744 
NAS 8-32993 .............. 2059 
.............. NAS 8-32994 2436 
NAS 8-33010 .............. 2014 
.............. NAS 8-3301 1 1400 
NAS 8-33012 .............. 1301 
NAS 8-33013 .............. 2128 
NAS 8-33014 .............. 1041 
. NAS 8-33015 .............. 3066 
NAS 8-33023 .............. 3405 
NAS 8-33065 .............. 3355 
.............. NAS 8-33071 1869 
.............. NAS 8-33074 2%3 
.............. NAS 8-33084 1692 
NAS 8-33085 .............. 2860 
.............. NAS 8-33087 2090 
NAS 8-33088 .............. 3284 
NAS 8-33092 .............. 1025 
NAS 8-33093 .............. 1946 
NAS 8-33096 .............. 1059 
.............. NAS 8-33099 2927 
NAS 8-33102 .............. 2774 
NAS 8-33115 .............. 1475 
NAS 8-33132 .............. 1060 
NAS 8-33148 .............. 3760 
NAS 8-33150 .............. 3845 
.............. NAS 8-33225 3356 
................ NAS 9-9317 2225 
.............. NAS 9-1 1162 3463 
.............. NAS 9-1 1676 3468 
.............. NAS 9-11827 3406 
NAS 9-12334 .............. 2437 
.............. NAS 9-12434 3437 
.............. NAS 9-12485 2438 
NAS 9-12560 .............. 2646 
NAS 9-13029 .............. 3761 
.............. NAS 9-13669 3316 
.............. NAS 9-13680 3503 
.............. NAS 9-13737 3380 
.............. NAS 9-13743 3762 
NAS 9-13844 .............. 1033 
.............. NAS 9-13894 3438 
NAS 9-13904 .............. 3439 
NAS 9-13940 .............. 2839 
NAS 9-14052 .............. 2173 
NAS 9-14209 .............. 3469 
NAS 9-14251 .............. 1157 
NAS 9-14322 .............. 3381 
NAS 9-14407 .............. 3382 
NAS 9-14491 .............. 35W 
NAS 9-14533 .............. 2166 
NAS 9-14538 .............. 3103 
NAS 9-14546 .............. 3383 
NAS 9-14565 .............. 1401 
NAS 9-14581 .............. 3505 
NAS 9-14632 .............. 2217 
NAS 9-14641 .............. 3572 
NAS 9-14662 .............. 3384 
NAS 9-14689 .............. 3440 
NAS 9-14692 .............. 1105 
NAS 9-14697 .............. 3059 
NAS 9-14715 .............. 3385 
NAS 9-14770 .............. 1001 
NAS 9-14810 .............. 3506 
NAS 9-14828 .............. 3441 
NAS 9-14848 .............. 2708 
NAS 9-14857 .............. 3470 
NAS 9-14860 .............. 3193 
NAS 9-14871 .............. 35% 
NAS 9-14875 .............. 3442 
NAS 9-14899 .............. 2167 
NAS 9-14931 .............. 2861 
NAS 9-14979 .............. 3281 ../ 
NAS 9-15000 .............. 3471 
NAS 9-15081 .............. 2101 
NAS 9-15091 .............. 3714 
NAS 9-15092 .............. 3375 
.............. NAS 9-15093 3507 
NAS 9-15109 .............. 2964 
NAS 9-15114 .............. 1878 
NAS 9-15147 .............. 2366 
NAS 9-15152 .............. 1605 
NAS 9-15164 .............. 3357 
NAS 9-15 193 .............. 3472 
NAS 9-15203 .............. 1455 
NAS 9-15206 .............. 1735 . 
NAS 9-15207 .............. 3282 
NAS 9-15212 .............. 3407 
NAS 9-15213 .............. 2218 
NAS 9-15217 .............. 3508 
NAS 9-15244 .............. 2593 
NAS 9-15274 .............. 3408 
NAS 9-15276 .............. 1681 
NAS 9-15287 .............. 3715 
NAS 9-15311 .............. 3443 
NAS 9-15325 .............. 2102 
NAS 9-15326 .............. 2376 
NAS 9-15328 .............. 2066 
NAS 9-15337 .............. 1606. 
NAS 9-15342 .............. 1302 
NAS 9-15343 .............. 2439 
NAS 9-15345 .............. 3330 
NAS 9-15375 .............. 2594 
NAS 9-15378 .............. 2894 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 9-15388 3577 
NAS 9-15401 .............. 3509 
NAS 9-15417 .............. 1922 
NAS 9-15421 .............. 2174 
NAS 9-15427 .............. 3249 
NAS 9-15441 .............. 3337 
NAS 9-15451 .............. 3444 
NAS 9-15452 .............. 2207 
NAS 9-15453 .............. 2965 
NAS 9-15457 .............. 3386 
NAS 9-15465 .............. 3445 
NAS 9-15466 .............. 2103 
NAS 9-15468 .............. 3446 
NAS 9-15469 .............. 1736 
NAS 9-15473 .............. 1904 
NAS 9-15477 .............. 2702 
.............. NAS 9-15478 3387 
NAS 9-15482 .............. 3510 
NAS 9-15508 .............. 2104 
NAS 9-15509 .............. 1588 
NAS 9-15516 .............. 1858 
.............. NAS 9-15521 3473 
NAS 9-15522 .............. 3327 
NAS 9-15524 .............. 2815 
.............. NAS 9-15529 1879 
NAS 9-15531 .............. 3285 
NAS 9-15538 .............. 2980 
NAS 9-15539 .............. 3447 
NAS 9-15543 .............. 3474 
.............. NAS 9-15547 3194 
NAS 9-15552 .............. 3388 
NAS 9-15553 .............. 3475 
NAS 9-15565 .............. 3573 
NAS 9-15566 .............. 3250 
NAS 9-15567 .............. 351 1 
NAS 9-15580 .............. 381 1 
.............. NAS 9-15584 3251 
.............. NAS 9-155% 1155 
.............. NAS 9-15602 2175 
NAS 9-15619 .............. 3228 
NAS 9-15620 .............. 3224 
NAS 9-15630 .............. 3409 
NAS 9-15642 .............. 3492 
NAS 9-15660 .............. 2816 
NAS 9-15663 .............. 2595 
NAS 9-15669 .............. 3389 
NAS 9-15680 .............. 3476 
NAS 9-1571 1 .............. 3795 
NAS 9-95482 .............. 28 17 
NASW 7 ..................... 3864 
NASW 2771 ............... 1634 
NASW 2801 ............. : . 1984 
NASW 2835 ............... 1216 
NASW 2881 ............... 3178 
NASW 2890 ............... 1787 
............... NASW 2892 1737 
NASW 2916 ............... 1303 
NASW 2936 ............... 2824 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
............... NASW 2944 1106 
NASW 2948 ............... 1980 
NASW 2952 ............... 2377 
............... NASW 2967 3587 
NASW 2974 ............... 3512 
............... NASW 2992 1738 
............... NASW 2996 1538 
NASW 3007 ............... 3179 
NASW 3008 ............... 2440 
NASW 3009 ............... 1635 
............... NASW 3021 1739 
............... NASW 3029 1788 
NASW 3031 ............... 1636 
............... NASW 3039 2208 
NASW 3042 ............... 3291 
NASW 3059 ............... 1753 
NASW 3060 ............... 1874 
NASW 3065 ............... 2596 
............... NASW 3103 1693 
............... NASW 3113 1740 
............... NASW 3118 1589 
NASW 3142 ............... 2955 
............... NASW 3149 31 10 
NASW 3152 ............... 1816 
NASW 3159 ............... 1985 
NASW 3164 ............... 3410 
NASW 3165 ............... 1789 
............... NASW 3191 1754 
NASW 3194 ............... 3111 
NASW 3204 ............... 1304 
................ NAS10-8399 1859 
................ NAS10-85 18 1107 
NAS10-8920 ................ 1880 
NAS10.8926 ................ 1905 
................ NAS10.8954 1906 
NAS10.8986 ................ 1870 
NAS10-9005 ................ 1907 
................ NAS10-9097 1947 
................ NAS10-9115 2818 
................ NAS10.9166 1860 
................ NAS10-9168 1881 
................ NAS10-9210 1948 
................ NAS10-9348 1882 
................ NAS10-9378 1883 
................ NAS10-9410 1908 
................ NAS10.9455 1871 
NAS10.9461 ................ 1861 
................ NAS10-9471 1884 
NAS13-38 ................... 2223 
................... NAS13-54 2693 
................... NAS13-81 2694 
................... NAS13-84 1949 
................... NAS13-95 2695 
NCA 1-6 ..................... 3618 
NCA 2-35702 .............. 1081 
.............. NCA 2-35801 1082 
NCA 2-35802 .............. 1083 
NCA 2-50703 .............. 1402 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NCA 2-50704 .............. 1403 
NCA 2-50705 .............. 1404 
NCA 2-50710 .............. 1405 
NCA 2-507 11 ............... 1406 
NCA 2-50801 .............. 1407 
NCA 2-50802 ....:......... 1408 
NCA 2-50803 .............. 1409 
NCA 2-108801 ............ 2033 
NCA 2-130801 ............ 3135 
NCA 2-165801 ............ 1656 
NCA 2-165901 ............ 1657 
NCA 2-175801 ............ 2895 
NCA 2-180703 ............ 1456 
NCA 2-180803 ............ 1457 
NCA 2-180804 ............ 1458 
NCA 2-230701 ............ 1852 
NCA 2-253701 ............ 1218 
NCA 2-253801 ............ 1219 
NCA 2-258701 ............ 1817 
NCA 2-280801 ............ 1233 
NCA 2-283801 ............ 1232 
NCA 2-285801 ............ 1986 
NCA 2-290704 ............ 1221 
NCA 2-290801 ............ 1222 
NCA 2-330701 ............ 2060 
NCA 2-335702 ............ 2091 
NCA 2-340704 ............ 2129 
NCA 2-340705 ............ 2130 
NCA 2-340706 ............ 2131 
NCA 2-340801 ............ 2132 
NCA 2-340802 ............ 2133 
NCA 2-340901 ............ 2134 
NCA 2-365702 ............ 2176 
NCA 2-365801 ............ 2177 
NCA 2-380801 ............ 3229 
NCA 2-390801 ............ 1476 
NCA 2-390803 ............ 1477 
NCA 2-425801 ............ 2441 
NCA 2-425802 ............ 2442 
NCA 2-438801 ............ 1909 
NCA 2-450604 ............ 2703 
NCA 2-450801 ............ 2709 
NCA 2-450802 ............ 2704 
NCA 2-565801 ............ 3112 
NCA 2-575701 ............ 3175 
NCA 2-587801 ............ 3200 
NCA 2-660703 ............ 1238 
NCA 2-660704 ............ 1239 
NCA 2-660801 ............ 1240 
NCA 2-660802 ............ 1241 
NCA 2-660803 ............ 1242 
NCA 2-660804 ............ 1243 
NCA 2-660805 ............ 1244 
NCA 2-660806 ............ 1245.. 
............ NCA 2-665708 1577 
NCA 2665801 ............ 1578 
NCA 2665802 ............ 1579 
NCA 2-665803 ............ 1580 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A CROSS INDEX BY GRANT/CONTRACT NUMBER 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NCA 2-665804 ............ 1581 
NCA 2-665806 ............ 1582 
NCA 2-665807 ............ 1583 
NCA 2-665808 ............ 1584 
NCA 2-665809 ............ 1585 
NCA 2-665810 ............ 1586 
NCA 2-675801 ............ 1248 
NCA 2-675803 ............ 1249 
NCA 2-675804 ............ 1250 
NCA 2-675806 ............ 1251 
NCA 2-675807 ............ 1252 
NCA 2-675808 ............ 1253 
NCA 2-675809 ............ 1254 
NCA 2-675810 ............ 1255 
NCA 2-680802 ............ 1590 
NCA 2-680803 ............ 1591 
NCA 2-6805 ............ 1592 
NCA 2-685402 ............. 1612 
NCA 2-685701 ............ 1613 
NCA 2-685801 ............ 1614 
NCA 2-685803 ............ 1615 
NCA 2-685804 ............ 1616 
NCA 2-685805 ............ 1617 
NCA 2-685806 ............ 1618 
NCA 2-685808 ............ 1619 
NCA 2-685809 ............ 1620 
NCA 2-685810 ............ 1621 
NCA 2-68581 1 ............ 1622 
NCA 2-685812 ............ 1623 
NCA 2-685813 ............ 1624 
NCA 2-720701 ............ 1281 
NCA 2-745706 ............ 1305 
NCA 2-745709 ............ 1306 
NCA 2-745715 ............ 1307 
NCA 2-745717 ............ 1308 
NCA 2-745719 ............ 1309 
NCA 2-745721 ............ 1310 
NCA 2-745801 ............ 131 1 
NCA 2-745802 ............ 1312 
NCA 2-745803 ............ 1313 
NCA 2-745804 ............ 1314 
NCA 2-745807 ............ 1315 
NCA 2-74581 1 ............ 1316 
NCA 2745815 ............ 1317 
NCA 2-760801 ............ 2995 
NCA 2-765801 ............ 3017 
NCA 2-785801 ............ 2545 
NCA 2-800801 ............ 2236 
NCA 2-840801 ............ 3789 
NCA 2:8=1 ............ 3763 
NCA 2-850802 ............ 3764 
NCA 2-862801 ............ 3791 
NCA 2-865701 ............ 3812 
NCA 2-875801 ............ 3171 
NCA 5-11 ................... 2291 
NCA 5-13 ................... 2292 
NCA 5-20 ................... 2293 
NCA 5-21 ................... 1824 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NCA 5-22 ................... 2294 
NCA 5-24 ................... 2295 
NCA 5-26 ................... 22% 
NCA 5-27 ................... 2297 
NCA 5-28 ................... 2298 
NCA 5-55 ................... 2825 
NCA 5-57 ................... 2826 
NCA 5-64 ................... 2804 
NCA 5-66 ................... 2827 
NCA 5-67 ................... 2805 
NCA 5-68 ................... 2806 
NCA 5-69 ................... 2807 
NCA 5-71 ................... 2808 
NCA 5-72 ................... 2809 
NCA 5-73 ................... 2828 
NCA 5-77 ................... 1847 
NCA 5-78 ................... 2810 
NCA 5-79 ................... 2299 
NCA 5-80 ................... 1848 
NCA 5-92 ................... 3619 
NCA 5-93 ................... 1108 
NCA 8-121 ................. 2086 
NCA 8-125 ................. 1026 
NCA 8-127 ................. 2087 
NCA 8-128 ................. 1027 
NCA 8-129 ................. 2088 
NCA 8-130 ................. 1028 
NCA 8-131 ................. 2682 
NGL 02-001-092 ......... 1071 
NGL 03-001-001 ......... 1084 
NGL 03-002-002 ......... 1109 
NG L Oulo2-0 17 ......... 1 1 10 
NGL 03-002-019 ......... 11 11 
NGL 03-002-081 ......... 11 12 
NGL 03402-122 ......... 1113 
NGL 0-2-191 ......... 1114 
NGL 03-002-3 13 ......... 1 1 15 
NGL W 1 - 0 0 7  ......... 1158 
NGL 05-002-003 ......... 1172 
NGL 05-002-034 ......... 1 173 
NGL OE002-W9 ......... 1174 
NGL 05-002-105 ......... 1175 
NGL 05-002-134 ......... 1176 
NGL 05-002-140 ......... 1177 
NGL 05402-188 ......... 1178 
NGL 05-002-190 ......... 1179 
NGL 05-002-207 ......... 1 180 
NGL 05-002-338 ......... 1 181 
NGL 05-003403 ......... 1410 
NGL 05-003417 ......... 1411 
NGL 05-003-272 ......... 1412 
NGL 05-003-286 ......... 1413 
NGL 05-003404 ......... 1414 
NGL 05-003-409 ......... 1415 
NGL 05-003-410 ......... 1416 
NGL 05-003-497 ......... 1417 
NGL 05404.008 ......... 1459 
NGL OMO5-003 ......... 1539 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACX ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 05-005-004 ......... 1540 
NGL 05-005-007 ......... 1541 
NGL 05-007-002 ......... 1478 
NGL 05-007-004 ......... 1479 
NGL 05-007-190 ......... 1480 
NGL 05-007-367 ......... 1481 
NGL 05-00&005 ......... 1524 
NGL 05-009-002 ......... 1542 
NGL 05-009-004 ......... 1543 
NGL 05-009-005 ......... 1544 
NGL 05-009-109 ......... 1545 
NGL 05-009-148 ......... 1546 
NGL 05-009-150 ......... 1547 
......... NGL 05-018-118 1637 
NGL 05-020407 ......... 1318 
NGL 05-020408 ......... 1319 
NGL 05-020014 ......... 1320 
NGL 05-020103 ......... 1321 
NGL 05-020-176 ......... 1322 
NGL 05-020-243 ......... 1323 
NGL 05-020-272 ......... 1324 
NGL 05-020-305 ......... 1325 
NGL 05-020-582 ......... 1326 
NGL 06003-052 ......... 1694 
NGL 06003-057 ......... 1695 
NGL W 3 - # W )  ......... 16% 
NGL 07-004005 ......... 1758 
NGL 07-004-043 ......... 1759 
NGL 09-010-053 ......... 1790 
NGL 09-01 1-017 ......... 1825 
NGL 09-01 1-046 ......... 1826 
NGL 10405-008 ......... 1885 
NGL 10-005-089 ......... 1886 
NGL 10.005.127 ......... 1887 
NGL 11-001-009 ......... 1926 
NGL 11-002-004 ......... 1950 
NGL 11-008-001 ......... 1%7 
NGL 12-001-011 ......... 1987 
NGL 12001442 ......... 1988 
NGL 12-001-057 ......... 1989 
NGL 14-001-001 ......... 2034 
......... NGL 14-001-005 2035 
NGL 14-001006 ......... 2036 
......... NGL 14Mll-010 2.037 
NGL 14-001-167 ......... 2038 
NGL 14001-169 ......... 2039 
NGL 14001-171 ......... 2W 
NGL 14-001-258 ......... 2041 
NGL 14005-140 ......... 2067 
NGL 14407441 ......... 2015 
NGL 15-005-140 ......... 2105 
NGL 15-005-186 ......... 2106 
NGL 16001-002 ......... 2156 
NGL 164M1-043 ......... 2157 
NGL 17-001-028 ......... 2168 
NGL 17-004-024 ......... 2178 
NGL 19-001-105 ......... W24 4 
NGL 21-002- ......... 2300 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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s GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 21-002-033 ......... 2301 
NGL 22-007-006 ......... 2378 
......... NGL 22-007-069 2379 
......... NGL 22-007-1 17 2380 
......... NGL 22-007-228 2381 
......... NGL 22-007-247 2382 
NGL 22-009-013 ......... 2443 
NGL 22-009-015 ......... 2444 
NGL 22-009-124 ......... 2445 
......... NGL 22-009-187 2446 
......... NGL 22-009-308 2447 
......... NGL 22-009-383 2448 
......... NGL 22-009-521 2449 
......... NGL 22-009-638 2450 
NGL 22-009-640 ......... 245 1 
NGL 22-010-023 ......... 2550 
NGL 22-010-025 ......... 2551 
NGL 22-010-089 ......... 2552 
.... .... NGL 23-004-083 f 256 1 
......... . NGL 23-005-010 2597 
......... NGL 23-005-275 2598 
NGL 24005-009 ......... 2647 
NGL 24005-225 ......... 2648 
NGL 24005-263 ......... 2649 
NGL 25-001-054 ......... 2683 
NGL 26408-065 ......... 2720 
......... NGL 21)-006020 2736 
NGL 301302-018 ......... 2756 
......... NGL 301302-021 2757 
......... NGL 31-001-Op5 2775 
NGL 31-001-007 ......... 2776 
NGL 31-001-252 ..., ..... 2777 
NGL 31-001-283 ......... 2778 
NGL 32-003-001 ......... 2819 
NGL 32-00401 1 ......... 2829 
NGL 32-004-063 ......... 2830 
NGL 32-004-064 ......... 2831 
NGL 33-010-082 ......... 28% 
NGL 33-010-171 ......... 2897 
NGL 33-010-186 ......... 2898 
NGL 33-013090 ......... 2840 
NGL 33-015-130 ......... 2996 
NGL 33-015-174 ......... 2997 
NGL 33-0161 19 ......... 2928 
NGL 33-018403 ......... 2%6 
'NGL 331018407 ......... 2967 
NGL 33-018491 ......... 2968 
NGL 33-023-018 ......... 3027 
......... NGL 4U]01-001 3033 
......... NGL 34002-095 3044 
NGL 36-003-094 ......... 3067 
NGL 36-008051 ......... 3113 
NGL 38-002-020 ......... 3195 
NGL 38-002-039 ......... 3196 
NGL 38-002-053 ......... 3197 
NGL 38-003-022 ......... 3201 
......... NGL 39-007-007 3230 
NGL 39-aW-003 ......... 3252 
GRANT/ 
ONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 39-009-007 ......... 3253 
NGL 39-009-010 ......... 3254 
NGL 39-009-032 ......... 3255 
NGL 39-011-013 ......... 3292 
......... NGL 39-011-030 3293 
NGL 39-01 1-085 ......... 3294 
NGL 41-002-003 ......... 3322 
......... NGL 42-003-007 3331 
NGL 43-001-006 ......... 3358 
......... NGL 43-001-140 3359 
NGL 44-001-001 ......... 3448 
NGL 441304-026 ......... 3558 
......... NGL 44-004-130 3559 
NGL 44006-001 ......... 3411 
NGL 44-006412 ......... 3412 
NGL 4-127 ......... 3413 
NGL 44-012-006 ......... 3513 
NGL 44-012-055 ......... 3514 
NGL 47-003-067 ......... 363 1 
NGL 47-004-067 ......... 3716 
NGL 47-004-080 ......... 3717 
NGL 47-005-066 ......... 3689 
NGL 47-006-058 ......... 3610 
NGL 47-014-009 ......... 3754 
NGL 48-002-04 ......... 3765 
NGL 48-002-035 ......... 3766 
NGL 48-002-044 ......... 3767 
NGL48-002-047 ......... 3768 
NGL 50-002-013 ......... 3813 
NGL 50-002-044 ......... 3814 
NGL 50-002-127 ......... 3815 
NGR Oi-007-009 ........ 1031 
NGR 01-010.001 ........ 1042 
NGR 03-002-107 ........ 11 16 
NGR 03-002-171 ........ 11 17 
NGR 03-002-219 ........ 1118 
NGR 03-002-269 ........ I 1 19 
NOR 03-002-332 ........ 1120 
NOR 03-002-370 ........ 1 121 
NGR 03-002-37 1 ........ 1 122 
NGR 03-002-388 ........ 1123 
NGR 02002-390 ........ 1 124 
NGR 05-002-1 14 ........ 1182 
NGR 05-002-1 17 ........ 1183 
NGR 05-002-121 ........ 1184 
NGR 05-002-160 ........ 1185 
NGR 05-002-256 ........ 1186 
NGR 05-002-281 ........ 1 187 
NOR 05-002-284 ........ 1188 
NOR 05-002-303 ........ 1189 
NGR 05-002-333 ........ 1190 
NGR 05-002-345 ........ 1191 
NGR 05-003-239 ........ 1418 
NGR 05-003-376 ........ 1419 
NGR 05-003450 ........ 1420 
NGR O54M3-451 ........ 1421 
NGR 05-003-452 ........ 1422 
NGR 05-003-460 ........ 1423 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 05-003-471 ........ 1424 
NGR 05-003-5 1 1 ........ 1425 
NGR 05-003-513 ........ 1426 
NGR 05-003-553 ........ 1427 
NGR 051303-562 ........ 1428 
NGR 05-003-578 ........ 1429 
NGR 05-005-005 ........ 1548 
NGR 05-005-055 ........ 1549 
NGR 05-007-221 ........ 1482 
NGR 05-007-276 ........ 1483 
NGR 05-007-289 ........ 1484 
NGR 05-007-317 ........ 1485 
NGR 05-007-328 ........ 1486 
NGR 05-007-329 ........ 1487 
NGR 05-007-351 ........ 1488 
NGR 05-007-407 ........ 1489 
NGR 05-007-414 ........ 1490 
NGR 05-007-416 ........ 1491 
NGR 05-007418 ........ 1492 
NGR 05-008-022 ........ 1525 
NGR 05-009-075 ........ 1550 
NGR 05-009-083 ........ 1551 
NGR 05-009-1 10 ........ 1552 
NGR 05-009-188 ........ 1553 
NGR 05-009-213 ........ 1554 
NGR 05-009-218 ........ 1555 
NGR 05-009-246 ........ 1556 
NGR 05-009-257 ........ 1557 
NGR 05-009-264 ........ 1558 
NGR 05-010-062 ........ 1593 
NGR 05-010481 ........ 1594 
NGR 05-017-037 ........ 1625 
NGR 05-018-178 ........ 1638 
NGR 05-018-180 ........ 1639 
NGR 05-018-181 ........ 1640 
NGR 05-018-185 ........ 1641 
NGR 05-020401 ........ 1327 
NGR 05-020404 ........ 1328 
NGR 05-020-405 ........ 1329 
NGR 05-020435 ........ 1330 
NGR 05-020-652 ........ 1331 
NGR 05-020-456 ........ 1332 
NGR 05-02@559 ........ 1333 
NGR 05-020-615 ........ 1334 
NGR 05-020-622 ........ 1335 
NGR 05-020-634 ........ 1336 
NGR 05-020-649 ........ 1337 
NGR 05-020-668 ........ 1338 
NGR 05-020-690 ........ 1339 
NGR 05-020-710 ........ 1340 
NGR 05-041-012 ........ 1463 
NGR 05016-011 ........ 1256 
NGR 05-058-003 ........ 1231 
NGR 05-061-015 ........ 1601 . 
NGR 06002-095 ........ 1658 
NGR 06002-098 ........ 1659 
NGR 06-002-102 ........ 1660 
NGR 06-002-112 ........ 1661 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 06-002-147 ........ 1662 
NGR 06-002-159 ........ 1663 
NGR 06-002-191 ........ 1664 
NGR 06-003-069 ........ 1697 
NGR 06-003-127 ........ 1698 
NGR 06-003-176 ........ 1699 
NGR 06-003-179 ........ 1700 
NGR 06503-181 ........ 1701 
NGR 06-004-058 ........ 1741 
NGR 06M)4-OM) ........ 1742 
NGR 07-004-009 ........ 1760 
NGR 07-010-002 ........ 1752 
NGR 08-002-001 ........ 1765 
NGR 09-005463 ........ 1778 
NGR 09-005-099 ........ 1779 
NGR 09-01- ........ 1791 
NGR 09-010-074 ........ 1792 
........ NGR 09-010-078 1793 
NGR 09-010-085 ........ 1794 
NGR 09-010-096 ........ 1795 
NGR 09-011-057 ........ 1827 
NGR 09-050001 ........ 1843 
NGR 09-050-019 ........ 1844 
NGR 09-053-003 ........ 1842 
NGR 10-000-041 ........ 1864 
NGR 104MM-056 ........ 1865 
NGR 10-005-057 ........ 1888 
NGR 10-005-169 ........ 1889 
NGR 10-005-182 ........ 1890 
NGR 10-007-008 ........ 1910 
NGR 10007-118 ........ 1911 
NGR 10-022-001 ........ 1850 
NGR 11-001-016 ........ 1927 
NGR 11-001-045 ........ 1928 
NGR 11-003-037 ........ 1981 
NGR 12-001-075 ........ 1990 
NGR 12-001-109 ........ 1991 
NGR 12-001-127 ........ 1992 
NGR 14001-008 ........ 2042 
NGR 14-001-135 ........ 2043 
NGR 14-001-147 ........ 2044 
NGR 14-001-194 ........ 2045 
NGR 14001-211 ........ 2046 
NGR 14001-225 ........ 2047 
NGR 14-001-227 ........ 2048 
NGR 14-001-249 ........ 2049 
NGR 14-005-176 ........ 2068 
NOR 14-005-181 ........ 2069 
NGR 14-005-200 ........ 2070 
NGR 14005-202 ........ 2071 
NGR 14-007-131 ........ 2016 
NGR 14-008-026 ......... 2025 
NGR 15-003-1 18 ........ 2092 
NGR 15-005-157 ........ 2107 
NGR 15-005-191 ........ 2108 
NGR 16-002-038 ........ 2135 
NGR 17402-072 ........ 2179 
NGR 17-003-021 ........ 2200 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 17-004-027 ........ 2180 
NGR 19-005-006 ........ 2229 
NGR 19-007-004 ........ 2240 
NGR 21-001-001 ........ 2257 
NGR 21-001-111 ........ 2258 
NGR 21-002-002 ........ 2302 
NGR 21-002-010 ........ 2277 
........ NGR 21-002-066 2303 
NGR 21-002-073 ........ 2304 
NGR 21-002-096 ........ 2305 
NGR 21-002-199 ........ 2306 
NGR 21-002-224 ........ 2307 
NGR 21-002-270 ........ 2308 
NGR 21-002-291 ........ 2309 
NGR 21-002-316 ........ 2310 
NGR 21-002-317 ........ 2311 
NGR 21-002-344 ........ 2312 
NGR 21-002-368 ........' 2313 
NGR 21-002-399 ........ 2314 
NGR 21-002-400 ........ 2315 
NGR 21-027-001 ........ 2243 
NGR 21-027-004 ........ 2244 
NGR 21-027-010 ........ 2245 
NGR 21-119-003 ........ 2352 
NGR 22-004-018 ........ 2362 
NGR 22-004-025 ........ 2363 
NGR 22404-030 ........ 2364 
NGR 22-007-202 ........ 2383 
NGR 22-007-269 ........ 2384 
NGR 22-007-270 ........ 2385 
NGR 22-007-272 ........ 2386 
NGR 22-009405 ........ 2452 
NGR 22409-277 ........ 2453 
NGR 22-009-339 ........ 2454 
NGR 22-009-378 ........ 2455 
NGR 22-009-526 ........ 2456 
NGR 22-009-540 ........ 2457 
NGR 22-009-551 ........ 2458 
NGR 22-009-583 ........ 2459 
NGR 22-009-627 ........ 2460 
NGR 22-009-646 ........ 2461 
NGR 22-009-672 ........ 2462 
NGR 22-009-701 ........ 2463 
NGR 22-009-723 ........ 2464 
NGR 22-009-727 ........ 2465 
NGR 22-009-730 ........ 2466 
NGR 22-009-735 ........ 2467 
NGR 22-009-741 ........ 2468 
NGR 22-009-766 ........ 2469 
NGR 22-009-781 ........ 2470 
NGR 22-009-790 ........ 2471 
NGR 22-009-798 ........ 2472 
NGR 22-009-818 ........ 2473 
NGR 22-009-826 ........ 2474 
NGR 22-009-839 ........ 2475 
NGR 22-010476 ........ 2553 
NGR 23-aW-091 ........ 2562 
NGR 23-005-015 ........ 2599 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 23-005-094 ........ 2600 
........ NGR 23-005-320 2601 
........ NGR 23-005-360 2602 
NGR 23405-464 ........ 2603 
NGR 23-005-528 ........ 2604 
NGR 23-005-540 ........ 2605 
NGR 24005-050 ........ 2650 
NGR 24-005-223 ........ 2651 
NGR 24005-248 ........ 2652 
NGR 25-001-055 , ..... 2684 
........ NGR 25-012-001 2672 
NGR 26-008-001 ........ 2721 
NGR 27-001-040 ........ 2731 
........ NGR 2&004-021 2737 
NGR 28-004-025 ........ 2738 
NGR 30401-041 ........ 2749 
NGR 30402-052 ........ 2758 
NGR 31-001-202 ........ 2779 
NGR 31-001-277 ........ 2780 
NGR 32-004-062 ........ 2832 
NGR 33-006-047 ........ 2944 
NGR 33-006068 ........ 2945 
NGR 33-006-070 ........ 2946 
NGR 33-008-102 ........ 2862 
NGR 33-008-146 ........ 2863 
NGR 33-008-177 ........ 2864 
NGR 33-008-189 ........ 2865 
NGR 33-008-191 ......... 2866 
NGR 33-010.081 ........ 2899 
NGR 33-010-101 ........ 2900 
NGR 33-010-108 ........ 2901 
NGR 33-010-146 ........ 2902 
NGR 33-010-161 ........ 2903 
NGR 33-016172 ........ 2904 
NGR 33-010-182 ........ 2905 
NGR 33-010-188 ........ 2906 
NGR 33-016189 ........ 2907 
NGR 33-010-220 ........ 2908 
NGR 33-013-086 ........ 2841 
NGR 33-015-108 ........ 2991 
NGR 33-015-139 ........ 2998 
NGR 33-015-141 ........ 2999 
NGR 33-015-165 ........ MOO 
NGR 33-015-169 ........ 3001 
NGR 33415-180 ........ 3W2 
NGR 33-016-131 ........ 2929 
NGR 33-016-167 ........ 2930 
NGR 33-016196 ........ 2931 
NGR 33-016201 ........ 2932 
NGR 33-018-148 ........ 2969 
NGR 33432-004 ........ 3021 
NGR 33-209-002 ........ 2925 
NGR 33-219-002 ........ 3018 
NGR 41-002-188 ........ 3045 
NGR 34-002-195 ........ 3046 
NGR 36-008-161 ........ 3114 
NGR~MO~-204 ........ 3115 
NGR 36409-017 ........ 3132 
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GRANT/ 
CDNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 36-027-050 3068 
NGR 36-027-051 ........ 3069 
NGR 36-027-064 ........ 3070 
NGR 36-033-003 ........ 3093 
NGR 38-003-020 ........ 3202 
NGR 38-003436 ........ 3203 
NGR 39-007-01 1 ........ 3231 
NGR 39-007443 ........ 3232 
NGR 39-007-056 ........ 3233 
NGR 39-007-061 ........ 3234 
NGR 39-007-064 ........ 3235 
NGR 39-009-034 ........ 3256 
NGR 39-009-077 ........ 3257 
NGR 39-009-180 ........ 3258 
NGR 39-009-270 ........ 3259 
NGR 39-010-149 ........ 3286 
NGR 39-011-137 ........ 3295 
NGR 39-011-161 ........ 3296 
NGR 39-087-021 ........ 3211 
NGR 39-087-053 ........ 3212 
........ NGR 40402-088 3308 
NGR W 2 - 1 1 6  ........ 3309 
NGR 40-002-123 ........ 3310 
NGR 43-001-134 ........ 3360 
NGR 43-003415 ........ 3341 
NGR 43-021-002 ........ 3332 
NGR 46001-1 17 ........ 3449 
NGR 44-004430 ........ 3560 
NGR 44004-120 ........ 3561 
NGR 44404-124 ........ 3562 
NGR 44405-002 ........ 3477 
........ NGR 44005-091 3478 
........ NG R 44405- 133 3479 
NGR 44405-137 ........ 3480 
NGR 44OM-137 ........ 3414 
NGR 44412-152 ........ 3515 
NGR 44412-165 ........ 3516 
NGR 44-012-209 ........ 3517 
NGR 44412-225 ........ 3518 
NGR 44-012-258 ........ 3519 
NGR 44412-282 ........ 3520 
NGR 44412-283 ........ 3521 
NGR W 1 - 0 0 1  ........ 3391 
NGR 44-081-005 ........ 3392 
NGR 44095-001 ........ 3390 
NGR 45-003-108 ........ 3588 
NGR 47-002441 ........ 3705 
NGR 47-003452 ........ 3632 
NGR 47-006090 ........ 3718 
NGR 47-004-129 ........ 3719 
NGR 47-005-172 ........ 3690 
NGR 4 7 - 0 M  ........ 3623 
NGR 48402433 ........ 3769 
NGR -2-141 ........ 3770 
NGR 48-002-142 ........ 3771 
NGR 50M)2-051 ........ 3816 
NGR 50-002-162 ........ 3817 
NGR 50-002-189 ........ 3818 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 50-002-191 3819 
NGR 50.002.215 ........ 3820 
NGR 50-007-001 ........ 3837 
NGR 50409-001 ........ 3838 
........ NGR 52-134-005 3853 
NGT 01-002-080 ......... 1067 
......... NGT 01-002-095 1068 
NGT 01-002-099 ......... 1069 
NGT 01-005-750 ......... 1034 
NGT 01-005-780 ......... 1035 
NGT 01-008-021 ......... 1061 
NGT 05-020-409 ......... 1341 
NGT 05-020-412 ......... 1342 
......... NGT 05-020-777 1343 
......... NGT 09-01 1-058 1828 
NGT 09-01 1-060 ......... 1829 
NGT 11-008-004 ......... 1968 
NGT 11-013401 ......... 1979 
NGT 14007-780 ......... 2017 
NGT 21-002-254 ......... 2316 
NGT 21-025-006 ......... 2275 
NGT 21-027-012 ......... 2246 
NGT 24005-078 ......... 2653 
NGT 32-004-770 ......... 2833 
NGT 32-010.001 ......... 2803 
NGT 34-017-001 ......... 3030 
NGT 36-001-780 ......... 3 134 
NGT 36-004-780 ......... 3136 
NGT 36-008-007 ......... 31 16 
NGT 36-008-780 ......... 31 17 
NGT 36-025-780 ......... 3095 
NGT 36-027-01 1 ......... 3071 
NGT 37-003-760 ......... 3185 
NGT 39-108-750 ......... 3240 
NGT 43-014-750 ......... 3338 
NGT 44005-114 ......... 3481 
NGT 44005-1 15 ......... 3482 
NGT 44-033-750 ......... 3399 
NGT 44-073-750 ......... 3427 
NGT 47-003-028 ......... 3633 
......... NGT 47-003-029 3634 
NSG 801 ..................... 2204 
NSG 802 ..................... 3180 
..................... NSG 803 1977 
NSG 806 ..................... 1749 
NSG 901 ..................... 1853 
NSG 1005 ................... 1192 
NSG. 1008 ................... 3312 
NSG 1010 ................... 3691 
NSG 1015 ................... 3720 
NSG 1020 ................... 3721 
NSG 1026 ................... 17% 
NSG 1028 ................... 3635 
NSG 1046 ................... 2181 
NSG 1048 ................... 2476 
NSG 1050 ................... 2710 
NSG 1058 ................... 3047 
NSG 1064 ................... 3722 
GRANT/ 
GDNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1070 ................... 2781 
NSG 1077 ................... 3048 
NSG 1079 ................... 3636 
NSG 1083 ................... 2685 
NSG 1085 ................... 3723 
NSG 1087 ................... 3637 
NSG 1095 ................... 3611 
NSG 1098 ................... 3638 
NSG 1110 ................... 1797 
NSG 1116 ................... 3049 
NSG 1124 ................. ti724 
NSG 1128 ................... 3692 
NSG . 1131 ................... 3639 
NSG 1139 ................... 2182 
NSG 1143 ................... 3640 
NSG 1150 ................... 2061 
NSG 1152 ................... 3641 
NSG 1155 ................... 1798 
NSG 1159 ................... 1917 
NSG 1161 ................... 1799 
NSG 1164 ................... 2867 
NSG 1165 ................... 2201 
NSG 1167 ................... 3642 
NSG 1169 ................... 2842 
NSG 1171 ................... 3361 
NSG 1174 ................... 3450 
NSG 1 177 ................... 3643 
NSG 1180 ................... 3693 
NSG 1185 ................... 3137 
NSG 1190 ................... 2477 
NSG 11% ................... 3821 
NSG 1198 ................... 2947 
NSG 1203 ................... 3612 
NSG 1205 ................... 3050 
NSG 1209 ................... 3629 
NSG 1216 ................... 1800 
NSG 1219 ................... 2478 
NSG 1221 ................... 1642 
NSG 1224 ................... 3362 
NSG 1226 ................... 3644 
NSG 1235 ................... 3376 
NSG 1239 ................... 3725 
NSG 1243 ................... 2606 
NSG 1244 ................... 2948 
NSG 1248 ................... 2949 
NSG 1249 ................... 2686 
NSG 1250 ................... 3726 
NSG 1251 ................... 1801 
NSG 1252 ................... 3645 
NSG 1253 ................... 2782 
NSG 1254 ................... 3727 
NSG 1255 ................... 3728 
NSG 1262 ................... 3729 
NSG 1266 ................... 2009 . 
NSG 1269 ................... 2183 
NSG in1 ................... 3646 
NSG 1275 ................... 3730 
NSG 1276 ................... 3731 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1278 ................... 2109 
NSG 1279 ................... 3647 
NSG 1281 ................... 2184 
NSG 1283 ................... 1912 
NSG 1286 ................... 3732 
NSG 1288 ................... 1951 
N%3 1289 ................... 1802 
NSG 1294 ................... 3624 
N S  1295 ................... 2547 
NSG 12% ................... 3037 
NSG 1297 ................... 3317 
NSG 1301 ................... 2185 
NSG 1304 ................... 1767 
NSG 1306 ................... 2607 
NSG 1308 ................... 3260 
NSG 1312 ................... 2479 
NSG 1313 .............. ; .... 3589 
NSG 1314 ......,............ 2801 
NSG 1315 ................... 3648 
NSG 1316 ... : ............... 3569 
NSG 1320 ................... 1830 
NSG 1321 ................... 3649 
NSG 1323 ................... 2480 
NSG 1324 ................... 3650 
NSG 1326 ................... 2608 
NSG 1328 ................... 3261 
NSG 1329 ................... 1866 
NSG 1330 ................... 2635 
NSG 1331 ................... 3651 
NSG 1334 ................... 3323 
NSG 1335 ................... 3694 
NSG 1336 ................... 2317 
NSG 1337 ................... 2481 
NSG 1338 ................... 1803 
NSG 1341 ................... 3652 
NSG 1342 ................... 3755 
NSG 1345 ................... 1344 
N S  1346 ................... 3038 
NSG 1349 ................... 2482 
NSG 1351 ................... 1952 
NSG 1352 ................... 1953 
NSG 1353 ................... 3051 
NSG 1354 ................... 3733 
NSG 1355 ................... 3052 
NSG 1356 ................... 2483 
NSG 1357 ................... 3653 
NSG 1358 .................... 3734 
NSG 1360 ................... 2970 
NSG 1361 ................... 2241 
NSG 1362 ................... 3654 
NSG 1364 ................... 3735 
NSG 1365 ........ , ......... 2909 
NSG 1369 ................... ni I 
NSG 1370 ................... 3655 
NSG 1372 ................... 2136 
NSG 1373 ................... 2609 
NSG 1374 ................... 3451 
N q  1375 ................... 2687 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1376 ................... 3736 
NSG 1377 ................... 3053 
NSG 1378 ................... 2836 
NSG 1379 ................... 3656 
NSG 1381 ................... 1345 
NSG 1382 ................... 3737 
NSG 1383 ................... 3104 
NSG 1385 ................... 3613 
NSG 1386 ................... 1559 
NSG 1387 ................... 3262 
NSG 1388 ................... 3695 
NSG 1389 ................... 3738 
NSG 1390 ................... 3039 
NSG 1391 ................... 3363 
NSG 1392 ................... 2722 
NSG 1393 ................... 3657 
NSG 1394 ................... 3658 
NSG 1395 ................... 3659 
NSG 13% ................... 3105 
NSG 1397 ................... 2186 
NSG 1398 ................... 1768 
NSG 1399 ................... 36% 
NSG 1400 ................... 2072 
NSG 1401 ................... 1643 
NSG 1402 ................... 2688 
NSG 1403 ................... 3697 
NSG lQOd ................... 3186 
NSG 1405 ................... 1743 
NSG 1407 ................... 3452 
NSG 1408 ................... 3377 
NSG 1409 ................... 1769 
NSG 1411 ................... 3318 
NSG 1412 ................... 3792 
NSG 1413 ................... 2484 
NSG 1414 ................... 1831 
NSG 1415 ................... 1804 
NSG 1417 ................... 3172 
NSG 1418 ................... 1818 
NSG 1419 ................... 2122 
NSG 1420 ................... 1918 
NSG 1424 ................... 2209 
NSG 1425 ................... 1891 
NSG 1427 ................... 3698 
NSG 1428 ................... 3739 
NSG 1429 ................... 3607 
NSG 1430 ................... 1236 
NSG 1431 ................... 2654 
NSG 1432 ................... 1744 
NSG 1433 ................... 1770 
NSG 1434 ................... 2073 
NSG 1435 ................... 3614 
NSG 1436 ................... 1913 
NSG 1437 ................... 3054 
NSG 1438 ................... 1805 
NSG 1439 ................... 1745 
NSG 1440 ................... 3522 
NSG 1441 ................... 3660 
NSG 1442 .. ; .................. 2259 
GRANT/ '2 I 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1443 ................... 1346 
NSG 1444 ................... 2933 
NSG 1445 ................... 3096 
NSG 1446 ................... 3523 
NSG 1447 ................... 2485 
NSG 1448 ................... 2610 
NSG 1449 ................... 1806 
NSG 1450 ................... 2868 
NSG 1451 ................... 2010 
NSG 1452 ................... 2712 
NSG 1453 ................... 2486 
NSG 1454 ................... 2689 
NSG 1455 ................... 3369 
NSG 1456 ................... 3625 
NSG 1458 ................... 3699 
NSG 1459 ................... 3661 
NSG 1460 ................... 2239 
NSG 1461 ................... 3313 
NSG 1462 ................... 3020 
NSG 1463 ................... 3055 
NSG 1464 ................... 3662 
NSG 1465 ................... 3663 
NSG 1466 ................... 3664 
NSG 1467 ................... 3176 
NSG 1468 ................... 2318 
NSG 1469 ................... 2934 i NSG 1470 ................... 3740 
NSG 1471 ................... 2074 
NSG 1472 ................... 1807 
NSG 1473 ................... 3665 
NSG 1474 ................... 1808 
NSG 1475 ................... 3483 
NSG 1476 ................... 1702 
NSG 1477 ................... 3666 
NSG 1478 ................... 3626 
NSG 1479 ................... 3524 
NSG 1480 ................... 3667 
NSG 1481 ................... 3187 
NSG 1482 ................... 2611 
NSG 1483 ................... 1193 
NSG 1484 ................... 3615 
NSG 1485 ................... 2843 
NSG 1486 ................... 3138 
NSG 1487 ................... 1919 
NSG 1488 ................... 1771 
NSG 1489 ................... 1703 
NSG 1490 ................... 1493 
NSG 1491 ................... 3668 
NSG 1492 ................... 3669 
NSG 1493 ................... 1954 
NSG 14W ................... 2612 
NSG 1495 ....:.............. 3314 
NSG 14% ................... 3217 
NSG 1497 ................... 1892 
N S  1498 ................... 3118 
NSG 1499 ................... 2158 
NSG 1500 ................... 3670 
NSG 1501 ................... 2210 
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i GRANT/ 
CONTRACF ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1502 ................... 2487 
NSG 1503 ................... 3671 
NSG 1504 ................... 2488 
NSG 1% ................... 3627 
NSG 1506 ................... 2739 
NSG 1507 ................... 3672 
NSG 1508 ................... 1809 
NSG 1509 ................... 3700 
NSG 1510 ................... 2971 
NSG 151 1 ................... 2690 
NSG 1512 ................... 3741 
NSG 1513 ................... 1772 
NSG 1514 ................... 3608 
NSG 1515 ................... 26% 
NSG 1516 ................... 3040 
NSG 1517 ................... 3673 
NSG 1518 ................... 3846 
NSG 1519 ................... 3674 
NSG 1520 ................... 3742 
. NSG1521 ................... 3675 
NSG 1522 ................... 3676 . 
NSG 1523 ................... 3324 
NSG 1524 ................... 3743 
NSG 1525 ................... 3744 
NSG 1526 ................... 3745 
NSG 1527 ................... 3746 
NSG 1528 ................... 1644 
; NSG 1529 ................... 3364 
.' NSG1530 ................... 2137 
NSG 1531 ................... 3747 
NSG 1532 ................... 3056 
NSG 1533 ............... a .. 2187 
NSG 1134 ................... 3590 
NSG 1535 ................... 2138 
NSG 1536 ................... 1645 
NSG 1537 ................... 2188 
NSG 1538 ................... 2139 
NSG 1539 .................... 2691 
NSG 1540 ................... 2705 
NSG 1541 ................... 2869 
NSG 1542 ................... 1893 
NSG 1543 ................... 2189 
NSG 1544 ................... 3525 
NSG 1545 ................... 3218 
NSG 1546 .................... 3748 
NSG 1547 ................... 2075 
NSG 1548 ................... 3425 
NSG 1549 .................... 3057 
NSG 1550 ................... 2870 
NSG 1551 ................... 2489 
NSG 1552 ................... 3628 
NSG 1553 ................... 2490 
NSG 1554 ................... 2190 
NSG 1555 ................... 1810 
NSG 1556 ................... 1811 
NSG 1557 . i ................ 1746 
NSG 1558 ................... 2319 
I NSG 1559 ................... 2950 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACX ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 1560 ................... 3677 
NSG 1561 ................... 3678 
NSG 1562 ................... 3058 
NSG M06 ................... 3426 
NSG 2007 ................... 1347 
NSG Mo ................... 2636 
NSG 2010 ................... 2491 
NSG 2013 ................... 3101 
NSG 2014 ................... 2655 
NSG 2018 ................... 2613 
NSG 2020 ................... 1348 
NSG 2026 ................... 1430 
NSG 2029 ................... 1854 
NSG 2031 ................... 2387 
NSG 2032 ................... 2492 
NSG2034 ................... 3173 
NSG 2038 ................... 3749 
NSG 2039 ................... 1607 
NSG 2040 ................... 2140 
NSG 2041 ................... 2230 
NSG 2047 ................... 1257 
NSG 2048 ................... 1750 
NSG 2057 ................... 2050 
NSG 2058 ................... 1062 
NSG 2052 ................... 2783 
NSG2063 ................... 1608 
NSG 2065 ................... 3526 
NSG 2066 ................... 1258 
NSG 2077 ................... 3494 
NSG 2078 ................... 2910 
NSG 2085 ................... 1349 
NSG 2086 ................... 1626 
NSG 2088 ................... 2835 
NSG 2090 ................... 1259 
NSG 2W1 ................... 2141 
NSG 2092 ................... 1350 
NSG 2098 ................... 2278 
NSG 2O!J9 ................... 2076 
NSG 2100 ................... 1351 
NSG 2104 ................... 3822 
NSG 2112 ................... 1125 
NSG2113 ................... 2614 
NSG 2114 ................... 2784 
NSG 2116 ................... 3297 
NSG 21 17 ................... 3298 
NSG 2118 ................... 2493 
NSG 2119 ................... 2077 
NSG 21#) ................... 1894 
NSG 2121 ................... 1352 
NSG 2122 ................... 3263 . 
NSG 2127 ................... 1431 
NSG 2128 ................... 1704 
NSG 2130 ................... 1260 
NSG 2132 ................... 1353 
NSG 2134 ................... 2202 
NSG 2137 ................... 3464 
NSG 2139 .... : .............. 2237 
NSG 2140 ................... 2745 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 2142 ................... 2494 
NSG 2143 ............. : ..... 1924 
NSG 2144 ................... 2388 
NSG 2147 ................... 2951 
NSG 2149 ................... 2018 
NSG2151 ................... 1432 
NSG 2156 ................... 2546 
NSG 2162 ................... 3119 
NSG 2166 ................... 1354 
NSG 2170 ................... 2723 
NSG 2172 ................... 2495 
NSG 2174 ................... 2911 
NSG 2175 ................... 3120 
NSG 2176 ................... 3772 
NSG 2179 ................... 3121 
NSG 2180 ................... 24% 
NSG 2182 ................... 2952 
NSG 2183 ................... 1855 
NSG 2185 ................... 1761 
NSG 2186 ................... 1261 
NSG 2188 ................... 2007 
NSG 2190 ................... 1355 
NSG 2192 ................... 2110 
NSG 2193 ................... 2706 
NSG 2194 ................... 2785 
NSG 21% ................... 2497 
NSG 2198 ................... 3023 
NSG 2199 ................... 1223 
NSG 2203 ................... 1356 
NSG 2205 ................... 1126 
NSG 2207 ................... 1433 
NSG 2209 ................... 1262 
NSG 2210 ................... 1246 
NSG 2213 ................... 1263 
NSG 2214 ................... 1357 
NSG 2215 ................... 1358 
NSG 2217 ................... 1032 
NSG 2219 ................... 1264 
NSG 2220 ................... 3122 
NSG 2222 ................... 1595 
NSG 2224 ................... 1265 
NSG 2225 ................... 3701 
NSG 2226 ................... 3453 
NSG 222a ................... 3773 
NSG 2229 ................... I194 
NSG 2230 ................... 2498 
NSG 2232 ................... 166 5. 
NSG 2233 ................... 1359 
NSG 2234 ................... 146(1 
NSG 2235 ...............A. 1266 
NSG 2236 ................... 1267 
NSG 2238 ................... 2026 
NSG 2239 ................... 1268 
NSG 2241 ................... 3264 
NSG 2243 ................... 1434 
NSG 2244 ................... 1234 
NSG 2245 ................... 2615 
NSG 2246 ................... 1360 
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GRANT/ .. 2 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER . NO . NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
................... NSG 2247 1269 
................... NSG 2248 1705 
NSG 2249 ................... 1361 
................... NSG 2251 1362 
NSG 2253 ................... 1666 
NSG 2254 ................... 1363 
NSG 2255 ................... 1364 
................... NSG 2256 1461 
................... NSG 2257 2142 
................... NSG 2258 1365 
NSG 2259 ................... 2924 
NSG 2260 ................... 3774 
NSG 2261 ................... 2051 
NSG 2262 ................... 2912 
NSG 2263 ................... 2499 
NSG 2264 ................... 3003 
NSG 2265 ................... 2389 
NSG 2266 ................... 2500 
................... NSG 2269 1270 
................... NSG 2270 1494 
................... NSG 2271 1435 
................... NSG 2273 1271 
.......... ........ NSG 2274 ; 1272 
................... NSG 2275 1627 
................... NSG 2276 1609 
................... NSG 2280 1436 
................... NSG 2281 1247 
................... NSG 2282 3181 
NSG 2283 ................... 1195 
NSG 2284 ................... 1085 
NSG 2285 ................... 1366 
NSG 2286 ................... 1628 
................... NSG 2287 1667 
NSG 2288 ................... 1895 
................... NSG 2289 1367 
................... NSG 2290 1495 
................... NSG 2291 2748 
................... NSG 2292 1368 
................... NSG 2293 1273 
NSG 2294 ................... 1369 
NSG 2296 ................... 3123 
NSG 2297 ................... 1370 
................... NSG 2298 3124 
NSG 2299 ................... 2786 
NSG 2300 ................... 2159 
................... NSG 2301 3750 
NSG 2302 ................... 1274 
NSG 2303 ................... 2260 
NSG 2304 ................... 1610 
NSG 2305 ................... 1275 
NSG 2306 ................... 1955 
NSG 2307 ................... 1276 
NSG 2308 ................... 1371 
NSG 2309 ................... 1127 
NSG 2310 ................... 3527 
NSG 2311 ................... 1856 
NSG 2312 ................... 3182 
NSG 2314 ................... 1277 
................... NSG 2315 1278 
NSG 2316 ................... 2656 
NSG 2317 ................... 1372 
NSG 2318 ................... 2211 
................... NSG 2320 14% 
................... NSG 2321 1497 
................... NSG 2322 1373 
NSG 2323 ................... 1956 
................... NSG 2324 2261 
................... NSG 2325 2219 
NSG 2326 ................... 1374 
................... NSG 2327 2160 
................... NSG 2328 2019 
................... NSG 2330 1036 
................... NSG 2331 2913 
NSG 2332 ................... 1279 
................... NSG 2333 2616 
................... NSG 2334 Z501 
................... NSG 2335 2502 
................... NSG 2337 3484 
. NSG 2338 ................... 3528 
................... NSG 2339 1280 
................... NSG 3002 3299 
................... NSG 3004 2674 
................... NSG M09 3072 
................... NSG 301 1 1668 
................... NSG 3012 3265 
NSG 3013 ................... 2212 
NSG 3015 ................... 1957 
................... NSG 3016 3266 
NSG 3017 ................... 2503 
................... NSG 3018 18% 
................... NSG 3019 2914 
................... NSG 3022 3139 
................... NSG 3024 3140 
NSG 3028 ................... 1437 
NSG 3030 ................... M08 
NSG 3031 ................... 3267 
NSG 3032 ................... 3268 
................... NSG 3033 2143 
NSG 3034 ................... 1560 
................... NSG 3036 1958 
NSG 3037 ................... 2123 
................... NSG 3038 1669 
NSG 3039 ................... 2020 
................... NSG 3040 3073 
................... NSG 3041 2657 
................... NSG 3042 2021 
NSG 3043 ................... 2078 
NSG 3044 ................... 2504 
................... NSG 3043 3141 
NSG 3046 ................... 2505 
................... NSG 3047 1561 
NSG 3048 ................... 2124 
................... NSG 3050 2871 
NSG 3051 ................... M04 
................... NSG 3052 1959 
................... NSG 3054 3189 
NSG 3055 ................... 1562 
................... NSG 3058 3074 
NSG 3059 ................... 2935 
NSG 3060 ................... 1670 
................... NSG 3061 2506 
NSG 3062 ................... 3075 
................... NSG 3064 2507 
................... NSG 3065 1228 
................... NSG 3066 3142 
................... NSG 3067 3170 
................... NSG 3069 2820 
NSG 3071 ................... 2111 
................... NSG 3073 3751 
................... NSG 3074 3076 
................... NSG 3075 1086 
................... NSG 3076 2508 
................... NSG 3078 3077 
................... NSG 3079 2509 
................... NSG 3082 1498 
NSG 3084 ................... 3156 
NSG 3085 ................... 3078 
................... NSG 3086 1671 
................... NSG 3087 2191 
NSG 3088 ................... 2510 
................... NSG 3089 3529 
NSG 3090 ................... 3219 
NSG 3091 ................... 3143 I ; 
NSG 3092 ................... 2822 
................... NSG 3094 2658 
................... NSG 3095 2981 
................... NSG 3096 1920 
................... NSG 3097 3269 
NSG 3098 ................... 2079 
................... NSG 3099 3157 
NSG 3102 ................... 2511 
NSG 3103 ................... 1563 
NSG 3105 ................... 2112 
................... NSG 3106 1960 
NSG 3107 ................... 1762 
................... . NSG 3108 2953 
................... NSG 3109 1029 
................... NSG 31 12 3428 
................... NSG 3113 2713 
NSG 3114 ................... 2213 
NSG 3115 ................... 3079 
................... NSG 3116 1499 
................... NSG 3117 2161 
................... NSG 3118 3311 
NSG 3119 ................... 2113 
................... NSG 3120 1897 
................... NSG 3121 3158 
NSG 3122 ................... 1648 
................... NSG 3123 -3028 
NSG 3124 ................... 1375 
................... NSG 3125 2214 
................... NSG 3126 3080 
NSG 3127 ................... 1672 
................... NSG 3128 3220 
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GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO . 
NSG 3129 ................... 2512 
NSG 3130 ................... 1812 
NSG 3131 ................... 3081 
NSG 3132 ................... 1993 
NSG 3133 ................... 2125 
NSG 3134 ................... 3793 
NSG 3135 ................... 2114 
NSG 3136 ................... 3209 
NSG 3137 ................... 2558 
NSG 3138 ................... 2982 
NSG 3139 ................... 3159 
NSG 3140 ................... 3082 
NSG 3141 ................... 2011 
NSG 3142 ................... 3083 
NSG 3143 ................... 2022 
NSG 3144 ................... 3097 
NSG 3145 ................... 1673 
NSG 3146 ................... 3570 
NSG 3147 ................... 3144 
NSG 3148 ................... 2617 
NSG 3 149 ................... 2023 
NSG 3150 ................... 1564 
NSG 3151 ................... 3084 
NSG 3152 ................... 3775 
NSG 3153 ................... 1500 
NSG 3154 ................... 1037 
NSG 3155 ................... 3098 
NSG 3156 ................... 3160 
NSG 3157 ................... 3034 
NSG 3159 ................... 3102 
NSG 3160 ................... 3035 
NSG 3161 ................... 2618 
NSG 3162 ................... 3236 
NSG 3163 ................... 3300 
NSG 3164 ................... 3125 
NSG 3165 ................... 2619 
NSG 3166 ................... 3270 
NSG 3167 ................... 1674 
NSG 3168 ................... 3301 
NSG 3169 ................... 1763 
NSG 3170 ................... 2972 
NSG 3171 ................... 3161 
NSG 3172 ................... 3213 
NSG 3173 ................... 3365 
NSG 3174 ................... 2844 
NSG 3175 ................... 2513 
NSG 3176 ................... 2787 
NSG 3177 ................... 3702 
NSG 3178 ................... 2788 
NSG 3179 ................... 3237 
NSG 3180 ................... 2802 
NSG 3181 ................... 1706 
NSG 3182 ................... 2126 
NSG 3183 ................... 2095 
NSG 3184 ................... 1773 
NSG 3185 ................... 21 15 
NSG 3186 ................... 2203 
NSG 3187 ................... 2514 
NSG 3188 ................... 3145 
NSG3189 ................... 1774 
NSG 3190 ................... 3530 
NSG 3191 ................... 2848 
NSG 3192 ................... 2620 
NSG 3193 ................... 3238 
NSG 3194 ................... 3776 
NSG 3195 ................... 2127 
NSG 31% ................... 1675 
NSG 3197 ................... 3085 
NSG 3198 ................... 3531 
NSG 3199 ................... 2714 
NSG 3200 ................... 2220 
NSG 3201 ................... 3454 
NSG 3202 ................... 3214 
NSG 3203 ................... 3086 
NSG 3204 ................... 3752 
NSG 3206 ................... 3087 
NSG 3207 ................... 3088 
NSG 3208 ................... 2515 
NSG 3209 ................... 2238 
NSG 3210 ................... 2516 
NSG 3211 ................... 3089 
NSG 3212 ................... 3271 
NSG 3213 ................... 2116 
NSG 3214 ................... 3302 
NSG 3215 ................... 2564 
NSG 3217 ................... 3847 
NSG3219 ................... 1565 
NSG 3220 ................... 2012 
NSG 3221 ................... 3090 
NSG 3222 ................... 3099 
................... NSG 3223 3100 
NSG 3224 ................... 3366 
................... NSG 3225 3319 
NSG 3227 ................... 1438 
................... NSG 3228 1%1 
NSG 4001 ................... 1501 
NSG 4002 ................... 1376 
NSG4003 ................... 2117 
NSG 4006 ................... 2192 
NSG 4007 ................... 2193 
NSG4008 ................... 2194 
................... NSG $009 2195 
N& 4011 ................... 1229 
NSG 4012 ................... 21% 
NSG 4013 ................... 3198 
................... NSG 4014 1215 
NSG 415 ................... 1502 
................... NSG 4016 1872 
................... NSG 4017 2197 
................... NSG !%I05 3532 
NSG 5009 ................... 2247 
................... NSG 5011 1676 
................... NSG 5012 1962 
NSG 5013 ................... 2845 
................... NSG 5014 2750 
................... NSG 5017 2320 
NSG 5022 ................... 1128 
NSG 5023 ................... 1129 
NSG 5032 ................... 2936 
NSG 5034 ................... 2937 
NSG 5035 ................... 2321 
NSG 5039 .......... ; ........ 3777 
NSG 5042 ................... 2322 
NSG 5045 ................... 2938 
NSG 5048 ................... 2323 
NSG 5049 ................... 2080 
NSG 5051 ................... 2248 
NSG 5053 ................... 3679 
NSG 5054 ................... 3024 
NSG 5056 ................... 1503 
NSG 5060 ................... 2915 
NSG 5063 ................... 2789 
NSG 5066 ................... 1780 
NSG 5070 ................... 1504 
NSG 5071 ................... 1832 
NSG 5072 ................... 2872 
NSG 5073 ................... 1677 
NSG 5074 ................... 2276 
NSG 5075 ................... 1755 
NSG 5076 ................... 2517 
NSG 5077 ................... 3019 
NSG 5079 ................... 2873 
NSG 5080 ................... 2874 
NSG 5081 ................... 1833 
NSG 5082 ................... 1%3 
NSG 5083 ................... 2324 
NSG 5084 ................... 2325 
NSG 5085 ................... 3563 
NSG 5087 ................... 3564 
NSG 5088 ................... 2659 
NSG 5090 ................... 2262 
NSG 5092 ................... 1462 
NSG -3 ................... 1439 
NSG 5094 ................... 2326 
NSG 50% ................... 1994 
NSG 5098 ................... 1707 
NSG 5100 ................... 3823 
NSG 5101 ................... 2169 
NSG 5102 ................... 3005 
NSG 5103 ................... 1708 
NSG 5104 ................... 1834 
NSG 5106 ................... 1596 
NSG 5108 ................... 1646 
NSG 5109 ................... 1813 
NSG 51 10 ................... 1873 
NSG 5111 ................... 1781 
NSG 5112 ................... 2327 
NSG 5113 ................... 2518 
NSG 51 16 ......... ......... 1898 
NSG 51 18 ................... 2875 . 
NSG 5120 ................... 3042 
NSG 5121 ................... 2328 
NSG 5122 ................... 1845 
NSG 5123 ................... 2329 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG5124 ................... 1709 
NSG 5125 ................... 3006 
NSG 5126 ................... 3824 
NSG 5127 ................... 1835 
NSG 5128 ................... 2390 
NSG 5129 ................... 2330 
NSG 5130 ................... 2939 
NSG 5131 ................... 1377 
NSG 5132 ................... 1378 
NSG 5133 ................... 2940 
NSG 5134 ................... 3455 
NSG 5136 ................... 3091 
NSG 5137 ................... 2331 
NSG 5139 ................... 2621 
NSG 5140 ................... 3126 
NSG 5141 ................... 3127 
NSG 5143 ................... 2391 
NSG 5144 ................... 1775 
NSG 5 145 ................... 2751 
NSG 5146 ................... 2876 
NSG 5147 ................... 1710 
NSG 5149 ................... 1505 
NSG 5150 ................... 2519 
NSG 5151 ................... 2716 
NSG 5152 ................... 3825 
NSG 5153 ................... 171 1 
................... NSG 5154 3533 
NSG 5155 ................... 1597 
NSG 5156 ................... 3456 
NSG 5157 ................... 2520 
NSG 5158 ................... 1836 
NSG5159 ................... 1995 
NSG 5160 ................... 2392 
NSG 5161 ................... 2263 
NSG 5162 ................... 3221 
NSG 5163 ................... 2877 
NSG 5164 ................... 1440 
NSG 5165 ................... 1506 
NSG 5166 ................... 2521 
NSG 5167 ................... 3534 
NSG 5168 ................... 2878 
NSG 5169 ................... 1507 
NSG5170 ................... 1598 
NSG 5171 ................... 2622 
NSG 5172 ................... 2332 
NSG 5173 ................... 1782 
NSG 5174 ................... 2333 
NSG 5176 ................... 2393 
NSG 5177 ................... 2334 
NSG 5178 ................... 1712 
NSG5I79 ................... 1756 
NSG 5180 ................... 3826 
NSG 5181 ................... 3827 
NSG 5183 ................... 3162 
NSG 5184 ................... 2264 
NSG 5185 ................... 3272 
NSG 5186 ................... 1837 
NSG 5187 ................... 2724 
GRANT/ 
CnNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 5188 ................... 3393 
NSG 5189 ................... 2623 
NSG 5190 ................... 1508 
NSG 5191 ................... 2394 
NSG 5192 ................... 1846 
NSG 5193 ................... 3457 
NSG 5194 ................... 2879 
NSG 5195 ................... 2798 
NSG 51% ................... 2024 
NSG 5197 ................... 11% 
NSG 5198 ................... 3604 
NSG 5199 ................... 2144 
NSG 5200 ................... 2880 
NSG 5201 ................... 1441 
NSG 5202 ................... 2052 
NSG 5203 ................... 1996 
NSG 5204 ................... 2522 
NSG 5205 ................... 3273 
NSG 5206 ................... 2624 
NSG 5207 ................... 3163 
NSG 5208 ................... 1197 
NSG 5209 ................... 2335 
NSG 5210 ................... 2265 
NSG 521 1 ................... 1713 
NSG 5212 ................... 3274 
NSG 5213 ................... 2081 
................... NSG 5214 3579 
................... NSG 5215 3597 
................... NSG 5216 3598 
NSG 5218 ................... 2557 
NSG 5219 ................... 1072 
NSG 5220 ................... 1964 
NSG 5221 ................... 3753 
NSG 5222 ................... 2881 
NSG 5223 ................... 3828 
NSG 5224 ................... 1198 
NSG 5225 ................... 2266 
NSG 5226 ................... 2395 
NSG 5227 ................... 1442 
NSG 5228 ................... 23% 
NSG 5229 ................... 2397 
NSG 5230 ................... 2267 
NSG 5231 ................... 1997 
NSG 5232 ................... 2625 
NSG 5233 ................... 3535 
NSG 5234 ................... 2336 
NSG 5235 ................... 1130 
NSG 5236 ................... 3536 
NSG 5237 ................... 2660 
NSG 5238 ................... 2222 . 
NSG 5239 ................... 2398 
NSG 5240 ................... 3778 
NSG 5241 ................... 3829 
NSG 5242 ................... 3830 
NSG 5243 ................... 1199 
NSG 5244 ................... 1200 
NSG 5245 ................... 2740 
NSG 5246 ................... 1714 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 5247 ................... 3128 
NSG 5248 ................... 2790 
NSG5249 ................... 1131 
NSG 5250 ................... 3007 
NSG 5251 ................... 3831 
NSG 5252 ................... 3832 
NSG 5253 ................... 2523 
NSG 5254 ................... 1379 
NSG 5255 ................... 2268 
NSG 5256 ................... 1443 
NSG 5257 ................... 3188 
NSG 5258 ................... 1678 
NSG 5259 ................... 1679 
NSG 5260 ................... 2524 
NSG 5262 ................... 1599 
NSG 5263 ................... 1509 
NSG 5265 ................... 3129 
................... NSG 5266 3458 
NSG 5267 ................... 1201 
NSG 5268 ................... 1838 
NSG 5269 ................... 2269 
NSG 5270 ................... 3303 
NSG 5271 ................... 3008 
NSG 5272 ................... 1510 
NSG 5273 ................... 2882 
NSG 5274 ................... 2983 
NSG 5275 ................... 3130 
NSG 5276 ................... 3275 
NSG 5277 ................... 2791 
NSG 5278 ................... 2082 
NSG 5279 ................... 1132 
NSG 5280 ................... 3565 
NSG 5281 ................... 2626 
NSG 5282 ................... 2627 
NSG 5283 ................... 3779 
NSG 5284 ................... 2954 
NSG 5285 ................... 2637 
NSG 5286 ................... 3415 
NSG 5287 ................... 2337 
NSG 5288 ................... 1814 
NSG 5289 ................... 3680 
NSG 5290 ................... 1849 
NSG 5291 ................... 2053 
NSG 5292 ................... 1444 
NSG 5293 ................... 2399 
NSG 5294 ................... 2083 
NSG 5295 ................... 1839 
NSG 5296 ................... 3287 
NSG 5297 ................... 3333 
NSG 52% ................... 2338 
NSG 5299 ................... 3131 
NSG 5300 ................. : . 1715 
NSG 5301 ................... 1202 
NSG 5302 ................... 1133 
NSG 5303 ................... 1716 
NSG 6004 ................... 3276 
NSG 6005 ................... 2661 
NSG 6006 ................... 2353 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 6007 ................... 3222 
NSG MI08 ................... 3485 
NSG 6009 ................... 2662 
NSG 6010 ................... 2339 
NSG 6011 ................... 3304 
NSG 6012 ................... 3566 
NSG 6013 ................... 2759 
NSG 6014 ................... 1073 
NSG 6015 ................... 1776 
NSG 6016 ................... 2354 
NSG 6017 ................... 2355 
NSG 6018 ................... 3177 
NSG 6019 ................... 3223 
NSG 6020 ................... 2916 
NSG 6021 ................... 2663 
NSG 6022 ................... 2760 
NSG 6023 ................... 3567 
NSG 7002 ................... 1511 
................... NSG 7003 3009 
NSG 7005 ................... 2664 
NSG 7010 ................... 2525 
NSG 701 1 ................... 1134 
NSG 7015 ................... 3416 
NSG 7016 ................... 2725 
NSG 7019 ................... 1087 
NSG 7020 ................... 1135 
................... NSG 7022 3060 
. F NSG7024 ................... 1136 
NSG 7026 ................... 1237 
N% 7027 .......,........... 1566 
NSG 7029 ................... 1380 
NSG 7032 ................ t .. 3417 
NSG 7034 ................... 3568 
NSG 7035 ................... 3092 
NSG 7037 ................... 3459 
NSG 7038 ................... 3599 
NSG 7040 ................... 1088 
NSG 7041 ................... 3164 
NSG 7043 ................... 3418 
NSG 7044 ................... 2084 
NSG 7045 ................... 1137 
NSG 7046 ................... 2340 
NSG 7048 ................... 2526 
NSG 7049 ................... 3367 
NSG 7050 ................... 3833 
N& 7052 ................... 1512 
NSG 7055 ................... 2270 
NSG 7065 ................... 2973 
NSG 7069 ................... 1965 
NSG 7070 ................... 1138 
NSG 7071 ................... 2992 
NSG 7072 ................... 3857 
NSG 7075 ................... 2883 
NSG 7076 ................... 3325 
NSG 7077 ................... 2527 
NSG 7080 ................... 2792 
................... NSG 7081 2528 
GRANT/ 
WNTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 7085 ................... 3780 
NSG 7087 ................... 2726 
NSG7092 ................... 1381 
NSG 7093 ................... 2984 
NSG 7094 ................... 1203 
NSG 7095 ................... 2400 
NSG 7096 ................... 3326 
NSG 7100 ................... 1567 
NSG 7101 ................... 1139 
NSG 7102 ................... 1568 
NSG 7105 ................... 2884 
NSG 7106 ................... 1159 
NSG 7108 ................... 2665 
NSG 71 10 ................... 1382 
NSG 7114 ................... 1140 
NSG 7117 ................... 1383 
NSG 71 18 ................... 2529 
NSG 7120 ................... 3277 
NSG 7121 ................... 1569 
NSG 7125 ................... 1204 
NSG 7126 ................... 2917 
................... NSG 7127 1445 
NSG 7128 ................... 1717 
NSG7129 ................... 1205 
NSG 7130 ................... 1718 
NSG 7133 ................... 3834 
NSG 7138 ................... 3165 
NSG 7141 ................... 1629 
NSG 7142 ................... 1141 
NSG 7143 ................... 1899 
NSG 7144 ................... 2846 
NSG 7145 ................... 1815 
NSG 7146 ................... 1142 
NSG 7147 ................... 3305 
NSG 7150 ................... 3010 
NSG 7151 ................... 1587 
NSG 7152 ................... 1446 
NSG 7154 ................... 2559 
NSG 7156 ................... 2918 
NSG7157 ................... 3419 
NSG7158 ................... 1513 
NSG 7159 ................... 3537 
NSG 7161 ................... 1570 
NSG 7162 ................... 3538 
NSG 7164 ................... 1514 
NSG 7165 ................... 1719 
NSG 7166 ................... 1720 
NSG 7167 ................... 2118 
NSG 7168 ................... 1143 
NSG 7169 ................... 2941 
NSG 7170 ................... 2849 
NSG 7172 ................... 3856 
NSG 7173 ................... 3781 
NSG 7174 ................... 3782 
NSG 7176 ................... 2401 
NSG 7178 ................... 3199 
NSG 7179 ................... 1998 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 7184 ................... 2974 
NSG 7186 ................... 2530 
NSG 7187 ................... 2628 
NSG 7189 ................... 3460 
NSG 7190 ................... 2358 
NSG 7192 ................... 3863 
NSG 7193 ................... 3278 
NSG 7194 ................... 2885 
NSG 71% ................... 2341 
NSG 7200 ................... 2886 
NSG 7201 ................... 1144 
NSG 7202 ................... 1206 
NSG 7204 ................... 1384 
NSG 7205 ................... 1447 
NSG 7206 ................... 3600 
................... . NSG 7207 3848 
NSG 7208 ................... 1464 
NSG 7209 ................... 2629 
NSG 7210 ................... 3601 
NSG 7212 ................... 2054 
NSG 7214 ................... 3790 
NSG 7215 .................. : 3835 
NSG 7219 ................... 3851 
NSG 7220 ................... 1448 
NSG 7221 ................... 2666 
NSG 7222 ................... 2985 
NSG 7223 ................... 3854 
NSG 7225 ................... 3011 
NSG 7226 ................... 3591 
NSG 7227 ................... 2531 
NSG 7228 ................... 3486 
NSG 7229 ................... 1224 
NSG 7231 ....... : ........... 1721 
NSG 7232 ................... 3539 
NSG 7235 ................... 2919 
NSG 7236 ................... 1900 
NSG 7237 ................... 2667 
NSG 7238 ................... 1145 
NSG 7239 ................... 1516 
NSG 7241 ................... 2986 
NSG 7242 ................... 1921 
NSG 7245 ................... 1914 
NSG 7246 ................... 1146 
NSG 7247 ................... 2062 
NSG 7248 ................... 2887 
NSG 7249 ................... 1147 
NSG 7250 ................... 3540 
NSG 7252 ................... 2342 
NSG 7253 ................... 2343 
NSG 7254 ................... 2365 
NSG 7255 ................... 1089 
NSG 7256 ................... 2793 
NSG 7257 ................... 2162 
NSG 7259 ................... 2668 
NSG 7260 ................... 2344 
NSG 7261 ................... 1225 
NSG 7262 ................... 1449 
NSG 7083 ................... 3858 NSG 7180 ................... 1515 NSG 7263 ................... 1226 
229 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
................... NSG 7264 3862 
................... NSG 7265 1148 
................... NSG 7266 3703 
................... NSG 7267 1925 
................... NSG 7268 2920 
................... NSG 7269 1969 
................... NSG 7270 3012 
................... NSG 7271 1747 
................... NSG 7272 3850 
................... NSG 7273 2532 
................... NSG 7274 1777 
................... NSG 7275 1207 
................... NSG 7276 1517 
................... NSG 7277 1450 
................... NSG 7278 21 19 
................... NSG 7279 2630 
................... NSG 7280 2794 
................... NSG 7281 1074 
................... NSG 7282 1518 
................... NSG 7283 2795 
................... NSG 7284 2345 
................... NSG 7285 2346 
................... NSG 7286 30i3 
................... NSG 7287 1722 
................... NSG 7288 2055 
................... NSG 7289 3602 
................... NSG 7290 1764 
................... NSG 7291 1723 
................... . NSG 7292 2752 
................... NSG 7293 2563 
................... NSG 7294 1571 
................... NSG 7295 1519 
................... NSG 7296 2669 
................... NSG 7297 2533 
NSG 7298 ................... 33% 
NSG 7299 ................... 1901 
NSG 7300 ................... 3487 
................... NSG 7301 3166 
................... NSG 7302 27% 
................... NSG 7303 2056 
................... NSG 73W 2402 
................... NSG 7308 2631 
................... NSG 7309 1915 
................... NSG 7310 1999 
NSG 731 1 ................... 3861 
................... NSG 7312 2000 
................... NSG 7313 3783 
NSG 7314 ................... 1220 
................... NSG 7115 1520 
NSG 7316 ................... 1208 
................... NSG 7317 3859 
NSG 7318 ................... 3784 
................... NSG 7319 1724 
NSG 7320 ................... 3014 
................... NSG 7321 2956 
................... NSG 7322 2347 
................... NSG 7323 2001 
................... NSG 7324 2921 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
................... NSG 7325 2357 
................... NSG 7326 3541 
................... NSG 7327 2799 
................... NSG 7328 2534 
NSG 7329 ................... 2535 
........... ...... NSG 7330 A 1630 
................... NSG 7331 2536 
. ................... NSG 7332 2403 
................... NSG 7333 1149 
................... NSG 7334 2727 
................... NSG 7335 1521 
................... NSG 7336 1451 
................... NSG 7337 1867 
................... NSG 7338 2537 
................... NSG 7339 2538 
................... NSG 7340 2348 
NSG 7341 ................... 1522 
................... NSG 7342 1209 
NSG 7343 ................... 3378 
................... NSG 7344 1725 
NSG 7345 ................... 2975 
................... NSG 7346 2821 
................... NSG 7347 3542 
................... NSG 7348 2922 
NSG 7349 ................... 3849 
................... NSG 7350 3279 
................... NSG 7351 2198 
................... NSG 7352 3133 
................... NSG 7353 2987 
................... NSG 7354 1748 
................... NSG 7355 3707 
................... NSG 7356 2057 
................... NSG 7357 2226 
................... NSG 7358 1150 
................... NSG 7359 3026 
................... NSG 7360 3204 
NSG 7361 ................... 3 4 ~ )  
................... NSG 7362 3421 
NSG 7363 ................... 3543 
................... NSG 7364 3704 
................... NSG 7365 2349 
................... NSG 7366 3025 
................... NSG 7367 1647 
................... NSG7368 1151 
................... NSG 7369 2976 
................... NSG 7370 3461 
NSG 7371 ................... 3544 
NSG 7372 ................... 2728 
NSG 7373 ................... 3860 
................... NSG 7374 1152 
................... NSG 7375 1465 
................... NSG 7376 1210 
................... NSG 7377 1572 
................... NSG 7378 1840 
................... NSG 7379 2797 
................... NSG 7381 3545 
................... NSG 7382 2271 
................... NSG 7385 2359 
GRANT/ z 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 7386 ................... 3422 
................... NSG 7387 1211 
NSG 7388 ................... 3603 
NSG 7389 ................... 2093 
NSG 7390 ................... 3836 
NSG 7391 ................... 2404 
................... NSG 7392 2560 
NSG 7394 ................... 2027 
NSG 7395 ................... 1385 
................... NSG 7396 2539 
NSG 7397 ................... 2554 
..... ..... ....... NSG 7398 ; 2405 
................... NSG 7401 1452 
................... NSG 7403 2002 
................... NSG 7404 2632 
................... NSG 7405 2555 
................... NSG 7406 1573 
................... NSG 7407 1523 
................... NSG 7408 3546 
NSG 7409 ................... 3852 
NSG 7410 ................... 3488 
................... NSG 7411 2761 
NSG 7412 ................... 2163 
................... NSG 7413 3368 
NSG 7414 ................... 3315 
................... NSG 7415 1090 
................... NSG 7416 3616 
NSG 7417 ................... 3462 
NSG 7418 ................... 3574 
............. ..... NSG 7419 ; 1153 
NSG 7420 ................... 2227 
................... NSG 7422 1783 
NSG 7423 ................... 2003 
NSG 7424 ................... 3167 
................... NSG 7425 3592 
................... NSG 7427 2350 
NSG 7428 ................... 2540 
................... NSG 7429 1091 
NSG 7430 ................... 1726 
NSG 7431 ................... 3168 
NSG 7432 ................... 2541 
NSG 7433 ................... 1982 
NSG 7434 ................... 2888 
NSG 7435 ................... 3465 
................... NSG 7436 1154 
NSG 7438 ................... 2542 
NSG 7440 ................... 3489 
NSG 7441 ................... 2221 
NSG7442 ................... 1212 
NSG 7443 ................... M04 
................... NSG 7444 3155 
NSG 7445 ................... 2923 
................... NSG 7447 J075 
NSG 7448 ................... ?785 
................... NSG 7449 2272 
NSG 7450 ................... 1757 
NSG 7452 ................... 2633 
NSG 7453 ................... 3605 
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' GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 7454 ................... 3029 
NSG 7455 ................... 1453 
NSG 7456 ................... 1230 
NSG 7457 ................... 3190 
NSG 7458 ................... 1213 
NSG 7459 ................... 1727 
NSG 7460 ................... 1728 
NSG 7461 ................... 2406 
NSG 7462 ................... 2005 
NSG 7463 ................... 3379 
NSG 7464 ................... 2058 
NSG 7465 ................... 3280 
NSG 7466 ................... 2889 
NSG 7467 ................... 2543 
NSG 7468 ................... 2360 
NSG 7470 ................... 2356 
NSG 7471 ................... 2164 
NSG 7472 ................... 1466 
NSG 7474 ................... 1574 
NSG 7475 ................... 3 169 
NSG 7477 ................... 1729 
NSG 7490 ................... 3423 
NSG 8001 ................... 1002 
NSG 8019 ................... 1923 
NSG 8020 ................... 1970 
NSG 8025 ................... 2231 
NSG 8026 ................... 2675 
NSG 8027 ................... 1975 
NSG 8029 ................... 2232 
NSG 8030 ................... 1971 
NSG 8032 ................... 3339 
NSG 8033 ................... 1003 
NSG 8035 ................... 3334 
NSG 8036 ................... 2673 
NSG 8037 ................... 1004 
NSG 8038 ................... 1038 
NSG 8039 ................... 1972 
NSG 8040 ................... 2988 
NSG8041 ................... 1005 
NSG 8042 ................... 1006 
NSG 8043 ................... 1973 
NSG 8044 ................... 3320 
NSG 8045 ................... 3041 
NSG 8046 ................... 2199 
NSG 8047 ................... 1030 
NSG 8048 ................... 1978 
NSG 8049 ................... 1974 
NSG 8050 ................... 2242 
NSG 8051 ................... 1007 
NSG 8053 ................... 2233 
NSG 8054 ................... 1039 
NSG 8055 ................... 2715 
NSG 8056 ................... 2234 
NSG 8057 ................... 1008 
NSG 8060 ................... 3335 
NSG 8061 ................... 2732 
NSG 8062 ................... 1009 
NSG 8064 ................... 1010 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NSG 9006 ................... 3400 
NSG 9010 ................... 1841 
NSCi 9013 ................... 3015 
NSG 9016 ................... 2676 
NSG 9019 ................... 1214 
NSG 9020 ................... 1600 
NSG 9021 ................... 3547 
NSG 9026 ................... 3575 
NSG 9028 ................... 2989 
NSG 9030 ................... 2235 
NSG 9032 ................... 3786 
NSG 9033 ................... 3397 
NSG 9036 ................... 1730 
NSG 9038 ................... 3394 
NSG 9039 ................... 3424 
NSG 9042 ................... 3490 
NSG 9043 ................... 3493 
NSG 9044 ................... 3016 
NSG 9045 ................... 1680 
NSG 9047 ................... 2634 
NSG 9048 ................... 1575 
NSG 9049 ................... 3576 
NSG 9050 ................... 2670 
NSG 9051 ................... 1751 
NSG 9052 ................... 3787 
NSG 9054 ................... 2407 
NSG 9055 ................... 2729 
................... NSG 9056 3306 
NSG 9057 ................... 2544 
NSG 9059 ................... 2850 
NSG 9060 ................... 2165 
NSG 9062 ................... 3571 
NSG 9063 ................... 3706 
NSG 9064 ................... 3395 
NSG 9065 ................... 2800 
NSG9058 ................... 1092 
NSG 9069 ................... 2556 
NSG 9070 ................... 3398 
NSG 9071 ................... 2006 
NSG 9072 ................... 2094 
NSG 9073 ................... 2730 
NSR 24005-245 ......... 2671 
W-14108 ...................... 1576 
W-14133 ...................... 2085 
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The Fields used here are specified by Amendment J, "Standard Classification of Fields of 
Science and Engineering," to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-46, "Standards 












(Terrestrial and exrmrerresrriol) 
31 ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 










47 METALLURGY AND 
MATERIALS 
49 ENGINEERING, NEC* 
LIFE SCIENCES SOCIAL SCIENCES 
51 BIOLOGY 71 ANTHROPOLOGY 
52 CLINICAL MEDICAL 72 ECONOMICS 
53 OTHER MEDICAL 73 HISTORY 
59 LIFE SCIENCES, NEC* 74 LINGUISTICS 
75 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
76 !3OcIOLOGY 
79 SOCIAL SCIENCE, NEC* 
PSYCHOLOGICAL OTHER SCIENCES** 
61 BIOLOGICAL 99 ALL DISCIPLINE(S) 
62 SOCIAL ASPECTS 
69 PSYCHOLOGICAL. NEC* 
i ~ o l  EIscwberc Cbs8ifLd (For interdisciplinary projects and othcrs not l i  by d ipl ine  name) 
**For i n l c d i l i n a y  projects which cannot I% c l M d  within any 01 thc prcocdins main fwlds 
Abbreviations used in the "Technical Officer Locations" column are discussed in the prefatory pages. - 
FIELD 
: M D E  INSTITUTION 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
BELOIT COLLEGE 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
BOWLING GRN STATE U 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 








Parnell, T. A. 
Brunk, W. E. 
O'Dell, C. R. 
Kniffen, D. A. 
Roman, N. G. 
Hall, C. F. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Neupert, W. M. 
Wende, C. D. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 




Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Fishman, G. J. 
Roman, N. G. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Canuto, V. 
Stouffer, C. G. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Thaddeus, P. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC George, M. C. 
HQ-SL Prakash, A. 
MSFC Schroeder, D. J. 
GSFC Walker, R. B. 
HQ-SC Ptak, R. L. 
ARC Munch, G. 
ARC Werner, M. W. 
GSFC Zirin, H. 
GSFC Garmire, G. P. 
GSFC Garmire, G. P. 
GSFC Garmire, G. P. 
GSFC Neugebauer, G. 
GSFC Greenstein, J. L. 
GSFC Schmidt, M. 
MSFC Stone, E. C. 
HQSC Oke, J. B. 
HQ-SC Neugebauer, G. 
HQ-SC Vogt, R. E. 
HQ-SC Thorne, K. S. 
HQ-SL Muhleman, D. 0. 
HQ-SL Goldreich, P. 
HQ-SL Muhleman, D. 0. 
HQST Zirin, H. 
GSFC Bidelman, W. P. 
GSFC Edbach, E. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
GSFC Hartmann, S. R. 
GSFC Wolff, R. S. 





















NGR 05-002- 160 
NGR 05-002-256 
NGL 05-002-003 
NGL 05-002- 140 
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FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 















HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LA STATE U-SHREVEPT 
MASS INST O F  TECH 




Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Manning, H. S. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Sofia, S. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Berg, 0. E. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hall, C. F. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Boggess, A. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
Carter, C. H. 
Boggess, N. W. 
OPP, A. G.  
Brunk, W. E. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kondo, Y. 
Kondo, Y. 
Potter, A. E. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Boggess, A. 
Wilson, L. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian. J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
O'Detl, C. R. 
OPP, A. G. 
Donn, B. D. 
Potter, A. E. 
Giuli, R. T. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Happner, W. 
GSFC Hayes, D. P. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
MSFC Novick, R. 
MSFC Novick, R. 
HQSC Green, S. 
HQ-SC Weisskopf, M. C. 
HQST Wolff, R. S. 
HQST Novick, R. 
GSFC Bailey, C. F. 
ARC Bums, J. A. 
ARC Houck, J. R. 
ARC Hanvit, M. 0. 
ARC Houck, J. R. 
ARC Elliot, J. L. 
ARC Hanvit, M. 0. 
HQSC Hanvit, M. 0. 
HQSC Houck, J. R. 
HQ-SL Veverka, J. 
HQ-SL Hunt, R. H. 
GSFC Katzin, J. C. 
GSFC Kafatos, M. 
ARC Goody, R. M. 
GSFC Flannery, B. P. 
GSFC Dupree, A. K. 
GSFC Dupree, A. K. 
GSFC Dupree, A. K. 
GSFC Dupree, A. K. 
GSFC Dupree, A. K. 
MSFC Noyes, R. W. 
HQLU Field, G. B. 
HQSC Fazio, G. G. 
HQSC Cameron, A. G. 
HQ-SL Goody, R. M. 
HQST Parkinson, W. H. 
HQST Parkinson, W. H. 
GSFC Morgan, T. H. 
JSC Modisette, J. L. 
JSC Modiitte, I. L. 
JSC Morgan, T. H. 
GSFC Burkhead, M. S. 
MSFC Mufson, S. L. 
GSFC Lamb, R. C. 
MSFC Lamb, R. C. 
GSFC Fastie, W. G. 
GSFC Fastie, W. G. 
GSFC Fastie, W. G. 
GSFC Moos, H. W. 
GSFC Moos, H. W. 
GSFC Moos, H. W. 
MSFC Fastie, W. G. 
HQSC Davidsen, A. F. 
HQ-SL Feldman, P. D. 
JSC McCluskey, G. E., Jr. 
JSC Moss, T. A. 
ARC pettengill; G. H. 
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FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE 
MONTANA STATE UNIV 
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE 
MORGAN STATE UNIV 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX lNST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 




OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 


















Hall, C. F. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
Rice, C. F. 
Shiue, J. C. 
Mather, J. C. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Nace, D. A. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Hansen. J. E. 
Stone, R. G. 
Manning, H. S. 
Manning, H. S. 
Meyers, C. H. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
OPP, A. G. 
Smith, M. J. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Roman, N. G. 
Fischel, D. 
Baker, G. R. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Jones, H. P. 
B ~ n k ,  W. E. 
Donn, B. D. 
Hall, C. F. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Roman, N. G. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Pieters, C. 




Gemmell, J. D. 
Mather, J. C. 
Nace, D. A. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Boggess, A. 
Hams, J. W. 
Roman. N. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. H'. 
Rosendhal J. D. 
Rosendhal. J. D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Shapiro, I. I. 
ARC Kleinman, S. G. 
ARC Wright, E. L. 
GSFC Ciark, G. W. 
GSFC Staelin, D. H. 
GSFC Weiss, R. 
GSFC Clark, G. W. 
GSFC Weiss, R. 
GSFC Rappaport, S. A. 
GSFC Rivas, E. K. 
GSFC Burke, B. F. 
MSFC Bradt, H. V. 
MSFC Lewin, W. H. 
MSFC Clark, G. W. 
HQ-SC Weiss, R. 
HQSC Kleinmann, S. 
HQSC Weiss, R. 
HQ-SC Lewin, W. G. 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQSL McCord, T. 3. 
HQ-SL Pettengill, G. H. 
GSFC Winkler, P. F. 
HQSC Nordtvedt, K., Jr. 
GSFC Fahey, P. P. 
GSFC Hammond, E. C., Jr. 
GSFC Moore, E. 
GSFC Moore, E. 
GSFC Moore, E. 
GSFC Moore, E. 
GSFC Moore, E. 
GSFC Ford, K. W. 
GSFC Moore, E. P. 
HQ-SL Beebe, R. F. 
HQ-SL Beebe, H. A. 
ARC Weinberg, J. L. 
GSFC Ulmer, M. P. 
MSFC Ulmer, M. P. 
HQSC Huang, S. S. 
GSFC Collins, G. W., I1 
GSFC Slettebak, A. E. 
GSFC Wing, R. F. 
GSFC Skttebak, A. E. 
JSC Glaser, F. M. 
GSFC Spitzer, L., Jr. 
GSFC Lowrance, J. 
GSFC Schwanschild, M. 
GSFC Lowrance, J. 
GSFC Spitzer, L., Jr. 
GSFC Wilkinson, D. T. 
GSFC Wilkinson, D. T. 
GSFC Groth, E. J. 
GSFC Jenkins, E. B. 
JSC Hollister, L. S. 
HQ-SC Spitzer, L., Jr. 
HQSC Bahcall, N. A. 
HQSC Wilkinson, D. 
H,Q-SC Schwanschild, M. 
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RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
SAN JOSE STATE UNlV 










STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
ST U NY COLGENESEO 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNlV OF LEIDEN 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 




Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
Sofia, S. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Estabrook, F. B. 
Barnes, A. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
Dailey, C. C. 
OPP, A. G. 
OPP, A. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Gary, G. A. 
Roman, N. G. 
Donn, B. D. 
Roman, N. G. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Kerr, A. R. 
Boggess, A. 
O'Dell. C. R. 
Fishman, G. J. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Grant, T. L. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Clifton, K. S. . 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 





Parnell, T. A. 
Miller, E. R. 
Griner, D. B. 
Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
OPP, A. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
~ r u n k ;  W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Donn, B. D. , 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
WFC Anderson, H. R.. Jr. 
HQ-SC Clayton, D. D. 
GSFC Matilsky, T. A. 
ARC Riegel, C. A. 
JPL Yang, C. H. 
ARC Tyler, G. L. 
MSFC Underwood, J. H. 
MSFC Walker, A. B., Jr. 
HQSC Hofstadter, R. 
HQSC Sturrock, P. A. 
HQ-SC Will, C. M. 
HQSL Tyler, G. L. 
HQST Wilcox, J. M. 
HQST Petrosian, V. 
MSFC Weinberg, J. L. 
HQ-SC Weinberg, J. L. 
HQSL Schuerman, D. W. 
HQ-SC Meisel, D. D. 
ARC Simon, M. 
GSFC Kao, Y. H. 
GSFC Owen, T. 
MSFC CaIdwell, J. J. 
HQSC Forman, M. A. 
HQSL Owen, T. 
HQ-SL Knacke, R. F. 
HQ-SL Caldwell, J. J. 
HQ-ST Stroke, G. W. 
ARC VanDerLaan, H. 
MSFC Hiser, H. W. 
MSFC Stuhlinger, E. 
ARC Gehrels, A. M. 
ARC Tomasko, M. G. 
ARC Harper, H. P. 
ARC Hoffman, W. F. 
ARC Serkowski, K. M. 
GSFC Smith, B. A. 
GSFC Imhoff, C. L. 
GSFC Tomasko, M. G. 
MSFC Sonett, C. P. 
MSFC Sonett, C. P. 
MSFC Stater, P. N. 
HQSC Bashkin, S. 
HQ-SC Low, F. J. 
HQ-SC Hoffman, W. F. 
HQSC Jokippi, J. 
HQ-sC Gehrels, A. M. 
HQSC Craine, E. R. 
HQSL Strom, R. G. 
HQ-SL Smith, B. A. 
HQSL Gehrels, T. 
HQSL Cox, E. L. 
HQSL Gehrels, A. M. 
HQSL Hubbard, W. B. 
HQSL Fink, U. W. 
HQ-SL Ricke, G. H. 
HQ-SL Hubbard, W. B. 
HQ-SL Hskh, K. C. 
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UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-S CRUZ 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Caroff, L. J. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Vorreiter, J. W. 
Mather, J. C. 
Willis, S. E. 
Willis, S. E. 
Nice, D. A. 
Leckrone, D. 
Bissell. E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Mannann, R. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Sofia, S. 
Sofia, S. 
Fishman, G. J. 
Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Wende, C. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Bosg=, A. 
OPP, A. G. 
Fishman, G. 
Hall, C. F. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Stouffer, G. G. 
BarUett, R. 0. 
Wmblik, D. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Neuschaefer, R. 
Stanky, R. 
Roscndhal, J. D. 
Rorndhal, J. D. 
OPP, A. G. 
Burbidge, E. 
Donn, B. D. 
Boggtss, N. W. 
Hall, C. F. 
Smith, B. F. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Gi%Spi~, C. M., Jr. 
Giikspie, C. M., Jr. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
Kuppcrian, J. E., Jr. 
Fishman, G. J. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Silk, J. I. 
ARC Townes, C. H. 
ARC Richards, P. L. 
GSFC Alvarez, L. W. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
GSFC Smoot, G. 
GSFC King, 1. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
GSFC Shull, J. M. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
GSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
MSFC Bowyer, C. S. 
MSFC Anderson, K. A. 
HQSC Townes, C. H. 
HQ-SC Price, P. B. 
HQSC Heckman, H. H. 
HQSC Alvarez, L. W. 
HQSC Silk, J. I. 
HQSC Richards, P. L. 
HQSC Smoot, G. 
HQSL Townes, C. H. 
HQSL Welch, W. J. 
ARC Kaula, W. M. 
ARC Schubert, G. 
GSFC Peters, C. J. 
GSFC Jura, M. A. 
GSFC Arozullah, M. 
GSFC Margon, B. H. 
GSFC Jura, M. A. 
GSFC Plavec, M. 
HQSC Kennel, C. F. 
HQSC White, R. S. 
ARC Fillius, R. W. 
ARC Soifer, B. T. 
GSFC Peterson, L. E. 
GSFC Mcllwain, C. E. 
GSFC Harms, R. J. 
GSFC Beaver, E. A. 
GSFC Beaver, E. A. 
MSFC Peterson, L. E. 
WFC Hendershott, M. 
HQ-SC Gould, R. J. 
HQSC McIlwain, C. E. 
HQSC Peterson, L. E. 
HQSC Burbidge, M. 
HQSL Alfven, H. 
HQSC Rank, D. M. 
ARC Sipson,  J. A. 
ARC Miller, R. H. 
ARC Harper, D. A., Jr. 
ARC Harper, D. A., Jr. 
ARC Hildebrand, R. H. 
ARC H i b r a n d ,  R. H. 
GSFC Simpson, J. A. 
GSFC Simpson, 3. A. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 


















UNIV DC-VAN NESS 
UNIV DC-VAN NESS 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIY OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 





UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UMV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLANBCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UMV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
OPP, A. G. 
Fishman, G. F. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Boggess, A. 
Boggess, A. 
Alexander, J. K. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Bass, B. G. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Roman, N. G. 
OPP, A. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Roman, N. G. 
White, W. W. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Weir, J. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Alexander, W. C. 
Donn, B. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Hall, C. F. 
White, C. 
Bmnk, W. E. 




Hobbs, R. W. 
Klinglesmith. D. A. 
Ktingksmith, D. A. 
Clark, T. A. 
Ramaty, R. 
Opp, A. G. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Opp, A. G. 
Opp, A. G. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Donn, B. D. 
Brunk, W. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPA 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SC Meyer, P. 
HQ-SC Simpson. J. A. 
HQSC Hobbs, L. M. 
GSFC Conti, P. S. 
GSFC Linsky, J. L. 
GSFC Wanvick, J. W. 
GSFC Barth, C. A. 
GSFC Lillie, C. F. 
GSFC Conti, P. S. 
GSFC Barlow, M. J. 
GSFC Linsky, J. L. 
GSFC Snow, T. P. 
GSFC Snow, T. P. 
GSFC Snow, T. P. 
MSFC Dulk, G. A. 
MSFC Linsky, J. L. 
HQ-SC Lillie, C. F. 
HQ-SC McCray, R. 
HQ-SC Conti, P. S. 
HQ-SC Snow, T. P. 
GSFC Kasten, R. 
GSFC Kasten, R. 
GSFC Shipman, H. L. 
GSFC Chen, K. W. 
HQ-SC Can; T. D. 
GSFC Cushman, S. F. 
GSFC Jefferies, J. T. 
GSFC Boesgaard, A. M. 
GSFC Boesgaard, A. M. 
HQ-BX Jefferies, J. T. 
HQSL Jefferies, J. T. 
HQ-SL Jefferies, J. T. 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQ-ST Jefferies, J. T. 
JSC Sheldon, W. R. 
GSFC Snyder, L. E. 
GSFC Crutcher, R. M. 
HQ-SL Dickel, J. R. 
ARC VanAllen, J. A. 
GSFC Gurnett, D. A. 
HQSL Neff, J. S. 
HQ-SC Misner, C. W. 
GSFC Harger, R. 0. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Cume, D. G. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Richard, J. P. 
GSFC Wall, N. S. 
HQ-SC Earl, J. A. 
HQ-SC Griem, H. R. 
HQ-SC Gloeckler, G. 
HQSC Rose, W. K. 
HQ-SC Curtie, D. G. 
HQSL Opik, E: J. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OFlMASS-AMHERST 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV MO-ST LOUIS 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF ROCHESTER 
UNIV OF SO FLORIDA 
UNlV OF SO FLORIDA 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 


















Hall, C. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Niemann, H. B. 
Kupperian. J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Barrowman, J. S. 




Boggess, N. W. 
Roman, N. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
OPP, A. G. 
Fishman, G. J. 
Temkin, A. 
Maran, S. P. 
Jones, H. P. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Billingham, J. 
Black, D. C. 
Boyce, J. M. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Tolson, R. H. 
Hall, J. B., Jr. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hams, J. W. 
Bohlin. J. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Potter, A. E. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
O'Dcll, C. R. 
O'Dell, C. R. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Roman, N. G. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Roman, N. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC McGill, G. E. 
HQSL Imine, W. M. 
HQST Strong, J. 
ARC Donahue, T. M. 
ARC Nagy, A. F. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan. G. R. 
GSFC Atreya, S. K. 
GSFC Donabue, T. M. 
GSFC Atreya, S. K. 
HQ-SC Hiltner, W. A. 
HQST Anderson, J. G. 
HQ-ST Mohler, 0. C. 
GSFC Kellogg, P. J. 
GSFC Waddington, C. J. 
GSFC Kellogg, P. J. 
GSFC Black, J. H. 
MSFC Waddington, C. J. 
HQSC Waddington. C. J. 
HQSC Ney, E. 
HQSC Gallagher, J. S. 
HQSC Luyten, W. J. 
GSFC Schwartz, R. D. 
GSFC Schmidt, E. G. 
HQ-SC Chupp, E. L. 
HQSC Webber, W. R. 
GSFC Beckel, C. L. 
GSFC StJohn, R. 
GSFC Regener, V. H. 
GSFC StJohn, R. 
LERC Kanury, M. 
GSFC Herczeg, T. J. 
GSFC Koch, R. H. 
MSFC Shen, B. S. 
ARC Gatewood, G. D. 
ARC Gatewood, G. D. 
HQSL Hapke, B. W. 
GSFC Savedoff, M. P. 
LARC Smith, H. C. 
LARC Wilkins, R. D. 
ARC Judge, D. L. 
ARC Intriligator, D. S. 
ARC Intriligator. D. S. 
JSC Taylor, L. A. 
HQST Sellin, I. A. 
GSFC Lambert, D. L. 
GSFC Smith, M. A. 
GSFC VanDenBout, P. A. 
GSFC Trafton, L. M. 
JSC Barnes, T. 
MSFC Henize, K. G. 
MSFC Lambert, D. L. 
MSFC Jefferys, W. H. 
HQSC VanDenBout, P. A. 
HQSC Shield, G. A. 
HQSC Bengtson. R. D. 
HQSC Henize, K. G. 
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UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNlV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNlV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNlV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF VIRGINlA 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
















VIRGINIA W L Y  INST 






WESTRN KENTUCKY UNIV 
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Caporale, A. J. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Roman, N. G. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Roman, N. G. 
Donn, B. D. 
Wilson, L. 
Humes, D. H. 
Roman, N. G. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brandt, J. 
Boggess, A. 
OPP, A. G. 
French, B. M. 
Brunk, W. E. 
W i n ,  L. 
Sobieski, S. 
White, R. A. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Boggess, A. 
Roman, N. G. 
Rosendhal. J. D. 
Roman. N. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Kupperian, J. E.. Jr. 
Talky, D. 
Fishman, G. J. 
Roman, N. G. 
Brwlk, W. E. 
~ ~ g s e s s ,  A. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Buell, D. A. 
Pollock, G. E. 
Zwicmr, J. M. 
Kent, M. I. 
Gross, F. C. 
Harris, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Kohl, F. J. 
Serafini, T. T. 
Lauver, R. W. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPA 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SL Wilson, W. J. 
HQSL Douglas, J. N. 
HQSL Trafton, L. M. 
HQSL Mulholland, J. D. 
HQSL Jefferys, W. H. 
HQ-ST Bengtson, P. D. 
GSFC Hanson, W. B. 
GSFC Molnar, M. R. 
GSFC Bopp, B. W. 
HQSC Witt, A. N. 
HQSC Molnar, M. R. 
HQSC Witt, A. N. 
HQSC Molnar, M. R. 
HQSL Delsemme, A. H. 
GSFC O'Connell, R. W. 
LARC Singer, S. F. 
HQSC Frederick, L. W. 
HQSL Ianna, P. A. 
GSFC Bohm-Vitense, E. 
GSFC Bohm-Vitense, E. 
HQSC Lord, J. J. 
HQSL Hodge, P. W. 
HQ-SL Greene, T. F. 
GSFC Anderson, C. M. 
GSFC Bkss, R. C. 
GSFC Bless, R. C. 
GSFC Code, A. D. 
GSFC Kraushaar, W. L. 
GSFC Savage, B. I). 
GSFC Cassinelli, J. P. 
GSFC Savage, B. D. 
GSFC Savage, B. D. 
GSFC Doherty, L. R. 
HQSC Code, A. D. 
HQSC Savage, B. D. 
HQSC Weedman, D. W. 
HQ-SC Hall, D. 
HQSC Hutchinson, J. L. 
GSFC Dennison, B. K. 
HQSL McGee, H. A. 
GSFC Smith, W. H. 
MSFC Israel, M. H. 
HQSC Israel, M. H. 
HQ-SC Smith, W. H. 
HQSL Smith, W. H. 
GSFC Hackney, R. L. 
GSFC Finkelstein, D. 
ARC Steinmetz, W. J. 
ARC Yutn, G. U. 
MSFC Workman, G. L. 
MSFC Reed, J. L. 
GSFC Rock, M. 
J S C  Wasserburg, G. J. 
HQ-SB Bragin, J. 
ARC Ycager, E. 
LERC Mateescu, G. D. 
LERC Kotnig, J. L. 




























































NSG 3 140. 
NSG 3142 




























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO SCH OF MINE 
COPPIN STATE COLLEGE 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
FISK UNIVERSITY 





KENT STATE UNIV-KENT 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 




MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY INST OF NY 
POLY INST OF NY 




SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNlV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF ALBUQUERQUE 
UNIV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 
UNIV AM-UNIVERSITY 




Schafer, C. F. 
Young, P. R. 
Reynolds, T. W. 
Ford, F. 
Young, R. S. 
Kent, M. I. 
Howard, F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Stief, L. J. 
Donn, B. D. 
Chang, S. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Boese, R. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Hams, J. W. 
Byvik, C. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, P. R. 
Stephens, J. B. 
Clemons, J. M. 
Clemons, J. M. 
Patterson, W. J. 
Phillips, D. H. 
Fewell, L. L. 
Fohkn, G. M. 
Riccitiello, S. R. 
Young, R. S. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Young, R. S. 
Lawless, J. G. 
Lawkss, J. G. 
Lawkss, J. G. 
Flores, J. J. 
Altman, R. L. 
Altman, R. L. 
Oyama, V. I. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Rosscr, R. W. 
Fohlen. G. M. 
Fish, R. H. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Rosser, R. W. 
Heimbuch, A. H. 
Heimbuch, A. H. 
Chang, S. 
Nerren, B. H. 
Hams, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Fordyce, 1. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Linton, R. C. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Ostrach, S. 
LARC Kranbuehl, D. E. 
LERC Daniel, S. R. 
GSFC McDermott, P. P. 
HQ-SB Sagan, C. E. 
MSFC Mickens, R. E. 
KSC Bowman, T. A. 
JSC Hays, J. F. 
GSFC ,Jackson, W. M. 
HQ-SL Jackson, W. M. 
ARC Hayes, J. M. 
ARC Madey, R. 
ARC Lovejoy, R. W. - 
JSC Goldstein, J. 1. 
ARC Reid, R. C. 
ARC Steinfeld, J. I. 
JSC Burns, R. G. 
LARC Wrighton, M. S. 
HQ-SB Rich, A. 
LARC Pratt, J. R. 
MSFC Gales, J. N. 
MSFC Frazier, D. 0. 
MSFC Hall, J. H., Jr. 
MSFC Maxwell, A. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
ARC Allcock, H. R. 
ARC Wrong, I. M. 
ARC Pearce, E. M. 
HQ-SB Eirich, F. R. 
LARC Baird. A. K. 
MSFC Glicksman, M. E. 
HQ-SB Ferris, J. P. 
ARC Orcnbcrg, J. B. 
ARC Buttlaire, D. H. 
ARC Orcnberg, J. B. 
ARC Kanig. I. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC Mayer, L. A. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC Spitze, L. A. 
ARC Spitze., L. A. 
ARC Neptune, J. A. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC Myronuk, D. J. 
ARC Acrivos, J. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
ARC. Loew, G. H. 
MSFC Grusha, E. 
JSC Schaeffer, 0. A. 
HQ-SB Omn, T. 
HQ-SB Fendkr, J. H. 
LERC Untndowski, R. M. 
HQSB Lacey, J. C., Jr. 
MSFC Dcsmedt, D. 
JSC Drake, M. J. 
































































APPENDIX B CROS 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNIV OF MIAMl 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MO-ROLLA 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITISBURGH 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV STHN COLORADO 
UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNIV TEXASEL PAS0 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WILBERFORCE UNIV 
WORCESTER POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
BOSTON COLLEGE 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV 
BROOKLYN COLLEGE 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF lNST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Young, R. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Hams, J. W. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Alston, W. B. 
Schell, J. T. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Donn, B. D. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Graves, R. A., Jr. 
Harris, J. W. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Fordyce, J. S. 
Simon, N. K. 
Kourtides, D. A. 
Lawless, J. G. 
Chang, S. 
Bryan, C. J. 
Bond, V. 
Duke, M. 
Patterson, W. J. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Bell, V. L. 
Johnston, N. J. 
Young, P. R. 
Progar, D. J. 
StClair, T. L. 
R k t t ,  G. L. 
Slemp, W. S. 
StClair, A. K. 
StClair, T. L. 
Hsu, L. C. 
Young, R. S. 
Fryburg, G. C. 
Schafer, C. F. 
Bilbro, J. W. 
Morris, J. F. 
Fountain, J. A. 
Moore, W. W., Jr. 
Finnell, S. E. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Caruso. A. J. 
Hall, C. F. 
Meador, W. E. 
Davis, M. A. 
~a ' l l a~her ,  W. F. 
Stouffer, C. G. 
Wende, C. D. 
Hams, J. W. 
HQ-SB Jukes, J. H. 
JSC Wasson, J. T. 
JSC Arnold, J. R. 
JSC Marti, K. 
HQ-SB Miller, S. L. 
JSC Cox, E. L. 
ARC Castleman, A. W. 
LERC Butler, G. B. 
MSFC Patterson, E. P. 
HQSB Folsome, C. E. 
HQ-SB Becker, R. S. 
HQ-SB Woese, C. R. 
GSFC Khanna, R. J. 
HQ-SB Ponnampemma, C. 
HQSB Huguenin, R. L. 
HQSB Fox, S. W. 
HQ-ST Cicerone, R. J. 
LARC Biolsi, L. 
JSC Keil, K. 
LARC Keil, K. 
LERC Kanury, A. M. 
LERC Liu, C. C. 
HQST Kaufman, F. 
ARC Hilado, C. J. 
ARC Furst, A. 
ARC White, D. H. 
KSC Mahan, K. I. 
JSC Szebekely, V. 6. 
J S C  Hoffer, J. M. 
MSFC Andrade, J. D. 
HQST Moore, W. M. 
LARC Stump, B. L. 
LARC Wolfe, J. F. 
LARC Mason, J. G. 
LARC Wightman, J. P. 
LARC Ogiiaruso. M. A. 
LARC Wightman, J. P. 
LARC Taylor, L. T. 
LARC McGrath, J. E. 
LARC Wolfe, J. F. 
LERC Stickney, P. B. 
HQ-SB Plumb, R. C. 
LERC Rosner, D. E. 
MSFC Lal, R. B. 
MSFC Murty, S. S. 
LERC Jacobson, D. L. 
MSFC McNutt, R. C. 
MSFC Martin, A. M., I11 
MSFC Workman, G. L. 
HQST Eather, R. H. 
GSFC Bhatia, M. S. 
ARC Jones, D. E. 
LARC Franco, V. 
GSFC Stone, E. C. 
GSFC Stone, E. C. 
GSFC Garmire, G. P. 
GSFC Garmire, G. P. 





























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND E NGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 





CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CLARK COLLEGE 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 














FLORIDA A&M UNIV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FORT LEWIS COLLEGE 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 












Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Schwenk, F. C. 
Henry, W. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Boese, R. W. 
Bohlin, J. 
Walker, G. H. 
Purvis, C. K. 
Labus, T. L. 
Williams, J. R. 
Dennis, B. R. 
McAvoy, N. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Byvik, C. E. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Williams, J. R. 
Brown, G. V. 
Crouch, R. K. 
Billman, K. W. 
Brown, 6 .  V. 
Chubb, D. L. 
Mirtich, M. J. 
Stevens, N. J. 
Sater, B. L. 
Grier, N. T. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Harris, J. W. 
Gustafson, C. 
Conrath, B. J. 
Flood, D. J. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Nelsen, E. D. 
Holland, A. C. 
Stecker, F. W. 
Kroes, R. L. 
Kroes, R. L. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Hardin, J. C. 
Browne, I. D. 
Grecne, G. C. 
Huff, R. G. 
Feiler, C. E. 
Ken, J. H. 
McAvoy, N. 
Reed, E. I. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
Bordelon, C. S. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin. J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Yin. L. 1. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
JSC Albee, A. L. 
JSC Tombrello, T. A. 
HQRR Vaughan, R. 
HQRR Ahrens, T. J. 
HQ-ST Zirin, H. 
HQST Guldreich, P. 
ARC Nanes, R. 
HQST Chapman, G. T. 
LARC Milnes, A. G. 
LERC Gordan, W. L. 
LERC Ostrach, S. 
MSFC Ostrach, S. 
GSFC Werntz, C. 
GSFC Lally, J. 
HQST Whang, Y. C. 
HQST Whang, Y. C. 
LARC Buoncristiani, A. M. 
HQ-LU Sinha, 0. P. 
JSC McNulty, P. J. 
MSFC Subramanian, R. S. 
LERC Chu, C. W. 
LARC Sher, A. 
ARC She, C. Y. 
LERC Etters, R. D. 
LERC Collins, G. J. 
LERC Kaufman, H. R. 
LERC Yadlowsty, E. J. 
LERC Sites, J. K. 
LERC Kaufman, H. R. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
JSC Horai, K. 
GSFC Walker, J. C. 
GSFC Gierasch, P. J. 
LERC A&croft, N. W. 
HQ-ST Farley, D. T. 
HQ-ST Morgan, M. G. 
HQLU Helmy, E. M. 
GSFC House, F. B. 
WFC Acquista, C. R. 
GSFC Mickens, R. E. 
MSFC Silbeman, E. 
MSFC Sibeman, E. 
HQLU Jones, H. J. 
LARC Tam, C. K. 
JSC Baker, J. R. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LERC Strahle, W. C. 
LERC Cassonova, R. A. 
MSFC CaUen, W. R. 
GSFC Bloembergen, N. 
GSFC Parkinson, W. H. 
MSFC Vaiana, G. S. 
MSFC Noyes, R. W. 
MSFC Turnbull. D. 
HQ-ST Parkinson, W. H. 
HQST Reeves, E. M. 
HQST Maxwell, A. 
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ACC 
NO. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 





IOWA STATE UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 




NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
N CAR CENTRAL UNIV 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK, 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY INST O F  NY 















Lyons, J. C. 
O'Keefe, J. A. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Kaiser, M. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Williams, J. R. 
Davis, M. A. 
McAvoy, N. 
Hams, J. W. 
Akey, N. D. 
Singh, J. J. 
Weinberg, I. 
Reinrnann, J. J. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Roberts, J. L. 
Opp, A. G. 
Hohl, F. 
Hohl, F. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Hollis, B. R., Jr. 
Eby, P. B. 
Stone, N. H. 
Vaughn, W. W. 
Burch, J. L. 
Salzman, J. A. 
Schneck, P. B. 
Rosendhal, J. D. 
Allario, F. 
McAvoy, N. 
Meador, W. E. 
Mayes, W. H. 
Slemp, W. S. 
Behrendt, D. R. 
Boese, R. W. 
Fowler, W. B. 
Melfi, L. T., Jr. 
Holmes, H. K. 
Hohl, F. 
Conway, E. J. 
Hams, J. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Stevens, N. J. 
Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
King, J. H. 
Will, H. A. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Williams, J. T. 
Honaker, W. C. 
Boggtss, N. W. 
Hams,-J. W. 
Wood, G. M. 
Jones, W. R., Jr. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Taylor, H. A., Jr. 
Lad, R. A. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Beach, H. L., Jr. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Deloatch, E. M. 
GSFC Thorpe, A. N. 
ARC Grossman, A. S. 
HQ-ST Krimigis, S. M. 
JSC Sclar, C. B. 
MSFC VanDerHoff, J. W. 
GSFC Bridge, H. S. 
GSFC Javan, A. 
JSC Simmons, M. G. 
LARC Fonstad, C. G. 
LARC Greytak, T. J. 
LERC Gatos, H. C. 
LERC Lax, B. 
MSFC Hitt, A. F. 
HQ-MT Chapman, P. K. 
HQSC Clark, G. W. 
LARC Wells, W. E. 
LARC Wells, W. E. 
HQST Stein, R. F. 
MSFC Trotter, D. 
MSFC Nortdvedt, K. 
MSFC Turner, J. M. 
MSFC Spight, C. 
MSFC Turner, J. M. 
LERC Armstrong, R. L. 
GSFC Schwartz, J. T. 
HQSC Glassgold, A. E. 
LARC Yu, C. 
GSFC Dutta. J. M. 
LARC Hassan, H. A. 
LARC Hart, F. D. 
LARC Memory, J. D. 
LERC Waber, J. T. 
ARC Rao, K. N. 
GSFC Becher, J. 
LARC Brock, F. J. 
LARC Zuckerwar, A. J. 
LARC Hames. W. L. 
LARC Heinbockel, J. H. 
JSC Schrnitt, R. A. 
GSFC Nisbet, J. S. 
LERC Robinson, J. W. 
WFC Kendall, B. R. 
HQ-ST Nisbet, J. S. 
LERC Lederman, S. 
HQ-ST Gross, S. H. 
GSFC Lowrance, J. L. 
LARC Miles, R. B. 
HQ-SC Dicke, R. H. 
JSC Meyer, H. 0. 
LARC White, F. A. 
LERC Laver, J. A. 
MSFC Lacy, L. L. 
GSFC Cloutier, P. A. 
LERC Rorschach, H. E. 
HQST Michel, F. C. 
HQST Dessler, A. J. 

































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
















STANFORD UNIVERSITY . 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 














UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARlZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 













Black, D. C. 
Barnes, A. 
Urban, E. W. 
Caroff, L. J. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Poppa, H. R. 
McKcnzie, R. L. 
Billman, K. W. 
Davis, M. A. 
Felierman, K. D. 
Davis, M. A. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Bass, B. G. 
Potter, R. 
Urban, E. W. 
Thorn, K. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
King, J. H. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Morris, J. F. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Dalins, I. 
Matthews, R. E. 
Brown, G. V. 
Nowakowski. M. F. 
McAvoy, N. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Tandberghanssen, E. 
Chappell. C. R. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Crider, B. 
Vaughn, 0. H., Jr. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Whitaker, A. F. 
Urban, E. W. 
Owen, R. B. 
Heppner, J. P. 
Spencer, N. W. 
McAvoy, N. 
McAvoy, N. 
Alkn, R. E. 
Kaiser, M. L. 
Taylor. W. W. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Poppa, H. R. 
Billman, K. W. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Gallagher, W. F. 
Campbell. C. E. 
Campbell, C. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Ondrak, B. T. 
Bissell, E. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Hagar, C. 
ARC Kilpatrick, T. 
MSFC Payne, J. E. 
ARC Petrosian, V. 
ARC Boudart, M. 
ARC Heinemann, K. 
ARC Pound, G. M. 
ARC Byer, R. L. 
ARC Pantell, R. H. 
GSFC Helliwell, R. A. 
GSFC Helliwell, R. A. 
GSFC Wilcox, J. M. 
GSFC Walker, A. B., Jr. 
MSFC Walker, A. B., Jr. 
MSFC Everitt, C. W. 
MSFC Everitt, C. W. 
H Q R R  Pantell, R. H. 
HQ-ST Helliwell, R. A. 
HQST Crawford, F. W. 
HQST Sturrock, P. A. 
HQST DaRosa, A. V. 
LERC Shaw, D. T. 
JSC Bence, A. E. 
J S C  Papike, J. J. 
ARC Momson, R. A. 
MSFC Breecher, J. 
J S C  Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
LERC Ford, A. L. 
MSFC Parker, D. L. 
GSFC Galantowin, A. 
MSFC Gregory, J. C. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
MSFC Comfort, R. H. 
MSFC Gregory, J. C. 
MSFC Christiensen, D. 
MSFC Hung, R. J. 
MSFC Gregory, J. C. 
MSFC Castle, J. G. 
MSFC Karr, G. R. 
MSFC Lin, H. K. 
GSFC Brown, N. B. 
GSFC Roes, M. H. 
GSFC Lamb, W. E., Jr. 
GSFC Lamb, W. E., Jr. 
MSFC Bier, M. 
HQST Hsieh, K. C. 
HQST Sonett, C. P. 
HQ-ST Levy, E. H. 
ARC Bier, M. 
ARC Gustafson, T. K. 
GSFC Anderson, K. A. 
GSFC Mozer, F. S. 
GSFC Heckman, H. 
GSFC Buffington, A. 
GSFC Price, P. B. 
JSC Reynolds, J. H. 
MSFC Price, P. B. 
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NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 












UNlV DC-MT VERNON SQ 
UNIV DGMT VERNON SQ 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 




UNIV OF IOWA 
umv OF IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 




Bohlin, J. D. 
Davis. M. A. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Harris, J. W. 
Keating, G. M. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Temkin, A. 
Woollam, J. A. 
Chappell, C. R. 
Fishman, G. J. 
King, J. H. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Cassen, P. 
Davis, M. A. 
Gallagher, W. F. 
Davis, M. A. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Blue, J. W. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Rosendhal, J. 
Rosendhal, J. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Ormes, J. F. 
Mentall, J. E. 
Munoz. R. M. 
Schmcrling, E. R. 




Harris, J. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Hohl, F. 
Dunning, J. W., Jr. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Feknnan, K. D. 
Felkrman, K. D. 
Heppner, J. P. 
Caffa, C. W., Jr. 
Henry, W. 
King, J. H. 
King, I. H. 
TECH 
OFF F I R S  PRINCIPAL 
IQC INVErnGATOR 
HQRR Wallis, R. F. 
HQST VanHoven, G. 
GSFC Russell, C. T. 
GSFC Coroniti, F. V. 
JSC Kaplan, I. R. 
LARC Knuth, E. L. 
HQST Holzer, R. E. 
HQST Ulrich, R. K. 
HQST Ulrich, R. K. 
GSFC Poe, R. T. 
LERC Luo, H. L. 
MSFC McIlwain, C. E. 
HQSC Peterson, L. E. 
HQST McIlwain, C. E. 
HQST Banks, P. M. 
HQST Hudson, H. S. 
HQST Peterson, L. E. 
HQ-ST Canfield, R. C. 
ARC Peale, S. J. 
GSFC Simpson, J. A. 
GSFC Meyer, P. 
GSFC Simpson, J. A. 
JSC Anders, E. 
JSC Smith, J. V. 
LERC Jha, S. 
GSFC Rottman, G. T. 
JSC Larson, E. E. 
HQSC Timothy, J. 
HQSC Thomas, R. 
HQSL Levine, J. 
HQST Gebbie, K. B. 
HQST Hansen, E. 
HQST Chipman, E. G. 
HQST Roberts, W. 0. 
HQST Dulk, G. A. 
HQST Thomas, R. N. 
GSFC Whiteside, H. 
GSFC Morgan, H. D. 
ARC Murcray, D. G. 
HQST Patel, V. L. 
HQST Roederer. J. G. 
HQRR Schneider, R. T. 
HQRR Schneider, R. T. 
JSC Hildebrandt, A. F. 
JSC Blanford, G. E. 
GSFC Scchrist, C. F., Jr. 
LARC Miley, G. H. 
LERC Verdcyen, J. T. 
GSFC Frank, L. A. 
GSFC Gurnett, D. A. 
GSFC Frank, L. A. 
GSFC Frank, L. A. 
GSFC Shawhan, S. D. 
GSFC Gurnett, D. A. 
LARC VanAlkn, J. A. 
HQRR Stwalley, W. C. 
HQST v a n ~ l k n , ' ~ .  A.


































































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 




UNlV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF ROCHESTER 
UNIV OF ROCHESTER 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNlV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 






TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER U)C INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Cochran, T. H. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Conrath, B. J. 
Ogilvie, K. W. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Johnson, T. S. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Simoneau, R. J. 
Coles, W. D. 
Lundholm, J. G., Jr. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Timothy, A. F. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Trafford, G. H. 
Hams, J. W. 
Trainor, J. H. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Haykin, D. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Sovey, J. S. 
Lundholm, J. G., Jr. 
Kalet, M. W. 
Trainor, J. H. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Bohlin, J. D. 
Scott, J. N. 
Bryant, F. R. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Shiue, J. 
Kostiuk, T. 
Hams, J. W. 
Brown, G. V. 
Stallcop, J. R. 
Osantowski, J. F. 
Souza, K. A. 
Thirolf, R. G. 
Pamell, T. A. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Dyal, P. 
Steger, J. L. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Lewis, B. W. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Melfi, L. T., Jr. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Ria, E. J. 
Fellerman. K. D. 
LERC Lienhard, J. H. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Ponnamperuma, C. 
GSFC Coplan. M. A. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Alley, C. 0. 
GSFC Moore, J. H. 
LERC Sengers, J. V. 
LERC Spain, I. L. 
HQRR Weber, J. 
HQST Kundu, M. R. 
HQST Kundu, M. R. 
HQ-ST Ginter, M. L. 
HQST Spicer, D. S. 
WFC Singh, G. 
JSC Haggerty, S. E. 
GSFC MacNee, A. B. 
GSFC Camgnan, G. R. 
GSFC Hays, P. B. 
GSFC Nagy, A. F. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Sharp, W. E. 
HQST Samir, U. 
GSFC Winckler, J. R. 
JSC Pepin, R. 0. 
JSC Murthy, V. R. 
LERC Wehner, G. K. 
HQRR Scriven, L. E. 
GSFC Samson, J. R. 
GSFC Webber, W. R. 
HQ-ST Chupp, E. L. 
HQST Fisk, L. A. 
LERC Atassi, H. 
LARC Kahng, S. K. 
ARC Crasemann, B. 
JSC Weill, D. F. 
GSFC Kritikos, H. N. 
GSFC Falk, J. 
JSC Hapke. B. W. 
LERC Wallace, W. E. 
ARC George, T. F. 
GSFC Baumeister, P. W. 
ARC Benton, E. V. 
JSC Benton, E. V. 
MSFC Benton, E. V. 
ARC McCormick, P. T. 
ARC Barker, W. A. 
ARC Walsh, D. 
GSFC Judge, D. L. 
LARC Walsh, D. 
HQST htriligator, D. S. 
HQ-ST Intriligator, D. S. 
LARC Bird, G. A. 
JSC Latham, G. V. 
JSC Latham, G. V. 
LERC Blackstock, D. T. 
GSFC Hcclis. R. A. 
NAS 3-20397 
NAS 5-1 1063 
NAS 5-20062 

























































APPENDIX B CRBS! 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 








UNIV TEXASEL PAS0 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
UNIV TEXASS ANTONIO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
UTAH STATE UNIV 




VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 






ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF lNST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 




GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MORGAN STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINlON UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 











Fellerman, K. D. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Chappell, C. R. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Breckenridge, R. A. 
Hams, J. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Connolley, D. J. 
Randolph, L. P. 
Schwenk, F. C. 
Squires, R. K. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Stouffer, C. G. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Hohl, F. 
Exton, R. J. 
Nichols, R. L. 
Posey, J. 
Smith, A. 
Singh, J. J. 
Poppa, H. R. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Heyman, J. S. 
Reinhardt, V. S. 
Wood, G. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Black, D. C. 
Zwiener, J. M. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Mirtich, M. J. 
King, J. H. 
Domitz, S. 
Smith, D. E. 
Seltzer, S. M. 
Gray, J. W. 
Levine, D. M. 
Hohl, F. 
Erickson, W. D. 
Hoge, F. E. 
Lamb, D. R. 
Gluyas, R. E. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Fowler, W. B. 
Gapcynski, J. P. 
Duke, J. R. 
Gray, J. W. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Davidson. M. C. 
Gevarter, W. B. 
Snyder, C. T. 
Soderman, P. T. 
Oscroff, H. 
Ostrow, H. 
Mangus, J. D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Hanson, W. B. 
GSFC Winningham, J. D. 
GSFC Winningham, J. D. 
MSFC Hanson, W. B. 
HQST Heikkila, W. J. 
LARC Eastman, M. P. 
JSC Morgan, J. W. 
GSFC Burch, J. L. 
LERC Rush, W. F. 
H Q R R  Vali, V. 
H Q R R  Hertzberg, A. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
HQST Scherb, F. 
GSFC Banks, P. M. 
GSFC StMaurice, J. P. 
GSFC Foster, J. C. 
LARC Lee, J. H. 
LARC Tellinghuisen, J. B. 
MSFC Kinser, D. L. 
LARC Nayfeh, A. H. 
LARC Sanzone, G. 
LARC Stronach, C. E. 
ARC Dickinson, J .  T. 
JSC Walker, R. M. 
LARC Miller, J. G. 
GSFC Crampton, S. B. 
LARC Ioup, J. W. 
HQSL Spergel, M. S. 
ARC Greeley, R. 
MSFC Workman, G. L. 
HQ-ST Mendillo, M. 
JSC Ahrens, T. J. 
H Q S L  Albee, A. L. 
LERC Topich. J. A. 
H Q S T  Montgomery, D. C. 
LERC Kaufman, H. R. 
GSFC Scholz, C. H. 
MSFC Likins, P. A. 
WFC Kelley, M. C. 
GSFC Lang, R. H. 
LARC Clement, J. D. 
LARC Darden, G. C. 
WFC Trehan, A. K. 
ARC Hankins, D. 
LERC Senturia, S. D. 
H Q L U  Proctor, N. K. 
GSFC Becher, J. 
LARC Breedlove, W. J., Jr. 
WFC Hale, L. C. 
WFC Ferguson, G. A. 
LARC Hargraves, R. 3. 
MSFC Wiedemeier, H. 
H Q R E  Shen, C. N. 
ARC Kamchet i .  K. 
ARC Karamcheti, K. 
GSFC MacOvski, A. 
GSFC MacOvski, A. 


























































































































MASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




STATE U NY-STONY BRK 








UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 




UNIV DC-VAN NESS 
UNIV OF DENVER 






UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPESST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV MO-ROLLA 
UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNIV OF PIITSBURGH 
UNIV STHN COLORADO 









UMV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 




McCoy, J. E. 
Boese, R. W. 
Stonesifer, G. R. 
Morgan, S. H. 
Gray, J. W. 
Demel, K. J. 
Padrick, B. D. 
Roberts, W. T. 
King, J. H. 
Kaiser, M. L. 
Riccitieho, S. R. 
King, J. H. 
Salzman, J. A. 
Woollam, J. A. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Sinnott, D. B. 
Hall, C. F. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Chappelle, E. W. 
Goldberg, R. 
Shirey, W. H. 
Jackson, J. T. 
Gray, J. W. 
Bufton, J. L. 
Jordan, F. L., Jr. 
Gray, J. W. 
O'Keefe, 1. A. 
Wasilewski, P. J. 
King, J. H. 
Ruff, R. C. 
Chappell, C. R. 
Jones, C. 
Moms, J. F. 
Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
Gray, J. W. 
Gray, J. W. 
Taylor, W. L. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Smith, R. E. 
Wende, C. D. 
Gray, J. W. 
Gray, J. W. 
Lofgnn, G. 
Wood, G. M. 
Blanchard, M. B. 
Kahn, W. D. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Shiny. W. H. 
Chappell, C. R. 
Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
Gray, J. W. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Hall, D. 
Maahs, H. G. 
Williams R. J. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
JSC Helliwell, R. A. 
ARC Lutz, B. L. 
GSFC Harlan. J. C. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
WFC Davis, T. N. 
JSC Waite, W. P. 
ARC Colwell, R. N. 
MSFC Mozer, F. S. 
HQ-ST 'Anderson, K. A. 
HQ-ST Mozer, F. S. 
ARC MacKenzie, J. D. 
HQST Kennel, C. F. 
LERC Austin, R. W. 
LERC Webb, G. W. 
HQ-SL Suess, H. E. 
JSC Fuller, M. D. 
ARC Stewart, A. 1. 
ARC Stewart, I. 
GSFC Barth, C. A. 
GSFC Watlington, R. A. 
GSFC Barcus, J. R. 
HQ-SL Berg, E. 
JSC Morrow, J. R. 
WFC Sheldon, W. R. 
GSFC Gardner, C. S. 
LARC Onnsbee, A. I. 
WFC Bowhill, S. A. 
GSFC Pai, S. I. 
GSFC Weidner, J. R. 
HQST WU, C. S. 
MSFC Carignan, G. R. 
MSFC Carignan, G. R. 
MSFC Tom, M. R. 
LERC Chanin, L. M. 
WFC Amoldy, K. J. 
WFC Nier, A. 0. 
WFC Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
HQ-ST Kellogg, P. J. 
HQ-ST Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
LERC Yasuda, H. K. 
MSFC Telford, J. W. 
GSFC Arnoldy, R. L. 
WFC Arnoldy, R. L. 
WFC Zipf, E. C., Jr. 
JSC Smith, R. K. 
LARC Raybom, G. H. 
ARC Nakamura, Y. 
GSFC Tapley, B. D. 
HQER Donnan, J. H. 
HQ-ER Shelus, P. J. 
HQ-SM Silverberg, E. C. 
MSFC Hanson, W. B. 
WFC Christensen, A. B. 
WFC Christensen, A. B. 
LARC Shorthill, R. W. 
GSFC Trowbridge, R. 
LARC Frair, K. L. 


































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 




GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MARY BALDWIN COLLEGE 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 




UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNlV OF SO FLORIDA 




UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U~UNIV PK 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 





Lefferts, E. J. 
Neustadter, H. E. 
Lansing, D. L. 
Staaeter, T. A. 
Steger, J. L. 
Murphy, J. D. 
Jennings, N. 
Zeleznik, F. J. 
Ford, W. F. 
Craidon, J. B. 
Credeur, K. R. 
Straeter, T. A. 
Laughlin, C. R. 
Steger, J. L. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Everett, R. A., Jr. 
Campbell, J. W. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Callas, G. P. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Lefferts, E. J. 
Browne, 1. D. 
Randolph, L. P. 
Will, R. W. 
Gevarter, W. B. 
Tucker, J. H. 
Park, S. K. 
Park, S. K. 
Smith, R. E. 
Fuchs. A. J. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Bowles, 8. L. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Smith, J. M. 
Cummings, R. E. 
Tobias, L. 
Anderson, K. F. 
Greene, E. P. 
Pearson, R. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Hogge, J. E. 
Hendrix, N. D. 
Park, S. K. 
Rancy, J. L. 
Smith, R. F. 
Gregory, T. J. 
Alford, W. L. 
Browne, I. D. 
Browne, 1. I). 
Jones, R. E. 
Hargrave, C. 
Slye, R. E. 
Barsky, J. 
Randolph, L. P. 
Migneault, G. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LA)C INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Woodfin, M. A. 
GSFC Srivastava, S. 
LERC Zacks, S. 
LARC Buoncristiani, A. M. 
LARC Donegan, M. K. 
ARC Thomas, J. W. 
ARC Prenter, P. M. 
GSFC Lewis, J. P. 
LERC Rosen, G.  H. 
LERC Smith, D. A. 
LARC Foley, J. D. 
LARC Gross, D. 
LARC Hargrove, A. 
GSFC Gill, T. L. 
ARC Tannehil, J. C. 
LARC Feinberg, R. B. 
LARC Erdogan, F. 
LARC Sawyer, J. 0. 
LARC Garabedian, P. R. 
LARC Meyer, C. D., Jr. 
ARC McCalla, T. M. 
LARC Golub, G. H. 
GSFC Bakshi, J. S. 
JSC Decell, H. P., Jr. 
HQRR Barcilon, V. 
LARC Campbell, R. H. 
HQRE Minker, J. 
LARC Tapia. M. A. 
LARC Tsokos, C. P. 
LARC Tsokos, C. P. 
LARC Baker, A. J. 
GSFC Tapley, B. D. 
LARC Daniel, J. W. 
LARC Brown, R. L., Jr. 
LARC Johnson, R. A. 
LARC Myers, R. H. 
LERC Greywall, M. S. 
MSFC Vachon, R. I. 
ARC Dear, R. G. 
DFRC Abbott, R. J. 
GSFC Nathanson, W. I. 
NSTL Faust, N. L. 
LARC Moses, J. 
LARC Butler. C. M. 
MSFC Mitchell, J. R. 
LARC Roulier, J. A. 
JSC Stocker, F. J. 
LARC Stocker, F. R. 
ARC Anderson, D. C. 
GSFC Phillips, T. L. 
JSC Freund, R. J. 
JSC Guseman, L. F., Jr. 
MSFC Shiva, S. G. 
HQ-ET Unavailable 
ARC Ray, R. M. 
GSFC Agrawala, A. K. 
HQ-RR Reiger, C. J. 


























































































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND E 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 





UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
ALCORN STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
AUGSBURG COLLEGE 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF lNST O F  TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
c I n  COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLARK COLLEGE 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 














FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGlA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA lNST OF TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Ballhaus, W. F. 
Hofman, L. 
Hofman, L. 
Smith, R. E. 
Shipman, F. S. 
Will, R. W. 
Schiess, J. R. 
Will, R. W. 
Barker, L. E. 
Will, R. W. 
Straeter, T. A. 
Schmid, P. E. 
Spena, D. C. 
Camp, D. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Guynes, 9. V. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Nelsen, E. D. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Ward, J. C., Jr. 
Payne, W. A. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Hess, R. V. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Russell, J. M., 111 
Russell, J. M., 111 
Shimazaki, T. 
Theon, J. S. 
Curran, R. J. 
Adler, R. F. 
Neil, E. A. 
Rodgers, E. R. 
Arking, A. 
Cooper, J. E. 
Russell, J. M., 111 
GemmeU, J. D. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Pirraglia, J. A. 
Costen, R. C. 
Donn, B. D. 
Brunk, W. M. 
Quaide, W. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Uallini, L. W. 
Russell, J. M., 111 
Smith, G. L. 
Holland, A. C. 
Heath, D. F. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Callis L. B., Jr. 
Callis, L. B., Jr. 
Costen, R. C. 
Smith, G. L. 
Ragent, B. 
Levine, D. M. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Drobot, V. 
ARC Danielson, R. L. 
ARC Danielson, R. L. 
LARC Baker, A. J. 
LARC Browne, J. C. 
LARC Browne, J. C. 
LARC Cline, A. K. 
LARC Berman, W. J. 
LARC Parrish, E. A., Jr. 
LARC Pratt, T. W. 
LARC Frair, L. C. 
GSFC Paul, M. P. 
LARC Greeley, R. 
MSFC Logan, E., Jr. 
GSFC Engebretson, M. J. 
MSFC Mendillo, M. 
ARC Yung, Y. L. 
ARC Yung, Y. L. 
GSFC Ingersoll, A. P. 
GSFC Yung, Y. L. 
HQ-SL Yung, Y. L. 
LARC Ryan, J. A. 
GSFC Hunt, J. B. 
GSFC Spar, J. 
LARC Tchen, C. M. 
ARC Walker. G. H. 
LARC Park, J. H. 
LARC Park, J. H. 
ARC Reiter, E. R. 
GSFC Reiter, W. R. 
GSFC VonDerHaar, T. H. 
GSFC Cotton, W. R. 
GSFC Marlatt, W. E. 
GSFC VonDerHaar, T. H. 
GSFC VonDerHaar, T. H. 
LARC VonDerHaar, T. H. 
LARC Cnttzen, P. J. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
GSFC Novick, R. 
GSFC Gierasch, P. J. 
LARC Paine, D. A. 
HQ-SL Sagan, C. E. 
HQ-SL Gicrasch, P. J. 
HQ-SL Bums, J. A. 
GSFC &If, S. L. 
GSFC Kreitzbcrg, C. 
LARC House, F. B. 
LARC House, F. B. 
WFC Hackney, R. L. 
GSFC McElaney. J. H. 
LARC Craig, R. A. 
MSFC Somerville, P. N. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LARC Libowitz, H. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
ARC Grams, G. W. 


































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 










HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKlNS UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
NEW MEX ST U - U S  CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UMV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMlNlON UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PAN AMERICAN UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
EENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY iNST O F  NY 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
King, J. L. 
Atlas, D.. 
Jafferis, W. 
Lawrence, G. F. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Spencer, C. W. 
Donley, J. L. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Halem, M. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Rosendahl, J. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Donn, B. D. 
Simon, N. K. 
Henize, #. G. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Barnett, T. L. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Poppoff, I. G. 
Poppoff, I. G. 
Theon, J. S. 
Halem, M. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Halem, M. 
Wexkr, R. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Vitak, J. A. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Pohly, J. G. 




Murphy, J. P. 
Simon, N. K. 
Keating, G. M. 
Dodgen, J. A. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Reichk, H. G., Jr. 
Beck, S. M. 
Hoell, J. M. 
Suttks, J. T. 




Adkr, R. F. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Duke, J. R. 
Schmidlin, F. J. 
Schmidlin, F. J. 
TIord,  S. G. 
Pinaglia, J. A. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPA 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Does, J. W. 
GSFC Metcalf, J. I. 
KSC Woody, J. A. 
LARC Zimmer, R. P. 
LARC Grams, G. W. 
MSFC Justus, C. G. 
HQSL Edwards, H. D. 
GSFC McElroy, M. B. 
GSFC Reeves, E. M. 
GSFC McElroy, M. B. 
GSFC Lindzen, R. S. 
LARC McElroy, M. B. 
HQSC Parkinson, W. H. 
HQSL Goody. R. M. 
HQ-SL Dennison, B. K. 
HQST McElroy, M. B. 
JSC Hawel, C. A. 
GSFC Doering, J. P. 
GSFC Kanemasu, E. T. 
JSC Kanemasu, E. T. 
HQSL Williams, D. B. 
ARC Prinn, R. G. 
ARC Alyea, F. 
GSFC Staelin, D. H. 
GSFC Stone, P. H. 
GSFC Stone, P. H. 
GSFC Charney, J. G. 
GSFC Austin. P. M. 
JSC Toksoz, M. N. 
LARC Cunnold, D. M. 
HQ-ET Gatos, H. C. 
HQ-SL Lewis, J. S. 
HQLU Hall, J. 
JSC Golden, R. L. 
GSFC Isaacson, E. 
GSFC Hoffert, M. I. 
GSFC Isaacson, E. 
HQER Mucller, I. 
HQ-ST Seliga, T. A. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Kindk, E. C. 
LARC Dccpak, A. 
LARC Chu, W. P. 
LARC Kindle, E. C. 
LARC Kindk, E. C. 
LARC Copeland, G. E. 
LARC Tiwari, S. N. 
HQ-ET Kindle, E. C. 
MSFC Barber, D. A. 
HQLU Glaser, F. M. 
GSFC Carlson, T. N. 
GSFC Anthes, R. A. 
MSFC Blackadar, A. K. 
WFC Olivcro, J. 
WFC Clark, J. H. 
WFC Hak, L. C. 
HQ-ST Hak. L. C. 



































































NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
POLY INST OF NY 
POLY INST OF NY 









ST U NY COL-PURCHASE 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 




STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UMV O F  ARIZONA 
UMV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 






UWV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CAUF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UMV CALIF-L ANGELES 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Pirraglia, J. A. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Ramos, R. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Arndt, G. D. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Fellows,, R. F. 
Donn, B. D. 
Hakm, M. 
Hill, C. K. 
Levine, J. S. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Whitten, 8. C. 
Swan, P. R. 
Woeller, F. H. 
O'Neai, R. L. 
Halem, M. 
Guynes, B. V. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Robbins, D. E. 
Holdeman, J. D. 
Clifton, K. S. 
Donn, B. D. 
Greenwood, L. R. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Stewart, R. W. 
Adler, R. F. 
Bmnk, W. E. 
Humphries, W. R. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
Hill, C. K. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Smith, R. E. 
King, J. 
Hall, C. F. 
Donn, B. D. 
LeVine, D. M. 
Schmuggc, T. J. 
Jafferis, W. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Falls, L. W. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Fellows. R. F. 
Smith, M. J. 
Newton. G. P. 
Hail, C. F. 
Ebemberger, L. J. 
Hakrn, M. 
Reed, E. I. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Donn, B. D. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
M C  INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Gross, S. H. 
GSFC Gross, S. H. 
HQSL Gross, S. H. 
ARC Modestino, J. W. 
HQSL Harteck, P. 
GSFC Haymes, R. C. 
GSFC Reiff, P. H. 
JSC Gordon, W. E. 
HQSL Michel, F. C. 
HQSL Chamberlain, J. W. 
HQSL Stebbings, R. F. 
GSFC Tenenbaum, J. 
MSFC Fuelberg, H. E. 
LARC Angione, R. J. 
ARC Riegel, C. A. 
ARC Riegel, C. A. 
ARC Bornstein, R. D. 
ARC Mayer, L. A. 
LARC Scott, R. L., Jr. 
GSFC Spreiter, J. R. 
MSFC Darosa, A. V. 
HQSL Eshleman, V. R. 
JSC Lala, G. G. 
LERC Mohnen, V. A. 
MSFC Schuennan, D. W. 
HQSL Weinberg, J. L. 
HQST Kiang, C. S. 
GSFC Owen, T. 
GSFC Hogan, J. 
GSFC Atlas, R. M. 
HQSL Varanasi, P. 
MSFC Griggs, E. I. 
GSFC McFarland, M. J. 
MSFC Scoggins, J. R. 
HQSL Plass, G. N. 
MSFC Hung, R. J. 
H Q S T  Akasofu, S. I. 
ARC Hunten, D. M. 
GSFC Martineck, S. 
GSFC Krider, E. P. 
GSFC Evans, D. D. 
KSC Krider, E. P. 
LARC Herman, B. M. 
LARC Herman, B. M. 
HQSL Hoenig, S. A. 
HQ-SL Smith, B. 
MSFC Tubbs, J. D. 
ARC Cwzi, J. N. 
HQSL Pimental, G. C. 
HQSL Lin, R. P. 
HQST Molina, M. J. 
ARC Russell, C. T. 
DFRC Wurtelc, M. G. 
GSFC Mintz, Y. 
GSFC Thorn, R. M. 
HQ-SL Schubert, G. 
HQSL Alkr, L. H. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 








UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV BOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNlV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV HOUSTON-CL LAKE 
UNIV lLLlNOISCHICG0 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANPCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANPCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
UNlV MDEASTRN SHORE 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNIV OF M I A ~ ~ I  
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MlCH-ANN ARBOR 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Wende, C. D. 
Aucremanne, M. J. 
Wexler, R. 
Guynes, B. V. 
Dpp, A. G. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Seals, R. K., Jr. 
Rice, C. F. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Gustafson, C. 
Reber, C. A. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Seals, R. K., Jr. 
Halem, M. 
Duke, J. R. 
Kunde, V. G. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Newton, G. P. 
Seals, R. K., Jr. 
Wilhelmi, A. J. 
Jafferis, W. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Donn, B. D. 
Theon, J. S. 
Momson. D. A. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Clark. J. H. 
Pollack, J. B. 
King, J. 
Davis, M. A. 
Guynes, B. V. 
Demel, K. J. 
Reichk, H. G., Jr. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Aikin, A. C. 
Findlay, J. A. 
Aikii, A. C. 
Klingksmith, D. A. 
Dennis, B. R. 
Bauer, S. J. 
Hartle, R. E. 
Theon, J. S. 
Barnes, W. L. 
Arking, A. 
Winston, G. C. 
Winston, G. C. 
Browell, E. V. 
Parsons, C. L. 
Spence, D. C. 
Nelsen, E. D. 
Fowlis, W. W. 
Hedin. A. E. 
Spencer, N. W. 
GSFC McIlwain, C. E. 
HQSC McIlwain, C. E. 
GSFC Fujita, T. T. 
MSFC Meyer, P. 
HQSC Muller, D. 
HQSL Kaplan, L. D. 
HQST Simpson, J. A. 
HQST Kaplan, L. D. 
GSFC Stewart, A. I. 
GSFC Barth, C. A. 
GSFC Stewart, A. I. 
GSFC London, J. 
HQSL Barth, C. A. 
HQ-SL Barth, C. A. 
HQST Thomas, R. J. 
GSFC Bock, P. 
WFC Luers, J. K. 
GSFC Goldman, A. 
LARC Murcray, D. G. 
LARC Goldman, A. 
LARC Murcray, D. G. 
LARC Murcray, D. G. 
HQST Fernald, F. G. 
HQST Murcray, D. G. 
ARC Lanzerotti, L. J. 
KSC Uman, M. A. 
LARC Chameides, W. L. 
HQSL Green, A. S. 
GSFC Ramage, C. S. 
JSC King, E. A. 
HQST Sheldon, W. R. 
MSFC Samfield, E. 
ARC Krinsley, D. 
HQST Unavailable 
GSFC Gurnett, D. A. 
MSFC Shawhan, S. D. 
JSC Ulaby, F. T. 
LARC Peters, L. K. 
LARC Peters, L. K. 
GSFC Wilkerson, T. W. 
GSFC Messenger, C. J. 
GSFC McIlrath, T. J. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Rosenfeld, A. 
GSFC Smith, E. P. 
GSFC Matthew, D. L. 
GSFC Thompson, 0. E. 
GSFC Wdkerson, T. D. 
GSFC Thompson, 0. E. 
GSFC Currie, D. G. 
GSFC Currie, D. G. 
LARC Wdkerson. T. D. 
WFC Smith, J. C. 
LARC Wise, D. U. 
GSFC Gordon, H. R. 
MSFC Geisler, J. E. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
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UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MlCH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 










UNIV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 




UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 








Theon, J. S. 
Cooley, J. E. 
Krehbiel, J. F. 
Gustafson, C. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Wende, C. D. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Niemann, H. B. 
Niemann, H. B. 
Stolarski, R. S. 
Reed, E. 1. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Russell. J. M., I11 
Pelfett, G. L. 
Russell, J. M., I11 
Smith. G. L. 
Rossi, L. C. 
Young, R. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Donn, B. D. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Caufiman, D. P. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Thorley. G. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Wende, C. D. 
Beswick, A. G. 
Donn, B. D. 
Seals, R. K., Jr. 
Curran, R. J. 
Smith, R. E. 
Smith. R. E. 
Fallon, R. A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Smith, R. E. 
Schrick, B. J. 
Fallon, R. A. 
Fallon. R. A. 
SchricL, B. J: 
Donley, J. L. 
Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
Turner, R. E. 
Camp, D. W. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Donn, B. D. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Kunde, V. G. 
Hill, K. 
Vaughan, 0. H. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Camp, D. W. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Horvath. J. J. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Donahue, T. M. 
GSFC Hays, P. B. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Walker, J. C. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Carignan, G. R. 
GSFC Rusch, D. W. 
GSFC Stedman, D. H. 
GSFC Fontheim, E. G. 
GSFC Nagy, A. F. 
LARC Drayson, S. R. 
LARC Dingle, A. N. 
LARC Drayson, S. R. 
LARC Bartman, F. L. 
WFC Horvath, J. J. 
HQSB Kuhn, W. R. 
HQSL Liu, W. C. 
HQSL Bartman, F. L. 
HQSL Donahue, T. M. 
HQSL Atreya, S. K. 
HQST Nagy, A. F. 
HQST Donahue, T. M. 
ARC Nier, A. 0. 
GSFC Nier, A. 0. 
GSFC Winckler, J. R. 
LARC Mauersberger, K. 
HQSL Nier, A. 0. 
HQST Mauersberger, K. 
GSFC Schuster, B. G. 
MSFC Plummer, P. L. 
MSFC Kassner, J. L., Jr. 
MSFC Hagen, D. E. 
HQSL Samson, J. A. 
MSFC Squires, P. 
MSFC Kocmond, W. C. 
MSFC Kocmond, W. C. 
MSFC Hallett, J. 
MSFC Kocmond, W. C. 
GSFC Chupp, E. L. 
WFC Arnoldy, R. L. 
MSFC Inman, R. L. 
MSFC McCarthy, J. 
HQST Nolt, I. G. 
HQ-SL Fite, W. L. 
HQ-SL Zipf, E. C., Jr. 
HQ-SL Biondi. M. A. 
HQ-SL Dung, J. R. 
HQ-SL Maxworthy, T. 
HQ-SL Judge, D. L. 
GSFC Fox, K. 
MSFC Frost, W. 
MSFC Connell, J. R. 
MSFC Frost, W. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 















UNIV TEXASS ANTONIO 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 


















UNIV OF WYOMING 
UNIV OF WYOMING 
UNIV OF WYOMING 
UNIV OF WYOMING 
UNIV OF WYOMlNG 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UMV OF WYOMING 
UNIV OF WYOMtNG 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
UTAH =ATE UNIV 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
VIRGlMA POLY INST 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL ONTRACT 
OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Camp, D. W. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Spence, D. C. 
Hall, C. F. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Brace, L. H. 
Brace, L. H. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Oran, W. A. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
King, J. H. 
Chappell, C. R. 
Duke, J. R. 
Duke, J. R. 
Spence, D. C. 
Borucki, W. J. 
Young, R. E. 
Eberstein, 1. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Williams. T. S., Jr. 
Russell, J. M., 111 
Fallon, R. A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Montgomery, H. E. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Greaves, J. R. 
Hasler, A. F. 
Theon, J. S. 
Greaves, J. R. 
Hakm, M. 
Thcon, J. S. 
Halem, M. 
Halem, M. 
Minzner, R. A. 
Hakm, M. 
Northam, G. B. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Tilford, S. G. 
Haigepetll, K. D. 
McCormkk, M. P. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McComick, M. P. 
Schrick, B. J. 
FalIon, R. A. 
Kin& J.. Jr. 
Kakar, R. K. 
Lowenstein, M. 
Chappeu, C. R. 
Tilfond, S. G. 
Kaiser, M. L. 
Tiond, S. G. 
Cam, R. E. 
MSFC Frost, W. 
HQSL Gailar, N. M. 
LARC Baker, V. R. 
ARC Hoffman, J. H. 
GSFC Hoffman, J. H. 
GSFC Hanson, W. B. 
GSFC Heikkik, W. J. 
GSFC Hoffman, J. H. 
GSFC Klumpar, D. M. 
MSFC Hoffman, J. H. 
HQ-SL Johnson, F. S. 
HQSL Hodges, R. R., Jr. 
HQST Hanson, W. B. 
MSFC Burch, J. L. 
WFC Kao, S. K. 
WFC Staffanson, F. L. 
LARC Johnson, R. E. 
ARC Tillman, J. E. 
ARC Holton, J. R. 
GSFC Leovy, C. B. 
GSFC Lin, C. S. 
JSC Brownlee, D. E. 
LARC Leovy, C. B. 
LARC Leovy, C. B. 
MSFC Hobbs, P. V. 
HQ-SL Leovy, C. B. 
ARC Suomi, V. E. 
ARC Suomi. V. E. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Kraushaar, W. L. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Weinman, J. A. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Houghton, D. D. 
GSFC Herman, G. F. 
GSFC Suomi, V. E. 
GSFC Horn, L. H. 
LARC Weinman, J. A. 
HQ-SL Suomi, V. E. 
HQ-ST Suomi, V. E. 
LARC Pepin, T. J. 
LARC Pepin, T. J. 
LARC Pepii, T. J. 
LARC Hofmann, D. J. 
LARC Pepii, T. J. 
MSFC Vali, G. 
MSFC Vali, G. 
HQ-ST Hofmann, D. J. 
HQ-ST Hofmann, D. J. 
ARC Jeppcn ,  H. 
MSFC Raitt. W. J. 
HQ-ST Baker, K. D. 
HQ-ST Banks, P. M. 
HQ-ST Megjll, L. R. 





























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 




OREGON GRADUATE CTR 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARlZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 





CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-HAYWARD 
CHICAGO STATE UNiV 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
















FLORIDA STATE UWV 







JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Tilford, S. G. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Cooper, D. M. 
Newton, G. P. 
Newton, G. P. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Black, D. C. 
Hams, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
French, B. M. 
French, B. M. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Young, R. S. 
Hams. J. W. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Goldstein. B. E. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwomik. S. E. 
French, B. M. 
Pollock, G. E. 
Bunch, T. E. 
Rossi, L. C. 
Carpenter, L. H. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Ungar, S. G. 
Schnctzkr, C. C. 
Smith, D. E. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Quaide, W. L. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide. W. L. 
French. B. E. 
Smith, D. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S E. 
Kochendorfer, F. D. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
McKay, D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Smith, D. E. 
Larycl, R. A. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQST Cronn, D. 
HQSL Cross, R. J., Jr. 
ARC Nicholls, R. W. 
HQST Schiff, H. I. 
HQST Rasmussen, R. A. 
ARC Krinsky, D. 
ARC Greeky, R. 
JSC Buseck, P. R. 
HQSB Cronin, J. R. 
HQSL ,Moore, C. B. 
HQSL Larimer, J. W. 
HQSL Greeley, R. 
HQSL Greeley, R. 
HQSB Margulis, L. 
JSC Rutherford, M. J. 
HQSL Mutch, T. A. 
HQSL Head, J. W. 
GSFC Whitcomb, J. H. 
GSFC Melosh, H. J. 
HQSL Anderson, D. L. 
HQSL Ahrcns, T. J. 
HQSL Murray, B. C. 
HQ-SL Shoemaker, E. M. 
HQSL Neugebaucr, G. 
HQSL Ahrens, T. J. 
HQSL Burnett, D. S. 
HQSL Melosh, H. J. 
HQSL Albee, A. L. 
HQSL Woolum, D. S. 
ARC Warnke, D. A. 
ARC Methot, R. L. 
WFC Pierson, W. J. 
GSFC Thompson, E. G. 
GSFC Bilham, R. G. 
GSFC Webb, K. E. 
GSFC Kuo, J. T. 
GSFC Talwani, M. 
WFC Talwani. M. 
HQSL Keibm, S. J. 
HQSL O'Nions, R. K. 
HQSL Takahashi, T. 
HQSL O'Nions, R. K. 
GSFC Turcotte, D. L. 
HQ-SL Turcotte, D. L. 
HQ-SL !Sagan, C. E. 
HQ-SL Veverka, J. 
HQSL Hanvit, M. 0. 
HQ-SL Gold, T. 
LARC H a ,  S. K. 
MSFC Faust, C. E. 
HQSB w o o m ,  E. S. 
HQSL Cameron, A. G. 
HQ-SL Goody, R. M. 
JSC B~su, A. 
HQ-SB Hayes, J. M. 
HQ-SB Ripky, E. M. 
GSFC Marsh, B. D. 


















NGR 40-002- 123 
NGR WOO2-088 














































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX-B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING- 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NE LOUISIANA UNlV 
NE LOUISIANA UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHlO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHlO STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STAT'E U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 













RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
ST MARY'S UNIV-SA 
SAN DIEGO STATE UNlV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SONOMA STATE COL 





French, B. M. 
Smith, D. E. 
Frey, H. V. 
Harris, J. W. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Kosofsky, L. J. 
Williams, R. J. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Williams, R. J. 
Williams, R. J. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Dwomik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. 
Krishen, K. 
Walsh, E. J. 
Krabill, W. B. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Marsh, J. G. 
Smith, D. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Alknby, R. J. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Quaide. W. L. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Quaide, W. 
Wilson, L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Langel, R. A. 
Langel, R. A. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide. W. L. 
Mecse, K. J. 
Hams, J. W. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
French, B. M. 
Hon, F. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Blanchard, M. B. 
Bunch, T. E. 
Downs, J. 
Broderick, J. C. 
Broderick, J. C. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LQC INVESTIGATOR 
HQSL Goldstein, J. I. 
GSFC Sclater, J. G. 
GSFC Molnar, P. 
JSC Brccher, A. 
HQER Soloman, S. C. 
HQER Counselman, C. C., Ill 
HQ-SL Press, F. 
HQSL McCord, T. B. 
HQSL Counselman, C. C., I11 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQ-SL Suorni, V. E. 
HQSL Toksoz, M. N. 
HQ-SL Counselman, C. C., I11 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQ-SL Solomon, S. C. 
HQ-SL Bums, R. G. 
HQ-SL Biemann, K. 
HQ-SL Solomon, S. C. 
HQ-SL Pinson, W. 
JSC Carver, K. R. 
WFC Guard, K. 
WFC Guard, K. 
HQ-SL DeHon, R. A, 
HQ-SL DeHon, R. A. 
GSFC Rapp, R. H. 
GSFC Mueller, I. 1. 
GSFC Schmidt, E. G. 
WFC Rapp, R. H. 
HQ-ER Mueller. I. I. 
HQSL Schmitt, R. A. 
HQ-SL Komar, P. D. 
GSFC Alexander, S. S. 
GSFC Alexander, S. S. 
HQ-SL Gold. D. P. 
HQSL Muan, A. 
HQSL Alexander, S. S. 
HQ-SL Eggler, D. 
GSFC Jenkins, E. B. 
HQ-SL Phinney, R. A. 
HQ-SL Smoluchowski, R. 
GSFC Hinze, W. J. 
GSFC Hinze, W. J. 
HQ-SL Lipschutz, M. E. 
HQSL Takahashi, T. 
GSFC Anderson. H. R., Jr. 
JSC Heymann. D. 
HQSL Clayton, D. D. 
HQSL Debrematcker, J. C. 
HQ-ST Freeman, J. W., Jr. 
JSC Klein, L. C. 
HQ-SL Hewins, R. H. 
JSC Hanss, R. E. 
HQSL Rehfuss, D. E. 
ARC Anderson, D. W. 
ARC Vcnnum, W. 
JSC Westin, F. .C. 
GSFC Lyon, R. J. 

































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 





STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNIV ALA-UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Williams, R. J. 
Frey, H. V. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Hams, 3. W. 
Williams, R. J. 
Williams, R. J. 
Chang, A. T. 
Chang, A. T. 
Demel, K. J. 
Amsbury, D. M. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Murphy, R. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Bensko, J. 
Bensko, J. 
Young, R. S. 
Williams, R. J. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
French, B. M. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
French, B. M. 
Gallagher, W. F. 
Young, R. S. 
Smith, D. E. 
Page, M. A. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Young. R. S. 
Young. R. S. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French. B. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide. W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
French, B. M. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Chang. A. T. 
Amsbury, D. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
Rinkler, B. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
HQSL Howard, H. T. 
HQ-SL Tyler, G. L. 
HQSL Nur, A. M. 
GSFC Burke, K. 
HQSL King, J. S. 
J S C  Hartung, J. B. 
HQSL Papike, J. J. 
HQSL Schaeffer, 0. A. 
GSFC Blanchard, B. J. 
GSFC Blanchard, B. J. 
J S C  Newton, R. R. 
JSC Harlan, J. C. 
HQSL Gangi, A. F. 
HQ-SL Young, A. T. 
HQ-SL Gangi, A. F. 
MSFC Doyle, L. 
MSFC Stow, S. H. 
HQ-SB Nagy, B. 
HQSL Strom, R. G. 
HQSL Sonett, C. P. 
HQSL Wilkening, L. L. 
HQSL Sonett, C. P. 
HQSL Strom, R. G. 
HQ-SL Greenberg, R. 
HQ-SL Gehrels, A. M. 
HQ-SL Zellner, B. H. 
HQ-SL Levy, E. H. 
HQSL Boynton, W. V. 
GSFC Anderson, K. A. 
HQSB Calvin, M. 
GSFC Kaula, W. M. 
MSFC Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
HQER Kaula, W. M. 
HQSB Kaplan, I. R. 
HQSB Schopf, J. W. 
HQSL Kaula, W. M. 
HQSL Schubert, G. 
HQSL Wasson, J. T. 
HQSL Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
HQSL Oertel, G. 
HQ-SL Kieffer, H. H. 
HQ-SL Schubert, G. 
HQSL Boynton, W. V. 
HQSL Arrhenius, G. 
HQSL Arnold, J. R. 
HQ-SL Arnold, J. R. 
HQSL Arnold. J. R. 
HQ-SL Alfven, H. 
HQ-SL MacDougall, J. D. 
HQ-SL Rudee, M. L. 
HQSL Alfven. H. 
GSFC Ozier, J. D. 
GSFC Estcs, J. E. 
J S C  Strahler, A. H. 
J S C  Titon, G. R. 
HQ-EP Unavailable 
HQ-SL Peak, S. J. 


































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 




UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNIV OF GEORGIA 
UNlV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 




UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
UNIV OF MASAMHERST 
UNIV OF MASSAMHERST 
umv OF MIAMI 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNIV MISUNIVERSITY. 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNlV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 





Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
Murphy. J. P. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Boyce, J. M. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Nava, D. F. 
Hams, J. W. 
Finley, C. J. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Broderick, J. C. 
Eckennan, J. 
Rayroe, R. G. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Stief, L. J. 
Rango, A. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Trombka, J. I. 
Nava, D. F. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Williams, R. J. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Harris. J. W. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
French, B. M. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Paludan, C. T. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
French, B. M. 
Dyorn l ,  S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Thomas, H. H. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Reynolds, R. T. 
Oberbeck, V. R. 
Koontz. 0. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
French, B. M. 
Smith, D. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
M C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SL Turkevich, A. L. 
HQ-SL Grossman, L. 
HQSL Schramm, D. N. 
JSC Spctzler, H. A. 
HQER Wyss, M. 
HQSL Smith, M. L. 
GSFC Bock, P. 
HQSL Piekutowski, A. J. 
HQSL Howard, J. H. 
HQSL Wenner, D. B. 
GSFC Philpotts, J. A. 
JSC Philpotts, 3. A. 
HQSL Jefferies, J. T. 
HQ-SL McCord, T. B. 
HQSL Pilcher, C. B. 
HQSL Russ, G. P. 
HQSL McCord, T. B. 
HQSL Gaffey, M. J. 
HQSB Oro, J. 
HQSL King, E. A. 
HQSL Smith, R. S. 
GSFC Haralick, R. 
GSFC Moore, R. K. 
MSFC Lien, Y. E. 
HQSL VanSchmus, W. R. 
GSFC Khanna, R. H. 
GSFC McCuen, R. H. 
GSFC Ragan, R. M. 
GSFC Balakrishnan, A. V. 
GSFC Weidner, J. R. 
GSFC Witczak, M. W. 
HQSL Adler, I. 
HQ-SL Ponnamperuma, C. A. 
HQSL Pai, S. I. 
JSC Rhodes, J. M. 
HQSL McGill, G. E. 
HQSL Huguenin, R. L. 
HQSL Fisher, D. E. 
HQSL Fisher, D. E. 
JSC Bane jee, S. K. 
JSC Weibkn, P. W. 
MSFC Walsh, D. E. 
HQSL Elston, W. E. 
HQSL Keil, K. 
HQSL Elston, W. E. 
HQSL Weill, D. F. 
GSFC Lidiak, E. G. 
HQSL Cassiiy, W. A. 
HQSL Boothroyd, J. C. 
ARC Barker, W. A. 
ARC Aggarwal, H. R. 
ARC Greeley, R. 
HQSL Greeley, R. 
HQ-SL Grcxley, R. 
HQSL Aggarwal, H. R. 
HQSL Nummedal, D. 
HQSL McSween, H. Y. 

































































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 










UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV O F  VERMONT 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNIV WISC-PARKSIDE 
UTAH STATE UNIV 




CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA INST OF TECH 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
TEXAS ALM UNIVERSITY 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV OF RHODE ISLAND 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY 





CALIF INST OF TECH 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 




FLORIDA TECH UPJllV 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Hams, J. W. 
Stanky, H. 8. 
Flinn, E. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Smith, M. J. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Hon,  F: 
Hams, J. W. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Qwomik, S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Goldstein, B. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Quaide, W. L. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Mueller, j. L. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Halem, M. 
King, J. 
Mueller, J. L. 
Smith, D. E. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Huang, N. E. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Wrigley, R. C. 
Huang, N. E. 
Kim, H. H. 
Stanley, H. R. 
Salzman, J. A. 
Barnes, W. 
Huang, N. E. 
Schroeder, L. C. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Tarlton, M. J. 
Downs. S. W., Jr. 
Huffman, J. D. 
Withrow, R. A. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Tomayko, D. W. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Nelson, D. 
Tucker, C. J. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Jastrow, R. 
King, J. H. 
Buchanan, P. 
Paludan, C. T. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
JSC Gose, W. A. 
WFC Tapley, B. D. 
HQ-SL Silverberg, E. C. 
HQ-SL Parker, P. L. 
HQ-SL Muehlberger, W. R. 
HQ-SL Baker, V. R. 
HQ-SL Muehlberger, W. R. 
HQ-SL Makamura, Y. 
HQ-SL Shorthill, R. W. 
HQ-ET 'John, H. H. 
HQSL Howard, A. 
JSC Brownlee, D. E. 
JSC Adams, J. D. 
HQ-SL Adams, J. B. 
HQ-SL Adams, J. B. 
HQSL McCallum, I. S. 
HQSL Adams, J. B. 
HQSL Taylor, J. W. 
HQ-SL Smith, E. I. 
HQ-SB Smith, G. G. 
HQ-SL Schreiber, H. D. 
JSC Haskin, L. A. 
HQ-SL Hohenberg, C. M. 
HQ-SL Amidson, R. E. 
GSFC Pierson, W. S. 
WFC Kuo, J. T. 
JSC Wells, G. N. 
GSFC Robinson, A. R. 
HQ-ST McElroy, M. B. 
GSFC Phillips, 0. M. 
GSFC Marsh, B. D. 
WFC Phillips, 0. M. 
WFC Philips. 0. M. 
WFC Long, S. R. 
ARC Broenkow, W. W. 
WFC Ichiye, T. 
GSFC Colwell, R. N. 
WFC Kaula, W. M. 
LERC Austin, R. W. 
GSFC Estes, J. E. 
WFC Wu, J. 
LARC Moore, R. K. 
LARC Cornillon, P. C. 
LARC Spaulding, M. L. 
GSFC Dooher, J. P. 
MSFC Montgomery, 0. L. 
MSFC Vachon, R. I. 
KSC Poonai. P. 
HQ-ST Eather, R. H. 
HQST Carovillano, R. L. 
LARC Anderson, D. L. 
GSFC VonDerHaar, T. H. 
GSFC Maxwell. E. L. 
HQ-ET Liang, T. 
GSFC Fox, L. 
HQST Sonnerup, B. 
KSC Vickers, D. H. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING' 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
JACKSON STATE UNlV 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 
LA ST U&A&M COL-BRGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PAN AMERICAN UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 







SAN JOSE STATE UNlV 
SAVANNAH STATE COL 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV 
STANFORD, UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS ACM UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 












UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNfV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Alterescu, S. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Wolverton. B. C. 
Joyce, A. T. 
Bamett, T. L. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Nitschke, H. A. 
Halem, M. 
Johnson, R. W. 
BroweU, E. V. 
Mueller, J. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Heydorn, R. P. 
Alford, W. L. 
Browne, I. D. 
Grandfield, A. L. 
Joosten, R. E. 
Erickson, J. D. 
Ansbury, D. L. 
Maurer, H. E. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Nishioka, K. 
Perkins, E. E. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Qhmitz, F. H. 
Robrson, F. I. 
Weinberg. I. 
Vaughn, 0. H., Jr. 
Williams, T. S.. Jr. 
Chang, A. T. 
Wang, J. R. 
Buras, N. T. 
Blanchard, D. P. 
V i a ,  J. A. 
West, G. S.. Jr. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Linlor, W. 1. 
Bauer, E. 
Garcia, J. G. 
Vitak. J. A. 
Vitak, J. A. 
Quaide. W. L. 
Rango. A. 
Wende, C. D. 
Cauffman, D. P. 
King, J. H. 
Taylor, W. W. 
Lawson, D. E. 
Puwis, C. K. 
Briggs, B. R. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LQC INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Dees, J. W. 
MSFC Shackelford, R. G. 
GSFC Thorpe, A. M. 
HQ-LU Ferguson, G. A. 
NSTL Shore, F. 
NSTL Nelson, F. R. 
JSC Feyerherm, A. M. 
HQ-ET Whitehurst, C. A. 
LARC Biemann, K. 
HQ-ET Boylan, M. G. 
HQ-ET Miller, W. F. 
JSC Henry, D. G. 
GSFC Hoffert, M. I. 
LARC Kuo, C. Y. 
LARC Kindle, E. C. 
GSFC Zaneveld, R. V. 
HQET Schnrmpf, B. J. 
JSC Lemaster, E. W. 
GSFC McMurtry, G. J. 
JSC Brams, E. A. 
JSC Bauer, M. E. . 
JSC Mroczynski, R. 
JSC Landgrebe, D. A. 
JSC Hoffer, R. M. 
WFC Phillips, T. L. 
HQ-ET Weismiller, R. A. 
ARC Ling, A. C. 
KSC Ghuman, G. S. 
GSFC Myers, V. I. 
HQ-ET Myers, V. I. 
ARC Karamcheti, K. 
HQET McAlister, J. F. 
LERC Corbett. J. W. 
MSFC Vonnegut, B. 
LARC Owens, T. 
GSFC Blanchard, B. J. 
GSFC Newton, R. W. 
JSC Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
JSC Randall, J. D. 
HQET Blanchard, B. J. 
MSFC Hung, R. J. 
HQET Miller, J. M. 
HQST Akasofu, S. I. 
HQET Johnson, J. D. 
ARC Angelakos, D. J. 
ARC Colwell, R. N. 
JSC Colwell, R. N. 
HQ-ET Colwell, R. N. 
HQ-ET Colwell. R. N. 
HQ-SL Anderson. K. A. 
GSFC Atgazi, V. R. 
GSFC Cokman, P. J., Jr. 
HQ-ST Coleman, P. J.. Jr. 
HQ-ST Siscoe, G. L. 
HQST Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
GSFC Bcrger, J. 
LERC Whippk, E. C., Jr. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV DC-HARVARD GA 
UNIV DC-MT VERNON SQ 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNlV OF MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV OF MONTANA 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 




UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U 
XAVlER UNIV-LA 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
BOSTON UMVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL POLY ST U-S LUIS 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 




Jones, C. T. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Westrom, J. L. 
Nava, D. F. 
Stevenson, S. M. 
Bowker, D. E. 
Bowker, D. E. 
Orr, H. D. 
Pope, C. D. 
Pope, C. D. 
Davis, T. C., Jr. 
Home, F. W., Jr. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Browne, I. D. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Demel, K. J. 
Matthews, R. E. 
Pritchard, E. B. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Trombka, J. I. 
Browell, E. V. 
Bland, R. A. 
Bland, R. A. 
Bland, R. A. 
Ruff, R. C. 
Vitale, J. A. 
King, J. H. 
Paludan, C. T. 
Oseroff, H. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Katzberg, S. J. 
Jobson, D. J. 
Wolverton, B. C. 
Golden, T. S. 
Paiudan, C. T. 
Anderson, B. J. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Oseroff, H. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Scott, J. H. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Daniels, J. L., Jr. 
Briggs, B. R. 
Espy, P. N. 
Hippensteele, S. A. 
Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
Yateq E. C., Jr. 
Davis, R. C. 
Starnes, 1. H. 
Banner, R. D. 
Bishop, A. R. 
Bober, L. J. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Riddlebaugh, S. M. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Hingst, W. R. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LQC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Dozier, J. 
MSFC Hart, J. E. 
HQET Ives, J. D. 
GSFC Walker, E. L. 
GSFC Wyche, G. 
LERC Martino, J. P. 
LARC Klemas. V. 
LARC Klemas, V. 
LARC Murcray, D. G. 
KSC Sutherland, R. 
KSC Bartholic, J. F. 
KSC Bartholic, J. F. 
KSC Blasquez, C. H. 
HQET Ruth, B. E. 
JSC Decell,H.P.,Jr. 
LARC Oro, J. 
JSC Ulaby, F. T. 
JSC Holtzman, J. C. 
LARC Lenzen, K. H. 
HQET Barr, B. G. 
GSFC Sommer, S. E. 
LARC Wilkerson, T. D. 
KSC Lee, S. S. 
KSC Hirschberg, J. G. 
KSC Lee, S. S. 
MSFC Carignan, G. R. 
HQET Shepherd, W. G. 
HQST Winckkr, J. R. 
MSFC Hadlock, F. 0. 
GSFC Craighead, J. J. 
HQET Carlson, M. P. 
LARC Zingmark, R. G. 
LARC Zingmark, R. G. 
NSTL Stocks, P. K. 
GSFC Snyder, W. M. 
MSFC Shahroki, F. 
MSFC Carter, J. M. 
HQET Ridd, M. K. 
GSFC Dolan, R. 
H Q E T  Clapp, J. L. 
WFC Powell, N. L. 
LARC Awidson, R. E. 
MSFC Eastwood, L. 
ARC Peterson, G. 
MSFC Ioup, J. 
LERC Metzger, D. E. 
MSFC Sfonini, R. H. 
LARC Morino, L. 
LARC Babcock, C. D., Jr. 
LARC Knauss, W. G. 
DFRC Sandlin, D. R. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
LERC Lynch, W. C. 
LERC Grcber, I. 
LERC Parke, F. I. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 






FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGlA INST OF TECH 






HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ILL INST OF TECH 
ILL INST OF TECH 
ILL INST OF TECH 
IND U-PURDUE-INDAPLS 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
ISRAEL INST OF TECH 
ISRAEL INST O F  TECH 
ISRAEL INST O F  TECH 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Deissler, R. G. 
Morris, G. J. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
Dunning, R. S. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Mixson, J. S. 
Hams, R. L., Sr. 
Yu, Y. H. 
Marek, C. J. 
Price, D. B. 
Berry, D. T. 
Duberg, J. E. 
Margolis, K. 
Bobbitt, P. J. 
Anderson, R. A. 
Margolis, K. 
Suit, W. T. 
Migneault, G. E. 
Reed, W. H., I11 
Young, W. H., Jr. 
Baumeister, K. J. 
Jewell, J. W., Jr. 
Knox, C. E. 
Bushnell, D. M. 
Beckwith, I. E. 
Doolin, B. F. 
Luebs, A. B. 
Barrowman, J. S. 
Adelman, H. M. 
Harvey, W. D. 
Groeneweg, J. F. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Rakich, J. V. 
Rossow, V. J. 
Malcolm. G. N. 
Olson, L. E. 
Sobiiki, J. 
Salas, M. D. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Abel, I. 
Bush, H. G. 
Abel, 1. 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Batlerton, P. G. 
Johnson, W. R. 
Johnson, W. R. 
Heath, D. F. 
Gloemn, P. 
Hubbard, H. H. 
Maddalon, D. V. 
Reid, H. J., Jr. 
Queijo, M. J. 
Rhodes, M. D. 
Hoad, D. R. 
Bland, S. R. 
Boyden, R. P. 
































































Ling, S. C. 
Roby, A. B. 
Mekel, R. 
Rudisill, C. S. 
Chukwu, E. N. 
Sadeh, W. Z. 
Vaicaitis, R. 
GaIanter, E. 
George, A. R. 
Gouldin, F. C. 
Calise, A. J. 









Gray, R. B. 
Zinn, B. T. 
Williams, G. K. 
Hargrove, A. 
Anyiwo, J. C. 
Anyiwo, J. C. 
Brockett, R. W. 
Williams, H. 
Fan, D. N. 
Haftka, R. T. 
Nagib, H. M. 
Nagib, H. M. 
Bodonyi, R. J. 
Tannehill, J. C. 
Iversen, J. D. 
James, W. D. 
James, W. D. 
Pierson, B. L. 
Anderson, D. A. 





Rockwell, D. 0. 
Widnall. S. E. 
Ham, N. D. 
Cunnold, D. M. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Ingard, K. V. 
Taneja, N. K. 
Simpson, R. W. 
Young, L. R. 
Mar, J. W. 
Widnall, S. E. 
Harris, W. L. 
Covert, E. E. 

































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS IMST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW rORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNlVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMlNION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
O W  DOMINION UNIV 
O W  DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Boyden, R. P. 
Crouse, J. E. 
McNally, W. D. 
Holms, A. G. 
Brabbs, T. A. 
Adamczyk, J. J. 
Baumeister, K. J. 
Adamczyk, J. J. 
Hardin, J. C. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Hall, A. .W. 
Stewart, E. C. 
McLemore, H. C. 
Judd, J. H. 
Holmes, B. J. 
Clever, W. W. 
Hicks, R. M. 
Darden, C. M. 
Huber, P. W. 
Edwards, C. L. 
Liu, C. H. 
Crane, H. L. 
Brooks, T. F. 
Campbell, J. F. 
Belsley, S. E. 
Belsley, S. E. 
Galloway, T. L. 
Hicks, T. M. 
McDevitt, J. B. 
Barnwell, R. W. 
Steinle, F. W., Jr. 
Seiner, J. M. 
Erickson, W. D. 
Harris, J. E. 
Hams, J. E. 
Kershner, D. D. 
Davis, J. G., Jr. 
Hams, J. E. 
Peterson, 3. B., Jr. 
Lamar, J. E. 
Hammond, C. E. 
Graves, R. A., Jr. 
Creedon, J. F. 
Harvey, W. D. 
Graves, R. A.. Jr. 
Kilgore, R. A. 
Barnwell, R. W. 
Moul, M. T. 
Yates, E. C., Jr. 
Lamar. J. E. 
Iliff, K. W. 
Fisher, 8. D. 
Britsch, W. R. 
Stone, J. R. 
Heidmann, M. F. 
Geldcr. T. F. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Sockol, P. M. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Covert, E. E. 
LERC Thompkins, W. T., Jr. 
LERC Kenebrock, J. L. 
LERC Witmer, E. A. 
LERC Hoult, D. P. 
LERC Kerrebrock, J. L. 
LERC Ungard, K. U. 
LERC Greitzer, E. M. 
LARC Marx, G. 
LARC Thompson, J. F. 
LARC Cross, E. J., Jr. 
LARC Bennett, A. G., Jr. 
LARC Cross, E. J., Jr. 
LARC Cross, E. J., Jr. 
LARC Cross, E. J., Jr. 
MSFC Shepard. W. S. 
ARC Garabedian, P. R. 
LARC Ting, L. 
LARC Agnone, A. M. 
LARC Zakkay, V. 
LARC Ting, L. 
LARC Smetana, F. 0. 
LARC Hodgson, T. H. 
LARC Dejamette, F. R. 
ARC Spencer, F. A. 
ARC Spencer, F. A. 
ARC Gregorek, G. M. 
ARC Gregorek, G. M. 
ARC Korkan, K. D. 
LARC Gregorek, G. M. 
ARC Tiederman, W. G. 
LARC McLaughlin, D. K. 
LARC Roberts, A. S., Jr. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Cooke, C. H. 
LARC Barna, P. S. 
LARC Thornton, E. A. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Kuhlman, J. M. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Tiwari, S. N. 
LARC Breedlove, W. J., Jr. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Tiwari, S. N. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Cooke, C. H. 
LARC Liberty, S. R. 
LARC Kandil, 0. A. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
DFRC Ruzicka, J. 
LARC McCormick, B. W. 
LERC Lakshminarayana, B. 
LERC Amdt, R. E. 
LERC Lakshminarayana, B. 
LERC Henderson, R. E. 
LERC Lakshminarayana, B. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING- 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
POLY INST OF NY 
POLY INST O F  NY 
































TEXAS A&] UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 







UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Rudy, D. H. 
Salas, M. D. 
Swanson, R. C. 
Smith, G. A. 
Horstman, C. C. 
Davis, S. S. 
Horstman, C. C. 
Miller. G. K. 
Reid, H. J., Jr. 
Mixson, J. S. 
Beny, D. T. 
Bishop, A. R. 
Davidson, H. W. 
Katsanis, T. 
Lehtinen, B. 
Serafini, J. S. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Lyons, V. J. 
Bushnell, D. M. 
Denery, D. G. 
Franklin, J. A. 
Galloway, T. L. 
Belsky, S. E. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Peterson, V. L. 
McCroskey, W. J. 
Nagel, D. C. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Hickey, D. H. 
Wright, R. H. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
Gaugler, R. E. 
Mateer, G. G. 
Priem, R. J. 
Wong, J. T. 
Hovis, W. A. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Chambers, J. R. 
Ballhaus. W. F. 
Ragent, B. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Belsley, S. E. 
Marek, C. J. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Nelson, D. 
Ahtye, W. F. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Hammond, C. E. 
Friedman, R. 
Cary, A. M., Jr. 
Marek, C. J. 
Enberger, H. 
Jones, R. E. 
Stepka, F. S. 
Davis, S. S. 

































































Rubin, S. G. 
Moretti, G. 
Rubin, S. G. 
Dukes, T. A. 
Bogdonoff. S. M. 
Dowell, E. H. 
Settles, G. S. 
Sockel. E. 
Graham, D. 
Dowell, E. H. 
Laver, J. A. 
Hoffman, J. D. 
L'Ecuyer, M. R. 
Thompson, H. D. 
Leonard, R. G. 
Sullivan, J. P. 
Sun, C. T. 
Skifstadt, J. G. 
Simpson, R. L. 
DeBra, D. B. 
DeBra, D. B. 
Shevell R. S. 
Dajani, J. S. 
Karamcheti, K. 
Karamcheti, K. 





DeBra, D. B. 
Ashley, H. 
Kays, W. M. 
Brosh, A. 
O'Hara, J. C. 
Foster, J. W. 
El-Sayed, S. 2. 
Carlson, L. A. 
Chevalier, H. L. 
Seebass. A. R. 
Testerman, M. K. 
Holt, M. 
Kanafani, A. 
Oppenheim, A. K. 
Launder, B. 
Coulson, K. L. 
Meecham, W. C. 
Balakrishnan, A. V. 
Friedmann, P. 
English, J. M. 
Libby, P. A. 
Libby, P. A. 
Slater, G. L. 
Kauffman, C. W. 
Tabakoff, W. 
Kadlec, R. .A. 



































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 







UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIVERSITY OF LOWELL 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




UNIV NEVADA-L VEGAS 
UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO 
UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNlV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNIV OF SOUTHAMPTON 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 








Camp, D. W. 
Camp, D. W. 
Bushnell, D. M. 
Adamczyk, J. J. 
Malcolm, G. N. 
Koenig, D. G. 
Margason, R. J. 
Morgan, H. L., Jr. 
Eggleston, J. M. 
Maestrello, L. 
Evans, J. S. 
Salmirs, S. 
Jordan, F. L., Jr. 
Bober, L. J. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Sta11cop. J. R. 
Stockman, N. 0. 
Seiff, A. 
Fields, R. A. 
Deets, D. A. 
Jenkins, J. M. 
Deets, D. A. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Crane, H. L. 
Pride, R. A. 
Lamar, J. E. 
Campbell, J. F. 
Stephens, D. G. 
Campbell, J. F. 
Holmes, £3. J. 
Fralich, R. W. 
Feistel, 7. W. 
Anderson, S. B. 
Alderette, T. 
McCarty, J. L. 
Czamecki, K. R. 
Dunning, R. S. 
McCarty, J. L. 
Cooper, L. P. 
Ercegovic, D. E. 
Erickson, L. L. 
Coe, C. F. 
Mixson, J. S. 
Hefner. J. N. 
Davis. S. S. 
Presky, L. L. 
Somers, D. M. 
Feikr, C. E. 
Crouse, J. E. 
Kilgore, R. A. 
Maestrcllo, L. 
Stein, M. 
Hruby, R. J. 
Hammond, C. E. 
Bland, S. R. 
Dittmar, J. H. 
Mercier, D. R. 
Robinson, J. C. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U3C INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Luers, J. K. 
MSFC Luers, J. K. 
LARC Danberg, J. E. 
LERC Seidel, B. S. 
ARC Clarkson, M. H. 
ARC Fearn, R. L. 
LARC Fearn, R. L. 
LARC Fearn, R. L. 
JSC Michalopoulos, C. 0. 
LARC Hussain, A. K. 
LARC Chung, P. M. 
LARC Jensen, R. S. 
LARC Ormsbee, A. I. 
LERC Chow, W. L. 
ARC Ramaprian, B. R. 
ARC Stwalley, W. C. 
LERC Chou, D. C. 
ARC Muirhead, V. U. 
DFRC Lenzen, K. H. 
DFRC Grose, D. L. 
DFRC Lenzen, K. H. 
DFRC Talley, H. E. 
DFRC Kotsabasis, A. 
LARC Kohlman, D. L. 
LARC Lenzen, K. H. 
LARC Roskam, J. 
LARC Lan, C. E. 
LARC Roskam, J. 
LARC Lan, C. E. 
LARC Roskam, J. 
LARC McElman, J. A. 
ARC Kroeger, R. A. 
ARC Kroeger, R. A. 
ARC Howe, R. M. 
LARC Clark, S. R. 
LARC Adamson, T. C., Jr. 
LARC Vinh, N. X. 
LARC Clark, S. K. 
LERC Nicholls, J. A. 
LERC Kauffman, C. W. 
ARC Moran. J. P. 
ARC Cronin, D. L. 
LARC Koval, L. R. 
LARC Patterson, G. K. 
ARC Fromme, J. A. 
ARC Rose, W. C. 
LARC Mueller, T. J. 
LERC Atassi, H. 
LERC Roberts, W. B. 
LARC Goodyer, M. J. 
LARC Laufer, J. 
LARC Seide, P. 
ARC Jenkins, R. 
LARC Lumsdaine, E. 
LARC Kimble, K. R. 
LERC Lunsdaine, E. 
MSFC Smith, V. K., 111 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 








UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA m L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA m L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA m L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA m L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WAYNE STATE UNIV 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WRIGHT STATE UNlV 
CAL STATE U-SACRAMEN 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 






UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF LOUISVlLLE 
UNIV O F  LOUISVILLE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT 
OFFICER U)C INVESTIGATOR NUMBER 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Ballhaus, W. F. 
Goodrich, W. D. 
Nitschke, H. A. 
Hilton, D. A. 
Spera, D. A. 
Kilgore, R. A. 
Mayes, W. H. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Lee, G. 
Smith, D. W. 
Corsiglia, V. R. 
Heyson, H. H. 
Young, W. H., Jr. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Erickson, W. D. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Hefner, J. N. 
Yates, E. C., Jr. 
Creedon, J. F. 
Hefner, J. N. 
Moss, J. N. 
Shaw, R. J. 
Lansing, D. L. 
Mascy, A. C. 
Maestreilo, L. 
Morris, C. E., Jr. 
Hicks, R. M. 
Noonan, K. W. 
McGhee, R. J. 
Queijo, M. J. 
Priem, R. J. 
Priem, R. J. 
Mantenieks, M. A. 
Rawlin, V. K. 
Stevens, G. H. 
Priem, R. J. 
Homer, G. C. 
Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 
Schwenk, F. C. 
Schlimmer, G. E. 
Dixon, S. C. 
Priem, R. J. 
Hoppe, J. C. 
Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 
Lazar, J. 
Howe, J. T. 
Nachtsheim, P. R. 
Kant, S. 
Entik, L. G. 
Gentile, L. C. 
Cooper, P. A. 
McWithey, R. R. 
Burdctt, G. L. 
Pitzenbcrgcr, F. D. 
Shriver, E. L. 
Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
ARC Payne, F. R. 
ARC Carey, G. F. 
JSC Wagner, J. B. 
JSC Crow, G. L. 
LARC Blackstock, D. T. 
LERC Koza, K. R. 
LARC Zapata, R. N. 
LARC Jacobson, I. D. 
ARC Childs, M. E. 
ARC Childs, M. E. 
ARC Joppa, R. G. 
ARC Joppa, R. G. 
LARC Rae, W. H. 
LARC Bratanow, T. 
ARC Pierce, F. J. 
LARC Drew, D. R. 
LARC Cliff, E. M. 
LARC VanLandingham, H. F. 
LARC Nayfeh, A. H. 
LARC Mook, D. T. 
LARC VanLandingham, H. F. 
LARC Saric, W. S. 
LARC Lewis, C. H. 
LERC Jakubowski, A. K. 
LARC Agrawal, K. M. 
ARC Haefner, L. E. 
LARC Chow, P. L. 
LARC Gibbs, E. H. 
ARC Wentz, W. H., Jr. 
LARC Rodgers, E. J. 
LARC Wentz, W. H., Jr. 
LARC Wells, W. R. 
LERC Reardon, F. H. 
LERC Mitchell, C. E. 
LERC Wilhelm, H. E. 
LERC Kaufman, H. R. 
LERC Zimmer, R. P. 
LERC Korkan, K. D. 
LARC Jones, I. W. 
LERC Kolm, H. H. 
HQRR Mar, J. W. 
KSC Noda, T. 
LARC Thornton, E. A. 
LERC Faeth, G. M. 
LARC Merman,  S. 
LERC O'Neill, G. K. 
HQ-RP Jahn, R. G. 
ARC Rana, D. S. 
ARC ' Baganoff, D. 
GSFC &Bra, D. B. 
LERC Engkr, N. A. 
LERC Engler, N. A. 
LARC Pipes, R. B. 
LARC Vinson, J. R. 
GSFC Shelton, D. 
MSFC Childs, D. W. 
MSFC McNutt, R. C. 
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NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
FLORIDA INST OF TECH 
FLORIDA INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF UTAH 
WEST YIRGINIA UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV ILLINOISCHICGO 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 





CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 





FLORIDA ATLANTIC U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA lNST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGlA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 





JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Nola, F. J. 
Gluyas, R. E. 
Dunning, J. W., Jr. 
Fordyce, J. S. 
Franks, H. H. 
Howard, F. S. 
Mulan, E. J. 
Norgren, C. T. 
Kissinger, L. D. 
Kissinger, L. D. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Sheibley, D. W. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Johnson, R. D. 
Kostiuk, T. 
Kourtides, W. A. 
Phillips. B. R. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Kourtides, D. A. 
Costes, N. 
Teasdale, W. E. 
Gould, J. M. 
Woodis, K. W. 
White, J. B. 
Keer, J. H. 
Matheney, J. L. 
Routh, D. E. 
Stevens, G. H. 
Kahle, D. R. 
Land, C. K. 
Rotnem, J. 0. 
Nieberding, W. C. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Hansen, I. G. 
Greene, E. P. 
Rende, J. V. 
LeVine, D. M. 
Croswell, W. F. 
Bailey, M. C. 
King, I. L. 
King, J. L. 
King, J. L. 
O'Ncal, R. L. 
O'Ncal, R. L. 
Poky, W. A. 
Katzberg, S. J. 
Katzberg, S. J. 
Johnson, J. W. 
Savely, R. T. 
Abshire, J. B. 
Bavuso, S. J. 
Shiue, J. C. 
Ippolitto, L. 
Fitzmauria, M. W. 

































































Snyder, W. J. 
Angus, J. C. 
Liu, C. C. 
Bowman, T. E. 
Thomas, J. J. 
Heywood, J. B. 
Howard, J. B. 
Davis, S. H. 
Davis, S. H. 
Berlad, A. L. 
Williams, F. A. 
Walker, R. D., Jr. 
Strehlow, R. A. 
Himmelstein, K. 
Falk, J. 
Hughes, B. M. 
Wen, C. Y. 
Sandhorn, V. A. 
Williamson, R. B. 
Silver, M. L. 
Weathers, G. D. 
Shiva, S. G. 
Workman, G. L. 
Carroll, B. D. 
Pinson, L. J. 
Carroll, B. D. 
Kerns, D. V. 
Pao, Y. H. 
Schilling, D. L. 
Schilling, D. L. 
Arozullah, M. 
Maisel, J. F. 
Wilson, T. 6. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Hadlock, F. 0. 
Helgert, H. J. 
Lang, R. H. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Dees, J. W. 
Schuchardt, J. M. 
McMillan, R. W. 
Blue, M. D. 
Gaylord, T. K. 
Zimmer, R. P. 
Trehan, A. K. 
Trehan, A. K. 
Weissman, W. E. 
Choudhury, A. K. 
Davidson, F. 
Masson, G. M. 
Kong, J. A. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Kennedy, R. S. 


































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING- 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OH10 STATE UNIV 
OH10 STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
SAVANNAH STATE COL 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 





TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNIV 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UMV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 




UNlV OF NOTRE DAME 
UNIV OF NOTRE DAME 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Armstrong, E. S. 
Armstrong, E. S. 
Armstrong, E. S. 
Wallace, G. R. 
Henry, V. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Croswell, W. F. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Husson, C. 
Hatfield, J. J. 
Godlewski, M. P. 
Billingham, J. 
Hirschmann, E. 
Gilreath, M. C. 
Reid, H. J., Jr. 
Tripp, J. S. 
Hellbaum, R. F. 
Campbell, T. G. 
Gainer, P. A. 
Kelley, J. S. 
Henry, W. 
Jayroe, R. R., Jr. 
Echelkamp, R. E. 
White, J. B. 
Sandler, H. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Pontious, C. E. 
Fitzmaurice, M. W. 
Fams, G. W. 
Lytle, C. D. 
Nowakowski, M. F. 
Day, J. L. 
Young, L. E. 
Carey, W. T., Jr. 
Roman, N. G. 
Sundberg, G. R. 
Riky, T. J. 
Kelsall, T. 
Parker, L. C. 
Bbohcr, C. R. 
Jafferis, W. 
Walker, G. H. 
Godlewski, M. P. 
Gilbert, L. J. 
Schaefer, D. H. 
Keating, T., Jr. 
Rango. A. 
Croswell. W. F. 
Kelsall, T. 
Levine, D. M. 
Benz, H. F. 
Schy, A. A. 
Migneault. G. E. 
Johnson, D. A. 
Egglaton, T. W. 
Dawson, C. T. 
Seldner, K. 
Burkhart. J. A. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
1X)C INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Stein, G. 
LARC Athans, M. 
LARC Stein, G. 
MSFC Ingels, F. M. 
GSFC Williams, L. J. 
LARC Alexander, W. E. 
LARC Kauffman, J. F. 
LARC Hauser, J. R. 
LARC Snyder, W. E. 
LARC Stroh, R. W. 
LERC Hauser. J. R. 
ARC Kraus, J. D. 
GSFC Hodge, D..B. 
LARC Burnside, W. D. 
LARC McFarland, R. H. 
LARC Tcheng, P. L. 
LARC Goglia, G. L. 
LARC Becher, J. 
LARC Varanasi, M. R. 
JSC Gutmann, R. J. 
HQRR Coleson, W. B. 
MSFC Wenner, D. B. 
JSC Grewal, G. S. 
MSFC Montgomery, V. T. 
ARC Popp, R. L. 
LARC Tyler, G. L. 
HQRE McCarthy, J. 
HQRE Hams, S. E. 
JSC Newton, R. W. 
LARC Painter, J. H. 
MSFC Porter, W. A. 
JSC Portnoy, W. M. 
MSFC Doreswamy, C. V. 
MSFC Carter, E. A. 
HQ-SC Tifft, W. G. 
LERC Henderson, H. T. 
LERC Nevin, J. H. 
GSFC Lawrence, G. M. 
WFC Robinson, D. M. 
JSC Venditti, F. P. 
KSC Chiiders, D. G. 
LARC Li, S. S. 
LERC Lindholm, F. A. 
LERC Hwang, H. H. 
GSFC Slotnick, D. L. 
GSFC Mittra, R. 
GSFC Ulaby, F. T. 
LARC Moore, R. K. 
GSFC Cume, D. G. 
GSFC Hargcr, R. 0. 
LARC Li, H. C. 
LARC Wang, S. H. 
LARC Meyer, J. F. 
ARC Miles, J. B. 
JSC Tranter, W. H. 
JSC Tranter, W: H. 
LERC Sain, M. K. 
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NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV SO CAROLINA-COL 
UNIV OF SO FLORIDA 
UNIV OF SO FLORIDA 






UNlV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WALLA WALLA COLLEGE 
WORCESTER POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 




CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
ISRAEL INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 





OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 




McBrien, E. F. 
Lowrey, D. 0. 
Triner, J. E. 
~aru ' io ,  S. V. 
Kutz, R. L. 
Allen, W. 
Huggins, C. T. 
Hirschmann, E. 
Amdt, G. D. 
Moeckel, W. E. 
Lehtinen, B. 
Lehtinen, B. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Bundick, W. T. 
Hirschmann, E. 
Edge, J. T. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Maslowski, E. A. 
Schmidt, R. L. 
Godkwski, M. P. 
Schaefer, D. H. 
Godlewski, M. P. 
Humphries, W. R. 
Gross, L. A. 
England, C. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Coe, H. H. 
Srawky, J. E. 
Srawley, J. E. 
Cunningham, R. E. 
Ollendorf, S. 
Labus, T. M. 
Schafer, C. F. 
Reveley, W. F. 
Poe, C. C., Jr. 
Townsend, D. P. 
Kerslake, W. R. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Jones, W. R., Jr. 
Hayes, J. M. 
Presley, L. L. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Fichtcr, W. B. 
Broussard, P. H. 
West, W. W. 
Stuckey, J. M. 
Ludwig. L. P. 
Zaretsky, E. V. 
Coy, J. J. 
Wedeven, L. D. 
Stcger, J. L. 
Hanks, B. R. 
Cassidy, J. F. 
Trevino, L. A. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Williamson, J. G. 
Trenkle. J. J. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Kahng, S. K. 
LERC Hamilton, H. B. 
MSFC Fellers, R. G. 
LERC Garrett, S. J. 
MSFC Sergent, J. 
GSFC Andrews, H. C. 
GSFC Rochelle. R. W. 
MSFC Gonzalez, R. C. 
GSFC Straiton, A. W. 
JSC Friedrich, 0. M. 
LERC Powers, E. J. 
LERC Leininger, G. G. 
LERC Leininger, G. G. 
ARC Plummer, R. P. 
LARC McAlpine, G. A. 
GSFC Bostian, C. W. 
J S C  Demerdash, N. A. 
LARC VanLandingham, H. F. 
LERC Demerdash, N. A. 
GSFC Heisler, R. 
LERC Lanyon, H. P. 
GSFC Barker, R. C. 
LERC Pollak, F. 
MSFC Saha, H. 
MSFC Acosta, A. J. 
JPL Gold, P. I. 
HQLU Maniv. R. 
LERC Nypan, L. J. 
LERC Swedlow, J. L. 
LERC Swedlow, J. L. 
LERC Hughes, W. F. 
GSFC Kamotani, Y. 
LERC Ostrach, S. 
MSFC Ostrach. S. 
J S C  Gaddis, J. L. 
LARC Goree, J. G. 
LERC Kasuba, R. 
LERC Wilbur, P. J.' 
MSFC Edwards, H. W. 
LERC Winer, W. 0. 
GSFC Bords, G. 
ARC Cook, W. J. 
LERC Etsion, I. 
LARC Williams, J. H., Jr. 
MSFC Jones, E. W. 
WFC Gammill, B. G. 
MSFC Sharma. A. V. 
LERC Burton, R. A. 
LERC Cheng, H. S. 
LERC Cheng, H. S. 
LERC Cheng, H. S. 
ARC Nakamura, S. 
LARC Ibrahim, S. R. 
LERC Sirignan, W. A. 
JSC Winun, F. A. 
ARC Holmsttom, F. 
MSFC Tabony, J. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TENNESSEE STATE UNlV 






UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV OF CANTERBURY 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UMV OF CINCINNATI 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNlV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV OF LOUISVILLE 
UNIV OF MIAMI 








UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UMV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UMV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UMV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 





FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGETOWN UNIV 
GEORGIA lNST OF TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Owen, R. B. 
Goldstein, H. E. 
Gaugler, R. E. 
Kent, M. I. 
Priem, R. J. 
Marek, C. J. 
French, B. 0. 
Brantley, L. W. 
Marek, C. J. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Spera, D. A. 
Burkhart, J. A. 
Rice, E. J. 
Monteith, J. H. 
Coy, J. J. 
Deaton, J.  W. 
Luakowski, S. M. 
Scribbe, H. W. 
Forestieri, A. F. 
McCutcheon, E. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Fkming, D. P. 
Bland, R. A. 
Beam, L. W. 
Webbon, B. W. 
Wedeven, L. D. 
Tanner, J. A. 
Johnston, J. D. 
Graham, R. W. 
Sloan, J. 
Guttman, C. H. 
Cunningham, R. E. 
Cunningham, R. E. 
Goctz, 0. K. 
Valentine, H. H. 
Valentine, H. H. 
Hoffman, E. L. 
Miserentino, R. 
Williams, J. R. 
Williams, J. R. 
Herbell, T. P. 
Witzke, W. R. 
Glasgow, T. K. 
Gray, H. R. 
Fortini, A. 
Hirschberg, M. H. 
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Glasgow, T. K. 
Nelson,-H. G. 
Aron, P. R. 
Grimcs, H. H. 
Bianca, C. 
Swum, R. T. 
Roderick, G. L. 
Roderick, G. L. 
Crcws, 3. H., Jr. 
Tenncy, D. R. 
































































Scott, R. L., Jr. 
Bates, C. 
Johnston, J. P. 
Burns, R. G. 
Ventrice. M. B. 
Feng, C. C. 
Sellers, J. P., Jr. 
Sellers, J. P., Jr. 
Dailey, J. W. 
White, B. R. 
Friedman, P. P. 
Frederking, T. H. 
Eversman, W. 
Brown, D. L. 
Huston, R. L. 
Pipes, R. B. 
Venditti, F. P. 
Conry, T. F. 
Lenzen, K. H. 
Knapp, C. E. 
Altenkirch, R. A. 
Childs, D. W. 
Lee, S. S. 
Bolt, J. A. 
Miles, J. B. 
Medrow, R. A. 
Baumgarten, J. R. 
Kersten, L. 
Reid, R. L. 
Frost, W. 
Hung, J. C. 
Keith. T. G. 
Gunter, E. J. 
Gunter, E. J. 
Martini, W. R. 
Martini, W. R. 
Stinchcomb, W. W. 
Hallauer, W. L., Jr. 
Lal, R. B. 
Wagntr, J. B. 
Richman, M. H. 
Bhat, G. K. 
Ebcrt, L. J. 
Hehemann, R. H. 
Dybbs, A. 
Manson, S. S. 
Yeh, H. C. 
Ticn, J. K. 
Johnson, H. H. 
Ruoff, A. L. 
Lawky, A. 
Carroll. W. E. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Yang, J. N. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Liebowitz, H. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
KENT STATE UNIV-KENT 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MICHIGAN TECH UNlV 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 



















UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV OF DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Wintucky, E. G. 
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Sovey, J. S. 
Hams, J. W. 
Byvik, C. E. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Price, H. L. 
Scheuermann, C. M. 
Vary, A. 
Vary, A. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Chassay, R. P. 
Reeves, F. A. 
VonTiesenhausen, G. F. 
Barrett, C. A. 
Rhodes, M. D. 
Buckley, J. D. 
Long, E. R., Jr. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Gray, H. R. 
Bill, R. C. 
Lisagor, W. B. 
Fripp, A. L. 
Hirschberg, M. H. 
Sanders, W. A. 
Roderick, G. L. 
Kuznetz, L. H. 
Swann, R. T. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Reeves. F. A. 
Williams, J. R. 
Gilstad, D. A. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Arnold, J. 0. 
Arnold, J. 0. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Outlaw, R. A. 
Sterner, R. L. 
Titran, R. H. 
Stephens, J. R. 
Goldstein, H. E. 
Ricciticllo, S. R. 
Williams, J. R. 
Flood, D. J. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Miner, R. V., Jr. 
Stevenson. S. M. 
Namkoons, D. 
Vias,  J. R. 
Rummkr, D. R. 
Schwenk, F. C. 
Rummlcr, D. R. 
Howell, W. E. 
Brown, W. F., Jr. 
Stephens, J. R. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
LERC Johnson, D. L. 
LERC Kraft, R. W. 
LERC Micale, F. J. 
JSC Uhlmann, D. R. 
LARC Gatos, H. C. 
LARC Gatos, H. C. 
LARC McGarry, F. J. 
LERC Flemings, M. C. 
LERC 'Williams, J. H., Jr. 
LERC Williams, J. H., Jr. 
MSFC Gatos, H. C. 
MSFC Uhlmann, D. R. 
MSFC Uhlmann, D. R. 
MSFC Miller, R. H. 
LERC Heckel, R. W. 
LARC Shanna, A. V. 
LARC Botros, B. M. 
LARC Memory, J. D. 
LERC Burton, R. A. 
LERC Beck, F. H. 
LERC Black, J. T. 
LARC Cupschalk, S. G. 
LARC White, W. B. 
LERC Zamrilr, S. Y. 
LERC Bradt, R. C. 
LARC Sun, C. T. 
3Sc Modest, M. F. 
LARC Ansell, G. S. 
MSFC Wiedmann, H. 
MSFC Glicksman, M. E. 
MSFC Wkdemeier, H. 
HQ-RW Wiberly, S. E. 
ARC Anderson, R. N. 
ARC Spicer, W. E. 
ARC Pound, G. M. 
ARC Reynolds. W. C. 
ARC Pound, G. M. 
ARC Heinemann, K. 
LARC Madii, R. J. 
LARC Madiix, R. J. 
LARC Schrodcr, K. 
LERC Ramimz, R. P. 
LERC Morris, J. W. 
ARC MacKcnzic, J. D. 
ARC MacKenzie, J. D. 
MSFC Bunshah, R. F. 
LERC Oestemicbcr, H. 
ARC Shanabarger, M. R. 
LERC Antolovich, S. D. 
LERC Martino, J. P. 
LERC Birchenall, C. E. 
ARC Fack Hussain, A. K. 
LARC Wu, H. C. 
HQ-RR Valanis, K. C. 
LARC Ziwelrb, R. P. 
LARC Rme, C. D. 
LERC Conrad, H. 
































































APPENDIX B CROS! 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
5 INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ' 
FIELD 
CODE 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MO-ROLLA 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNIV OF NEW ORLEANS 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNIV TEXASEL PAS0 
UNIV OF TORONTO 
UNIV OF TORONTO 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WYOMING 




VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VlRGlNIA POW INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 





BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
am  COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
CUVELAND STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGE MASON UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 




Lisagor, W. B. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Jones, J. L. 
Fichter, W. B. 
Lauver, R. W. 
Gelkr, G. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Wood, G. M. 
Kohl, F. J. 
Conway, E. J. 
Schafer, C. F. 
Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
Foye, R. L. 
Baker, D. J. 
Kourtides, D. A. 
Fripp, A. L. 
Goldstein, H. E. 
Gangler, J. J. 
DiCarlo, J. A. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Caruso, S. V. 
Nichols, R. L. 
Clotfelter, W. N. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Whitcomb, J. D. 
Tenney, D. R. 
Tenney, D. R. 
Tenney, D. R. 
Sovey, J. S. 
Fryburg, G. C. 
Moms, J. F. 
Decker, A. J. 
Routh, D. E. 
Routh, D. E. 
Daniel, C. C. 
Hastings, L. J. 
Hastings, L. J. 
Hastings, L. J. 
Smetana, J. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Carter, C. H. 
Braun, W. H. 
Emst, H. M. 
&ach, R. F. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Powell, C. A. 
Cawthorn. J. M. 
Springer, D. A. 
Cox, J. 
Morakis, J. C. 
Duberg, J. E. 
S ta te r ,  T. A. 
Keene, L. F. 
Newrnan, J. C., Jr. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Reed. B. 
Hui, P. S. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Craig, H. L., Jr. 
LERC Craig, H. L., Jr. 
LARC Felbeck, D. K. 
LARC Felbeck, D. K. 
LERC Yeh. G. S. 
MSFC Summers, D. A. 
ARC Johnson, D. L. 
LARC Ioup, G. E. 
LERC Meier, G. H. 
LARC Kroger, F. A. 
MSFC Collins, F. 
LERC Brient, S. J. 
LARC Tennyson, R. C. 
LARC Tennyson, R. C. 
ARC Hughes, M. 
LARC Rosenberger, F. E. 
ARC Mueller, J. I. 
HQRW Mueller, J. 1. 
LERC Adams, D. F. 
MSFC Saunders. C. 
MSFC Kinser, D. L. 
MSFC Kinser, D. L. ' 
MSFC Wert, J. J. 
ARC Brinson, H. F. 
LARC Reifsnider, K. L. 
LARC Louthan, M. R., Jr. 
LARC Houska, C. R. 
LARC Unnam, J. 
LERC Dwight, D. W. 
LERC Rosner. D. E. 
LERC Swanson, L. S. 
LERC Ranson, W. F. 
MSFC Cook, K. B. 
MSFC Kerns, D. V. 
MSFC Flood, C. A., Jr. 
MSFC Cosby, R. 
MSFC Cosby, R. 
MSFC Cosby, R. 
LERC Collin, R. E. 
LERC Gibbons, D. F. 
HQLU Bennett, W. R. 
LERC Weinstein, H. 
HQEE Schilling, D. L. 
LERC Burghart, J. H. 
HQLU Bennett. W. R. 
MSFC Win, C. B. 
LARC Borsky, P. N. 
LARC Gdanter, E. 
KSC Riad, S. M. 
LARC Trehan, A. K. 
GSFC Helgert, H. J. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LARC Maunr, W. D. 
KSC Michelson, R. E. 
LARC Atluri, S. N. 
MSFC Justus, C. G. 
MSFC Pierce, A. D. 



































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




ILL INST OF TECH 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSI'I'Y 
LINCOLN UNIV-PA 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MORGAN STATE UNIV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 






SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 






TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 
TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 







UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV OF CINCINNATI 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Pinson, L. D. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Braun, W. H. 
Kutler, P. 
Kutler, P. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Fralich, R. W. 
Anderson, W. J. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Doolin, B. F. 
Stewart, J. D. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Braun, W. H. 
Gevarter, W. B. 
Sims, J. L. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Pincus, B. R. 
Labus, T. L. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Carr, R. E. 
Card, M. F. 
Wieting, A. R. 
Groom, N. J. 
Sutton, K. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Berkopec, F. D. 
Pohly, J. G. 
KelsaU, T. 
McPherson, W. B. 
Gevarter, W. B. 
Tamer, P. 
Guttman, C. H. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Erzberger, H. 
Billingham, J. 
Lorell, K. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Carter, C. H. 
Morton, R. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Chang, T. C. 
Inouye, M. 
Sobieszczanski, J. 
Schaefer, D. H. 
Card, M. F. 
Pohly, J. G. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Bainum, P. M. 
HQ-LU Cox, E. L. 
LERC Weinstein, H. 
ARC Anderson, D. A. 
ARC Pierson, B. L. 
ARC Iversen, J. D. 
LARC McDaniel, T. J. 
LERC Chu, C. S. 
LERC Sih, G. C. 
HQ-LU Williams, W., Jr. 
ARC Athans, M. 
ARC Young, L. R. 
LERC McGarry, F. G. 
LERC Kerrebrock, J. L. 
HQ-RE Weinstein, M. 
MSFC Thompson, J. F. 
GSFC Taylor, J. 
GSFC Lawrence, H. 
LERC Keller, J. B. 
HQ-LU Ingersoll, D. 
HQLU Stranges, J. 
WFC Roth, L. 0. 
LARC Tweed, J. 
LARC Thornton, E. A. 
LARC Roberts, A. S., Jr. 
LARC Tiwari, S. N. 
HQ-LU McRee, G. J. 
HQ-LU Goglia, G. L. 
LERC Robinson, J. W. 
HQ-LU Greaux, A. E. 
GSFC Lowrance, J. L. 
MSFC Caveny, L. H. 
HQ-RE Yerazunis, S. W. 
HQSL Yerazunis, S. W. 
MSFC Few, A. A. 
ARC Holmstrom, F. 
ARC Anderson, R. 
ARC Bryson, A. E;, Jr. 
ARC Peterson, A. M. 
ARC Powell, J. D. 
HQ-LU Barfield, B. F. 
HQ-LU Eershader, D. 
HQ-LU Malkani, M. J. 
HQLU Franke, E. A. 
HQLU Dybczak, 2. W. 
HQLU Sams, U. H. 
HQ-LU Vckz, V. 
HQ-LU Head, R. R. 
MSFC April, G. C. 
HQLU Barfield, B. F. 
HQ-LU Lueg, R. E. 
HQ-LU Barfield, B. F. 
GSFC Angelakos, D. J. 
ARC Cole, J. D. 
LARC Schmit, L. A. 
GSFC be, S. H. 
LARC Nayfeh, A. H. 
































































NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 









UNlV OF KANSAS 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNIV OF PERU 
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND 




UNIV OF TOLEDO 
UNIV OF UTAH 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGINlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALCORN STATE UNIV 
AMHERST COLLEGE 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAUF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 
CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 




FLORIDA A&M UN'IV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 







Senn, E. H. 
Loendorf, D. D. 
Heath, D. F. 
Kennedy. M. G. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Saltzman, E. J. 
Caudill, L. 0. 
Chapman, J. W. 
Degnaa, J. J. 
McGarry, F. E. 
Carter, C. H. 
Fish, R. H. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Christie, C. J. 
Pritchard, E. B. 
Hopkins, W. L. 
Sovie, R. J. 
Richard, R. R. 
Pels, G. F. 
Labus, T. L. 
Card, M. F. 
Lamb, G. M. 
Conner, D. W. 
Hueschen, R. M. 
Tapscott, R. J. 
Caruso, S. V. 
Martin, D. J. 
Davis, J. G., Jr. 
Hoffman, E. L. 
Miserentino, R. 
Hayduk, R. J. 
Allen, R. E. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Wolverton, B. C. 
Young, R. S. 
Homick, J. L. 
Walner, J. L. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Winter, D. L. 
Hochstein, L. I. 
Fordyce, J. S. 
Holton, E. M. 
Young, R. S. 
Holton, E. M. 
Sandler, H. 
Klein, H. P. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Hatstead, T. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Ellis, S. E. 
Nolte, R. W. 
Picciolo, G. L. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Fosdick, L. D. 
LARC Jordan, H. F. 
GSFC Green, A. E. 
JSC Lee,W.B. 
HQLU Huang, C. J. 
HQ-LU Huang, C. J. 
DFRC Muirhead, V. U. 
GSFC Mcllrath, T. J. 
GSFC Woekenfuss, W. A. 
GSFC IIochuli, U. E. 
GSFC Basili, V. R. 
HQ-LU Emad, F. P. 
ARC Springer, G. S. 
HQLU Etter, D. M. 
HQLU Thomas, G. 
GSFC Unavailable 
LARC Spaulding, M. L. 
NSTL Brundage, W. G. 
LERC Dicks, J. B. 
JSC Hartwig, W. H. 
JSC Tucker, A. J. 
LERC DeWitt, K. J. 
LARC Resch, R. D. 
GSFC Mattauch, R. J. 
LARC Kuhlthau, A. R. 
LARC Cook, G. E. 
LARC Jacobson, I. D. 
MSFC Kinser, D. L. 
LARC Robertson, R. M. 
LARC Herakovich, C. T. 
LARC Herakovich, C. T. 
LARC Hailauer, W. L., JT. 
LARC Kamat, M. P. 
MSFC Savage, J. 
MSFC Gibson. W. L. 
MSFC Savage, J. 
NSTL Latif, A. 
HQSB Leadbetter, E. R. 
JSC Igarashi, M. 
JSC Chalmers, J. H. 
LARC Horowitz, N. H, 
HQ-SB Horowitz, N. H. 
HQ-SB Strumwasser, F. 
ARC Andreoli, A. J. 
LERC Craft, T. J., Sr. 
ARC Jordan, J. P. 
HQSB MacDonald, R. E. 
ARC Popovic, V. P. 
ARC Bourne, G. H. 
ARC Toibert, M. E. 
HQ-SB Larock, P. A. 
WQ-SB Fricdmann, E. I. 
HQSB Waters, E. 
HQSB Hubbard, J. S. 
HQ-SB Foster, T. L. 
ARC Goidberg, A. L. 
JSC Newton, R. W. 








NGT 44-005-1 14 
NOT 44-005- 11 5 
NSG 4009 
























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NORTH GEORGlA COL 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 







SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SOUTHEASTN OKLA ST U 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 






STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNIV 






UNIV OF ARIZONA 






UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Kornfield, D. M. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Morrison, D. R. 
Young, R. S. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Klein, H. P. 
Dalton, B. P. 
Williams, B. A. 
Sun, K. P. 
Hull, W. E. 
Bostwick, L. G. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Hochstein, L. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Young, R. S. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Williams, J. R. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Holton, E. M. 
Halstead, T. W. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Wilpott, D. E. 
Rhodes, P. H. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Williams, J. R. 
Lanyi. J. K. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Halsttad, T. W. 
Oyama, J. 
Oyama, J. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Young, R. S. 
Mehkr, W. R. 
Heinrich, M. R. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Young, R. S. 
Daunton, N. G. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
I D C  INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC VanDerHoff, J. W. 
ARC Rich, A. 
ARC Hcin, A. 
ARC Bizzi, E. 
ARC Nauta, W. J. 
LARC Rich, A. 
HQ-SB Biemann, K. 
MSFC Johnson, A. J. 
MSFC 'Biesbrock, J. A. 
ARC Lim, D. J. 
HQSB Jaffe, M. J. 
JSC VanDyke, H. 
JSC Hymer, W. C. 
HQ-SB Casida, L. E., Jr. 
MSFC Saville, D. A. 
HQSB Jacobs, W. P. 
HQSB Mitchell, C. A. 
HQSB Wedler, F. C. 
HQ-SB Pope, D. H. 
HQSB Ward, C. H. 
ARC Neptune, J. A. 
ARC Ballard, R. W. 
ARC Lund, G. F. 
ARC Fox, R. A. 
JSC Gowen, R. J. 
KSC Robinson, 9. L. 
HQ-SB Yopp, J. H. 
HQSB Yopp, J. H. 
ARC Barchas, J. D. 
ARC Matin, A. 
ARC Loew, G. B. 
LARC Lederberg, J. 
HQSB Lalerberg, J. 
JSC Farhi, L. E. 
MSFC VanOss, C. J. 
HQSB Krikorian, A. D. 
JSC Urbach, F. 
ARC Kenny, A. D. 
HQSB Hartman, H. B. 
ARC Johnson, E. J. 
LERC Weinstein. A. M. 
ARC Sapp, W. J. 
MSFC Sachs, G. 
MSFC Chiovetti, R., Jr. 
MSFC Bartels, P. H. 
MSFC Bier, M. 
ARC Packer, L. 
HQSB Pace, N. 
HQSB Pace, N. 
ARC Smith, A. H. 
ARC Horowitz, B. A. 
ARC Markham, C. H. 
HQSB Yayanos, A. A. 
ARC Snyder, R. L. 
ARC Goldfine, I. 
ARC Ochs, A. L. 
HQSB Stacckenius, W. 
































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ' 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CONNECTlCUT 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 






UNIV OF LOUISVILLE 
UNIV OF LOUISVILLE 
UNIV OF LOUISVILLE 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV OF MIAMl 
UNIV OF MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV OF ROCHESTER 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 
U TEX PUB HLTW-HUS 
UNIV OF T O L E W  
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 




BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
MEHARRY MEDICAL COL 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
OHIO STATE UNIV 





Larson, C. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Young. R. S. 
Graves, R. C. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Williams, B. A. 
Holton, E. M. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Scott, F. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Miquel, J. 
Leach, C. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Nerrin, B. N. 
Lintott, J. E. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Miquel, J. 
Kraft, L. M. 
Lawless, J. G. 
Hochstein, L. I. 
Grindeland, R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Wolverton, B. C. 
Rambout, P. C. 
Geib, D. S. 
Holton, E. M. 
Holton, E. M. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Winget, C. M. 
Young, R. S. 
Halslead, T. W. 
K i y ,  S. L. 
Rippstein, W. J. 
Kimzcy, s. L. 
K i y ,  S. L. 
Lcach. C. S. 
Altercscu, S. 
Friedman, D. S. 




Morrison, D. R. 
Sandkr, H. 
Damllis. J. V. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPA 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SB Moran, H. F. 
HQ-SB Leadbetter, E. R. 
JSC Green, A. E. 
JSC Howland, G. P. 
HQSB Siegel, S. M. 
JSC Henney, H. R., Jr. 
HQSB Hendrix, D. H. 
HQSB Fox, G. E. 
HQ-SB Coules, J. R. 
ARC Heath, J. E. 
ARC Musacchia, X. J. 
JSC Keefe, J. R. 
HQ-SB Fulkr, P. M. 
MSFC Colwell, R. R. 
HQ-SB Joshi, J. M. 
ARC Rockstein, M. 
JSC Epstein, M. 
HQ-SB Rich, A. 
HQSB Ross, M. D. 
MSFC Brooks, D. E. 
MSFC Seaman, G. V. 
MSFC Brooks, D. E. 
JSC Brown, A. H. 
HQSB Brown, A. H. 
HQ-SB Vishniac, H. S. 
ARC Benton, E. V. 
ARC Benton. E. V. 
ARC Sweeney, M. A. 
ARC Tomlinson, G. A. 
ARC Fast. T. 
ARC Caren, L. D. 
HQSB Rohlfing, D. L. 
HQSB Strehkr, B. L. 
NSTL Stocks, P. K. 
JSC Booth, F. 
HQ-SB Diihn, B. 
ARC Pitts, G. C. 
ARC Dcluca, H. 
JSC Caldwell, M. M. 
JSC Pratt, L. H. 
HQSB Danielli, J. F. 
ARC Ashman, P. U. 
HQ-SB Morowitz, H. J. 
HQ-SB Galston. A. W. 
JSC Cnswell, B. S. 
JSC Duncan, W. C. 
JSC Johnson, P. C. 
JSC Criswell. 8. S. 
JSC Diferrante, N. 
GSFC Chang, P. 
GSFC Fischmann. E. J. 
ARC Gann, D. S. 
GSFC Anderson, R. S. 
GSFC Margolis, S. 
HQ-LU KeMer, M. D. 
JSC Todd, P. w. 
ARC Harrison, D. C. 



























































































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 







UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 




VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 







JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
LlNCOLN UNIV-PA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
OREGON STATE UNlV 















UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV HOUSTON-CL LAKE 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 






Mandel, A. D. 
Sandler, H. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Sheibley, D. W. 
Hull, W. E. 
Young, D. R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Hull, W. E. 
Day, J. L. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Alterescu, S. 
Keil, L. C. 
Sawin, C. F. 
Leach, C. S. 
Sandler, H. 
Alterescu, S. 
Yin, L. 1. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Alterescu, S. 
Winget, C. M. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Peterson, J. 
Keil. L. C. 
Holton, E. M. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Holton, E. M. 
Young, D. R. 
Sandler, H. 
Carle, G. C. 
Young, D. R. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Leon, H. A. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Ellis, S. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Homick, J. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Callahan, P. X. 
Grindeland, R. 
Keil, L. C. 
Sawin, C. F. 
Hull, W. E. 
Sandler, H. 
Hull, W. E. 
Sharp, J. C. 
Homick, J. L. 
Reschke, M. F. 
TECH 
OFF 





























































Ream, A. K. 
Popp, R. L. 
Harrison, D. C. 
Tilles, J. G. 
Baily, N. A. 
Chen, J. P. 
Lagow, R. 3. 
Blomquist, C. G. 
Cameron, J. R. 
Balish, E. 
Dick, E. C. 
Eckberg, D. L. 
Rivers. D. B. 
Evans, A. S. 
Costa, A. J. 
Gibbons, D. F. 
Park, J. 0. 
Bassett, C. A. 
Fresh, F. A. 
Keliar, K. J. 
Olree, H. 
Moore-Ede, M. C. 
Cothran. L. N. 
Deloatch, E. M. 
Ferguson, G. A. 
Long, D. 
Frankowsky, J. W. 
Wurtman, R. J. 
Karel, M. 
Eisgruber, L. 




Nagel, D. C. 
Meindl, J. D. 
Angell, J. 
Steele, C. R. 
Harrison, D. C. 
Landaw, S. A. 
Urbach, F. 
B r i m ,  K. R. 
Nicholl, C. 
Bernauer, E. M. 
Vogel, J. M. 
West, J. B. 
Bullock, T. H. 
Glantz, S. A. 
Asling, C. W. 
Spencer, M. 
Ramsay, D. J .  
Coleman, A. E. 
Abboud, F. M. 
Knapp, ,C. F. 
Bhagat, P. K. 
Grenell, R. G. 
Anderson, D. J. 












NGR 50-002-05 1 
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APPENDIX B CROS 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
;S INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
U OKLA-HLTH SCI CTR 




WAYNE STATE UNlV 
WRlGHT STATE UNlV 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
BAYLOR COL O F  MED 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE U-HAYWARD 
CLARKSON COL O F  TECH 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIV-MED CTR 
EMORY UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA A&M UNIV 
FLORIDA A&M UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HAHNEMANN MED COL 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
KENTUCKY STATE UNlV 
LEHlGH UNlVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LA ST U&A&M COL-BRGE 
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 




TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZOKA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 




UNlV OF LOUISVILLE 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV MOCOLUMBIA 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
U OKLA-HLTH SCI CTR 




Barnes, C. M. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Young, D. R. 
Young, D. R. 
Leach, C. S. 
Momson, D. R. 
Larson, C. A. 
Homick, J. L. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Morrison, D. R. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Winget, C. M. 
Winget, C. M. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Homick, J. L. 
Sebesta, P. D. 
Morrison, J. D. 
Morrison, D. R. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Rusoff, L. L. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Quattrone. P. D. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Luczkowski, S. M. 
Homick, J. L. 
Klein, H. P. 
Oyama, J. 
Sandler, H. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Young, R. S. 
Stonesifer, G. R. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Kimsey, S. L. 
Vitale, J. A. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Feller, D. D. 
Keil, L. C. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Tremor, J. W. 
Sauer, R. L. 
Mebares, E. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Trafford, G. H. 
Rcschke, M. F. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Leach, C. S. 
Sandler, H. 
Scott, F. E. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
M C  INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Stone, H. L. 
JSC Benton, E. V. 
GSFC Houston, N. 
GSFC Fetzner, W. N. 
JSC Schnoes, H. K. 
ARC Orne, D. 
ARC Beljan, J. R. 
JSC Suki, W. N. 
JSC Twomey, J. J. 
HQ-SB Fulton, G. P. 
JSC Lackner, J. R. 
ARC Brock, P. J. 
HQ-SB McNulty, P. J. 
JSC Lett, J. T. 
JSC Rubin, A. L. 
ARC Reis, D. J. 
ARC Perachio, A. A. 
ARC Walker, C. A. 
ARC Soliman, K. F. 
ARC Carden, J. L. 
JSC Digregorio, G. J. 
ARC Ray, G. C. 
KSC Kloek, G. 
JSC Nyiri, L. K. 
MSFC VanDerHoff, J. W. 
NSTL Wolverton, V. C. 
JSC Fitts, R. H. 
ARC Young, L. R. 
ARC Karel, M. 
ARC Meissner, H. P. 
JSC Young, L. R. 
JSC Parker, D. E. 
ARC Burns, J. A. 
ARC Kakihana, R. 
ARC Ray, G. C. 
ARC Chow, K. E. 
HQ-LU Beard, R. R. 
HQSB Bonner, W. A. 
GSFC Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
JSC Burns, E. E. 
ARC Phillips, J. M. 
JSC Bartels, P. H. 
H Q E T  Bier, M. 
ARC Spear, R. 
ARC Searle, G. L. 
ARC Dallman, M. F. 
ARC Rochelle, R. H. 
ARC Cowfes, J. R. 
JSC Cox, J. E. 
JSC Voss, E. W. 
JSC Keefe, J. R. 
WFC Lynk, W. L. 
JSC Anderson, D. J. 
JSC Mitchell, J. R. 
ARC Winnick, J. 
JSC Gitelman, H. J. 
ARC Stone, H. L. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNIV TEXASGALVESTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WEST FLORIDA 
WRIGHT STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA A&M UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIFzL ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE U NIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNlV 
TUFTS UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 




UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
BENNETT COLLEGE-NC 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
CHICAGO STATE UNIV 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ESTRN SHORE CMTY COL 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGETOWN UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Mah, R. W. 
Philpott, D. E. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Leach, C. S. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Winget, C. M. 
Daunton, N. G .  
Daunton, N. G. 
Cowings, P. S. 
Ellis, S. 
Winter, D. L. 
Cowings, P. S. 
Patton, R. M. 
Connors, M. M. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Mayes. W. H. 
Dunn, R. S. 
Stewart, J. D. 
Palmer, E. A. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Patton, R. M. 
Dunn, R. S. 
Patton, R. M. 
Reschke, M. F. 
Deloach, R. 
Bifano, W. J. 
Gray, E. 2. 
AUonsi, P. J. 
Rollins, R. H. 
Hein, G. F. 
Wright, M. D. 
Young, R. S. 
Halstead, T. W. 
Bamett, R. M. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Connors, M. M. 
Glazer, J. H. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Rich, W. B. 
Young, S. G. 
Anderson, A. F. 
Anderson, A. F. 
Jennings. N. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Milliner, J. B. 
Jackson, H. D. 
Puttkamer, J. 
Hall, J. B., Jr. 
Mundy, J. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Clark, T. A. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPA 
M C  INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Gualtierierotti, T. 
ARC Benton, E. V. 
ARC Pefley, R. K. 
JSC Ziegler, M. G. 
JSC Nelp, W. B. 
JSC Schaefer, H. J. 
ARC Crampton, G. H. 
ARC Walker, C. A. 
ARC Fox, R. A. 
ARC Fox, R. A. 
ARC Strohman, R. C. 
ARC Parlow, A. 
ARC Galambos, R. 
ARC Kamiya, J. 
ARC Brady, J. V. 
ARC Akins, F. 
ARC Held, R. M. 
LARC Howath, J. J. 
ARC Gilson, R. D. 
ARC Clark, B. 
ARC Chechile, R. A. 
ARC Rogers, J. G. 
ARC Webb, W. B. 
ARC Brenner, M. 
ARC Helmreich, R. L. 
JSC Correia, M. J. 
LARC Jacobson, 1. D. 
LERC Bahr, D. M. 
HQET Morgenstern, 0. 
WFC Harmon, D. M. 
HQ-RX Kuhlthau, A. R. 
LERC Engler, N. A. 
HQ-AD Logsdon, J. M. 
HQ-SB Unavailable 
HQ-SB Head, M. C. 
ARC Pederson, C. A. 
ARC Starling, J. 
ARC LaPorte, T. R. 
ARC Harrison, A. A. 
ARC Alexander, G. 
HQ-LU Sayles, J. N. 
HQ-LU Kirksey, C. H. 
LARC Mutch, T. A. 
HQFE Unavailable 
LERC Treptow, R. S. 
LARC Aceto, H., Jr. 
LARC Rublein, G. T. 
GSFC Lewis, J. P. 
LARC Sagan, C. E. 
WFC Unavailable 
LERC Wood, F. B. 
HQ-MT Cheston, P. S. 
LARC Wilkins, R. D. 
GSFC Cox, E. L. 
HQ-LU Fan, D. N. 
ARC Sheridan, T. B. 
ARC Athans, M. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 




SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV 
SOUTHEASTN OKLA ST U 




ST UNIV SYSTM O F  FLA 
TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 





HASTINGS COL OF LAW 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHILE 
UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNIV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNIV OF HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV TEXASDALLAS 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Carter, C. H. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Miller, S. A. 
Anderson, A. F. 
Golden, T. S. 
Monroe, R. 
Gilbreath, W. 
Maurer, H. E. 
Tomberlin, K. A. 
Gibbs, B. P. 
Billingham, J. 
Miller, S. A. 
Gordon, F., Jr. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Hornby, H. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Dolby, W. 
Easley, R. E. 
Amsbury, D. L. 
Eason, R. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Decher, R. 
Billingham, J. 
Carter, C. H. 
Glazer, J. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Lafleur, W. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Ault, L. A. 
Ault, L. A. 
Ault, L. A. 
Harrison, J. 0. 
Nishioka, K. 
Palmer, E. A. 
Dolby, W. 
Floyd, J. C. 
Oberholtzer, J. D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Holley, H. L. 
Gilbert, R. 
Bivins, R. G. 
Carter, C. H. 
Martin, D. J. 
Anderson, A. F. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U I C  INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Shapiro, I. I. 
HQLU McCarthy, J. F., Jr. 
HQLU Hall, J. 
HQLU Zenick, H. 
ARC Wiggins, K. E. 
LARC Maygarden, E. M. 
GSFC Feller, I. R. 
HQ-U Randall, J. T., Jr. 
ARC O'Neill, G. K. 
WFC Anuta, P. E. 
ARC Eisenberg, L. 
ARC Compesi, R. 
ARC Seeger, C. S. 
ARC Brown, D. E. 
GSFC Moore, D. 
HQ-ET Gold, C. H. 
HQ-ET Gold, C. H. 
HQLU Falconer, E. 
ARC Rosenberg, N. 
LARC Levinthal, E. C. 
HQET Unavailable 
JSC Sampson, C. 
JSC Whitehorn, N. 
JSC Shepard, P. 
ARC Kreifeldt, J. G. 
MSFC Hendricks, J. B. 
ARC Welch, W. J. 
HQ-LU Anderson, K. A. 
ARC Wolcott, T. 
HQ-LU Simpson, J. A. 
GSFC Danyau, C. R. 
HQ-ET Wilde, D. 
H Q E T  Unavailable 
HQET Johnson, F. D. 
HQET Unavailable 
HQET Johnson, F. D. 
HQET Unavailable 
ARC Abramson, N. 
ARC Rouse, W. B. 
HQ-ET Unavailable 
WFC Smith, J. C. 
WFC Wutoh, J. G. 





HQ-ET Munushan, J. 
HQLU Johnson, F. S. 
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APPENDIX C 
CROSS INDEX BY FIRST TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
Technical Officers are usually located at the NASA installation funding a particular grant or 
contract. There may be a second technical officer, shown in the citation, at the same or a 
different installation. Abbreviations used for locations are: ARC, Ames Research Center; 
DFRC, Dryden Flight Research Center; GSFC, Goddard Space Flight Center; KSC, Kennedy 
Space Center, JSC, Johnson Space Center; LARC, Langley Research Center; LERC, Lewis 
Research Center; MSFC, Marshall Space Flight Center; National Space Technology 
Laboratories, NSTL; WFC, Wallops Flight Center and HQ, Headquarters. The HQ designator 
carries suffixed letters identifying individual Headquarters offices; an explanation of these 
identifiers and full addresses for all installations may be found in the prefatory pages. The 
key for the "Field Code" column is in Appendix B. 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Buell, D. A. 
Pollock, G. E. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Black, D. C. 
Black, D. C. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Pollack, J. 9. 
Boese, R. W. 
Tobias, L. 
Pollock, G. E. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Hochstein, L. 1. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Bunch, T. E. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Steger, J. L. 
Murphy, J. D. 
Holton, E. M. 
Shimazaki, T. 
Billman, K. W. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Haughney. L. C. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
Yu, Y. H. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Holton, E. M. 
Sandler, H. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Winget, C. M. 
Winget, C. M. 
Winget, C. M. 
Klein, H. P. 
Keil, L. C. 
INSTITUTION 
ADELPHI UNlVERSITY 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-HAYWARD 
CAL STATE U-HAYWARD 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CHICAGO STATE UNIV 
CLARK COLLEGE 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 













FLORIDA ABM UNIV 
FLORIDA A&M UNIV 
FLORIDA A&M UNIV 















































Steinmetz, W. J. 




Jones, D. E. 
Munch, G. 
Werner, M. W. 
Yung, Y. L. 
Yung,.Y. L. 
Nanes, R. 
Dear, R. G. 
Wamke, D. A. 
Brock, P. J. 
Andreoli, A. J. 
Yeager, E. 
Methot, R. L. 
Walker, G. H. 
Thomas. J. W. 
Prenter, P. M. 
Jordan, J. P. 
Reiter, E. R. 
She, C. Y. 
Bums, J. A. 
Houck, J. R. 
Harwit, M. 0. 
Houck, J. R. 
Johnson, H. H. 
Elliot, J. L. 
Harwit, M. 0. 
George, A. R. 
Reis, D. J. 
Popovic, v. P. 
Bourne, G. H. 
Pcrachio, A. A. 
Walker, C. A. 
Walker, C. A. 
Soliman, K. F. 
Tolbert, M. E. 
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Mehler, W. R. 
Hicks, T. M. 
McDevitt, J. B. 
Miller, S. A. 
Steinle, F. W., Jr. 
Keil, L. C. 
Fewell, L. L. 
Fohlen, G. M. 
Riccitiello, S. R. 
Smith, G. A. 
Gilbreath, W. 
Horstman, C. C. 
Davis, S. S. 
Horstman, C. C. 
Gregory, T. J. 
Rarnos, R. 
Black, D. C. 
Klein, H. P. 
Tomberlin, K. A. 
Lawless, J. G. 
Gibbs, B. P. 
Lawless, J. G. 




Daunton, N. G. 
Flores, J. J. 
Miller, S. A. 
Altman, R. L. 
Altman, R. L. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Oyama, V. I. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Klein, H. P. 
Whitten. R. C. 
Rosser, R. W. 
Fohlen, G. M. 
Dalton, B. P. 
Fish, R. H. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Blanchard, M. 3. 
Wrigley, R. C. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Stewart, J. D. 
Rosser, R. W. 
Heimbuch, A. H. 
Williams, B. A. 
Heimbuch, A. H. 
Nishioka, K. 
Mansfield, J. A. 
Swan, P. R. 
Woelkr, F. H. 
Mansfiild. J. A. 
INSTITUTION 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY INST OF NY 








SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN FRAN STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN J O W  STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
































































Lim, D. J. 
Gregorek, G. M. 
Korkan, K. D. 
Wiggins, K. E. 
Tiederman, W. G. 
Severs, W. B. 
Allcock, H. R. 
Wrong, I. M. 
Pearce, E. M. 
Dukes, T. A. 
O'Neill, G. K. 
Bogdonoff, S. M. 
Dowell, E. H. 
Settles, G. S. 
Anderson, D. C. 
Modestino, J. W. 
Hagar, C. 
Bums, J. A. 
Eisenberg, L. 
Orenberg, J. 9. 
Compesi, R. 
Buttlaire, D. H. 
Orenberg, J. B. 
Kilpatrick, T. 
Seeger, C. S. 
Kakihana, R. 
Fox, R. A. 
Koenig, 1. 
Brown, D. E. 
Ling, A. C. 
Mayer, L. A. 
Fox, R. A. 
Riegel, C. A. 
Ling, A. C. 
Spitze, L. A. 
Riegel, C. A. 
Spitze, L. A. 
Neptune, J. A. 
Riegel, C. A. 
Neptune, J. A. 
Ling, A. C. 
Bailard, R. W. 
Myronuk, D. J. 
Holmstrom, F. 
Anderson, R. 
Anderson. D. W. 
Broenkow, W. W. 
Acrivos, J. 
Clark, B. 
Ling, A. C. 
Ling, A. C. 
Lund, G. F. 
Ling, A. C. 
Ling, A. C. 
Holmstrom, F. 
Bornstein, R. D. 
Mayer, L. A. 
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Sun, K. P. 
Bunch, T. E. 
Callas, G. P. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Sandler, H. 
Barnett, R. M. 
Denery, D. G. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Holton, E. M. 
Caroff, L. J. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Hochstein, L. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Holton, E. M. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Young, D. R. 






Mehler, W. R. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Sandkr, H. 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Sandler, H. 
Carle, G. C. 
Goldstein, H; E. 
Snyder, C. T. 
Sandler, H. 
Howe, J. T. 
Young, D. R. 
Franklin, J. A. 
Billingham, J. 
Sandler, H. 
Nachtsheim, P. R. 
Galloway, T. L. 
Belsley, S. E. 
Sandkr, H. 
Sodeman, P. T. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Lorell, K. R. 
Whiting, E. E. 
Arnold, J. 0. 
Schmitz, F. H. 
Peterson, V. L. 
McCroskey, W. J. 
Poppa, H. R. 
McKenzie, R. L. 
Billman, K. W. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Nagel, D. C. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Hickey, D. H. 
Wright, R. H. 
Arnold, J. 0. 
INSTITUTION 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV 
SONOMA STATE COL 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 











































































NCA 2-7458 1 1 
NCA 2-7458 15 
NGL 05-020-007 
NGL 05-020-305 






































Fox, R. A. 
Vennum, W. 
McCalla, T. M. 
Starling, J. 
Ray, G. C. 
Pederson, C. A. 
DeBra, D. B. 





Loew, G. B. 
Merigan, T. 
Feldman, D. 
Spicer, 'W. E. 
Nagel, D. C. 
Pound, G. M. 
Tyler, G. L. 
Ro~nberg,  N. 
Bryson, A. E., Jr. 
Harrison, D. C. 
Loew, G. H. 
Chow, K. L. 
Luetscher, J. A. 
Meindl, J. D. 
Reynolds. W. C. 




Popp. R. L. 
Rana, D. S. 
Steck, C. R. 
DeBra, D. B. 
Peterson, A. M. 
Hamson, D. C. 
Baganoff, D. 
Shevell, R. S. 
Dajani, J. S. 
Popp, R. L. 
Karamcheti, K. 
Karamcheti, K. 
PoweU, J. D. 
Heinemann, K. 
Pound, G. M. 
Karamcheti. K. 
Karamcheti, K. 
Reynolds, W. C. 
Pound. G. M. 
Byer, R. L. 
Pantell, R. H. 
Hamson, D. C. 
Karamcheti, K. 




.L FIELD ACC 
CODE NO. 
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Boese, R. W. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Leon, H. A. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Mateer, G. G. 
Wong, J. T. 
Holton, E. M. 
Palmer, E. A. 
Wempe, T. E. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Philpott. D. E. 
Grant, T. L. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Ballhaus, W. F. 
Billingham, J. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Ragent, B. 
Ellis, S. 
Linlor, W. I. 
Poppa, H. R. 
MacElroy, R. D. 
Caroff, L. J. 
Lanyi, J. K. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Cowings, P. S. 
Chapman, G. T. 
Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Kourtides, D. A. 
Belsley, S. E. 
Billman, K. W. 
Bauer, E. 
Paarick. B. D. 
Billingham, J. 
Vorreiter, J. W. 
Grcenleaf, J. E. 
Connors, M. M. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Oyama, J. 
Oyama, J. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Glazer, J. H. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Eliis, S. 
Goldstein, H. E. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Inouye, M. 
Ahtye, W. F. 
Riccitielkr, S. R. 
INSTITUTION 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
ST U NY-UPST MED CTR 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TEL-AVIV UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 






UNIV OF LElDEN 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARlZONA 
UNIV OF ARlZONA 


























HASTINGS COL O F  LAW 
UNlV CALIF-IRVlNE 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 



































NGR 05-003-45 1 
NGR 05-003-47 1 



























Lutz, B. L. 
Simon, M. 
Landaw, S. A. 
Morrison, R. A. 
Brosh, A. 
Foster, J. W. 
Kenny, A. D. 
Chechile, R. A. 
Kreifeldt, J. G. 
Johnson, E. J. 
Brizzee, K. R. 
Sapp, W. J. 
VanDerLaan, H. 
Rogers. J. G. 
Gehrels, A. M. 
Tomasko, M. G. 
Hunten, D. M. 
Harper, H. P. 
Hoffman, W. F. 
Seebass, A. R. 
Serkowski, K. M. 
Phillips, J. M. 
Testerman, M. K. 
Nicholl, C. 
Angelakos, D. J. 
Bier, M. 
Spear, R. 
Silk, J. I. 
Packer, L. 
Cuzzi, J. N. 
Strohman, R. C. 
Holt, M. 
LaPorte, T. R. 
Townes, C. H. 
Williamson, R. B. 
Kanafani. A. 
Gustafson, T. K. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Welch, W. J. 
Richards, P. L. 
Bernauer, E. M. 
Hamson, A. A. 
White, B. R. 
Smith, A. H. 
Horowitz, B. A. 
Launder, B. 
Wolcott, T. 
Tilles, J. G. 
Kaula, W. M. 
Schubcrt, G. 
Russell, C. T. 
Parlow, A. 
MacKenzie, J. D. 
Markham, C. H. 
Cok, J. D. 
Meaham, W. C. 
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Riccitiello, S. R. 
Hall, C. F. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Winter, D. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Sandler, H. 
Feller, D. D. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Callahan, P. X. 
Grindeland, R. 
Keil, L. C. 
Keil, L. C. 
Heinrich, M. R. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Cowings, P. S. 
Gmnleaf, J. E. 
Briggs, B. R. 
Cassen, P. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Hall, C. F. 
Smith, B. F. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
Gilkspie, C. M., Jr. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Enberger, H. 
Sinnott, D. B. 
Hall, C. F. 
Davis, S. S. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Munoz, R. M. 
Wilhelmi, A. J. 
Patton, R. M. 
Malcolm, G. N. 
Koenig, D. G. 
Nishioka, K. 
Tremor, J. W. 
Viegas, J. R. 
Pollack, J. B. 
Slye, R. E. 
Williams, B. A. 
Palmer, E. A. 
Hall, C. F. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Stallcop, J. R. 
Sciff, A. 
Johnson. R. D. 
McCutchcon, E. 
Sandler, H. 
Holton, E. M. 
Sharp, J. C. 
Hall, C. F. 
Miqucl, J. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hdl, C. F. 
Feistel, T. W. 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV CALIFS BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 





UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV OF FLORIDA - 







UNIV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF IOWA 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV OF KENTUCKY 
UNIV O F  LOUISVILLE 
UNIV MARYLANDBALT 
UNIV O F  MASSAMHERST 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 





























































NSG m i 8  
FIRST PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR 
MacKenzie, J. D. 
Fillius, R. W. 
West, J. B. 
Soifer, B. T. 
Galambos, R. 
Baily, N. A. 
Glantz, S. A. 
Searle, G. L. 
Snyder, R. L. 
Asling, C. W. 
Spencer, M. 
Dallman, M. F. 
Ramsay, D. J. 
Goldfine, I. 
Ochs, A. L. 
Kamiya, J. 
Rochelle, R. H. 
Estes, J. E. 
Peale. S. J. 
Shanabarger, M. R. 
Simpson, J. A. 
Miller, R. H. 
Harper, D. A., Jr. 
Goldberg, J. M. 
Harper, D. A., Jr. 
Hildebrand, R. H. 
Hildebrand, R. H. 
Slater, G. L. 
Stewart, A. I. 
Stewart, I. 
Kadlec, R. A. 
Castleman, A. W. 
Murcray, D. G. 
Lanzerotti, L. J. 
Webb, W. B. 
Clarkson, M. H. 
Fearn, R. L. 
Abramson, N. 
Cowles, J. R. 
Faeb Hussain, A. K. 
Krinsley, D. 
Ray, R. M. 
Heath, J. E. 
Rouse, W. B. 
VanAllen, J. A. 
Ramaprian, B. R. 
Stwalky, W. C. 
Muirhead, V. U. 
Himmelstein, K. 
Knapp, C. E. 
Knapp, C. F. 
Musacchia, X. J. 
Gnncll, R. G. 
McGill, G. E. 
Rockstein, M. 
Donahue, T. M. 
Nagy, A. F. 
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF 




























































OFFICER I NSTITUTION 
Chapman, G. T. 
Lee, G. 
Smith, D. W. 
Young, R. E. 
Corsiglia, V. R. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Holton, E. M. 
Young, D. R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Lowenstein, M. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Marvin, J. G. 
Poppa, H. R. 
Mascy, A. C. 
Young, D. R. 
Briggs, B. R. 
Hicks, R. M. 
Daunton, N. G. 
Young, D. R. 
Winget, C. M. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Cooper, D. M. 
Banner, R. D. 
Anderson, K. F. 
Berry, D. T. 
Iliff, K. W. 
Berry, D. T. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Ehernberger, L. J. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Fields, R. A. 
Deets. D. A. 
Jenkins, J. M. 
Saltzman, E. J. 
Deets* D. A. 
Edwards, J. W. 
Tarlton, M. J. 
Schmid, P. E. 
Spenar, N. W. 
Kniffen, D. A. 
Lcfferts, E. J. 
Caruso, A. J. 
Gross, F. C. 
Davis, M. A. 
Gallagher, W. F. 
Neupcrt, W. M. 
Nelson, E. D. 
Wende, C. D. 
Stouffer, C. G. 
Wende, C. D. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Alknby, R. J. 
Bo~eess, A. 
Bc%f!=s, A. 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 







UTAH STATE UNIV 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WASHINGTON ST UNIV 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WAYNE STATE UNIV 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WRIGHT STATE UNIV 




CAL POLY ST U-S LUIS 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY 
ALCORN STATE UNIV 
AUGSBURG COLLEGE 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
NGL 481302-047 

























































Childs, M. E. 
Childs, M. E. 
Joppa, R. G. 
Holton, J. R. 
Joppa, R. G. 
Suomi, V. E. 
Suomi, V. E. 
Deluca, H. 
Cameron, J. R. 
Balish, E. 
Dick, E. C. 
Jeppesen, H. 
Brinson, H. F. 
Pierce, F. J. 
Dickinson, J. T. 
Haefner, L. E. 
Orne, D. 
Peterson, G. 
Wentz, W. H., Jr. 
Crampton, G. H. 
Beljan, J. R. 
Ashman, P. U. 
Evans, A. S. 
Nicholls, R. W. 
Sandlin, D. R. 
Abbott, R. J. 
Rapson, R. C. 
Ruzicka, J. 
Laver, J. A. 
DeBra, D. B. 
Wurtele, M. G. 
Balakrishnan, A. V. 
Lenz.cn, K. H, 
Grose, D. L. 
Lcnzen, K. H. 
Muirhead, V. U. 
Talky, H. E. 
Kotsabasis, A. 
Dooher, J. P. 
Paul, M. P. 
Engcbntson, M. J. 
Walker, R. P. 
Srivastava, S. 
Bhatia, M. S. 
Rock, M. 
Stone, E. C. 
Stone, E. C. 
Zirin, H. 
Ingersoll, A. P. 
Garmire, G. P. 
Garmire, G. P. 
Garmire, G. P. 
Gamin ,  G. P. 
Garmire, G. P. 
Neugebauer, G. 
Whitcomb, J. H. 
Greenstein, J. L. 
Schmidt, M. 
NO. 
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Allenby, R. J. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Greene, E. P. 
Ollendorf, S. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Dennis, B. R. 
McAvoy, N. 
Payne, W. A. 
Mueller, J. L. 
Canuto, V. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Kahle, D. R. 
Nelson, D. 
Tucker, C. J. 
Theon, J. S. 
Curran, R. J. 
Carpenter, L. H. 
Adler, R. F. 
Neil, E. A. 
Rodgers, E. B. 
Arking, A. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Jennings, N. 
Gemmell, J. D. 
Jennings, N. 
Stouffer, C. G. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Smith, D. E. 
Thaddeus, P. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Ungar, S. G. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Thaddeus, P. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Schnetzler, C. C. 
Smith, D. E. 
Berg, 0. E. 
Ford, F. 
Gustafson, C. 
Conrath, B. J. 
Pirraglia, J. A. 
Smith, D. E. 
Jastrow, R. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Nelsen, E. D. 
Ucellini, L. W. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Rodriguez, G. E. 
Heath, D. F. 
Stecker, F. W. 
Alterescu, S. 
Greene, E. P. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
INSTITUTION 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 




ClTY COLLEGE OF N Y 
ClTY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 



































FLORIDA ALM UNIV 
FLORIDA ATLANTIC U 
































































Melosh, H. J. 
Yung, Y. L. 
Nathanson, W. 1. 
Kamotani, Y. 
Bidelman, W. P. 
Werntz, C. 
Lally, J. 
Hunt, J. B. 
Pierson, W. J. 
Erlbach, E. 
Spar, J. 
Schilling, D. L. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
Maxwell, E. L. 
Reiter, W. R. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
Thompson, E, G. 
Cotton, W. R. 
Marlatt, W. E. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
Novick, R. 
Lewis, J. P. 
Novick, R. 
Lewis, J. P. 
Novick, R. 
Novick, R. 
Scholz, C. H. 
Hartmann, S. R. 
Bilham, R. G. 
Wolff, R. S. 
Webb, K. E. 
Wolff, R. S. 
Novick, R. 
Happner. W. 
Hayes, D. P. 
Novick, R. 
Novick, R. 
Kuo, J. T. 
Talwani, M. 
Bailey, C. F. 
McDermott, P. P. 
Walker, J. C. 
Gierasch, P. J. 
Ciierasch, P. J. 
Turcotte, D. L. 
Fox, L. 
Self, S. L. 
House, F. B. 
Kreitzberg, C. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Wilson, T. G. 
McElaney, J. H. 
Mickens, R. E. 
Fresh, F. A. 
Hadlock, F. 0. 
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Hobbs, R. W. 
Levine, D. M. 
Rende, J. V. 
Morakis, J. C. 
LVine, D. M. 
King, J. L. 
Levine, D. M. 
King, J. L. 
King, J. L. 
King, J. L. 
Atlas, D. 
Spencer, C. W. 
Donley, J. L. 
Spencer, N. W. 
McAvoy, N. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Halem, M. 
Reed, E. I. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 




Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Alterescu, S. 
Barrowman, J. S. 
Hui, P. S. 
Hayes, J. M. 
Alterescu, S. 
Mundy, J. R. .- 
Yin, L. I. 
Stief, L. J. 
Alterescu, S. 
Picciolo, G. L. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Lyons, J. C. 
O'Keefe, J. A. 
Yin, L. I. 
Laughlin, C. R. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Boggess, A. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Wilson, L. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Smith, D. E. 
Mueller, J. L. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Abshin, J. B. 
Smith, D. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Langel, R. A. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Alterescu, S. 
Davis, M. A. 
INSTITUTION 
GEORGE MASON UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 





























IOWA STATE UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 
LINCOLN UNIV-PA 
MASS INST OF TECH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRlNCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NCA 5-92 Kafatos, M. 
NAS 5-23809 Lang, R. H. 
NAS 5-24431 Helgert, H. J. 
NSG 5109 Helgert, H. J. 
NSG 5288 Lang, R. H. 
NAS 5-23710 Dces, J. W. 
NAS 5-24148 Wilson, C. S. 
NAS 5-24480 Schuchardt, J. M. 
NSG 5012 McMillan, R. W. 
NSG 5082 Dees, J. W. 
NSG 5220 Metcalf, J. I. 
NAS 5-23199 McElroy, M. B. 
NAS 5-23494 Reeves, E. M. 
NAS 5-24134 McEIroy, M. B. 
NGL 22-007-1 17 Bloembergen, N. 
NSG 5143 Flannery, B. P. 
NSG 5160 Lindzen, R. S. 
NSG 5176 Parkinson, W. H. 
NSG 5191 Dupree, A. K. 
NSG 5226 Dupree, A. K. 
NSG 5228 Robinson, A. R. 
NSG 5229 Dupree, A. K. 
NSG 5239 Dupree, A. K. 
NSG 5293 Dupree, A. K. 
NSG 5188 Morgan, T. H. 
NAS 5-23799 Chang, P. 
NAS 5-24242 Fan, D. N. 
NAS 5-24251 Choudhury, A. K. 
NAS 5-24422 Bords, G. 
NAS 5-25185 Thorpe, A. M. 
NCA 5-21 Cox, E. L. 
NGR 09-01 1-057- Tsang, T. 
NSG 5071 Jackson, W. M. 
NSG 5081 Deloatch, E. M. 
NSG 5104 Okrend, H. H. 
NSG 5127 Fischmann, E. J. 
NSG 5158 Deloatch, E. M. 
NSG 5186 Thorpe, A. N. 
NSG 5268 Ferguson, G. A. 
NSG 5295 Gill, T. L. 
NAS 5-22987 Burkhead, M. S. 
NSG 5199 Lamb, R. C. 
NAS 5-11415 Doering, J. P. 
NAS 5-23316 Fastie, W. G. 
NAS 5-23732 Long, D. 
NAS 5-24236 Fastie, W. G. 
NGR 21-001-001 Fastie, W. G. 
NSG 5090 Marsh, B. D. 
NSG 5161 Phillips, 0. M. 
NSG 5184 Moos, H. W. 
NSG 5210 Davidson, F. 
NSG 5225 Marsh, B. D. 
NSG 5230 Moos, H. W. 
NSG 5255 Moos, H. W. 
NSG 5269 Marsh, B. D. 
NSG 5101 Kanemasu, E. T. 
NAS 5-23800 Frankowsky, J. W. 
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Rice, C. F. 
Theon, J. S. 
Heath, D. F. 
Gloersen, P. 
Shiue, J. C. 
Mather. J. C. 
Shiue, J. C. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Nace, D. A. 
Ippolitto, L. 
Fitzrnaurice, M. W. 
Halem, M. 
Bissell, E. E. 
McAvoy, N. 
Clark, T. A. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Stone, R. G. 
Schaefef, D. H. 
Hdem, M. 
Wexler, R. 
Smith, D. E. 
Frey, H. V. 
Alterescu, S. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Fischel, D. 
Alterescu, S. 
Friedman, D. S. 
Baker, G. R. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Jones, H. P. 
Pincus, B. R. 







Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Hirschmann, E. 
Marsh, J. G. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Boggess, A. 
Smith, D. E. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Fowler, W. B. 
Fowler, W. B. 
Muelbr, J. 
Alford, W. L. 
Oseroff, H. 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 




MORGAN STATE UNIV 
MORGAN STATE UNIV 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINlNG 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX INST MINING 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
N CAR CENTRAL UNIV 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
OH10 STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
































































Clark, G. W. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Cunnold, D. M. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Weiss, R. 
Kong, J. A. 
Clark, G. W. 
Weiss, R. 
Staelin, D. H. 
Kennedy, R. S. 
Stone, P. H. 
Rappaport, S. A. 
Javan, A. 
Shapiro, I. I. 
Rivas, E. K. 
Stone, P. H. 
Burke, B. F. 
McClellan, J. H. 
Charney, J. G. 
Austin, P. M. 
Sclater, J. G. 
Molnar, P. 
Anderson, R. S. 
Winkler, P. F. 
Fahey, P. P. 
Margolis, S. 
Taylor, J. 






Ford, K. W. 
Moore, E. 
Lawrence, H. 
Schwartz, J. T. 
Isaacson, E. 
Hoffert. M. I. 
Isaacson, E. 
Hoffert, M. I. 
Williams, L. J. 
Dutta, J. M. 
Ulmer, M. P. 
Hodge, D. B. . 
Rapp, R. H. 
Collins, G. W., I1 
Slettebak, A. E. 
Wing, R. F. 
Mueller, 1. I. 
Schmidt, E. G. 
Skttebak, A. E. 
Bechcr, J. 
Becher, J. 
Zaneveld, R. V. 
McMurtry, G. J. 
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Golden, T. S. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Adler, R. F. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Allenby, R. J. 
Pirraglia, J. A. 
Pirraglia, J. A. 
Spencer, N. W. 





Gemmell, J. D. 
Mather, J. C. 
Nace, D. A. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Kelsall, T. 
Boggess, A. 
Williams, J. T. 
Langel. R. A. 
Alford, W. L. 
Langel, R. A. 
Meese, K. J. 
Taylor, H. A., Jr. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Halem,- M. 
Gordon, F., Jr. 
Schmugge, TI J. 
Davis, M. A. 
Kant, S. 
Oseroff, H. 
Broderick, J. C. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
Davis, M. A. 
Broderick, J. C. 
Ostrow, H. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Mangus, J. D. 
Halem, M. 
Frey, H. V. 
Hansen, J. E. 
Stewart, R. W. 
Kerr, A. R, 
Boggess, A. 
Adkr, R. F. 
Stonesifer, G. R. 
Hovis, W. A. 
Stonesifer, G. R. 
Chang, A. T. 
Chang, A. T. 
Chang, A. T. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
Wang, J. R. 
McAvoy, N. 
Heppner, J. P. 
INSTITUTION 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY INST OF NY 
POLY INST OF NY 




















RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
ST U NY COL-PURCHASE 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 












STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 


































































Feller, I. R. 
Alexander, S. S. 
Anthes, R. A. 
Nisbet, J. S. 
Alexander, S. S. 
Gross, S. H. 
Gross, S. H. 
Gross, S. H. 
Spitzer, L., Jr. 
Lowrance, J. 
Jenkins, E. B. 
Schwarzschild, M. 
Lowrance, J. 
Spitzer, L., Jr. 
Wilkinson, D. T. 
Wilkinson, D. T. 
Groth, E. J. 
Lowrance, J. L. 
Jenkins, E. B. 
Lowrance, J. L. 
Hinze, A. J. 
Phillips, T. L. 
Hinze, W. J. 
Anderson, H. R., Jr. 
Cloutier, P. A. 
Haymes, R. C. 
Reiff, P. H. 
Matilsky, T. A. 
Tenenbaum, J. 
Moore, D. 
Myers, V. I. 
Helliwell, R. A. 
DeBra, D. B. 
MacOvski, A. 
Lyon, R. J. 
Helliwell, R. A. 
Wilcox, J. M. 
Rich. E. I. 
Madhrski, A. 
Walker, A. B., Jr. 
Walker, A. B., Jr. 




Kao, Y. H. 
Owen, T. 
Atlas, R. M. 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
El-Sayed, S. Z. 
Harlan, J. C. 
Blanchard, B. J. 
Blanchard, B. J. 
Blanchard, B. J. 
McFarland, M. J. 
Newton, R. W. 
Galantowin, A. 
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Spencer, N. W. 
Wilson, L. 
Donn, B. D. 
McAvoy, N. 
LeVine, D. M. 
Boggess, A. 
Boggess, A. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
McAvoy, N. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Galfagher, W. F. 
Gallagher, W. F. 
Mather, J. C. 
Campbell, C. E. 
Campbell, C. E. 
Willis, S. E. 
Willis, S. E. 
Nice, D. A. 
Leckrone, D. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Chang, T. C. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E,, Jr. 
Kim, H. H. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Nelson, D. 
Rango, A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Wende, C. D. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Halem, M. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Wende, C. D. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. 
Reed, E. 1. 
Smith, D. E. 
Boggess, A. 
Temkin, A. 
Stouffer, G. G. 
Bartlett, R. 0. 
Wende, C. D. 
Wrublik, D. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Lawson, D. E. 
Schaefer, D. H. 
Barnes, W. 
Salomonson, V. V. 
Chang, A. T. 
Rango, A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Gallagher, W. F. 




UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARlZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 





















UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNiV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV OF CHICAGO 
































































Rees, M. H. 
Smith, B. A. 
Martineck, S. 
Lamb, W. E., Jr. 
Krider, E. P. 
Imhoff, C. L. 
Tomasko, M. G. 
Evans, D. D. 
Lamb, W. E., Jr. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Mozer, F. S. 
Heckman, H. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Alvarez, L. W. 
Buffington, A. 
Price, P. B. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Smoot, G. 
King, I. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Angelakos, D. J. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Shull, J. M. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Bowyer, C. S. 
Coulson, K. L. 
Algazi, V. R. 
Russell, C. T. 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
Coroniti, F. V. 
Mintz, Y. 
Peters, C. J. 
Jura, M. A. 
Arozullah, M. 
Margon, B. H. 
Jura, M. A. 
Thorne, R. M. 
.Kaula, W. M. 
Plavec, M. 
Poe, R. T. 
Peterson, L. E. 
McIlwain, C. E. 
Mcllwain, C. E. 
Harms, R. J. 
Beaver, E. A. 
Beaver, E. A. 
Berger, J. 
Lee, S. H. 
Estes, J. E. 
Ozier, J. D. 
Estes, J. E. 
Dozier, J. 
Simpson, J. A. 
Meyer, P. 
Simpson, J. A. 
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Burdett, G. L. 
Davis, M. A. 
Davis, M. A. 
Aikin, A. C. 
Findlay, J. A. 
Conrath, B. J. 
Trombka, J. I. 
Aikin, A. C. 
Kelsall, T. 
Barsky, J. 
Caudill, L. 0. 
Fischel, D. 
Klinglesmith, D. A. 
Fischel, D. 
Slade, W. 
Hobbs, R. W. 
Klinglesmith, D. A. 
Klinglesmith, D. A. 
Chapman, J. W. 
Dennis, B. R. 
Bauer, S. J. 
Hartle, R. E. 
Ogilvie, K. W. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Stief, L. J. 
Rango, A. 
Salomons~n, V. V. 
Clark, T. A. 
Degnan, J .  J. 
Levine, D. M. 
O'Keefe, J. A. 
Theon, J. S. 
Trombka, J. I. 
Wasilewski, P. J. 
Nava, D. F. 
McGarry, F. E. 
Johnson, T. S. 
Schmugge, T. J. 
Donn, B. D. 
Barnes, W. L. 
Bissell, E. E. 
Arking, A. 
Winston, G. C. 
Winston, G .  C. 
Ramaty, R. 
Nelsen, E. D. 
Hedin, A. E. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Theon, J. S. 
Cooley, J. E. 
Krehbiel, J. F. 
Trainor. J. H. 
Gustafson, C. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
Fellerman, K. D. 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  LOIJISVILLE 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
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Wilkerson, T. W. 
Messenger, C. J. 
Ponnamperuma, C. A. 
Sommer, S. E. 
McIlrath, T. J. 
Currie, D. G. 
Agrawala, A. K. 
McIlrath, T. J .  




Cume, D. G. 
Rosenfeld, A. 
Rosenfeld, A. 
Wockenfuss, W. A. 
Rosenfeld, A. 
Smith, E. P. 
Matthews, D. L. 
Coplan, M. A. 
Gloeckler, G. 
Khanna, R. H. 
McCuen, R. H. 
Ragan, R. M. 
Richard, J. P. 
Hochuli, U. E. 
Harger, R. 0. 
Pai, S. I. 
Thompson, 0 .  E. 
Balakrishnan, A. V. 
Weidner, J. R. 
Weidner, J. R. 
Basili, V. R. 
Alley, C. 0. 
Witczak, M. W. 
Khanna, R. J. 
Wilkerson, T. D. 
Moore, J. H. 
Thompson, 0. E. 
Cume, D. G. 
Cume, D. G. 
Wall, N. S. 
Gordon, H. R. 
Carignan, G. R. 
Carignan, G. R. 
Howath, J. J. 
Carignan, G. R. 
Donahue, T. M. 
MacNee, A. B. 
Hays, P. B. 
Carignan, G. R. 
Carignan, G. R. 
Carignan, G. R. 
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Teasdale, W. E. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Rippstein, W. J. 
Homick, J. L. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Leach, C. S. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Leach, C. S. 
Walner, J. L. 
Morrison, D. R. 
Homick, J. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Land, C. K. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Reveley, W. F. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Harris, J. W. 
Momson, D. R. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Browne, I. D. 
Homick, J. L. 
Sawin, C. F. 
Nolte, R. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Leach, C. S. 
Kondo, Y. 
Kondo, Y. 
Potter, A. E. 
Henize, K. G. 
Savely, R. T. 
McKay, D. S. 
Barnett, T. L. 
Barnett, T. L. 
Momson, D. R. 
Hams, J. W. 
Potter, A. E. 
Hams, J. W. 
Giuli, R. T. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Luczkowski, S. M. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Homick, J. L. 
Krishen, K. 
Davis, W. G. 
Nitschke, H. A. 
INSTITUTION 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BAYLOR COL OF MED 
BRANDEIS U NIVERSlTY 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF lNST OF TECH 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 




FLORIDA INST OF TECH 
FORT LEWIS COLLEGE 





HOUSTON BAPTIST UNlV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST U NIV 
HOUSTON BAPTIST U NIV 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 





LA STATE U-SHREVEPT 
MARQUEITE UNIVERSITY 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
































































Weathers, G. D. 
Buseck, P. R. 
Costa, A. J. 
Criswell, B. S. 
Duncan, W. C. 
Igarashi, M. 
Johnson, P. C. 
Suki, W. N. 
Criswell, B. S. 
Diferrante, N. 
Chalmers, J. H. 
Twomey, J. J. 
Lackner, J. R. 
Rutherford, M. J. 
Wasserburg, G. J. 
Epstein, S. 
Albee, A. L. 
Tombrello, T. A. 
Ahrens, T. J. 
Schilling, D. L. 
McNulty, P. J. 
Gaddis, J. L. 
Lett, J. T. 
Bassett, C. A. 
Horai, K. 
Rubin, A. L. 
Wells, G. N. 
Baker, J. R. 
Digregorio, G. J. 
Olree, H. 
Newton, R. W. 
Hays, J .  F. 
Moore-Ede, M. C. 
Modisette, J. L. 
Modisette, J. L. 
Morgan, T. H. 
Hawel, C. A. 
Choudhury, A. K. 
Basu, A. 
Feyerhenn, A. M. 
Kanemasu, E. T. 
Nyiri, L. K. 
Goldstein, J. I. 
McCluskey, G. E., Jr. 
Sclar, C. B. 
Moss, T. A. 
Fitts, R. H. 
Toksoz, M. N. 
Karel, M. 
Young, L. R. 
Simmons, M. G. 
Bums, R. G. 
Uhlmann, D. R. 
Brecher, A. 
Parker, D. E. 
Carver, K. R. 
Golden, R. L. 





































































Nachtwey, D. S. 
Peterson, J. 
Hams, J. W. 
Heydorn, R. P. 
Pieters, C. 
Raney, J. L. 
Momson, D. R. 
Momson, D. R. 
Browne, I. D. 
Hams, J. W. 
Grandfield, A. L. 
Joosten, R. E. 
Erickson, J. D. 
Ansbury, D. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
Kuznetz, L. H. 
Kelley, J. S. 
Kissinger, L. D. 
Amdt, G. D. 
Trevino, L. A. 
Kissinger, L. D. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Horz, F. 
Hull, W. E. 
Downs, J. 
Echelkamp, R. E. 
McCoy, J. E. 
Robbins, D. E. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Hams, J. W. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Easley, R. E. 
Smith, M. C., Jr. 
Browne, I. D. 
Buras, N. T. 
Browne, I. D. 
Blanchard, D. P. 
Dernel, K. J. 
Fams, G. W. 
Matthcws, R. E. 
Amsbury, D. L. 
Amsbury, D. L. 
Eason, R. 
Day, J. L. 
French, B. 0. 
Kimsey, S. L. 
Hams, J. W. 
Dtmel, K. J. 
Garcia, J. G. 
Harris, J. W. 
Hanis, J. W. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Hams, J. W. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY P R O G R A M  
C C R O S S  INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
INSTITUTION 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PAN AMERICAN UNIV 
PAN AMERICAN UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 














RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
ST MARY'S UNIV-SA 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 
TEXAS ACM UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNIV 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
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Schmitt, R. A. 
Lemaster, E. W. 
Glaser, F. M. 
Stocker, F. J. 
Hymer, W. C. 
Todd, P. W. 
Brams, E. A. 
Hollister, L. S. 
Bauer, M. E. 
Mrocynski, R. 
Landgrebe, D. A. 
Hoffer, R. M. 
Meyer, H. 0. 
Modest, M. F. 
Gutmann, R. J. 
Davis, S. H. 
Gordon, W. E. 
Wierum, F. A. 
Davis, S. H. 
Heymann, D. 
Klein, L. C. 
Hanss, R. E. 
Gowen, R. J. 
Westin, F. C. 
Grewal, G. S. 
Helliwell, R. A. 
Lala, G. G. 
Farhi, L. E. 
Bence, A. E. 
Schaeffer, 0. A. 
Hartung, J. B. 




Bums. E. E. 
Freund, R. J. 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
Guseman, L. F., Jr. 
Randall, J. D. 
Newton, R. R. 
Newton, R. W. 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
Harlan, J. C. 
Whitehorn, N. 
Shepard, P. 
Porinoy, W. M. 
Sellers, J. P., Jr. 
Bartels, P. H. 
Drake, M. J. 
Waite, W. P. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Reynolds, J. H. 
Price, P. B. 
Vogel, J. M. 
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ISC 
1 s r  
1sr  
1 sr 
























































Kimzey, S. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Goodrich, W. D. 
Richard, R. R. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Potter, A. E. 
Pels, G. F. 
Nitschke, H. A. 
Arndt, G. D. 
Bond, V. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Duke, M. 
Reschke, M. F. 
Leach, C. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Hull, W. E. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Horz, F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Nachtwey, D. S. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Hull, W. E. 
Edge, J. T. 
Day, J. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Williams R. J. 
Withrow, R. A. 
Franks, H. H. 
Howard, F. 
Howard, F. S. 
Buchanan, P. 
Springer, D. A. 
Keene, L. F. 
Jafferis, W. 
Morrison, J. D. 
Schlimmer, G. E. 
Perkins, E. E. 
Bostwick, L. G. 
Jafferis, W. 
Pope, C. D. 
Pope, C. D. 
Davis, T. C., Jr. 
Jafferis, W. 
Horne, F. W., Jr. 
Jafferis, W. 
Bland. R. A. 
Bland, R. A. 
Bland, R. A. 
Bland, R. A. 
Bryan, C. J. 
Spence, D. C. 














UNIV TEXASEL PAS0 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTON 
UNlV TEXASGALVESTON 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
U TEX PUB HLTH-HUS 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WEST FLORIDA 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 





FLORIDA INST O F  TECH 
FLORIDA INST O F  TECH 
FLORIDA INST O F  TECH 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
KENTUCKY STATE UNlV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
SAVANNAH STATE COL 
SOUTHEASTN OKLA ST U 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV STHN COLORADO 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
NAS 9-15164 Chen, J. P. 
NGL 43-001-140 Taylor, L. A. 
NAS 9-13680 Wagner, J. B. 
NAS 9-14491 Hartwig, W. H. 
NAS 9-14581 Latham, G. V. 
NAS 9-14810 Latham, G. V. 
NAS 9-15093 Barnes, T. 
NAS 9-15217 Tucker, A. J. 
NAS 9-15401 Crow, G. L. 
NAS 9-15482 Friedrich, 0. M. 
NAS 9-15567 Szebekely, V. G. 
NSG 9021 Gose, W. A. 
NSG 9062 Hoffer, J. M. 
NAS 9-14641 Correia, M. J. 
NAS 9-15565 Ziegler, M. G. 
NSG 9049 Morgan, J. W. 
NAS 9-15388 Booth, F. 
NSG 9026 Blomquist, C. G.  
NAS 9-13029 Nelp, W. B. 
NAS 9-13743 Brownlee, D. E. 
NSG 9032 Adams, J. D. 
NSG 9052 Brownlee, D. E. 
NAS 9-15417 Schaefer, H. J. 
NAS 9-15580 Schnoes, H. K. 
NAS 9-14871 Caldwell, M. M. 
NAS 9-15092 Pratt, L. H. 
NSG 9063 Eckberg, D. L. 
NAS 9-15091 Demerdash, N. A. 
NAS 9-15287 Rivers, D. B. 
NGL 26-008-065 Walker, R. M. 
NSG 9055 Haskin, L. A. 
NSG 9073 Haskin, L. A. 
NGR 10-022-001 Poonai, P. 
NAS10-8399 Bowman, T. E. 
NAS10-9166 Bowman, T. A. 
NAS10-946 1 Thomas, J. J. 
NAS10-8986 Vickers, D. H. 
NAS10-9455 Riad, S. M. 
NAS10-9097 Michelson, R. E. 
NAS10-9210 Woody, J. A. 
NSG 801 Kloek, G. 
NAS10-9115 Noda, T. 
NSG 803 Ghuman, G. S. 
NSG 802 Robinson, J. L. 
NAS10-8518 Krider, E. P. 
NAS10-8920 Sutherland, R. 
NAS10-9168 Bartholic. J. F. 
NAS10-9348 Bartholic, J. F. 
NAS10-9378 Childers, D. G. 
NAS10-9471 Blasquez, C. H. 
NGR 10405-169 Uman, M. A. 
NAS10-8926 Lee, S. S. 
NAS10-8954 Hirschberg, J. G. 
NAS10-9005 Lee, S. S. 
NAS10-9410 Lee, S. S. 
NSG 806 Mahan, K. I. 
NAS 1-15168 Greeley, R. 
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LARC Meador, W. E. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Davis, R. C. 
LARC Starnes, J. H. 
LARC Ward, J. C., Jr. 
LARC Walker, G. H. 
LARC Morris, G. J. 
LARC Lansing, D. L. 
LARC Byvik, C. E. 
LARC Montgomery, R. C. 
LARC Hess, R. V. 
LARC Poe, C. C., Jr. 
LARC Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
LARC Dunning, R. S. 
LARC Anderson, A. F. 
LARC Anderson, A. F. 
LARC Young, P. R. 
LARC Russell, J. M., 111 
LARC Crouch, R. K. 
LARC Staaeter, T. A. 
LARC Russell, J. M., 111 
LARC Cooper, J. E. 
LARC Russell, J. M., 111 
LARC Powell, C. A. 
LARC Mixson, J. S. 
LARC Harris, R. L., Sr. 
LARC Cawthom, J. M. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Costen, R. C. 
LARC Russell, J. M., 111 
LARC Price, D. B. 
LARC Smith, G. L. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC McMaster, L. R. 
LARC Hardin, J. C. 
LARC Cox, J. 
LARC Duberg, J. E. 
LARC Duberg, J. E. 
LARC Margolis, K. 
LARC Bobbitt, P. J. 
LARC Anderson, R. A. 
LARC Margolis, K. 
LARC Croswell. W. F. 
LARC Callis, L. B., Jr. 
LARC Bailey, M. C. 
LARC Swann, R. T. 
LARC Suit, W. T. 
LARC Callis, L. B., Jr. 
LARC Costen, R. C. 
LARC Roderick, G. L. 
LARC Migneault, G. E. 
LARC Roderick, G. L. 
LARC Reed, W. H., 111 
LARC Crews, J. H., Jr. 
LARC Straeter, T. A. 
LARC Greene. G. C. 
BROOKLYN COLLEGE 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALlF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 










FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
GEORGE MASON UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 

































































Mutch, T. A. 
Anderson, D. L. 
Horowitz, N. H. 
Babcock, C. D., Jr. 
Knauss, W. G. 
Ryan, J. A. 
Milnes, A. G. 
Roby, A. B. 
Buoncristiani, A. M. 
Buoncristiani, A. M. 
Mekel, R. 
Tchen, C. M. 
Goree, J. G. 
Rudisill, C. S. 
Chukwu, E. N. 
Aceto, H., Jr. 
Rublein, G. T. 
Kranbuehl, D. E. 
Park, J. H. 
Sher, A. 
Donegan, M. K. 
Park. J. H. 
VonDerHaar, T. H. 
Crutzen, P. J. 




Sagan, C. E. 
Paine, D. A. 
House, F. B. 
Calise, A. J. 
House, F. B. 
Hess, S. K. 
Craig, R. A. 
Tam, C. K. 
















Yang, J. N. 
Liebowitz, H. 
Liebowitz, H. 






























































ACC . ,' 
NO. 
APPENDIX C 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
l cLn 
> .  . - 
. . . TECHNICAL 
-L OFFICER 
LARC Craidon, J. B. 
LARC Smith, G. L. 
LARC Credeur, K. R. 
LARC Tenney, D. R. 
LARC Lawrence, G. F. 
LARC O'Neal, R. L. 
LARC Hall, J. B., Jr. 
LARC Young, W. H., Jr. 
LARC O'Neal, R. L. 
LARC Hohl, F. 
LARC Newman, J .  C., Jr. 
LARC Poe, C. C., Jr. 
LARC McMaster, L. R. 
LARC Jewel], J. W., Jr. 
LARC Enckson, W. D. 
LARC Knox, C. E. 
LARC Katzberg, S. J. 
LARC Bushnell, D. M. 
LARC Straeter, T. A. 
.LARC Beckwith, 1. E. 
LARC Katzberg, S. J. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Johnson, J. W. 
LARC Horner, G.  C. 
LARC Pinson, L. D. 
LARC Adelman, H. M. 
LARC Harvey, W. D. 
LARC Fralich, R. W. 
' LARC Sobieski, J .  
LARC Salas, M. D. 
LARC Shoosmith, J. N. 
LARC Abel, I. 
LARC Bush, H. G. 
LARC Abel, I. 
LARC Bavuso, S. J. 
LARC Everett, R. A., Jr. 
LARC Campbell, J. W. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC McMaster, L. R. 
LARC Hubbard, H. H. 
LARC Maddalon, D. V. 
LARC Reid, H. J., Jr. 
LARC Queijo, M. J. 
LARC Rhodes, M. D. 
LARC Hoad, D. R. 
LARC Byvik, C. E. 
LARC Byvik, C. E. 
LARC Bland, S. R. 
LARC Armstrong, E. S. 
LARC Shoosmith, J. N. 
LARC Outlaw, R. A. 
LARC Fichter, W. B. 
LARC Boyden, R. P. 
LARC Akey, N. D. 
LARC Amstrong, E. S. 
LARC Hefner, J. N. 
INSTITUTION 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGETOWN UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 













ILL INST O F  TECH 
ILL INST O F  TECH 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
ISRAEL INST O F  TECH 
lSRAEL INST O F  TECH 
ISRAEL INST OF TECH 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
LEHlGH UNlVERSITY 
MARY BALDWIN COLLEGE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 




































































Zimmer, R. P. 
Blue, M. D. 
Wilkins, R. D. 
Gray, R. B. 
Gaylord, T. K. 
Clement, J. D. 
Atluri, S. N. 
Hanagud, S. V. 
Grams, G. W. 
Williams, G. K. 
Darden, G. C. 
Hargrove, A. 
Trehan, A. K. 
Anyiwo, J. C. 
Hargrove, A. 
Anyiwo, J. C. 
Trehan, A. K. 
McElroy, M. B. 
Weissman, W. E. 
Jones, I. W. 
Bainum, P. M. 
Haftka, R. T. 
Nagib, H. M. 
McDaniel, T. 3. 
Pierson, B. L. 
Anderson, D. A. 




Masson, G. M. 
Erdogan, F. 
Sawyer, J. 0. 
Biemann, K. 
Rich, A. 
Shapiro, I. I. 
Cunnold, D. M. 
Ingard, K. V. 
Taneja, N. K. 
Simpson, R. W. 
Young, L. R. 
Mar, J. W. 
Widnall, S. E. 
Wrighton. M. S. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Hams, W. L. 
Stein, G. 
Moses, J. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Williams, J. H., Jr. 
Covert, E. E. 
Fonstad, C. G. 
Athans, M. 
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Boyden, R. P. 
Price, H. L. 
Singh, J. J. 
Armstrong, E. S. 
Hohl, F. 
Hohl, F. 
Hardin, J. C. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Hall, A. W. 
Stewart, E. C. 
Hogge, J. E. 
McLemore, H. C. 
Judd, J. H. 
Holmes, B. J. 
Young, P. R. 
Darden, C. M. 
Huber, P. W. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Edwards, C. L. 
Liu, C. H. 
Rhodes, M. D. 
Allario, F. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Buckley, J. D. 
Mayes, W. H. 
Croswell, W. F. 
Meador, W. E. 
Crane, H. L. 
Hutchby, J. A. 
Mayes, W. H. 
Husson, C. 
Hatfield, J. J. 
Brooks, T. F. 
Campbell, J. F. 
Long, E. R., Jr. 
Shoosmith, J. N. 
Park, S. K. 
Skmp, W. S. 
Barnwell, R. W. 
Gilreath, M. C. 
Reid, H. J., Jr. 
Seiner, J. M. 
Anderson, A. F. 
Erkkson, W. D. 
Keating, G. M. 
Tripp, J. S. 
Harris, J. E. 
Harris, J. E. 
Dodgen, J. A. 
Kershner, D. D. 
Gapcynski, J. P. 
Davis, J. G., Jr. 
Hellbaum, R. F. 
Harris, J. E. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Melfi, L. T., Jr. 
Card, M. F. 
Peterson, J. B., Jr. 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSlSSIPPl STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISS UNIV FOR WOMEN 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 



























































Covert, E. E. 
McGany, F. J. 
Greytak, T. J. 
Stein, G. 
Wells, W. E. 
Wells, W. E. 
Man,  G. 
Thompson, J. F. 
Cross, E. J., Jr. 
Bennett, A. G., Jr. 
Butler, C. M. 
Cross, E. J., Jr. 
Cross, E. J., Jr. 
Cross, E. J., Jr. 
Pratt, J. R. 
Ting, L. 
Agnone, A. M. 
Garabedian, P. R. 
Zakkay, V. 
Ting. L. 
Sharma, A. V. 
Yu, C. 
Alexander, W. E. 
Botros, B. M. 
Howath, J. J. 
Kauffman, J. F. 
Hassan, H. A. 
Smetana, F. 0. 
Hauser, J. R. 
Hart, F. D. 
Snyder, W. E. 
Stroh, R. W. 
Hodgson, T. H. 
Dejamette, F. 'R. 
Memory, J. D. 
Meyer, C. D., Jr. 
Roulier, J. A. 
Memory, J. D. 
Gregorek, G. M. 
Burnside. W. D. 
McFarland, R. H. 
McLaughlin, D. K. 
Maygarden, E. M. 
Roberts, A. S., Jr. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Tcheng, P. L. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Cooke, C. H. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Barna, P. S. 
Breedlove, W. J., Jr. 
Thornton, E. A. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Goglia, G. L. 
lhvak,  A. 
Brock, F. J. 
Tweed, J. 
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A Wieting, A. R. 
A m r  Holmes, H. K. 
ADC Campbell, T. G. 
* D r  McMaster, L. R. 
Lamar, J. E. 
,ARC Hohl, F. 
LARC Hammond, C. E. 
LARC Gainer, P. A. 
LARC Phillips, D. H. 
LARC Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
LARC Beck, S. M. 
LARC Johnson, R. W. 
LARC Hanks, R. R. 
LARC Graves, R. A., Jr. 
LARC Conway, E. J. 
LARC Hoell, J. M. 
LARC Groom, N. J. 
LARC Browell, E. V. 
LARC Creedon, J. F. 
.LARC Harvey, W. D. 
LARC Graves, R. A., Jr. 
LARC Sutton, K. 
LARC Kilgore, R. A. 
LARC Dixon, S. C. 
LARC Barnwell, R. W. 
LARC Moul, M. T. 
LARC Lisagor, W. B. 
LARC Suttles, J. T. 
, LARC Yates, E. C., Jr. 
LAP-C Lamar, J. E. 
LARC Fisher, B. D. 
LARC Smith, R. F. 
LARC Fripp, A. L. 
LARC Hoppe, J. C. 
LARC Rudy, D. H. 
LARC Salas, M. D. 
LARC Swanson, R. C. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Miller, G. K. 
LARC Reid, H. J., Jr. 
LARC Honaker, W. C. 
LARC Mixson, J. S. 
LARC Roderick, G. L. 
LARC Wood, G. M. 
LARC Swann, R. T. 
LARC Beach, H. L., Jr. 
LARC Levine, J. S. 
LARC Bushnell, D. M. 
LARC O'Neal, R. L. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Wiqiams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
LARC Outlaw, R. A. 
LARC Outlaw, R. A. 
LARC Shoosmith, J. N. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
INSTITUTION 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMlNlON UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
POLY INST O F  NY 
POLY INST O F  NY 
POLY INST O F  NY 











SAN DIEGO STATE UNlV 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 








































































Thornton, E. A. 
Zuckerwar, A. J. 
Becher, J. 
Chu, W. P. 
Kuhlman, J. M. 
Harries, W. L. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Varanasi, M. R. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Kuo, C. Y. 
Ibrahim, S. R. 
Tiwari. S. N. 
Heinbockel, J. H. 
Copeland, G. E. 
Roberts, A. S., Jr. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Breedlove, W. J., Jr. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Tiwari, S. N. 
Tiwari, S. N. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Thornton, E. A. 
Cooke, C. H. 
Liberty, S. R. 
Cupschalk, S. G. 
Tiwari, S. N. 
Kandil, 0. A. 
Goglia, G. L. 
McCormick, B. W. 
Stocker, F. R. 
White, W. B. 
Lederman, S. 
Rubin, S. G. 
Moretti, G. 
Rubin, S. G. 
Baird, A. K. 
Hargraves, R. B. 
Sockel, E. 
Graham, D. 
Miles, R. B. 
Dowell, E. H. 
Sun, C. T. 
White, F. A. 
Ansell, G. S. 
Johnson, J. A., I11 
Angione, R. J. 
Simpson, R. L. 
Scott, R. L., Jr. 
Levinthal, E. C. 
Lederberg, J. 
Tyler, G. L. 
Ashley, H. 
Madix, R. J. 
Madix, R. J. 
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Stermer, R. L. 
South, J. C., Jr. 
Lytle, C. D. 
Chambers, J. R. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McMaster, L. R. 
Hammond, C. E. 
Keating, G. M. 
Sobieszczanski, J. 
Cary, A. M., Jr. 
Card, M. F. 
Monteith, J. H. 
Senn, E. H. 
Loendorf, D. D. 
Deaton, J. W. 
Bowker, D. E. 
Cooper, P. A. 
Bowker, D. E. 
McWithey, R. R. 
Bushnell, D. M. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McCormack, M. P. 
Orr, H. D. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Margason, R. J. 
Walker, G. H. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Morgan, H. L., Jr. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Maestrello, L. 
Evans, J. S. 
Salmirs, S. 
Jordan, F. L., Jr. 
Jordan, F. L., Jr. 
Will, R. W. 
Hohl, F. 
Coffee, C. W., Jr. 
Rummler, D. R. 
Crane, H. L. 
Pride, R. A. 
Lamar, J. E. 
Campbell, J. F. 
Rummler, D. R. 
Howell, W. E. 
Stephens, D. G. 
Schroeder, L. C. 
Pritchsrd, E. B. 
Campbell, J .  F. 
Holmes, B. J. 
Croswell, W. F. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Fralich, R. W. 
Browell, E. V. 
Browell, E. V. 
Benz, H. F. 
Schy, A. A. 
INSTITUTION 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV COLORADGBOLDR 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 









UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY O F  LOWELL 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 

































































Carlson, L. A. 
Painter, J. H. 
Chevalier, H. L. 
Herman, B. M. 
Herman, B. M. 
Friedmann, P. 
Knuth, E. L. 
Schmit, L. A. 
Libby, P. A. 
Nayfeh, A. H. 
Brown, D. L. 
Fosdick, L. D. 
Jordan, H. F. 
Pipes, R. B. 
Klemas, V. 
Pipes, R. B. 
Klemas, V. 
Vinson, J. R. 
Danberg, J. E. 
Murcray, D. G .  
Goldman, A. 
Murcray, D. G. 
Murcray, D. G. 
Murcray, D. G. 
Fearn, R. L. 
Li, S. S. 
Chameides, W. L. 
Fearn, R. L. 
Oro, J. 
Hussain, A. K. 
Chung, P. M. 
Jensen, R. S. 
Ormsbee, A. 1. 
Ormsbee, A. I. 
Campbell, R. H. 
Miley, G. H. 
VanAllen, J. A. 
Wu, H. C. 
Kohlman, D. L. 
Lenzen, K. H. 
Roskam, J. 
Lan, C. E. 
Zerwekh, R. P. 
Reese, C. D. 
Roskam, J. 
Moore, R. K. 
Lenzen, K. H. 
Lan, C. E. 
Roskam, J. 
Moore, R. K. 
Peters, L. K. 
Peters, L. K. 
McElman, J. A. 
Wilkerson, T. D. 
Wilkerson, T. D. 
Lin, H. C. 
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TECH 
OFF 





























































Martin, D. J. 
Will, R. W. 
Conner, D. W. 
Spence, D. C. 
Kilgore, R. A. 
Bundick, W. T. 
Mayes, W. H. 
Bowles, R. L. 
Hueschen, R. M. 
Tapscott, R. J .  
Barker, L. E. 
Humes, D. H. 
Will, R. W. 
Deloach, R. 
Williams, T. S., Jr. 
Russell, J. M., 111 
Heyson, H. H. 
Northam, G. B. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Young, W. H., Jr. 
Hedgepeth, K. D. 
McCormick, M. P. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McMaster, L. R. 
McCormick, M. P. 
Hohl, F. 
Exton, R. J. 
Bell, V. L. 
Martin, D. J. 
Posey, J. 
Anderson, A! F. 
Erickson, W. D. 
Davis, J. G., Jr. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Smith, A. 
Johnston, N. J. 
Young, P. R. 
Progar, D. J. 
Montgomery, R. C. 
Hoffman, E. L. 
Hoffman, E. L. 
Hefner, J. N. 
Yates, E. C.. Jr. 
Maahs, H. G. 
Miserentino, R. 
StClair, T. L. 
Creedon, J. F. 
Hefner, J. N. 
Whitcomb, J. D. 
Campbell, J. W. 
Tenney, D. R. 
Pellett, G. L. 
Slemp, W. S. 
Tenney, D. R. 
StClair, A. K. 
Moss, J. N. 
StClair, T. L. 
Straeter, T. A. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  ViRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
U NIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 




UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
































































Barnes, D. W. 
Berman, W. J. 
Kuhlthau, A. R. 
Johnson, R. E. 
Zapata, R. N. 
McAlpine, G. A. 
Jacobson, 1. D. 
Brown, R. L., Jr. 
Cook, G. E. 
Jacobson, I. D. 
Parrish, E. A., Jr. 
Singer, S. F. 
Pratt, T. W. 
Jacobson, I. D. 
Leovy, C. B. 
kovy ,  C. B. 
Rae, W. H. 
Weinman, J. A. 
Johnson, R. A. 
Bratanow, T. 
Pepin, T. J. 
Pepin, T. J. 
Pepin, T. J. 
Hofmann, D. J. 
Pepin, T. J. 
Lee, J. H. 
Tellinghuisen, J. B. 
Stump, B. L. 
Robertson, R. M. 
Nayfeh, A. H. 
Unavailable 
Drew, D. R. 
Herakovich, C. T. 
.Cliff, E. M. 
Sanzone, G. 
Wolfe, J. F. 
Mason, J. G. 
Wightman, J. P. 
VanLandingham, H. F. 
Herakovich, C. T. 
Stinchcomb, W. W. 
Nayfeh, A. H. 
Mook, D. T. 
Frair, K. L. 
Hallauer, W. L., Jr. 
Ogliaruso, M. A. 
VanLandingham, H. F. 
Saric, W. S. 
Reifsnider, K. L. 
Myers, R. H. 
Louthan, M. R., Jr. 
Wightman, J. P. 
Taylor, L. T. 
Houska, C. R. 
McGrath, J. E. 
Lewis, C. H. 
Wolfe, J. F. 
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TECH 
t OFF TECHNICAL 
U)C OFFICER 
LARC Miserentino, R. 
LARC Montgomery, R. C. 
LARC Tenney, D. R. 
LARC Hayduk, R. J. 
LARC Lansing, D. L. 
LARC Singh, J. J. 
LARC Williams, T. S., Jr. 
LARC Heyman, J. S. 
LARC Maestrello, L. 
LARC Morris, C. E., 3r. 
LARC Noonan, K. W. 
LARC McGhee, R. J. 
LARC Queijo, M. J .  
LARC Wood, G. M. 
LERC Bifano, W. J. 
LERC Hippensteele, S. A. 
LERC Morris, J. F. 
LERC Decker, A. J. 
LERC Herbell, T. P. 
. LERC Gluyas, R. E. 
LERC Coe, H. H. 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Witzke, W. R. 
LERC Srawley, J. E. 
LERC Srawley, J. E. 
LERC Cunningham, R. E. 
LERC Labus, T. M. 
LERC Smetana, J .  
I LERC Glasgow, T. K. 
LERC Gray, H. R. 
LERC Bishop, A. R. 
LERC Kohl, F. J. 
LERC Fortini, A. 
LERC Bober, L. J. 
LERC Sockol, P. M. 
LERC Dunning, J. W., Jr. 
LERC Neustadter, H. E. 
LERC Stevens, G. H. 
LERC Anderson, B. H. 
LERC Weigand, A. J. 
LERC Mirtich, M. J. 
LERC Serafini, T. T. 
LERC Lauver, It. W. 
LERC Weigand, A. G. 
LERC Purvis, C. K. 
LERC Fordyce, J. S. 
LERC Riddlebaugh, S. M. 
LERC Anderson, B. H. 
LERC Hingst, W. R. 
LERC Labus. T. L. 
LERC Hirschberg, M. H. 
LERC Deissler, R. G. 
LERC Fordyce. J. S. 
LERC Young, S. G. 
LERC Braun, W. H. 
LERC Rotnem, J. 0. 
LERC Weigand, A. J. 
LERC Townsend, D. P. 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WASHINGTON UNlVERSTY 
WAYNE STATE UNIV 
WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WRIGHT STATE UNIV 
XAVIER UNIV-LA 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 




CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 





CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 
CHICAGO STATE UNIV 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
GRANT/ 























NG R 05-058-003 
NAS 3-20370 



































Hallauer, W. L., Jr. 
VanLandingham, H. F. 
Unnam, J.  
Kamat, M. P. 
Agrawal, K. M. 
Stronach, C. E. 
Arvidson, R. E. 
Miller, J. G. 
Chow, P. L. 
Gibbs, E. H. 
Rodgers, E. J. 
Wentz, W. H., Jr. 
Wells, W. R. 
Ioup, J. W. 
Bahr, D. M. 
Metzger, D. E. 
Jacobson, D. L. 
Ranson, W. F. 
Richman. M. H. 
Snyder, W. J. 
Nypan, L. J. 
Reardon, F. H. 
Bhat, G. K. 
Swedlow, J. L. 
Swedlow, J. L. 
Hughes, W. F. 
Ostrack, S. 
Collin, R. E. 
Ebert, L. J. 
Hehemann, R. H. 
Reshotko, E. 




Angus, J. C. 
Zacks, S. 
Pao, Y. H. 
Lynch, W. C. 
Gibbons, D. F. 
Topich, J. A. 
Koenig, J. t. 
Ritchey, W. M. 
Gibbons, D. F. 
Gordan, W. L. 
Liu, C. C. 
Greber, 1. 
Parke, F. I. 
Greber, I. 
Ostrach, S. 
Manson. S. S. 
Ling, S. C. 
Craft, T. J., Sr. 
Treptow. R. S. 
Weinstein, H. 
Arozuliah, M. 
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Brown, G. V. 
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Nieberding, W. C. 
Beach, R. F. 
Reynolds, T. W. 
Priem, R. J. 
Kerslake, W. R. 
Mantenieks, M. A. 
Brown, G. V. 
Rawlin, V. K. 
Domitz, S. 
Chubb, D. L. 
Mirtich, M. J. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Stevens, N. J. 
Sater, B. L. 
Grier, N. T. 
Glasgow, T. K. 
Flood, D. J. 
Aron, P. R. 
Marek, C. J. 
Zeleznik, F. J. 
Grimes, H. H. 
Hansen, 1. G. 
Ford, W. F. 
Jackson, H. D. 
Poley, W. A. 
Stevens, G. H. 
Huff, R. G. 
Baumeister, K. J. 
Priem, R. J. 
Jones, W. R., Jr. 
Feiler, C. E. 
Braun, W. H. 
Groeneweg, J. F. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Anderson, W. J. 
Wintucky, E. G.  
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Batterton, P. G. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Sovey, J. S. 
Crouse, J. E. 
McNally, W. D. 
Holms, A. G. 
Mularz, E. J. 
Weinberg, I. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Scheuermann. C. M. 
Giuyas, R. E. 
Vary, A. 
Brabbs, T. A. 
Adamczyk, J. J. 
Reinmann, J. J. 
Norgren, C. T. 
Baumeister. K. 1. 
INSTITUTION 
CLEVELAND STATE UNlV 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 









GEORGE WASHlNGTON U 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
ILL INST O F  TECH 
1LL lNST OF TECH 
IND U-PURDUE-INDAPLS 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
ISRAEL INST O F  TECH 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 





MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 










NGR 06-002- 112 
NGR 06-002-147 


















DEN 3 73 

































Chu, C. W. 
Yeh, H. C. 
Maisel, J. F. 
Burghart, J. H. 
Daniel, S. R. 
Mitchell, C. E. 
Wilbur, P. J. 
Wilhelm, H. E. 
Etters, R. D. 
Kaufman, H. R. 
Kaufman, H. R. 
Collins, G. J. 
Kaufman, H. R. 
Sadeh, W. Z. 
Yadlowsky, E. J. 
Sites, J. R. 
Kaufman, H. R. 
Tien, J. K. 
Ashcroft, N. W. 
Ruoff, A. L. 
Gouldin, F. C. 
Rosen, G. H. 
Lawley, A. 
Wilson, T. G. 
Smith, D. A. 
Wood, F. B. 
Zimmer, R. P. 
Zimmer, R. P. 
Strahle, W. C. 
Zinn, B. T. 
Korkan, K. D. 
Winer, W. 0. 
Cassonova, R. A. 
Weinstein, H. 
Nagib, H. M. 
Bodonyi, R. J. 
Serovy, G. K. 
Etsion, I. 
Chu, C. S. 
Johnson, D. L. 
Kraft, R. W. 
Rockwell, D. 0. 
Sih, G. C. 
Micale, F. J. 
Thompkins, W. T., Jr. 
Kerrebrock, J. L. 
Witmer, E. A. 
Heywood, J. 9. 
Gatos, H. C. 
McGany, F. G. 
Flemings, M. C. 
Senturia, S. D. 
Williams, I. H., Jr. 
Hoult, D. P. 
Kerrebrock, J. L. 
Lax, B. 
Howard, J. B. 
Ungard, K. U. 
FIELD 
CODE 
ACC . 2 ,  3 
NO. r" 
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Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 
Braun, W. H. 
Adamnyk, J. J. 
Vary, A. 
Barrett, C. A. 
Salzman, J. A. 
Labus, T. L. 
Godlewski, M. P. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Behrendt, D. R. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Zaretsky, E. V. 
Coy, J. J. 
Wedeven, L. D. 
Gray, H. R. 
Bill, R. C. 
Britsch, W. R. 
Hirschberg, M. H. 
Priem, R. J. 
Stone, J. R. 
Heidmann, M. F. 
Sanders, W. A. 
Gelder, T. F. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Berkopec, F. D. 
Stevens, N. J. 
Sockol, P. M. 
Will, H. A. 
Pelouch, J. J., Jr. 
Cassidy, J. F. 
Bishop, A. R. 
Davidson, H. W. 
Katsanis, T. 
Lehtinen, B. 
Serafini, J. S. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Lyons, V. J. 
Jones, W. R., Jr. 
Lad, R. A. 
Gaugler, R. E. 
Gaugler, R. E. 
Weinberg, I. 
Holdeman, J. D. 
Morris, J. F. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Priem, R. J. 
Priem, R. J. 
Brown, G. V. 
Marek, C. J. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Titran, R. H. 
Fordyce, J. S. 
Stephens, J. R. 
Marek, C. J. 
Marek, C. J. 
Spera, D. A. 
Friedman, R. 
Burkhart. J. A. 
INSTITUTION 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN TECH UNIV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 







OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNlV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNlV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 














STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY 
TRENTON STATE COL 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 




UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
































































Kolm, H. H. 
Kerrebrock, J. L. 
Greitzer, E. M. 
Williams, J. H., Jr. 
Heckel, R. W. 
Armstrong, R. L. 
Keller, J. B. 
Hauser, J. R. 
Burton, R. A. 
Waber, J. T. 
Burton, R. A. 
Cheng, H. S. 
Cheng, H. S. 
Cheng, H. S. 
Beck, F. H. 
Black, J. T. 
Lakshminarayana, B. 
Zamrik, S. Y. 
Faeth, G. hi. 
Amdt, R. E. 
Lakshminarayana, B. 
Bradt, R. C. 
Henderson, R. E. 
Lakshminarayana, B. 
Robinson, J. W. 
Robinson, J. W. 
Lakshminarayana, B. 
Lederman, S. 
O'Neill, G. K. 
Sirignan, W. A. 
Hoffman, J. D. 
L'Ecuyer, M. R. 
Thompson, H. D. 
Leonard, R. G. 
Sullivan, J. P. 
Sun, C. T. 
Skifstadt, J. G. 
Laver, J. A. 
Rorschach, H. E. 
Kays, W. M. 
Johnston, J. P. 
Corbett, J. W. 
Mohnen, V. A. 
Shaw, D. T. 
Berlad, A. L. 
Ventrice, M. B. 
O'Hara, J. C. 
Ford, A. L. 
Feng, C. C. 
Weinstein, A. M. 
Ramirez, R. P. 
Urzendowski, R. M. 
Morris, J. W. 
Dailey, J. W. 
Oppenheim, A. K. 
Friedman, P. P. 
English, J. M. 
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Salzman, J. A. 
Salzman, J. A. 
Flood, D. J. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Woollam, J. A. 
Woollam, J. A. 
Purvis, C. K. 
Marek, C. J. 
Rice, E. J. 
Sundberg, G. R. 
Riley, T. J. 
Jones, R. E. 
Stepka, F. S. 
Blue, J. W. 
Miner, R. V., Jr. 
Coy, J. J. 
Groeneweg, J. F. 
Hein, G. F. 
Stevenson, S. M. 
Entile, L. G. 
Stevenson, S. M. 
Gentile, L. C. 
Acurio, J. 
Namkoong, D. 
Adamczyk, J. J. 
Sheibley, D. W. 
Godlewski, M. P. 
Alston, W. B. 
Gilbert, L. J. 
Bober, L. J. 
Dunning, J. W.,  Jr. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Scribbe, H. W. 
Stockman, N. 0. 
Forestieri, A. F. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Brown, W. F., Jr. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Stephens, J. R. 
Fleming, D. P. 
Simoneau, R. J. 
Coles, W. D. 
Shannon, J. L., Jr. 
Cooper, L. P. 
Beam, L. W. 
Ercegovic, D. E. 
Lauver, R. W. 
Sovey, J. S. 
Morris, J. F. 
Wedeven, L. D. 
Weigand, A. J. 
Cochran, T. H. 
Haggard, J. B. 
Feiler, C. E. 
Seldner, K. 
Crouse, J. E. 
Burkhart, J. A. 
Scott, J. N. 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CANTERBURY 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CINClNNATI 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV OF CINCINNATI 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNlV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 





UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNIV O F  LOUJSVILLE 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNlV MOROLLA 
UNIV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNIV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
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Austin, R. W. 
Austin, R. W. 
Oesterreicher, H. 
Williams, F. A. 
Webb, G. W. 
Luo, H. L. 
Whipple, E. C., Jr. 
Libby, P. A. 
Eversman, W. 
Henderson, H. T. 
Nevin, J. H. 
Kauffman, C. W. 
Tabakoff, W. 
Jha, S. 
Antolovich, S. D. 
Huston, R. L. 
Uberoi, M. S. 
Engler, N. A. 
Martino, J. P. 
Engier, N. A. 
Martino, J. P. 
Engler, N. A. 
Militello, J. 
Birchenall, C. E. 
Seidel, B. S. 
Walker, R. D., Jr. 
Lindholm, F. A. 
Butler, G. B. 
Hwang, H. H. 
Chow, W. L. 
Verdeyen, J. T. 
Strehlow, R. A. 
Conry, T. F. 
Chou, D. C. 
Lenzen, K. H. 
Lienhard, J. H. 
Conrad, H. 
Altenkirch, R. A. 
Conrad, H. 
Chifds, D. W. 
Sengers, J. V. 
Spain, I. L. 
Craig, H. L., Jr. 
Nicholls, J. A. 
Bolt, J. A. 
Kauffman, C. W. 
Yeh, G. S. 
Wehner, G. K. 
Chanin, L. M. 
Medrow, R. A. 
Yasuda, H. K. 
Kanury, A. M. 
Kanury, A. M. 
Atassi, H. 
Sain, M. K. 
Roberts, W. B. 
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M C  OFFICER 
LERC Fordyce, J. S. 
LERC McBrien, E. F. 
LERC Brown, G. V. 
LERC Kohl, F. J. 
LERC Triner, J. E. 
LERC Dittmar. J. H. 
LERC Graham, R. W. 
LERC Sovie, R. J. 
LERC Moeckel, W. E. 
LERC Sheibley, D. W. 
LERC Rice, E. J. 
LERC Brandhorst, H. W., Jr. 
LERC Lehtinen, B. 
LERC Connolley, D. J. 
LERC Labus, T. L. 
LERC Spera, D. A. 
LERC Cunningham, R. E. 
LERC Lehtinen, B. 
LERC Cunningham, R. E. 
. LERC Valentine, H. H. 
LERC Valentine, H. H. 
LERC DiCarlo, J. A. 
LERC Maslowski, E. A. 
LERC Shaw, R. J. 
LERC Sovey, J. S. 
LERC Phillips, 9. R. 
LERC Smith, J. M. 
LERC Hsu, L. C. 
LERC Godlewski, M. P. 
LERC Fryburg, G. C. 
LERC Fryburg, G. C. 
LERC Godlewski, M. P. 
LERC Morris, J. F. 
MSFC Williams, J. R. 
MSFC Parnell, T. A. 
MSFC Schafer, C. F. 
MSFC Bilbro, J. W. 
MSFC Humphries, W. R. 
MSFC Allen, R. E. 
MSFC Snyder, R. S. 
MSFC Gould, J. M. 
MSFC Downs, S. W., Jr. 
MSFC Snyder, R. S. 
MSFC Lee, G. 
MSFC Camp, D. W. 
MSFC Williams, J. R. 
MSFC Fountain, J. A. 
MSFC Moore, W. W., Jr. 
MSFC Zwiener, J. M. 
MSFC Finnell, S. E. 
MSFC Shriver, E. L. 
MSFC Woodis, K. W. 
MSFC Zwiener, J. M. 
MSFC Kent, M. I. 
MSFC White, J. B. 
MSFC Cummings, R. E. 
MSFC Keer, J. H. 
> MSFC Matheney, J. L. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 







UNIV TEXASEL PAS0 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
VIRGINiA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY 1NST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WILBERFORCE UNIV 




OREGON GRADUATE CTR 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNiV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
ATHENS STATE COLLEGE 
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Liu, C. C. 
Hamilton, H. B. 
Wallace, W. E. 
Meier, G. H. 
Garrett, S. J. 
34 Lunsdaine, E. 
Reid, R. L. 
Dicks, J. B. 
Powers, E. J. 
Lagow, R. J. 
Blackstock, D. T. 
Brient, S. J. 
Leininger, G. G. 
Rush, W. F. 
DeWitt, K. J. 
Koza, K. R. 
Keith, T. G. 
Leininger, G. G. 
Gunter, E. J. 
Martini, W. R. 
Martini, W. R. 
Adams, D. F. 
Demerdash, N. A. 
Jakubowski, A. K. 
Dwight, D. W. 
Wen, C. Y. 
Greywall, M. S. 
Stickney, P. B. 
Lanyon, H. P. 
Rosner, D. E. 
Rosner, D. E. 
Pollak, F. 
Swanson, L. S. 
Lal, R. 8. 
George, M. C. 
Lal, R. 9. 
Murty, S. S. 
Saha, H. 
Savage, J. 
Gibson, W. L. 
Shiva, S. G. 
Montgomery, 0. L. 
Savage, J. 
Woodfin, M. A. 
Logan, E., Jr. 
Wagner, J. B. 
McNutt, R. C. 
Martin, A. M., 111 
Workman, G. L. 
Workman, G. L. 
McNutt, R. C. 
Workman, G. L. 
Workman. G. L. 
Reed, J. L. 
Carroll, B. D. 
Vachon, R. I. 
Pinson, L. J. 
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Huffman, J. D. 
Routh, D. E. 
Routh, D. E. 
Routh, D. E. 
Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
Nola, F. J. 
Shackelford, B. W., Jr. 
Daniel, C. C. 
Hastings, L. J. 
Hastings, L. J. 
Hastings, L. J. 
O'Dell, C. R. 
Guynes, B. V. 
Talley, D. 
Gross, L. A. 
Schafer, C. F. 
Schafer, C. F. 
Williams, J. R. 
Williams, J. R. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
Manning, H. S. 
Seltzer, S. M. 
Dailey, C. C. 
Kroes, R. L. 
Kent, M. 1. 
Kroes, R. L. 
Bianca, C. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Paludan, C. T. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Kerr, J. H. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Downs, S. W., Jr. 
Smith, 0. E. 
Reed, B. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
Snoddy, W. C. 
Bordelon, C. S. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Daiky, C. C. 
Dailcy, C. C. 
O'Dell, C. R. 
Kornfield, D. M. 
Reeves, F. A. 
Williams, J. R. 
Manning, H. S. 
Manning, H. S. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Meyers, C. H. 
Chassay, R. P. 
Reeves, F. A. 
VonTinhausen, G. F. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Hollis, B. R., Jr. 










BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
BALL STATE UNIVERSTY 
BELOIT COLLEGE 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 







FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
FLORIDA TECH UNIV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GEORGIA lNST OF TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 






lOWA STATE UNlV 




MASS INST O F  -TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST -OF TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
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FIRST PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR 
Vachon, R. I. 
Cook, K. B. 
Kerns, D. V. 
Kerns, D. V. 
Sforzini, R. H. 
Russell, D. 
Sforzini, R. H. 




Schroeder, D. J. 
Mendillo, M. 
Stone, E. C. 




Subramanian, R. S. 
Winn, C. B. 
Edwards, H. W. 
Sandhorn, V. A. 
Novick, R. 
Likins, P. A. 
Novick, R. 
Silberman, E. 
Mickens, R. E. 
Silberman, E. 
Carroll, W. E. 
Somewille, P. N. 
Dees, J. W. 
Justus, C. G. 
Callen, W. R. 
Dees, J. W. 
Faust, C. E. 
Shackelford, R. G. 
Justus, C. G. 
Pierce, A. D. 
Noyes, R. W. 
Vaiana, G. S. 
Noyes, R. W. 
Turnbull, D. 
Mufson, S. L. 
Lamb, R. C. 
Fastie, W. G. 
VanDerHoff, J. W. 
VanDerHoff, J. W. 
VanDerHoff, J. W. 
Bradt, H. V. 
Lewin, W. H. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Clark, G. W. 
Uhlmann, D. R. 
Uhlmann, D. R. 
Miller, R. H. 
Hitt, A. F. 
Trotter, D. 
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CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
0 OFF TECHNlCAL 
LOC OFFICER 
MSFC Clever, W. W. 
MSFC Hendrix, N. D. 
MSFC Sims, J. L. 
MSFC Broussard, P. H. 
MSFC Eby, P. B. 
MSFC Stephens, J. B. 
MSFC Stone, N. H. 
MSFC Ckmons, J. M. 
MSFC Vaughn, W. W. 
MSFC Burch, J. L. 
MSFC Clemons, J. M. 
MSFC Patterson, W. J. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC Stuckey, J. M. 
MSFC Downs, S. W., Jr. 
MSFC Dailey, C. C. 
MSFC Hill, K. 
MSFC Fichtl, G. H. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC McPherson, W. B. 
' MSFC Davidson, M. C. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC Davidson, M. C. 
MSFC Lacy, L. L. 
MSFC Williams, J. R. 
MSFC Lacy, L. L. 
MSFC Guttman, C. H. 
MSFC Hill, C. K. 
MSFC Jayroe, R. R., Jr. 
MSFC Urban, E. W. 
MSFC Williamson, J. G. 
MSFC Trenkie, J. J. 
MSFC White, J. B. 
MSFC Owen, R. B. 
MSFC Bass, B. G. 
MSFC Snoddy, W. C. 
MSFC Potter, R. 
MSFC Urban, E. W. 
MSFC Guynes, B. V. 
MSFC Dailey, C. C. 
MSFC Clifton, K. S. 
MSFC Vaughn, 0. H., Jr. 
MSFC Williams, J. R. 
MSFC Gary, G. A. 
MSFC Nerren, B. H. 
MSFC O'Dell, C. R. 
MSFC Dalins, I. 
MSFC Kent, M. I. 
MSFC Humphries, W. R. 
MSFC Nowakowski, M. F. 
MSFC Hill, C. K. 
MSFC Nowakowski, M. F. 
MSFC Young, L. E. 
MSFC Brantley, L. W. 
MSFC Rhodeq P. H. 
MSFC Snyder, R. S. 
MSFC Parnell, T. A. 
MSFC Pamll ,  T. A. 
INSTITUTION 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 







MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NORTH GEORGIA COL 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 










ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SAVANNAH STATE COL 
SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 







STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNlV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE 
TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS ACM UNIVERSITY 






































































Shepard, W. S. 
Mitchell, J. R. 
Thompson, J. F. 
Jones, E. W. 
Nortdvedt, K. 
Gales, J. N. 
Turner, J. M. 
Frazier, D. 0. 
Spight, C. 
Tumer, J. M. 
Hall, J. H., Jr. 
Maxwell, A. 
Johnson, A. J. 
Sharma, A. V. 
Biesbrock, J. A. 
Ulmer, M. P. 
Barber, D. A. 
Blackadar, A. K. 
Saville, D. A. 
Caveny, L. H. 
Wiedmann, H. 
Glicksman, M. E. 
Wiedemeier, H. 
Glicksman, M. E. 
Wiedemeier, H. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Few, A. A. 
Fuelberg, H. E. 
Wenner, D. B. 
Payne, J. E. 
Tabony, J. 
Fernald, F. G. 
Montgomery, V. T. 
Scott, R. L., Jr. 
Walker, A: B., Jr. 
Underwood, J. H. 
Everitt, C. W. 
Everitt, C. W. 
Darosa, A. V. 
Walker, A. B., Jr. 
Schuerman, D. W. 
Vonnegut, B. 
VanOss, C. J. 
Weinberg, J. L. 
Grusha, E. 
Caldwell, J. J. 
Brcecher, J. 
Bums, R. G. 
Griggs, E. I. 
Porter, W. A. 
Scoggins, J. R. 
Parker, D. L. 
Doreswamy. C. V. 
Selkrs, J. P., Jr. 
Sachs, G. 
Chiovetti, R., Jr. 
Hiscr, H. W. 
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MSFC Fallon, R. A. 
MSFC Geller, G. 
MSFC Johnston, J. D. 
MSFC Smith, R. E. 
MSFC Schrick, B. J. 
MSFC Fallon, R. A. 
MSFC Fallon, R. A. 
MSFC Smith, R. E. 
MSFC Schrick, B. J. 
MSFC Turner, R. E. 
MSFC Camp, D. W. 
MSFC Scott, F. E. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC Nerrin, B. N. 
MSFC Dailey, C. C. 
MSFC Parnell, T. A. 
MSFC Lowrey, D. 0. 
MSFC Caruso, S. V. 
MSFC Huggins, C. T. 
MSFC Sloan, J. 
MSFC Hill, K. 
MSFC Paludan, C. T. 
MSFC Vaughan, 0. H. 
MSFC Fichtl, G. H. 
MSFC Schafer, C. F. 
MSFC Anderson, B. J. 
MSFC Camp, D. W. 
MSFC Camp, D. W. 
MSFC Guttman, C. H. 
MSFC Mercier, D. R. 
MSFC Snoddy, W. C. 
MSFC O'Dell, C. R. 
MSFC O'Dell, C. R. 
MSFC Chappell, C. R. 
MSFC Oran, W. A. 
MSFC Chappell, C. R. 
MSFC Chappell, C. R. 
MSFC Patterson, W. J. 
MSFC Goetz, 0. K. 
MSFC Fallon, R. A. 
MSFC Schrick, B. J. 
MSFC Reeves, F. A. 
MSFC Fallon, R. A. 
MSFC Chappell, C. R. 
MSFC Nichols, R. L. 
MSFC Caruso, S. V. 
MSFC Caruso, S. V. 
MSFC Nichols, R. L. 
MSFC Clotfelter, W. N. 
MSFC Talley, D. 
MSFC Daniels, J. L., Jr. 
MSFC Espy, P. N. 
NSTL Wolverton, B. C. 
NSTL Pearson, R. 
NSTL Wolverton, B. C. 
NSTL Joyce, A. T. 
NSTL Rusoff, L. L. 
INSTITUTION 







UNIV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNIV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNlV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV ORGEON-HLTH CTR 
UNIV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 



















UNIV TEXASS ANTONIO 
UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNlV OF WYOMING 









ALCORN STATE UNIV 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
JACKSON STATE UNIV 
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Hagen, D. E. 
Summers, D. A. 
Kersten, L. 
Squires, P. 
Kocmond, W. C. 
Kocmond, W. C. 
Hallett, J. 
Telford, J. W. 
Kocmond, W. C. 
Inman, R. L. 
McCarthy, J. 
Knox, R. J. 
Brooks, D. E. 
Seaman, G. V. 
Brooks, D. E. 
Shen, B. S. 
Benton, E. V. 
Fellers, R. G. 
Sergent, J. 




Connell, J. R. 
Frost, W. 
Collins, F. 
Carter, J .  M. 
Kohl, R. H. 
Frost, W. 
Hung, J. C. 
Smith, V. K., 111 
Henize, K. G. 
Lambert, D. L. 
Jefferys, W. H. 
Hanson, W. B. 
Hoffman, J. H. 
Hanson, W. B. 
Burch, J. L. 
Andrade, J. D. 
Gunter, E. J. 




Raitt, W. J. 
Kinser, D. L. 
Kinser, D. L. 
Kinser, D. L. 
Kinser, D. L. 
Wert, J. J. 




Faust, N. L. 
Shore, F. 
Nelson, F. R. 
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NSTL Wolverton, B. C. 
NSTL Wolverton, B. C. 
NSTL Hopkins, W. L. 
WFC Rossi, L. C. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Holland, A. C. 
WFC Holland, A. C. 
WFC Milliner, J. B. 
WFC Hoge, F. E. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Huang, N. E. 
WFC West, W. W. 
WFC Walsh, E. J. 
WFC Krabill, W. B. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
. WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Carr, R. E. 
WFC Duke, J. R. 
WFC Duke, J. R. 
WFC Schmidlin, F. J. 
WFC Schmidlin, F. J. 
WFC Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Maurer, H. E. 
WFC Maurer,H.E. 
WFC Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC Huang, N. E. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Duke, J. R. 
WFC Huang, N. E. 
WFC Parker, L. C. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Alfonsi, P. J. 
WFC Floyd, J. C. 
WFC Trafford, G. H. 
WFC Oberholtzer, J. D. 
WFC Parsons, C. L. 
WFC Trafford, G. H. 
WFC Rossi, L. C. 
WFC Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Stanley, H. R. 
WFC Ballance, C. W., Jr. 
WFC Gray, J. W. 
WFC Duke, J. R. 
WFC Duke, J. R. 
WFC Scott, J. H. 
WFC Carr, R. E. 
HQ-AD Wright, M. D. 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV SO MISSISSIPPI 
UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 
UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 






ESTRN SHORE CMTY COL 
HAMPTON fNSTITUTE 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 




TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV O F  DAYTON 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV O F  DELAWARE 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 




UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV OF UTAH 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
































































Stocks, P. K. 
Stocks, P. K. 
Brundage, W. G . 
Pierson, W. J. 
Kuo, J. T. 
Talwani, M. 
Kelley, M. C. 
Hackney, R. L. 
Acquista, C. R. 
Unavailable 
Trehan, A. K. 
Phillips, 0. M. 
Phillips, 0. M. 
Gammill, B. G. 
Guard, K. 
Guard, K. 
Long, S. R. 
Rapp, R. H. 
Roth, L. 0. 
Hale, L. C. 
Olivero, J. 
Clark, J. H. 
Hale, L. C. 
Kendall, B. R. 
Ferguson, G. A. 
Phillips, T. L. 
Anuta, P. E. 
Anderson, H. R., Jr. 
Ichiye, T. 
Davis, T. N. 
Kaula, W. M. 
Hendershott, M. 
Luers, J. K. 
Wu, J. 
Robinson, D. M. 
Sheldon, W. R. 
Bowhill, S. A. 
Harmon, D. M. 
Smith, J. C. 
Singh, G.  
Wutoh, J. G. 
Smith, I. C. 
Lynk, W. L. 
Horvath, J. J. 
Amoldy, R. J. 
Nier, A. 0. 
Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
Amoldy, R. L. 
Arnoldy, R. L. 
Zipf, E. C., Jr. 
Tapley, B. D. 
Christensen, A. B. 
Christensen, A. B, 
Kao, S. K. 
Staffanson, F. L. 
Powell, N. L. 
Tiefernan, H. W. 
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HQBX Weir, J. F. 
HQ-EE Ernst, H. M. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-EP Prinkler, B. 
HQ-ER Flinn, E. A. 
HQ-ER Flinn, E. A. 
H Q E R  Murphy, J. P. 
H Q E R  Murphy, J. P. 
HQ-ER Murphy, J. P. 
H Q E R  Flinn, E. A. 
H Q E R  Flinn, E. A. 
H Q E R  Murphy, J. P. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J .  A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
, HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Gray, E. Z. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Bivins, R. G.  
HQ-ET Bivins, R. G.  
HQ-ET Roberson, F. 1. 
HQ-ET Dolby, W. 
I HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Bivins, R. G. 
H Q E T  Bivins, R. G 
H Q E T  Ault, L. A. 
HQ-ET Hargrave, C. 
HQ-ET Ault, L. A. 
HQ-ET Ault, L. A. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-ET Hamson, J. 0. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Dolby, W. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Bivins, R. G. 
HQ-ET Holley, H. L. 
HQ-ET Gilbert, R. 
HQ-ET Bivins, R. G. 
HQ-ET Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
H Q E T  Vitale, J. A. 
H Q F E  Rich, W. B. 
H Q E T  Bivins, R. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
I H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  HAWAII-MANOA 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHIO STATE UNlV 




UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
LA ST U&A&M COL-BRGE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
SOUTHEASTN OKLA ST U 
SOUTHEASTN OKLA ST U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
ST UNIV SYSTM OF FLA 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  GEORGIA 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KENTUCKY 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNIV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNIV O F  VERMONT 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
BENNETT COLLEGE-NC 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 





























































NGT 36-027-01 1 
NSG 7267 
FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
INVESTIGATOR CODE 
Jefferies, J. T. 
Schilling, D. L. 
Schrumpf, B. J. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Colwell, R. N. 
Unavailable 
Soloman, S. C. 
Counselman, C. C., I l l  
Mueller, I. I. 
Mueller, 1. I. 
Wyss, M. 
Dorman, J. H. 
Shelus, P. J. 
Kaula, W. M. 
Liang, T. 
Whitehurst, C. A. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Boylan, M. G. 
Miller, W. F. 
Morgenstern, 0. 
Kindle, E. C. 
Weismiller, R. A. 
Myers, V. I.  
Gold, C. H. 
Gold, C. H. 
McAlister, J. F. 
Unavailable 
Blanchard, B. J. 
Miller, J. M. 
Johnson, I. D. 
Bier, M. 
Ives, J. D. 
Wilde, D. 
Unavailable 
Johnson, F. D. 
Unavailable 
Unavailable 
Johnson, F. D. 
Ruth, B. E. 
Unavailable 
Barr, B. G. 
Unavailable 
Shepherd, W. G. 





Ridd, M. K. 
John, H. H. 
Clapp, J. L. 
Unavailable 
Unavailable 
Sayles, J. N. 
Kirksey, C. H. 
Maniv, R. 
Bennett, W. R. 
Sinha, 0. P. 
ACC 
NO. 
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HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Nicogossian, A. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
' H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H: 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Carter, C. H. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
H Q L U  Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-LU Carter, C. H. 
H Q M T  Puttkamer, J. 
H Q M T  Roberts, J. L. 
H Q R E  Gevarter, W. B. 
H Q R E  Gevarter, W. B. 
HQ-RE Gevarter, W. B. 
H Q R E  Pontious, C. E. 
H Q R E  Fitzmaurice, M. W. 
H Q R E  Gevarter, W. B. 
H Q R P  Lazar, J. 
H Q R R  Schwenk, F. C. 
H Q R R  Henry, W. 
H Q R R  Schwenk, F. C. 
H Q R R  Henry, W. 
H Q R R  Thorn, K. 
H Q R R  Henry, W. 
INSTITUTION 
CLEVELAND STATE UNIV 
DELAWARE STATE COL 






MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
MORGAN STATE UNlV 
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
PAN AMERICAN UNlV 





TENNESSEE STATE UNIV 
TEXAS A t 1  UNIVERSITY 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 






UNIV OF CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 




MASS INST O F  TECH 





UNIV MARYLANDCOL PK 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF lNST O F  TECH 











NGL 09-01 1-046 
NGT 09-01 1-058 






























NGT 44-005- 114 























Bennett, W. R. 
Helmy, E. M. 
Jones, H. J. 
Field, G. B. 
Ferguson, G. A. 
Cox, E. L. 
Fan, D. N. 
Williams, W., Jr. 
McCarthy, J. F., Jr. 
Hall, J. 
Hall, J. 
Proctor, N. K. 
Zenick, H. 
Ingersoll, D. 
Keller, M. D. 
Stranges, J. 
McRee, G. J. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Glaser, F. M. 
Greaux, A. E. 
Falconer, E. 
Barfield, B. F. 
Bershader, D. 
Beard, R. R. 
Malkani, M. J. 
Franke, E. A. 
Dybczak, Z. W. 
Sams, U. H. 
Velez, V. 
Head, R. R. 
Barfield, B. F. 
Lueg, R. E. 
Barfield, B. F. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Simpson, J. A. 
Brown, J. 
Huang, C. J. 
Huang, C. J. 
Emad, F. P. 
Anderson, G. W. 
Etter, D. M. 
Thomas, G.  
Johnson, F. S. 
Cheston, P. S. 
Chapman, P. K. 
Weinstein, M. 
Shen, C. N. 
Yurazunis, S. W. 
McCarthy, J. 
Harris, S. E. 
Minker, J. 
Jahn, R. G. 
Vaughan, R. 
Ahrens, T. J. 
Mar, J. W. 
Coleson, W. B. 
Pantell, R. H. 
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HQ-RR Thorn, K. 
HQ-RR Thorn, K. 
HQ-RR Randolph, L. P. 
HQ-RR Schwenk, F. C. 
H Q R R  Henry, W. 
H Q R R  Lundholm, J. G., Jr. 
HQRR Randolph, L. P. 
HQ-RR Lundholrn, J. G., Jr. 
H Q R R  Randolph, L. P. 
HQ-RR Schwenk, F. C. 
H Q R W  Gilstad, D. A. 
HQ-KW Gangler, J. J. 
H Q R X  Rollins, R. H. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Larson, C. A. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Winter, D. L. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
H Q S B  Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
UNlV ILLINOISCHICGO 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNIV O F  UTAH 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
AMHERST COLLEGE 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-L ANGLES 
CLARKSON COL OF TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 





MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 







SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
SO ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
UNIV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 






CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 



























































Schneider, R. T. 
Schneider, R. 7. 
Barcilon, V. 
Valanis, K. C. 
Stwalley, W. C. 
Weber, J. 
Reiger, C. J. 
Scriven, L. E. 
Vali, V. 
Hertzberg, A. 
Wiberly, S. E. 
Mueller, J. I. 
Kuhlthau, A. R. 
Leadbetter, E. R. 
Cronin, J. R. 
Fulton, G. P. 
Margulis, L. 
Horowitz, N. H. 
Strurnwasser, F. 
Bragin, J. 
McNulty, P. J. 
Sagan, C. E. 
MacDonald, R. E. 
Larock, P. A. 
Friedmann, E. 1. 
Unavailable 
Head, M. C. 
Waters, E. 
Hubbard, J. S. 
Foster, T. L. 
Barghoorn, E. S. 
Hayes, J. M. 
Ripley, E. M. 
Biemann, K. 
Rich, A. 
Jaffe, M. J. 
Casida, L. E., Jr. 
Eirich, F. R. 
Jacobs, W. P. 
Mitchell, C. A. 
Ferris, J. P. 
Wedler, F. C. 
Pope, D. H. 
Ward, C. H. 
Yopp, J. H. 
Yopp, J. H. 
Bonner, W. A. 
Lederberg, J. 
Owen, T. 
Krikorian, A. D. 
Fendler, J. H. 
Hartman, H. B. 
Lacey, J. C., Jr. 
Nagy, B. 
Calvin, M. 
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HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young. R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Larson, C. A. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
H Q S B  Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Halstead, T. W. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQ-SB Geib, D. S. 
HQ-SB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Young, R. S. 
HQSB Halstead, T. W. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Boggess, N. W. 
H Q S C  Fishman, G. J. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
H Q S C  Sofia, S. 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
H Q S C  Rosendahl, J. 
H Q S C  Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC m e s s ,  N. W. 
H Q S C  Boggess. N. W. 
H Q S C  Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  m e s s ,  N. W. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Boggess, N. W. 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
U NIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
U NIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNIV O F  CHlCAGO 
UNIV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNIV O F  HAWAII-MANOA 
UNIV O F  HAWAII-MANOA 
U NIV HOU STON-HOUSTON 
U NIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
U NlV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
U NIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV HOUSTON-HOUSTON 
UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNIV O F  LOUISVILLE 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV O F  MASSAMHERST 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNIV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNIV SO CAROLINA-COL 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UTAH STATE UNIV 
WORCESTER POLY lNST 
WORCESTER POLY lNST 
YALE UNlVERSITY 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
BOWLING G R N  STATE U 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 








JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MONTANA STATE UNIV 







CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 05-007-221 Kaplan, 1. R. 
NGR 05-007-407 Schopf, J. W. 
NGR 05-009-213 Yayanos, A. A. 
NGR 05-009-218 Miller, S. L. 
NSG 7151 Stoeckenius, W. 
NSG 7303 Moran, H. F.  
NSG 7450 Leadbetter, E. R. 
NGL 12-001-042 Siegel, S. M. 
NGR 12-001-109 Folsome, C. E. 
NGR 44-005-002 Oro, J. 
NGR 44-005-091 Becker, R. S. 
NSG 7300 Hendrix, D. H. 
NSG 7440 Fox, G. E. 
NSG 9042 Couks, J. R. 
NSG 7044 Woese, C. R. 
NSG 7441 Fuller, P. M. 
NGR 21-002-317 Ponnarnperuma, C. A. 
NSG 7470 Joshi, J. M. 
NSG 7397 Huguenin, R. L. 
NGR 10-007-008 Fox, S. W. 
NSG 7308 Kuhn, W. R. 
NSG 7452 Rich, A. 
NSG 9047 Ross, M. D. 
NGR 39-010-149 Brown, A. H. 
NSG 7366 Vishniac, H. S. 
NSG 7096 Rohlfing, D. L. 
NSG 7367 Strehler, B. L. 
NSG 7424 Diehn, B. 
NSG 7038 Smith, G. G. 
NSG 7154 Danielli, J. F. 
NSG 7392 Plumb, R. C. 
NGR 07-004-009 Morowitz, H. J. 
NSG 7290 Galston, A. W. 
NSG 7022 Ptak, R. L. 
NGL 05-002-134 Oke, J. B. 
NGL 05-002-207 Neugebauer, G.  
NGR 05-002-160 Vogt, R. E. 
NGR 05-002-256 Thorne, K. S. 
NSG 7105 Green, S. 
NSG 7248 Weisskopf, M. C. 
NGR 33-010-172 Harwit, M. 0. 
NSG 7324 Houck, J. R. 
NGR 22-007-270 Fazio, G. G. 
NGR 22-007-272 Cameron, A. G. 
NSG 7304 Parkinson, W. H. 
NSG 7449 Davidsen, A. F. 
NGL 22-009-015 Clark, G. W. 
NGR 22-009-526 Weiss, R. 
NSG 7186 Kleinmann, S. 
NSG 7328 Weiss, R. 
NSG 7339 Lewin. W. G. 
NGR 27-001-040 Nordtvedt, K., Jr. 
NGR 33-016-196 Glassgold, A. E. 
NGL 14007-041 Huang, S. S. 
NGL 31-001-007 Spitzer, L., Jr. 
NGR 31-001-202 Dicke, R. H. 
NSG 7256 Bahcall, N. A. 
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HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
H Q S C  Sofia, S. 
HQ-SC Opp, A. G .  
H Q S C  Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Fishman, G. J. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
H Q S C  Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Sofia, S. 
. H Q S C  Sofia, S. 
HQ-SC Fishman, G. J. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
H Q S C  Fishman, G. 
H Q S C  Aucremanne, M. J.  
HQ-SC Fishman, G. J. 
H Q S C  Rosendhal, J. D. 
H Q S C  Rosendhal, J. D. 
H Q S C  Opp, A. G. 
H Q S C  Burbidge, E. 
H Q S C  Boggess, N. W. 
HQSC Fishman, G. J. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Fishman, G. F. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SC Opp, A. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Sofia, S. 
HQSC Boggess. N. W. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Opp. A. G. 








STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
ST U NY COL-GENESEO 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 









UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 







UNIV OF FLORIDA 
UNIV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNlV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
UNIV NEW HAMP-DURHAM 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NSG 7379 Schwanschiid, M. 
NSG 7167 Moffett, T. J. 
NSG 7015 Clayton, D. D. 
NGR 05-020-452 Hofstadter, R. 
NGR 05-020-668 Sturrock, P. A. 
NSG 7204 Will, C. M. 
NSG 7241 Weinberg, J. L. 
NGR 33-219-002 Meisel, D. D. 
NGR 33-015-180 Forman, M. A. 
NGL 03-002-017 Bashkin, S. 
NGR 03-002-269 LOW, F. J. 
NGR 03-002-371 Hoffman, W. F. 
NSG 1101 Jokippi, J. 
NSG 7142 Tifft, W. G .  
NSG 7358 Gehrels, A. M. 
NSG 7368 Craine, E. R. 
NSG 7106 Hughes, R. H. 
NGL 05-003-272 Townes, C. H. 
NGR 05-003-376 Price, P. 8. 
NGR 05-003-513 Heckrnan, H. H. 
NGR 05-003-553 Alvarez, L. W. 
NGR 05-003-578 Silk, J. I. 
NSG 7205 Richards, P. L. 
NSG 7455 Smoot, G. 
NSG 7341 Kennel, C. F. 
NGR 05-008-022 White, R. S. 
NASW 2996 Mcllwain, C. E. 
NGL 05405-003 Peterson, L. E. 
NGL 05-005-004 Gould, R. J. 
NGR 05-009-188 Mcllwain, C. E. 
NSG 7294 Peterson, L. E. 
NSG 7377 Burbidge, M. 
NGR 05-061-015 Rank, I). M. 
NGL 14-001-001 Parker, E. N. 
NGL 14-001-005 Meyer, P. 
NGL 14-001-006 Simpson, J. A. 
NGR 14-001-147 Hobbs, L. M. 
NSG 7464 Muller, D. 
NGR 06-003-179 Lillie, C. F. 
NSG 7128 McCray, R. 
NSG 7430 Conti, P. S. 
NSG 7459 Timothy, I. 
NSG 7460 Thomas, R. 
NSG 7477 Snow, T. P. 
NSG 7143 Can,  T. D. 
NGR 21-002-010 Misner, C. W. 
NGR 21-002-066 Earl, J. A. 
NGR 21-002-073 Griem, H. R. 
NGR 21-002-224 Gloeckler, G. 
NSG 7252 Rose, W. K. 
NSG 7284 Currie, D. G. 
NGR 2-5-464 Hiltner, W. A. 
NGR 24-005-050 Waddington, C. J. 
NSG 2014 Ney, E. 
NSG 7259 Gallagher, J. S. 
NSR 24005-245 Luyten, W. J. 
NGL 30-002-021 Chupp, E. L. 
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HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQSC Roman, N. G. 
H Q S C  Roman, N. G. 
HQSC Rosendhal, J. D. 
HQ-SC Fishman, G. J. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL French, B. M. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Brunk,.W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Mitz, M. A. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL French, B. E. 
H Q S L  Donn, B. D. 
HQSL Bnmk, W. M. 
H Q S L  Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Kochendorfer, F. D. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Brunk, W. B. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Murphy, R. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 







UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNlV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 









ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 














FLORIDA STATE UNIV 



































NGL 05-002- 140 
NGR 05-002- 1 14 






























VanDenBout, P. A. 
Shield, G.  A. 
Bengtson, R. D. 
Henize, K. G. 
Evans, N. J., I1 
Witt, A. N. 
Molnar, M. R. 
Witt, A. N. 
Molnar, M. R. 
Frederick, L. W. 
Lord, J. J. 
Code, A. D. 
Savage, B. D. 
Weedman, D. W. 
Hall, D. 
Hutchinson, J. L. 
Israel, M. H. 
Smith, W. H. 
Prakash, A. 
Moore, C. B. 
Larimer, J. W. 
Greeley, R. 
Gmeley, R. 
Mutch, T. A. 
Head, J. W. 
Muhleman, D. 0. 
Anderson, D. L. 
Ahrens, T. J. 
Goldreich, P. 
Muhleman, D. 0. 
Murray, B. C. 
Shoemaker, E. M. 
Neugebauer, G. 
Albee, A. L. 
Ahrens, T. J. 
Burnett, D. S. 
Melosh, H. J. 
Yung, Y. L. 
Albee, A. L. 
Woolum, D. S. 
Keihm, S. J. 
O'Nions, R. K. 
Takahashi, T. 
O'Nions, R. K. 
Sagan, C. E. 
Gierasch, P. J. 
Turcotte, D. L. 
Sagan, C. E. 
Veverka, J. 
Veverka, J. 
Harwit, M. 0. 
Gold, T. 
Bums, J. A. 
Hunt, R. H. 
Edwards, H. D. 
Goody, R. M. 
Cameron, A. G. 





NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
t TECH 
' OFF TECHNICAL 
LOC OFFICER 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Donn, B. D. 
HQ-SL Donn, B. D. 
HQ-SL Murphy, R. E. 
HQ-SL French, B. M. 
HQ-SL Smith, M. J. 
HQ-SL Kosofsky, L. J. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
H Q S L  Williams, R. J. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Williams, R. J. 
H Q S L  Williams, R. J. 
HQ-SL Quaide. W. L. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
' HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Donn, B. D. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
' HQ-SL Bryson, R. P. 
' HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. 
HQ-SL Murphy, R. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL French, B. M. 
HQ-SL . Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Tarver, P. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
H Q S L  Donn, B. D. 
H Q S L  French, B. M. 
HQ-SL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Murphy, R. E. 
H Q S L  Dwornik, S. E. 
H Q S L  Goldstein, B. E. 
HQ-SL Williams, R. J. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Donn, B. D. 
H Q S L  Donn, B. D. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 





JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
KANSAS STATE UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NE LOUISIANA UNIV 
NE LOUISIANA UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 
PENN STATE U-UNIV PK 












RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 






STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-ALBANY 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 



























































Goody, R. M. 
Goody, R. M. 
Jackson, W. M. 
Feldman, P. D. 
Williams, D. B. 
Goldstein, J. I. 
McCord, T. B. 
Press, F. 
Lewis, J. S. 
McCord, T. B. 
Pettengill, G. H. 
McCord, T. B. 
Counselman, C. C., I11 
McCord, T. B. 
Suomi, V. E. 
Toksoz, M. N. 
Counselman, C. C., 111 
McCord, T. B. 
Solomon, S. C. 
Burns, R. G. 
Biemann, K. 
Solomon, S. C. 
Pinson, W. 
Beebe, R. F. 
Beebe, H. A. 
DeHon, R. A. 
DeHon, R. A. 
Schmitt, R. A. 
Komar, P. D. 
Gold, D. P. 
Muan, A. 
Alexander, S. S. 
Eggler, D. 
Gross, S. H. 
Phinney, R. A. 
Smoluchowski, R. 
Lipschutz, M. E. 
Takahashi, T. 
Harteck, P. 
Yerazunis, S. W. 
Michel, F. C. 
Chamberlain, J. W. 
Clayton, D. D. 
Debremaecker, J. C. 
Stebbings, R. F. 
Hewins, R. H. 
Rehfuss, D. E. 
Eshleman, V. R. 
Howard, H. T. 
Tyler, G. L. 
Nur, A. M. 
Tyler, G. L. 
Weinberg, J. L. 
Schuerman, D. W. 
King, J. S. 
Varanasi, P. 
Owen, T. 
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HQ-SL Williams. R. J. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Goldstein, B. E. 
HQSL Murphy, R. E. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Williams, R. J. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Donn, B. D. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Smith, M. J. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQSL Donn, B. D. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Frtnch, B. M. 
HQSL Quaidc, W. L. 
HQSL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Donn, B. D. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQSL Dwornik, S. E. 
INSTITUTION 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS ABM UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 






UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 














NGL 03-002-08 1 

















































Schaeffer, 0. A. 
Knacke, R. F. 
Caldwell, J. J. 
Plass, G. N. 
Gangi, A. F. 
Young, A. T. 
Gangi, A. F. 
Strom, R. G. 
Smith, B. A. 
Hoenig, S. A. 
Gehrels, T. 
Cox, E. L. 
Strom, R. G. 
Gehrels, A. M. 
Sonett, C. P. 
Wilkening, L. L. 
Sonett, C. P. 
Hubbard, W. B. 
Fink, U. W. 
Rieke, G. H. 
Strom, R. G. 
Greenberg, R. 
Hubbard, W. B. 
Gehrels, A. M. 
Zellner, B. H. 
Smith, B. 
Hsieh, K. C. 
Levy, E. H. 
Boynton, W. V. 
Pimental, G. C. 
Townes, C. H. 
Anderson, K. A. 
Welch, W. J. 
Lin, R. P. 
Kaula, W. M. 
Schubert, G. 
Wasson, J. T. 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
Oertel, G. 
Schubert, G. 
Aller, L. H. 
Kieffer, H. H. 
Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
Schubert, G. 
Boynton, W. V. 
Arrhenius, G. 
Arnold, J. R. 
Suess, H. E. 
Arnold, J. R. 
Alfven, H. 
Arnold, J. R. 
Alfven, H. 
MacDougail, J. D. 
Rudee, M. L. 
Alfven, H. 
Pcale, S. J. 
Anders, E. 
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H Q S L  Brunk, W. E. 
H Q S L  Mitz, M. A. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQSL French, B. M. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Flinn, E. A. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQSL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Smith, M. J. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
H Q S L  Goldstein, B. E. 
H Q S L  Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Murphy, R. E. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
HQ-SL Quaide, W. L. 
, H Q S L  Donn, B. D. 
H Q S L  Quaide, W. L. 
H Q S L  Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
H Q S L  French, B. M. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
H Q S L  Goidstein, B. E. 
H Q S L  Quaide, W. L. 
H Q S L  Quaide, W. L. 
H Q S L  Dwornik, S. E. 
H Q S L  Murphy, R. E. 
H Q S L  Quaide, W. L. 
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